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THE

INTRODUCTION.

SINCE the publication of my Second Defence in the cause of

our blessed Lord's Divinity, I have been waiting to see what

further attempts we were to have from the Arians. I perceive

they are still resolute in their opposition to the faith of Christ,

blaspheming his Godhead, impugning his worship, and despising

every kind offer of instruction, or exhortation, to convince or

reclaim them. I have the satisfaction however to observe, that

they daily give ground more and more; that the defensive part,

which they begun with, is, in a manner, yielded up ; their main

scheme appearing so gross, and so untenable, that they themselves

are afraid or ashamed to own it. As to the offensive, which

is now all that they are willing to abide by, they hold it on

still as far as they are able: and yet even here one may observe,

that, as to matter of argument, their attacks are as harmless as a

man might wish; only there is a certain fierceness or bitterness

of spirit still remaining, and which seems to increase, as their

strength decreases; and which perhaps may grow upon them

more and more to the last, as is natural and common in such

cases. But to come to the point.

B 2.



4. INTROI).UCTION.

Their first effort to renew the contest appeared under the

title of Remarks, &c. by one Philalethes Cantabrigiensis,

printed for J. Noon. Having no manner of acquaintance, that

I know of, with the man under that conceited name; and find

ing little in the piece more than tedious repetition and studied

confusion, I slighted it, as apprehending myself not at all obliged

to take notice of it.

Waiting a while longer, there comes out another pamphlet,

entitled, Observations, &c. and by the Author of the Reply to my

First Defence, printed for James Knapton, &c. which when I

saw, I immediately concluded as I had some leisure upon my

hands, that here was a call to me to set pen to paper once

more. For however low an opinion I might have of the per

formance, after reading it, yet the Author of the Reply, when he

has any thing to say, and while our readers are not quite weary,

may always command my more especial notice. Whether it be

Dr. Clarke, or whether it be Mr. Jackson, (for though it be

doubted which, all agree that it lies between them,) they are

both men whom I must attend to: one, as he is the principal

in the cause; the other, as he is second, and had the first hand

in committing my Queries to the press, engaging me ever after

in the public service. Let but either of those two gentlemen stand

accountable in the opinion of the world, (I mean no more.) for

any foul play on their side, as I by setting my name am answer

able for any on mine, and then I shall think myself upon even

terms with them in that respect: and as to any other, I humbly

conceive, I have no reason to fear their gaining any advantage.

The author of the Observations begins with giving us his judg

ment of his own performance; assuring his reader, in the most

solemn manner, that the Observations contain in them no argu

ment, nor branch of any argument, but what, upon the most

serious consideration and careful review, appears to him strictly

and perfectly conclusive. Thus far perhaps may be true: for I

know not how things may appear to him, nor how defective he
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may be in judgment. But I wish he could have added, no repre

sentations but what, upon calm examination, he had found to be

strictly just; no reports, but what he knew to be true; no charges

upon his adversary,' but what he believed to be honest and

upright; no personal reflections beyond what he had clear and

sufficient grounds for. But I pass on to his book.

He has cast his work into fourteen observations; the weightiest,

no doubt, that the whole compass of the controversy could afford.

I shall consider what to say to them, after I have given the

reader some brief hints of the past and present state of the

dispute between us. It should be remembered, that this gentle

man at his first setting out, and all along till now, undertook to

answer queries, to satisfy objections, to assoil difficulties, to recon

cile the new scheme to itself, to Scripture, to antiquity, and to

reason; that so having first cleared his own doctrine in every

part, beyond any thing that could be done for the faith received,

he might then with a better face disturb the peace of the Church,

and plead the more earnestly (but modestly withal) for a thorough

change. This was what he undertook: and had he been as able

to execute, as he was forward to project, I profess sincerely, he

should not have wanted any encouragement, or even thanks of

mine; so far should I have been from giving him further moles

tation. But it hath happened to him, (as it ordinarily must to

every man, who undertakes a business before he has seen into

it,) that he has met with many difficulties, more than he at first

apprehended, and is by no means able to surmount them.

To mention a few particulars, out of a great number:

1. He has not been able to clear his scheme of the unsup

portable charge of making two Gods, one supreme and another

inferiora.

2. He has not been able to get over the difficulty of supposing

God the Son and God the Holy Ghost two creatures", in direct

* See my First and Second Defence, Query v. vol. i. and ii.

* See my First and Second Defence, Query xi. xii. vol. i. and ii.
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opposition to Scripture and antiquity. He has indeed avoided

giving them the name of creature, which yet can contribute but

little satisfaction to as many as plainly see how the thing is other

wise fully and repeatedly owned under other names".

3. He has not been able to defend or excuse creature-worship,

so fully condemned by Scripture, and by the ancient Jews and

Christians, with one voiced.

4. Nor hath he been able to disprove or elude the proofs

brought from Scripture and antiquity, of the divine worship due

to Christe.

5. He hath not been able to salve, or so much as to colour

over a notorious flaw in his scheme, relating to the foundation of

the worship of Christ; taking up principles there which can suit

only with the Socinian scheme, at other times espousing the

Arian, though it be impossible for both to stand togetherſ.

6. He has not been able to give any tolerable account of

the divine titles, attributes, and honours being ascribed to a

creature g.

7. He has given no satisfaction at all about Christ being

Creator and creature too; not being able to elude the proofs of

the former, nor to reconcile both parts together h.

8. Though he set out with pompous pretences to antiquity, he

cannot make them good: but it is proved upon him, nor can he

elude the proof, that in thirteen instances of doctrine, containing

the main branches of his scheme, he runs directly counter to all

Catholic antiquityi.

9. He has not been able to vindicate Dr. Clarke's quotations

from the ancients: which have been proved, all of them, to be

* See my Supplement to the Case, Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 676, &c.

&c. vol. ii. p. 324. Second Defence, s First and Second Defence, Query

vol. ii. p. 642, &c. x. xi. vol. i. and ii. Sermons vii. viii.

* First and Second Defence, Query vol. ii.
xvi. xvii. vol. i. and ii. h First and Second Defence, Query

* Seemy First and Second Defence, xii. vol. i. and ii.

Query xvi. xviii. vol. i. and ii. * First Defence, vol. i. p. 497.

f #. Defence, vol. i. p. 434, &c. Second, vol. ii. p. 729, &c.
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either not pertinent, or not justly quoted, or not fairly translated, or

not rightly understoodk.

The author of the Reply having thus failed in the main

business, I might reasonably decline any further dispute with

him. He is so sensible of the lameness of his former performances

in the defensive, that he is now pleased to quit that part entirely,

and to attempt it no longer. My Queries remain queries still;

and the oracle shuts up in sullen silence. All that I contended

for seems to be tacitly yielded up to me; and I stand in quiet

and peaceable possession of it. What room then is there for

any further dispute? Yes, there is room still, this gentleman

thinks, to act upon the offensive: and since he has been so un

happy as to give no satisfaction in respect of his own scheme, he

hopes however to be even with us in some measure, by declaring

himself still dissatisfied with ours. He had many objections

formerly, which he has been pleased to drop one after another

in the course of the debate: and he has some left still, which he

resolves to abide by; though the force even of these few remain

ing have been already so broken and blunted, that were it not

for the ignorance of some readers, and the convenient use of mis

representations, misreports, flouts, and scoffs, and an assuming

positiveness, in lieu of a just reply, he could do nothing with

them.

For the benefit therefore of weak readers, who may be moved

by treak things, and for the sake of truth and godliness, and in

regard to the character of the men I am engaged with, I proceed

to examine the Observations. The author has taken his own

method; and so will I mine, as to me seems most proper, and

most convenient for the reader. As his work is a rhapsody of

independent thoughts, thrown under heads, at discretion: and

as the author in the composition observes very little coherence,

but jumps from thing to thing, blending matters together as it

* First and Second Defence, Query xxvii. vol. i. and ii.
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happened, or as came into his head, I shall not think it necessary

to follow him all the way in his rambling chase. But some

method. I must have too; and it shall be this, to rank his most

material observations under several heads, viz. False Charges,

Misrepresentations, Flouts and Scoffs, &c. And these heads shall

make so many chapters.



A FURTHER VINDICATION

OF

CHRIST'S DIW INITY.

CHAP. I.

False and injurious Charges contained in the Observations.

1. IN the list offalse charges, I shall first place one that stands

in page 118th, as being a very remarkable one, and proper to be

first spoken to, by way of introduction to what shall come after.

The words of the Observator are,

“Not so much as one single writer in the three first centuries

has presumed to teach, but, on the contrary, they would

“all have judged it the highest blasphemy either to say or think,

“ (which is the very point in which Dr. Waterland's whole doc

“trine centres,) that God the Father Almighty, even the one

“God and Father of all, who is above all, has no natural and

“necessary supremacy of authority and dominion at all; has no

“other supremacy of authority and dominion, than what is founded

“ merely in mutual agreement and voluntary concert; but has,

“naturally and necessarily, a priority of order only.”

Here is a high charge, a charge of blasphemy laid to me, and

in the name too of the Ante-Nicene Fathers, whose memory

will be ever precious, and whose judgment I respect and reve

rence. Now, that the reader may the better judge of this ex

traordinary paragraph of the Observator, I must take care to

inform him how the base stands between him and me in regard

to the supremacy. In the preface to my Second Defence, and

again in the book, I intimated over and over, in as plain words

- «
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as I could speak, that provided the Son’s necessary existence be

secured, that he be acknowledged not to exist precariously, or

contingently, but necessarily, that his coeternity and consubstantiality

be maintained, his creative powers, his infinite perfections, his

being no creature, but one God with the Father, and the like;

that then the supremacy shall be no matter of dispute with me.

Any supremacy of the Father that is consistent with these certain,

plain, Catholic tenets, always and universally believed by the

churches of Christ; I say, any supremacy consistent herewith,

I hold, assert, and maintain: any that is not consistent, I reject,

remove, and detest, with all the Christian churches early and

late.

The case then, betwixt this gentleman and me, lies thus:

It is agreed, I presume, on both sides, that God the Son is

either strictly equal with God the Father, as to all essential per

fections, or that he is infinitely inferior to him, as one that does

not exist necessarily, must of course be infinitely inferior to

another that does.

The equality of nature, it seems, is not consistent with this

writer’s supremacy; and he readily acknowledges that it is not:

but he will maintain however the supremacy at all adventures;

which is directly making God the Son naturally subject to the

Father, who is therefore his sovereign Lord and Ruler, to reward

him if he does well, to punish him if he does amiss, to do with

him according to his will and pleasure, as with any other crea

ture. The consequence is, making God the Son a creature; the

Jehovah, the true God, and God blessed for ever, &c. a creature, a

being that might never have existed, and might cease to exist,

if God so pleased. These are the plain certain consequences of

this gentleman's scheme, and such the tendency of his doctrine

about the supremacy. He urges the supremacy to destroy the

equality: I stand by the equality, and insist upon it, that it is

consistent with all the supremacy that either Scripture or Ca

tholic Fathers taught. And I have this plain reason to offer,

with respect to the Fathers, that while they maintained the

supremacy, they maintained also the necessary existence, the co

eternity, the consubstantiality of God the Son, and his unity of

Godhead with the Father; which points once secured, I am very

ready to admit any consistent supremacy. The consequences which

Dr. Clarke and his adherents draw from the supremacy, I answer,

as the Church of Christ has always done from the time such
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consequences were pleaded, by admitting a supremacy of order,

which is natural, and a supremacy of office, which is economical.

The consequences, on the other hand, which we draw against

them, as destroying the equality, (so manifestly taught through

the whole Scripture and by the primitive churches,) they have

never answered, nor can they answer them: which they are so

sensible of that they do not care to have them mentioned, but

perpetually disguise, conceal, dissemble them, and keep them out

of sight.

I must therefore, in my turn, now tell the objector, that he is

the blasphemer, upon the avowed principles of the Ante-Nicene

churches; in making God the Father naturally sovereign Lord

and Ruler over God the Son and God the Holy Ghost; in reducing

both the divine Persons to the condition of creatures, or preca

rious beings; brought into existence at pleasure, and reducible

to non-existence again at pleasure. This is not the doctrine of

Scripture or Fathers, but diametrically repugnant to both ; is

derived from ancient heresies, and is false, wicked, and de

testable.

There may be some difficulties objected to the Church's way

of reconciling (the Church's way I call it, for such it is, not mine)

the equality and supremacy together: but no greater difficulties

than what occur in almost every other controversy. They that

have seen into the heart of the controversy between Jews and

Christians, or between Atheists and Theists, or between Papists

and Protestants in some points, or between Calvinists and Ar

minians, must acknowledge the same thing in every one of them:

which is owing to this, that human capacity is finite, and our

ignorance of wider compass than our knowledge; and that there

fore it is much easier to raise doubts and difficulties, than it is

to solve them. But difficulties are one thing, and demonstrations

another: and it very ill becomes this gentleman, when he has

such large scores of his own, and while he bends under the weight

of many insuperable objections, to grow so exceeding flippant,

and above measure assuming, upon the strength only of two or

three stale cavils, borrowed from ancient heresies.

I should take notice of his wording the charge, about the

natural and necessary supremacy of dominion. He gives it out

that I have totally disowned and denied that the Father has

any, asserting that he has none at all. I think there is a great

deal of difference between saying, that the Father has a natural

and necessary dominion over the creatures in common with the
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Son and Holy Ghost, and saying, that he has no natural supre

macy of dominion at all. And this writer could not be ignorant

with what iniquity he thus worded the thing, to leave room for

a false construction, and to shock and astonish every careless

and ignorant reader. However, thus much may be said, that,

in strictness, no supremacy of dominion can be natural and ne

cessary, in such a full sense as God’s attributes are natural and

necessary, eternally and constantly residing in him. All supre

macy of dominion supposes an inferior, and commences with the

evistence of that inferior; and is therefore so far, and so much

voluntary, as the creating of an inferior is. But upon the inferior's

coming into being, then indeed commences the supremacy; which

is an extrinsic relation, no essential attribute: only, thus far it

may be called natural and necessary, as being necessary ea hypo

thesi, or, upon that supposition, as being a relation founded upon

the natural and necessary perfections of the Godhead, which set

it above the creatures, and make an infinite disparity of nature

between that and them. So that, after all, this superabundant

eagerness and vehemence for a natural supremacy over God the

Son, and God the Holy Ghost, is only contending, in other words,

for a disparity or inferiority of nature in those two Persons: and

this is the sole meaning of appointing them a governor. The blas

phemy I am charged with, is only the denying that they have

naturally any ruler and governor. I venture once and again to

repeat, that they have not, nor ever could have: and this I main

tain upon the clear and undoubted principles of all the ancient

and modern churches.

This gentleman may call it, if he pleases, (words are free,) my

wonderful fiction, p. 7, my new and unheard of fiction, p. 23, en

tirely of my inventing, p. 28, my own invention, p. 46, 52, 1oo.

If he really thinks so, I should advise him to read the ancients;

or if that be too much, to read only Bishop Pearson, or Bishop

Bull, to inform himself better: or if he does not believe it, and

yet says it, I should entreat him to correct that evil habit of

romancing, that outrageous method of reciling, and to learn the

due government of his mind. I have invented nothing, have

coined no new notion, but have plainly and sincerely followed

what the ancients, with one voice, have led me into, and the two

excellent moderns, just mentioned, have taught and maintained

upon the same bottom. Bishop Bull may be consulted at large :

I shall quote one passage of Bishop Pearson, because short:

“The Word, that is, Christ as God, hath the supreme and uni
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“versal dominion of the worlda.” Which is to all intents and

purposes denying the Father's supremacy as much as I have ever

done. But what a pass are things come to, that the known

standing doctrine of all Christian churches, ancient and modern,

must be treated as a novelty, as a fiction or invention of mine !

If the reader desires a specimen of the ancient doctrine in this

point, he may turn to the quotations in my First Defence,

(vol. i. p. 443.) which express the Catholic doctrine, and to which

all the Fathers are conformable. So much in answer to the

charge of blasphemy.

Whether this gentleman can ward off that very charge, or

prevent its returning on his own head, may deserve his consi

deration. The good Christians of old would have stopped their

ears against such blasphemy as his tenets amount to. All reclaim

against it: some directly and eagressly, as often as they pronounce

any two, or the whole three, to be one God, or one substance, of

one dominion, of one power or glory ; and the rest consequentially,

by maintaining the necessary existence, consubstantiality, coeternity,

or other divine attributes of the Son or Spirit.

I have now done with the first charge; which I have dwelt the

longer upon, because it runs in a manner through the book; and

the answering it here in the entrance will give light to what follows:

II. A second false charge upon me is in these words: “Neg

“lecting therefore the reason upon which the Scripture expressly

“founds the honour we are to pay to Christ, the Doctor builds

“it entirely upon another foundation, on which the Scripture

“never builds it, viz. on this, that by him God created all

“things,” p.7.

I shall say nothing here of the absurdity of founding the wor

ship of Christ in the manner this author does, by tacking So

cinianism and Arianism together, though entirely repugnant to

each other, as I have observed elsewhereb: but as to the charge

brought against me, of founding Christ's worship as is here said;

I must beg leave to confute it by producing my own words.

“I found the Son's title to worship upon the dignity of his

“Person; his creative powers declared in John i. and elsewhere;

“his being Oeos from the beginning; and his preserving and

“ upholding all things, (according to Coloss. i. 16, 17. and

“Heb. i.e)”

a Pearson on the Creed, p. 188. Oxf. Defence, vol. ii. p. 676.

edit. 1847. - c Defence, vol. i. p. 434.

* Defence, vol. i. p. 434. Second
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Son and Holy Ghost, and saying, that he has no natural supre
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with what iniquity he thus worded the thing, to leave room for
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“versal dominion of the worlda.” Which is to all intents and

purposes denying the Father's supremacy as much as I have ever

done. But what a pass are things come to, that the known
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* Defence, vol. i. p. 434. Second
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“I say, his honour is founded on the intrinsic excellency and

“ antecedent dignity of his Person; whereof the power of judg

“ment committed is only a further attestation, and a provisional

“security for the payment of his due honour. It did not make

“him worthy, but found him so: and it was added, that such his

“high worth and dignity might appear, &c."”

Is this founding it entirely upon what the author here pre

tends : As to his pleading, that his way of founding it is scrip

tural, and mine not scriptural: both the parts of his pretext are

abundantly confuted in my First and Second Defence", and in a

preface to my Sermons'.

III. Another false charge is in these words, p. 11. “Here the

“Doctor directly corrupts the Apostle's assertion; not allowing

“ him to say (what he expressly does say) that to us there is one

“ God, the Father, but only on the reverse, to give the Father

“ the style or title of the one God.” He grounds the charge upon

what he finds in my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 527,694. In the

first I have these words: “Yes, he (the Apostle) tells us, that

“the Father, of whom are all things, is the one God, (N.B.) in

“opposition to false ones, to nominal gods and lords: and it is

“ plain, that he meant it not in opposition to God the Son, be

“cause he reckons him God to us.” Rom. ix. 5.

Now where, I pray, is the corruption of what the Apostle

asserts 2 Or how do I refuse to allow him to say what he does

say ? This gentleman, it seems, will shew it by this wise remark;

“It is one thing to say, that the one God is the Father, of

“whom are all things; and another thing to say, that the

“Father (though not the Father only) is the one God. Now it is

“evident the Apostle in this text is not reciting the characters

“ of the Father, and telling us that he may be styled the one

“God; but—he is declaring to us who the one God is, viz. the

“Father.” The difference then between us is only this; that

I suppose the Apostle to tell us who is the one God, he supposes

him to tell us who the one God is. A notable criticism, to found

such a charge, of directly corrupting and disallowing Scripture,

upon Especially considering that the Greek words (ets Oeds 6

Ilarºp) may bear either construction, (if they be really two con

structions,) and either may equally suit with the context. For

though the text is not reciting the Father's characters, not all

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 685. and ii. Query xvi. xvii. xviii. xix.

e First and Second Defence, vol. i. * Preface to Eight Sermons, vol. ii.
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his characters, yet the design was to point out who is the one God;

and he fixes that character upon the Person of the Father, as

being primarily and eminently, though not exclusively, the oneGod.

I have been considering (longer perhaps than it deserves) where

the difference lies between asking who is the one God, and asking,

who the one God is ; and to me it appears so very small and im

perceptible, that I can lay no hold of it. I have tried what I

could do in another instance: let it be inquired, Who is the apo

stle of the Gentiles & The answer is, Paul of Tarsus, &c. Well,

but inquire, Who the apostle of the Gentiles is f The answer is

still the same, Paul of Tarsus, &c. Put the questions into Latin,

we are still never the nearer, they are plainly tantamount: at

least the difference to me is undiscernible; unless by who, in the

latter case, be meant what : upon which supposition, the text we

are concerned with should not be translated, To us there is but

one God, the Father; but thus ; To us the one God is a Father,

&c. Perhaps this ingenious gentleman may be able to clear up

the matter to satisfaction: but since he has not yet done it, it

is plain he was too hasty in charging me at all, but very injurious

in running it up to such an extravagant height.

IV. “The doctrine of the Trinity delivered in these words

“ (Eph. iv. 3, 5, 6.) by the Apostle, is so expressly contradictory

“ to Dr. Waterland's scheme, and so impossible to be perverted

“even into any appearance of consistency with it, that the

“Doctor finds himself here obliged even fairly to tell us, that

“ St. Paul ought not to have writ thus as he did, &c.” p. 17.

This is a charge so malicious and petulant, and withal so

groundless, that I cannot well imagine what could transport the

man into such excesses. For supposing I had misinterpreted

St. Paul, and very widely too, would it amount to a declaration

that the Apostle ought not to have writ what he did write : How

hard would it be with commentators, if upon every misconstruction

of a text, really such, they were to be thus charged with taking

upon them to be wiser than the sacred penmen, and to correct

the Spirit of God

After all, if the reader pleases to look into my Defences, he

will be surprised to find how innocent the words are, which have

been wrought up into this high charge. In my Defence, I say,

“Ephes. iv. 6 has been generally understood by the ancients of

& Defence, vol. i. p. 28o.
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“the whole Trinity: above all, as Father; through all, by the

“Word; and in all, by the Holy Ghost.” I refer to Irenaeus,

Hippolytus, Marius Victorinus, Athanasius, and Jerome, for

that construction: I conclude, “However that be,” (that is,

whatever becomes of that interpretation, be it just or otherwise,)

yet “the Father may be reasonably called the one, or only God,

“without the least diminution of the Son's real divinitys.”

In my Second Defence, all I pretend is, that “I see no

“absurdityh” in the interpretation now mentioned : and I ob

serve, that “we are not there inquiring into the sense of the

“teat, but into the sentiments of the ancients upon it;" and I

exhibit their testimonies at large. And to take off the pre

tended absurdity of that ancient interpretation, in making the

one God and Father of all include all the three Persons, I

observe how Irenaeus (one of the Fathers quoted) reckons the

Son and Holy Ghost to the Father, as being his very self in a

qualified sense. And I further add, that “nothing is more

“common than for a head of a family, suppose Abraham, to be

“understood in a stricter or larger sense, either as denoting his

“own proper person, or as denoting him and all his descendants

“considered as contained in him, and reckoned to him.” I shew

further from the plain and express testimonies of Hippolytus

and Tertullian, that they also, as well as Irenaeus, sometimes

considered the Father in that large sense before mentioned.

These are the facts; which this gentleman should have con

futed, instead of bringing against me railing accusations. If

there be any force (as there is none) in the charge, it falls upon

the Fathers; whose interpretation I defended no further than by

shewing it not to be absurd, nor unsuitable to the language of

the early times. As to myself, I did not so much as condemn

the common interpretation, but was content to admit of it: and

yet if I had condemned it, I should not, I conceive, have been

therefore chargeable with condemning St. Paul.

This writer has a further complaint, it seems, in relation to

the present text. He is positive that the title of Father of all is

very disagreeablek to me: and he insinuates, that pure decency

here restrained me from finding fault with St. Paul, for choos

ing such a Pagan eagression. A mean suggestion, and entirely

g Defence, vol. i. p. 28o. * See my Second Defence, vol. ii. p.

h Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 430. 431,457. k Observations, p. 18.

*
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groundless. For neither did I give any the least hint of dislike

to St. Paul’s expression, nor did I find fault with the Fathers for

adapting sometimes their style to Pagans, but commended them

rather for doing it, in the cases by me mentioned", as doing

what was proper. And certainly it was commendable in St. Paul,

and I acknowledged it to be so", to adopt the Pagan phrase of

unknown God, and to apply it in a Christian sense, to lead the

Pagans into a belief of the true God.

Before I leave this article, I would take notice of this gentle

man's affectation, (to call it no worse,) of loading every thing

beyond measure, in a way uncommon; and pointing and edging

his expressions to such a degree as to make them ridiculous.

It is not enough, with him, to say, as another man would in

such a case, that a text has been misconstrued, and its sense

percerted or misapplied; no, that would sound flat and culgar:

but it is to be called corrupting the Apostle's assertion, not

allowing him to write what he did write; or, it is finding fault

with him, or fairly telling us that he ought not to have writ thus

as he did; or, it is an attempt to expose and render ridiculous

the Apostle's doctrine, and arguing, not against Dr. Clarke, but

against plain Scripture, and against the Evangelists and Apostles

themselves". This it is to be elegant and quaint, and to push

the satire home. I can pardon the pedantry, and the false

sublime, in a man of such a taste: but I desire he may use

it somewhere else; and not where he is laying an indictment, or

making a report, which requires truth and strictness.

V. “The supreme authority and original independent absolute

“ dominion of the God and Father of all, who is above all; that

“authority which is the foundation of the whole law of nature,

“which is taught and confirmed in every page of the New Tes

“tament; which is professed and declared in the first article

“ of every ancient creed, in every Christian church of the world,

“ and which is maintained as the first principle of religion by

“ecery Christian writer, not only in the three first centuries, but

“even in the following ages of contention and ambition: this

“supreme authority, &c. Dr. Waterland in his last book (merely

“for the more consistent salving of a metaphysical hypothesis)

“has, by a new and unheard of fiction, without any shadow of

“evidence from any one text of Scripture, in direct contra

* See Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 486. m. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 530.

* See Reply, p. 195, 197.

WATERLAND, vol. III. C
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“ diction to the first article of all the ancient creeds, without the

“testimony of any one ancient (I had almost said, or modern)

“writer, very presumptuously (and had he himself been an op

“poser of the hypothesis he defends, he would have said, blas

“phemously)—reduced entirely to nothing.” p. 23.

Here seems to be something of sounding rhetoric in this para

graph; which had it been intended only for an exercise, or by way

of specimen, might have been tolerable: but it was wrong to bring

it in here, in a grave debate, because there is not a word of

truth in it.

To speak to the matter, all this hideous outcry against an

innocent man means only this, as hath been above hinted ; that

I have been willing to think, and as willing to say, that God the

Son and God the Holy Ghost have naturally no Governor, are

not naturally subject to any Ruler whatever. This gentleman

is here pleased to intimate that they are, and is very confident

of it. Let me number up the many palpable untruths he has

crowded into half a page. One about the foundation of the law of

nature: a second, about the New Testament: a third, about

every ancient creed: a fourth, about the first principle of religion,

and every Christian writer: four or fice more, about Dr. Water

land. There is not a syllable of truth in any of the particulars

of which he is so positive. For neither does any law of nature,

nor any teat of the New Testament, nor any ancient creed, nor

any Christian and Catholic writer, early or late, ever assert, or

intimate, that God the Father is naturally supreme Governor

over his own Son and Spirit; or that they are naturally under

his rule or government. And as to Dr. Waterland, it is no new

or unheard of fiction in him, to assert one common dominion to all

the three Persons, and to deny that either the Son or Holy

Ghost is naturally subject to (that is, a creature of) the Father.

He has full evidence for his persuasion, from innumerable teats of

Scripture, from all the ancient creeds, as understood by the Chris

tian churches from the beginning to this day: and he has

neither blasphemously nor presumptuously, but soberly, righteously,

and in the fear of God, stood up in defence of the injured honour

of the ever blessed Trinity, grievously insulted and outraged by

the Arians of these times; who when they have carried on their

resolute opposition as far as argument and calm reasoning can

go, and are defeated in it, rather than yield to conviction, come

at length to such a degree of meanness, as to attempt the sup
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port of a baffled cause by the low methods of declaiming and

railing.

VI. “When Dr. Waterland says, that many supreme Gods in

“one undivided substance are not many Gods, for that cery reason,

“ because their substance is undivided, he might exactly with the

“ same sense and truth have affirmed, that many supreme persons

“in one undivided substance are not many persons; for that

“very reason, because their substance is undivided.” p. 51.

Here I am charged with saying, that “many supreme Gods

“are not many Gods.” Let my own words appear as they

stand. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 645.

“I assert, you say, many supreme Gods in one undivided sub

“stance. Ridiculous: they are not many Gods, for that very

“reason, because their substance is undivided.” Is this saying,

that many Gods are not many Gods 2 No; but they, that is,

the three Persons, supposed by the objector to be three Gods

upon our scheme, are not three Gods, not many, but one God

only. This gentleman appears to be in some distress; that, in

order to form his objection, he is forced to invent words for me,

and to lay them before the reader instead of mine. He seems

however, in the same paragraph, to aim obscurely at an argument

which the Author of the Remarks has expressed plainly, and

urged handsomely enough", though with too much boasting.

The answer, in short, is this: though the union of the three

Persons (each Person being substance) makes them one substance,

yet the same union does not make them one Person; because

union of substance is one thing, and unity of Person is another:

and there is no necessity that the same kind of union which is

sufficient for one must be sufficient for the other also. There is

no consequence from one to the other, but upon this supposition,

that person and acting substance are equivalent and reciprocal:

which the Author of the Remarks had acuteness enough to see,

and therefore fixes upon me, unfairly, that very supposition. If

he pleases to turn to my definition of person, he will find, that

though I suppose Person to be intelligent acting substance, yet

that is not the whole of the definition, nor do I ever suppose the

terms or phrases reciprocal ; any more than the asserting man to

be an animal is supposing man and animal to be tantamount,

or to be reciprocal terms. I have taken this occasion of replying

to the Remarks upon this head, to let the author see that I do

• Remarks, p. 36.

C 2
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not neglect his performance for any strength it bears in it. That

which I have now answered is, in my judgment, the best and

strongest argument in the whole piece: and I believe he thinks

SO too.

VII. “When the Doctor affirms that the one supreme God

“is not one supreme God in Person, but in substance: what is

“this but affirming, that the one supreme God is two supreme

“ Gods in Person, though but one supreme God in substance?”

P. 5 I.

Let the reader see my words upon which this weak charge is

grounded : they are in my First Defence, vol. i. p. 294.

“Father and Son both are the one supreme God: not one in

“Person, as you frequently and groundlessly insinuate, but in

“substance, power, and perfection.” I neither said, nor meant

to say, not one supreme God in Person; but, not one in Person : .

the rest is of this writer's foisting in by way of blunder, first to

make nonsense, and then to comment upon it, and add more to

it. In the meanwhile, it is some satisfaction to me to observe,

that in a controversy where it is not very easy to express every

thing with due accuracy, the keenest adversaries have not yet

found any offensive or unjustifiable expression to lay hold on, till

they have first made it so, by artifice and management.

VIII. “Another method whereby Dr. Waterland attempts

“to destroy the supremacy of the one God, &c.—is by denying

“any real generation of the Son, either temporal or eternal.”

Observ. p. 56.

Here are two false and injurious charges: one of my denying

any temporal generation of the Son; the other of my denying any

eternal generation. Every body that has seen my books knows

that I assert, maintain, and inculcate three generations; the first

eternal, the other two temporal: so that this charge of the

Observator must be made out, if at all, by inference, or conse

quence only, and not directly: and therefore he ought not to have

expressed this article in such general terms as he has, but should

have said, consequentially, implicitly, or the like, if he had not

been exceeding prone to set every thing forth in the falsest and

blackest colours.

What he advances in support of these two charges betrays

such confusion of thought, and such surprising forgetfulness of

ancient learning, (for I am unwilling to impute it all to formed,

premeditated malice,) that I stand amazed at it.

º
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1. One of his first blunders is, his attributing the words before

all ages (mp3 Tâvrov alévov) to the Council of Nice : this he -

repeats, p. 67, 70, though every body knows that those words

were not inserted by the Nicene Council, but the Constantino

politan, above fifty years after. It is necessary to remark this,

because part of the argument depends upon it. There can be no

doubt but that the Constantinopolitan Council intended eternal

generation: but as to the Nicene Council, it may be questioned

whether they did or no. These two our writer, as his way is to

confound every thing, has blended together, and, I suppose, very

ignorantly.

The use he makes of it is, bringing me in as his voucher

(p.67.) for the Nicene Fathers professing no more than a tem

poral generation, though they eayressly say, it was Tpo travrov

alºvav, before all ages. I do indeed offer such a conjecture about

the Nicene Fathersp; but then I know nothing of the Távrov

aiºvov which this gentleman puts upon them; nor do I allow

that either the Nicene or Ante-Nicene Catholics understood

that phrase in the limited senseq.

2. Another mistake, or rather gross misreport, is what he

says of the writers before and at the time of the Nicene Council,

that using the similitude of light from light, or fire from fire,

they “always take care to express this one difference in the

“similitude, that whereas light shineth forth, and is communi

“ cated not by the will of the luminous body, but by a necessary

“ property of its nature, the Son of God is, by the power, and

“ will, and design of the Father, his substantial image.”

I do not know that any single writer ever eayressed this

before Eusebius; if it may be said of him. If it be pretended,

that they meant it at least; yet neither can that be proved, in

the full extent of what is here asserted, of any one of them. All

that is true is, that as many Ante-Nicene Fathers as went upon

the hypothesis of the temporal ante-mundane generation, so many

acknowledged such generation to be by will and counsel; but

none of those writers ever used that similitude upon which Eu

sebius made the remark now mentioned; viz. that of light and

splendor; but that of one light, or one fire of another, which has

P Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 595. Socrat. Eccl. Hist. p. 24. ed. Cant.

Compare Bull. D. F. sect. iii. cap. 9. * See my First Defence, vol. i. p.

But see also Lowth's note upon 355, &c.
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a very different meaning" and application. But it is not the

Observator's talent to think or write accurately.

I must further add, that Origen, Theognostus, Dionysius of

Alexandria, and Alexander, making use of the same similitude

that Eusebius does, give no such account of its. And none that

intended to illustrate eternal generation thereby ever intimated

that it was by will, design, or counsel, in opposition to what is

natural or necessary, in our sense of necessary.

3. A third instance of this writer's great confusion, upon the

present head, is his blending and confounding together what I

had laid down distinctly upon different subjects. What I say

of Post-Nicenes only, he understands of Ante-Nicenes too: and

what I say of one Ante-Nicene writer, he understands of another;

and thus, by the confusion of his own intellect, I am made to be

perpetually inconsistent. It would be too tedious to repeat. All

may be seen very distinctly, and with great consistency, set forth

in my Second Defence; whither I refer the reader that desires to

see the sentiments of every particular writer fairly considered".

4. A fourth instance of this author's confusion, is his pretend

ing that none of the Ante-Nicene writers ever mention any prior

generation, any other ante-mundane generation, beside that temporal

one before spoken of. It is true that many, or most of the Ante

Nicene writers were in the hypothesis of the temporal generation,

mentioning no other: but it is very false to say, that none of

them speak of any higher. Origen, and Dionysius of Alexandria,

and Methodius, and Pamphilus, and Alexander, are express for

the eternal generation, or filiation u : and Irenaeus, and Novatian,

and Dionysius of Rome may, very probably, be added to them.

These together make eight, and may be set against Ignatius,

Justin, Athenagoras, Tatian, Theophilus, Clemens of Alexandria,

Tertullian, Hippolytus, who make an equal number for the other

hypothesis. And I have often observed, and proved, that the

difference between these writers was verbal only, all agreeing in

the main doctrines, and differing only about terms, whether this

or that should be called generations.

5. Another instance of his great confusion under this head, is

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. 353, &c. Second Defence, vol. ii. p.

p. 614. s Ibid. 598, &c.

* Ibid. from p. 590 to p. 609. * First Defence, vol. i. p. 266, &c.

" See my First Defence, vol. i. p. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 442,617.
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his objecting to me again, as before in the Reply, my appealing

to the ancients for the understanding of will in the sense of

acquiescence and approbation, meaning by ancients, Post-Nicene

writers. This I did to obviate Dr. Clarke's pretences from some

Post-Nicene writers, such as Hilary, Basil, Marius Victorinus,

and Gregory Nyssen. And, certainly, in expounding these

writers, heed must be given to their way and manner of using

their phrases. And as to calling them ancients, the Author of

the Reply had done the same twice togethery.

6. This writer discovers his ignorance, or infirmity rather, in

calling my interpretation of Öváykm pvaux) ridiculous, as taken

only from some later Christian writers. I proved my interpreta

tion from Athanasius, Epiphanius, Hilary, and the history of the

times in which the Sirmian Council was held, in order to fix the

meaning of the phrase about that time, which is the first time

we find it applied in this subject”. And I fully answered all

this gentleman's cavils, which he now repeats.

7. Another instance of his confusion, is his saying of the pro

cession, or temporal generation, that it is no generation at all; and

that “not one Ante-Nicene writer ever was so absurd, as to call

“ that a generation by which the generated person was no more

“generated than he was before.” As to the fact, that the Ante

Nicene writers, in great numbers, called this procession genera

tion, I proved it at large; nor can any scholar make doubt of it.

And as to the poor pretence, which he here repeats, I answered

it before in these words, (Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 598.)

“Though the Logos was the same essentially before and after

“ the generation, he was not the same in respect of operation,

“ or manifestation, and outward economy; which is what those

“Fathers meant.” And I particularly proved this to be their

meaning, from the express testimonies of Justin, Methodius,

and Hippolytus"; and confirmed it by quotations from Zeno

Veronensis, Hilary, Phoebadius, and others. And what does it

signify for the Observator to set his raw conceptions and fond

reasonings about the meaning of a word, against such valuable

authorities 2 Can any thing be more ridiculous, than to sit down

and argue about what an ancient writer must or must not have

said, from pretended reasons ea absurdo 2 I assert it to be fact,

y See Reply, p. 256, 257, and my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 609.

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 601, 607.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 593, 616.
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that they said and meant what I report of them ; and I have

produced their testimonies: the author may, if he pleases, go on

with his dreams.

This writer having performed so indifferently upon one part

of the charge, will not be found less defective in regard to the

other; wherein he charges me with denying eternal generation,

or reducing it to nothing. He will not, I presume, pretend that

I either deny it or destroy it, as he does, by pronouncing all

eternal generation absurd and contradictory. If I deny it or

destroy it, it is in asserting it however at the same time : and it

must be by explaining it, if any way, that I reduce it to nothing.

If it happens not to be so explained as to fall under this gentle

man's imagination, it is, according to him, reduced to nothing.

But before he comes to his metaphysical speculations on this

head, he gives us a taste of his learning, in respect of the ancients;

boldly asserting, that they never express the first (or eternal)

generation of the Son, by filiation, or generation, or begetting, or

by any other equivalent term. This is a notorious untruth. For

when Irenaeus reproves some persons as attributing any beginning

to the prolation of the Son, (prolationis initium donantes,) he uses

a term equivalent to filiation, or generationb. When Origen de

clares there was no beginning of the Son's generation, he uses the

very word", as also when he speaks of the only begotten, as being

always with the Father. Dionysius of Alexandria expresses it

by the word delyevils, eternally generatedd; which surely is very

express. When Methodius asserts, that he never became a Son,

but always was soe, what is this, but saying the same thing :

And when other writers assert, that the Father was always a

Father, this is at least asserting an eternal generation in equira

!ent terms. But this writer's knowledge of antiquity has been

sufficiently shewn. Let us see whether he can perform any

thing better in metaphysics. He forms his attack thus: “Dr.

“Waterland—desires, you would by no means understand him

“to intend eternal generation indeed, but a mere coewistence

“with, and not at all any derivation from the Father.” p. 72.

And certainly Dr. Waterland is very right in making eternal

generation to be eternal, amounting to a coeristence with the

Father, without which it could not be eternal. It is observable

* See my First Defence, vol. i. p. 35 - • Ibid. p. 353.* Ibid. p. 357. e id. P. 357. P. 353
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however, that this gentleman opposes derication to coexistence;

which shews what kind of derication he intends; a derivation

from a state of non-existence, a derivation commencing after the

existence of the Father, and because later than the Father's

existence, infinitely later, as it must be if at all later. In short

then, it is a derivation of a creature from his Creator: this is the

eternal generation he is contending for, in opposition to mine;

while he is endeavouring to shew that mine is not generation; as

his, most certainly, is not eternal, nor generation, but creation.

The sum of what he has to advance is, that coexistence is incom

patible with generation; that an eternal derication is absurd, and

contradictory. No doubt but such a derivation as he is imagining

(which he explains by a real motion of emission, and growth of

one out of the other) is incompatible with coexistence. But what

the primitive Fathers intended, and what the Scripture intended

by eternal generation, implies no such motion of emission, no such

growth of one out of the other, but an eternal relation or reference

of one to the other as his Head. An eternal relation has no

difficulty at all in the conception of it. All the difficulty lies in

the supposition of its not being coordinate, though the Persons

be coexistent. And when it can be shewn that all priority of order

must of course imply a priority of duration too, then the objection

may have some weight in it. Till that be done, the notion of

eternal generation will stand: an eternal Logos of the eternal

Mind, which is the aptest similitude to express the coeternity and

headship too; and is the representation given of it both by

Scripture and antiquity. I proceed to a new charge.

IX. “Another method by which Dr. Waterland endeavours

“to destroy the supreme dominion, &c.—is his labouring, by a

“dust of learned jargon, to persuade men that the very terms

“one God mean nobody knows what.” p. 85. To this I answer,

that one God means one necessarily existing, all-perfect, all-sufficient

substance, or Being: which substance, &c. consists (according to

Scripture account) of three Persons, Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost, one Jehovah. This is one God. Let this gentleman dis

prove it, when he is able.

I had said, “If Scripture makes the three Persons one God

“either expressly or by necessary consequence, I know not what

“men have to do to dispute about intelligent agents and identical

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 434.
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“ lices, &c. as if they understood better than God himself does,

“what one God is, or as if philosophy were to direct what shall or

“shall not be Tritheism.” Upon this our Observator remarks;

“Better than Dr. Waterland himself does, is all that he means.”

I would allow the justice of his reflection, were we disputing

what one God is, upon the foot of Scripture: for then it would

amount only to this difference, that his interpretation leads one

way, and mine another. But as the competition is made be

tween Scripture and philosophy, he may easily perceive both the

impertinence and iniquity of his reflection. While the point is

removed from Scripture to philosophy for a decision of it, I insist

upon it, that this is interpretatively, and in effect, though not in

design, pretending to understand the thing better than God himself

does. But to proceed with our writer's pretences against the

account I had before given from the ancients.

He objects, (p.86) that “one substance is not the same as

“one God; because two equally supreme, two unoriginate di

“vine Persons would be two Gods,” by my own confession: for

I say (vol. ii. p. 537.) that “two unoriginate divine Persons,

“however otherwise inseparable, would be two Gods according to

“the ancients.” I knew very well what I said, though I per

ceive this gentleman does not apprehend it. The ancients thought

this reference of one Person to the other, as Head, was one re

quisite among others, to make the substance one, being thus more

closely allied, and, as it were, of one stock. This made me say,

howerer otherwise inseparable: that is, whatever other union may

be supposed, the Persons would not be perfectly inseparable, not

perfectly one substance, (according to the ancients,) and so not one

God, but upon the present supposition. And now how does this

shew that one substance and one God, are not, in this case, tan

tamount? To me it seems, that it both confirms and explains it.

X. The Observator charges me (p. 94.) with making one com

pound person of many distinct persons. His words are: “He

“thinks a person may be compounded of many distinct persons.”

He refers to page the 652nd of my Second Defence. If the

reader can find any such thing there, or any where else in my

books, let the charge of false doctrine lie upon me: if not, let

the charge of slander and calumny lie upon the accuser.

XI. He charges me, p. 62, with referring to a passage in

Modest Plea, without “pretending to make any the least answer

“to it.” This is like his other misreports: I abundantly answer
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it, (vol. ii. p. 545,) by allowing necessary existence to be positive,

but denying it of self-evistence.

From the instances here given, (to which more will be added

under the next chapter,) the reader may perceive, that speaking

of the truth, in simplicity and singleness of heart, is none of this

gentleman's talent. If he hits upon any thing really true, and

which he might perhaps make some little advantage of, he has

such a faculty of inventing and straining, that he quite spoils it

in the telling, and turns it into romance. One would not expect

such exorbitances as these are from men of their profession and

character: but it now brings to my mind the Postscript to the

Replyg: and I shall wonder at nothing of this kind hereafter.

CHAP. II.

Misreports and Misrepresentations contained in the

Observations.

EVERY page of the pamphlet is concerned in this charge:

the whole is, in a manner, one continued misrepresentation from

beginning to end. But some of the misrepresentations have been

already shewn in the first chapter, among false charges; and

others will fall under a subsequent chapter. I shall select a

convenient number to fill up this.

1. Page 1 1. the author writes thus: “The Doctor is forced

“ further to affirm, that the Son is tacitly included, though the

“Father be eminently styled the one God; nay, (which is very

“hard indeed,) tacitly included, though by name expressly ex

“cluded, and contradistinguished by a peculiar character of his

“own, in the very words of the text itself.” Thus he leaves the

remark, without informing the reader in what sense I suppose

the Son tacitly included. I explain it in my Second Defence,

vol. ii. p. 720 :

“I have before shewn what we mean by saying that the Son

“is tacitly included, though the Father be eminently styled the

“one God: not that the word God, or the word Father, in such

“cases, includes Father and Son; but the word God, is predi

“cated of one only, at the same time that it is tacitly understood

“ that it may be predicated of either, or both : since no opposition

“is intended against either, but against creatures and false gods.”

This gentleman pretends indeed that the one God is opposed to

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 765.
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the one true Lord, (in I Cor. viii. 6,) as well as to false gods.

But this is gratis dictum; and he does not consider that then the

Son can be no God at all to us, contrary to Rom. ix. 5. besides

many other places of Scripture. I say therefore that the exclu

sive term, in this case, is not to be understood with utmost

rigour, but with such qualifying considerations, as other Scrip

tures manifestly require to be consistent with this. I gave in

stances, in good number, of ecclusive terms so used, h which this

laconic gentleman confutes, first, by calling them ridiculous; and

next, by positively affirming, that “wherever any particular thing

“ or person is by any particular title or character contradistin

“guished from any other thing or person mentioned at the

“same time under another particular title or character, it is

“infinitely absurd to suppose the latter tacitly included in the

“former, from which it is expressly excluded.” Now allowing

him the whole of what he here asserts, all that follows is, that

in I Cor. viii. 6. the Son is excluded from being God in that emi

ment manner, that unoriginate manner as the Father is; not from

being God in the same sense of the word, inor from being one God

with him. But it will be difficult for him to prove any thing

more, than that the Father is there described under the charac

ter of the one God, of whom are all things, and the Son under

the character of the one Lord, by whom are all things, in oppo

sition only to nominal gods and lords, and not to each other.

For since all things are of one, and by the other, they together

are one Fountain of all things, one God and Lord: and thus

may this text stand with verse the 4th of the same chapter,

which declares that there is but one God; and with Rom. ix.

and 5, which declares the Son to be “over all, God blessed for

“ever.”

II. Page the 18th of the Observations, I am found fault with

for misunderstanding a passage of Athanasius, in his Epistle

to Serapionk. I had said, that the one God is his subject in

h Vol. ii. Sermon iv. Second De

fence, vol. ii. p. 405, 424, 444.

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii.
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that passage; as is manifest to every one that can read and

construe.

My smart corrector here says, “And yet not only the neces

“sary construction of this very passage, but moreover Athana

“sius himself declares, on the contrary, in the fullest and most

“express words, that he is speaking of the Father all the way.”

And to prove this, he refers me to Athanasius's third Oration

against the Arians; a prior work, and which therefore could de

clare nothing about his meaning in the place I had to deal with:

so far from declaring in the fullest and most express words. It

would have been sufficient for a cooler writer to have said, that

Athanasius had explained his meaning in one place by what he

had said in another: and to have offered it as a probable argument

to determine a doubtful construction.

Certain it is, that Athanasius did not, could not in full and

express words, declare beforehand in his third Oration against

the Arians, that he should be “speaking of the Father all the

“ way,” several months or years after, in an epistle not yet

written, nor perhaps thought of. I can with better reason

plead, that since the Epistle to Serapion was written after the

other, and contained his later, thoughts, that either the former

treatise should be interpreted by the latter, or at least that his

second thoughts upon the text should be preferred. However,

upon a careful review of both the places, and upon considering

the context, and the argument Athanasius is upon in both,

(namely, to prove one Godhead in all the three Persons, one God

in, or by, a Trinity, his express words,) I am so far from think

ing that the passage in his Oration is at all against me, that it

rather confirms my construction of the other; allowing only a

different pointing from what appears in the prints, such as I

have here given. And I desire the words, Éva Oeov 6ta Tils

Tpuděos, may be attended to, one God in Trinity. If €va Oeov

means the Father only, then the sense is, one God the Father, in

(or by) Father, Son, and Holy Ghost; which is a sense that this

writer will call perfectly absurd. I submit this whole matter to

the judgment of the learned. In the mean while it is evident,

that our Observator has let his pen run too fast; has been

exceeding positive in a thing which he cannot make clear, or so

oix fart uév rô rototrov tuáv ppóvnua oilk #xers, 8waipoovres kai diročevoovres

sis iva esov, röv čni trävrov, kai 8ü drö rms 6eórmros to trvetua. Athanas.

Távrov, kai iv trägi. Tà yūp, év traoru ad Serap. i. p. 677.
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much as probable; and that he has expressed his positiveness in

such a manner, and in such words, as cannot be justified by

common rules.

I may just note, before I leave this article, that this gentleman

has not shewn his skill in Greek, by rendering eq, tavrº &v, (as

if it had been äp' tavroſ, or éé tavroſ,) existing of himself: nor

does he apprehend the force of éiri Távrov, or what Athanasius

is talking of in that place. When he understands the maxim of

Irenaeus, (incisibile Filii Pater, p. 234.) and considers how God

the Son was supposed to be let down, as it were, to the creatures,

while the Father remained in excelsis, and, as it were, within him

self; he will then know how to construe that passage.

III. Page 19th of the Observations, we meet with another mis

representation, a very great one.

“It was further alleged, that Dr. Waterland most absurdly

“so interprets this phrase, (exaptorato) given him a name; as if

“it could signify extolling and magnifying in such a sense as

“men extol and magnify God; as if men could (xapúragdal)

“graciously grant any thing to God.” I had interpreted exalting

to signify praising, (in such a sense as men exalt God,) in oppo

sition to the other sense of evalting, which is raising up to a

higher place or dignity. This is all the objector has to ground

his weak suggestion upon. As to xaptoragdal, giving, gratifying

with, or the like, as it may be done by equals to equals, or even

by inferiors to superiors, as well as by superiors to inferiors;

where is the inference that the Father must be superior to the

Son, because of his giving him a name 2 My answer therefore

was in these words: “I see no absurdity in interpreting giving

“a name to be giving a name. But it is absurd to imagine that

“God may not glorify his Son, as well as his Son may glorify

“ him ; by spreading and extolling his name over the whole

“creation '':” which this writer transcribes, and leaves as he

found; not being able to answer it. Nor indeed is there any

just objection against an equal doing thus to an equal: nor does

xaploraordal intimate any thing more than its being a free and

voluntary act. But it is trifling in this case to strain the words

(used in the other case) in such a sense as men evalt God; which

were intended only in opposition to another quite different sense

of evaltation: and are still to be understood with allowance for

the different circumstances.

| Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 550.
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IV. Page 34th, this writer cites some words of my Second

Defence, (vol. ii. p. 516,) which are these : “If you ask why

“ that Person called the Son might not have been Father, I

“have nothing to say, but that in fact he is not. So it is

“written, and so we believe : the Father is Father, and the

“Son is Son.” Upon which he is pleased to remark as follows:

“By the Doctor's hypothesis therefore, there was no impossi

“bility in the nature of things, but unoriginate might have been

“ originate, and originate unoriginate ; underived might have

“ been derived, and derived underived; the Father might have

“been begotten, and the Son unbegotten.” Such is his malicious

or thoughtless misconstruction of very plain and very innocent

words. In the same paragraph, from which he cited my words,

I assert the priority of order (that is, the originateness of one,

and unoriginateness of the other) to be natural, that is, neces

sary or unalterable, and eternally so : so that one could never

have been the other; which is my constant doctrine. But if

you ask why they could not, which is asking a reason a priori in

a case which admits of none, I pretend not to it; being content

to prove the fact a posteriori, which is all that can be done.

Will any man give me a reason a priori, why there must have

been a God, or why it could not have been otherwise : It is im

possible. It is sufficient to prove a posteriori, that in fact there

is a God, and that he could not but be, because we find that he

exists necessarily, and without a cause. But we shall have more

of this in the sequel.

V. Page 35. Observat. “Instead of eternal generation, the Doc

“tor, if he was at liberty, had much rather say eternal existence

“of a real and living Word, &c.—And for this reason, I suppose,

“it is, that instead of the Nicene words, begotten of the Father,

“ and from the substance of the Father, the Doctor, by a new and

“ unheard of expression, affirms the Son to be the substance of the

“Father.” First Defence, vol. i. p. 496.

Answ. As to what he is here imagining of what the Doctor

had rather say, and if he was at liberty, it deserves no answer:

my sentiments in that article are sufficiently known, and fully

laid down in my writings. His other remark about a new and

unheard of expression, betrays his ignorance in antiquity, or some

thing worse. Ever since the terms substance and person came

into this controversy, Father and Son have been always believed

and professed to be one substance: as high as Tertullian, all the
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three have been called one substance. Una substantia in tribus

cohaerentibus. What is this but saying, that both the Son and

Holy Ghost are the Father's substance, since all are one sub

stance, which one substance is the Father's, as well as theirs?

This is all that I say in the place referred to, “that the

“Son might be justly called the Father's substance, both

“being one.”

VI. “Tertullian presumes to add, speaking of one of Dr.

“Waterland's principal assertions, if the Scripture itself had

“taught it, it could not have been true.” Observ. p. 52. comp.

p. 47. This is misrepresentation both of Tertullian and me. The

assertion of which Tertullian speaks is, that “the Father was

“actually incarnate, suffered,” &c. the tenet of the Praxeans.

And he does not say, it could not have been true, but could not

have been believed, and that with a perhaps, (fortasse non credenda

de Patre licet scripta,) to shew that it was rather a rhetorical

figure of speech, than to be taken strictly, and with utmost

rigour: and his chief reason why he said so much, was because

such a tenet could hardly, if at all, be reconciled with other

Scriptures and their description of the Father, and the standing

economy of the three Persons therein revealed. How does this

at all affect my assertion that, antecedent to the economy, “there

“ was no impossibility in the nature of the thing itself, but the

“Father himself might have done the same that the Son did :''

This is not the assertion which Tertullian strikes at: nor did he

say of the other, that it could not be true, nor positively, that it

could not be believed. Three false reports this gentleman has

here crowded into one short sentence. And I must remind him

of what I before told him m, (though he is pleased to forget it,)

that the same Tertullian, in the same treatise, when, in the

course of the dispute, he was brought closer up to the pinch of

the question; had nothing to say about the natural impossibility

of the supposition: but he resolves the case entirely into this,

that Scripture had warranted the assertion in regard to God the

Son, and had not done so, but the contrary, in regard to God

the Father. So little reason had this writer to appeal, twice, to

Tertullian upon this article.

VII. “The three Persons in the Trinity are (with Dr. Water

“land) real Persons, each of them an individual intelligent

“agent, undivided in substance, but still distinct Persons: so

m Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 480.
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“distinct, that were they all unoriginated, he himself allows

“they would be three Gods.” [Good reason why, when upon

that supposition they would be more distinct than they now are:

but this is one of our author's shrewd remarks.] “Yet at the

“same time, in a most unintelligible manner, and with the

“utmost inconsistency, he professes them to be all but one living

“Person.” Where do I profess any such thing? This hasty

gentleman might better have stayed a while to prove what he

pretends, instead of fixing upon me a consequence of his own, and

in such a manner as must make an ignorant reader think he had

quoted my own words. He brings some passages of mine to prove

his charge, which yet prove nothing like it. If the reader pleases

to turn to my definition of personn, he will easily perceive that

the same life may be common to three Persons, and that identical

life no more infers singularity of Person, than identity of essence.

When this writer pleases to give us another definition of person,

or to confute mine, we may give him a further hearing.

VIII. In the next page, (p. 9o,) I meet with a misrepre

sentation of so odd a kind, that I could never have suspected it,

and can scarce think he was well awake when he made it. He

pitches upon a passage of my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 531.

which runs thus:

“You have taken a great deal of fruitless pains to shew, that

“the particular glories belonging to the Son, on account of his

“offices, are distinct from the glories belonging to the Father.

“You might in the same way have shewn that the particular

“glories due to the Father under this or that consideration,

“are distinct from the glories of the Father considered under

“another capacity.” Now let us come to the remark of this

acute gentleman upon it. It is thus: “What is this, but

“saying, that the Persons of the Father and Son differ no other

“wise than as capacities of the same Person " I am content to

put it off, and to refer the reader to my book, which fully ex

plains the whole thing; hinting only, that the writer might as

well have said offices, (as capacities,) when his hand was in; and

that nothing is more evident than that, if distinct offices in

different persons are a foundation for distinct worships, then

distinct offices in the same person will make as many distinct

worships as there are offices.

n Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 650.

WATERLAND, VOL. III. d
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IX. One noted misrepresentation must not be neglected : the

author insults mightily upon it. I shall cite part of what he

says:

“A coordination or subordination of mere order, without

“relation to time, place, power, dominion, authority, or the like,

“is exactly the same manner of speaking and thinking, as if a

“man should say, a coequality or inequality of equality. Dr.

“Waterland therefore was really much weaker than he imagines,

“when he wantonly declared, he was so weak as to think, that the

“words coordination and subordination strictly and properly

“respected order, and expressed an equality or inequality of orderp.

“Are not things come to a fine pass, if the prime foundation of

“religion, the first and great commandment, is to be ludicrously

“ placed on such a quicksand as this 2° p. 33.

The reader, I suppose, is pretty well acquainted with this

gentleman's manner, before this time, [so] that I have the less need

to take notice of his affecting big swelling words, and his running

out into extravagant exclamations on very slight occasions. It

is his unhappiness, that he never knows where to stop, nor how to

be moderate in anything. It is ludicrous indeed for him to pretend

a zeal for the first and great commandment, while he is preaching

up two Gods, and is a friend to creature-worship; but that I

mention by the way only. As to the point in hand ; had I made

any mistake in a very nice part of the controversy, he might

have borne it with temper, as I have many and great ones of his,

where there was less excuse for them. To come to the business:

he will not find it easy to confute a very plain thing, that co

ordination and subordination strictly and properly respect order,

(to say nothing here what the order respects,) as much as con

temporary or coeval respects time or age, collateral place, con

comitant company; or as any other word of like nature bears

a signification suitable to its etymology, and to the analogy of

speech.

Against this he objects, that a “coordination or subordination

“of mere order is exactly the same manner of speaking, as a

“coequality or inequality of equality:” which happens to be a

blunder. For as coequality and equality are the same, in this

case, the expression to answer a coequality or inequality of equality

would be this; a coordination or subordination of coordination;

P Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 456.
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which is not my expression, nor any thing like my sense. What

order, abstractedly considered, may signify, or what in this par

ticular case, are questions which may come in presently. But in

the mean while it is evident, that there is no solecism nor im

propriety, but truth and accuracy too, in saying that coordination

and subordination respect order; not dominion, not dignity, &c.

as this author pretends; unless all order implies dominion, as it

certainly does not. Order is a general word, and is sometimes

determined to a particular meaning by what it is joined with : as

order of time, order of situation, order of dignity, order of nature,

order of conception, order of evistence, order of causality, order of

dominion, and the like. But then order is also frequently used

simply and absolutely, without any thing further to determine or

specify its signification: and thus it hath been anciently", as well

as in later times, made use of in our present subject. Thus far

then, I hope, it may be very excusable to use the word order in

this subject simply and absolutely. If any word is to be put to

it, to make the sense more special, I admit order of conception,

with Tertullian: ; or order of existence, as the Son exists of and

from the Father: which may be likewise called order of

causality", in the old sense of causality respecting emanative

necessary causes. That I did not use the word order without a

meaning, may appear from the very passages which this writer

quotes from me, p. 34, though he is pleased to call them empty

words; as every thing here is empty with him that carries not in

it his crude conceptions about natural dominion. His argument

to prove them empty, being founded on nothing but his own

shufflings and mistakes, is answered above, p. 31.
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The meaning however of order, in this case, may be thus in

telligibly set forth to the meanest capacity. -

While we consider the scale of persons from God the Father

down to man, or ascending from man up to God the Father, he

is the first in the scale from whom all things descend; and he is

the last, in the way of ascent, in whom all things terminate. The

Father by the Son and Holy Ghost conveys all his blessings to

his creatures; and his creatures in the Holy Ghost and by the

Son ascend up to the Father. Such is the scale of existences,

such the order of things: and this, I hope, is intelligible

enough.

If it be next inquired what the foundation of this order is,

and why the Father, if but equal in nature to the Son or Holy

Ghost, shall yet be at the top of all, and stand first ; we have

this to say, that both the parts are true and certain ; and that

the Son and Holy Ghost, though in nature equal, are yet referred

up to the Father as their head and source, because of him and

from him, in a mysterious and inscrutable manner, they both are.

The Father is from none; they from the Father. This is the

Catholic doctrinet, and as old as Christianity itself, so far as we

can find in the primitive records: all acknowledging (conformable

to Scripture) this order, and reference of the Son and Holy Ghost

up to the Father, and at the same time asserting their consub

stantiality, coeternity, necessary existence, equality of nature, and

wnity of Godhead.

If our ideas of this eternal reference of one Person up to an

other be no more than general and confuse, not full and adequate;

what wonder is it that we should find it so in a subject so sub
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“This origination in the divine

“Paternity hath anciently been looked

“upon as the assertion of the unity:

“ and therefore the Son and Holy

“Ghost have been believed to be but

“one God with the Father, because

“both from the Father, who is one,

“ and so the union of them.” Pearson

on the Creed, p. 40. See also m

ºna Defence, vol. ii. p. 417, 516,

707.
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lime? Is it not the tremendous substance or essence of the Dicine

Being that we are here considering: And who is sufficient for

these things? Let any man try the utmost stretch of his capacity,

in any thing else immediately pertaining to the divine substance;

and he will soon perceive how short and defective all his ideas

are. He cannot tell us what it is, nor whereunto we may liken

or compare it: cannot say how it is present every where, or how

it acts any where. Every thing belonging thereto, as simplicity,

infinity, eternity, necessary existence", is all dark and mysterious:

we see but “through a glass darkly,” and cannot “see God as

“he is.” It may therefore become these gentlemen to be a little

more modest, and less positive in these high matters; and not to

insult us, in their manner, as teaching a collocation of words, or

an order of empty words; only because we cannot give them,

what we cannot have, full and adequate ideas of the mysterious

order and relation of the blessed Three, one among another. We

might as reasonably object to them an eternity of words, or an

omnipresence of words, a verbal ubiquity, simplicity, infinity, and

the like, as often as we perceive that they are not able to give

us more than general, confuse, and inadequate conceptions of

those things.

Such is our answer, such our just defence, after attending to

every consequence the adversary can object, and after suffering it,

in the way of fair debate, to be run up to the utmost height.

We acknowledge God's essence to be inscrutable, as did the ancient

Catholics in the same cause, against the Eunomians; who find

ing themselves thereby pinched, had no way left but to put on

a bold face, and flatly to deny the incomprehensibility of God’s

essence». If their successors at this day are of the same mind,

let them speak out. It should be observed how differently our

adversaries here behave, from what we do when pursued with

consequences. They deny the necessary existence of God the Son.

Run them down but to the next immediate consequence, preca

rious existence, and they are amazed and confounded: and in

stead of frankly admitting the consequence, they fall to doubling,

shifting, equivocating, in a most childish manner, to disguise a

difficulty which they cannot answery. Push them a little further,

as making a creature of God the Son; and they fall to blessing

* See my First Defence, vol. i. p. * Ibid. p. 452. --

456, &c. y Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 545.
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themselves upon it. They make the Son a creature ? No, not

they : God forbid. And they will run you on whole pages, to

shew how many quirks they can invent to avoid giving him the

name of creature, and at the same time to assert the thing. Carry

the consequence a little lower, till their whole scheme begins to

shew itself more and more repugnant to the tenor of Scripture

and all Catholic antiquity; and then what do these gentlemen

do, but shut their eyes and stop their ears: they do not under

stand a word you say; they will not be answerable for conse

quences ; they never taught such things, nor think them fit to

be mentioned. This is their way of management, as often as we

go about to pursue the consequences of their scheme down as far

as they can go; at the same time that we suffer them to exhaust

all their metaphysics, in drawing any imaginable consequences

against the Catholic doctrine, and both attend to them, and

answer them, with all Christian fairness, openness, and sincerity”.

The meanest reader may here see, by this different conduct,

where truth, where integrity, where reason is, and where it is

not : truth does not use to shun the light; nor is it any sign of

a good cause to want so much art and colouring. And let it not

be pretended, that all this shuffling and disguise is only to screen

their sentiments from the popular odium, and themselves from

public censure: there may be something in that ; and so far

perhaps their conduct may appear the more excusable. But

there is certainly more in it than that comes to ; because the

same men can, upon occasion, discover their low sentiments of

God the Son very freely”; and it is chiefly when they are pressed

in dispute, and when they see plainly how hard an argument bears

upon them, from Scripture and antiquity, that they have recourse

to evasion and disguise, and refuse to speak outb. But to proceed.

X. “The Doctor frequently appeals from reason and Scrip

“ture to authority. When his argument is reduced to an ex

“press contradiction, a contradiction in itself, as well as to

“Scripture, then he alleges that the thing he contends for must

“be so upon the principles of the primitive churches, (Second De

“fence, vol. ii. p. 478.) meaning, that it must be so upon his

“own hypothesis.” Observations, p. 115.

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. ii. p. 318, &c.

p. 644,645. * See instances in the Reply, p.

* See a collection of passages in 45, 175, 223, 224, 237, 319,323,339,

my Supplement to the Case, &c. vol. 343, 347, 402.
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Let the reader see my words, upon which this gentleman

makes his tragical exclamation.

“One substance with one Head cannot make two Gods upon

“ the principles of the primitive churches: nor are your meta

“ physics strong enough to bear up against their united testimo

“nies, with Scripture at the head of them.” How is this ap

pealing from Scripture to authority? So far am I from it, that

in another places, while I commend the ancients for their way of

solving the unity, as taking the best that human wit could in

vent or rest upon, yet I declare at the same time, that there is

no necessity at all for shewing how the three are one: it is suffi

cient that Scripture bears testimony to the fact, that so it is; we

are not obliged to say how. And there also I obviate what this

writer here pretends, in his vain confidence of boasting, as if he

was able to do great things in the way of natural reason; by

observing that the adversary can do nothing in this case, unless

he be able to shew (which is impossible) that “no unity what

“ever can be sufficient to make more Persons than one, one

“Being, one Substance, one God.”

XI. “When an argument is worked up to the evidence even

“ of an identical proposition, (which is the essence of demonstra

“tion,) then, it is contrary (he says) to the sentiments of wiser

“men, who have argued the other way.” Observations, p. 87, 1 15.

It is very true that I preface my answer to some big pretences

of theirs with the words here recitedd. I suppose the great of

fence is in reminding them that there have been men wiser than

they are. As to the identical proposition, the demonstration here

talked of, I shew in the same placee that it is built upon no

thing but the equivocal meaning of sameness. Reduce it to syllo

gism, and it will be found a sophism with four terms in it.

In page the 87th, arguing against the supposition of powers

derived and underived being the same, he says, “If it were

“ possible, it would follow, that the supreme power of all, the

“power of begetting, or deriving being and powers down to

“another, would be no power at all.” That is to say, if the

essential powers of the Godhead be the same, then the personal

properties are lost. But I humbly conceive, that as union of

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 433. 4 Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 543.

434. Compare First Defence, vol. i. º p. 556, 557.

p. 464, 465. * Ibid. p. 543, 544.
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substance accounts for the one, the distinction of persons may

account for the other: and this supreme power of deriving, &c.

amounts to nothing more than a mode of existing, or a relation

of order f.

N. B. The supreme power of begetting, which the author here

speaks of, means with him nothing more nor less than the

supreme power of creating; which is plainly his sense of beget

ting, as may appear from what hath been observed above,

p. 24.

XII. “Again, when two very different assertions are affirmed

“not to be the same assertion, then he asks, how do you know?

“Or, how came you to be wiser in this particular than all the

“Christian churches early or late 2 Who yet never affirmed two

“such different assertions to be the same assertion; and if they

“ had affirmed it, still the assertions would not have been the

“same.” Observations, p. 1 19.

Let my words appear; g “You add, that making one substance,

“is not making one God: to which it is sufficient to say, How

“do you know 2 &c.” The thing here maintained is, that upon

the principles of the primitive and modern churches, if the three

Persons be one substance, they are of consequence one God. The

assertions in this case are equivalent and tantamount. This

is the plain avowed doctrine of the Church ever since the term

substance came in. They that impugn this doctrine ought first

to confute it, if they can. Sometimes indeed I express this pri

mitive doctrine by one substance with one head, for greater dis

tinction: but one substance implies both, because the notion of

headship is taken in with the union of substance, as rendering the

union closer, and making the substance more perfectly oneh.

XIII. “When he is told, that it is great presumptuousness

“to call the particularities of his own explication, the doctrine of

“ the blessed Trinity; then he cries out, Great presumption indeed!

“to believe that the Catholic Church has kept the true faith; which

“are the very words, and the very argument wherewith the

“writers of the Church of Rome perpetually insult, and will for

“ever with justice insult, over all such protestants as endeavour

“to discourage all serious inquiry,” &c.

This writer, to introduce his weak reflection, is forced to cut

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. 5 Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 626.

!). 545. h See above, p. 26.
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off part of my sentence, which runs thus: “kept the true

“faith, while Eunomians and Arians made shipwreck of it.”

This shews that I was speaking of the Catholic Church justly so

called, of the primitive times, and before Popery was in being;

which observation would have entirely prevented his sarcasm, or

have discovered the impertinence of it. As to the Church of

Rome, I desire no better, no other argument against her, than the

same I make use of against the Arians, viz. Scripture interpreted

by primitive and Catholic tradition. Down falls Popery and

Arianism too, as soon as ever this principle is admitted. But

this author, I conceive, was a little too liberal to Popery, or did

not know what he was talking of, when he presumed to intimate,

that the writers of the Church of Rome can, with justice, insult us

on that head. I hope it was a slip, and he will retract it when

he comes to consider. But here again his eagerness overcame

him, and carried him too far.

XIV. “It had been alleged, that he who never acts in subjec

“tion, &c. and every other person always acts in subjection to

“his will, is alone the supreme Governor. In reciting this argu

“ment twice, Dr. Waterland does twice omit the word always, in

“which the stress of the argument lies.” Observations, p. 24.

In abridging, not reciting, the argument, I omitted the word

always; having indeed no suspicion that any stress at all could

be laid upon it, but thinking rather that it had been carelessly

or thoughtlessly put in by the author. If the stress of the argu

ment lies there, the argument is a very poor one, being grounded

only upon a presumption of a fact that can never be proved. I

allow indeed, if God the Son antecedently to the economy, and

before the world was, acted in subjection to the Father, that then

the argument will have some force in it: but as I very well

knew that the author never had, never could prove any such

thing ; so I could not suspect him to be so weak a man as to

lay the stress of the argument there. I insist upon it, that

millions and millions of ages, an eternity, a parte ante, had pre

ceded, before ever the Son or Holy Ghost are introduced as

acting in subjection. Let the author disprove this, and he will

do something. I have read of the glory which our Lord had

with the Father before the world was: but never heard any thing

of his then acting in subjection to him: wherefore it does not ap

pear that he always did it.

XV. “There is no argument in which Dr. Waterland is more
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“ insolent, or with less reason, than in this which follows. There

“are, he thinks, as great difficulties in his adversary's motion of

“the divine omnipresence, as there are in his notion of many

“equally supreme (in nature) independent Persons, constituting

“one supreme Governor or Monarch of the universe. Upon

“this weak comparison he seems to build all his hopes and

“yet the whole of the comparison is as entirely impertinent, as

“if a man should pretend that to him there are as great difficul

“ties in conceiving immensity or eternity, as in conceiving tran

“substantiation,” &c. Observations, p. 95.

How just, how civil, how pertinent this representation is, will

appear, when I shall have given the reader a true and faithful

account of this whole matter from the beginning, which is as

follows:

In the year 1704, Dr. Clarke, then but a young man, published

his Demonstration (as he is pleased to call it) of the Being and

Attributes of God: in which work, not content with the common

arguments for the existence, a posteriori, he strikes a note

higher, and aims at a proof a priori; which every man of sense

besides knows to be contradictious and impossible, though he was

not aware of it. However, to countenance his pretended Demon

stration, he laid hold of the ideas of immensity and eternity, as

antecedently forcing themselves upon the minds of all men: and

his notion of the divine immensity is, that it is infinite eagansion,

or infinite space, requiring an infinitely expanded substratum, or

subject; which subject is the very substance of God, so expanded.

Upon this hypothesis, there will be substance and substance, this

substance and that substance, and yet but one numerical, indivi

dual, identical substance in the whole. This part will be one

individual identical substance with that part: and a thousand

several parts will not be so many substances, (though every one

be substance,) but all will be one substance. This is Dr. Clarke's

avowed doctrine: he sees the consequence, he owns it; as may

appear from his own words, in answer to the objection. And

he must of course admit, that the one individual substance is

both one in kind, in regard to the distinct parts, and one in

* “No matter is one substance, but “are distinct substances, ununited,

“a heap of substances. And that I “and independent on each other:

“take to be the reason why matter is “ which (I suppose) is not the case of

“a subject incapable of thought, not “other substances.” Clarke's Answer

“because it is extended, but its parts to the Sixth Letter, p. 40.

-
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number also, in regard to the union of these parts in the whole.

Upon these principles does the Doctor's famed Demonstration

of the existence proceed; and upon these does it now stand.

I must next observe, that the same Dr. Clarke, in the year

1712, was disposed to publish, and did publish, a very ill book

against the received faith of the Church; which he entitled, The

Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity. He made a pompous show

of texts, and pretended much to antiquity also: but as many as

could look through the surface, and penetrate into the work,

easily saw that the main strength of his performance rested upon

two or three philosophical principles, by virtue whereof he was to

turn and wrest Scripture, and Fathers too, to such a sense as he

wished for ; that is, to the Arian hypothesis. Among his philo

sophical principles, the most considerable of all, and which he

oftenest retreated to in distress", was this; that the defenders

of the received doctrine, whenever they should come to explain,

must inevitably split either upon Sabellianism or Tritheism :

which presumption he grounded upon this reasoning ; that the

three Persons must be either specifically one, (one substance in

kind only, while three substances in number.) which is Tritheism:

or else they must be individually one substance, one in number

in the strictest sense, which is plain Sabellianism. Which rea

soning at length resolves into this principle ; that substance and

substance, however united, must always and inevitably make

substances; and that there cannot possibly be such a thing as

one substance in number and in kind too at the same time.

And now it could not but be pleasant enough to observe the

Doctor and his friends confuting the Atheists upon this principle,

that substance and substance united does not make substances,

and at the same time confuting the Trinitarians upon the con

trary supposition. Against Atheists, there might be substance

one in kind and number too: but against the Trinitarians it is

downright nonsense and contradiction. Against Atheists, union

shall be sufficient to make sameness, and numerical substance

shall be understood with due latitude: but against Trinitarians,

the tables shall be turned ; union shall not make sameness, and

no sense of numerical substance shall serve here but what shall

be the very reverse of the other. In a word, the affirmative

shall serve the Doctor in one cause, and the negative in the other:

* See my First and Second Defence, Query xxii. vol. i. and ii.
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and the self-same principle shall be evidently true there, and

demonstrably false here, to support two several hypotheses.

I had observed the thing long ago, before I published a syllable

in the controversy: and that I might be the better satisfied,

discoursed it sometimes over with friends; which still confirmed

me the more in it. Having tried the thing every way, and being

secure of that point, a point upon which the main cause, as I

easily foresaw, would at length turn, I then proceeded to engage

those gentlemen: and as often as they have been retreating to

their dilemma about Sabellianism and Tritheism, (their impreg

nable fortress as they esteemed it,) I have objected to them their

self-contradiction and inconsistency!; have retorted upon them

their own avowed doctrine in another cause; have reminded

them of their former (their present) sentiments in that article,

and have sometimes pretty smartly taxed their notorious pre

varication and partiality in the cause of the Trinity; while they

insist upon principles here as of undoubted certainty, though

they believe not a word of them, though they really disbelieve

them in any cause else. For this I am called insolent by the

meek and modest Observator: and by the judicious Author of

the Remarks my conduct herein has been censured as ridiculous

and monstrousm: by which I perceive, that the men are stung

somewhere or other, and have sense enough to know when they

are hurt; but have not learned how to bear it. One tells me,

that I build almost all my hopes upon this discovery: another

intimates, how happily for me my adversaries had advanced their

notion, because otherwise I should have had nothing at all to sayn.

It is a great favour in them to allow that I have something at

last: let us now examine what they have to say: I will reduce it

to heads, for distinction sake.

1. They are sometimes inclinable to disown any such notion

as I have charged upon them. The Author of the Remarks,

being a nameless man, thinks he may safely say, that he “has

“nothing to do with that notion, one way or othero.” And

even the writer whom I am now concerned with says, that “it is

“ by mere conjecture only that Dr. Waterland has taken it to

“be his opinion at allº.” If it be Dr. Clarke that says this, his

! See First Defence, vol. i. p. 371, Second Defence, p. 38.

72, 374, 446, 448, 479. Second De- n Remarks, p. 36.

ence, vol.ii. p. 423,433,539,625,646, ° Ibid. p. 14.

689, 697, 698, 708, 709, 713, 714. P Observations, p. 100.

* Rºma º 'on bº. Witeriand's
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own books confute him: if Mr. Jackson, he knows that I am

perfectly well acquainted with his real and full sentiments in

that question. However, if Dr. Clarke's friends meanly desert

him here, and in a point too on which his famed Demonstration

very much depends; I will endeavour to do the Doctor justice

so far, and shall not suffer him to be run down in a right thing,

however I may blame him when I find him wrong.

2. Sometimes they complain of me as very unfair to take an

advantage of an opinion of theirs, and to plead it as true, at the

same time that I myself judge it to be erroneous and false".

But this is gross misrepresentation. I plead nothing but what

I take to be very true; namely, that substance and substance in

union does not always make substances; which is Dr. Clarke's

doctrine as well as mine; and, if true against Atheists, cannot

be false against the Trinitarians. Indeed, I do not admit (at

least, I doubt of) their hypothesis about God's expanded substance:

but their general principle of union being sufficient to make same

ness, and of united substance, in things immaterial, being one sub

stance, this I heartily close in with, and make no question of its

truth and certainty.

3. They sometimes plead that, at best, this is only argumentum

ad hominem', and that it is therefore mean to insist upon it.

Let them then first condemn Dr. Clarke for leading me into it:

and when they have done, I will defend the Doctor, so far, by

the concurring verdict of the whole Christian world, by the

maxims of common sense, and by the prevailing custom of speech,

which never gives the name of substances to anything, but where

the substance is separate, or separable. And I will further plead,

that upon the hypothesis of extension this principle must be

true; or else there is no such thing as one substance, or one being,

in the worlds. Further, if I had not such plain and cogent

reasons for the truth of this principle; yet since I am here upon

the defensive only, and am warding off an objection, I have a right

to suppose it true, till my adversaries can prove the contrary. All

these considerations put together are more than enough to answer

the pretence of my arguing ad hominem.

4. They add further, that their explication of the omnipresence

is not exactly parallel to my notion of the Trinityt. Nor did I

* See the Remarks, p. 37, &c. p. 622,623,708.

Ibid. p. 13. t Remarks, p. 38.

See my Second Defence, vol. ii.
:
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ever pretend that it was exactly parallel: I have myself particu

larly shewnu wherein and how far the two cases differ. But,

forasmuch as both agree in one general principle, (which was all

that I wanted, and all that I insisted upon,) that substance in

union with substance does not necessarily make substances, they

are so far parallel: and so long as this principle stands its

ground, (which will be as long as common sense shall stand,) so

long will the received doctrine of the Trinity stand clear of the

most important and most prevailing objection that metaphysics

could furnish: and the boasted pretence of no medium between

Sabellianism and Tritheism, which has been in a manner the sole

support, the last refuge both of Socinians and Arians, is entirely

routed and baffled by it. Hinc illae lacrymae, &c. that I may

use now and then a scrap of Latin, as well as our Observator.

I pass over several remarks of his, relating to this article, be

cause now the reader will perceive how wide they are of the

point in hand; and that they are only the uneasy struggles of a

man fast bound and fettered; bearing it with great regret, and

very desirous, if possible, to conceal it; though he shews it so

much the more, by the laborious pains he spends upon it.

XVI. “What I suppose the Doctor more strictly means—

“is this; that if, from the highest titles given to Christ in Scrip

“ture, he cannot prove the Son to be naturally and necessarily

“the God supreme over all; then neither can we, from the

“highest titles given to the Father in Scripture, prove him to

“be naturally and necessarily the God supreme over all, so as to

“ have no one above or superior to him in dominion.” Observat.

p. 1 Io.

This representation of the case is pretty fair in the main, had

but the author in his further process kept close to it, and made

no change in it. My argument was this”; that Dr. Clarke and

his friends, by their artificial elusions of every text brought for

the divinity of God the Son, had marked out a way for eluding

any text that could be brought for the dicinity of God the

Father. To make this plain, let it be premised, (as granted on

both sides,) that there is discoverable, by the light of reason,

the existence of some eternal, immutable, necessarily existing

God: and now the question will be, how we prove from

Scripture that any particular Person there mentioned is the

u First Defence, vol. i. p. 372. 341. Second Defence, vol. ii. p.

* See my First Defence, vol. i. p. 565, &c.
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eternal God, whose existence is proved by reason. We urge in

favour of God the Son, that he is God, according to Scripture

in the true and full meaning of the word; therefore he is the

eternal God, and has no God above him. We urge that he is

Jehovah, which implies necessary existence; therefore, again, he

is the eternal God, who has no God above him. We plead

further, that he is properly Creator, since the “heavens are

“ the works of his hands, &c.” therefore again he is the eternal

God, who has no God above him. We further urge, that he is

“over all, God blessed for ever,” Rom. ix. 5. And Tavrokpárop,

Almighty, or God over all, who “is, and was, and is to come,”

Rev. i. 8.y which expressing necessary eristence, and supreme

dominion too, proves further that he is the eternal God, &c. The

same thing we prove from several titles, and attributes, and

honours, being all so many marks and characters of the one true

and eternal God. These proofs of the Son's divinity are at the

same time applicable to the Father, and so are proofs of the

eternal divinity both of Father and Son. Now to come to our

Arianizing gentlemen: they have found out ways and means,

artifices, colours, quibbles, distinctions, to elude and frustrate

them all. God is a word of office only”, not substance: Jehovah

means only one faithful to his promises a: Tavrokpárop, God over

all, and the like, may bear a subordinate sense”. Every title or

attribute assigned may admit of a limited construction. Well

then : what remains to prove the eternal Godhead of the Person

of the Father against any Marcionite, or other heretics that

should assert another God superior to him? Here is the pinch of

the present argument. This gentleman in answer asks, “Does

“he by whom God created all things claim as much to be the

“first cause of all things, as he that created all things by him :

“Does he who came not to do his own will, but the will of him

“ that sent him, claim as much to have no superior, as he whose

“will he was sent to fulfil?” And he has more to the same pur

pose. To which I answer, that when all the proofs before men

tioned of the Son's having no God above him are set aside, I

allow that there would remain but very weak and slender pre

sumptions of the Son's being equal to the Father, or of his

y See my First Defence, vol. i. p. * Clarke's Reply, p. 110, 200, 301.

537, 538. Sermons, vol. ii. p. 141, Scripture Doctrine, p. 296. ed. 1st.

&c. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. a Collection of Queries, p. 19.

562, &c. * Reply, p. 159.
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having no God above him. But suppose (for argument sake)

the Son thus proved to be inferior to the Father, when the texts

before mentioned are all set aside; next shew, that the eternal

God, known by the light of reason, is not, or may not be, another

God above them both. What I assert is, that the same elusions,

at least the same kind of elusions, will serve to frustrate every

argument that has been or can be brought. Let us try the ex

periment upon those which this gentleman (after the last strain

ing and racking of invention) has been able to produce. He

builds his main hopes and confidence upon I Cor. viii. 6. “To

“us there is one God, the Father, of whom are all things.” To

which a Marcionite may make answer, that to us may not sig

nify to the whole compass of beings; neither is there any necessity

of interpreting all things in an unlimited sense, when it may very

well bear a limited one. And supposing of whom are all things

(that is, some things) to be meant of creating; yet since the work

of creating is allowed not to prove the essential divinity of the

Creator, here is nothing done still. The words one God prove

nothing: for God being a word of office, it means little more

than one King, or one Ruler. And so the whole amounts to this

only, that to us of this earth, this system, there is one Ruler, who

made all things in it. How does this prove that our Ruler is

the eternal and necessarily existing God? The like may be said of

Eph. iv. 6. One Ruler over this system, supreme King over all

the earth, above all, and through all, and in all that belong to it.

The last thing the gentleman has to offer is, that this Ruler

claims to have no other God above him. This is not without its

weight and force, though it has not a tenth part of the force of

those arguments I have above mentioned, and which this gentle

man knows how to elude. By a little straining, (as this writer

knows how to strain much upon occasion,) this may be interpreted

in a subordinate and limited sense, to signify supreme in these his

dominions, having no rulers here to control or command him, or,

no God of this kind, (that is, God by office only,) which does not

exclude any God of another kind, the supreme God of the uni

verse: for it would be improper to say, that the supreme God has

an office". It is not therefore proved, that there may not be,

above him, another God; who is really and truly, and in the

metaphysical sense, the eternal and necessarily existing God. This

* See Reply, p. 220.
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gentleman adds, speaking still of the Father, that he is sent by

none, receives power and authority from none, acts by no one's

commission, fulfils no one's will. It is true, it is not said that he

is sent by any, or receives power from any one : and this may

afford a probable presumption in favour of his being absolutely

without any superior, and be as good a proof of it, as a mere

negative proof can be. But as this is not said, so neither is the

contrary; or if it were, it might bear a limited construction, so

that the demonstration at length appears lame and defective.

I should have been very sorry to engage in an argument of

this kind, but to convince some persons of the great imprudence,

as well as impiety, of throwing aside so many clear, solid, and

substantial proofs, which the holy Scripture affords, of the eternal

divinity of God the Father, and resting it at last upon so weak

and so precarious a bottom; at the same time introducing such

a wanton way of eluding and frustrating the plainest texts, that

it looks more like burlesquing Scripture, than commenting upon

it. I heartily beseech all well-disposed persons to beware of

that pride of pretended reason, and that levity of spirit, which

daily paves the way for infidelity, and a contempt of all religion;

which has spread visibly, and been productive of very ill effects,

ever since this new sect has risen up amongst us.

XVII. “The Doctor cannot possibly express his (notion) in

“any words of Scripture: and, when called upon to do it, he

“ has only this jesting answer to make, Do you imagine that I

“cannot as easily, or more easily, find Scripture words for mine *

“But this is triftingd. And again: You blame me for not ew

“pressing my faith in any Scripture position: as if every thing I

“assert as matter offaith were not as much Scripture position, ac

“cording to my way of understanding Scripture, as yours is to you e,

“&c. Undoubtedly it is just as much so ; that is, not at all.

“For neither one man's nor another man's interpretation, or

“way of understanding Scripture, is at all a Scripture position:

“but the teats themselves only are Scripture positions, with which

“no man's interpretation can without the greatest presump

“tuousness be equalled.” Observations, p. 113.

The civility and the sense of this worthy passage are both of

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 706. “ the Doctor's propositions, to see how

where I add, “Why have you not “far they exceed, or come short 2"

“laid down your doctrine in Scripture e Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 694.

“words, that I might compare it with

wATERLAND, vol. III. E
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a piece. Why is my answer called a jesting answer? I never

was more serious, nor ever said a thing with better reason, than

when I called that pretence trifling. If nothing will satisfy but

eaposing his weak reasoning at full length, it must be done.

1. In the first place, what has he gained by giving us the

whole of his notion (as he calls it) in the very words of Scripture :

The words are, “one Spirit; one Lord; one God and Father

“ of all, who is above all.” Had Dr. Clarke done no more than

cited these words, could any man have ever known the whole of

his notion, or ever suspected him to be an Arian : His propo

sitions and replies are the things that contain the whole of his

notion, and not these words, which do not contain it.

2. Again, let but a Socinian understand these words as he

pleases, and they may as well contain the whole of his notion.

A Sabellian will tell you the same. I shall not despair, reserving

to myself my own construction, of maintaining my claim also,

and making the same words contain the whole of my notion.

Well then, here will be four different or contrary positions, and

all of them Scripture positions, to their respective patrons and

abettors. What must we do now ! Oh, says the Arian, but mine

is the Scripture position, (for it is in the very words of Scripture,)

yours is interpretation. Ridiculous, says the Socinian; are not

my words the very same with yours, and as good Scripture as

yours ? I tell you, yours is interpretation, and mine only is the

Scripture position. Hold, I beseech you, gentlemen, says a

Sabellian, or any Athanasian, why do you exclude me? I tell

you, the words contain my notion to a tittle, and they are Scrip

ture words; mine therefore is the Scripture position.

Now if this writer can end the dispute any other way than by

shewing whose is the best interpretation of the four, and by ad

mitting that best interpretation for the only Scripture position; he

shall have the reputation of a shrewd man, and the honour of

being the author of that sage maxim, that terts themselves only

are Scripture positions.

3. I cannot help observing further, what a fine handle he has

here given for such as adhere to the letter, in any instance, against

the sense of Scripture. For the letter, in such a case, upon this

gentleman's principles, must pass for the Scripture position: and

the other being interpretation only, or drawn out by reason and

argument, must not be equalled with it, under pain and peril of

presumptuousness. The Quakers must thank him highly. “Swear
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“not at all,” say they : Can there be ever a plainer Scripture

position ? Can the opposite party bring any text like it ! Can

they express their notion in Scripture words like these ? No: their

notion can be reckoned only as interpretation, and must never

be set against a plain Scripture position.

An Anthropomorphite will insult over his adversary on the

same foot. He will produce many and plain texts, where God

is represented with eyes, ears, face, heart, hands, or feet. There

are no texts so plain on the other side. The plainest is where

it is said, God is tweiga, which yet is capable of divers construc

tions, and every one is only interpretation, never to be equalled

with Scripture position.

The Apollinarians, or other heretics, will insult. “The Word

“was made flesh:” was made, not took upon him ; and flesh, not

man. They will challenge their adversaries to produce any text

so plain on their side, and will value themselves, no doubt, upon

the Scripture position; to which the interpretation, however just

or necessary, must not be equalled.

To mention one more, the very Papists will assume upon it,

and even in favour of transubstantiation. “This is my body,”

is a Scripture position: and, “Except ye eat the flesh of the

“Son of man, and drink his blood, you have no life in you.”

Let any Protestant produce a text, if possible, as full and

expressive of his notion, as these are of the other; or else let him

confess that his is interpretation only, which is by no means to be

equalled with Scripture position.

This gentleman is pleased to say, that transubstantiation has

some colour in the “bare words of Scripture, though,” as he

adds, “none in the sense.” But what is the sense till it be

drawn out by interpretation ? The words, according to him, are

the Scripture position ; to which no interpretation must be

equalled.

To conclude this head; if this writer will understand by

Scripture position, the sense and meaning of Scripture rightly

interpreted, I shall readily prove to him that my main positions,

in regard to the ever blessed Trinity, are all Scripture positions.

But if he means any thing else, let him first answer the Quakers,

the Anthropomorphites, the Apollinarians, and Papists, as to

the texts alleged ; and then we shall take care to answer him

about Ephes. iv. 6, or any other text he shall please to produce.

He talks much of my putting my “own explications of a doc

E 2
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“trine, in the place of the doctrine to be explained ;” and

spends a whole observation upon it. He certainly aims at sonme

thing in it; though I profess I cannnot well understand what:

nor do I think that he himself distinctly knows what it is that

he means. If he means, that I have put what I have collected

from many texts, or from the whole tenor of Scripture, into a

narrow compass, or into a few words, as our Church, as all Christ

ian churches have done; I see no harm in it. If he means,

that I substitute my own doctrine in the room of the Church’s

doctrine, or of the Scripture doctrine, I deny the charge, and

leave him to prove it at leisure. If he means that I take upon

me to call the received doctrine the doctrine of the Trinity, in

opposition to his doctrine, which is not properly the doctrine of

a Trinity', nor true doctrine, but heresy; I own the fact, and

have said enough to justify it. And this gentleman will be

hard put to it, to make good his pretended parallel between

teaching this doctrine, and asserting transubstantiation; which

is a calumny that he has twice repeated, p. 95, 112, and which

he has borrowed from the Papists, though abundantly confuted

long ago by learned and judicious handsg.

XIX. This gentleman represents me (p. 63, 64, and 12o.)

as changing the word áyévvmtos into dyévntos, in innumerable

passages of ancient authors, without any pretence of manuscripts;

nay, without any pretence of authority for so doing. This is

great misrepresentation: and he is herein guilty at least of

fraudulently concealing what I do pretend, and what authority I

had for it. Let but my Second Defence be consulted", and it

will there be seen, that I had good reason, and sufficient authority,

even for correcting the manuscripts in relation to that word;

shewing by an historical deduction, and critical reasons, what the

reading ought to be, and what it anciently was ; which is of

much greater weight than the readings of manuscripts (sup

posing them to agree, which yet is doubtful) in an instance of

this kind, where the copyists might so easily mistake, the differ

ence being no more than that of a single or double letter. I

laid down rules whereby to judge of the readings in this case.

If this gentleman can either confute them, or give better, I shall

stand corrected. In the mean while, he has been acting an

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. relating to the Popish Controversy.

p. 689. h Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 572,

F See the Collection of Pamphlets &c.
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ungenerous and unrighteous part, in the representation here given,

and ought to make satisfaction to his readers for it.

CHAP. III.

Concerning the Author's Flouts, Abuses, declamatory Erclamations,

Repartees, &c. in lieu of Answers.

WE shall meet with many instances of this kind in the

course of his work: I shall point out some of them in order

as they occur.

I. Page 9th, and 10th, to the solutions I had given of his

great objection, wherein he pleads for a natural superiority of

dominion over God the Son, and to what I had urged about the

Father and Son mutually glorifying each otheri; he is pleased

only to say, “If any man who, to say no more, reads seriously

“this chapter, (John xvii,) can believe this to be the doctrine of

“Christ, I think it can be to no purpose to endeavour to con

“vince him of any thing.”

He introduces these words, indeed, with some pretence to

reasoning ; though it is really made up of nothing else but his

own shufflings and mistakes. I have never said that the Father

might not have disdained to have been incarnate. He might, he

could not but disdain to be so; because it was not proper nor

congruous for the Father, or first Person, to condescend to it.

And admitting that it was possible for him to have been incar

nate; it does not follow that the Father could become a Son,

or the Son Father; their relation to each other being natural,

and unalterable.

II. Page the 13th, he is pleased to cite, imperfectly, my

words wherein I answer and obviatek his pretences from 1 Cor.

viii. 6. by reasons drawn from the context, and very plain ones.

He tells us, instead of replying, that “the Doctor endeavours to

“cover the reader with a thick dust of words, that have no sig

“nification;” and that it could scarce “have been believed, that

“such a twist of unintelligible words should have dropped from

| Expostulatio clarificationis dan- cari se Filius a Patre oret, et clarifi

dae, vicissimque reddendae, nec Patri cationem Pater non dedignetur a Filio.

quidquam adimit, nec infirmat Fili- Hilar. p. 814.

um; sed eandem divinitatis ostendit * Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 701.

in utroque virtutem : cum et clarifi
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“the pen of a serious writer.” I am sorry for his slowness of

apprehension: but I am persuaded rather, that he understood

the twist of words too well to attempt any answer.

III. To the objection about the Son’s receiving dominion, I

had shewn!, how both Father and Son may receive dominion, and

increase of dominion; intimating that dominion is an external

relation which may accrue to any of the divine Persons, and is

no argument against their equal perfection. This gentleman

turns it off by misrepresentation, (p. 16,) to this purpose; “As

“if the Father's receiving the kingdom, &c. was as much an

“argument of the Son's supremacy over the Father, as the

“Son’s receiving,” &c. and concludes: “Was ever any thing so

“ludicrous upon so important a subject?” Which is first making

a ridiculous blunder of his own, and then, to shew still greater

indecency and levity, beginning the laugh himself. I did not

plead for any supremacy of the Son over the Father; but was

shewing, that economical conveyance of dominion on one hand, or

economical reception of dominion on the other, is no bar to

equality of nature.

IV. To a reply made by mem, about the sense of evalting,

(Phil. ii. 9,) which sense I vindicated at large, and then asked,

where now is there any appearance of absurdity? to this the

author here returns me a flout, though in the words of an Apo

stle: “If any man be ignorant, let him be ignorant.” This, he

thinks, is the only proper answer, p. 19. The next time he is

disposed to jest, or shew his wit, he should be advised to choose

some other than Scripture words to do it in. I shall endeavour

however, that he may not be ignorant hereafter, by taking care

to inform him, that when I interpret eralting in such a sense as

men eralt God, in opposition to another sense of evalting to an

higher place or dignity, I could not be supposed to mean, that

the Father is inferior to Christ, as men are inferior to God: it

must be great maliciousness to insinuate that I had any such

meaning. But as inferiors may exalt superiors in the sense of

extolling, or praising ; so undoubtedly may equals exalt equals

in the same sense of eatolling, or praising; and thus God the

Father exalted his coequal Son.

V. Upon a remark of minen, or rather not mine, in relation

to the construction of two Greek words, (els ööfavo,) this gentle

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 445, n Ibid. p. 668.

446. m Ibid. p. 549. ° Phil. ii. 11.
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man, full of himself, breaks out into “wonder, that some men

“of great abilities and great learning can never be made to

“understand grammarP.” These men that our writer so insults

over, as not understanding grammar, are, we should know, such

men as Beza, Grotius, Schmidius, and the top critics; who una

nimously assert that els is often put for év, and some admit it

even in this very text. This gentleman is pleased to deny that

one is ever put for the other. I might very justly decline entering

into that dispute, because, as it happens, our learned gramma

rian confirms the construction he finds fault with in this text,

by the very instance brought to confute it; which, if it does not

shew want of grammar, shews want of thought.

His words are: “If I mean to affirm that a man is in the

“field, I can with equal propriety of speech say either that he is

“&v àyp$, or els áypôv, because the sense, in this case, happens

“to be the same whether I say that he is in the field, or that

“he is gone, or carried, into the field.” Admitting this to be so,

then I hope els ööğav may as well signify in the glory, because

the sense, in this case, is the same, whether Christ be said to be

in the glory, or gone into the glory; that glory which he had

“before the world was,” and into which he reentered after his

passion and ascension, which is called “entering into his glory,”

Luke xxiv. 26. This is sufficient for me, in regard to the teat

I am concerned with.

As to this author's new rule of grammar, (which happens to do

him no service,) I may leave it to the mercy of the critics; who

perhaps may take it for a vain conceit in matter of criticism, as he

has discovered many, both in divinity and philosophy: the same

turn of mind will be apt to shew itself in like instances in all.

I know not whether this gentleman will be able, upon the foot

of his new rule, to give a tolerable account of the use of the pre

position els in such examples as here follow: eis rôv kóAtrov, John

i. 18, els öv eið6kmorev, Matt. xii. 18. els áčov, (suppl. otzov.) Acts

ii. 31, eis biarayås àyyéAov, Acts vii. 53, els to yipas, Gen. xxi.

2. He must suppose, at least, something understood (as in his

other instance, gone into, or carried into,) beyond what is ex

pressed, to make the preposition eis stand with equal propriety:

and so he must solve by an ellipsis what others solve by a change

of prepositions. Which at last is changing one phrase for another

P Observations, p. 20.
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phrase, or using one form of speech instead of another which

would be clearer and more expressive. To me it seems, that the

easier and better account is that which our ablest critics hitherto

have given; that one preposition or particle may be, and often

is, put for another: which may be owing to several accidental

causes among the different idioms of various languages borrowing

one from another. To instance in quia, or quoniam, for quod,

by a Grecism: for since it happens that Ört may sometimes sig

nify this and sometimes that, these two renderings by degrees

come to be used one for the other. The like might be observed

in many other cases of the same kind: but I am not willing to

weary the reader with grammatical niceties, of small importance

to the point in hand.

WI. To an assertion of mine, namely, that there was no im

possibility, in the nature of the thing itself, that the Father

should be incarnate, (an assertion which all that have professed

a coequal Trinity have ever held, and still hold,) only it is not so

suitable or congruous to the first Person to have been so: to this

the gentleman replies, “Do not the reader's ears tingle f" And

he goes on declaiming for a whole page of repetition. This is the

gentleman, who in his preface enters a caveat against making

“applications to the passions of the ignorant;” as if he meant

to engross the privilege entirely to himself.

VII. In the next page, (p. 29,) he seemed disposed to give

some answer to an observation of mine, that by voluntary economy

the exercise of powers common to many may devolve upon one

chiefly, and run in his name q. After some fruitless labouring,

as we may imagine, to make some reply, out comes a scrap of

Latin, from an old comedy, Quid est, si hac contumelia non est?

which, if the reader pleases, he is to take for an answer.

VIII. From page 39th to 47th, this writer goes on declaim

ing about the supposed absurdity of the Father's appearing ac

cording to the ancients.

Bishop Bull", and after him, I have particularly, fully, and

distinctly considered that whole matter, and have answered every

thing that has been or can be brought in the way of reason or

argument, against the divinity of God the Son from that topics.

Yet this writer, applying only to the passions of the ignorant, and

‘i Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 686. • Answer to Dr. Whitby, vol. ii. p.

* Bull. D. F. sect. iv. c. 3. Breves 252. Second Def, vol. ii. p. 479

Animadv. in Gilb. Cler. p. 1044, &c. to 485.
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roving in generals, displays his talent for eight or nine pages

together. And among other Fathers, he is weak enough to

bring St. Austin in, as voucher for the absurdity of the Father's

being sent, appearing, &c. For verily, if St. Austin, who un

doubtedly believed there was no natural impossibility t, but only

great incongruity in the thing, could yet use such a strong ex

pression of it as absurdissime u, what consequence can be drawn

from the expressions of other Fathers, which scarce any of them

come up to this? But St. Austin was professedly for the Father's

appearing, and objects only against his being sent; which this

writer seems not to know. I have remarked upon him before

in relation to Tertullian in this very matter, nor need I add

more X.

IX. There is a sentence in my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 507,

(repeated, in sense, p. 512,513.) which has happened to fall under

the displeasure of this gentleman. My words are:

“What has supremacy of office to do with the notion of su

“preme God? God is a word expressing nature and substance:

“he is supreme God, or God supreme, that has no God of a

“superior nature above him. Such is Christ, even while he

“submits and condescends to act ministerially.” To the former

part of this passage we have the following smart repartee:

“What has supremacy of office, or authority and dominion to

“do with the notion of supreme man.—Is not man (in the same

“way of reasoning) a word expressing nature and substance :

“Quam ridicule tº p. 50. Now, for my part, I never heard of

supreme man. Man is the word upon which the argument turns;

for which reason I have thrown out supreme King, or Governor,

as not pertinent. And as no supremacy of office can make one

man more truly or more properly man, or man in a higher sense

of the word man; so it seemeth to me that no supremacy of

office can make God the Father more truly God, or God in a

* Solus Pater non legitur missus,

quoniam solus non habet auctorem a

uo genitus sit, vel a quo procedat.

't ideo non propter natura diversita

tem, quae in Trinitate nulla est, sed

propter ipsam auctoritatem, solus Pater

non dicitur missus. Non enim splen

dor, aut fervor ignem, sedignis mittit

sive splendorem, sive fervorem. Au

gust. contr. Serm. Arian. c. 4.

* Pater non dicitur missus; non

enim habet de quo sit, aut ex quo

procedat si voluisset Deus Pater

per subjectam creaturam visibiliter

apparere, absurdissime tamen, aut a

Filio quem genuit, aut a Spiritu

Sancto qui de illo procedit, missus

diceretur. August. J. Trin. lib. iv.

c. 28, 32.

* See my Answer to Dr. Whitby,

vol. ii. p. 252. Second Defence, vol. ii.

p. 48o, &c.
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higher sense than is God the Son. There was no great reason

for the gentleman's bursting out into merriment upon it, with

his quam ridicule: but perhaps his infirmity, as usual, overcame

him.

X. To a well known plea on our side, that God could not be

God merely in the sense of dominion. having been God from

everlasting, and before dominion commenced, the Observator

thus speaks: “But is it in reality no character of dominion,

“no relative character, to have in himself an essential power

“from eternity to eternity, of producing what subjects he thinks

“fit, and of destroying what subjects he thinks fit, and of pro

“ducing new subjects of his government at pleasure? Was ever

“such trifling in serious matters?” Truly, I think not, if the

last part be intended for an answer to the first; as any stranger

might judge, who knows not that both come from the same

hand. This gentleman is so taken up with grammar, it seems,

that he has forgotten the first elements of logic; which will

teach him that relate and correlate always rise and fall together.

Where can the relative character be, while as yet there is sup

posed to exist but one term of relation ? It is true, God can

make to himself new relations by making new creatures when he

pleases: but when he had as yet, for an eternity backwards, no

relation to any creature at all, none being created, I humbly

conceive he was under no such relative character, nor had any

dominion; consequently could not be God in the sense of do

minion y. This writer therefore might have spared his ridicule

for a more proper occasion, had the gaiety of his heart permitted

him to think seriously of the matter. As to what he has further

upon the same question, it is no more than repetition of what I

fully answered long ago?. And the main of the question was

before given up in the Reply a as I observed also in my Second

Defence b.

XI. When this writer comes to the head of worship, (Ob

servat. viii.) he repeats some stale pleas used by the party, and

which have all been particularly considered and confuted in my

Defences, vol. i. and ii. As to reinforcing the pleas with any

new matter, or taking off the force of the answers given, he is

y See my Second Defence, vol. ii. * Reply, p. 119.

p. 517. b Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 51 o'

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 302, &c. 539, 566.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 517, 518.
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not solicitous about it. But here a scoff and there a flout he

flings at his adversary. P. 78, he cites a sentence of minee in

a scoffing manner, calling it an excellent commentary upon two

texts, (1 John ii. 1. Hebr. vii. 25.) which texts, he conceives,

teach us to “pray to Christ, to pray in heaven for us:” in the

mean while taking no notice of what I had said to obviate so

low and mean a notion of God the Son, and to cut off the pre

tence of creature-worship. Having gone on with repetition as far

as he thought proper, he next vouchsafes to take notice that I

had made some replies: and one of them he confutes, by saying,

that there will be found in it a singular dexterity, p. 81. An

other, by saying, “If any serious reader finds any instruction or

“improvement in it, it is well,” p. 84. A third, by a scrap of

Latin, from the Comedian, Quid cum isto homine facias 2 The

English of which seems to be, that he has thought every way to

come at some solution, is disappointed in all, and knows not what

to do more; except it be to flout and scoff, that whatever reputa

tion he and his friends had once gained, by beginning like serious

men, (in which way I was ready to go on with them,) they may

at length throw up, by ending like

XII. Page the 86th, this writer comes to speak of individuality

and sameness; in which I had been beforehand with him, answer

ing all his pretences on that head d. Instead of replying, he goes

on in his way. “Individuality and sameness,” says he, “are

“words, it seems, which signify nobody knows what:” because,

forsooth, I had exposed his weak pretences to shew what makes it,

or what its principle is. He refers me to his Replye, to convince

me of the absurdity of my way of talking. I had seen, I had consi

dered his Reply long ago, and exposed the weakness of it f: what

pity is it that he is forced to leave it at last helpless, and entirely

destitute of any reinforcement.

XIII. He is further angry with me for calling upon him to

explain his terms g, particularly supreme and independent. As to

the first of them, he says, (p. 87,) it is “a term which no man, he

“believes, before Dr. Waterland, misunderstood.” Whether I

misunderstood it or no, may be a question. I think the English

of it is highest: and as high or low may have respect to variety

of things, to place, to dignity, to dominion, to office, to order, to

• Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 655. * Second Defence, vol. ii. p.619.

d Ibid. p. 618, &c. 556,707, 708. & Ibid. p. 674.

* Reply, p. 307, 308.
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nature, &c., it was but just in Dr. Waterland to call for an expla

nation, that so the word supreme might be admitted or rejected

under proper distinctions.

Independent is likewise a word variously understood according

to variety of respects. God the Son, for instance, is dependent

on the Father, as being of him, and from him, and referred up

to him: but he is not dependent on the Father's will, or pleasure,

being necessarily existing as well as the Father. Every Person

of the Trinity is independent of any thing ad extra; but none of

them are entirely independent of each other, having a necessary

relation to one another, that they must and cannot but exist

together, never were, never could be separate, or asunder. This is

sufficient to justify my calling for an explanation of independent.

Which this gentleman would not have been offended at, but that

it touches him in a tender part : it is breaking through his

coverts, letting the world in upon him, when he has a mind to be

retired, and to lie concealed under equivocal and ambiguous

terms.

The term authority was another equivocal word, which I was

willing to distinguish upon h. This writer being extremely desirous

of finding a governor for God the Son and God the Holy Ghost,

says: “As if any man, since the world began, ever did or ever

“could mean, by those terms, not power and dominion.” It were

easy to quote a multitude of writers, ancient and modern, that

use the word authority, without reference to dominion; and who

when they ascribe it to the Father, as his peculiar, never mean

to express any the least dominion over the other two Persons by

it. I content myself here with two only, both quoted in my

Second Defence , namely, St. Austin and Bishop Pearson. It

would be endless to instruct this gentleman in all the useful

things which he wants to know. He does not know, that as

early as the days of St. Austin, the very distinction which I in

sist upon, as to the equivocal sense of authority in this case, was

taken notice of, and pleaded against one of his Arian predeces

sors, Maximink: so little is he acquainted with what men of letters

have been doing since the world began.

Upon this occasion he drops a maxim, as he takes it to be,

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 417, 13. lib. ii. c. 2. sect. 9. and in Bull.

I7. D. F. sect. iv. c. 1. p. 254.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 516, * Augustin. cont. Maxim. lib. iii.

630. See other testimonies in Peta- c. 5, 14.

vius, de Trin. lib. v. c. 5. sect. 11, 12,
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that “nothing can be the same in kind and in number too.”

The Author of the Remarks is full of the same thing!. I have

already hinted, how contradictory this pretended mawim is to

Dr. Clarke's known and avowed principles in another cause. To

answer now more directly, and to cut off their main argument

at once; I observe, that though in finite things, especially things

corporeal, those that are one substance in kind are more than

one substance in number; yet the reason is not, because they

are one in kind, but because they are really separate, or separable

from each other: and so it happens, that while they are one

substance in kind, they are not one in number. But where the

substance is neither separate nor separable, (as in the divine

Persons,) there unity of kind and number are consistent, and meet

in one: and thus the unity is both specific and individual, without

any the least repugnancy, or appearance of it".

XIV. Page the 93rd, we meet with several little efforts to say

something, but with a very ill spirit, and shewing more of the

author's spleen than his abilities. He scoffs at the advice given

him, not to pretend to be wise in the deep things of God. He

is positive that an infinitely actice Being can, if he pleases,

entirely cease to act; that God’s loving himself, however it may

be the prime mover in all the divine acts, is no act at all; and

that God never naturally or necessarily exerts any power; for

this wise reason, because in such a case he can have no power to

exert : that is, because the will is the original (with this writer)

of all everting of power, which was the point in question. He has

left several very material things I urged upon this head perfectly

untouchedn: but seems to be affronted that any man should

question whatever he has been pleased to affirm, or should not

take his dictates for demonstrations.

XV. There is a place which I have passed over in p. 62. but

deserves to be mentioned under this chapter. I happened to find

fault with Dr. Clarke, for pretending to prove the existence of a

first Cause, a priorio: which has no sense without supposing a

cause prior to the first, which is flat contradiction. This plain

reasoning is called turning the pretended proof into ridicule;

though, in my notion, reasoning is one thing, and ridiculing an

other. However, the gentleman being grievously offended, re

! Remarks, p. 25. n Ibid. p. 623, 624.

m See my Second Defence, vol. ii. o Ibid. p. 695.

p. 62o, 671. -
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solves to revenge himself in a note. Repeating some words of

mine, out of the place I have referred to in my Second Defence,

vol. ii. he enters a remark: “These words shew that Dr.

“Waterland does not understand what the meaning of a proof

“a priori is.” I should be glad to receive information on this

head from our great dictator in science: and if he understands

the thing so well, the reader might have expected some expli

cation of it at his hands, that it might be seen where Dr. Water

land’s mistake lay. Till this be done, I will presume to think,

that what I said was perfectly right; and that neither Dr.

Clarke nor his friends can return any reply, more than abuses to

it. Dr. Cudworth was one that had travelled in the argument

as far as any man, and had as good an inclination to prove the

existence a priori, as Dr. Clarke could have. But he was a wise

man, and saw clearly how that matter stood. Let us hear what

he says, after many years' thought and meditation. Speaking

of what he had done in his last chapter, he has these words:

“We therein also demonstrate the absolute impossibility of all

“atheism, and the actual existence of a God: we say demon

“strate; not a priori, which is impossible, and contradictious, but

“by necessary inference from principles altogether undeniable P.”

I do not want Dr. Cudworth's or any man's authority for a

maxim of common sense, and as plain as that two and two are

four: but the plainer it is, so much the greater wonder that

men of parts and abilities could not see it, or are yet ignorant

of it.

The most knowing men hitherto have been contented with the

proofs a posteriori, as being sufficient, and the only ones that are

so. And they have rightly judged, that to pretend more is

betraying great ignorance of things, and is exposing the clearest

and best cause in the world to the insults of atheism and infidelity.

These gentlemen endeavour to blind this matter by substituting

ground and reason in the room of cause. Let them say plainly

what they mean by this cause, ground, or reason, or whatever

else they please to call it. They will at length find the words

either to have no sense, or to contain that absurd sense of a cause

prior to the first. Is this ground, reason, &c. the substance

itself? The consequence then is, that the substance is the cause

or ground of itself. Is it any attribute or attributes of that sub

P Cudworth's Intellect. Syst. Preface.
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stance? The consequence then is, that attributes are the cause

or ground of the subject or substance. Let them turn it which

way they will, the absurdity still recurs, till they please to allow,

(what is both sense and truth,) that the first Cause is absolutely

uncaused; and that it is nonsense to talk of any ground or cause

of that substance which is itself the ground and cause of all things.

But it is pleaded (p. 63.) that if God may “exist absolutely

“without any ground or reason” (that is, cause) “of existence,

“it would follow that he might likewise as well without any

“cause or reason cease to exist.” Which is as much as to say,

that unless there be a cause prior to the first, which exists neces

sarily, it will follow that the first Cause does not exist necessarily,

but may cease to be. What is this, but making the notion of a

first Cause repugnant, and contradictory to itself; or in short,

denying any such thing as a first Cause 2 I think it sufficient to

say, that it is the property of the first Cause to exist necessarily:

he must, and cannot but exist from eternity to eternity. If

existence be considered as an attribute of that first Cause, the sole

ground, reason, or subject of it is the substance itself so existing;

which is therefore the support of that and of every other attribute.

All pretended grounds, reasons, causes, &c. in this case, can re

solve into nothing but the actual existence of such a Being.

Prove first a posteriori, that it is fact that he does exist; and the

necessary manner of his existing is proved at the same time. It

is nonsense to run up higher for an antecedent ground, reason, or

cause, after we are come to the top, and can go no higher;

unless this writer is disposed to go on ad infinitum, and never to

come at a first Cause at all. But he has been so used, it seems,

to talk in this way upon other subjects, that he thinks it strange

he may not do it here too; and that he may not talk of an ante

cedent reason for what has not anything antecedent, as well as for

what has. Such is his great proficiency in metaphysics.

I should have been willing to have passed over the Doctor's

misconduct in this argument, had it not accidentally fallen in

with our present subject. The cause of Theism, and his good in

tentions, and, I believe, very honest endeavours in it, might have

been his protection. But since this matter has at length been

brought in, and admits of no just defence; it is good to acquaint

this gentleman, that it will not be carried through, either by

confident dictating, or by throwing out abuses. But I proceed.

XVI. Page the 91st, this gentleman, speaking of me, says as
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follows: “Having been told, that whenever the Deity, or divine

“nature, [rö Oeſov, is spoken of as an object of adoration, it is

“not by way of accuracy, (as the Doctor had absurdly pretended,)

“but on the contrary by a mere figurative way of speaking, put

“for God himself, just as we frequently say the king's majesty,

“not meaning the majesty of the king, but the king himself;

“his answer is, that his affirming the contrary is sufficient against

“our bare affirmation. If the reader thinks it so, I am willing

“to leave it to him.”

That this writer is offended, one may perceive. I shall en

deavour to set the matter however in a clear light. In my

Defenced I have these words:

“God alone is to be worshipped, the Creator in opposition to

“all creatures whatever, the to Oeſov, as Clemens of Alexandriar

“ and Origens sometimes accurately express it: which also Ter

“tulliant seems to intimate in the words, quod colimus, above

“cited.”

The Author of the Reply having a fancy, that worship cannot

be properly said to be paid to the divine, or any nature, but to

Person only, was pleased to put in his answeru to what I had

said, in the words he has since repeated. To a bare affirmation

of his, and positively laid down, only to serve an hypothesis, I

first returned a counter affirmation, (disputants, as I thought,

being always upon a level in such cases, and never obliged to

take each other's word for proof) but presently subjoined: some

remarks and references, about the sense of ro Gelov in Greek

writers, and particularly in Clemens and Origen: from which I

had reason to conclude, that rô Đelov properly signifies the

dirine nature, or substance, or God considered substantially as

res dirina, and not according to personal characters, acts, or

offices. That this was the sense of Clemens, when he speaks of

the rô Qeſov, as the object of worship, might appear plainly from

the places I referred to; particularly from those I have again

noted: in my margin. And the reason why both Clemens and

Origen chose that expression rather than ess, was to be more

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 4-c. contr. Cels, p. 1S).

* eanorkstess ro Below. Clem. Aler. t Quod columus Deus unusest, &c.

p. 77S. Ox. ed. Tertull, ºped cap. xvii.

* Sess. To eslow, &c. Orig, contr. * Reply, p. So,

Ceºs. p. So:- * Second lefence, vol. ii. p. 667.

'Arc-scivets ºri tº ºsmros resees bes.

fºrts, ºxsive ºvº ºvoº'. Orig. * Clem, Alex, p. 5S, SS6.
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emphatical and expressive against Pagan worship offered to

things of a frail and corruptible nature, to created beings. I

think, it was paying great respect to this gentleman's bare

affirmation, to trace the sense of to Oeſov so far as I did in oppo

sition to it; as may appear by my references. And though I

threw in a parenthesis, saving to myself the just claims of every

disputant, he need not have been offended at it, as if it were

intended as an affront to his superior learning or judgment, to

set mine against it: I had no such thought in it. But however

raised and extraordinary his abilities may be, and however

high an opinion he conceives his readers should have of them, he

ought nevertheless to have taken some notice of what I had

pleaded; if not as a critic, yet as an honest man; and I cannot

but think it too assuming still, to expect that his bare dictates

shall have more weight than another's reasons.

XVII. To an observation of mine out of Tertullian, that God

the Son is an Angel and Messenger, not by nature but by office”,

he returns me this answer: “Can any man tell what the being

“a messenger by nature means”?” No.: but he may know what

an angel by nature means, which was the word I designed the

distinction for, and to which alone it referred; as my argument,

and the quotation at the bottom, sufficiently shewed: and all the

fault was in not throwing the word Messenger into brackets.

The reason of bringing it in appears from what went before.

This is low carping: but no doubt the author intended a smart

repartee. He has such another piece of smartness in the same

page, relating to the word servility; which he charges me with

adding deceitfully, as synonymous to subjection", because of the

quite different sense of that word in the English language. What

ever sense it be that he speaks of, as to the English, I am sure

nobody but himself can mistake my sense of it, in the place where

I used it, nor think the word improper. But this gentleman

seems to be so elated upon his skill in language, that he can

scarce allow others to understand their mother tongue.

XVIII. He has some ingenious thoughts and smart sayings,

p. 40, which must not be omitted. They are bestowed upon a

passage of minee, where I say, that the Father was not to be

visible, so much as per assumptas species, by cisible symbols,

because he was not to minister, or be incarnate. The remark

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 479. b See my Second Def, vol. ii. p. 464.

* Observations, p. 26. ° Ibid. p. 490.

WATERLAND, VOL. III. f
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hereupon is: “It seems from these words, that Dr. Waterland

“does not suppose the incarnation of Christ to be at all real,

“but merely a phantasm, per assumptas species: this being con

“fessedly the only way in which there was any natural possibility

“for the Father to be incarnate. And accordingly in his expli

“cation of that text, (Phil. ii. 7,) he tells us that Christ emptied

“himself in appearance.”

I passed over this uncommon turn of his, when I met with it

in the Replyd. I saw he was strangely lost and bewildered;

and I was willing to give him time to recover and recollect.

But by his repeating it here, he appears to be very fond of it:

and this, no doubt, is one of the arguments which, (as he tell us

in his preface,) upon the most careful review, he believes to be

strictly and perfectly conclusive. I am ashamed to answer such

impertinencies: but sometimes it must be done. His first mis

take is, understanding per assumptas species of a phantasm: but

this was to make way for what was to come after, and to answer

to appearance. His second is, in pretending that this was the

only way that it was naturally possible for the Father to be in

carnate. For neither would this way have amounted to any in

carnation at all, being only praeludium incarnationis, as it was

anciently called : nor is a real incarnation naturally less possible

than that was. His third is, in not distinguishing between the

taking up visible symbols for a while to appear by, and being

personally united to the human nature, which is incarnation. His

fourth is so gross, (not to perceive the difference between veiling

the glories of the Godhead, and having no real manhood,) that I

can hardly suppose his thoughts were at home when he wrote it.

But the word appearance seems to have struck his imagination at

once, and to have made him jump immediately, without any pre

mises, into a marvellous conclusion.

XIX. Page the 74th, &c. he undertakes to shew, that, upon

his hypothesis, the existence of God the Son is not precarious.

I could scarce have believed, till I saw the Reply, that any man

of tolerable parts or discretion would have engaged in so silly an

argument. But there is a necessity for it, it seems: and this is

the second time that he has resolved to shut his eyes against

common sense" in this very article. -

We are to observe, that he denies the necessary existence of

* Reply, p. 59, 181. * See my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 545.
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God the Son; which is directly making his existence contingent,

which is another word for precarious, and is proper to a creature.

This gentleman endeavours, p. 75, with a dust of words, to

obscure this plain state of the question. At last, he comes a

little closer to the point, and begins the debate. “God, says

“the Apostle, cannot lie : the only reason why he cannot, is

“because he will not.” [Note then, that the only reason why

God does not or cannot reduce God the Son to nothing, is

because he will not..] “Is therefore the veracity of God a thing

“as mutable and precarious, because it entirely depends upon

“his will, as is the existence of any creature whatever?” But

this gentleman should have shewn that God was as much bound

up by his own attributes to give the Son existence, and to continue

him in it, as he is bound never to lie, to make the case parallel:

and upon this supposition, God could no more want his Son one

moment from all eternity, than he could be ever one moment capa

ble of lying: which is making the Son as necessarily eristing, by

necessary will, (which this gentleman would call no will,) as God's

attribute of veracity is necessary and immutable. God's moral

attributes are founded in the natural perfections, and are indeed

no other than natural and necessary perfections of the Deity,

which he can no more cease to have, than he can cease to be.

And even the rectitude of his will is natural, necessary, and un

alterable: and the reason why he never wills amiss is because he

cannot. But not to run further into this point, which is perfectly

remote and foreign, and brought in only for a blind; what be

comes of the distinction between the necessary existence proper

to the dicine Being, and the precarious existence proper to crea

tures 2 If God may be obliged by any of his moral attributes

of wisdom, goodness, ceracity, &c. to preserve the Son in his

being; so may he likewise to preserve angels, or men, or any

other creature: and is this a reason against calling their exist

ence precarious 2 If it be, then there may be creatures, many

besides God the Son, whose existence is not precarious: and

thus the distinction between necessary and precarious existence is

lost. The meaning of precarious existence is, not necessary, of

what might either necer have been, or may cease to be, if God

pleases. Let this gentleman either affirm this of God the Son,

or deny it of any creature whatever.

This writer, who is used to wise questions, asks me, whether

the supreme dominion of God the Father (that which I found in

F 2
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voluntary economy) be precarious 2 Undoubtedly every coluntary

office may cease to be, is not necessary, but depending on pleasure,

and is therefore so far precarious. And even as to natural do

minion, God might choose whether he would make any creatures;

he may choose whether he will continue any : that is, he may

choose whether he will exercise any such dominion at all; for all

such dominion supposes the existence of creatures, over which only

such dominion is. Supremacy therefore of dominion is as pre

carious as the existence of the creature: and if that be not pre

carious, I know not what is so. But, I think, I am over-abun

dantly civil to this writer to debate a maxim of common sense with

him. The sum is, that that existence which is not necessary is

contingent ; and contingent is precarious, or depending on pleasure,

in opposition to what is naturally immutable, and cannot but be :

such is the existence of God the Son with this writer: therefore

his existence is precarious in the same sense, though perhaps not

in the same degree, that the existence of any creature whatever is

called precarious. Q. E. D.

XX. Page 92nd, this gentleman tells me of “affecting to ex

“press a ridiculous seeming repugnancy in maintaining, that the

“same act is certain as being foreknown, uncertain, as depending

“on the will of a free agentſ.” I should be glad to see the

difficulty dexterously hit off by this acute writer, to make us

some amends for his failures in other things. He does it, he

thinks, in two words; that what depends on the will of a free

agent may be certain, though not necessary. But to me it seems

that the difficulty stands just where it did : for how is that cer

tain which is not necessary, which may or may not be ; which is

all the meaning of not necessary, and which seems to amount to

the same with not certain, in the present case. And how is that

fived, or certain, which is yet floating and hanging in suspense,

either may or may not be 2 Possibly, some solution may be found

for these and the like difficulties: but I am afraid, not by this

gentleman, who does not appear hitherto to have gone to the

bottom of the subject, or to have patience or coolness of temper

requisite to go through with it.

CHAP. IV.

Concerning Quotations from the Ancients.

THE 14th observation is spent upon this subject: and I shall

f See my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 692,693.
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think it worth the while to bestow a chapter upon the same;

that as we have seen this gentleman's penetration in matters of

argument, we may now also see his diligence and accuracy in

matters of learning. I have had frequent occasion, in both my

Defences, to take notice of his superficial acquaintance with the

ancient Fathers.

1. Sometimes he has endeavoured to put spurious or worthless

pieces upon us, as being of considerable value and authority.

The Apostolical Constitutions*, Ignatius's larger epistlesh, the

Arian Councils of Sirmium, Philippopolisk, and Antioch', (in

stead of the Catholic and approved synods,) and the tenets of

Semi-Arians for those of Epiphaniusm. See the instances of

this kind up and down in the Reply". The doing this, unless it

be done ignorantly, is much the same honesty in the way of writ

ing, as the putting off bad wares or damaged goods at the price

of good ones in the way of trading.

2. Sometimes he has expressed wonder and amazement at me,

as if I had been teaching some new and strange thing, or some

thing merely scholastic, when I have been only following the con

curring judgment of the ancient Fathers".

3. Sometimes you will find him representing a doctrine as

unanimously taught by all the ancients, when they were all di

rectly against it, or none clearly for it P.

4. False history and misreports of the Fathers have been very

ordinary and common with him".

5. Misrepresentations of the Fathers, as to their real sense and

meaning, have been numberless: the greatest part of my labour

has been all the way to lay them open and confute them.

6. Misquotations, or deceitful translations, I have often had

occasion to observe and correct".

Now this gentleman being very desirous, as it seems, to make

F Second Defence, p. 590, 591.618.

* Ibid. p. 590,591.

! Ibid. p. 602,618.

* Ibid. p. 604. 1 Ibid. 618.

m Ibid. p. 688.

* Reply to Dr. Waterland, &c. p.

17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 29, 58, 61, 258,

26o, 274, 275, 276, 299, 404, 4to.

* See my First Defence, vol. i. p.

287, 324, 496, 549. Second Defence,

vol. ii. p. 422, 541.

P See these fallacies noted: First

Defence, vol. i. p. 295, 332, 470, 484,

485, 503, 536. Second Defence, vol.

ii. p. 6oo, 6ol, 637, 7oo, 733, 734.

‘l See the same detected : First De

fence, vol. i. p.328,382,389, 428,497,

507, 536, 538, 545, 547. Second De

fence, vol. ii. p. 389, 391, 429, 439,

459, 481,489, 491,495,498, 537,541,

563, 564, 618, 714, 717, 728.

r See my First Defence, vol. i. p.

35o, 351, 381, 389, 523, &c. 560.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 444, 473,

485, 595, 597, 618, 641, 674, 737,

&c. 755.
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reprisals upon me, undertakes to furnish out a whole section of

gross misrepresentations made by me in my quotations. He gives

them for a specimen only, as he says, and calls them some few ;

being willing the reader should think he had been very tender

and compassionate. The reader perhaps may really think so,

when he finds what the sum total of this worthy charge of gross

misrepresentations amounts to : nothing but an account of some

very fair and just representations set in a bad light, misreported

under false colours, and called by a wrong name. I hope every

intelligent reader will apprehend the difference between making

a charge and proving one; between a false report and a true

one; between an unrighteous calumny and a just censure. I am

willing to put the issue entirely upon the justice and merits of

the case, upon the evidence produced here or there, to justify the

charges respectively. Let but the reader compare my remarks

on Dr. Clarke's quotations" with what this writer would lay to

me; and then the difference betwixt the one and the other will

be throughly understood. Now to come to particulars: they

are twelve in number: which were they all faults, it were easy

to select hundreds greater out of their pieces. But I confined

myself, in my collection, to such only as betrayed manifest par

tiality and deceit, or great want of care and exactness.

I. In the first place, he finds fault with my way of under

standing a passage of Philo, and gives me his own judgment

against it: which I have as much regard for, as he has for

mine. The very passage which he cites from Philo, to confute

my construction, confirms it: as it shews that the Logos was

betwixt the rô yevöuevov and 6 Tarijp, and was therefore neither.

And if he is not reckoned with the rà yewópeva, he is of course

âyévmtos.

II. The second is my reading &yévnros in two places of Justin,

where he chooses to read dyévvmtos. His reasons, it seems, are

good to him, and mine to me, which is the whole matter. I win

dicated my reading against his exceptions in my Second Defence,

vol. ii. p. 506, 579 : and he has nothing to add by way of rein

forcement. A mighty business to found a charge of gross misre

presentation upon : he must have been hard put to it, to strain

so much for one.

III. A third article of my gross misrepresentations begins with

a new invention of his own ; a very forced interpretation of a

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 523, &c. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 737, &c.
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passage in Irenaeus'; which interpretation was never, I believe,

thought on by any man before himself, and rests only in strength

of imagination. For what if the Father be called Adyos in that

chapter as well as the Son, could Irenaeus be there talking of

the emission or generation of the Father 2 If this gentleman will

but please to look forwards, as far as page 157. and 158. and

view the whole process of the argument, he will see what Irenaeus

meant by the Logos, namely, the only begotten of the Father, the

same that Isaiah speaks of chap. liii. 8.

This writer also tells me of citing two passages of Irenaeus, as

containing the Church's notion, when he is ridiculing the notions

of the Valentinians: as if a man might not be ridiculing the no

tion of the Valentinians, and at the same time discover his own.

Had the author undertaken to vindicate this his new and eatra

ordinary construction, I should have taken care to consider it at

large: but as he has only given a few dark and obscure hints

of what he would have, I think it sufficient to refer the reader

to my Second Defenceu, and to Irenaeus himself”, and to his

learned editor, who has particularly considered his author's

meaningy.

A further complaint against me is for falsely interpreting

non alius et alius, in Irenaeusz, of Father and Son; which is so

trifling and groundless, that nothing can be more so. He has

invented another imaginary construction, peculiar to himself,

which he endeavours to help out, by supplying something in

Irenaeus's text, which the good Father never thought on, and

which the whole context strongly reclaims against. See my

Second Defencea, where I cite the passage, with another parallel

place of Tertullian. In this way of charging me with gross mis

representations, the author may be copious enough ; for invention

is fruitful.

As to the fourth place, all the fault is, that I follow the com

mon reading, (cum Perbo suo, Iren. p. 183,) though there is one

t Qui#. prolativi homi- " Vol. ii. p. 435, 583.

num Verbi transferunt in Deiaeternum * Iren. p. 132, 139. ed. Mass.

Verbum, et prolationis initium donan- y Massuet. Dissert. Praev. p. 128.

tes et genesim, quemadmodum et suo * Non ergo alius erat qui cognosce

Verbo, Et in quo distabit Dei Ver- batur, et alius qui dicebat; memo cog

bum, imo magis ipse Deus, cum sit

Verbum, a Verbo hominum, si ean

dem habuerit ordinationem et emis

sionem generationis? Iren. p. 132. ed.

Mass.

noscit Patrem, sed unus et idem, om

nia subjiciente ei Patre, &c. Iren. p.

234. Mass. Praev. Diss. p. 131.

a Vol. ii. p. 436.
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manuscript which leaves out cum : a manuscript scarce above

4oo years old, and of no great authority b. The manuscript is

the Arundel, in the library of the Royal Society: I have seen

it, and find the reading to be as Dr. Grabe represented. But

that the reading is “without doubt the truer reading,” as the

Reply pretends", against the faith of all the other manuscripts,

about ten in number, several of them much older, and most of

them more faithful in the whole, will not be taken for granted

upon a bare affirmation.

A fifth place of Irenaeus by me citedd, I am willing to leave

with the reader: who may please to consider, whether what this

writer objects be of any force against what I said; since I did

not pretend that the Son did any thing contrary to, or without

the Father's good pleasure.

IV. This gentleman proceeds to Clemens Alexandrinus and

charges me with misrepresenting him. I vindicated my sense of

that passage at large beforee, and obviated every pretence to

the contrary: nor has this writer so much as attempted to reply

to what I there urged; except calling a thing monstrous be the

same with confuting it. His repeating here his former opinion

about Christ being representative only, (which has been so abun

dantly answered and baffled in both my Defencesſ, beyond any

just reply.) only shews to what a degree of hardiness a man may

arrive by long opposing the truth.

There is another place of Clemensk, as to which he insists upon

his construction, and I also upon mineh; though it is sufficient

for me, if mine may be true; he should prove, on the other

hand, that his must. He appeals to all that understand Greek.

So do I, and to the context likewise. Bishop Bull, Le Nourry,

and the learned editor of Clemens, (who, I believe, understood

Greek,) had declared beforehand for my construction. Let this

gentleman produce his better couchers, if he has any, to support

his pretences about the nature of the Greek tongue: which he may

sometimes happen to mistake, and pretty widely too, as appears

by his versions. His translation, as he calls it, of this very place

b See Massuet. praef. p. 8. rows 8e rols ééaupéros memorrevkóow

• Reply, p. 103. drovetuas rupids, où6' tºp' érépov kºv

d Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 447. 6eim tror' &v, 6 mavrov köptos, kai ud

e Ibid. p. 488. Awara ééumperov rº row dyadoù, kai

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 294, &c. travrokpáropos 6exhuari warpós. Clem.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 505, &c. Aler. Strom. vii. cap. 2. p. 832.

g Otºr' obv ºpéovotn nor div tworiv, 6 h Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 755.

mávras pèv 'n' tons rek\mkös, Öğapé
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of Clemens, is no translation, but a loose paraphrasei; and such

a one, that no man could ever imagine from it what the Greek

words are. Whether I am right or no, he is most certainly

wrong in taking the liberty he has, of foisting in words, and

altering the turn of the expression, to help out his construction.

But besides that, the construction itself appears to me somewhat

forced and unnatural, as referring kai HàAtara to the negative

going before, and to the first member of the sentence, rather

than the second; when in the preceding sentence, of like kind,

the third part hangs upon the second. The most natural con

struction therefore seems to be this; Who is Lord of all, etiam

marime serviensk, &c. even when most subservient, &c. that is,

even in his lowest condescension, becoming incarnate, which

Clemens had been speaking of. In the very next page, resuming

the assertion of the Son’s being Lord of all, he again qualifies

it, in like manner, by referring all up to the supreme Father.

W. We now come to Tertullian: where he taxes me with a

misconstruction; owning however that he had gone before me in

the same. I must acknowledge I looked upon the construction

of that place as doubtful, at least; for which reason I had never

cited it in my First Defence, or elsewhere, to prove Father and

Son one God. But finding at length that some learned men so

understood the place, and observing that the Reply also came

into it, I thought I might then safely use it. If it be a mistake,

(as probably it may,) it should not however have come under the

head of gross misrepresentations.

He next charges me with a great neglect, as omitting to take

notice of what the Reply had objected to my construction of a

place in Tertullian, though I again quote the place. It is un

reasonable in the man to expect particular notice of every thing

that he has any where occasionally dropped, when he has

slipped over many and more material things of mine : but I

have accustomed him so much to it, that now he insists upon it.

After all, his construction of suo jurel, in Tertullian", which he

makes to be the same with sensu sibi proprio, is so extravagant,

* Reply, p. 511. Compare my Se- cur non et nomina? Cum ergo legis

cond Defence, vol. ii. p. 755.

* As to the like construction of uá

Awara in Clemens, see p. 138,250, 436,

443, 62o, 759, 821.

Reply, p. 509. - -

* Omnia, inquit, Patris mea sint,

Deum omnipotentem, et altissimum, et

Deum virtutum, et Regem Israelis, et

3. est; vide ne per haec Filius etiam

emonstretur; suo jure Deus omni

potens, qua Sermo Dei omnipotentis,

&c. Tertull, adr. Praw. cap. 17.
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that it might be safely left with any man that knows Tertullian,

or knows Latin. What could Tertullian say less, than that God

the Son was God Omnipotent in his own right, when he so often

proclaims him to be of the same substance with the Father? It

is not said merely suo jure omnipotens, but suo jure Deus omni

potens: and as the meaning of suo jure is well known to all that

know Latin; so are Tertullian's principles well known to as

many as know him; and that he makes the Son God in the same

sense as the Father is, as partaking of the same dicine substance.

Tertullian therefore could not mean, as this gentleman says,

that the Son is God Almighty, in a sense proper to him, or upon

a ground peculiar to himself; since Tertullian’s principles plainly

make Father and Son God in the same sense, and upon the same

ground, as being of the same divine substance. But this he might

mean, and this he did mean, that the Son is Almighty God

distinctly, and in his own proper Person and right; and not con

sidered as the Person of the Father, which Praxeas pretended.

This gentleman however, by endeavouring to find out some mis

interpretations of mine, does nothing else but discover more and

more of his own.

He is in the same page (p. 125,) cavilling at a very innocent

translation of an Arian passage in my book"; where I render

sua virtute, by his own power. He will have it, that it does not

mean the Son’s own power, but his Father's, because supposed to

be given him: which is nothing but equivocating upon the word

own. The meaning undoubtedly is, that the Son created all

things by his own natural, inherent power; though supposed to

be given him, with his nature, by the Father. And this is all I

meant in my version of the words: it is observable however, that

this gentleman never yet came up so high in his doctrine as the

ancient Arians did. They supposed Christ invested with creative

powers by the Father; which is a great deal more than making

him merely an instrument in the work of creation.

As to Tertullian's meaning in some passages which this author

produced to prove that souls were consubstantial with God",

(according to that writer,) as much as the Son was supposed to

be by the Nicene Council; it was so mean, and so unworthy a

suggestion, that I thought it proper to vindicateP Tertullian, as

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 684. P Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 459.

* See Reply, p. 55, 225, 328. Pre- Compare Pamelii Paradox. Tertullian.

face, p. 6. n. 3.
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falsely charged in that matter. It was of some moment that

Tertullian had utterly denied it of angels; or even archangels,

and of the highest order. This the objector takes no notice of.

Tertullian denies that the soul comes up usque ad vim divinitatis,

and explains himself inoffensively on that head; as I observed.

Nay, he argues through the whole chapter against Marcion's

tenet, of the soul being substantia Creatoris, the substance of (or

consubstantial with) its Creator. Yet this writer here goes on

with the same ridiculous charge, founding it upon words that

express nothing of it. What the words mean, I intimated at

large in the place referred to q: and this gentleman makes no

reply to it. Why he did not, is best known to himself.

VI. We come next to Origen, whom, it seems, I have greatly

injured in rendering ueréðake yāp Šavroi, kai Tiis ueyaxeudrijros,

hath imparted even his greatness", instead of has imparted even of

his greatnesss. But I am sure he has injured Origen a great deal

more by suppressing the remaining part of the sentence, which

shews what Origen meant, viz. that the Son is commensurate with

the Father in greatness. This was not imparting some small

pittance of his greatness, but equal greatness, or his whole great

ness: and this gentleman might have considered that petaðiðapu

commonly governs a genitive case; which is sufficient to take off

the force of his criticism: though I must own I see but little

difference in the two ways of speaking, nor that either of them

may not be admitted ; provided only that the whole sense of

Origen in that passage be taken along with it.

As to another place of Origen, this writer desires that my

Defencet and his Replyu may be compared; which I desire

also.

The same I say as to a third place* of Origen.

As to a fourth place in Origen, this writer is pleased to stand

corrected in respect of his translation of it, which I found fault

withy. As to his further endeavours to defeat the meaning of

that place, I am willing to trust them with the reader, after he

has seen the passage itself, and what I have said upon it.

q Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 472. * Reply, p. 83, 84,85.

Wid. Tertull. contr. Marc. lib. ii. c. 9. * Compare Reply, p. 295, and Ob

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 419. servations, p.63, with my Second De

* Observations, p. 25, 126. fence, vol. ii. B. 587,677.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 436, y Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 673,

465. Reply to Dr. Whitby, vol. ii. 674.

p. 216.
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Another passage of Origen I shall likewise trust with the

reader, if he pleases but to look into my Second Defence”.

This writer here (p. 127,) talks of my construction being “con

“trary to the nature of all language;” as if the nature of lan

guage never admitted any adjective to stand alone, the substan

tive being sufficiently intimated from the context. But this is

his forward way of talking: and he seems to think he has a

right to be believed upon his word.

VII. This article concerns Novatian. I have fully expressed

myself, as to this author, in many places of my Defences, which

the reader that thinks it of importance may please to consult. I

forbear any further dispute about the reading of a certain pas

sage, till the learned Mr. Welchman’s new edition of that author

appears, which may probably give us some further light into it.

VIII. The eighth article, instead of proving any misrepre

sentation upon me, only revives the memory of a great one of

his owna; which discovered his small acquaintance with the

ancients. As to this writer's exceptions to Hippolytus, I have

sufficiently obviated them elsewhereb: and one would think that

Tertullian's use of the word Persona, in the same sense with

Hippolytus's "pörotov, might have screened the latter from this

author's censure in that particular. But supposing I had less

to plead for my saying that the Sabellian singularity consisted

in making the Godhead uovoſtpāorotos, and that I had expressed

it in a phrase that came not into use till the fourth century; can

there be a greater mark of pedantry, than for a man to take me

up, and cavil at the bare expression, and to charge me with an

untruth upon it? How would it look to charge Basil, and Chry

sostom, and Theodoret, as reporting a thing notoriously untrue,

when they represent Sabellius as making the Godhead v Tpéo

orov, just as I do? Would not the man be taken for a jester, or

a very ignorant man, in doing it, as cavilling only at a mode of

expression P But I proceed.

IX. The author here censures me for rendering uovapy (as by

unity, rather than monarchy, in a passage of Pope Dionysius".

My reasons for so doing, I conceive, were such as these: 1. That

the same Dionysius had expressed the same thing a little higher

by the word uováða, which signifies unity ; and he seems to have

chosen uovapxias after, only to vary the phrase. 2. Because in

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 436. * Ibid. p. 541.

b Ibid. p. 463, 563. • Ibid. p. 469.
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the words immediately preceding, he is speaking of the union of

Father and Son; by which he solves the difficulty objected, and

not by throwing the omeness of Godhead upon the Father alone,

exclusive of the other Persons. 3. Because Tptăs, Trinity, is the

word opposed to povapxias in the same sentence; Dionysius shew

ing that there must be a Trinity, and withal an Unity (say I) pre

served. These reasons made me prefer the word unity. When

this author has better for the word monarchy, and in his sense",

I shall be ready to accept it, instead of the other.

X. Here I am charged with mistranslating a word in Eusebius,

jprimuévn, which I render compactede, that is, constituted; which,

it seems, is wonderfully done. But the wonder may cease, if it

be considered, 1. That in the same place the equality is mentioned

as belonging to the ternary number, here considered as a figure

of the Trinity. 2. That the Tpias is there also made the one

āpx?), Source of all things. 3. That the whole Tpias is said to be

jprimuévm , compacted, as I render it. For had the meaning been

that two Persons were dependent on one, the epithet would not

have been applied to the whole Trinity. 4. There is a plain

opposition between the Tptås and the róv yewſróv. Whether

these reasons may convince our writer or no, I know not: if he

pleases, he may go on wondering at very plain things, to shew

his want of reflection. He will have it that primuévn there sig

nifies a connection of things, one depending on or derived from

another. He has not thought fit to give us any translation of

the place, according to his own sense of it; but all he says in

favour of it is only misreport of the use of the word ávapxos, as I

shall shew hereafter.

The second passagef of Eusebius I leave to the reader; this

gentleman having no way of eluding my sense of it, but by misre

presenting it, after his manner.

XI. The next relates to Gregory Nysseng, where this writer

has nothing to shew but chicane. I translate some words

that may be seen in the place referred to, thus: “Neither let

“us dissolve the immediate connection, by considering the will

“in the generation.” Upon which my acute censor thus

* It is to be noted, that uovapyia, 6eórnros, kai oi 800 dpxai 66ev kvpios

in this subject, sometimes signifies, kai uovapxia a riv. Athan. Orat. 4.

not monarchy, but unity of headship, init.
or inciple, source, or fountain, as in e Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 475.

Athanasius. f Ibid. p. 496.

Aex8eim 8é àv kai otºros uta dpx? s Ibid. p. 607, 608.
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remarks: as if the author meant to say, that “considering the

“will of the Father in the generation of the Son, would be a dis

“solving of the immediate connection.” No, neither the author

nor I meant to say it: the words immediately foregoing shew

that we did not; nor does my translation imply any such thing.

But the meaning is, that the notion of will was not to be carried

so far as to destroy that necessary connection.

XII. As to the passage of Cyril, and my inference, as he calls

it, from it, (which is not my inference, but an inference which is

mentioned as having some colour, and at the same time confuted

by the late learned Benedictine editor, as I observedh,) this

writer might as well have let it alone, unless he had known more

of it. Had not that learned editor given us much better argu

ments against that inference than the Observator has, it would

be more considerable than he imagines. The reader that desires

to know more of this matter may consult the learned Toutée’s

Dissertationi, before referred to ; and which this writer has

fraudulently concealed from the reader, in order to make way

for his charge upon me.

My words are these: “If there is any thing to be suspected

“of Cyril, it is rather his excluding the Father from being

“Creator, than the Son from being efficient: but the late learned

“Benedictine editor has sufficiently cleared up Cyril's orthodoxy

“on that head.” Now after I had so plainly declared against

the inference, is it not very unaccountable in this gentleman to

charge me with it, and in the manner he does? “The Doctor’s

“inference,” says he, “from the words of Cyril, is as remarkable

“an instance of the strength of prejudice, as (I think) I ever

“met with,” p. 131. I may much more reasonably say, that

this representation is as remarkable an instance of the strength

of malice, as I ever met with. See my Second Defence, vol. ii.

p. 629, 631, 687, where I take notice of the Father being repre

sented as issuing out orders for creating, and the Son as creating:

which is Cyril's notion also, and which affords some colour for

the inference before mentioned; but colour only, and not ground

sufficient for it, as I before intimated, acquitting Cyril of it.

I have now run through the whole charge of “very gross

“misrepresentations,” of which the foregoing instances are the

specimen, all that this gentleman could find. Nobody doubts of

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 630.

* Dissert. iii. de Doctrin. Cyrilli, p. 139, &c.
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his inclination to have picked out the very worst that my books

could any where afford; and these are they. I thank him for

them. I could not, I think, have desired a fuller testimony from

an adversary than this is, of my fidelity in the matter of quota

tions; I might almost say, care and ea actness beyond what I had

expected. For though I had taken the best care I could, in re

vising every thing of that kind, and again comparing it with the

books themselves, as my papers went through the press, and was

certain not to be wilfully guilty of any mistake; yet I knew not

what an able critic might possibly discover after me, in a work

that had not long time to lie by, nor had passed through the

hands of my judicious and learned friends. But perhaps our

Observator has been negligent in examining, or is not very acute:

and so I shall not assume upon it.

One thing, I hope, will be observed, that though this writer

has found no gross misrepresentations of mine, he has made several

of his own; which may now be added to the rest above mentioned,

under my second chapter. And to his former misreports of the

ancients may be added another great one which he has in p. 130.

“It is notorious,” says he, “that the word ávapxos was always

“appropriated to the Father.” The contrary is notorious to all

that know antiquity. "Avapxos is very often applied to God the

Son, by the Post-Nicene Fathersk, of the same century with Eu

sebius, though some years later; and more than once directly by

the Ante-Nicenes also: as to indirect application of it to him, in

respect of his generation or existence, as being &vapxos or àvápxos,

nothing more common”: Eusebius himself is an evidence for itn.

But why will this positive gentleman make reports of antiquity,

till he knows more of it?

CHAP. V.

A summary View of the Judgment of the Ancients upon the question,

Whether God the Father be naturally Ruler and Governor

over God the Son.

SINCE the Author of the Observations has been pleased to

* Epiphanius passim. Gregor. Na

zianz. Orat. p. 421, 563, 630. Greg.

Nyss. contr. Eunom. lib. i. p. 118.

1 Tô mpeoSörepov čv yewéoret, rºv d

xpovovkai ävapxovápxfivre kai drapxiv

raw övrov, röv viðv. Clem. Alex. p. 829.

2üvegru airá rà draûyagua dvap

xov, kai delyevis, trpoqawóuevov airot,

&mep éorriv h \éyovora oroqta, yd jump

fi trpooréxaſpe. Dionys. Aler. apud

Athanas. vol. i. p. 254.

m Clem. Alex. p. 832. Alexand.

Alex. apud Theod. lib. i. cap. 4. p. 19.

Cyrill. Hieros. Catech. xi. cap. 13. p.

155. Athanas. vol. i. p. 99, 526.

n Euseb. in Psalm. p. 15.
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reduce the controversy to this single question", and to boast

highly of the ancients as holding the affirmative, charging the

negative as being an unheard of fiction and invention of mine, with

repeated insults, and such a degree of groundless assurance as is

scarce to be paralleled; I say, since he has indulged himself in

these peculiar strains, it may not be improper to lay before the

reader a summary view of the ancient doctrine upon that head.

I shall content myself with references, for the most part, to my

own books; pointing out to the reader such material quotations.

relating to this question, as lie scattered in several parts, under

several heads, in the course of our debate. I shall follow the

chronological order of the Fathers, shewing all the way for what

reasons I judge that every one respectively was in the same per

suasion that I defend, and not in the contrary hypothesis.

A. D. 1 16. IGNATIUs.

Ignatius did not believe that the Father is naturally Governor

over the Son, but the contrary: because he acknowledged the

consubstantiality p, and coeternity", and necessary existence" of God

the Son. Any supremacy of the Father, consistent with these

doctrines of the Son, may be readily admitted. But the adver

sary has not been able to produce any testimony from him to

prove the natural dominion of the Father over the Son. What

he has pleaded may be seen in the Replys, and a confutation of

it in my Second Defencet.

I may just take notice of an incidental remark which this

writer drops (p. 63.) to invalidate some of my testimonies for the

Son's necessary existence. He says that pºore, or karū diſow, does

not express necessary easistence; for man is qiſast, or karū diſgu

&vôpatros. Admitting this, yet påget Öv can never be applied to

any thing but what exists necessarily; and it may always be

certainly determined from the context, or circumstances, or from

the author's usual phraseology, what piget, or karū jūgiv, sig

nifies in any ancient writer: and this gentleman will not be able

to shew that I have misconstrued the phrase so much as in a

single testimony. Suppose, for instance, natura bonus may be

• The main thing he lays to my r See my Second Defence, vol. ii.

charge is, the denying the alone natu- p. 572.

ral dominion, p. 8, 9, 15, 24, 27, 32, * Reply, p. 261, 294.

40, 44, 46, 89, 118, 119. t Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 572,

q See Bull. Def. F. N. p. 40. &c. 591, 592.

P Ibid. p. 174, &c.
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sometimes applicable to a man or an angel; yet it may at other

times signify necessary existence so plainly, that no one can doubt

of it: particularly in Tertullian, in this sentence: Bonus natura

Deus solus: qui enim quod est sine initio habet, non institutione

habet illud, sed natura, &c. Tertull, ado. Marc. lib. ii. cap. 6.

146. JUSTIN MARTYR.

Justin Martyr did not believe that the Father is naturally

Ruler or Governor over the Son.

1. Because he declares that God the Son is not another Godu

besides the Father; at the same time acknowledging the Son to

be God.

2. Because he asserts the Son's consubstantialityx.

3. Because he gives to God the Son such high and great titles

as Scripture appropriates to the one true God of Israely.

4. Because he teaches the necessary evistence of God the Son*.

5. Because he declares for the worship of God the Son, yet

admitting no worship as due to any but to God alonea.

Any supremacy of the Father, consistent with these doctrines

of the Son, may be admitted. But the adversary has not pro

duced any testimony that may not be fairly accounted for upon

the foot of voluntary economy, or natural priority of order. The

principal pretences from this Father's writings may be seen in

the Replyb, and the answers in my Second Defence". Let this

gentleman disprove the particulars here asserted; or if not, let

him admit them, and then we need not dispute further.

17o. LUCLAN.

Lucian, or some other contemporary Pagan writer, bears tes

timony to the faith of the Christians in his time, in Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost: which means there one God supremed in

the whole three. This doctrine is not consistent with any natural

dominion of God the Father over God the Son: but is rather

* See my Answer to Dr. Whitby, Defence, vol. ii. p. 438, 666.

vol. ii. p. 235, &c. Second Defence, b Reply, p. 129, &c. 263, &c. 293,

vol. ii. p. 439. 375. --

* See Bull. D. F. p. 65, &c. c Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 481,

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. &c. 506, 578, 593, &c. 666, 672, &c.

p. 481. Compare Nourrii Apparat. ad Bibl.

* Ibid. p. 578. Max. p. 405, &c. vol. i.

* My Sermons, vol. ii. p. 178. d See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 179.

Defence, vol. i. p. 418, 423. Second Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 439.

wATER LAND, vol. III. G
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a full and clear testimony for one common dominion of all the

three Persons.

177. ATHENAGoRAs.

Athenagoras could not believe any natural rule over God the

Son.

1. Because he asserts his consubstantialitye.

2. Because he asserts his coeternityſ.

3. Because he makes Father and Son one Gods.

4. Because he maintains the Son's necessary easistence".

5. Because he is express for the common dominion of both.

Nothing can be pleaded on the contrary, but what is easily

reconciled by admitting a temporal procession, generation, or

manifestation of the Son, and a priority of order in the Father.

The pretences of the Replyk are all answered in my Second

Defencel.

181. THEoPHILUs.

For the consubstantiality and coeternity maintained by this

writer, Bishop Bull may be consulted. Besides which, he gives

Christ the title of Kºptos é Oeos, God absolutely so called m: and

he drops some intimations, by a similitude which he makes use

of, that Father and Son are one God, and have one dominion".

Objections of the Reply" have been considered and answered P.

187. IRENAEUs.

Irenaeus could never believe that the Father is naturally

Governor over the Son.

1. Because he ascribes to God the Son titles and attributes

peculiar to the God of Israel, God supreme.

2. Because he asserts his consubstantiality, coeternity, and ne

cessary easistence".

3. Because he makes Father and Son one Gods.

4. Because he expressly excludes any inferior God, and clearly

intimates that God the Son has no God above him".

e See Bull. D. F. p. 71. Nourrii m Second Defence, vol. ii.p. 485.

Appar. vol. i. p.º n Ibid. p. 486.

* See Bull. D. F. p. 203. Nourrii o Reply, p. 114, 142, 270.

Appar. vol. i. p. 489. P Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 486,

* See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 178. 597, &c.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 439. q Ibid. p. 487.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 580. r Ibid. p. 582, &c.

* Ibid. p. 442. * Sermons, vol. ii. p. 179. Second

* Reply, p. 57, 105, &c. 299. Defence, vol. ii. p. 436, 443, &c.

| Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 439, t See First Defence, vol. i. p. 306.

&c. 580, &c. 597, 666. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 450.
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There is nothing on the contrary to be pleaded from this

author, but what may be fairly and easily reconciled upon the

foot of the economy, and the natural order of the Persons; as

hath been particularly shewnu in answer to the Replyx.

192. CLEMENs of Alexandria.

This ancient writer could never have a thought of subjecting

God the Son to the natural rule and governance of God the

Father. For,

1. He asserts the necessary easistencey of the Son, which is an

insuperable bar and obstacle to any such subjection.

2. He makes him to be the Jehovah, the Almighty God” of the

Jews, who had no God above him.

3. He even equalizesa the Son, that is, proclaims him equal to

the Father.

4. He gives him the titles 6 Oeosb, and travrokpárope, titles

expressive of dominion supreme, and such as the Observator

would translate supreme God, and supreme Ruler, whenever

spoken of the Father.

5. He makes Father and Son one God of the whole universed:

which certainly expresses equality and union of dominion.

6. Lastly, he addresses to both together as one Lorde; which

does not look like addressing to a Sovereign and his natural sub

ject, but to one God and Lord supreme. The Author of the

Reply shewed his good wishes and endeavourst to elude the

testimonies: but failed in the performances.

200. TERTULLIAN.

Tertullian could never think that the Father is naturally the

Son's Ruler, or Governor.

1. He admits the necessary existence of the Sonh.

2. He makes both to be one substance, and one God".

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 430,

434, §: &c. 487,557, &c. 582, 583,

599, 667.

* Reply, p. 10, 17, 19, 23, 41, 60,

61, 62, 93, &c. 140, 239, 283, 295,

379, 393, ºf; 484, 496,597.y Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 584.

* Ibid. p. 488.

* Ibid. p. 452.

b Ibid. p. 520.

• Ibid. p. 521, 755.

d Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 435,

451. Sermons, vol. ii. p. 180.

e Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 451.

* Reply, p. 8o, &c. 140, 190, 227,

# Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 451 to

45], 488, 599.

Ibid. p. 586.

i Sermons, vol. ii. p. 181. Second

Defence, vol. ii. p. 457, 435. Compare

p. 489.

G 2
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3. He rejects with indignation the notion of an inferior Godk.

4. He directly and evoressly asserts the one power and dignity

of both 1.

large".

The objections made by the Reply m are answered at

225. HIPPoLYTUs.

This ancient writer could not suppose God the Son to be

naturally under the rule of God the Father.

1. Because he makes them both one God", and consequently

one God supreme.

2. He asserts the consubstantialityP and necessary existence" of

God the Son.

3. He joins all the three Persons equally in his dorology,

which can by no means be suitable to a Sovereign and his

subjects.

The objections made by the Replys have been easily solved t

upon the foot of the economy, and distinction of order.

249. ORIGEN.

Origen, in his certainly genuine works, no way favours the

notion of the Son's being naturally subject to the Father.

1. He asserts Father and Son to be one Godu.

2. He makes but one object of worship” of both.

3. He maintains the Son's necessary easistencey.

4. He is very express for the coewistence, coeternity, and consub

stantiality of God the Sonz.

5. He asserts that the Son is commensurate to the Father,

equal in greatnessa.

Any possible supremacy of the Father, consistent with these

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 306.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 534.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 458,

535. Bull. D. F. p. 261. Statu ab al

tero diversum non esse, idem valet

* illud ipsi non esse subditum,

sed par et aequale. Bull. ibid.

" Reply, p. 55, 111, 76.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 457 to

462, 489.

* See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 182.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 464, 490.

First Defence, vol. i. p. 287.

P First Defence, vol. i. p. 488.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 414.

r Ibid. p. 586. Sermons, vol. ii.

º 149. and Hippolytus, vol. ii. p. 18.

abric.

* Reply, p. 13, 16, 20, 39, 61, 65,

9I, II 7, &c. 509.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 413,

&c. 430, 462, &c. 599, &c.

* See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 182.

Answer to %.Whitby, vol. ii. p. 215.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 436,465.

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 424.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 673.

y Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 586.

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 286. Ser

mons, vol. ii. p. 148, 149. See also

Bishop Bull.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 418.

-s
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plain and avowed doctrines, will not be scrupled. The Replyb

has boasted much of Origen the other way, and produced

counter-evidences; but such as are either not to be compared

with ours for genuineness and certainty, or such as may be recon

cileds with the doctrine here mentioned, by allowing a superiority

of office and order. Let him either disprove these particulars,

or reconcile them with his notion of the alone supremacy.

250. CYPRIAN.

Cyprian has nothing in favour of the pretended natural

dominion over God the Son; but the contrary.

1. As including all the three Persons in the one God".

2. As applying to God the Son the appropriate titles of the

one true Gode.

The few things which the author of the Reply f had to offer

are answered in my Second Defences.

257. Now ATLAN.

Novatian looks more favourably to the notion of a natural

superiority of dominion than any writer before him. But as he

has several tenets inconsistent with such a notion, so what he

has that seems most to favour it does not necessarily require

any such sense, but may very well bear a candid construction.

1. He maintains equality, and unity of substanceh.

2. He asserts the eternityi of God the Son ; and, as it seems,

eternal generation".

3. He applies such texts to Christ as are intended of the

Jehovah, and one true God of Israell.

These tenets are by no means consistent with a natural supe

riority of dominion over God the Son: neither does Novatian

assert any subjection but what may reasonably be understood of

the economy, as I have observed m. The pretences of the Reply

are all distinctly considered in my Second Defence, vol. ii.

And though the Observatorn has since charged me as being

* Reply, p. 4, 5, Io, 18, 20, 23, 28, * Reply, p. 10, 24, 28, 146.

31, 42, 49, 56, 69, 70, 84, 85, 187, & Vol. ii. 491, 678.

219, 242, 272, 295, 319, 327, 375, h See my First Defence, vol. i. p.

38o, &c. 442, 446, &c. 282, 295, 486, 527. Second Defence,

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 418, vol. ii. p. 477, 492, 745.

466, 587, &c. 6oo, 638, &c. 667, 673, i First Defence, vol. i. p. 354, &c.
&c. k ...! 356.

* See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 183. | Second Defence,vol. ii. p. 492,427.

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 490. " Ibid. p. 427, 493.

Bull. D.F. p. 131. * Observations, p. 54.
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too hasty, in saying that the ancients never speak of Christ as a

constituted God, because of a passage of Novatian, where the

phrase is Deus constitutus; yet he thought proper to conceal

from the reader what I had saido to obviate his construction of

that very place.

259. DIONYSIUs of Alexandria.

Dionysius of Alexandria could not be in the hypothesis of

natural rule over God the Son.

1. Because he asserted the coeternity of God the Son, in very

full and express words P, and his eternal, beginningless" generation.

2. Because he was as express for the consubstantiality, name

and thing".

3. Because he taught the necessary evistence of the Son, repre

senting it as necessary for the Son to coexist, as for the Father

to eatist ; as may be seen at large in Athanasius. Besides that

in other words's he has also expressed the same thing.

4. He included all the three Persons in the Monad, or the

one God, as I have shewn elsewheret: which is making all to

gether one God supreme, directly contrary to the notion of a

natural superiority of dominion. The Replyu has some few

things to say of this author; which had been long ago obviated

by Bishop Bull, and are since answered in my Second Defence”.

I might observe too, how Dionysius particularly guardsy against

the notion of the Son's being created by the Father, which is the

only thing that could be a foundation of natural dominion.

259. Dionysius of Rome.

This excellent writer is no less full and plain against the

hypothesis of natural superiority of dominion.

1. By declaring it blasphemy to suppose the Son a creaturez,

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 555.

P See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 150.

‘ ‘O 86 ye eeds aidoviáv čari pās,

otre dpéánevov, oùre Añéów more, oikoúv

aidovuov trpáxeira, kai orivsoru airó

to draûyagua, āvapxov kai delyevis

Tpopawópevov airrod. Dionys. ap.

Athan. vol. i. p. 254, 258.

* Vid. ap. Athanas. vol. i. p. 255,

230.

* Móvos 8é à viðs del avvöv rá, tarpi,

kai rod duros TNmpoſſuevos, kai airós

€orriv &v čk rot trarpós. Apud Athan.

p. 254.

* Sermons, vol. ii. p. 185. Second

Defence, vol. ii. p. 420.

* Reply, p. 71, 331.

* Vol. ii. p. 419, 420.

y Eäv 8é ris róv avko pavrov ćireið

rôv čnávrov troumri)w rôveeóv kai &m

puoupyöv eitrov, ointai ue kai rod Xpt

orrow Aéyew, drovo dro Hov trpárepov

trarépa ‘phoravros airóv, Šv (; kai 6 viðs

"rººi. Apud Athan. p. 257.

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 357, 487.

Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 468, 634.
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understanding creature in the common sense of precarious, or

temporal existence.

2. By teaching the necessary existence of God the Son, inas

much as the Father never was, never could be without him”.

3. By including all the three Persons in the one true Godhead".

Some little objections of the Reply to the genuineness of the

piece are abundantly answered in my Second Defence".

26o. GREGoRY of Neocaesarea.

This celebrated Father is full and express, in his famous

creed, against any thing created, or servient, in the Trinity";

asserting one undivided glory and dominion of all the three

Persons. There have been suspicions raised against the genuine

ness of this creed; but such as have not been thought of sufficient

weight by any of the best critics, against the express testimonies

of Rufinus and Gregory Nyssen, confirmed, in some measure,

by Nazianzene.

Besides what Gregory has in his creed, he has some consider

able things to the same purpose in another work, written about

the year 239, and which is of unquestioned authority. The titles

and epithets he therein gives to the Son are, Creator and Gorer

nor of all thingsf, really, or naturally, united to the Fathers, the

most perfect living Wordh; the last expressions very like to

some in his creed, and a probable argument of their having the

same author.

27o. ANTiochiAN Fathers.

The synodical epistle of these Fathers gives to God the Son

such titles as belong to the one true God. But as they have

nothing express upon our present question on either side, it may

be sufficient to have mentioned them, and to refer to what has

been said of them.

290. Methodius is express against the Son's being a creature,

and for eternal generation and immutable existence": tenets

a See Second Defence, vol. ii. p.

4%. Sermons, vol. ii. p. 149.

Sermons, vol. ii. p. 184. Second

Defence, vol. ii. p. 469.

* Vol. ii. p. 419, 634.

d Otre očv Krtorröv, # 800Xov čv rº

rpuděl, &c. Towas rexeig, 86&n, kai di

8tórirrt, kai Baorixeia Hi, Hepiſopévn,

an&e draNAorpiouévn. Fabric.ed.p.224.

e Nazianz. Orat. xxxvii. p. 609.

Orat. xl. p. 668.

* IIávrov &nuoupy? kai kušepwirm.

& IIpês airów drexvós jvouévos.

h TeXeudrarov kai (Övra, kai atroo

rod trpárov voi, A&yov ºpyvyov. Bull.

D. F. p. 154.

' Reply, p. 18, 20, 64, 148, 445.

Bull. D.F. p. 158, 199, 263. My Se

cond Defence, vol. ii. p. 491.

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 357,511.

Answer to Dr. Whitby, vol. ii.

p. 223, 224. Bull. D. F. p. 164, 200.
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utterly repugnant to such a natural inferiority as is pretended.

What the Reply had to object is answered in another placem.

3oo. Theognostus is also express against the Son's being a

creature, and for his consubstantiality". What the Reply" has to

object had been abundantly before answered by Bishop Bull.

303. As to Arnobius, little has been pleaded on either side

from him. He has some strong expressions which seem to carry

the supremacy very high: and he has other expressions very full

for the true and essential divinity of God the Son. Bishop Bullp

and Le Nourry" may be consulted in respect of both the parts,

and how to make them consistent.

3.18. Lactantius has been largely considered both in the

Reply, and in my Second Defence. He makes Father and Son

one Gods. He makes both one substancet. He describes him

under the characters of the one true God". He supposes both

to be one object of worshipx. He joins the Son with the Father

in the same dominion, and exempts the Son from the necessity of

obeyingy. These tenets are perfectly repugnant to natural

superiority of dominion in the Father only. Nevertheless, he

has some crude expressions, scarce excusable in a catechumen

of his abilities.

322. ALEXANDER of Alexandria.

This venerable Patriarch, defender of the Catholic faith

against his Presbyter Arius, shews in his two letters the

Church's doctrine in his time. He could not be a friend to any

natural subjection of God the Son. For,

1. He asserts his coeternity, and inseparability with the

Father.

2. He maintains his necessary eaſistence.

3. His natural divinity, or Godhead, of and from the Father.

4. His high or supreme Godhead. Proofs of these particulars

may be seen in my Second Defence"; where also objections are

answered, such as had been offered in the Replya. Hitherto we

' Reply, p. 290, 334. * Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 470,&c.
in §§ Defence, vol. ii. p. 6oo. * Ibid. p. 470, 471.

Bull.º 166. * Ibid. p. 493.

n See Bull. D. F. p. 135. * Ibid. p. 678.

° Reply, p.#3; Y Ibid. p. 474, --

p Bull. D. F. p. 169. * Ibid. p. 421. Sermons, vol. ii.

* Nourrii Apparat. vol. ii. p. 350. p. !". First Defence, vol. i. p. 358.

Rºy. p. 49, 55, 63, 86, &c. I 19, s ply, p. 57, 73, 291, 355, 451,

- 498.38
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have not found one man full and express for the natural govern

ment, or natural subjection among the Persons of the sacred

Trinity. Several have been here cited who were expressly

against it: and the rest implicitly condemn it; while none,

either directly or so much as consequentially, maintain it. But

now I take leave to name a man who did maintain it, and in

pretty plain and broad terms.

323. ARIUs.

Arius, with his confederates, in a letter to Alexander, delivers

it for doctrine", that God the Father rules orer God the Son, as

being his God, and having existed before him. Here may Dr.

Clarke and his followers see the first lines of their doctrine;

which was afterwards filled up and completed by Aetius and

Eunomius. -

These were the authors and founders of that natural supremacy

of dominion over God the Son, that natural subjection and serci

tude of two of the dicine Persons, which these gentlemen are so

eagerly contending for; and which, with as groundless and shame

less a confidence as I ever knew, they presume to father upon

the sacred Scriptures, upon the ancient creeds, and upon the

venerable Doctors of the Church; against plain fact, against

the fullest and clearest evidence to the contrary. I shall proceed,

a little lower, to shew what reception this Arian conceit met

with.

I shall say nothing of Eusebius of Caesarea, of this time,

a doubtful man, and of whom it is difficult to determine in the

wholec.

340. ATHANASIUs.

Athanasius, about this time, began to write in the cause

against Arius. His Exposition of Faith is of uncertain date:

and so I may place it any where from the time he entered the

list against the Arians. His doctrine is well known from his

many works. I shall cite but one short sentence of his, speak

ing of God the Son. He is “Ruler supreme, of Ruler supreme:

*"Apxel yūp airov, as esos atroë, Subjectum Patri Filium, non Patris

raï mp3 airov &v. Ap. Athan. de Synod. et Filii nomine, ut Sancta et Catholica

vol. ii. p. 730. dicit Ecclesia, sed creaturae conditione,

Phoebadius well expresses the Arian profitemini. Phaebad. B. P. P. tom.

doctrine of natural subjection, at the v. p. 303.

same time distinguishing it from the e See my Second Defence, vol. ii.

Catholic doctrine offilial ministration. p. 494 to 504.
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“for whatsoever things the Father bears rule and dominion

“over, over the same does the Son also rule and govern d.”

348. CYRIL of Jerusalem.

The elder Cyril was always looked upon as a very moderate

man, and not so vehement against the Arians as many others.

Yet let us hear how expressly and fully he condemns the doc

trine of natural subjection in the Trinity, “owning none other

but voluntary and chosen.

“f All things,” says he, “are servants of his,” (of the Father;)

“but his only Son and his own Holy Spirit are exempt from

“the all things: and all these servants do, by the one Son, in

“the Holy Ghost, serve the Master.” g In another place the

same Cyril says, “The Father has not one glory, and the Son

“ another, but one and the same.” So little countenance had

the alone supremacy of dominion, or natural subjection of two

divine Persons, at that time.

358. HILARY.

Hilary’s doctrine on this head is, that the subjection of the Son

is coluntary, and not by constrainth; that is to say, it is economi

cal, not natural. i. In another place he directly denies that

either the Son is servant to the Father, or the Father Lord over

him, save only in respect of the incarnation of God the Son:

where he expressly again denies any natural subjection of God

the Son as such.

360. Zeno Veronensis's doctrine, to the same purpose, may be

seen in my First Defencek.

* IIavrokpáropa ex mavrokpáropos'

wdvrov yūp &v àpxes 6 tratºp kai kpareſ,

āpxei Kai Kpareſ kai 6 vićs. Athan.

Expos. Fid. vol. i. p. 99.

* Oix dwaykaorºv inaxoºv *xov, d\\'

atron poalperov streiðelav ot, yāp 8o0

Aós éorri, tva dváykm intorayń' d\Aä viós

éorw, tva mpoaupéore, kal quxoa ropyiq

meworón. Cyrill. Cat. xv. n. 30. p. 249.

f Tà oréumavra uév 800Xa atroń' eis

8è airrow uévos viðs, kai év rô dytov at

row rveſpa škrös toūrov távrov, kai

rā oréumavra 800Xa, 8ta rot, €vös viot,

év ćytºp mustuart 8ov\evel ré 8eoritórm.

Ibid. Cat. viii. p. 123.

s Où yāp dAMmv 86&av trarip, kai

ăMAmv vios exei, d\\ā Pitav kai rºw at

riv. Catech. vi. p. 87.

h Subjectio Filii naturae pietas, sub

jectio autem caeterorum creationis in

firmitas. Hilar. de Synod. p. 1195.

i Servus enim non erat, cum esset

secundum Spiritum Deus Dei Filius.

Et secundum commune judicium, ubi

non est servus, neque Dominus est.

Deus quidem et Pater nativitatis

est unigeniti Dei : sed ad id, quod

servus est, non possumus non nisi

tuncei Dominum deputare cum servus

est: quia sicum ante per naturam non

erat servus, et postea secundum natu

ram esse quod non erat coepit; non

alia dominatus causa intelligenda est,

quam quae exstitit servitutis ; tunc

habens et naturae dispensatione Domi

num, cum praebuit ex hominis assump

tione se serpum. Hilar. de Trin. lib.

xi. p. Io90.

* Vol. i. p. 443. Bull. D. F. p.

266.
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370. Basil's also, no less full and express against the pretended

natural dominion on one hand, and subjection on the other, is

shewn in my Second Defence!.

375. Gregory Nazianzen's testimony I shall throw into the

marginm: the same will be a confirmation of the Creed of Thau

maturgus.

38o. Gregory Nyssen's doctrine may be seen in my Defences n,

very full to the purpose.

382. I conclude with Ambrose", having thus brought the doc

trine low enough down. No doubt can be made of the Catholics

all the way following to this very time.

These, after Scripture, are my authors for that very doctrine

which the Observator every where, without the least scruple,

charges upon me as my fiction and invention. Such is his great

regard to truth, to decency, and to common justice: such his

respect to the English readers, in imposing upon them any the

grossest and most palpable abuses. Let him, when he is dis

posed, or when he is able, produce his vouchers from Catholic

antiquity, for the natural subjection of God the Son, or the

natural superiority of the Father's dominion over him. He may

give proof of a superiority of order (which I dispute not) or of

office, which I readily admit: but as to there being any natural

rule, or natural subjection among the divine Persons, or within

the Trinity itself, none of the ancients affirm it; all, either di

rectly or indirectly, reclaim against it. He may run up his doc

trine to Eunomius, and so on to Arius, where it began. He, I

believe, is the first man upon record that ever allowed the

preewistence and personality of the Logos, and yet made God the

Son, as such, naturally subject to the dominion of the Father;

appointing him a Governor, another God above him: which was

really Arius's sense, and is the plain sense likewise of his succes

sors at this day.

! Vol. ii. p. 4oi, 646, 751.

m esov rôv trarépa, Geów row viðv,

eeóv rô myedua rô dytov, rpets iówárm

ras 6eórmra Pulav, 33&n kal rufi kai

oùoig kai Baorixeig Piñ Hepiſopévmv, &s

ris rôv pukpº Tpégéev 6eopópov pt

Aooróðmorev. Orat. xxxvii. p. 609.

Oü8èvrms rpudôos 800Aov, où8é kri

orröv, où8éémeta-axrov, jkovora row oroqāov

ruvos Aéyovros. Orat. xl. p. 666.

* Vol. i. p. 443. Vol. ii. p. 401.

o Non sunt enim duo Domini, ubi

Dominatus unus est; quia Pater in Fi

lio, et Filius in Patre, et ideo Dominus

unus. Ambros. de Sp. S. l. iii. c. 15.

p. 686.
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I HAVE nothing now to do but to take my leave of these

gentlemen for this time. If they are disposed to proceed in

the way they have now taken, it will be no great trouble to me

(while God grants me life and health) to do myself justice, as

often as I see needful; and to support, with God's assistance,

the cause I have undertaken, as well against calumnies now, as

against arguments before. But I think, since the argument is in

a manner brought to an end, it is time for these gentlemen to

put an end to the debate too; lest, after exposing the weakness of

their cause, they may meet with a more sensible mortification, by

going on to the utmost to expose their own.

They have done enough for Arianism; and more a great deal

than the best cause in the world (though theirs is a very bad

one) could ever require. They have omitted nothing likely to

convince, nothing that could be any way serviceable to deceive

their readers. They have ransacked the Socinian stores for the

eluding and frustrating the Catholic interpretation of Scripture

tewts. They have gone on to Fathers: and whatever they could

do there, by wresting and straining, by mangling, by misinter

preting, by false rendering, and the like, they have done their

utmost to make them all Arians. And, lest that should not be

sufficient, they have attempted the same thing upon the ancient

creeds, and even upon modern confessions; upon the very Arti

cles and Liturgy of the Church of England. To complete all,

having once found out the secret of fetching in what and whom

they pleased, they have proceeded further to drag me in with

the rest”, into the very doctrine that I had been largely con

futing. -

They have spared no pains, or art, to disguise and colour over

their wretched tenets, and to give them the best face and gloss

that they could possibly bear. They will not call the Son a

creature ; nay, it was some time before they would say

* See Reply, p. 116. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 537.
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plainly that he is not necessarily existing, till the course of the

debate and some pressing straits almost forced it from them;

and that not till after some of the plainer and simpler men of

the party had first blabbed it out. At last, they would seem not

so much to be writing against the divinity of God the Son, as for

the honour of God the Father. They do not care to say, they

are pleading for the natural subjection and servitude of the Son,

but it is for the natural dominion of the Father over him: and

they do not commonly choose so much as to say that in plain

and broad terms; but they hint it, and mince it, under the words

“alone supremacy of the Father's dominion.” And for fear that

that should be taken hold on, and wrested from them, in due

course of argument, they clap in authority with dominion; that

they may have something at least that looks orthodow, something

that may bear a colour upon the foot of antiquity, as admitting

of a double meaning. And they have this further view in con

founding distinct things together, to make a show as if we ad

mitted no kind of authority as peculiar to the Father when we

deny his alone dominion; or that if we assert one, we must of

course, and at the same time, assert both. To carry on the dis

guise still further, they represent their adversaries as teaching

that the Father has no natural supremacy of authority and do

minion at all; without taking care to add, (what they ought to

add,) over the Son and Holy Ghost, to undeceive the reader; who

is not perhaps aware that subjection they are contriving for two

of the divine Persons, while they put on a face of commendable

zeal for the honour of the first. Such is their excessive care not

to shock their young, timorous disciples; not to make them wise

at once, but by degrees, after leading them about in their sim

plicity for a time, with their eyes half open.

Besides giving a fair gloss and outside to their own scheme,

they have next studiously endeavoured to eaſoose and blacken the

faith received. It is Sabellianism, it is Tritheism, it is scholastic

jargon, it is metaphysical reverie, nonsense, absurdity, contradiction,

and what not : contrary to Scripture, contrary to all the ancients,

nay, contrary even to moderns also: and, to make it look as little

and contemptible as possible in the eyes of all men, it is at length

nothing more than Dr. Waterland's own novel fiction and in

vention.

Now I appeal to all serious and thinking men, whether any

thing can be done that these men have not done, in favour of
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their beloved Arianism ; and whether they may not now fairly

be excused, if they should desist, and proceed no further. A

great deal less than this, though in ever so good a cause, might

have been sufficient: and had they sung their liberaci animam

some twelve months backwards, I know not whether any truly

good and conscientious Arian could have thought them deserters,

or have condemned them for it. Let the cause be ever so right

or just, yet who hath required it at their hands that they should

pursue it to such hideous lengths? Their design, suppose, is to

promote truth and godliness: let it then be in God's own way,

and by truth, and truth only. There can be no necessity of

deceiving, of betraying, of beguiling any man even into truth,

(though this is not truth,) by disguises, by misreports, by making

things appear what they are not, or not suffering them to appear

what they really are. This is going out of the way, wide and

far, and defending truth, (were it really truth,) by making fearful

inroads upon simplicity and godly sincerity, upon moral honesty

and probity.

In conclusion, I must be so just to myself as to say, that con

sidering how I was at first forced, in a manner, into public con

troversy, and what kind of a controversy this is, and how often

and how anciently before decided by the churches of Christ; I

was civil enough in engaging the men so equally as I did, and

upon so fair terms. I expected, I desired nothing, but that

they would make the best use they could of their own under

standings, from which we were promised great things. I invited

them to the utmost freedom, in discussing every point within the

compass of the question; only not to exceed the rules of just

and regular debate”: that every branch of the cause might have

a new hearing, and be reexamined with all possible strictness and

severity. In a word, all I required was, to dispute fair, to drop

ambiguous terms, or define them, to contemn every thing but truth

in the search after truth, and to keep close to the question; at the

same time binding myself up to a careful and constant observance

of the same rules.

When their Reply appeared, I presently saw how far those

gentlemen were gone off from just debate; and how little incli

nation they had to dispute fairly or regularly. To prejudice

the readers, they began with charges and complaints; all trifting,

most false; and some such as they themselves could scarce be

* See my First Defence, vol. i. p. 557, &c.
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weak enough to believee. I need not say what followed. When I

found how the case stood, I reminded them of their misconduct,

sometimes raised my style, and treated them with some sharp

ness, (though with less than they had me, with much less reason,)

to let them know that I understood what they were doing, and

that if I could not be confuted, I would not be contemned. As

they had taken the liberty of charging me very often, and very

unfairly, with things that they could not prove; I made the less

scruple of charging them with what I could prove. And this, I

hope, the impartial reader will upon examination find, that all

the severity on my side lies in the truth of the things proved upon

them; while theirs, on the other, lies mostly in invention, and

abusive words, which, for want of evidence to support them, must

of course return upon their own heads. They appear, in their

last pieces especially, to be no great friends to ceremony: so that

I have reason to believe they will expect the less in return. I

had hitherto been so tender of Mr. Jackson, as never to name

him; though his own friends had done it at full length: parti

cularly the Author of the Catalogue, &c. and Dr.Whitby twiced,

promising the world something very considerable from “the ac

“curate pen of Mr. Jackson.” Accuracy is a thing which I shall

not complain of, but shall ever receive, even from an adversary,

with the utmost reverence and respect. I wish this gentleman

had shewn something of it; if not in his account of Scripture or

Fathers, (which his hypothesis perhaps would not permit.) yet in

his reports and representations, at least, of my words, and my sense;

which might have been expected from a man of probity. Whether

his writing without a name has been his principal encouragement

to take the liberties he has, I will not be positive: but it is highly

probable; because common prudence, generally, is a sufficient bar

against it, in men that have any character to lose, any reputation

to be responsible for it. The just and proper views, or reasons,

for a writer's concealing his name are, to relieve his modesty, or

to screen himself from public censure; to be frank and open in

debate, and to discuss every point of importance (though against

the received opinions) with all due freedom and strictness, like a

lover of truth. Had the gentlemen I am concerned with gone

upon these views, or made use of their concealment for these or

the like laudable purposes, I should have been perfectly well

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 396.

* Whitby's Second Part of his Reply, p. 74, 122.
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satisfied. But while they continue their disguises as before, and

regard nothing less than frank, fair, and open debate; while the

main use they make of their concealment is only to be less soli

citous about what they think or write; pelting us from their

coverts with misreports, and slandering in masquerade : when this

is the case, it concerns a man in his own defence to intimate to

these gentlemen, that they are not so entirely under cover as they

may imagine; but that it is their prudence still to be a little more

upon their guard, and to write with more decency hereafter, at

least, for their own credit and reputation.

After all, if any reasonable man is disposed to examine this

question, or any part of it, with freedom and plainness, with sin

cerity and strictness, attending to the argument, and representing

every thing in a fair and true light, without misreport or insult;

such a person, though nameless, would have a just title to all

tender, and candid, and even respectful treatment, from an ad

versary; and, I am very sure, would never find any other than

such from me. I shall ever think it a much greater disgrace to

be outdone in civility, than in matter of argument. The first can

not happen but through a man's own fault: the other may ; and

when it does, there is no real discredit in yielding to the truth

once made clear. Both sides, if they are good men, are victorious

in such a case; because both attain the only thing that they aimed

at, and both share the prize.
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TO HIS GRACE

W I L I, I A M

LORD ARCHB ISHOP OF YORK,

PRIMATE OF ENGLAND AND METROPOLITAN.

My Lord,

I AM desirous of sending these papers abroad under

your Grace's name, in confidence you will be a Patron

to them, as you have been to the Author. I would make

their way short and easy to the public esteem, by intro

ducing them first into your Grace's acquaintance and

good opinion: which if they have once the honour to

obtain, I may then be assured that they will be both

useful to the world, and acceptable with all good men ;

the height of my ambition.

The subject, my Lord, is the Athanasian Creed, the

most accurate system of the Athanasian, that is, the

Christian faith; of which your Grace is, by your station

and character, by duty and office, and, what is more, by

inclination and principle, and real services, the watchful

Guardian and Preserver.

The happy fruits of it are visible in the slow and in

considerable progress that the new heresy has been able

to make within your province; where it died, in a manner,

as it first arose, and no sooner began to lift up its head,

but sunk down again in shame and confusion: as if the

plenty of good seed sown had left no room for tares, or

they could take no root in a soil so well cultivated.

H 2
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While your Grace is promoting the honour and inter

ests of our holy faith, in the eminent way, by the wisdom

of your counsels, the authority of your precepts, and the

brightness of your high evample; I am endeavouring, in

such a way as I can, to contribute something to the same

common cause, though it be but slight and small, though

it be only reviewing the fences and surveying the out

works; which is the most I pretend to in the history

here presented.

What advantage others may reap from the publication

will remain in suspense: but I am sure of one to myself,

(and I lay hold of it with a great deal of pleasure,) the

opportunity I thereby have of returning my public thanks

to your Grace for your public favours. Though this, my

Lord, is but a scanty expression for them, and far short,

where the engaging manner and circumstances, known but

to few, and not to be understood by many, make so con

siderable an addition in the whole, and almost double the

obligation upon,

My Lord,

Your Grace's most obliged,

Most dutiful, and most obedient

Humble Servant,

DANIEL WATERLAND.

Cambridge, Magd. Coll.

Oct. 25, 1723.



THE

PRE FACE

TO

T H E SECO N D EDITION.

WHAT I here present the Reader with, will not require

much Preface. The introduction intimates the design, and use,

and partition of the Work. The Appendix, which is an addi

tional enlargement beyond my first design, gives account of

itself. I subjoin two Indexes, for the ease and convenience

of such persons as may be disposed, not only to read these

sheets, but to study the subject. I should scarce have thought

of making Indexes to so small a treatise, had I not found the

like in Tentzelius, upon the same subject, and to a smaller Tract

than this is. His were of considerable use to me, as often as I

wanted to review any particular author or passage, or to compare

distant parts, relating to the same things, one with another: the

benefit therefore which I reaped from his labours, I am willing

to pay back to the public by mine.

As to the subject of the following sheets, I make no question

of its well deserving the thoughts and consideration of every

studious reader ; having before passed through the hands of

many the most learned and most judicious men, and such as
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would not misemploy their time and pains upon a trifle. As to

the present management of it, it must be left to the reader to

judge of, as he sees cause.

For the chronology of the several parts, I have consulted the

best authors; endeavouring to fix it with as much accuracy as

I could. Wherever I could certainly determine the age of any

Tract, printed or manuscript, to a year, I set down that year :

where I could not do it, (as in manuscripts one seldom can,)

I take any probable year within the compass of time when an

Author is known to have flourished; or for a manuscript, any

probable year within such a century, or such a king's reign

wherein the manuscript is reasonably judged to have been writ

ten : and I generally choose a round number, rather than other

wise, in such indefinite cases and instances.

Thus for example, first in respect of Authors: there is a com

ment of Venantius Fortunatus, upon the Athanasian Creed, which

I reprint in my Appendix. I cannot fix the age of it to a year,

no, nor to twenty years. All that is certain is, that it was made

between 556, when Fortunatus first went into the Gallican parts,

and 599, when he was advanced to the Bishopric of Poictiers.

Within this wide compass, I choose the year 570. If any one

shall rather choose 580, or 590, I shall not dispute it with him,

nor doth any thing very material depend upon it: but if any

good reason can be given for taking some other year rather than

57o, I shall immediately acquiesce in it.

As to manuscripts, it is well known there is no fixing them

precisely to a year, merely from the hand or character: and there

are but few, in comparison, that carry their own certain dates

with them. The best judges therefore in these matters will think

it sufficient to point out the king's reign, or sometimes the century,

wherein a manuscript was written: and in the very ancient ones,

above 1 ooo years old, they will hardly be positive so much as to

the century, for want of certain discriminating marks between

manuscripts of the 5th, 6th, and 7th centuries.

It may be asked then, why I pretend to fix the several manu
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scripts, hereafter to be mentioned, to certain years in the margin;

those that carry no certain dates, as well as the other that do :

I do it for order and regularity, and for the more distinct per

ception of things; which is much promoted and assisted by this

orderly ranging them according to years. At the same time the

intelligent reader will easily understand where to take a thing as

certain, and where to make allowances. It is something like the

placing of cities, towns, rivers, &c. in a map or a globe: they have

all their certain places there, in such or such precise degrees of

longitude and latitude; which perhaps seldom answer to the strict

truth of things, or to a mathematical exactness. But still it

serves the purpose very near as well as if every thing had been

adjusted with the utmost nicety: and the imagination and me

mory are mightily relieved by it. Thus much I thought proper

to hint in vindication of my method, and to prevent any deception

on one hand, or misconstruction on the other. I have, I think,

upon the whole, generally gone upon the fairest and most pro

bable presumption, and according to the most correct accounts

of knowing and accurate men: but if I have any where through

inadvertency, or for want of better information, happened to mis

take in any material part, the best way of apologizing for it will

be to correct it the first opportunity, after notice of it.

As to mere omissions, they will appear more or fewer, according

to men's different judgments or opinions what to call an omission.

I might have enlarged, considerably, the first chapter, which

treats of the learned moderns: though some perhaps will think

it too large already, and that it might better have been con

tracted. I have omitted several moderns mentioned by Tentzelius,

whose professed design was to take in all: mine is only to take

the principal, or as many as may suffice to give the Reader a full

and distinct idea how this matter has stood, with the learned

moderns, for eighty-five years last past.

In this second edition I have considerably shortened my Ap

pendix, by throwing the several parts of it into the book itself,

referring them to their proper places. Some few additional
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observations will be found, here and there interspersed, and some

corrections, of slight moment as to the main thing, (in which I

make no alteration,) but contributing in some measure to the

perfection and accuracy of the Work.

I conclude with professing, as before, that I shall be very glad

if what hath been here done may but prove an useful introduction

to more and larger discoveries. If any thing considerable still

remains, either in private hands or public repositories; anything

that may be serviceable to clear up some dark part, or to correct

any mistake, or to confirm and illustrate any important truth

relating to the subject; I shall be very thankful to the person

that shall oblige either me with private notice, or the public with

new improvements.

Cambridge, Magd. Coll.

Nov. 1, 1727.



A

CRITICAL HISTORY

OF THE

ATHANASIAN CREED.

THE INTRODUCTION,

S H E W ING

The Design and Use of this Treatise: with the Method and

Partition of it.

MY design is, to inquire into the age, author, and value of

that celebrated Confession, which goes under the name of the

Athanasian Creed. The general approbation it hath long met

with in the Christian churches, and the particular regard which

hath been, early and late, paid to it in our own, (while it

makes a part of our Liturgy, and stands recommended to us

in our Articles,) will, I doubt not, be considerations sufficient to

justify an undertaking of this kind: provided only, that the per

formance be answerable, and that it fall not short of its principal

aim, or of the just expectations of the ingenuous and candid

readers. No one will expect more of me than my present mate

rials, such as I could procure, will furnish me with ; nor any

greater certainty in an essay of this nature, than things of this

kind will admit of. If a reasonable diligence has been used in

collecting, and due pains in digesting, and a religious care in

building thereupon, (more than which I pretend not to,) it may,

I hope, be sufficient with all equitable judges.
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Many learned and valuable men have been before employed

in the same design: but their treatises are mostly in Latin, and

some of them very scarce, and hard to come at. I know not

that any one hitherto has attempted a just treatise upon the

subject in our own language, however useful it might be to the

English readers; and the more so at this time, when the contro

versy about the Trinity is now spread abroad among all ranks

and degrees of men with us, and the Athanasian Creed become

the subject of common and ordinary conversation. For these

reasons, I presumed, an English treatise might be most proper

and seasonable: though otherwise, to avoid the unseemly mixture

of English and Latin, (which will here be necessary,) and because

of some parts which none but the learned can tolerably judge of;

it might be thought more proper rather to have written a Latin

treatise, and for the use only of scholars. However, there will

be nothing very material but what an English reader may com

petently understand: and I shall endeavour to lay before him

all that has been hitherto usefully observed upon the subject,

that he may want nothing which may be conceived of any mo

ment for the enabling him to form a true judgment. What I

borrow from others shall be fairly acknowledged as I go along,

and referred to its proper author or authors; it being as much

my design to give an historical account of what others have

done, as it is to supply what they have left undone, so far as my

present materials, leisure, and opportunities may enable me to

do it. Now to present the reader with a sketch of my design,

and to shew him how one part is to hang upon another, my

method will be as follows:

I. First, in order to give the clearer idea of what hath been

already done, and of what may be still wanting, I begin with

recounting the several conjectures or discoveries of the learned

moderns.

II. Next, to enter upon the matter itself, and the evidence

proper to it, I proceed to lay down the direct testimonies of the

ancients, concerning the age, author, and calue of this Creed.

III. To these I subjoin an account of the ancient comments

upon the same Creed, being but another kind of ancient testi

monies.

IV. After these follows a brief recital of the most ancient, or

'otherwise most considerable, manuscripts of this Creed, which I

have either seen myself or have had notice of from others.
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V. After the manuscripts of the Creed itself, I inquire also

into the ancient versions of it, printed or manuscript; which

will be also very serviceable to our main design.

VI. I come in the next place to treat of the ancient recep

tion of this Creed in the Christian churches; as being a point

of great moment, and which may be more certainly determined

than the time of its composition, and may give great light into it.

VII. These preliminaries settled, to introduce to what follows,

I then fall directly to the darkest part of all; namely, to the

inquiry after the age and author of the Creed: which I despatch

in two distinct chapters.

VIII. Next, I lay before the learned reader the Creed itself in

its original language, with the most considerable various lections;

together with select passages from ancient writers, either parallel

to those of the Creed, or explanatory of it. And, lest the

English reader should appear to be neglected, I subjoin the

Creed in English with a running English commentary, serving

much the same purpose with what is intended by the Latin

quotations going before.

IX. I conclude all with a brief vindication of our own Church

in receiving, and still retaining this excellent formulary of the

Christian faith; answering the most material objections which

have been made against us, on that account; and shewing the

expediency, and even necessity of retaining this form, or some

thing equivalent, for the preservation of the Christian faith

against heresies. The Reader, I hope, will excuse it, if in com

pliance with custom, and to save myself the trouble of circumlo

cution, I commonly speak of it under the name of the Athanasian

Creed; not designing thereby to intimate, either that it is a

Creed strictly and properly so called, or that it is of Athanasius's

composing: both which points will be discussed in the sequel.
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CHAP. I.

The Opinions of the learned Moderns concerning the

Athanasian Creed.

A. D. 1642. IN reciting the opinions of the learned moderns,

I need go no higher than Gerard Vossius: who in his treatise

De Tribus Symbolis, published in the year 1642, led the way to

a more strict and critical inquiry concerning this Creed than had

been before attempted. The writers before him, most of them,

took it for granted that the Creed was Athanasius's, without

troubling themselves with any very particular inquiry into it:

and those few who doubted of it, or ascribed it to another, yet

entered not closely into the merits of the cause, but went upon

loose conjectures rather than upon any just rules of true and

solid criticism. It will be sufficient therefore to begin our ac

counts from Vossius, who, since the time of his writing, has

been ever principally mentioned by writers upon the subject, as

being the first and most considerable man that has entered deep

into it, and treated of it like a critic. He endeavoured to sift

the matter thoroughly, as far as he was well able to do from

printed books: as to manuscripts, he either wanted leisure or

opportunity to search for them. The result of his inquiries

concluded in the following particulars, some of them dubiously,

all of them modestly proposed by him. 1. That the Athanasian

Creed is not Athanasius's. 2. That it was originally a Latin

composure, and of a Latin author or authors. 3. That it was

made in the eighth or ninth century, in the time of Pepin, or of

Charles the Great; and probably by some French divine.

4. That the first time it was produced, under the name of

Athanasius, at least, with any assurance and confidence of it

being his, was in the year 1233, when Pope Gregory the IXth's

legates pleaded it at Constantinople in favour of the procession

against the Greeks. 5. That it scarce ever obtained in any of

the Christian churches before the year 10oo. These were his

sentiments when he wrote his treatise De Tribus Symbolis.

But in a posthumous piece of his, having then seen what some

other learned men had written upon the subject, he was content
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to say that the Creed could not be set higher than the year 6oo”.

How far Vossius was mistaken in his accounts will appear in the

sequel. Thus far must be allowed him, that he managed the

argument with great learning and judgment, made a good use of

such materials as he was possessed of; and though he was not

very happy in determining the age of the Creed, or the time of

its reception, yet he produced so many and such cogent arguments

against the Creed's being originally Greek, or being made by

Athanasius, that they could never be answered.

1644. The learned Petavius, who in the year 1622 (when he

published Epiphanius) had fallen in with the common opinion

of this Creed's being Athanasius's, did yet afterward in his

treatise of the Trinity, published in the year 1644, speak more

doubtfully of it; in the mean while positive that it was written

in Latinb.

1647. The next considerable man, and who may be justly

called a first writer in this argument, as well as Vossius, was our

learned Usher. He had a good acquaintance with libraries and

manuscripts; and was able from those stores to produce new

evidences which Vossius knew not of. In the year 1647, he

printed his Latin tract De Symbolis, with a prefatory epistle to

Vossius. He there appeals to the testimonies of Ratram of

Corbey, and Æneas Bishop of Paris, neither of them at that

time made public, as also to Hincmar's of Rheims, (which had

been published, but had escaped Vossius's observation,) to prove

that this Creed had been confidently cited under the name of

Athanasius almost 4oo years before the time of Pope Gregory's

legates, the time set by Vossius. And further by two manu

scripts found in the Cotton Library, he thought he might carry

up the antiquity of the Creed to the year 703, or even to 6oo.

In short, he scrupled not to set the date of it above the year

447: for he supposes a council of Spain, held in that year, to

have been acquainted with it, and to have borrowed the Filioque

from it". Thus far he, without any more particular determination

about either the age or the author.

* Neque ante annum ſuisse sexcen- tion that the words, a Patre, Filioque

tesimum, fuse ostendimus in libro De procedens, were genuine; and not

Symbolis. Voss. Harm. Evang. lib. ii. foisted into the Confession of that

c. 13. p. 215. Council; as they now appear to have

* Petavius de Trin. lib. vii. c. 8. been, after a more careful view of the

P. 39 MSS. of best note, and greatest an. 302.

* Usser. de • Symbolis, pag. 24. tiquity.

N.B. Usher went upon the supposi
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1647. About the same time Dr. Jeremy Taylor (afterwards

Bishop of Down and Connor) published his Liberty of Prophesy

ing, wherein he expresses his doubts whether the Creed be

justly ascribed to Athanasius. But as he had never seen Usher's

treatise, nor indeed Vossius’s, nor was at that time furnished with

any proper assistances to enable him to make any accurate

inquiries into this matter, it may suffice just to have mentioned

him, in regard to the deserved name he has since borne in the

learned world.

1653. George Ashwell, B. D. published an English treatise

which was printed at Oxford, entitled, Fides Apostolica, asserting

the received authors and authority of the Apostles' Creed. At the

end of which treatise, he has a pretty long Appendix concerning

the Athanasian Creed; which is well written, and contains a

good summary of what learned men, before him, had advanced

upon the subject. His judgment of it is, that it was written in

Latin, and by Athanasius himself, about the year 340.

1659. Hamon L’Estranged, in his Alliance of Divine Offices,

gives his judgment of the Athanasian Creed, that it is not

rightly ascribed to Athanasius, but yet ancient, and extant ann.

6oo after Christ.

1659. Leo Allatius, about this year, printed his Syntagma

de Symbolo S. Athanasii; which no doubt must be a very use

ful piece, especially in relation to the sentiments of the Greek

churches, and the reception of this Creed amongst them: but I

have never seen it; only I learn from Tentzelius (who yet could

never get a sight of it) and Fabricius, that such a piece was

written by Allatius in modern Greek, in 12mo, published at

Rome 1658 or 1659. It appears to be very scarce, since none

of the learned who have since written upon this Creed, have

either referred to it, or given extracts out of it, so far as I have

observed : excepting only something of that kind at Rome, A.D.

1667, by the College de propaganda Fide".

1663. Cardinal Bona, some years after, in his book De Divina

Psalmodia, makes frequent mention of this Creed, touches

slightly upon the question about its age and author, takes some

cursory notice of what Vossius had said, but nevertheless ascribes

it to Athanasius, as being composed by him while in the western

" Hamon L’Estrange, Annot. in chap. iv. p. 99.

• Vid. Tentzel. Judic. &c. p. 147.
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parts, teste Baronio; resting his faith upon Baronius as his

voucherf.

1669. Our very learned Bishop Pearson, in his Exposition of

the Creed, occasionally delivers his opinion, that the Athanasian

Creed was written in Latin, and by some member of the Latin

Church 8; and extant about the year 6oo. Though the last

particular he builds only upon an epistle attributed to Isidore of

Seville, and since judged to be spurious.

1675. Joh. Lud. Ruelius, in his second volume, or tome,

Conciliorum Illustratorum, has a particular dissertation, about

thirty pages in quarto, upon this Creed. He follows Vossius's

opinion for the most part, repeating the same arguments".

1675. Our next man ofeminent characteris Paschasius Quesnel,

a celebrated French divine. In the year 1675, he published his

famous edition of Pope Leo's works, with several very valuable

dissertations of his own. His fourteenth contains, among other

matters, a particular inquiry about the author of this Creed.

He ascribes it to Vigilius Tapsensis, the African'; and so well

defends his position, that he has almost drawn the learned world

after him. He is looked upon as the father of that opinion, be

cause he has so learnedly and handsomely supported it: but he

is not the first that espoused it. For Labbe, about fifteen

years before, had taken notice of some that had ascribed this

Creed to Vigilius, at the same time signifying his dissent from

themk.

1676. The year after Quesnel, Sandius, the famous Arian,

printed a second edition of his Nucleus, &c. with an Appendix:

wherein he corrects his former judgment' of this Creed, taken

implicitly from Vossius; and allows, nay, contends and insists

upon it, that this Creed was not only known, but known under

the name of Athanasius, as high at least as the year 770 m. He

ascribes it, upon conjecture, to one Athanasius, Bishop of Spire

in Germany, who died in the year 642.

1678. I ought not to pass over our very learned Cudworth,

though he has entered very little into the point before us. He

gives his judgment, in passing, of the Creed commonly called

f Bona de Divina Psalmod. cap. Quesnel, Dissert. xiv. p. 729, &c.

xvi. sect. 18. p. 864. * Labbaei Dissert. de Script. Eccles.

5 Pearson on the Creed, Art. viii. tom. ii. p. 477.

p. 324. ed. 3. art. v. p. 226. ! Vid. Sandii Nucl. Histor. Eccles.

* Ruelii Concil. Illustrat. tom. ii. p. 256.

p. 639 to 670. m Sandii Append. p. 35.
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Athanasian; that it “was written a long time after Athanasius

“by some other hand".”

1680. Henricus Heideggerus, in his second volume of Select

Dissertations, (published at Zurich,) has one whole dissertation,

which is the eighteenth, containing near forty pages in quarto. This

author takes his account of the Creed mostly from Vossius, does

not allow it to be Athanasius's, only called by his name as con

taining the Athanasian faith; and he defends the doctrine of the

Creed at large against the objections of Dudithius and other

Antitrinitarians; and concludes with a running comment upon

the whole.

1681. Wolfgang Gundling, a German writer, the year after,

published a small Tract, containing notes upon a little piece

relating to the religion of the Greek churches, written by Eustra

tius Johannides Zialowski. What is chiefly valuable in Gund

ling is his account of the Greek copies of this Creed, (printed

ones I mean,) giving us six of them together. He occasionally

expresses his doubts whether the Creed be Athanasius's, or of

some later writero.

1683. I may next mention our celebrated ecclesiastical histo

rian, Dr. Cave; who about this time published his Lives of the

Fathers, and particularly of Athanasius. His account of this

Creed is, that it “was never heard of in the world till above

“6oo years after Athanasius was dead; but barely mentioned

“ then, and not urged with any confidence till above 200 years

“after, when the legates of Pope Gregory the Ninth produced

“ and pleaded it at ConstantinopleP.” The learned Doctor, it is

plain, took this account from Vossius, and had never seen

Usher's Treatise; which one may justly wonder at. Five years

after, in his Historia Literaria, he allows that this Creed had

been spoken of by Theodulphus, which was within 436 years of

Athanasius: but not a word yet of any elder testimony, or

manuscript, though both had been discovered, and publicly

taken notice of, before this time. He still contends that the Creed

obtained not in the Christian churches before looo, nor became

famous every where before 1233; but inclines nevertheless to

ascribe it to Vigilius Tapsensis, who flourished about the year

4844.

n Cudworth, Intellect. Syst. p. 62o. P Cave, Life of Athanasius, sect.

• Gundlingii notae in Eustratii Jo- vi. art. Io.

hannidis Zialowski Delineationem Ec- * Cave, Histor. Literar, vol. i. p.

clesiae Graeca, p. 68, &c. 146, 371.

--.
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1684. Dr. Comber, in his book entitled, A Companion to the

Temple, closes in with the old tradition of the Creed being Atha

nasius's; repeating the most considerable arguments usually

pleaded for that persuasion r.

1684. To him I may subjoin Bishop Beveridge, who perhaps

about this time might write his thoughts on the Creed, in his

Exposition of our Articles, published after his death. He was

so diligent and knowing a man, that had he been to consider

this matter in his later years, he would certainly have given a more

particular and accurate account than that which now appears.

He ascribes the Creed to Athanasius, but with some diffidence;

and thinks it might have been originally a Greek composition,

but that the old Greek copies have been lost, and that the only

remaining ones are versions from the Latins.

1685. Cabassutius, in his Notitia Ecclesiastica, hath a short

dissertation about the author of this Creed t. He contents him

self with repeating Quesnel's arguments, to prove that Athanasius

was not the author of it, determining nothing further; save only

that it was originally a Latin composure, known and cited by

the Council of Autun about the year 670.

1687. The celebrated Dupin, in his Ecclesiastical History,

sums up the reasons usually urged to prove the Creed is none of

Athanasius's and assents to them. He determines with confi

dence that it was originally a Latin composition, and not known

till the fifth century; repeats Father Quesnel's reasons for

ascribing it to Vigilius Tapsensis, and acquiesces in them, as

having nothing more certain in this matter".

1687. About the same time Tentzelius, a learned Lutheran,

published a little treatise upon the subject”; setting forth the

several opinions of learned men concerning this Creed. He is

very full and accurate in his collection, omitting nothing of

moment that had been said before him by any of the learned

moderns, but bringing in some further materials, from his own

searches, to add new light to the subject. He determines

nothing; but leaves it to the reader to make a judgment as he

sees cause from a full view of the pleadings.

* Comber, Companion to the Tem- u Dupin, Eccles. Histor. vol. ii. p.

ple, p. 144. - - 35. - -- - - - - -

* Beveridge on the eighth Article, p. x Ernesti Tentzelii Judicia Erudi

162. torum de Symb. Athanas. studiose

t Cabassutii Notit. Eccles. Dissert. collecta. Gothae, A. D. 1687.

xix. p. 54.

wATERLAND, VOL. III. i
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1688. I may place here the learned Pagi, who in his Critick

upon Baronius passes his judgment of this Creedy: which being

the same with Quesnel's, and little more than repetition from him,

I need not be more particular about him.

1693. Joseph Antelmi, a learned Paris divine, first began di

rectly to attack Quesnel's opinion; and to sap the reasons on

which it was founded. He published a particular Dissertation

to that purpose”, consisting of eighty-five pages in octavo. He

ascribes the Creed to Vincentius Lirinensis, who flourished in the

year 434.

1695. The famous Tillemont wrote after Antelmius; for he

makes mention of his Treatise, and examines his hypothesis:

and yet it could not be long after; for he died in the year 1697.

He commends Mr. Antelmi's performance as a considerable

work; but inclines still rather to Quesnel's opinion. All that

he pronounces certain is, that the Creed is none of Athanasius's,

but yet as old as the sixth century, or older”.

1698. In the year 1698, Montfaucon published his new and

accurate edition of Athanasius's works. In the second tome he

has an excellent dissertation upon this Creed; the best that is

extant, either for order and method, or for plenty of useful

matter. The sum of his judgment is, that the Creed is certainly

none of Athanasius's, nor yet Vigilius Tapsensis’s, nor suffi

ciently proved to belong to Vincentius Lirinensis; but probably

enough composed about the time of Vincentius, and by a Gallican

writer or writersb.

1698. In the same year, Ludovicus Antonius Muratorius, an

Italian writer, published a second tome of Anecdota out of the

Ambrosian Library at Milan. Among other manuscripts there, he

had met with an ancient Comment upon this Creed, ascribed to

Venantius Fortunatus, who was Bishop of Poictiers in France

in the sixth century. He publishes the Comment, together with

a Dissertation of his own, concerning the author of the Creed:

y Pagi, Critic. in Baron. an. 340, mur Afro itaque Vigilio nihil est

n. 6, p. 440. quod symbolum Quicumque tribuatur.

* Josephi, Antelmii Disquisitio de Non aegre quidem concesserim

Symbolo Athanasiano. Paris. 1693. Vincentii aetate editam fuisse illam

8vo. fidei professionem—Haud abs re

* Tillemont, Mémoires, tom. viii. conjectant viri eruditi in Galliis illud

.667. (symbolum)fuisse elucubratum.Montf.

" Symbolum, Quicumque Athanasio Diatrib. p. 723.

incunctanter abjudicandum arbitra
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concluding, at length, that Venantius Fortunatus, the certain

author of the Comment, might possibly be the author of the

Creed too. He entirely rejects the opinion of those that would

ascribe it to Athanasius, and disapproves of Quesnel's persuasion

about Vigilius Tapsensis; but speaks favourably of Antelmi's,

as coming nearest to the truth.c.

1712. Fabricius, in his Bibliotheca Graeca", (highly valued by

all men of letters,) gives a summary account of the sentiments of

the learned relating to this Creed. His conclusion from all is,

that thus far may be depended on as certain ; that the Creed

was not composed by Athanasius, but long after, in the fifth

century, written originally in Latin, and afterwards translated

into Greek.

1712. In the same year, the learned Le Quien published a

new edition of Damascen, with Previous Dissertations to it. In

the first of these, he has several very considerable remarks, con

cerning the age and author of the Athanasian Creed. He

appears inclinable to ascribe it to Pope Anastasius I. (who

entered upon the Pontificate in the year 398,) because of some

ancient testimonies, as well as manuscripts, carrying the name

of Anastasius in the title of the Creed: but he is positive that

the Creed must be set as high as the age of St. Austin, Vin

centius, and Vigiliuse. And, as Antelmius before had made

light of the supposition that the internal characters of the Creed

shew it to be later than Eutyches; he makes as light of the

other supposition of the internal characters setting it later than

Nestorius.

1714. Natalis Alexander's new edition of his Ecclesiastical

History bears date A. D. 1714. He had examined into our

present question some years before, (about 1676, when his first

edition came abroad,) subscribing to the opinion of Quesnel:

and he does not appear to have altered his mind since. He

takes notice of Antelmi's opinion, and speaks respectfully of it,

as also of the author; but prefers the other hypothesis'.

1715. I ought not here to omit the late learned Mr. Bingham,

• Haec et similia pluribus pertrac- p. 315.

tavit eruditissimus Anthelmius, cujus e Omnino fateri cogor Augustini,

opinioni, quorumnam eruditorum suf- Vincentii, et Vigilii aetate extitisse ex

ia accesserint, me penitus fugit: positionem Latinam fidei, quae post

fateor tamen ad veritatem omnium modum Athanasio Magno attribui

maxime illam accedere. Murator. tom. meruerit. Le Quien, Dissert. i. p. 9.
ii. P. 222. f Natal. Alexand. Eccl. Hist, tom.

Fabricii Biblioth. Graeca, vol. v. iv. p. 111.

i 2
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to whom the public has been highly indebted for his Origines

Ecclesiasticae, collected with great judgment, and digested into

a clear method. He had a proper occasion to say something of

the Athanasian Creed, in passing, and very briefly. He observes,

that it was not composed by Athanasius, but by a later, and a

Latin writer; and particularly Vigilius Tapsensis; referring to

such learned moderns as I have above mentioned for the proof

of it; and giving no more than short hints of their reasons 8.

1719. Dr. Clarke of St. James's, in his second edition of his

Scripture Doctrineh, gives us his last thoughts in relation to

this Creed. Referring to Dr. Cave, he informs us, that “this

“Creed was never seen till about the year 8oo, near 4co years

“after the death of Athanasius,” (they are his own words,)

“nor was received in the Church till so very late as about the

“year 10oo.” Yet Cave does not say, was never seen, (for he

himself ascribes it to Vigilius Tapsensis, of the fifth century,)

but only that it was not quoted before the year 8oo, or nearly;

which yet is a very great mistake. What the learned Doctor

intended by saying “about the year 8oo,” and yet only “near

“400 years after the death of Athanasius,” or, as he elsewherei

expresses it, “above 3oo years after the death of Athanasius,”

I do not understand; but must leave to those that can compute

the distance between 373 (the latest year that Athanasius is

ever supposed to have lived) and the year 8oo. I am persuaded,

the Doctor was thinking, that if Athanasius had lived to the

year 4oo, then the distance had been just 400 years; but as he

died 27 years before, the distance must be so much the less, when

it is quite the contrary.

1722. The last man that has given his sentiments in relation to

this Creed is Casimirus Oudinus, in his new edition of his Supple

ment (now called a Commentary) to the Ecclesiastical Writers.

I need say no more than that he does not seem to have spent

much pains in reexamining this subject, but rests content with his

first thoughts; ascribing the Creed, with Quesnel, to Vigilius

Tapsensis".

These are the principal moderns that have fallen within my

notice: and of these, the most considerable are Vossius, Usher,

& Bingham's Antiq. of the Christian i Clarke's Script. Doctr. p. 447.

Church, vol. iii. p. 546. &c. Oxf. edit. 1st edit.

1855. k Vid. Oudin. Commentar. de

#"Clarke's Script. Doctr. p. 379. Script. Eccl. vol. i. p.345, 1248, 1322.

2nd edit.
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Quesnel, Tentzelius, Antelmius, Tillemont, Montfaucon, Muratorius, and

Le Quien ; as having particularly studied the subject, and struck new

light into it, either furnishing fresh materials, or improving the old by new

observations. Some perhaps may wish to have the several opinions of

the moderns thrown into a narrower compass: for which reason I have

thought it not improper to subjoin the following table, which will repre

sent all in one view, for the ease and conveniency of every common

reader.

A.D.

1642.

1644.

1647.

Writers.

Vossius.

Petavius.

Bishop Usher.

Bishop Taylor.

G. Ashwell.

L’Estrange.

Leo Allatius.

Card. Bona.

Bishop Pearson.

Ruelius.

Paschas. Quesnel.

Sandius.

Dr. Cudworth.

Author of the Creed.

A Latin Author.

Doubtful.

What Century

composed in.

|

|

What Year When

composed. received.

Not bef. 600. A.D. 1000.

1647.

1653.

1659.

1659.

1663.

1669.

1675.

1675.

1676.

1678.

1680.

1681.

1683.

1684.

1684.

1685

1687.

1687.

1688.

1693.

1695.

1698.

1698.

1712.

1712.

1714.

1715.

1719.

1722.

Heideggerus.

| Wolf. Gundling.

| Dr. Cave.

Dr. Comber.

Bishop Beveridge.

- Cabassutius.

| Dupin.

Tentzelius.

| Pagi.

| Antelmius.

| Tillemont.

Montfaucon.

Ant. Muratorius.

Fabricius.

Le Quien.

Natal. Alexander.

Mr. Bingham.

Dr. Clarke.

Oudin.

Not Athanasius.

| Athanasius.

Not Athanasius.

| Athanasius.

| Athanasius Alex.

A Latin Author.

Not Athanasius.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Athanasius of Spire.

Not Athanasius.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Doubtful.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Athanasius Alex.

Athanasius Alex.

A Latin Author.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Doubtful.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Vincentius Lirinens.

Not Athanasius.

A Gallican Writer.

Venant. Fortunatus.

A Latin Author.

Anastasius I.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Doubtful.

Vigilius Tapsensis.

Wth.

IVth.

IVth.

|

IVth.

Vth.

VIIth.

| After the IVth.

Vth.

Vth.

IVth.

IVth.

Vth.

Wth.

Vth.

WIth or sooner.

Vth.

VIth.

Wth.

IVth or Vth.

Vth.

Wth.

VIIth or VIIIth.

Vth.

Before 447. Bef. 852.

340.

Before 600.

340.

340.

About 600.

484. Bef. 670.

|

Before 642. Bef. 770.

484.

484. 1000.

336.

Bef. 850.

Bef. 670.

484.

484. 570.

Before 450.

Bef. 670.

570. 800.

603.

Before 401. 500.

484.

670.

1000.

484.

-
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CHAP. II.

Ancient Testimonies.

HAVING taken a view of the moderns, in relation to the

Creed, we may now enter upon a detail of the ancients, and

their testimonies; by which the moderns must be tried. My

design is to lay before the reader all the original evidence I can

meet with, to give any light either into the age or author of the

Creed, or its reception in the Christian churches; that so the

reader may be able to judge for himself concerning the three

particulars now mentioned, which are what I constantly bear

in my eye, producing nothing but with a view to one or more

of them.

Ancient testimonies have been pretended from Gregory Nazian

zen, Gaudentius Brixiensis, St. Austin, and Isidorus Hispalensis,

of the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries. But they have been

since generally and justly exploded by the learned, as being either

spurious or foreign to the point; and therefore I conceive it very

needless to take any further notice of them. As to quotations

from our Creed, or comments upon it, falling within the compass

of the centuries now mentioned; if there be any such, they shall

be considered under other heads, distinct from that of ancient

testimonies, properly so called, to be treated of in this chapter.

670. The oldest of this kind, hitherto discovered, or observed,

is that of the Council of Autun in France, under Leodegarius,

or St. Leger, the Bishop of the place in the seventh century,

There is some dispute about the year when the Council was

held, whether in 663, or 666, or 670. The last is most probable,

and most generally embraced by learned men. The words of

this Council in English run thus: “If any Presbyter, Deacon,

“Subdeacon, or Clerk, doth not unreprovably recite the Creed

“which the Apostles delivered by inspiration of the Holy

“Ghost, and also the Faith of the holy Prelate Athanasius, let

“him be censured by the Bishopl.” By the Faith of Athanasius

is here meant what we now call the Athanasian Creed; as may

be reasonably pleaded from the titles which this Creed bore in

| Si quis Presbyter, Diaconus, Sub- Praesulis irreprehensibiliter non recen

diaconus, vel Clericus Symbolum quod suerit; ab Episcopo condemnetur.

Sancto inspirante Spiritu Apostoli tra- Augustodun. Synod. Harduin. tom. iii.

diderunt, et Fidem Sancti Athanasii p. 1016.
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the earlier times, before it came to have the name of a Creed:

which titles shall be exhibited both from manuscripts and written

evidences in the sequel. Yet it must not be dissembled that

Papebrochius, a learned man, and whom I find cited with appro

bation by Muratorius", is of opinion, that the Faith of Athanasius,

here mentioned, means the Nicene Creed, which Athanasius had

some hand in, and whereof he was the great defender. I can by

no means come into his opinion, or allow any force to his reason

ings. He asks, why should the Nicene Creed be omitted, and

not mentioned with the Apostles': And why should the Atha

nasian, not then used in the Sacred Offices, be recommended so

carefully, without a word of the Nicene? I answer, because it

does not appear that the Nicene Creed was so much taken

notice of at that time in the Gallican churches, while the Apo

stolical, or Roman Creed, made use of in baptism, in the western

churches, instead of the Nicene, (which prevailed in the east,)

in a manner superseded it: which no one can wonder at who

considers how prevailing and universal the tradition had been in

the Latin Church, down from the fifth century at least, that the

Apostolical Creed was composed by the twelve Apostles, and

therefore as sacred, and of as great authority as the inspired

writings themselves. Besides that it appears from Hincmar,

who will be cited in his place, that it was no strange thing, even

so low as his time, about 850, to recommend the Athanasian

Creed along with the Apostles', without a word of the Nicene.

And why should it be thought any objection against the Atha

nasian Creed, that it was not at that time received into the

Sacred Offices, (supposing it really was not, which may be

questioned,) when it is certain that the Nicene was not yet

received into the Sacred Offices in France, nor till many years

after, about the time of Pepin, or of Charles the Great? There

is therefore no force at all in the argument of Papebrochius: but

there is this strong prejudice against it, that the title there given

is a very common title for the Athanasian Creed, and not for the

* Atqui, ut eruditissime adnotavit

Cl. P. Papebrochius, in Respons. ad

Exhibitionem Error. par. 2. art. xiii.

n. 3. verbis illis Fidem S. Athanasii,

minime Symbolum Athanasium desig

natur, sed quidem Nicaenum, in quo

elaborando plurimum insudasse Atha

nasium verisimile est. Etenim cur

Apostolico Symbolo commendato Ni

canum praetermisissent Augustodu

nenses Patres Cur Athanasiani Syn

boli cujus tunc nullus erat usus in

sacris, cognitionem exegissent, Nicae

numque ne uno quidem verbo comme

morassent: Murator. Anecdot. tom.

ii. p. 223.
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Nicene. Nor would the Fathers of that Council have been so

extravagantly fond of the name of Athanasius, as to think it a

greater commendation of the Creed of Nice to call it after him,

than to call it the Nicene. There is then no reasonable doubt to

be made, but that the Council of Autun, in the Canon, intended

the Athanasian Creed; as the best critics and the generality of

the learned have hitherto believed.

But there are other objections of real weight against the evi

dence built upon this Canon. 1. Oudin makes it a question whether

there was ever any council held under Leodegarius, a suffragan

Bishop under the Archbishop of Lyons, having no metropolitical

authorityn. But it may suffice, if the Council was held at Autun,

while he was Bishop of the place, a good reason why he should

be particularly mentioned; especially considering the worth and

fame of the man: to say nothing of the dignity of his see, which

from the time of Gregory the Great had been the second, or next

in dignity to the metropolitical see of Lyons. Nor do I perceive

any force in Oudin's objection against St. Leger's holding a di

ocesan synod, (for a provincial synod is not pretended,) though

he was no metropolitan. 2. A stronger objection is, that the

Canon we are concerned with cannot be proved to belong to the

Council held under Leodegarius. It is not found among the

Canons of that Council published by Sirmondus from the manu

scripts of the library of the church of Angers, but it is from

another collection, out of the library of the monastery of St.

Benignus of Dijon, with this title only; Canones Augustodu

nenses: so that one cannot be certain whether it belongs to the

Synod under St. Leger, or to some other Synod of Autun much

later. It must be owned that the evidence can amount to no

more than probable presumption, or conjecture. Wherefore

Dupinº, TentzeliusP, Muratorius", and Oudin', do not scruple

to throw it aside as of too suspected credit to build any thing

certain upon: and even Quesnels expresses some dissatisfaction

about it ; only in respect to some great names, such as Sirmon

dus, Peter le Lande, Godfr. Hermantius, &c. he is willing to

acquiesce in it. To whom we may add, Labbet, Le Coint",

n Oudin. Comment. de Script. Ec- * Casim. Oudin. vol. i. p. 348.

cles. tom. i. p. 348. * Quesnel, Dissert. xiv. p. 731.

° Dupin, Eccl. Hist. vol. ii. p. 35. * Labb. Dissert. de Script. Eccles.

P Tentzel. Judic. Erud. p. 61, &c. tom. ii. p. 478.

‘l Murator. Anecdot. Ambros. tom. * Le Coint, Annal. Franc. ad ann.

ii. p. 223. 663. n. 22.
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Cabassutius", Pagiy, Tillemontz, Montfaucona, Fabricius b,

Harduine, and our learned antiquary Mr. Binghamd: who all

accept it as genuine, but upon probable persuasion, rather than

certain conviction. Neither do I pretend to propose it as clear

and undoubted evidence, but probable only, and such as will be

much confirmed by other evidences to be mentioned hereafter.

760. Regino, abbot of Prom in Germany, an author of the

ninth and tenth century, has, among other collections, some

Articles of Inquiry, supposed by Baluzius the editor to be as

old, or very nearly, as the age of Boniface, Bishop of Mentz,

who died in the year 754. In those Articles there is one to

this purpose: “Whether the clergy have by heart Athanasius's

“Tract upon the Faith of the Trinity, beginning with Whosoever

“will be savede, &c.” This testimony I may venture to place

about 760, a little after the death of Boniface.

794. The Council of Frankfort, in Germany, in their thirty

third Canon give orders, that “the Catholic Faith of the holy

“Trinity, and Lord's Prayer, and Creed, be set forth and

“ delivered to allf.”

Vossiusg understands the Canon of the two Creeds, Nicene

and Apostolical. But I know not why the Apostolical, or

Roman Creed, should be emphatically called Symbolum Fidei,

The Creed, in opposition to the Nicene; nor why the Nicene

should not be called a Creed, as well as the other, after the usual

way. Besides, that Fides Catholica, &c. has been more peculiarly

the title of the Athanasian Creed: and it was no uncommon

thing, either before or after this time, to recommend it in this

manner together with the Lord's Prayer and Apostles' Creed,

just as we find here. And nothing could be at that time of

greater service against the heresy of Felix and Elipandus, (which

occasioned the calling of the Council,) than the Athanasian

Creed. For which reasons, till I see better reasons to the con

x Cabassut. Notit. Eccl. Dissert.

xix. p. 54.

n. 6.

* Tillemont, Mémoires, vol. viii.

p. 668.

* Montfauc. Diatrib. p. 720.

b Fabric. Bibl. Graec. vol. v. p. 316.

• Harduin. Concil. tom. iii. p. 1016.

* Bingham, Origin. Eccl. vol. iii.

p. 548, Oxf. edit. 1855.

y Pagi Crit. in Baron. ann. 340.

e Si Sermonem Athanasii Episcopi

de Fide Sanctae Trinitatis, cujus ini

tium est, Quicumque vult salvus esse,

memoriter teneat. Regin. de Discipl.

Eccles. l. 1.

f Ut Fides Catholica Sanctae Tri

nitatis, et Oratio Dominica, atque

Symbolum Fidei omnibus praedicetur,

et tradatur. Concil. Francf. Can. 33.

& Vossius de tribus Symb. Dissert.

iii. c. 52, p. 528.
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trary, I must be of opinion that the Council of Frankfort in

their thirty-third Canon intended the Athanasian Creed, which

Charles the Great had a particular respect for, and had pre

sented in form to Pope Adrian I. above twenty years before; as

we shall see in another chapter.

809. Theodulphus, Bishop of Orleans in France, has a Treatise

of the Holy Ghost, with a preface to Charles the Great, written

at a time when the dispute about the procession began to make

disturbance. He brings several testimonies in favour of the

procession from the Son, out of Athanasius; and, among others,

a pretty large part of the Athanasian Creed, from the words,

“The Father is made of none, &c.” to “He therefore that will

“be saved must thus think of the Trinity"," inclusive.

809. An anonymous writer of the same time, and in the same

cause, and directing himself to the same Prince, makes the like

use of the Athanasian Creed, in the following words; “St.

“Athanasius, in the Exposition of the Catholic Faith, which

“ that great master wrote himself, and which the universal

“Church professes, declares the procession of the Holy Ghost

“from the Father and Son, thus saying; The Father is made of

“nonei, &c.” This I cite upon the credit of Sirmondus in his

notes to Theodulphus.

809. It was in the same year that the Latin monks of Mount

Olivet wrote their Apologetical Letter to Pope Leo III. justify

ing their doctrine of the procession from the Son, against one

John of Jerusalem, a monk too, of another monastery, and of

an opposite persuasion. Among other authorities, they appeal

to the Faith of Athanasius, that is, to the Creed, as we now

call it. This I have from Le Quien, the learned editor of

Damascen, who had the copy of that letter from Baluzius, as he

there signifiesk.

820. Not long after, Hatto, otherwise called Hetto and Ahyto,

h Item iden—Pater a nullo est

factus, &c. usque ad Qui vult ergo

salvus esse, &c. Theodulph. apud

Sirmondum Oper. tom. ii. p. 978.

i Incertus autor quem diximus, hoc

ipso utens testimonio, Beatus, inquit,

Athanasius, in Expositione Catholicae

Fidei, quam ipse egregius Doctor con

scripsit, et quam universalis confitetur

Ecclesia, processionem Spiritus Sancti

a Patre et Filio declarat, ita dicens:

Pater a nullo est factus, &c. Sirmond.

Op. tom. ii. p. 978. Conf. p. 967.

k In Regula Sancti Benedicti quam

nobis dedit Filius vester Dominus

Karolus, quae habet fidem scriptam de

sancta et inseparabili'Trinitate; Credo

Spiritum Sanctum Deum verum er

Patre procedentem et Filio et in Dia

logo quem nobis vestra sanctitas dare

dignata est similiter dicit. Et in Fide

S. Athanasii eodem modo dicit. Mo

machi de Monte Oliv. apud Le Quien,

Dissert. Damasc. p. 7.
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Bishop of Basil in France, composed his Capitular, or Book of

Constitutions, for the regulation of the clergy of his diocese.

Amongst other good rules, this makes the fourth ; “That they

“should have the Faith of Athanasius by heart, and recite it at

“the prime (that is, at secen o’clock in the morning) every Lord's

* Day.”

820. Agobardus of the same time, Archbishop of Lyons, wrote

against Felix Orgelitanus; where he occasionally cites part of

the Athanasian Creed. His words are: “ St. Athanasius says,

“that except a man doth keep the Catholic faith whole and un

“defiled, without doubt he shall perish everlastingly".”

852. In the same age flourished the famous Hincmar, Arch

bishop of Rheims; who so often cites or refers to the Creed we

are speaking of, as a standing rule of faith, that it may be need

less to produce the particular passages. I shall content myself

with one only, more considerable than the rest for the use that

is to be made of it hereafter. He directs his presbyters “to

“learn Athanasius's Treatise of Faith, (beginning with Whoso

“ecer will be saved.) to commit it to memory, to understand its

“meaning, and to be able to give it in common words";” that

is, I suppose, in the vulgar tongue. He at the same time recom

mends the Lord's Prayer and (Apostles') Creed", as I take it,

without mentioning the Nicene : which I particularly remark,

for a reason to be seen above. It is further observable, that

though Hincmar here gives the Athanasian formulary the name

of a Treatise of Faith; yet he elsewhere P scruples not to call

it (Symbolum) a Creed: and he is, probably, as Sirmondus ob

serves", the first writer who gave it the name it bears at this

day. Which, I suppose, may have led Oudin into his mistake,

! IVto. Ut Fides Sancti Athanasii tiones regulariter, et ex corde, cum

a sacerdotibus discatur, et ex corde,

die Dominico ad primam recitetur.

Basil. Capitul. apud Harduin. tom. iv.

p. 1241.

m Beatus Athanasius ait; Fidem

Catholicam nisi quis integram, invio

latamgue servaverit, absºlue dubio in

aeternum peribit. Agobard. adv. Felic.

cap. § ed. Baluz.

n Unusquisque presbyterorum Ex

positionem Symboli atque Orationis

Dominica, juxta traditionem ortho

doxorum patrum plenius discat—

Psalmorum etiam verba, et distinc

canticis consuetudinariis pronuntiare

sciat. Necnon et Sermonem Atha

nasii de Fide, cujus initium est, Qui

cunque vult salvus esse, memoriae quis

ue commendet, sensum illius intel

ligat, et verbis communibus enuntiare

queat. Hincm. Capit. i. tom. i. p. 710.

ed. Sirmond.

o Vid. Hincm. Opusc.ad Hincmar.

Laudunensem, tom. ii. p. 473.

P Athanasius in Symbolo dicens

&c. de Praedestin. tom. i. p. 309.

º Sirmond. Not. in Theodulph. p.

978.
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that no writer before Hincmar ever made mention of this Creed’;

a mistake, which, though taken notice of by Tentzeliuss in the

year 1687, he has nevertheless again and again repeated in his

last edition.

865. In the same age lived Anscharius, monk also of Corbey,

and afterwards Archbishop of Hamburgh and Bremen in Germany.

Among his dying instructions to his clergy, he left this for one;

that they should be careful to recite the Catholic Faith com

posed by Athanasiust. This is reported by Rembertus, the

writer of his Life, and successor to him in the same see; who

had been likewise monk of Corbey: so that we have here two

considerable testimonies in one.

868. Contemporary with these was AEneas, Bishop of Paris,

who, in his treatise against the Greeks, quotes the Athanasian

Creed under the name of Fides Catholicau, Catholic Faith, pro

ducing the same paragraph of it which Theodulphus had done

sixty years before.

868. About the same time, and in the same cause, Ratram, or

Bertram, monk of Corbey in France, made the like use of this

Creed, calling it, a Treatise of the Faiths.

871. Adalbertus of this time, upon his nomination to a bishop

ric in the province of Rheims, was obliged to give in a profession

of his faith to Archbishop Hincmar. Among other things, he

professes his great regard to the Athanasian Creed, (Sermo

Athanasii,) as a Creed received with great veneration by the Catho

lic Church, or being of customary and venerable use in ity. This

testimony is considerable in regard to the reception of this Creed ;

and not before taken notice of, so far as I know, by those that

have treated of this argument.

* Oudin, Commentar. vol. i. p. 345,

I222.

s Tentzel. Judic. Eruditor. p. 144.

* Cum instaret obitus, praecepit ut

fratres canerent Fidem Catholicam a

beato Athanasio compositam. Anschar.

Wit. apud Petr. Lambec. in Append.

lib. i. Rerum Hamburg. p. 237.

u Sanctus Athanasius, sedis Alex

andrinae Episcopus, &c.— Item,

idem in Fide Catholica, quod Spiritus

Sanctus a Patre procedat et Filio,

Pater a nullo est factus, &c. AEneas

Paris. adv. Graec. cap. 19.

* Beatus Athanasius, Alexandrinus

Episcopus, in libello de Fide quem edi

dit, et omnibus Catholicis proposuit

tenendum, inter castera sic ait; Pater

a nullo est factus, nec creatus, nec ge

nitus, &c. Ratr. contra Graecor. op

pos. lib. ii. cap. 3.

y In Sermone Beati Athanasii,

quem Ecclesia Catholica venerando

usu frequentare consuevit, qui ita in

cipit; Quicumque vult salvus esse, ante

omnia opus est ut teneat Catholicam

fidem. Professio Adalberti Episcopi

Morinensis futuri. Harduin. Concil.

tom. V. p. I445.
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889. This Creed is again mentioned in the same age by Ricul

phus Bishop of Soissons in France, in his pastoral charge to the

clergy of his diocese. He calls it a Treatise (or Discourse) of

Catholic Faith”. This I take from Father Harduin's Councils,

as also the former, with the dates of both.

96o. Ratherius, Bishop of Verona, in Italy in the year 928, and

afterwards of Liege in Germany in the year 953, and restored

to his see of Verona in the year 955, did after this time write

instructions to his clergy of Verona; in which he makes men

tion of all the three Creeds, Apostolical, Nicene, and Athanasian;

obliging his clergy to have them all by heart: which shews that

they were all of standing use in his time, in his diocese at

leasta.

997. Near the close of this century lived Abbo, or Albo,

Abbot of Fleury, or St. Benedict upon the Loire in France.

Upon some difference he had with Arnulphus Bishop of Orleans,

he wrote an Apology, which he addressed to the two kings of

France, Hugh and Robert. In that Apology he has a passage

relating to our purpose, running thus: “I thought proper, in

“the first place, to speak concerning the Faith: which I have

“heard variously sung in alternate choirs, both in France and

“in the Church of England. For some, I think, say, in the

“Athanasian form, the Holy Ghost is of the Father and of the

“Son, neither made, nor created, but proceeding: who while they

“leave out, nor begotten, are persuaded that they are the more

“conformable to Gregory's Synodical Epistle, wherein it is

“written, that the Holy Ghost is neither unbegotten, nor begotten,

“but proceedingb.” I have taken the liberty of throwing in a

* Item monemus, ut unusquisque

vestrum Psalmos, et Sermonem Fidei

Catholicae, cujus initium, Quicumque

vult salvus esse, et Canonem Missae,

et cantum, vel compotum, memoriter,

et veraciter et correcte tenere studeat.

Riculf. Const. 5. Harduin. Concil.

tom. vi. p. 415.

* Ipsam Fidem, id est Credulitatem,

Dei, trifarie parare memoriter festi

netis: hoc est, secundum Symbolum

idest Collationem Apostolorum, sicut

in Psalteriis correctis invenitur; et

illam quae ad Missam canitur; et il

lam Sancti Athanasii quae ita incipit;

Quicumque vult salvus esse—Sermo

nem, ut superius dixi, Athanasii Epi

scopi de Fide Trinitatis, cujus initium

est, Quicumque vult, memoriter teneat.

Ratherii Synod. Epist. Harduin. Con.

tom. vi. p. 787.

b Primitus de Fide dicendum cre

didi; quam alternantibus choris et in

Francia, et apud Anglorum Ecclesiam

variari audivi. Alii enim dicunt, ut

arbitror, secundum Athanasium, Spi

ritus Sanctus a Patre et Filio non fac

tus, non creatus, sed procedens: qui

dum id quod est non genitus subtra

hunt, Synodicum Domini Gregorii se

sequi credunt, ubi ita est scriptum;

Spiritus Sanctus nec ingenitus est, nec

genitus, sed procedens. Abbo Floria

cens. Apol. ad Francor. Reges.
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word or two to make the sentence run the clearer. What the

author intends is, that some scrupulous persons, both in France

and England, recited the Athanasian Creed with some alteration,

leaving out two words, to make it agree the better, as they ima

gined, with Gregory's Synodical instructions. As to their scruple

herein, and the ground of it, I shall say more of it in a proper

place. All I am to observe at present is, that this testimony is

full for the custom of alternate singing the Athanasian Creed,

at this time, in the French and English Churches. And indeed we

shall meet with other as full, and withal earlier evidence of the

same custom, when we come to treat of manuscripts in the fol.

lowing chapters. To proceed with our ancient testimonies.

loa 7. In the next century, we meet with Gualdo, a monk of

Corbey; who likewise wrote the life of Anscharius, but in verse,

as Rembertus had before done in prose. He also takes some

notice of our Creed, ascribing it to Athanasius".

1130. In the century following, Honorius, a scholastic divine

of the Church of Autun, in his book entitled, The Pearl of the

Soul, (which treats of the Sacred or Liturgic Offices,) reckons

up the several Creeds of the Church, making in all four: namely,

the Apostolical, the Nicene, the Constantinopolitan, and the

Athanasian. Of the last, he observes, that it was daily repeated

at the primed. He ascribes it to Athanasius of Alexandria in

the time of Theodosius: where he is undoubtedly mistaken in

his chronology. For, if he means the first Athanasius of Alex

andria, he is too early for either of the Theodosius's ; and if he

means it of the second, he is as much too late. But a slip in

chronology might be pardonable in that age: nor does it at all

affect the truth of what he attests of his own times.

1146. Otho, Bishop of Frisinghen in Bavaria, may here be

taken notice of, as being the first we have met with who pretends

to name the place where Athanasius is supposed to have made

this Creed; Triers, or Treves, in Germanye. It is no improba

ble conjecture of M. Antelmi, that the copy of the Creed found

at Treves, being very ancient, or the most ancient of any, and

• Catholicamgue Fidem quam com

posuisse beatus

Fertur Athanasius Gual

don. Vit. Ansch. apud Lambec. p. 322.

d Quarto, Fidem Quicumque vult,

quotidie ad primam iterat, quam Atha

nasius Alexandrinus Episcopus, ro

gatu Theodosii Imperatoris, edidit.

Honor. Augustod. Gemm. Anima, lib.ii.

cap. 5. Bibl. PP. tom. xx. p. 1086.

• Ibidem manens in Ecclesia Tre

virorum sub Maximino ejusdem Ec

clesiae Episcopo, Quicumque vult, &c.

a quibusdam dicitur edidisse. Oth.

Frising. Chronic. lib. iv. cap. 7. p. 44.

al. p. 75.
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from which many others were taken, might first occasion the

story of the Creed's being made at Treves, and by Athanasius

himself, who by his exile thither might render that place famous

for his name to all after-ages.

I 171. Arnoldus, in his Chronicle, informs us of an abbot of

Brunswick, who attending the Duke of Brunswick, at this time,

in his journey into the east, had some disputes with the Greeks

at Constantinople, upon the article of procession, and pleaded the

usual passage out of this Creed; whose words are to be seen in

the margin f. What is most to be noted is the title of Symbolum

Fidei, which now began to be common to this form, as to the

other Creeds.

i 178. Robertus Paululus, Presbyter of Amiens, in the diocese

of Rheims, speaking of the Offices recited at the prime, observes

that the piety of good Christians had thereunto added the

“Quicumque cult, that the articles necessary to salvation might

“never be forgotten any hour of the days.”

1 190. Beleth, a celebrated Paris divine, is the oldest writer

that takes notice of this Creed's being commonly ascribed to

Anastasius; though he himself ascribes it to Athanasiush.

Tentzeliusi marks some differences between the prints and the

manuscripts of this author, and betwixt one manuscript and

another. But as the difference, though in words considerable, is

yet very little in the sense, it is not material to our present pur

pose to be more particular about it.

12o.o. I must not omit Nicolaus Hydruntinus, a native of

Otranto in Italy, who sided with the Greeks, and wrote in Greek

against the Latins. He understood both languages, and was

often interpreter between the Greeks and Latins, in their disputes

at Constantinople, Athens, and Thessalonica.k. He wrote several

f Unde Athanasius in Symbolo Fi

dei: Spiritus Sanctus a Patre et Filio

non factus, nec creatus, nec genitus,

sed procedens. Ecce Spiritum Sanc

tum a Patre dicit procedere et a Filio.

Henric. Abb. apud Arnold. Chron.

Slavor. lib. iii. cap. 5. p. 248.

& His addidit fidelium devotio, Qui

cunque cult salvus esse, ut Articulorum

Fidei qui sunt necessarii ad salutem,

nulla diei hora obliviscamur. Rob.

Paulul. inter %. Hugon. de S. Vic

tor. de Offic. Eccl. lib. ii. cap. I. p.

265.

* Notandum est quatuor esse Sym

bola; minimum quod a cunctis com

muniter in quotidiana oratione dici

tur, quod Apostoli simul composue

runt. Secundum est quod in prima

recitatur, Quicumque vult salvus esse:

quod ab Athanasio Patriarcha Alex

andrino contra Arrianos hapreticos

compositum est, licet plerique eum

Anastasium fuisse falso arbitrentur.

Beleth. de Divin. Offic. cap. xl. p. 334.

ed. Venet.

i Tentzel. Judicia Erudit. p. 91.

k Vid. Fabric. Bibl. Graec. vol. x.

p. 393.
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tracts, out of which Leo Allatius has published some fragments.

There is one relating to the Athanasian Creed, which must here

be taken notice of; being of use for the certifying us that this

Creed was extant in Greek at and before his time. It is this:

“They (the Greeks) do not know who made the addition to the

“Faith of Athanasius, styled Catholic; since the words, and of

“ the Son, are not in the Greek (form,) nor in the Creed” (of

Constantinople').

From this passage we may learn, that there was a Greek copy

of the Athanasian Creed at this time; that it wanted the words,

of the Son; that it was looked upon as Athanasius's ; and that

the title was, The Catholic Faith of St. Athanasius: which is

its most usual title in the Latin copies. I may just hint to the

reader, that though both triotis in the Greek, and fides in the

Latin, might justly be rendered creed in English, rather than

faith, whenever it stands for a formulary or confession of faith,

as it does here; yet because I should otherwise want another

English word for a ſuffoxov in the Greek, and symbolum in the

Latin, I therefore reserve the word creed, in this case, for dis

tinction sake, to be the rendering of symbolum, or a ſuffoxov, and

nothing else. But to proceed.

1230. Alexander of Hales, in Gloucestershire, may here deserve

to be mentioned, as shewing what Creeds were then received in

England. He reckons up three only, not four, (as those that

make the Nicene and Constantinopolitan to be two;) namely,

the Apostles', the Nicene or Constantinopolitan, and the Atha

nasianm: where we may observe, that the Athanasian has the

name of a Creed, which yet was not its most usual or common

title in those times: only the Schoolmen, for order and method

sake, chose to throw it under the head of Creeds.

1233. I am next to take notice of the famed legates of Pope

Gregory the IXth, (Haymo, Radolphus, Petrus, and Hugo,)

who produced this Creed in their conferences with the Greeks at

Constantinople. They asserted it to be Athanasius's, and made

by him while an exile in the western parts, and penned in the

| "Ori kai atrol dyvoodori, ris 6 trpoo- Occident.&c. lib.iii. cap. 1. n.5, p.887.

6%ras €v riſ Tigret row dylov 'Ağava- m Tria sunt Symbola: primum

oriov, Tà kadoxuki, Aeyopičvn, os év tº Apostolorum, secundum patrum Ni

#AAmvikó otxi toiro, örep fari kai čk caenorum, quod canitur in Missa, ter

row viot, Teptéxeral, otre év tá, orvp- tium Athanasii, Alexand. Alens. par.

BóA4. Leo Allat. de Consens. Eccl. iii. q. 69. membr. 5.
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Latin tongue". They had not assurance enough to pretend that

it was a Greek composition: there were too many and too plain

reasons to the contrary.

1240. In this age, Walter de Cantilupe, Bishop of Worcester,

in his Synodical Constitutions, exhorts his clergy to make them

selves competent masters of the Psalm called Quicumque cult,

and of the greater and smaller Creed, (that is, Nicene and Apo

stolical,) that they might be able to instruct their people".

From whence we may observe, that at this time the Athanasian

formulary was distinguished, here amongst us, from the Creeds

properly so called; being named a Psalm, and sometimes a

Hymn, (as we shall see from other evidences to be produced

hereafter,) suitably to the place it held in the Psalters among

the other Hymns, Psalms, and Canticles of the Church, being

also sung alternately in churches, like the other.

1250. We may here also take notice of a just remark made

by Thomas Aquinas of this century; that Athanasius, whom he

supposes the author of this formulary, did not draw it up in the

way of a Creed, but in a doctrinal form; which however was

admitted by the authority of the Roman see, as containing a

complete system of Christian faith P.

1255. Walter de Kirkham, Bishop of Durham, in his Con

stitutions, about this time, makes much the same order that

Walter Cantilupe had before done, styling the Creed a Psalm

also as usual".

1286. Johannes Januensis, sometimes styled Johannes Balbus,

makes mention of this Creed in his Dictionary, or Catholicon,

under the word symbolum. He reckons up three Creeds, and in

" 'O dyios 'A8avāorios draw ºv rols

*peo’s rols 8vrtko's éééptorros ºv, v tí

*6éget ris Tigrews, fly rois Aarºvukois

fºuagu 8teoriq morev, otros éqm’ ‘O ma

The du' oëöevás gri, &c. Definit. Apo

cris. Greg. LX. Harduin. tom. vii. p.

I57.

° Habeat etiam saltem quilibet eo

rum simplicem intellectum, secundum

uod continetur in Psalmo quidicitur,

Quicumque vult, et tam in majori quam

in minori Symbolo, ut in his plebem

sibi commissam noverint informare.

Walter Wigorn. Const. apud Spelm.

Concil. vol. ii. p. 246.

P Athanasius non composuit mani

wATERLAND, vol. iii.

festationem fidei per modum Symboli,

sed magis per modum cujusdam doc

trinae: sed quia integram fidei verita

tem ejus doctrina breviter continebat,

auctoritate summi Pontificis est re

cepta, ut quasi fidei regula habeatur.

Thom. Aqu. Secund. Secunda qu. i.

art. Io. n. 3.

q Habeat quoque unusquisque eo

rum simplicem intellectum fidei, sicut

in Symbolo tam majori quam minori;

º est in psalmo, Quicumque vult,

et etiam Credo in Deum, expressius

continentur. Spelm. Conc. vol. ii. p.

294.
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this order, Apostles', Nicene, and Athanasian. The name he

gives to the last is Symbolum Athanasii, thrice repeated".

1287. In a Synod of Exeter, in this century also, we have

mention again made of the Athanasian Creed, under the name

of a Psalm, and as such distinguished from the two Creeds* pro

perly so called: though the name of Psalm was also sometimes

given to the Creeds and to the Lord's Prayer" likewise, since

those also were sung in the Church.

1286. William Durants, or Durandus, the elder, Bishop of

Menda in France, recounting the Creeds, makes their number

three, mentioning the Athanasian in the second place, between

the Apostles' and Nicene. He follows the same tradition which

Otho Frisingensis did before, that this Creed was made at

Triers, or Trevesu. It is scarce worth noting that some copies

here read Anastasius, since the circumstances plainly shew that

Athanasius is the man intended, and that Anastasius can be

nothing else but a corrupt reading.

1330. Ludolphus Saxo, the Carthusian, numbers three Creeds,

with very brief, but good hints of their uses respectively: the

Apostles’, useful for a short compendious instruction in the faith;

the Nicene, for fuller eaglication; and the Athanasian, for guard

or defence” against heresies.

* Tria sunt Symbola; scilicet Apo

stolorum, quod dicitur in matutinis, in

prima, et in completorio: item Nicae

num, quod dicitur in diebus Domi

nicis post Evangelium: item Atha

nasii, quod dicitur in prima in Domi

nibis diebus alta voce.—Symbolum

autem Athanasii quod contra haereti

cos editum est, in prima dicitur, quasi

jam pulsis haereticorum tenebris.--—

Ad id editum est Symbolum Atha

nasii quod specialiter contra haereticos

se opposuit. Johan. Januens. in voce

symbolum.

* Articulorum Fidei Christianorum

saltem simplicem habeant intellectum,

prout in Psalmo, Quicumque vult, et in

utroque Symbolo continentur. Synod.

Earon. Spelm. Conc. vol. ii. p. 370.

t. In a MS. of Trinity College,

(called Rythmus Anglicus,) written

about 1180, is a copy of the Apostles'

Creed, and another of the Lord's

Prayer, with these titles: The Salm

the Me Clepeth Crede: The Salm that

is cleped primr. This manner of speak

ing seems to have been borrowed from

the Germans: for Otfridus, as is ob

served by Lambecius, gives the name

of a Psalm to the Apostles' Creed.

Lambec. Catal. vol. ii. p. 760.

* Nota, quod triplex est Symbolum.

Primum est Symbolum Apostolorum,

3. vocatur Symbolum minus—

ecundum Symbolum est, Quicumque

vult salvus esse, &c. ab Athanasio, Pa

triarcha Alexandrino, in civitate Tre

viri compositum—Tertium est Ni

canum quod—vocatur Symbolum

majus. Gul. Durant. Rational. Divin.

Offic. lib. iv. cap. 25.

* Tria sunt Symbola : primum

Apostolorum; secundum, Nicaeni

Concilii; tertium, Athanasii. Pri

mum, factum est ad fidei instructio

mem. Secundum, ad fidei explana

tionem. Tertium, ad fidei defensio

mem. Ludolph. Saw. de Vit. Christi,

cap. lxxxiii. p. 732.
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1337. William of Baldensal, or Boldesale, a German knight,

ought here to be mentioned; as being the first writer extant

that ascribes the Creed to Eusebius (of Verceil in Piedmont)

along with Athanasius. The reason, I presume, was, the better

to account for the Creed's being originally Latin. Baldensal's

treatise, being the History of Piedmont, wherein he makes the

remark, is not yet published, I suppose: but Cardinal Bona

informs us that the manuscript was, in his time, in the library of

the Duke of Savoy at Turiny.

1360. Manuel Caleca, a Latinizing Greek, wrote a treatise

upon the Principles of the Catholic Faith, published by Combeñs,

in his new Auctarium to the Bibliotheca Patrum, tome the

second, where we find some passages to our present purpose;

particularly this, that Caleca ascribes the Creed to Athanasius,

and supposes it to have been presented by him to Pope Julius’.

I know not whether he be not the first writer that mentions

that circumstance, nor whether he reports it from others, or

from his own invention.

1360. About the same time Johannes Cyparissiota, surnamed

the Wise, wrote his Decads, which are published in Latin, in the

Bibliotheques, of Turrianus's version. What we are to observe

from him is, that he cites this Creed in the name of Athanasius,

and as if it were made at the Council of Nicea. It seems, after

it once passed current that Athanasius was the author, there

was great variety of conjectures about the place where, and the

time when, he composed or presented this Creed.

1439. I shall mention but one more, as late as the Council of

Florence, or a little later; and that is Johannes (afterwards

Josephus) Plusiadenus, a Latinizing Greek, who wrote a Dialogue

in Defence of the Latins. What is observable in him is, that

he makes the Creed to have been presented by Athanasius to

Pope Liberius, instead of Juliusb.

y In hoc autem Symbolo, sive com

ponendo, sive e Graeco in Latinum

traducendo, adjutorem fuisse Athana

sio Eusebium, Vercellensem Episco

pum, refert Gulielmus Baldesanus in

historia_Pedemontana, quae manu

scripta Taurini asservatur in biblio

theca Ducis Sabaudiae, ex tabulario

Vercellensis Ecclesiae. Bona de Divin.

Psalm. cap. xvi. sect. 18. p. 864.

* Tatºrmv yūp éâv på ris morrós ri

arretorm, orwönual oi 8warau, &c & Heyas

'A6avāortos év ri, mpès 'Iow\tov mántav

"Póplms ris trio reos éuoMoyia mpooré6m

kev. Manuel Calec. de Fid. c. 10.

Confer eund. contr. Graec. lib. ii.

C. 20.

* MagnusAthanasius in Expositione

Fidei, in prima synodo, ait, &c. Joan.

Cypariss. Decad. ix. c. 3. Bibl. PP.

tom. xxi.

* ‘O 6eios ré àvri kai ispès'A6avá.

glos, ºri, ČuoMoyia rijs avrov triarsos,

ńv čé6ero mpôs Aubéptov IIántav, is ,

K 2
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I have now come low enough with the ancient testimonies,

if I may be allowed so to call those of the later times. A few

of the first and earliest might have sufficed, had I no other point

in view but the mere antiquity of the Creed: but, as my design

is to treat of its reception also, in various places, and at various

times, and to lay together several kind of evidences which will

require others, both early and late, to clear up and explain them;

it was, in a manner, necessary for me to bring my accounts as

low as I have here done. Besides that several inferior, incidental

questions will fall in our way, for the resolving of which, most of

the testimonies I have here cited will be serviceable in their turn;

as will appear more fully in the sequel. I have omitted several

testimonies of the later centuries, such as I thought might con

veniently be spared, either as containing nothing but what we

had before from others more ancient, or as being of no use for

the clearing up any that we have, or for the settling any point

which will come to be discussed in the following sheets. The

rule I have set myself in making the collection, and which I

have been most careful to observe, was to take in all those, and

none but those, which are either valuable for their antiquity, or

have something new and particular upon the subject, or may

strike some light into any doubtful question thereunto relating.

I shall shut up this chapter, as I did the former, with a table,

representing in one view the sum and substance of what has

been done in it. The several columns will contain the year of

our Lord, the authors here recited, the country where they lived,

and the title or titles by them given to the Creed. The titles

ought to appear in their original language wherein they were

written; which my English reader may the more easily excuse,

since they have most of them been given in English above,

where it was more proper to do it. The use of such a table will

be seen as often as a reader has a mind to look back to this

chapter, or to compare several evidences of different kinds,

proving the same thing, one with another.

dpx),öorris àv6oënratorwöval rômvsö- roi, viot, &c. Joan. Plusiad. apud Com

pia rö dytov pnaiv, drà rod trarpès kai befts. not. in Calec. p. 297.
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A.D. |

ςτο!

760 | Articles Inqu. Regino

794 |

Authors.

Council of Autun

Counc. Frankfort

809 i Theodulphus

803 | Anonymous

809

820 ]

820 |

852

865

868

868

871 |

889

960

907 ;

1047

II30 |

1146 !

1171

ii;i |

iiô

1200

12:30

1233

1240

1250

1255

1286

128G

1287

1330

1337

1360

1360

1439

Moraks of M. Olivet

Hatto, or Hetto

Agobardus

Hincmar

Anscharius

Bertram

AEneas Paris.

Adalbertus

Riculphus

Ratherius

Abbo, or Albo

Gualdo

Honorius

Otho

Duke of Brunswick

Robertus Paululus

Beleth

Nic. Hydruntinus

Alexander Alens.

P. Gregory's Legates

Walter Cantelupe

Thom. Aquinas

Walter Kirkham

John Januensis

Durandus

Exon. Synod

Ludolphus

Baldensal

Man. Caleca

Joan. Cyparissiota

Joan. Plusiadenus

Country.

France

Germany

Germany

France

France

Judæa

France

France

France

' Germany

France

France

France

France

Italy

France

France

France

Bavaria

Germany

France

France

Italy

England

England

Italy

England

Italy

France

England

Saxony.

Germany

Greece

Greece

Greece

Title of the Creed.

Fides Sancti Athanasii Præsulis.

Sermo Athanasii Episcopi de Fide.

Fides Catholica Sanctæ Trinitatis.

i Expositio Catholicæ Fidei Athanasii.

| Fides Sancti Athanasii.

| Fides Sancti Athanasii.

Sermo Athanasii de Fide

Athanasii Symbolum.

l Athanasii Fides Catholica.

| Libellus Athanasii de Fide.

Athanasii Fides Catholica.

| Sermo Beati Athanasii.

Sermo Fidei Catholicae

Sermo Athanasii Ep. de Fide Trinitatis.

| Fides secundum Athanasium.

| Fides Catholica Athanasio adscripta.

| Fides Quicunque vult.

, Quicunque vult &c.

| Athanasii Symbolum Fidei.

i Quicunque vult &c.

' Athanasii Symbolum.

toû áytov 'A9avartov ria rus ii Ka0oAwfi.

, Athanasii Symbolum.
|

.

.

.

1

*Ex8earus rfjs riorrews.

Psalmus Quicunque &c.

, Athanasii Manifestatio Fidei.

Psalmus Quicunque &c.

Symbolum Athanasii.

| Athanasii Symbolum.

Psalmus Quicunque.

| Athanasii Symbolum.

' Athanasii Symbolum.

, 'H rjs rto rews δμολογία του 'Abawao-iov.

| Athanasii Expositio Fidei.

| 'H rijs riorreos όμολογία τοῦ 'A8avao-tov.
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CHAP. III.

Ancient Commentators and Paraphrasts upon the

Athanasian Creed.

ANCIENT comments, or paraphrases, may be properly men

tioned after ancient testimonies, being near akin to them, and

almost the same thing with them. I call none ancient but such

as were made before the year 1500; and therefore shall carry my

accounts no lower, nor quite so low, as that time.

A. D. 570. The first comment to be met with on this Creed is

one of the sixth century, composed by Venantius Fortunatus, an

Italian by birth, but one that travelled into France and Ger–

many, became acquainted with the most eminent scholars and

prelates all over the west, and was at length made Bishop of

Poictiers in France. His comment on this Creed has been

published from a manuscript about 600 years old *, out of the

Ambrosian library at Milan, by Muratorius, in his second tome

of Anecdota, in the year 1698. There can be no reasonable

doubt but that the comment really belongs to the man whose

name it bears. 1. Because in the same book there is also a

comment upon the Apostles' Creed y ascribed to Fortunatus,

and which is known to belong to Wenantius Fortunatus, and has

been before printed among his other works. 2. Because it

appears highly probable from what Venantius Fortunatus has

occasionally dropped in his other undoubted works”, that he

was really acquainted with the Athanasian Creed, and borrowed

* Est porro nobis in Ambrosiana

bibliotheca membranaceus codex an

nos abhinc ferme sexcentos manu de

scriptus; ut ex characterum forma,

aliisque conjecturis affirmari posse

mihi videtur. Heic, praeter alia opus

cula multa, tres Symboli expositiones

habentur, quarum unam tantum nunc

publici juris facio.

Prima ita inscribitur, Expositio Fi

dei Catholica”. Alteri nullus titulus

praefixus est. Postrema vero hunc

prae se fert; Erpositio Fidei Catho

lica. Fortunati. Fortunatus autem,

heic memoratus, alius a Venantio For

tunato non est, quem Insulae Pictavi

ensis Ecclesiae, quem Christianae poe

tices ornamenta aetermitate domarunt.

Murator. Anecdot. tom. ii. p. 228.

y Expositionem quoque continet

(cod. Ambrosianus) Apostolici Sym

boli, cum hac inscriptione: Incipit

expositio a Fortunato Presbytero con

scripta. Eadem vero est ac edita inter

Fortunati opera. Tum sequuntur ge

minae ejusdem Symboli explicationes.

Tres Orationis Dominicae, et dua

Athanasiani Symboli expositiones in

certis auctoribus scriptae. Tandem,

uti diximus, Expositio Fidei Catholicae

Fortunati legitur. Quocirco quin ad

Venantium quoque Fortunatum opus

culum hoc sit referendum, nullus du

bito. Murator. ibid. p. 331.

* Praeclarum in primordio ponitur

calestis testimonii fundamentum, quia
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expressions from it. 3. Because in the expositions of the Apo

stles and Athanasian Creeds, there is great similitude of style,

thoughts, and expressions; which shews that both are of the

same hand, and indeed, the other circumstances considered,

abundantly proves it. It would burden my margin too much,

otherwise it were easy to give at least half a dozen plain speci

mens, where either the expressions or turn of thought, or both,

are exactly parallel. Such as think it of moment to examine,

may easily be satisfied by comparing the comment on the Apo

stles' Creed, in the tenth tome of the last Bibliotheque, with the

comment on the Athanasian, in Muratorius. 4. I may add, that

the tenor of the whole comment, and the simplicity of the style

and thoughts, are very suitable to that age, and more so than to

the centuries following. These reasons convince me that this

comment belongs to Venantius Fortunatus, composed by him

after his going into France, and before he was Bishop of Poic

tiers: and so we may probably fix the date of it about the year

57o, or perhaps higher. There is an older manuscript copy of

this comment (as I find by comparing) in the Museum at Oxford,

among Junius's manuscripts, number 25*. I am obliged to the

very worthy and learned Dr. Haywood, for sending me a tran

script of it, with a specimen of the character. It is reasonably

judged to be about 8oo years old. It wants, in the beginning,

about ten or a dozen lines: in the other parts it agrees with

Muratorius's copy, saving only some slight insertions, and such

carious lections as are to be expected in different manuscripts

not copied one from the other. From the two copies compared

may be drawn out a much more correct comment than that which

Muratorius has given us from one; as will be shewn at the end

of this work.

I intimated above, that Muratorius supposes this Venantius

Fortunatus to be the author, not of the comment only, but Creed

salvus esse non poterit, qui recte de Non sua confundens, sibi nostra sed

salute non crediderit. Fortunat. Ea'- omnia nectens.

pos. Symb. Apost. Bibl. PP. tom. x. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Non Deus in carnem versus, Deus ac- De Patre natus habens divina, hu

cipit artus: manaque matris,

Nonse permutans, sed sibi membra De Patre sublimis, de genetrice

levans. humilis.

Unus in ambabus naturis, verus in Venant. Fortun. lib. viii.

ipsis carm. 5. Bibl. P. tom. x.

AEqualis matri hinc, par Deitate . * The title, Expositio in Fide Ca

Patri. tholica.
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also. But his reasons, which plead strongly for the former, are

of no force at all in respect of the latter: which he is so sensible

of himself, that while he speaks with great assurance of the one,

he is very diffident of the otherb. And indeed, not to mention

several other considerations standing in the way of his conjec

ture, who can imagine Venantius Fortunatus to have been so vain,

as, after commenting on the Lord's Prayer and Apostles' Creed,

to fall to commenting upon a composition of his own 2

This comment of Fortunatus is a great confirmation of what

hath been above cited from the Council of Autum : for if the Creed

was noted enough to deserve a comment upon it so early as the

year 570, no wonder if we find it strongly recommended by that

Council in the year 670, a hundred years after. And it is ob

servable that, as that Council recommends the Apostolical and

Athanasian Creeds, without saying a word of the Nicene; so

Fortunatus, before them, comments upon those two only, taking

no notice of the third.

I cannot take leave of this comment, without observing to the

reader, that in Pareus's notes on this Creed, I have met with a

passage which I am not well able to account for. He cites a

comment upon this Creed, under the name of Euphronius Pres

byter c, does not say whether from a print or a manuscript :

but the words he produces are in this very comment of Fortu

natus. Who this Euphronius is, I can no where find; nor whe

ther an ancient or modern writer. There was an Euphronius

Presbyter, (mentioned by Gregory of Tours,) who lived in the

fifth century, and was at length Bishop of Autun : but I never

heard of any writings of his, more than an epistle ascribed to

him and Lupus of Troyes. There was another Euphronius, who

was bishop of Tours, with whom Fortunatus had some intimacy.

Whether his name, appearing in any manuscript copy of Fortu

natus's tracts, might occasion the mistake, I know not. Bruno's

comment has the very same passage which Pareus cites, only in

a different order of the words: but neither will this help us to

account for its being quoted under the name of Euphronius

b Hujus Symboli auctor esse potuit

Venantius Fortunatus: saltem fuit

hujus Erpositionis auctor. Murator.

p. 217.

Non ita meis conjecturis plaudo, ut

facilius non arbitrer Expositionem po

tius quam Symbolum huic auctori tri

buendum. Murator. p. 231.

• Euphronius Presbyter in expo

sitione hujus Symboli Athanasii, Fi

des, inquit, Catholica, seu universalis,

dicitur ; Hoc est, recta, quam Eccle

sia universa tenere debet. Darid.

Parei not... ad Symb. Athan. p. 118.

edit. an. 1635. The words are not in

the edition of 1627.
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*Presbyter, which has no similitude with the name of Bruno,

Bishop of Wurtzburgh. I would not however omit the mention

ing this note of Pareus, because a hint may sometimes lead

to useful discoveries; and others may be able to resolve the

doubt, though I am not.

852. Our next Commentator, or rather Paraphrast, is Hinc

mar of Rheims: not upon the whole Creed, but upon such parts

only as he had occasion to cite. For his way is to throw in

several words of his own, as explanatory notes, so far as he quotes

the Creedd: and he sometimes does it more than he ought to

have done, to serve a cause against Gothescalcus: which I may

hint, in passing; to say more of it would be foreign to our pre

sent purpose.

1033. S. Bruno, Bishop of Wurtzburgh in Germany, has a

formal comment, and much larger than Fortunatus's, upon the

Athanasian Creed. It is at the end of his Psalter, and has been

several times printed with it. Father Le Long reckons up six

editionse, in this order: 1. At Nuremberg, in folio A. D.

1494. 2. By Antonius Koberger, in quarto, A. D. 1497. 3. By

Cochleus, at Wurtzburgh, in quarto, A. D. 1531. 4. At Leipsic,

in quarto, 1533. In the Cologne Bibliotheque, A. D. 1618.

tom. xi. 6. In the Lyons Bibl. PP. A. D. 1677. tom. xviii.

The old editions are scarce, and not easy to be met with. I

have seen two of them in our public library of Cambridge,

those of 1494 and 1533. There is an elegant one of the former

(as I conceive by the description sent me by a learned gentle

man) in the Bodleian at Oxford: it is in vellum, in a black and

red letter, reserved among the manuscripts, and marked Laud,

E. 81. The title, at the beginning, Fides Anastasii; at the end,

Fides Athanasii. The two editions of 1497 and 1531 I never

saw. I have seen one by Antonius Koberger, in quarto, bearing

date A. D. 1494f, in the Bodleian, marked F. 40. Bishop Usher

makes mention of an edition in 1531 g, and seems to have known

* Vid. Hincmari Oper. tom. i. p.

452, 464, 469, 552, 553. -

* Commentarii in totum Psalterium

et in Cantica Wet. et Nov. Testamen

ti, in fol. Norembergae, 1494. In 4to.

per Antonium Koburger 1497. Idem

a Joan. Cochleo restitutum in 4to.

Herbipoli 1531. Lipsiae 1533. Bibl.

PP. Coloniensis et Lugdunensis. Le

Long, Bibl. Bibl. tom. ii. p. 654.

f Per Antonium Koberger im

pressum anno incarnationis Deitatis

millesimo quadringentesimo, nonage

simo quarto, finit feliciter.

& Psalterii editio vulgata Latina,

obelis et asteriscis distincta, cum Bru

nonis Herbipolensis Episcopi com

mentariis, anno 1531. a Johanne

Cochlaeo in lucem estemissa. Usser. de

editione LXX Interpr. p. 104.
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of none older. I should have suspected 1531 to be a false print *

for 1533, had not Le Long confirmed it, that there is such an

edition as 1531, and named the place where it was printed: though

I cannot but observe that he makes a folio of it in his first tomeh,

and a quarto in the second; which is to me an argument that

he had never seen it, but perhaps took the hint from Usher.

But leaving the printed editions of this comment of Bruno's, let

us next say something of the manuscripts of it, and their dif

ferences from the prints, or from each other. There are many

manuscript copies, which I shall mention in order.

1. The first and most valuable manuscript is in the library of

Wurtzburgh, as old as the author, left by him as a legacy to

that church. The first printed edition (if I mistake not) was

taken from that very original manuscripti; which at the lowest

computation must be 68o years old. The title of the Creed,

Fides Catholica S. Athanasii Episcopi.

2. There is a second, which I have seen in Trinity College in

Cambridge, annexed to a Psalter described at large by the

learned Mr. Wanley, in his Catalogue", and judged by him to

have been written about the time of King Stephen. So that

this is about a hundred years later than the former, or about

58o years old; no title to the Creed.

3. There is a third, of much the same age with the former,

of some years older, in the Bodleian at Oxford, marked Laud.

H. 61. the title of the Creed, Fides Catholica Sancti Athanasii

Episcopi.

4. In the Bodleian also is another, (Laud. E. 71. Catal. N.

994.) Athanasii Symbolum cum Glossa. This, as I am certified

by a learned gentleman, is Bruno's comment. The title of the

Creed, Fides Sancti Athanasii Episcopi.

5. In Merton College is another, an ancient copy of Bruno's

comment. Catal. N. 675–208.

h Psalterium vetus obelis et aste- Preciosum istum thesaurum poste

riscis distinctum, cum commentariis

S. Brunonis, studio Joannis Cochlaei

editum, in fol. Herbipoli, 1531. in

4to. Lipsiae 1533. Le Long, tom. i.

• 274.

i Posteris filiis suis (S. Bruno)

memorabilem et sanctum Psalmorum

librum, ea quo ille impressus est, sump

tuose scriptum, quasihaereditatis spiri

tualisnonminimamportionem reliquit.

Prolog. ad editionem anni 1494.

ritati post sereliquit, et quidem insigni

scriptura sumptuose descriptum—

extat donum illud memorabile et con

spicuum in locuplete antiquorum

voluminum bibliotheca Herbipolensis

Ecclesiae: quod sane religiosa pietate,

velut haereditas quaedam hujus Sancti

Patris custoditur. Joan. Coch. pro

log. ad edit, an. 1533.

k Wanleii Catalog. MSS. Septentr.

p. 168.
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6. In St. John Baptist's College, Oxon. (Catal. N. 1874. G.

42. Commentarius in Symbolum Athanasii. By the beginning

and concluding words, (a transcript of which has been sent me

by a worthy member of that society,) I am well assured that it

is Bruno's comment.

7. There is another in Balliol College, (Catal. N. 210. marked

B.I.) Athanasii Symbolum cum Commentario.

8. Another I have seen in the Cathedral library at York,

which may be 500 years old. No title. -

9. There is another, in the library of St. German de Prez,

about 500 years old. Montfaucon, having met with it, published

it! as an anecdoton; not knowing that it was Bruno's comment.

It is not indeed quite so full, nor anything near so correct as the

printed copies: but still it is plainly Bruno's comment. The

title, Tractatus de Fide Catholica.

io. There is also, in my Lord Oxford’s library, a modern

manuscript of this comment, written at Augsburg in the year

1547, copied from Bruno's original manuscript, (by order of

Charles Peutenger, son to the famous Conrad,) where the title

is, Fides Catholica Sancti Anastasii Episcopi. The mistake of

Anastasii for Athanasii, we find, had crept into the German

copies some centuries before: wherefore this is not to be won

dered at. All the older copies, as well as the original manu

script, have Athanasii in the title, where there is a title, and

Athanasius in the beginning of the comment.

The manuscripts which I have here recited, all but the first,

seem now to be of no great use; if it be true, as I suppose, that

the first prints were taken from the very original at Wurtz

burgh. It is certain that they are very imperfect and incorrect,

(I have collated three of them,) in comparison of the printed

copies: I could not observe above two or three places, and

those not very material, where the printed copies seem to have

followed a false reading, or may be corrected by those manu

scripts. One thing I a little wondered at, that the three manu

scripts of St. German's, Trinity College, and York, should all

leave out some paragraphs, which appear in the printed copies,

and the same paragraphs: but I have since found, that those

very paragraphs were taken out of Fortunatus's comment, and

belong not properly to Bruno's. This, I presume, the first

* Montfaucon, Athanas. Oper. tom. ii. p. 735.
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copiers understood, and therefore omitted them. Probably

Bruno's own copy might at first want them, (though they must

have been added soon after,) or if Bruno himself inserted them,

yet he had left some mark of distinction, which was understood

at that time; though not by the editors of this comment so many

years after. But to proceed.

1 120. In the next age, the famous Peter Abelard wrote com

ments upon this Creed: which are printed amongst his other

works. The title in the prints is, Petri Abaélardi Expositio

Fidei, in Symbolum Athanasii. I suspect that the editor has

added the latter part, in Symbolum Athanasii, as a hint to the

reader. The comment is a very short one, scarce three pages in

quarto, and, for the age it was wrote in, a pretty good one;

though, as I conceive from some flaws in it, printed from a copy

not very correct.

1170. Of the same century is Hildegarde, the celebrated

Abbess of St. Rupert's Mount, near Binghen, on the Rhine. She

wrote explications of St. Benedict's Rule, and of the Athanasian

Creed: which may be seen, Bibl. PP. tom. xxiii. p. 596.

1210. Simon Tornacensis, Priest of Tournay, in the beginning

of the thirteenth century, taught divinity at Paris, with great

reputation. His manuscript works are in many libraries: and,

among his other writings, there is an Exposition of the Atha

nasian Creedm. Oudin reckons up four manuscript copies of it,

in as many distinct libraries, and acquaints us where they are to

be found, and of what age they probably are.

1215. Contemporary with the former is Alexander Neckham,

an Englishman, Abbot of Cirencester, or Circeter, in Gloucester

shire. He wrote a comment on the Athanasian Creed, which is

extant in manuscript in the Bodleian at Oxford, (marked E. 7.

8. Catal. N. 2339.) coeval probably with the author.

There is another copy of the same comment, in the Bodleian

also, E. 6. 1 1. n. 2330. The title, Expositio Fidei Catholicae a

Magistro Alexandro edicta. This copy is about fifty years

later than the former. It may be of use to note down the first

words of the comment". It is drawn up in the scholastic way,

m Expositio Symboli, per Simonem rationem. Oudin. tom. iii. p. 30.

Tornacensis Ecclesiae Canonicum, et n Haec est enim victoria quae win

Parisiensem Doctorem, quae sic inci- cit mundum, fides nostra. Signanter

pit: Apud Aristotelem argumentum dicit vult, et non dicit, Quicumque sal

estratio faciens fidem, sed apud Chris- vus erit.

tum argumentum est fides faciens
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and is pretty large, making ten folio leaves with double columns,

in E. 7, 8. and four folio leaves with three columns, and a very

small hand, in E. 6. 11.

1230. Not long after, Alexander Hales, before mentioned,

wrote comments upon the same Creed, which are published in

his Summa, part the third, under Quaest. 69. His method of

commenting is, to raise doubts and scruples all the way he goes,

and to answer them in the scholastic form: referring sometimes

to the Fathers of the Church, and particularly to St. Austin: to

whom he ascribes Gennadius's treatise De Ecclesiasticis Dog

matibus, according to the common error of that time. But I

proceed.

1340. There is another commentary upon this Creed, written,

as is said, by Richardus Hampolus, Richard Rolle of Hampole,

a native of Yorkshire, and a monk of the order of St. Austin.

It contains, in a manner, Bruno's comment entire, with several

additions and insertions either of the author’s own, or such as he

had borrowed elsewhere. It has been twice printed, first at

Cologne in the year 1536, and afterwards in the Bibliotheca

Patrum, Lugdun. tom. xxvi. p. 624.

I am in doubt concerning the author of that comment, having

reason to believe that the three copies mentioned by Tentzelius",

preserved in the Gotha, Basil, and Leipsic libraries, are so many

copies of this very comment which passes under the name of

Hampole: and yet one of them is judged to be above 500 years

olderp than 1686, which is 150 years before Hampole's days.

It is possible that Joachim Fellerus, the compiler of the catalogue

of the Leipsic library, might mistake in judging of the age of

the manuscript: but it appears much more probable that the

editors of that comment were mistaken in ascribing it to Ham

pole. However that be, I would here observe, that there is in

o Tentzel. Jud. Eruditor. Praefat.

et p. 224.

p Tentzelius writes thus:

Opportune ad manus meas pervenit

Responsio Ampl. Felleri, qua ratio

nem codicis Latini Lipsiensis in prae

fatione a me citati prolixius exposuit.

Ait enim, membranaceum istum codi

cem ante CCCCC annos et ultra, ele

ganter scriptum videri; additasetiam

esse non interlineares tantum notas,

sed et marginales utrinque; in dertro

videlicet et sinistro paginarum latere:

Rubricam autem Symboli nostri ita

se habere; Fides Anastasii Papae. In

deatro prima paginae haec legi verba:

Haec ratio Fidei Catholicae traditur

in veteribus codicibus, et reliqua, quae

antea ex MS. bibliothecae ducalis at

tuli. Unde patet, easdem plane glossas

in utroque codice reperiri; praesertim

quum in sinistro alterius margine, haec

etiam verba legi referat Fellerus: Hic

beatus Anastasius liberum arbitrium

posuit, &c. Tentzel. p. 225.

_ - 2
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Magdalen College, in Oxford, a comment entitled, Expositio in

Symbolum Athanasianum per Januensem, (N.Catal. 2256—115.)

which is no other than this very comment that passes in the

prints under the name of Richard Hampole. The Catalogue's

ascribing it to Januensis was owing, I suppose, to an occasional

passage in that manuscript, relating to the Athanasian Creed,

cited from Johannes Januensis's Catholicon, or Dictionary, under

the word symbolum. The comment however, I say, is the same

with that which passes for Hampole's, as may plainly appear

from the beginning of it, which I have transcribed into the

marging; only filling up an omission in it, occasioned, as is very

common, by the repetition of the same word. There may be a

good use made of that manuscript in Magdalen College, for

correcting the printed copy, which is very faulty, both in words

and order. The comment ought to begin as it begins in that

manuscript; and not with the words, Hic beatus Athanasius, as

in the prints. The editors did not understand, or did not

consider, the nature and composition of that comment. The

author, whoever he was, had made two columns, one on each

hand, with the Athanasian Creed in the middle. On the left

hand, which is the first place, he set Bruno's, comment, and on

the right hand, in the other column, he carried down another

comment either of his own or borrowed. The first note on the

right hand was plainly designed for an introduction to the rest,

and therefore ought to be set first; though the editor's consider

ing only the position of the notes, began from the left hand, with

the first words of Bruno's comment. The Oxford copy observes

the true natural order, and may very probably be of good use

all the way through, for the better digesting and methodizing

that comment, or comments, being in reality two comments

mixed and blended together.

I should observe of the Oxford copy, that after the comment

there is, in the same hand, this note: Haec conscripta sunt a quo

dam antiquo libro. Possibly this may be of some use for the deter

mining whether that comment be really Hampole's or no. For if

q Haec ratio Fidei Catholicae traditur

etiam in veteribus codicibus a beato

Athanasio Alexandrino conscripta.

Et puto, quod idcirco tam plano et

brevi sermone tradita sit, ut omnibus

Catholicis, et minus eruditis, tutamen

defensionis praestaret adversus illam

tempestatem [Quam contrarius ventus,

hoc est, Diabolus, excitavit per Ar

rium; quam tempestatem] qui fugere

desiderat, hanc fidei unitatem (al. re

ritatem) integram et inviolabilem

teneat. Ita enim incipit ipsum opus

culum, dicens, Quicumque vult salvus,

&c. Hic beatus Athanasius liberum

arbitrium posuit, &c.
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the manuscript be not much later than 1415, (it must be so late,

since it fixes that very date to Dr. Ullerston's Exposition of the

Six Psalms,) it may be probably argued that anything of Ham

pole's, who flourished but about eighty years before, would not

have been called antiquus liber, an ancient book. But this I leave

to further inquiries, not insisting upon it, since the argument is

but probable at the best; and I do not know but the manuscript

may be several years later than 1415, though hardly later than

the middle of that century. Ullerston is undoubtedly the latest

author in that collection. Petrus Florissiensis, or Floreffiensis,

(otherwise called Petrus de Harentals,) wrote in 1374 : Janu

ensis Gorrham, Lyra, and Hampole are all older than he the

last therefore is Ullerston, who was probably still living when

that manuscript was written. But enough of this.

1380. To the Latin comments here mentioned I may add an

English one, which I may suppose to be Wickliffs. If it be not

his, yet certainly it is of his time, and not far from the middle

of the fourteenth century. I will first give some account of

this English comment, and then shew both why I ascribe it to

Wickliff, and why I do it not with full assurance, but with some

degree of diffidence. I first met with it in a manuscript volume

(in 12mo) belonging to the library of St. John's College in

Cambridge. The volume contains an English version of the

Psalms and Hymns of the Church, with the Athanasian Creed

produced paragraph by paragraph in Latin, interspersed with an

English version of each paragraph, and commented upon quite

through, part by part. After the comment, follow Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Wisdom, and Ecclesiasticus, all in

old English, without gloss or comment. Now the reasons why

I incline to ascribe the comment to Wickliff are these :

1. Dr. Langbaine, of Queen's College in Oxford, in a letter to

Bishop Usher, bearing date A. D. 1647, testifies that he had

seen such a comment, and that he found it to be Wickliff's, by

comparing the beginning of it with Bales. This, very probably,

is the same comment; though there is no such manuscript

now in Magdalen College, Oxon, as was in Dr. Langbaine's time.

* See Oudin, tom. iii. p. 1218. nasius's Creed; which I presently con

* While I was there, (in Magdalen jectured (though there be no name to

College Library,) tumbling amongst it) to be Wickliff's. And comparing the

their books, I light upon an old beginning with Bale, found that I had

English comment upon the Psalms, not erred in the conjecture. Lang

the Hymns of the Church, and Atha- baine, among Usher's Letters, p. 513.
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2. All those parts of Scripture which go before and after this

comment, in the same volume, are of the same version with that

of Wickliff's Bible in the library of Emanuel College, without

any difference, (except that St. John's copy, being older, retains

the more ancient spelling,) as I am well assured by comparing

them together: so that if those parts be Wickliff's, it may

appear very probable that the comment is his too. Indeed, our

very learned Wharton was of opinion, that the version commonly

ascribed to Wicklifft was really John Trevisa's ; who flourished

in the time of Richard the Second, was a Cornish man by birth,

and Vicar of Berkely in Gloucestershire, about the year 1387":

in which year he finished his translation of the Polychronicon.

But Mr. Wharton's reasonings in this matter have appeared to

others not satisfactoryx, and have in part been confutedy. I

shall not enter far into that dispute, being almost foreign to my

purpose: and it is not very material whether Wickliff or Trevisa

(if either) be judged the author of the comment. This only I

may observe, by the way, that Mr. Wharton’s argument drawn

from the Norfolk manuscript of the Gospels, (Cod. 254.) which

he is positive belongs to Wickliff, appears to be of some weight,

so far as concerns the New Testament; and the inference may

reach to several parts of the Old Testament also. Either Mr.

Wharton must have been mistaken in ascribing the Norfolk

copy to Wickliff, or else, for any thing I see, his argument will

stand good. The characteristic which he lays down whereby to

distinguish Wickliff's version (namely, the frequent insertion of

synonymous words) will by no means agree with the common ver

sion: and then the specimen he gives of the two different render

ings of Luke ii. 7. is directly contrary”. But a fuller discussion

of that point may be left with those who have more leisure, and

t Wharton Auctarium Histor. Dog

*:::: 426.

* In that year he finished his ver

sion of Higden's Polychronicon, as the

manuscripts testify; and as is plain

from its in. finished in the thirty

fifth year of Thomas Lord Berkley,

the fourth of that name, which agrees

exactly with that year, and with no

other.

* Oudin. Comment. de Scriptor.

Eccles. vol. iii. p. 1044.

y yº. Le Long, Bibl. Bibl. vol. i.

. 420.

P.; Wicklefus sic reddit: “And put

“tide him in a cratche; for place was

“not to him in the comyn stable.”

Alterinterpres sic: “And leide him

“in a cratche; for there was no place

“to him in no chaumbre.” Wharton,

p. 426.

I have a manuscript of the New

Testament, belonging to our college

library, which reads Luke ii. 7. ac

cording to the first reading, and which

has many instances of synonymous in

sertions every where: it is a different

version from that which is commonly

ascribed to Wickliff.
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have more particularly studied it. I am content to suppose that

the common version ascribed to Wickliff is really his: perhaps

he might give two editions of its; or else Trevisa's may be little

more than Wickliff's version, corrected and polished with great

liberty, both as to sense and expression, where it appeared

needful. That Trevisa really did translate the whole Bible into

English is positively asserted by Caxton, in his preface to Tre

visa's Translation of Higden's Polychroniconb; and by Balee,

who gives us the first words of the preface to it. To proceed.

3. A third reason I have for the ascribing the comment to

Wickliff is, that some parts of it seem to suit exactly with his

humour, and manner, and way of thinking; particularly the gird

upon popes and cardinals in the closed.

Nevertheless, I am far from being positive in this matter:

much may be offered to take off the force of these reasons, or to

counterbalance them. 1. This very comment is annexed to a

manuscript commentary upon the Psalms and Hymns of the

Church, now in Trinity College library in Cambridge: which

commentary appears not to be Wickliff's, though supposed to

be his by Mr. Whartone. The English version of the Psalms

going along with that commentary is not the same with that of

Wickliff's Bible: I have compared them. The commentary, and

version too, are reasonably judged to be Hampole's. I find by

* Patet,aut antiquiorem ſuisse quan

dam S. Scripturae translationem An

glicam, aut duplicem fuisse transla

tionis Wiclevianae editionem. Whar

ton. Auctor. Hist. Dogm. p. 436.

* Ranulph monke of Chestre first

auctour of this book, and afterward

Englished by one Trevisa Vicarye of

Barkley; which atte request of one Sr.

Thomas Lord Barkley translated this

sayd book, the Byble, and Bartylmew

de Proprietatibus Rerum out of Latyn

into Englysh. Carton. Prohemye to

his edit. 1482.

* In Anglicum idioma, ad petitio

nem praedicti sui Domini de Barkeley,

transtulit totum bibliorum opus :

utrumque Dei Testamentum lib. ii.

(His preface beginning), “Ego Jo

“hannes Trevisa Sacerdos.” Bal.

cent. vii. c. 18. p. 518.

N. B. Bale seems to be mistaken

in saying that Trevisa continued the

Polychr. to 1397. For Trevisa ended

with 1357. And Caxton declares that

WATERLAND, VOL. III.

himself continued the history for 103

years further, to 1460.

d And algif this Crede accorde unto

Prestis, netheles the higher Prelatis,

as Popis and Cardynals, and Bisshops

shulden more specially kunne this

Crede, and teche it to men undir

hem. Comm. on the Athan. Creed.

Compare some words of Wickliff's

Bileve. -

I suppose, over this, that the Pope

be most oblishid to the keping of the

Gospel among all men that liven here;

for the Pope is highest Vicar that

Christ has fºr. in erth. Collier, Eccl.

Hist, vol. i. p. 728.

e Commentarius in Psalmos, alios

que Sacrae Scripturae ac Liturgiae

Ecclesiasticae Hymnos. MS. in Col

legio S. Trinitatis Cantab. F. Com

mentarius in priores 89 Psalmos ha

betur MS. in Bibliotheca Lambethana.

Wharton. sub Wicklef. Append, ad

Cav. H. L. p. 54.
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a note left in a blank page at the beginning, (signed J. Russel,)

that there is a copy of this commentary in the Royal library,

(B. 15. 12.) but imperfect; the prologue the very same, and ex

pressly ascribed to Richard of Hampole: from whence it may be

justly suspected, that the comment upon the Athanasian Creed

at the end, appearing in part, (for two leaves are cut out.) is

Hampole's, as well as the rest. There is in Bennet library, in

Cambridge, another manuscript copy of the same commentary,

(marked 1–1. Catal. p. 69,) with the comment upon the Creed

entire. The prologue I found to be the same as in the other, as

also the comment on the first Psalm; by which I judge of the

restf. The comment on the Canticles at the end is likewise the

same ; only the Canticles are not all placed in the same order.

At the bottom of the second leaf of the commentary, there is

left this note, by an unknown hand: Author hujus libri, Richardus,

Heremita de Hampole. Now, if this commentary really be

Hampole's, of which I can scarce make any question, it will

appear highly probable that the comment on the Creed is his too.

2. What favours the suspicion is, that here the comment is

annexed to other comments in like form with itself, and not to

mere versions, as in the manuscript of St. John's library. Nay,

further, this comment on the Creed, as it appears in St. John's

copy, has the several parts of the Creed in Latin, and in red

letter, prefixed to the respective version and comment; just as

we find, in Hampole, the several parts of each Psalm exhibited

first in Latin, and in red letter: which circumstance is of some

weight. 3. Add to this, that there are some expressions in the

comment on the Creed very like to those which are familiar with

the author of that commentary on the Psalms: such as these;

“It is seid comunly, that ther ben &c. clerkis sein” thus and

thus; so that from similitude of style an argument may be

drawn in favour of Hampole, as well as for Wickliff. These

considerations suffer me not to be positive on the other side.

The comment may be Hampole's; or it may be Wickliff's ;

which latter opinion I the rather incline to for the reasons before

given, appearing to me something more forcible than the other.

And I may further observe, that there is in Sidney College in

Cambridge, a very old copy of Hampole's commentary, which

Q. Whether there be not one or scripts, in the General Catalogue, N.

two more copies of the same in the 2438. 3085.

Bodleian. See the Bodleian Manu
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runs through the Psalms, and all the ordinary Hymns and

Canticles, but has no comment upon the Athanasian Creed

annexed, though the manuscript appears very whole and entire.

This makes me less inclinable to suspect the comment upon the

Creed being Hampole's; it is more probably Wickliff's, as I be

fore said. However it be, the comment may be useful: and if

it should prove Hampole's, it must be set forty years higher

than I have here placed it. The distance of thirty or forty years

makes no great alteration in any language: so that merely from

the language, especially in so small a tract, we can draw no

consequence to the author; excepting such peculiarities as may

have been rather proper to this or that man, than to this or

that time.

1478. To the comments before mentioned I may add one more,

a Latin one, printed, as I suppose, about the year 1478, though it

carries not its date with it. The author is Peter d'Osma, called

in Latin Petrus de Osomag, or Petrus Oxomensis, or Uxomensis.

The comment makes about seventy pages in quarto, and is drawn

up in the scholastic way, with good judgment and accuracy,

eonsidering the age it was written in. The book was lent me

by Mr. Pownall of Lincoln, a gentleman of known abilities, and

particularly curious in searching out and preserving any rare

and uncommon pieces, printed or manuscript. I do not find

that this comment has been at all taken notice of in any of our

Bibliotheques, or in any of the catalogues of the books printed

before 15oo. Even those that give account of the author, yet

seem to have known nothing of the printing of this piece.

Probably there were but very few copies, and most of them soon

destroyed upon the author's falling under censure in the year

1479. The author, if I judge right, was the same Peter Osma

who was Professor of Divinity in Salamanca, and adorned the

chair with great reputation for many years. He began to be

famous about the year 1444, and at length fell under the censure

of a provincial synod, held under Alphonsus Carrillus, Archbishop

of Toledo, in the year 1479.h. He was condemned for some

positions advanced in a book which he had written upon the

subject of Confession. The positions, nine in number, are such

* Commentaria Magistri Petri de coºnto Gering.

Osoma in Symbolum Quicumque cult, Nicol. Antonii Bibliotheca His

&c. finiumt feliciter. Impressaque pana Vetus, tom. ii. p. 203.

Parisiis per Magistrum Udulricum,

L 2.
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as every Protestant professes at this day", being levelled only at

the corruptions of Popery in doctrine and discipline: but the

good man was forced to submit and abjure, and to profess an

implicit belief in whatsoever was held for faith by the then Pope

Sixtus IV. Such, in short, is the account of our author, one of

the most learned and valuable men of his time, by confession

even of his enemies. At what particular time he composed his

comment on the Athanasian Creed, I cannot say: only that it

was between 1444 and 1479. I have placed it according to the

time it was printed, as nearly as I am able to judge of it.

These are all the ancient comments upon the Athanasian

Creed that I have hitherto met with or heard of; excepting only

such as have no certain author, or none mentioned.

Muratorius informs us of two comments without names, which

are in manuscript, in the Ambrosian library, near six hundred

years old. One of them bears for its title, Expositio Fidei

Catholicae; the other has no title. By the age of the manu

scripts (if Muratorius judges rightly thereof) one may be assured

that they are distinct and different from any of the comments

below Abelard; and that they are neither of them the same with

Bruno's or Fortunatus's may reasonably be concluded, because

Muratorius was well acquainted with both, and would easily

have discovered it. Whether either of them may prove to be

Abelard's, which has for its title Expositio Fider, and may suit

well with the age of the manuscripts, I know not. Muratorius,

while he makes mention of Bruno and Hildegardis, whose com

ments he had seen, says nothing of Abelard's : so that possibly

one of his manuscript comments may prove the same with that.

But if neither of them be the same with Abelard's, nor with each

other, they must be allowed to pass for two distinct comments,

whose authors are not yet known.

Nothing now remains, but to close this chapter with a table,

as I have the former, representing in one view a summary of

what is contained in it.

* See the positions and censure in Carranza. Summ. Concil. p. 88o, &c.
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A. D.

852

1033

1110

1 110

1120

1170

1210

1215

1230

1340

1380

1478

Commentators.

Wenant. Fortunatus

Hincmar

Bruno

MS. Ambrosian.

MS. alter Ambros.

Pet. Abaelardus

S. Hildegardis

Simon Tornacensis

Alex. Neckham.

Alexander Hales

Rich. Hampolus

John Wickliff

Petr. de Osoma

Country.

Poictiers

Rheims

Wurtzburgh

Italy

Italy

France

France

France

England

England

England

England

Spain

Title of Creed.

Fides Catholica.

Symbolum Athanasii.

Fides Catholica S. Athan. Episc.

Fides Catholica.

Symbolum Athanasii.

Symbolum Athanasii.

Fides Catholica.

Athanasii Symbolum.

Athanasii Symbolum.

Crede, or Salm, of Attanasie.

Athanasii Symbolum.
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CHAP. IV.

Latin Manuscripts of the Athanasian Creed.

I CONFINE myself in this chapter to the Latin manuscripts.

since the Creed was undoubtedly written originally in Latin:

and therefore the manuscripts in any other languages will be

more properly treated of in another chapter, among the cersions.

None of the learned at this day make any question but that the

Creed was originally a Latin composure. This they pretend to

be certain of, and unanimously agree in ; however doubtfully

they may speak of other things, or however they may differ in

their opinions about the age or author. Even those, many of

them, who have ascribed the Creed to Athanasius, have yet

been obliged by plain and irresistible evidence to acknowledge,

with the legates of Pope Gregory IXth, that it was originally

Latin. The style and phraseology of the Creed; its early recep

tion among the Latins, while unknown to the Greeks; the anti

quity and number of the Latin manuscripts, and their agreement

(for the most part) with each other, compared with the lateness,

scarceness, and disagreement of the Greek copies, all concur to

demonstrate that this Creed was originally a Latin composure,

rather than a Greek one: and as to any other language besides

these two, none is pretended. -

I proceed then to recount the Latin manuscripts as high as

we can find any extant, or as have been known to have been

extant; and as low as may be necessary or useful to our main

design.

A. D. 6oo. The oldest we have heard of is one mentioned

by Bishop Usher, which he had seen in the Cotton library, and

which he judged to come up to the age of Gregory the Greatj.

This manuscript has often been appealed to since Usher's time,

j Latino-Gallicum illud Psalterium

in Bibliotheca Cottoniana vidimus:

sicut et alia Latina duo, longe majoris

antiquitatis; in quibus, praeter Hym

num hunc (sc. Te Deum) sine ullo au

toris nomine, Hymni ad Matutinas,

titulo inscriptum, et Athanasianum

habebatur Symbolum, et Apostolicum

totidem omnino quot hodiernum no

strum continens Capitula. In priore,

quod Gregorii I. tempore non fuisse

recentius, tum ex antiquo picturae

º colligitur, tum ex literarum

orma grandiuscula, Athanasianum

quidem, Fidei Catholicae, alterum

vero Symboli Apostolorum praefert

titulum. In posteriore, quod Regis

AEthelstani aliquando fuit, Apostoli

cum, vice versa, Symbolum simpli

citer, alterum autem Fides Sancti

Athanasii Alexandrini nuncupatur.

Usser. de Symb. praef. p. 2, 3.
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and upon the credit of Usher, by the learned on this subject:

as particularly by Comber, L’Estrange, Tentzelius, Tillemont,

Le Quien, Muratorius, Natalis Alexander, and perhaps several

more. Montfaucon takes notice of Usher's manuscript; but

observes that Usher himself allowed the character to be much

later than the time of Gregoryk. Which would have been a

strange inconsistency in Usher, who forms his argument for the

antiquity of the manuscript from the character itself, and from

the ancient kind of picture. But Montfaucon is plainly mistaken,

confounding what Usher had said of another manuscript, in

Bennet library at Cambridge', with what he had said of the

Cotton manuscript at Westminster. The two manuscripts are

very distinct, and different as possible; nor has the Bennet

manuscript any Athanasian Creed in it: only its being called

Gregory's Psalter occasioned, I suppose, the mistake of making

it the same with the other. Tentzeliusm seems first to have con

founded them together: and probably Montfaucon followed him

implicitly, not having Usher at hand to consult; which would

immediately have discovered the fallacy. Were there no other

objection against Usher's manuscript beside what hath been

mentioned, all would be well. But it is of greater weight to

observe, that there is not, at this day, in the Cotton library any

such manuscript copy of the Athanasian Creed: nor indeed any

Latin Psalter that can come up to the age of Gregory, or near

it. There is an ancient Psalter (marked Vespasian A) written

in capitals, and illuminated; and which might perhaps by the

character be as old as the time of Gregory the Great; were it

not reasonable to think, from a charter of King Ethelbald,

written in the same hand, and at the same time, and formerly

belonging to itn, that it cannot be set higher than the date of

that charter, A. D. 736. But I should here observe, that

* Codicum omnium qui hactenus

visi memoratique sunt, antiquissimus

Usser. de Symb. p. 9.

in Tentzelii Judic. Eruditor. p. 49.

ille est qui ab, Usserio laudatur, a vo

Gregorii Magni conscriptus; si tamen

ea vere sit ejus MS. aetas: nam addit

Usserius,scripturamaeroGregoriilonge

esse posteriorem. Montf. Diatr.p. 721.

! In Psalterio Graeco Papae Gre

gorii, ut praefert titulus (scriptura

enim avo Gregorii longe est posterior)

Psalterio videlicet Graeco et Romano,

Latinis utroque literis descripto, quod

in Benedictini, apud Cantabrigienses,

collegii bibliotheca est reconditum.

Et Exercit. Select. p. 29.

n Constat vero ex Historia et Sy

nopsi Biblioth. Cottonianae, quam in

ingens reipublicae literariae beneficium

edidit, amplificandis bonis literis na

tus, doctissimus Thomas Smithus

noster, et indiculo Psalterii Latini in

majusculis scripti cum versione Sax

onica interlineari, quod notatur Ves

asian. A. I. Chartam hanc (AEthel

aldi R. Australium Saxonum) existo

MS. exscissam esse. Quod etiam il
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that charter is not in the larger capitals, as the Psalter itself is,

but in the smaller capitals, the same hand that the several

pieces in that manuscript, previous to the Psalter, are written

in : and how far this may affect our present argument, I cannot

say. Possibly the Psalter itself being in a different hand may

be older than those previous pieces; as it is certainly much

older than the additional pieces at the end, which are not in

capitals great or small.

This Psalter has the Te Deum annexed to it, with the title of

Hymnus ad Matutinum, as Usher's had; and also the Atha

nasian Creed, with the title of Fides Catholica; but both in a

very different and much later hand than that of the Psalter

itself; later by several centuries, as the very learned Mr. Wan

leyo judges, who sets the age of the Psalter about 1ooo years,

but of the Athanasian Creed, &c. at the time of the Norman

Conquest. A suspicion, however, may from hence arise, that this

very Psalter, with what belongs to it, might be the Psalter, &c.

which Usher spake of; especially since there is none other in

the Cotton library at all like it. But, on the contrary, it is to

be considered, that this manuscript has no Apostolical Creed at

all in it, which Usher affirms his to have had : nor has it the

Hymnus Matutinus, beginning with Gloria in excelsis Deo, which

Usher's also had p : nor is the Creed in capitals, as one would

imagine Usher's to have been by what he says of it. Neither

is it at all probable, that, if Usher had intended the Psalter

now extant in the Cotton, he should give no hint of the Saxon

version going along with it; especially considering that it might

be made an objection to its antiquity. Nor do I think that

so inquisitive a man as Usher could either have been ignorant

of the age of Ethelbald, or of his charter having been once

a part of that manuscript. In his Historia Dogmatica", he

takes notice of this very Psalter, (now marked Vespasian A,)

lius quum mensura quae cum foliis

illius MS. quadrat, tum etiam manus

in utroque prorsus eadem, tum deni

que locus MSS. unde scissa est, inter

folia x et xi. codicem vertentibus

ostendit. Hickes, Dissert. Epist. in

Lingu. Septentr. Thesaur. p. 67.

o Vid. Wanleii Catal. MSS. Sep

tentrion, p. 222.

p Ad finem veterum Psalteriorum

Latinorum, cum Apostolico et Atha

masiano Symbolo, etiam Hymnus iste

(sc. Gloria &c.) habetur adjectus. In

antiquissimo Cottoniano divertypaqos

est; in AEthelstaniano proximo, Hym

nus in die Dominico ad Matutinas,

inscribitur. Usser. de Symbol. p. 33.

q In Bibliotheca 1). Roberti Cotton

extat Psalterium Romanum vetustis

simum, cum versione interlineari Sax

onica: character idem cum charta

AEthiibaldi Anglorum Regis, anno

736 data. Usser. Histo. Dogmat. p.

IO4.

º

--

- --
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and of the Saxon rersion in it, and likewise of its being in the

same hand with Ethelbald’s charter: and there he sets the age of

it no higher than the year 736, (that is, above 130 years later

than Gregory I,) without the least hint that he had ever mistaken

the age of it before, or had thought otherwise of it than he did

at the time of his writing this later treatise. These consider

ations persuade me that Bishop Usher had seen some other

manuscript, which has since that time, like many morer, been

lost, or stolen from the Cotton library. He that was so accu

rate in every tittle of what he says of King Athelstan's Psalter,

(mentioned at the same time.) could never have been so negligent,

or rather plainly careless, in respect of the other. I conclude

therefore, that there really was such a Psalter as Usher de

scribes, with the Athanasian Creed in it; such as he judged to

be of the age of Gregory I. from more marks than one: and how

good a judge he was in those matters is well known to as many

as know any thing of that great man. But how far his judgment

ought to sway, now the manuscript itself is lost, I must leave

with the reader.

660. Next to this of Bishop Usher we may place the famous

manuscript of Treves, from which the Colbert manuscript (to be

mentioned hereafter in its place) was copied. Mr. Antelmi sets

it as high as the year 450, upon a presumption that the Colbert

manuscript is as old as the year 6oo, and that 150 years may

reasonably be allowed between the Colbertine copy and that

from which it was copied. Tillemont, supposing, or admitting

the Colbertine to be near the age that Antelmi mentions, yet

thinks fifty years’ difference might be sufficient; and that there

fore the age of the Treves manuscript might be fixed at 550, or

thereabouts. But since the Colbert manuscript cannot reason

ably be set much higher than 760, as we shall see in its proper

place; I shall not pretend to set the Treves manuscript above

66o; and that only under the favourable allowance of a proba

ble conjecture. The authority of this manuscript of Treves

stands upon the credit of a passage prefixed to the Colbertine

copy", which declares that the latter was copied from a manu

script found at Treves. It was not a copy of the entire Creed,

* Vid. Tho. Smithi Praefationem scriptum, sic incipiente, “Domini

ad Catalog. MSS. Bibl. Cotton. “nostri Jesu Christi et reliqua. Do

* Tillemont, Mémoires, tom. viii. “mini nostri Jesu Christi fideliter cre

p. 670. “ dat.” Apud Montf. Diatrib. p. 728.

t Haec inveni Treviris in uno libro

E
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but began at the second part which relates to the incarnation.

For after the words, “believe rightly the incarnation of our

“Lord Jesus Christ,” (being only part of the foregoing sen

tence,) follows; “For, the right faith is, that we believe,” and

so on to the end of the Creed. This remaining part of the

Creed is very different from the common copies, and seems to

have been so contrived with design, as I shall have occasion to

observe more at large in the sequel. And it is to me an argu

ment that the manuscript was written while the Eutychian con

troversy was at the height, about the end of the fifth century, or

beginning of the sixth ; though I here set it a great deal lower,

because this is not the place to explain that matter fully, nor

would I too far indulge a bare conjecture. It is sufficient to sup

pose it written in the seventh century, as it was undoubtedly

copied from, as early, if not earlier, than the eighth.

7oo. After the manuscript of Treves, may justly follow the

Ambrosian manuscript, which is in the Ambrosian library at

Milan; a copy of which has been published by Muratorius, in

his second tome of Anecdota. It was brought thither from the

famous monastery of Bobbio, (of High Lombardy, in the Mila

nese,) founded by Columbanus, A. D. 613. The character of the

manuscript is Langobardic ; and it is judged by Muratorius

(who has more particularly examined it) to be above looo years

oldu. By his account then, who wrote in the year 1698, we

ought to set the age of this manuscript higher than 698. Yet

because Montfaucon, who in his travels through Italy had also

seen it, puts it no higher than the eighth centuryx, we shall be

content to place it between the seventh and eighth, or in the year

7oo, to make it a round number. There are in this manuscript

some readings different from the common copies; which shall be

carefully noted hereafter. It is without any title.

703. We may next set down K. Athelstan's Psalter, of which

Bishop Usher had taken notice, making it next in age to the

u In alio etiam vetustissimo Am

brosianae biblothecae codice ante mille

etplures annos scripto, Symbolum idem

sum nactus. Murator. tom. i. p. 16.

Caeterum opusculum hoc (Bachi

arii Fides) mili depromptum est ex

antiquissimo Ambrosianae bibilothecae

codice, quem ante annos minimum mille

conscriptum, characterum forma non

dubitanter testatur. Fuit autem olim

celebris monasterii Bobiensis, et ex

illo in Ambrosianam translatus a

magno Card. Frederico Borromaeo,

&c. Murator. tom. ii. p. 8. item p. 224.

x Codex VIII. Saeculi, charactere

Langobardico, in quo Gennadii liber

de Ecclesiasticis Dogmatibus, Bachi

arii Fides, Symbolum Athanasii, om

nia eadem manu. Montfauc. Diaty.

Ital. p. 18.
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other most ancient one of the age of Gregory I. He and Dr.

Grabe both fix the date of it to the year 703, from the rule of

the calendar found in it. Dr. Smith, in his Catalogue of the

Cotton manuscripts, inclines to think that the manuscript is

later than that time, but taken from one that was really as

early as the year 703; the later copyist transcribing (as some

times has been) the book and the rule word for word, as he found

them”. Allowing this to have been the case here, (though it be

only conjecture,) it may still be true that there was a manuscript

of the age of 703, with this Creed in it; from whence the later

one, now extant, was copied : which serves our purpose as well,

and the rest is not material. But it should not be concealed,

that the Psalter (in this manuscript) is in small Italian, and the

above mentioned rule in a small Saxon hand; which may in

some measure weaken the argument drawn from the age of one

to the age of the other: so that at length our evidence from this

manuscript will be short of certainty, and will rise no higher than

a fair, probable presumption. I have nothing further to observe,

but that the Psalter, wherein this Creed is, is the Gallican

Psalter, not the Roman; and the title is, Fides Sancti Athanasii

Alexandrini, The Faith of St. Athanasius of Alexandria.

76o. We may now take in the Colbertine copy, of which

I have before spoken, referring the date of it to the year 760,

or thereabout. Montfaucon sets it above the age of Charles the

Greata, allowing it to have been written about the time of Pepin,

y Psalterium illud anno aerae nos

tra Christianae 703, longe ante AEthel

stani regnantis tempora, ex Regulis

Kalendario in libri initio subjunctis

jº. fuisse deprehendi. Usser.

de Symb. p. 6.

Quod regis AEthelstani fuisse dici

tur, atque anno 703 scriptum est.

Grabii Prolegom. in Psalt. Alexandr.

cap. à

* Hic vero venerandae antiquitatis

liber fere ante mille annos descriptus;

ut quibusdam ex Calendario, quod

annum Christi 703, certo designat,

illic praefixo videtur. Sed cum libra

rios eandem temporis adnotationem,

quae ad vetustissimos codices proprie

et peculiariter spectat, suis exemplar

ibus apposuisse sapissime observa

verim an sit ille ipse codex auto

graphus qui tantam praese ferat aeta

tem, vel annon potius saeculo, aut cir

citer, ante tempora AFthelstani de

scriptus, vix pro certo praestarem;

ad posteriorem sententian faventiori

animo inclinaturus. Smith. Bibl.

Cotton. Histor. p. 44.

a Nongentos superat annos Colber

tinus codex 784. Saxonicis descrip

tus literis, et, mea quidem sententia,

ante aetatem Caroli Magni editus

Sunt qui codicem illum IIoo annorum

esse adfirmarunt: verum peritiquique

aevo circiter Pipini exaratum arbitran

tur. Montf. Diatr. p. 721.

Nectamen codicis Colbertini aucto

ritate nititur haec opinio, quem arbi

tratur Antelmius I loo annorum.

Etenim (quod pace viri eruditissimi,

mihique amicissimi dicatur) multo

minoris aetatis codex esse compro

batur; nemo enim peritus cui librum

exhibuerim, octavo eum saeculo anti

quiorem aestimavit. Montf. ib. p. 724.
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who began to reign in the year 752. So that I cannot be much

out of time in placing it as I have done. It is written in Saxon

character, and is imperfect; wanting the first part, above one

half of the Creed, just as the manuscript of Treves from which it

was copied.

760. The manuscript of St. Germans, at Paris, is entire, and of

the same age with the formerb. It is marked num. 257, and

written in a Saxon letter, as well as the other. A specimen of

the hand, with the three first paragraphs of the Creed, may be

seen in Mabillone. The title, Fides Sancti Athanasii Episcopi

Alexandriae. It differs in some places from the common copies,

(as shall be noted hereafter,) though not near so much as the

Colbert manuscript before mentioned.

772. Next to these is the famous manuscript of Charles the

Great, at the end of a Gallican Psalter, written in letters of gold,

and presented by Charlemagne, while only King of France, to

Pope Adrian I. at his first entrance upon the pontificate, in the

year 772. Lambecius in his Catalogue of the Emperor's library

at Vienna, where this manuscript is, gives a large account of it".

The title is, Fides Sancti Athanasii Episcopi Alexandrini.

8oo. There is another manuscript in the Royal library at

Paris marked 4908, which Montfaucon judges to be near 9oo

years olde. He wrote in the year 1698. So if we place it in

the year 8oo, we shall want a little of 9oo years from that time.

He supposes it of very near the same age with the Vienna manu

script. It bears no title, nor any name or note of the author.

It contains no more than the first part of the Creed, as far as

the words, et tamen non tres atterni, Sed unus— the rest is torn

off and lost.

850. I may here place a manuscript of Bennet College library

in Cambridge, whose age I cannot certainly fix to a year; but

by all circumstances it cannot well be supposed later than this

time. It is at the end of a Psalter, which by comparing I find

b Paris saltem antiquitatis est San

germanensis noster, num. 257. Saxo

nicis pariter literis exaratus, quititu

lum habet, Fides Sancti Athanasii

Episcopi Alexandriae. Montf. p. 721.

• Mabill. de Re Diplom. .*.
d Lambecii Catal. Biblioth. Windo

bonens. lib. ii. cap. 5. p. 261, 296,

&c. Carolus Magnus proprio carmine

suo testatur se illum codicem summo

Pontifici Hadriano I. dono misisse; et

quidem, ut ego arbitror, illo ipso anno

772. cujus die decimo Februarii jam

memoratus Hadrianus in summum

Pontificem electus est. Lambec. ibid.

* Regius Codex, num. 4908. an

norum pene nongentorum, nullum

habet titulum, nullumque auctoris no

men. AEqualis ipsiest, qui memoratur

a Lambecio &c. Montf. ibid. p. 721.
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to be a Gallican Psalter. Bishop Parker left a remark in it

about its being in the possession first of one of the Archbishops

of Canterbury, and at length conveyed down to the hands of

Becket', who was Archbishop of Canterbury in the year 1162.

The great antiquity of the manuscript appears from the martyrs,

confessors, and virgins addressed to in it; all of the early timess.

There are some few variations in this copy, such as are also

found in the most ancient manuscripts of this Creed; particularly

the word et, frequently inserted before Spiritus Sanctus, which

has been since erased by some officious hand. The title is

observable; Fides Sancti Anasthasii Episcopi: Anasthasii for

Athanasii, by a transposition of syllables.

860. Montfaucon informs us of a manuscript in the Colbert

library, num. 1339, which once belonged to Charles the Baldh, who

died in the year 877; began to reign 840. It cannot therefore

be much amiss to fix upon 860 for the date of it. The title it

bears is, Fides Athanasii.

883. There is a second manuscript copy of the Athanasian

Creed, in the library of Bennet (or Corpus Christi) College,

marked N. O. V. It is at the end of a Gallican Psalter, in

the same hand, and carrying its certain date with it. It was

written in France by order of Count Amadeus, or Achadeusi;

and in the year 883, as appears from the Litanyk. The title is,

Fides Catholica.

930. Mr. Wanley gives us an account of a Roman Psalter in

the Royal library, (formerly of St. James's,) with an interlinear

Saxon version to it, written about the time of King Athelstan!.

f Hoc Psalterium [N. X.] laminis

argenteis deauratum, et gemmis orna

tum, quondam fuit N. Cantuar. Ar

chiep. tandem venit in manus Thomas

Becket quondam Cant. Archiep. quod

testatum est in veteri scripto. Matth.

Cant. Wid. Catal. MSS. C. C. C. C.

• 43p *in Litaniis, Orate pro nobis,

Sancte Contestor, Sancte Herasme,

Sancte Oswolde, &c. martyres. Sancte

Cuthberte, Sancte Germane, Sancte

Placide, Sancte Columbane, Sancte

Caurentine, &c. confessores. Sancta

Brigida, Sancta Eugenia, Sancta Eu

lalia, Sancta Petronella, &c. virgines.

Et non sunt hisce recentiores. Catal.

MSS. Bibl. C. C. C. C. p. 43.

h Colbertinus N. 1339. Qui fuit

Karoli Calvi imperatoris, inscribitur;

Fides Athanasii. Montfauc. Diatrib.

. 72 I.
p 7. finem Psalterii, “Achadeus,

“misericordia Dei comes hunc Psal

“terium scribere jussit.” Wid. Catal.

MSS. p. 46.

k Oratur, “ut marinumapostolicum

“in sancta religione conservare dig

“neris, ut Karlomannum Regem per

“petua prosperitate conservare dig

“neris: ut reginam conservare dig

“neris: ut fulconem episcopum cum

“omni grege sibi commisso in tuo

“apto servitio conservare digneris.”

Wid. Catalog. MSS. C. C. C. C. p. 47.

I Wanleii Catal. MS. Septentr. p.

182.
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Among the Canticles at the end, there is also this Creed, under

the title of Hymnus Athanasii de Fide Trinitatis, quem tu conce

lebrans disculienter intellige: this is in red ink. The title seems

to have been then customary in England, as may be probably

argued from a Saxon version (to be hereafter mentioned) of the

same age, or very near, and bearing the same title".

957. In the Archbishop's library, at Lambeth, there is a

Gallican Psalter, written, according to Mr. Wanley", in the

time of King Edgar, or a little before. At the end, there is the

Athanasian Creed in the same ancient hand, with an interlinear

Saxon version. The title, Fides Catholica Sancti Athanasii

Episcopi.

97o. There is another manuscript copy of this Creed, much

of the same age with the former, in my Lord Oxford's elegant

library, richly furnished with all kinds of curious and valuable

manuscripts. This Creed is at the end of a Gallican Psalter,

and has an interlinear Saxon version to it. Mr. Wanley, who

was so kind as to acquaint me with it, and to favour me with a

sight of it, refers it to the time of King Edgar ; who began his

reign in 959, and died in 975. The title is, Fides Catholica

Athanasii Alexandrini Episcopi.

1031. In the Cotton library there is a Gallican Psalter, with

Saxon interlined, (marked Vitellius, E. 18.) which Mr. Wanley

refers to the year 103.19. The Athanasian Creed at the end, as

usual, among the other Canticles, bears the title of Fides Ca

tholica Athanasii Episcopi Alexandrini.

1050. In the Norfolk library, now belonging to the Royal

Society at London, there is also a Gallican Psalter, whose age is

fixed by Mr. Wanleyp to the time of Edward the Confessor.

The Creed is in it, and has an interlinear Saxon version running

along with it. The title, Fides Catholica Athanasii Alex.

1064. In Bennet College library is a manuscript copy of this

Creed without any title. The Psalter wherein it is, is called

Portiforium Oswaldi, and is marked K. Io. An account of the

book may be seen in Mr. Wanley, and in the Catalogue.

m Hymnus Athanasii de Fide Tri maticae, p.374. Alfredo parum recen

nitatis. Vid. Wottoni Conspectum Bre tior videtur.

vem. Operis Hickesiani, p. 77.

n Wanleii Catal. p. 269. Eadgari

regis Anglosaxonum temporibus, aut

paulo ante, ut videtur, exaratus.

Wharton. Auctarium Historiae Dog

o Wanleii Catal. p. 222,224. Smith.

Catal. Cotton. p. 101.

P Wanleii Catal. MSS. Septentr.

p. 29 I.
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1066. I may here place the Cotton manuscript before men

tioned, bound up with the Ancient Roman Psalter, marked

Vespasian, A.; though of a very different and much later hand.

The Creed has an interlinear Saxon version, as usual; and its

title is, Fides Catholica. Mr. Wanley judges it to be as old as

the coming in of the Normans".

1066. Of the same age is the Roman Psalter in our public

library at Cambridge, with the Latin text in black letter, a

Saxon version in red, and the titles in green. The Creed is inter

lined with Saxon, as well as the Psalter, but has no title: for,

from this time, I conceive, the title began to be left out in some

copies, for brevity sake, or because it was thought superfluous.

It will be needless to take notice of any manuscripts below

this time, excepting only such as contain something particular.

io97. Quesnels, and after him Pagit, speaks of a manuscript

copy of this Creed in a Breviary and Psalter for the use of the

monks of mount Cassin, judged to be about 600 years old. This

is the same Breviary that Quesnel has made observations upon

in another worku. And there he fixes the age a little below

1086: paulo post annum io96. The title of the Creed is, Fides

Catholica edita ab Athanasio Alexandrinae sedis Episcopo.

There is the like title to the Creed in the Triple Psalter of St.

John's College Cambridge, about the same age, or older, (marked

B. 18.) Incipit Fides Catholica edita ab Athanasio Archiepi

scopo Alexandrinae civitatis. And there is such another title in

a Psalter of the Norfolk library, (N. 155,) Fides Catholica edita

a Sancto Athanasio Episcopo. But the hand is modern.

1 12o. In my Lord Oxford’s library I had a sight of a manu

script written in Germany about 600 years ago, for the use of the

Church of Augsburg; which bears for its title, Fides Anastasii

Episcopi.

1 150. In the Norfolk library is a Psalter (marked N. 230.)

with an interlinear version Normanno-Gallican : the Psalter is

Gallican, and the title of the Creed at the end, Fides Catholica.

1240. Usher takes notice of a copy of this Creed then in the

Royal library at St. James's, (formerly belonging to Lewis the

Ninth,) the title, Fides Catholica.

a Wanleii Catal. p. 222. Smith. * Pagi, Critic. in Baron. vol. i.

Bibl. Cotton. Histor. p. 35. P. 44 I.

r Wanleii Catal. p. 152. "Quesnel, Observat. ad Breviarium

* Quesnel Dissert. xiv. ad Leon, &c. in Theodor. Poenitentiale, p. 327.

Oper. p. 732.

-
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13oo. Montfaucon informs us of a Latin and a French copy

of this Creed found in a manuscript about 4oo years old; placed

in opposite columns. What is remarkable is, that the Latin has

for its title Canticum Bonifacii, and the French over against the

other, Ce chant St. Anaistaise qui Apostoilles de Romex.

14oo. In the Bodleian at Oxford there is a manuscript copy

of this Creed, (Num. 1204.) which has for its title, Anastasii

Expositio Symboli Apostolorum. It is about 300 years old, and

belonged once to the Carthusian monks at Mentz. The Car

thusians are particularly noted for their more than common ve

neration for this Creed, reciting it every day at the prime, as

Cardinal Bona testifies both of them and the Ambrosiansy;

which I remark by the way. I observe that the German copies

of this Creed, for five or six hundred years upwards, have most

commonly Anastasius instead of Athanasius. I make no ques

tion but that this first arose from a mistake of the copyists, and

not out of any design. One may perceive that Anastasius is

sometimes written where Athanasius of Alexandria must have

been intended. I suppose, at first, some copies had accidentally

Anasthasius for Athanasius, (as one in Bennet College library

mentioned above,) by a transposition of letters or syllables; as

easily happens in writing or speaking: thus Phrunutus for

Phurnutus, Marivadus for Varimadus, and the like. Now when

the copyists had thus introduced Anasthasius, (Anas-tha for

Atha-nas) those that came after left out the h, to make it Ana

stasius, that being a common name, which the other was not.

This I thought proper to hint, that it may appear how little

reason there is for ascribing this Creed to Anastasius, whether

of Rome, or of Antioch, or any other.

I have now run through the manuscripts of greatest note, or

use, either for antiquity, or for any thing particular, to give

light to our further inquiries. Two only I have omitted, which

have been thought considerable; not so much in themselves, as

upon account of the other tracts they were found to be joined

with. The one is the manuscript found in the library of Thuanus

(Codex Thuaneus) annexed to some tracts which were once sup

posed to belong to Vigilius Tapsensis, though now certainly

known to be none of his. Quesnel was much pleased with the

discovery of this manuscript, as favouring his hypothesis about

* Montfaucon, Diatrib. p. 722, * Bona de Divin. Psalmod. cap.

727. xviii. p. 897, 9oo.
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Vigilius Tapsensis”. And Antelmius has taken some pains in

confuting him; shewing that the supposed works of Vigilius are

none of his", and that if they were, yet no certain argument

could be drawn from thence to make Vigilius author of the

Creed; since it is a common thing for tracts of several authors,

especially if they relate to the same subject, to be tacked to each

other.

The second manuscript is one that was found annexed to the

Fragments of Hilary of Poictiersb; which circumstance was

thought a reason for ascribing this Creed to Hilary. Vossius

first, and after him many others, throw it off as a very slight

argument, since the manuscript pretended is very modern, nor is

the Creed ascribed to Hilary in that manuscript, but only bound

up with his Fragments, as any other work might be, however

little akin to them. Montfaucon takes notice of this matter in

few wordse, Tentzelius more at larged. It is sufficient for me

just to have hinted it.

Having now given as particular account as was needful of the

more ancient Latin manuscripts of this Creed, I may just ob

serve that as to modern ones, they are innumerable, there being

scarce any manuscript Latin Psalter of modern date but what

has the Creed in it, and generally without a title. I may next

subjoin a table of the manuscripts here recited, representing in

one view the age, the title, the country where written, and the

kind of Psalter wherein found : all which circumstances will be

of use to us in our following inquiries. Particularly, as to the

*Absoluta dissertationum nostra

rum editione, inveni Codicem Thua

neum, in quo Dialogus Vigilii Tap

sensis adversus Arianos, Sabellianos,

et Photinianos legitur, sub hoc titulo:

Incipit Altercatio Athanasii cum Hae

resibus. Post hunc tractatum habetur

Symbolum Nicaenum, et formula fidei

Ariminensis Concilii, quam proxime

sequitur Symbolum Athanasianum

cum hac epigraphe; Fides dicta a

Sancto Athanasio Episcopo. Porro,

conjecturae nostrae de auctore hujus

symboli non parum suffragatur, quod

in antiquissimo codice illigatum repe

riatur opusculo cui nomen Athanasii

pariter praefixum legitur, sed quod

Vigilii Tapsensis esse indubitatum

habetur &c. Quesnel in Addend.

P. 913.

WATERLAND, VOL. III.

* Wid. Montfauc. Athan. Op. tom.

ii. p. 603, 724.

b Invenitur id similiter in Frag

mentis Hilarii historicis in cod. veteri

part. 2. sub finem. Felckman. War.

Lect. Oper. Athan. p. 83.

c Hilario nonnulli adscriptum vo

luerunt, quia nimirum in codice quo

dam exstat post Hilarii Fragmenta.

Quasi veroid non vulgo et in plerisque

codicibus observetur, ut multa diver

sorum opera consequenter in manu

scriptis describentur. Cum autem in

ejusmodi codice post Hilariana opera,

nullo praemisso auctoris nomine com

pareat; hinc, uti jam supra diximus,

inferendum, tum exaratum fuisse cum

pro Athanasiano nondum vulgo ha

beretur. Montf. Diatrib. p. 723.

d Tentzel. Judic. Erud. p. 2, 3, &c.

M
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Psalters, it will be of moment to observe whether they be Roman

or Gallican ; because from thence we may be able to discover in

what places or countries this Creed was first received, according

to their use of this or that Psalter. But because, perhaps, some

readers may be at a loss to know what we mean by those

different names of Roman and Gallican Psalters; it may not be

improper here to throw in a few previous instructions relating

to the different kinds of Latin Psalters, and the names they have

gone under.

There are four kinds, or sorts, of Latin Psalters; which have

passed under the names of Italic, Roman, Gallican, and Hebraic.

One of them was before Jerome's time: the three last are all

Jerome's; as he had a hand, more or less, in every one of them.

I shall treat of them distinctly, in their order, as follows:

I. The Italic Latin Psalter is of the old translation, or version,

such as it was before Jerome's time. I shall not enter into the

dispute whether it were one version or many. The common

opinion is, that there were several Latin versions before Jerome",

but one more eminent than the rest called Italicº, as being re

ceived into common use in Italyg. However that be, it is become

customary, with such as treat of this subject, to speak of all that

was extant before Jerome, as of one version, under the name of

Vetus Vulgata, or Versio Italica. There are entire Psalters of

this old version, printed and manuscripth; though now no where

in use in divine Offices, except such parcels of it as, having been

anciently taken into the Roman Missals, or other old Liturgies,

remain there still, the people being accustomed to them, and

there being no great necessity for changing them: but all the

entire Psalters in use are of another kind. Martianay, in his

edition of Jerome's works, once intended to give us an entire

and correct Psalter (with some other of the sacred books) of the

old Italic version. But the various lections were so many, and

e Qui enim scripturas ex Hebraea

lingua in linguam Græcam verterunt

numerari possunt, Latini autem in

terpretes nullo modo: ut enim cuique

primis fidei temporibus in manus

venit codex, et aliquantulum facultatis

sibi utriusque lingua habere videba

tur, ausus est interpretari. August. de

Doctr. Christian, lib. ii. cap. 11. p.

25. tom. iii.

* In ipsis autem interpretationibus

Itala casteris praeferatur: nam est

verborum tenacior cum perspicuitate

sententiae. August. ibid. p. 27.

& Ecclesia Latina a principio, vel

ferme a principio, usa est versione

Latina Testamenti Vet. ex Graeca raw

6 translatione facta, quae Itala vulgo

dicebatur, quoniam in Italia prius

usitata in alias inde Latinorum Eccle

sias recipiebatur. Humphr. Hodius,

De Biblior. Tert. Origin. p. 342.

h Le Long, Biblioth. Bibl. vol. i.

p. 243.
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so different, that the work appeared too laborious and difficult,

for which reason he then laid it asidei. This version, or versions,

is what all the Latins used before Jerome; and many also after

him, the Africans especially, down to the sixth century at least,

or beginning of the seventh.

2. The Roman Psalter is not very different from the old

Italic. It is nothing else but that old version cursorily, and in

part, corrected by Jerome, in the time of Pope Damasus, A. D.

383. It has had the name of Roman, because the use of it

began the soonest, and continued the longest in the Roman

Offices. It obtained in Gaul near as soon as at Rome, but was

laid aside in the sixth century, when Gregory of Toursk intro

duced the other Psalter, since called Gallican. The Roman

Psalter however still obtained at Rome till the time of Pope

Pius! the Fifth: and it is still used in the Vatican church, and

some few churches besides.

3. The Gallican Psalter is Jerome's more correct Latin trans

lation made from Origen's Hexapla m, or most correct edition of

the Greek Septuagint, filled up, where the Greek was supposed

faulty, from the Hebrew; distinguished with obelisks and asterisks,

denoting the common Greek version in those places to be either

redundant or deficient. Many of the old manuscripts" still retain

thosemarks: but more have left them out, I suppose, to savetrouble.

This more correct Psalter was drawn up by Jerome in the year

* Appendicem sacrorum aliquot

voluminum, juxta Veterem Vulgatam

usu receptam ante Hieronymum, hoc

loco edendam statueramus : sed quum

operi manus jamjam accederet, tan

tam inter MSS. Codices hujus per

sionis Latinae deprehendimus disso

nantiam, ut impossibile esset vel solas

variantes horum codicum lectiones

adnotasse nisi maximo temporis in

tervallo. Quare ne in sequentem

annum differretur editio hujus Divinae

Bibliothecae, appendicem praedictam

latiori operi, ac majori otio reservavi

mus. Martian. Not. ad Hieronym.

vol. i. p. 1419.

* Psalmos autem cum secundum

LXX Interpretes Romani adhuc ha

beant; Galli et Germanorum aliqui

secundum emendationem quam Hiero

nymus Pater de LXX editione com

posuit, Psalterium cantant: quam

Gregorius, Turonensis episcopus, a

partibus Romanis mutuatam, in Gal

liarum dicitur Ecclesias transtulisse.

Walafrid. Strab. de Reb. Eccles. cap.

xxv. p. 690.

| Vid. Card. Bona Rerum Liturgic.

lib. ii. cap. 3. Humphr. Hod. p. 383.

Mabillon. & Curs. Gallican. p. 398.

m Vid. Hieron. Epist. ad Sunn. et

Fretel. p. 627. ed. Bened. tom. 2.

n The Cotton manuscript of 703,

and the Benet of 883, Lambeth of

957, Lord Oxford's of 970, and Bru

no's own manuscript of Io93 : besides

many more in France, England, and

other countries. Quanta porro fuerit

diligentia nostratium in describendo

hocce Psalterio, cum asteriscis et obe

lis, non aliunde testatum volumus

quam ex infinita copia Codicum MSS.

qui cum talibus distinctionibus super

sunt in Gallicanis Bibliothecis. Mar

tin. Hieronym. Op. vol. i. Prolegom.

ii. c. 5.

M 2
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389, and obtained first in Gaul about the year 580; or however

not later than 595: from which circumstance it came to have

the name of Gallican, in contradistinction to the Roman. From

Gaul, or France, it passed over into England before the year

597, and into Germany, and Spain, and other countries. The

popes of Rome, though they themselves used the other Psalter,

yet patiently connived at the use of this in the western churches,

and even in Italy; and sometimes privately authorized the use

of it in churches and monasteries"; till at length it was pub

licly authorized in the Council of Trent, and introduced a

while after into Rome itself by Pius the Fifth. It was admitted

in Britain and Ireland before the coming of Augustine the

monk, and prevailed after, except in the church of Canterburyp,

which was more immediately under the Archbishop's eye, and

more conformable to the Roman Offices, than other parts of the

kingdom. It has been said, ‘that this very Gallican Psalter is

what we still retain in our Liturgy; called the reading Psalms,

in contradistinction to the other Psalms in our Bibles, of the

new translation. But this is not strictly true: for the old trans

lation, though it be taken in a great measure from the Gallican,

has yet many corrections from the Hebrew, (where they were

thought wanting,) first, by Coverdale in 1535, and by Coverdale

again, 1539, and last of all by Tonstall and Heath, in 1541 :

according to which edition is the Psalter now used in our

Liturgy, as I have learned by comparing : and it had been

before taken notice of by Durell'. But this in passing.

4. The Hebraic Latin Psalter means Jerome's own translation,

immediately from the Hebrew, made in the year 391. This,

though otherwise of great esteem, was never used in the public

Church Offices". There are but few copies of it, in comparison,

o Anno 1369. Urbani V. autoritate

sancitum, ut Cassimenses Psalterio

Gallicano uterentur. Montfauc. Diatr.

Ital. p. 331. P. Adrian, long before,

had recommended the Gallican Psal

ter to the Church of Bremen. See

below in ch. vi. and C. Bona, p. 506.

P Ante adventum Augustini mo

machi, primi Archiepiscopi Cantua

riensis, in Angliam, i.e. ante annum

597, Ecclesiæ Britannica et Hiber

nicae Psalterium Gallicanum recepe

rant. Augustinus huca Gregorio M.

missus Romanum secum advexit, et

Ecclesiae suae Cantuariensi tradidit.

Sed loco illius invaluit tandem, per

omnes ecclesias Anglicas, usus Galli

cani. Hodius, de Tert. Bibl. Origin.

p. 384: ..

4 Hodiernum in Liturgia Ecclesiae

Anglicanae retinetur editio Gallicana:

at versio illa quae habetur in Biblio

rum voluminibus, quaeque pro authen

tica agnoscitur, ex Hebræo est. Hod.

ibid. p. 384.

* Durell. Eccles. Anglican. Windic.

p. 306.

* Tertium est de Hebraeo in Lati

num quod Ieronymus transtulit de

Hebræo in Latinum. Sed non est in
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because this Psalter, as before hinted, having never been in com

mon use, like the Roman and Gallican, has been confined to a

few hands. We are not to expect an Athanasian Creed in this

Psalter, as not being intended for the use of the choir: neither

are we to expect to meet with it in the Italic Psalters, which

are few, and which were grown, or growing, out of use before

the Athanasian Creed was brought into the public Offices. But

in the Roman and Gallican Psalters we may find it : and it

will be of moment to observe in which of them it is found.

Indeed, some manuscript Psalters there are, which have the

Roman and Gallican together in opposite columns, the Gallican

always set first t. Others have the Hebraic and Gallican set

column-wise as the former: and some have all the three versions

of Jerome placed in the like order. Dr. Hody informs us of

two such manuscripts, to which may be added a third now in

Trinity College in Cambridge, which has the Athanasian Creed

with Bruno's comment in it; as intimated above. Another such

triple Psalter there is in St. John's College of the same Univer

sity, as before hinted; and in my Lord Oxford's library is a fine

old Latin Bible, where the Psalms appear under all the three

versions. Nay, some manuscripts have the Greek also with the

other, making a fourth column: an account of this last sort may

be seen both in Dr. Hody and Le Long". These double, triple,

or quadruple Psalters came not in, I presume, before the end of

the tenth century, or beginning of the elecenth. For Berno Au

giensis of that time acquaints us with the occasion and use of

them, and how they came to be so contrived s. When the Ro

man way of singing, first adapted to the Roman Psalter, had

usu Ecclesiae, sed viri studii literati et

sapientes eo utuntur. Roger. Bacon.

apud Hodium de Tert. Original. p. 384.

Haec autem (versio ex Hebraeo) ideo

recepta non fuit, quia dua priores,

quotidiano usu in ecclesiis frequen

tatae, sine magna divini officii pertur

batione non poterant abrogari. Bona,

Rerum Liturg. lib. ii. cap. 3. p. 506.

Vid. etiam Hodium, p. 385.

* Hody de Text. Bibl. Original.

. 385.

* Le Long, Biblioth. Bibl. vol. i.

P. 244.

* Inter caetera, ex emendata LXX

Interpretum translatione Psal. ex

Graeco in Latinum vertit (Hierony

mus) illudgue cantandum omnibus

Galliae, ac quibusdam Germaniae ec

clesiis tradidit. Et ob hoc Gallica

p

num Psalterium appellavit, Romanis

adhuc ex corrupta vulgata editione

Psalterium canentibus; ex qua Ro

mani cantum composuerunt, nobisque

usum cantandi contradiderunt. Unde

accidit quod verba, quae in diurnis vel
nocturnis officiis canendi more modu

lantur, intermisceantur, et confuse

nostris Psalmis inserantur; ut a mi

nus peritis haud facile possit discerni

quid nostra, vel Romana conveniat

editioni. Quod pius pater ac peritus

magister intuens, tres editiones in uno

volumine composuit : et Gallicanum

Psalterium, quod nos canimus, ordi

navit in una columna; in altera Ro

manum, in tertia Hebraeum. Berno

Augiens. Epist. inedit. apud Mabill.

de cursu Gallicano, p. 396. Hodius

de Text. Original. p. 382.
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been introduced into France and Germany, (which was first

done in the eighth century,) in process of time it bred some

confusion in the two Psalters, mixing and blending them one

with the other; that it was difficult to distinguish which words

belonged to this, and which to that. To remedy this inconveni

ence, a way was found out to have both the Psalters distinctly

represented to the eye together, in two several columns: and

thus came in the kind of Psalters before mentioned. We easily

see why the Gallican used to be set in the first column; namely,

because those Psalters were contrived by the French and Ger

mans, who made use of the Gallican, and so gave the preference

to their own. If I have detained my reader a little too long in

this digression about the Psalters; I hope the usefulness of the

subject may make him some amends, and be a just apology for it.

I now return to our Creed, and what more immediately belongs

to it; closing this chapter, as I promised, with a table representing

a summary, or short sketch of what hath been done in it.

A.D. MSS. Psalters. | Titles of the Creed.

600 Bp. Usher's Fides Catholica.

660 Treves

700 Ambrosian

703 || Cotton 1 Gallican | Fides Sancti Athanasii Alexandrini.

760 | Colbert 1

760 | St. German's Fides Sancti Athanasii Episcopi.

772 | Vienna Gallican | Fides Sancti Athanasii Episc. Alexandr.

800 Regius, Paris

850 Benet Coll. Cant. 1 Gallican | Fides Sancti Anasthasii Episcopi.

860 Colbert 2 Fides Athanasii.

883 || Benet C. 2 Gallican | Fides Catholica.

930 | St. James's 1 Roman Hymnus Athanasii.

957 | Lambeth Gallican | Fides Catholica S. Athanasii Episcopi.

970 || Harleian l Gallican | Fides Catholica Athanasii Alexand. Episc.

1031 Cotton 2 Gallican Fides Catholica Athanasii Alexand. Episc.

1050 | Norfolk 1 Gallican | Fides Catholica Athanasii Alexandrini,

1064 || Benet C. 3

1066 Cotton 3 Fides Catholica.

1066 Cambridge Roman

1087 Cassinensis Fides Catholica edita ab Athanasio &c.

l 120 | Harleian 2 Fides Anastasii Episcopi.

1150 | Norfolk 2 Gallican Fides Catholica.

1240 | St. James's 2 Fides Catholica.

1300 | Friars Minors Gallican Canticum Bonefacii.

Ce Chant fust St. Anaistaise qui Apo

stoilles de Rome.

1400 | Bodleian Anastasii Expositio Symboli Apostolorum.
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CHAP. V.

Ancient Versions, printed or manuscript.

SOME account of the ancient versions of the Athanasian

Creed may be of use to shew when and where it has been re

ceived, and what calue hath been set upon it, at several times,

and in several countries. I shall note the time in the margin,

when the first version into any language appears to have been

made: and I shall rank the versions of the several countries

according to the chronological order of those first versions re

spectively.

FRENCH WERSIONs.

850. Under the name of French versions, I comprehend all

versions made at any time into the vulgar language then cur

rent in France, whatever other name some may please to give

them. I beg leave also to comprehend under the same name all

oral versions delivered by word of mouth, as well as written

ones: otherwise I am sensible that I ought not to have begun

with French versions. I do not know that the Gauls or French

had any written standing version of this Creed so early as 850,

or for several centuries after. Their oldest versions of the

Psalter are scarce earlier than the eleventh century y, and of

the entire Scripture scarce so early as the twelfth y : and we are

not to expect a written version of the Athanasian Creed more

ancient than of their Psalter. But what I mean by setting the

French versions so high as I here do, is that the Athanasian

Creed was, as early as is here said, interpreted out of Latin

into the vulgar tongue for the use of the people, by the clergy

of France, in their cerbal instructions. This is the same thing,

in effect, with a written standing version, as supplying the place

of it; and is as full a proof of the general reception of the Creed,

at that time, as the other would be. Now, that the Athanasian

Creed was thus interpreted into the vulgar tongue in France as

early as the year 850, or earlier, I prove from the words of

Hincmar, above cited 4, giving orders to the clergy of his pro

vince to be able to express this Creed communibus verbis, that

is, in their vulgar, or mother tongue. What that mixed kind of

language which they then used should be called, is of no great

y See Le Long, Biblioth. Bibl. vol. i. p. 313, &c. * See above, p. 123.
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moment to our present purpose to inquire. Some perhaps, with

Vitus Amerbachius and Bishop Ushera, will call it Teutonic, or

German, because Franks and Germans, being originally the same,

spake the same language. But I see no consequence that because

Franks and Germans used the same language, therefore Franks

and Gauls mixed together must still keep the same ; any more

than that a mixed nation of Normans and Saxons must all agree

either in Norman or Saxon. One would rather expect in such a

mixed people, a mixed language too, as usually happens in such

cases. As to France in particular, at that time, Mr. Wharton

has plainly shewn that the language there spoken was very widely

different from the Teutonic, or German.

The Concordate between the two brothers Lewis and Charles,

at Strasburg, puts the matter out of dispute: where one ex

pressed himself in the Teutonic, the other in the language then

current in France, called Romanensis, or Rustica Romana, cor

rupt Roman, or Latinb; nearer to the Latin than to the German,

but a confused mixture of both. Such was the language then

vulgarly spoken in France, as appears from the specimen of it

given by Wharton from Nithardus. And this I presume is the

language into which our Creed was interpreted in Hincmar's

time; for which reason I have set the French versions first. If

any one shall contend that the Teutonic prevailed then in the

diocese of Rheims, though not in the other parts of Gaul more

remote from Germany, I shall not think it of moment to dispute

the point, since it is not material to our present purpose.

As to the French versions, properly so called, written standing

versions, I have said that none of them reach higher than the

eleventh century. Montfaucon gives us one, though imperfect,

600 years old c; that is, of the eleventh century, and very near

the end of it, about 1098, six hundred years before the time of

his writing: and this is the oldest that I have any where found

mentioned. Next to which, perhaps we may reckon that in

Trinity College in Cambridge; I mean the interlinear version

which Mr. Wanley'd calls Normanno-Gallican, about 580 years

old. And next to that, the Norfolk manuscript (N. 230.) before

mentioned, about the same age with the other: and Mr. Wanley

a Usser. Histor. Dogmat. pag. • Montfaucon, Diatrib. p. 721, 727,

II. I. - 733.

b Vid. Wharton. Auctar. Histor. *wami Catal. MSS. Septentr. p.

Dogmat. p. 344. I68.
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informed me of two more in my Lord Oxford's library. There

is one in the Cotton library (Nero, C. 4.) above 500 years old,

according to Mr.Whartone. Montfaucon give us another above

4oo years old". But it is needless, and foreign to my purpose,

to number up all the versions: the first in its kind is what will

be chiefly serviceable to our following inquiries.

GERMAN WERSIONs.

870. As to written and standing versions, the German, so far

as we find any records, ought to have the first place. There is

in the Emperor's library at Vienna 3, a German, or Teutonic

version of this Creed made by Otfridus, monk of Weissenberg,

in the ninth century: the manuscript, as Lambecius assures us,

is coeval with the author. There have been several later German

versions, a brief account of which may be seen in Lambeciush,

Tentzelius', and Le Longk; but more particularly in Tentzelius.

It is sufficient to my purpose to have taken notice of the first,

and most considerable in its kind.

ANGLO-SAxon VERSIONs.

930. There have been Anglo-Saxon versions of this Creed

as early as the time of K. Athelstan; as appears from the

manuscript of the Royal library with an interlinear version,

noted above; and which I place in 930. The Lambeth manu

script of 957 has also an interlinear Saxon version: both which

manuscripts confirm the account given of an Anglo-Saxon copy

of this Creed printed from a Latin manuscript, interlined with

Saxon, out of the Church of Salisbury. The version itself seems

to have been made about the middle of the tenth century, or

about 950; which suits very well with the age of the manuscripts

before mentioned. Only, this we may expect, that the Saxon

copies of those manuscripts will be found much more correct

than the Sarum copy, (and so I find that of Lambeth is, having

a copy of it by me, which I owe to the civility of the very learned

Dr. Wilkins,) being written at a time when the Saxon language

was less corrupted, and retained more of its primitive purity;

• Wharton. Auctar. Histor. Dog- h Lambec. Catal. lib. ii. p.ſ:
Inat. p. 390. i Tentzel. Judic. Erudit. Praef. et

f M.; Diatr. p. 722. p. 226.

e Lambec. Catal. Biblioth. Windo- * Le Long. Biblioth. Biblic. vol. i.

bon. lib. ii. p. 460, 760. p. 376.
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whereas the Sarum copy was written!, as is conjectured, after

both Danes and Normans had much altered the language. I

before observed, that the title in Dr.Wotton's copy is Hymnus

Athanasii, as in St. James's copy: and there is something further

worth the noting, which is the rubrick following the title,directing

the Creed to be sung alternatelym ; which confirms the account

given by Abbo Floriacensis of the custom of the Gallican and

English churches in that age. But to proceed; from the time

we have had any version of this Creed into our country language,

we may reasonably conclude that such versions have varied, by

little and little, in every age, in proportion to the gradual alter

ation in our language; till at length the version became such as

it stands at this day. Such as are desirous of having a specimen

of the Creed in very old English verse, may find one in Dr.

Hickes's Thesaurus". And they may see a good part of a prose

version in old English, (though considerably later than the other.)

in Wickliff’s comment, before mentioned: or an entire version

into the English of that time, in a manuscript of Pepys's library

now belonging to our College, N. 2498. p. 368. I may here note,

that all our Saxon and English versions down to the time of the

Reformation, or to the year 1548, were from the Latin only,

and not from any Greek copy: and after that time, upon the

return of Popery, the old version from the Latin came again

into use for a while, as appears by the Primmer set forth by

Cardinal Pole in Queen Mary's days, A. D. 1555. But these

and the like observations are out of the compass of my design,

and so I pass on.

GREEK VERSIONs.

I have before intimated that this Creed was originally Latin,

and therefore the Greek copies can be no more than versions:

and they appear to be very late also, in comparison to the former,

1 Versionem istam circiter medium

decimi saeculi esse factam ipsius ser

monis cum puritate (ubi non halluci

natur interpres) conjuncta proprietas

ostendit. Recentius vero descriptam

fuisse, sub Nortmannorum in Angliam

adventum, non tantum librarii lingua?

Saxonicae haud gnari recentior manus

in qua exaratur, sed pravum illud

Anglo Danicum, vel forsan Anglo

Nortmannicum, scribendi genus de

monstrat. Wotton. Not. ad Brevem

Conspect. Operis Hickesiani, p. 75.

m Hymnus Athanasii, de Fide Tri

nitatis.

* Quem tu concelebrans, discutien

ter intellige. Incipit de Fide.

On which Dr. Wotton makes this

note.

* Ita MS. hoc est, quem tu anti

phonatim, vel alternatim psallens,

animo percipe, p. 77.

* Hickes. Thesaur. Linguar. Sep

tentr, p. 332.
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However, since the Greek is one of the learned languages, since

the Creed has been ascribed to a Greek author, and has been

also supposed by many to have been written in Greek; it will

therefore be proper to give as particular and as distinct account

as is possible of the Greek version, or versions. Our inquiries

here will lie within a little compass: for the Greek copies are

neither many nor ancient. Montfaucon, a very diligent searcher

into these matters, frankly professes that he had never seen any

Greek copy of this Creed so old as 300 years; nor ever heard

of any that was ancient". He scruples not to say further, that

there had not been yet seen any Greek record, of certain and

undoubted credit, whereby to prove that this Creed had been

known to the Greek Church for more than 500 years upwardsP.

He speaks only of Greek records: as to Latin ones, they afford

sufficient proof that this Creed was pleaded against the Greeks

in the dispute about the procession, in the eighth or ninth century

at latest, and therefore must have been in some measure known

to them. The Greeks and Latins had some dispute on that

head in the Synod of Gentilly, not far from Paris, in the year

767, under King Pepin. But perhaps this Creed was not pleaded

at that time: at least it does not appear that it was.

It cannot be doubted but that the Greeks had heard some

thing of this Creed from the Latins, as early as the days of

Ratram and AEneas Parisiensis; that is, above 850 years ago,

when the dispute about the procession between the Greeks and

Latins was on foot: this the testimonies above cited plainly

shew. But this is not enough to prove that the Greek Church

had yet any value for this Creed, or that there was then extant

any Greek copy of it.

12oo. Nicolaus Hydruntinus, cited above, who flourished under

Alexius IV. emperor of the east, and Pope Innocent the Third,

that is, in round numbers about 1200, he gives us the first notice

o Sane nullum vidimus Graecum hu

jus Symboli codicem qui trecentorum

sit annorum; nec antiquum alium a

uopiam visum fuisse novimus. Mont

aucon. Diatrib. p. 727.

P Adjicere non pigeat non visum

hactenus fuisse Graecorum quodpiam

monumentum (certum scilicet ac in

dubitatum) quo ab annis plus quin

gentis notum Ecclesiae Graeca ſuisse

Symbolum, Quicumque, possit compro

bari. Montf. ibid. p. 721.

To the same purpose speaks Com

befis of this Creed.

Wix enim extat praeterquam in re

centiorum collectaneis, librisqueeorum

polemicis, quibus ipsum vel impug

nant, vel etiam defendunt; idque vo

lunt illi qui aiunt non haberi in Gre

corum libris; non enim sic stupidi

videntur ut negent Graece haberi.

Combef. Not. ad Man. Calec. p. 297.
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of this Creed being extant in Greek in his time. He observes,

that the article of the procession from the Son was not in the Greek

copy of this Creed, as neither in the Nicene, blaming the Latins,

as I apprehend, for interpolating both. The censure was just

with respect to the Nicene Creed, but not with respect to the

Athanasian, which certainly never wanted that article; as is

plain from the agreement of the Latin copies, and the earliest of

them, those of a thousand years’ date: which I remark by the

way. As to our present purpose, this is certain, that some time

before Nicolaus of Otranto wrote, the Creed had been translated

into Greek, by a Greek, or at least by one that took part with

the Greeks in the question about the procession. It can hardly

be imagined that Nicolaus had translated it himself, and that

he appealed to his own version. There must have been a ver

sion before undoubtedly: and one can scarce suppose less than

50 or Ico years before, since both the time and author of it

were forgotten, and this Greek version passed with Nicolaus for

Athanasius's original. Manuel Caleca", who wrote about the

year 1360, intimates that there had been Greek copies long

before his time, and that the most ancient of all had the article

of the procession from the Son; and that the older Greeks who

wrote against the Latins did not pretend to strike out that

article, as those did that came after. Could we depend upon

this report, we might then be certain that the Greek copies of

the time of Nicolaus Hydruntinus were late in comparison, and

that there had been other Greek copies much more ancient.

But this I leave to the consideration of the learned. However

this fact be, one thing is certain, that the oldest Greek copy

could be only a version, whether sooner or later.

As to Greek copies now extant in manuscript, they are but

few, and modern: I may here give a short account of them, of

as many as I have hitherto found mentioned in books, or cata

logues of manuscripts.

1. There is one in the Emperor's library at Vienna, said to be

in paper, ancient, and of good value". These words are too

* Testanturautem hanc ipsam Fidei

Confessionem sancti viri (Athanasii)

esse, atque id dictum ita se habere,

qui contra Latinos multo ante scripse

runt; quam sibi ut adversam frustra

ad contradicendum facti, omnino au

ferre voluerunt: etsi modo nihilomi

nus curiose inquirentibus raro, licet in

vetustissimis codicibus, ita habere in

venitur. Man. Calec. contr. Graec. lib.

labefactare nituntur. Atque, ut in

telligi datur, tunc quidem adhuc ser

vabatur; postmodum veropertinaciores

ii. B. PP. tom. xxvi. p. 414.

r CCXIV. codex M.S. theologicus

Graecus est chartaceus, antiquus, et
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general to fix any certain date upon : one may guess from the

paper that the manuscript is not very ancient; since paper came

not into frequent or common use before the thirteenth century.

But not to insist upon a disputable argument, (since cotton paper,

though not common, was however sometimes used as early as

the tenth century,) one may judge more certainly from what is

written in the same volume, and, I suppose, in the same hand,

(for Nesselius makes no distinction,) that the copy of the Creed

is not earlier than the middle of the fourteenth century.

Maximus Planudes makes a part of the manuscript: he flou

rished about the year 1340.

2. There is another Greek manuscript of this Creed in the

same library, a paper one too, and said to be pretty ancient, by

Nesselius, who gives account of its. From the mention therein

made of the Creed's being presented to Pope Julius, I should be

apt to conclude that the manuscript is not earlier, nor copied

from any earlier than Manuel Caleca's time, or the fourteenth

century: but there are other marks, particularly some pieces of

Julianus Cardinalis, which demonstrate that the manuscript

cannot be much older than the middle of the fifteenth century.

3. Felckman had a manuscript copy of this Creed in Greek,

without any title to it, or any author namedt. I can say nothing

to the age of it, for want of further particulars.

4. Felckman had another manuscript out of the Palatine

library, (which library is since transferred partly to the Vatican,

the rest to Munich, &c.) with a title to it, a ſuffoxov toº &ytov

'A6avao ſov, St. Athanasius's Creed". The title alone is a suffi

bonde nota, in 4to. constataue foliis scopi Alexandrini, Confessio Catholica

Fidei, ad S. Julium Pontificem Roma

num; cujus et titulus et principium,

Toà év dyious Tarpès juáv'A6avagiov

I.

Continentureo hac.

Imo, &c.

2do et quidem a fol. 77. ad fol. 79.

S. Athanasii Archiepiscopi Alexan

drini Symbolum Fidei, cujus titulus

et principium, Tod dyiov 'A6avaoriou

row usyd)ov. "Oarts 3' av BoöAmrat

orw87val, ºrpè travrov xpi kpareſv tri

arriv, &c. Nessel. Catal. vol. i. p. 344.

s CXCmus codex MS.—est char

taceus, mediocriter antiquus, et bonde

notaº, in 4to. constataue nunc foliis

332, et ad Johannem Sambucum olim

pertinuit. Continentur eo haec. I.

primo, &c.

189 Et quidem a fol. 303. ad fol.

3o4. S. Athanasii magni, Archiepi

toū ueyá\ov ‘Ouoxoyia ris kadoxtºns

trio reos #v čoke Tpos 'lotAtov IIáirav

‘Póplms. Tô 6é\ovri ootival &c.

Nessel. Catal. vol. i. p. 281.

t Extat hoc Symbolum in nostro

codice 2 anonymo, sed absºlue titulo

et nomine auctoris; unde et sic edi

tum. Felckman. ed. Athanas. Comme

lin. p. 83.

Incipit; Et ris 6éAoi goóñval, mp3

trávrov xpi) abré tºv Kadoxukºv spath

oral triotiv, &c. *

u Invenimus id ipsum etiam post

in codice quodam Palatinae bibliothe

caº, expresse Athanasio inscriptum
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cient argument of its being modern, to any that consider what

were the more usual and ancient titles, represented above. It

is to be noted that those two manuscript copies are so nearly

the same, that they make but one copy in print, which has been

inserted in all the editions of Athanasius's works after Felckman's,

as well as in his, and makes the fifth in Gundlingius», who gives

us six Greek copies of this Creed. It is observable, that this

copy owns not the procession from the Son : from whence we

may infer that it was not made by the Latins, or however not

by any who were not friends to the Greeks.

5. Lazarus Baifius's copyy, which he had from Venice, in the

time of Francis I. in the year 1533, was published by Genebrard,

anno 1569. This copy probably was contrived by a Latin,

(having the procession from the Son in it,) or at least by some

homest Greek, who would not vary from the original. I conclude

this Greek copy to be modern, from the title ; for a reason before

hinted.

6. There was another manuscript copy’ of this Creed, which

Nicolaus Bryling first printed at Basil, and afterwards H. Ste

phens in France, in the year 1565. This also must, in all

probability, be very modern, because of a ſuffoxov in the title.

It acknowledges the procession from the Son, conformable to the

original.

7. In the Royal library at Paris, (Numb. 2502,) there is an

other manuscript Greek copy of this Creeda, written in the

year 1562, published by Genebrard 1569, and said by him to

(licet id recentiores Graeci nolint, ut

videre est ex epistola Meletii Constan

tinopolitani Patriarchae ad Douzam)

ex quo etiam discrepantias quasdam

notabimus.

Incipit; Et ris 6éAet oroënval, ºrpè

Távrov xpeta éotiv tua Tºv kaðoxtkiv

Kparhorm triorriv, &c. Felckman. ibid.

* Gundlingii not. ad Eustrat. et p.

76

y Titulus; "Exéeoris Šuo)\oyias ris

kaðoxtkins tria reos toº ueyd'Aov 'A6ava

oriov tarpidpxov 'AAečavöpeias Tpós

'IoëAtov IIdraw.

Incipit; "Oorts àv BoöAmrat oroënval,

Tpô Távrov Xp) kpatetv Tijv kadoxukºv

Trio riv.

* Titulus; Sápióoxov too dytov

'A6avaortov.

Incipit; "Oarts BoöNeral goënval,

&c.

a De Graecis autem codicibus pauca

* dicenda, cum unum tantum

nobis inspicere licuerit, scil. Reg.

25oz. In quo extat Symbolum supe

riore sacculo exaratum. Montf. Dia

trib. p. 722.

Secunda, quam edimus formula,

jam olim publici juris facta per Gene

rardum anno 1569, quam ait ille esse

Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanæ, extatin

regio codice num. 25oz. olim exbiblio

theca Johannis Huralti Boistallerii a

Carolo IX. Venetias legati, in qua

codice hac leguntur, ante Dialogum

S. Athanasii cum Ario—“transcrip

“tus et recognitus liber hic est, ex

“ vetustissimo exemplari cretico; Ve

“netiis anno 1562, impensa facta au

“ reorum X. Zacharias Sacerdos tran

“scripsit ethabuit.” Montf. Diatrib.

p. 727.
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belong to the Church of Constantinople. This was taken from

an older manuscript, but how much older cannot certainly be

known". One may imagine from the titlee and beginning of it,

that the form is the same with one of those in the Emperor's

library, and that they were copied one from the other, or both

from a third copy. This manuscript acknowledges the pro

cession from the Son. I had understood, from Montfaucon's

general way of expression, that Genebrard had published his

copy from this very manuscript of the Royal library, Num. 2502.

But observing that Genebrard's wants some words (äiótos é Tarijp,

ãíðtos é viðs, Číðuov to Tveſpa rô &ytov) which Montfaucon's copy

has, I conclude that he meant only the same form, as to matter

and words, for the most part, not the same manuscript.

8. There is another manuscript Greek version, or rather

paraphrase of this Creed, having several interpolations, pub

lished by Bishop Usher anno 1647, from a copy sent him by

Patrick Young. It has been often since printed; in the Coun

cils, in Gundling, and in Montfaucon.

It leaves out the article of procession from the Son; from

whence we may judge that it was composed by a Greek, or

Grecizing Latin. The title insinuates that the Creed was drawn

up in the Nicene Councild : an opinion entertained by Johan.

Cyparissiota, about the year 1360, as observed above. When

this story or fiction first came in, I cannot pretend to determine.

Bishop Usher speaks of a very ancient manuscript, partly in

Irish and partly in Latin, which hints at the same thing: but

he fixes no date to the manuscript; the words, cery ancient,

are too general to give satisfaction in it. The Creed is there

said to have been composed in the Nicene Council, by Eusebius

and Dionysius, and a third left namelesse, as not being known.

The author of that book of Hymns must have been very ignorant,

not to know Athanasius, who was undoubtedly the third man,

* Incertum autem utrum ex illo

quod memorat vetustissimo eremplari

Symbolum etiam sit mutuatus; codex

quippe ampla molis multa et varia

complectitur, quae dubitare licet ex

unone codice exscripta fuerint, an ex

compluribus. Montf. ibid.

c Titulus; Toà év dyiots IIarpès

judov 'A6avaoriou roi, Heyd'Aov 6poMoyia

rºs kaëoxukňs mºto reos fiv föoke trpès

'Iolºtov IIámay ‘Pópms.

Incipit; Tô 6éAovri ordóñval, &c.

d "Ek ris àytas kai oikovuevukºs ris

ev Nukata, trepi trio reos karū orvutoutav,

kai trós del trio rejeuv Tóv d\mén Xpt

orruavóv. Usser. de Symb. p. 26.

e In hymnorum, partim Latino

partim Hibernico sermone scriptorum,

codice vetustissimo— notatum re

peri, trium Episcoporum opera, in ea

dem Nicaena Synodo illud fuisse com

positum, Eusebii, et Dionysii, et momen

tertii (sic enim ibi legitur) nescimus.

Usser. de Symb. praf.
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and for whose sake (to account for the Creed's being written in

Latin) the whole story seems to have been contrived. By

Lusebius must have been intended Eusebius of Verceil in Pied

mont, a Latin, and a great friend and intimate of Athanasius:

by Dionysius undoubtedly is meant Dionysius Bishop of Milan,

of the same time and of the same principles, and well acquainted

with Eusebiusf. Had the contrivers of the fable laid their scene

at Alexandria, where Athanasius and this Eusebius, with several

other Latins, met together in the year 362, they had made it

the more plausible. But let us return to our Greek copies, from

which we have a little digressed.

This is observable of the Greek copies in general, that they

differ very widely from each other, and therefore cannot be

copies of one and the same version. Possibly, three or four of

them may be thrown into one, admitting however many various

lections: but still there will be as many remaining, which cannot

be so dealt with, but must be looked upon as distinct and differ

ent versions. Such as desire to see all the copies together may

find them in Gundling and Montfaucon'; four at large, the rest

exhibited only by various lections. I do not know whether the

manuscripts of the Vienna library have been collated for any of

the printed editions: perhaps not; I do not remember that I

have met with any mention of them in any of the editors of the

printed copies.

It may be of use to set the printed editions, after our account

of the manuscripts, in chronological order, as distinctly as may

be, since we cannot fix the dates of the manuscript copies.

1540. 1. The first printed edition was by Nicolaus Brylings,

a printer of Basil. My authors have been deficient in not

setting down the date of it. I have endeavoured to fix the year,

but have not yet been so happy as to come to a certainty in it.

Wherefore, I hope, my reader will excuse it, if, rather than set

no year at all, I choose one which I know cannot be very much

lavit.”
Ambros. ad Vercellens. Ep.

lxiii.
. IO39.

f It seems highly probable, that the

whole fable about Eusebius and Dio

nysius was first raised out of a pas- g

sage of St. Ambrose, which might be

thought to hint some such thing.

The words are :

“Itaque ut Eusebius Sanctus prior

“levavit vexillum confessionis, ita

“beatus Dionysius in exilii locis,

“priori martyribus titulo vitam exha

uod olim evulgavit Basileae Ni

colaus Bryling; deinde in Gallia anno

1565, Henricus Stephanus. Gene

brard. in Symb. Athanas. p. 8.

Quam post Nic. Brylingium, et

Mich. Neandrum, H. Stephanus in

lucem edidit. Fabric. Bibl. Gra.c.

vol. v. p. 315.
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over or under, because of other pieces printed by the same Bry

ling about that time. Fabricius mentions Michael Neander as

editor of the same copy after Bryling, and before Stephens: but

what year is not said. Sebastian Lepusculus'sh edition of the

same was in 1559; and Stephens's in 1565.

1569. 2. The second printed copy was taken from the manu

script of Lazarus Baiffius, which he received from Dionysius", a

Greek, in the year 1533, as before hinted. This was first printed

by Genebrard in the year 1569, again in 1585, and oftentimes

since. This copy is sometimes called the Dionysian copy: and

it is observed by Gundling to differ from the first copy but in

seven places; and therefore these two have been commonly

thrown into one, by the editors of both.

1569. 3. The third copy was also first printed by Genebrard,

at the same time with the other. It has gone under the name

of the Constantinopolitan copy, because Genebrard supposed it

to have been in use at Constantinople!. It differs considerably

from both the other, and is never thrown into one with them,

but kept distinct by itself.

16oo. 4. The fourth is the Commeline, or Felckman's copy,

from the Palatine manuscripts, often reprinted with Athana

sius's works. This also stands by itself as a distinct version.

1647. 5. The fifth was first published by Usher, in the year

1647. This differs extremely from all the rest, having, besides

many variations and slight insertions, one very large interpola

tion. It hath been often reprinted since Usher's time.

1671. 6. The sixth and last was first published by Labbe and

Cossart in the second tome of Councils. This copy comes the

nearest to the two first, and therefore is sometimes thrown into

h Sebastian. Lepusculi compendium

Josephi Gorionidis, cum Collectaneis

quibusdam, p. 49. Basil. 1559.

i Nic. Serarius, who wrote in the

year 1590, speaking of that first copy

printed by Bryling and Stephens, says

as follows:

“Quarum prima vulgata dici potest,

“eo quod hactenus ea sola hic apud

“nos, Germania et Gallia, typis evul

“gata fuerit.” Nicol. Serar. de Symb.

Athanas. Opusc. Theolog. tom. ii. p. 9.

* Hoc Symbolum reperi in libro

Graeco MS. de processione Spiritus

Sancti, quem Lazaro Baiffio oratori

regis Francisci I. apud Venetos, obtu

WATERLAND, vol. III.

lit Dionysius Graecus, Episcopus Zie

nensis et Firmiensis anno 1533. Ge

nebr. Comm. in Symb. Athanas. p. 8.

In manus meas pervenit liber qui

dam Graecus, de processione Spiritus

Sancti, oblatus Lazaro Baiffio claro

regis nostri Francisci I. apud Venetos

oratori, anno Christi 1533. Quem

manu sua elegantissime pinxerat Ni

colaus Sophianus Patrum nostrorum

aevo vir valde doctus. Genebr. ibid.

• 2.

| Superius Symbolum, Athanasii

verbis aliquantulum immutatis, Con

stantinopolitani sic. Graece legunt, et

recitant. Genebr. ibid. p. 14.

N
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one with them: but it differs from both in about forty places,

according to Gundling's computation.

These are all the printed copies; which are sometimes called

four, and sometimes sia: ; four, because the first, second, and

sixth may be tolerably thrown into one; siv, because they may

also be kept distinct, and may be reckoned as so many copies

at least, if not so many several versions. So much for the Greek

versions of our Creed.

To the versions already mentioned may be added the Sclavo

nian, of several dialects, and, as I conceive, pretty ancient; but

we have little or no account of them; only, as I shall shew in

the sequel, we may be certain that there have been such. There

are Italian, Spanish, Irish, and Welsh versions; but whether any

that can justly be called ancient, I know not. Future searches

into libraries may perhaps produce further discoveries. Fabri

cius makes mention of an Hebrew version of late date, and of an

Arabic one still laterm: but these or the like modern versions will

be of no use to us in our present inquiries.

CHAP. VI.

Of the reception of the Athanasian Creed in the

Christian Churches.

FROM the materials here laid down, we may now be able

to determine something about the reception of the Creed, espe

cially in the western Churches; among which the Churches of

France, or Gaul, ought undoubtedly to be named first.

FRANCE, or GAUL.

A. D. 550. This Creed obtained in France in the time of

Hincmar, or about 850, without all dispute. We may advance

higher up to 772: for it was then in Charles the Great's Psal

ter, among the Hymns of the Church. The Cotton manuscript

Psalter, with this Creed in it, will carry us up to 703: and the

m Hebraice versum a Julio Mar- Georgius Nisselius Symbolum Atha

cello Româno MS. in bibliotheca Va- nasii Arabico idiomate cum Cantico

ticana memorat Imbonatus in bibl. Canticorum AEthiopice et Arabice

Latino Hebraica, p. 149. Sed omitto edito Lugd. Bat. anno 1656, conjunxit

recentiores versiones, ut Arabicam a →id tamen non hausit ex codice

Nisselio editam Lugd. Bat. 1656. 4to, MS. sed ipse in Arabicum sermonem

una cum Cantico Canticor. Fabric. transtulit. Tentzel. p. 125.

Bibl. Graec. v. 5. p. 315.
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Canon of the Council of Autun to 670; at which time the Galli

can clergy, at least of the diocese of Autun, in the province of

Lyons, were obliged to recite this Creed together with the

Apostles', under pain of episcopal censure. Which shews of how

great value and esteem the Creed was at that time, and affords

a strong presumption (as Quesnel and Pagin well argue in the

case) that it had been in use there long before. There will be

some doubt, as I intimated above, about the supposed Canon of

the Council of Autun; which will in some measure abate the

force of our evidence, and of the argument built upon it. But

as it is certain from other evidence, that this Creed was received

in the Gallican churches as high as 772 or 703; so it must be

owned that this very much confirms the supposition of the

Council of Autun; and the concurring circumstances give very

great light and strength to each other. But what most of all

confirms the foregoing evidence, and the reasoning upon it, is,

that Venantius Fortunatus, a full hundred years before the

Council of Autun, had met with this Creed in the Gallican parts,

and found it then to be in such esteem as to deserve to be com

mented upon, like the Lord’s Prayer, and Apostles' Creed: ac

cordingly he wrote comments upon it, as well as upon the other.

This wonderfully confirms the reasoning of Quesnel and Pagi,

that this Creed must have been in use there near a hundred

years before the Council of Autun, that is, as high as 570,

about which time Fortunatus flourished and wrote. And con

sidering that this Creed must have been for some time growing

into repute, before it could be thought worthy to have such honour

paid it, along with the Lord’s Prayer and Apostles' Creed; I may

perhaps be allowed to set the time of its reception, in the Gallican

churches, some years higher: reception of it, I mean, as an ex

cellent formulary, or an acknowledged rule of faith, though not

perhaps admitted into their sacred Offices. Upon the whole, and

upon the strength of the foregoing evidences, we may reasonably

n Dubium nonest quin multis ante

Synodum illam Augustodunenseman

nis compositum esset, et jam olim per

totam Ecclesiam celebre evasisset:

nunquam enim sapientissimi praesules

id commisissent, utistam fidei formu

lam omnium ordinum clericis amplec

tendam, etirreprehensibiliter, ut aiunt,

recensendam, Synodali edicto sub con

demnationis papna praeciuerent; imo

et illam e regione cum Symbolo Apo

stolico ponerent, nisi jam longo usu

recepta, approbata, et inter germanas

Magni Athanasii lucubrationes nume

rata fuisset; quod nisi post plurium

annorum seriem fieri vix potuit. Ques

nel, Dis. xiv. p. 731.

Quare jam ante centum fere annis

opus illud Athanasio attributum fuerat.

Pagi, Critic. in Baron. vol. i. p. 441.

N 2
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conclude, that the reception of this Creed, in the Gallican

churches, was at least as early as 670; understanding it of

its reception into the public Offices: but understanding it of

its reception as a rule of faith, or an orthodox and excellent

formulary and system of belief, it may be justly set as high as

550, which is but twenty years, or thereabout, before Fortuna

tus commented upon it. Le Quien scruples not to set it as high

as 5000.

SPAIN.

630. Next to France, we may mention her near neighbour

Spain, which seems to have received this Creed very early, and

within less than a hundred years after the time before fixed for

its reception in France. As to the truth of the fact, it may be

argued two several ways. 1. From the near affinity and relation

between the Spanish and Gallican Offices, before either France

or Spain had received the Roman. 2. From the fourth Council

of Toledo, their quoting passages from this very Creed.

I. As to the first argument, though a general one, it must

appear of great weight. If the Sacred Offices in France and

Spain were in those times the same, or very nearly so; then the

reception of this Creed in France will afford a very considerable

argument of its reception in Spain also.

Cardinal Bona is very large and diffuse in setting forth the

argreement and harmony of the old Gallican Offices with the

Spanish, in sundry particulars P. And he supposes this uni

formity of the two Churches to have been as early, at least, as

the days of Gregory Bishop of Tours, who died in the year 595

Mabillon, after him, frequently asserts the same thing", and

with greater assurance than Bona had done; having met with

new and fuller evidences to prove it: only, he dates the agree

ment of the Spanish Mosarabick Offices with the Gallican, from

the third and fourth Councils of Toledo", the latter of which was

in the year 633. Mr. Dodwell, speaking of the same matter,

says, “Nor does Mabillon himself judge it probable that the

“innovations attempted by Pope Vigilius in Spain held long, of

“what kind soever they were. All Spain was soon after united

“in one form, and that different from the Romans, and agreeing

"Non nisi exeodem Symbolo, quod 12, p.372. - -

jam ante receptum esset, Avitus Wien- a Mabillon, de Liturg. Gallican

mensis—alicubi scribebat &c. Le praef. et lib. i. cap. 3. p. 20, 23.

Quien, Dissert. Damascen. p. 98. * Mabillon, lib. i. c. 4. p. 32.

P Bona, Rerum Liturg. lib. i. cap.
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“with the Gallicans.” It is therefore a plain case, that the

Gallican and Spanish Offices were very much the same in the

beginning of the seventh century, and so continued for some

time. If therefore the Gallican churches received the Athana

sian Creed into their public Offices before the year 670, it will

appear extremely probable that the Spanish received it also,

and about the same time. I here make a distinction, as I did

before, between receiving the Creed as a rule of faith, and

receiving it into the solemn Offices, to be recited or sung in

churches. The reception of it, in the first sense, I conceive

to have been somewhat earlier in Spain, as well as in France,

than its reception in the latter sense. But as different churches

in France had anciently different customs, so also was it in

Spain: and therefore it is probable that the reception of this

Creed into the public Offices was in some churches sooner, and

in others later, according to the various rites, customs, and cir

cumstances of the several churches.

But I proceed to the second article, whereby we are to prove

the reception of this Creed in Spain.

2. The fourth Council of Toledo cites a considerable part of

this Creed, adopting it into their own Confessiont. We may be

confident that the Creed did not borrow the expressions from

them, but they from the Creed; since we are certain that this

Creed was made long before the year 633. The reference to

this very Creed appears so plain in the words of that Council,

that most of the learned have concluded from thence, that the

Spanish Fathers had both seen and approved this Creed. Ba

ronius is positive that the Council took their expressions from

it". Calvisius dates the publication of the Creed from that Councils:

* Dodwell of Incense, p. 190.

* Nec personas confundimus, nec

substantiam separamus. Patrem a

nullo factum, vel genitum dicinus :

Filium a Patre non factum, sed geni

tum, asserimus: Spiritum vero San

ctum nec creatum, nec genitum, sed

procedentem a Patre et Filio profite

mur, ipsum autem Dominum Jesum

Christum ex substantia Patris

ante sarcula genitum—aequalis

Patri secundum divinitatem, minor

Patre secundum humanitatem.—

Haec est Ecclesiae Catholicae Fides:

hanc confessionem conservamus, at

que tenemus. Quam quisquis fir

missime custodierit, perpetuam salu

tem habebit. Concil. Tolet. IV. Ca

pitul. I.

u Ex eodem Athanasii Symbolo ea

verba primi Capituli Toletani quarti

Concilii deducta noscuntur, quibus

dicitur, Patrem a nullo factum, &c.

Baron. Annal. tom. iii. p. 436.

x Repositum fuit in archivis, nec

publicatum, nisi, quantum ex historiis

conjicere licet, post trecentos fere

annos, ubi in Concilio Toletano quar

to quaedam ex eo translata verba re

censentur. Seth. Calvis. Op. Chro

nolog. p. 396.
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so also Alstediusy. Gavantus, in his comments upon the

Roman Breviary, concludes from thence that this Creed had

been read in the Church, as high as that time”. Helvicus" falls

in with the opinion of Calvisius and Alstedius, grounded upon

the expressions of this Council being parallel to those of the

Creed. These authors have perhaps carried the point too far,

in supposing this a sufficient proof of any public reception of the

Creed in Spain, at that time, or of its being read in their

churches : but it is clear enough, that the Spanish Fathers had

both seen and approved it; otherwise they could not, or would

not, have borrowed so plainly from it. Thus much is allowed by

most of the learned moderns, as Quesnelb, Natalis Alexander",

Montfaucond, Tillemonte, Muratorius, Oudinſ, and others, that

the expressions of that Council and this Creed are parallel, and

one borrowed from the other, and the words of the Council from

the words of the Creed: only, Muratorius hints as if a doubt

might be made whether the Council took from the Creed, or the

Creed from the Councils; which may seem strange in him, who

supposes the Creed to have been made by Fortunatus, many

years before that Council was held. But, I suppose, he is there

speaking of the argument drawn from the words of that Council

alone, abstracting from the other circumstance, and previous to

the consideration of Fortunatus's comment:

guilty of a very great oversight.

otherwise he is

It appears then, that this

y Symbolum Athanasii ab illo

scriptum est in Romae itidem contra

Arium. Publicatum est post 300 fere

annos in Concilio Toletano, et inde

usque ad nostra tempora in Ecclesia

usurpatum. Alsted. Thesaur. p. 178.

* Athanasius dum esset Romae,

scripsit Latine Symbolum—et reci

tavit coram Pontifice et ei assidentibus,

anno 340, ut scribit Baronius; et est

illud idem, non mutatum, legique soli

tum in Ecclesia, ante annos nongentos

sexaginta. Wide Annales ad Annum

praedictum. Barthol. Gavant. Com

mentar. in Rubric. Breviarii Romani,

p. 106.

* Athanasius Symbolum scribit Ro

mae, et Concilio offert; non tamen

publicatur, nisi post 300 ferme annos
in Concilio Toletano. Helvic. Theatr.

Histor. ad an. 339.

" Imo et jam ab anno 6 3. ex

isto Symbolo descripta mihi videntur

in ea Confessione Fidei, quae edita est

a Concilio Toletano 4. habeturque

Capit. I. ejusdem. Quesnel, Dissert.

xiv. p. 731.

• Natal. Alexand. tom. iv. p. 109.

d Montfauc. Diatrib. p. 720.

e Tillemont, Mémoires, tom. viii.

p. 670.

f Oudin.

Eccl. p. 348.

g Verum ne majoris quidem mo

menti sunt verbailla, quae in Concilii

Toletani quarti professione leguntur:

uamvis enim phrases nonnullae ibi

}. inveniantur Symboli phrasibus

oppido similes, attamen ejusmodi non

sunt ut iis patribus Symbolum jam

innotuisse demonstrent. Quin ex eo

dem Concilio has formulas quis deli

basse videri potest, ut inde Symbolum

istud conflaret. Muratorii Anecdot.

Ambros. tom. ii. p. 223.

Comment. de Script.
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Creed was known and approved in Spain as early as 633 : and it

is observable how exactly this falls in with the time, when the

Spanish churches are supposed to have received the Gallican

Offices, according to Mabillon's account. Wherefore it is ex

tremely probable, that about this time they received this Creed

from the Gallican churches; received it as an orthodox formu

lary, and an approved rule of faith. As to their taking it into

their public Service and Psalmody, I pretend not to set it so

high, having no proof that they did receive it, in that sense, so

early: but as soon as the Gallican churches made it a part of

their Psalmody, we may reasonably think that the Spanish did so

too; or within a very short time after.

GERMANY.

787. Next to France and Spain, we may mention Germany;

not only because of their nearness of situation to France, but

also because of their mutual intercourse and affinity with each

other. This Creed, very probably, was received in some parts

of Germany, soon after it obtained in the Gallican Church.

The mutual intercourse of the German and Gallican Churches

makes it probable: and the ancient manuscript of the Creed

found at Treves, or Triers, in Germany, may persuade the same

thing. Our positive evidence is however clear and certain for

the reception of the Creed, as early as 870, being then translated

by Otfridus into the German or Teutonic language. Anscha

rius's Instructions to his Clergy (above mentioned) will afford

an argument for the reception of this Creed in Germany, from

the time of his holding the see of Hamburg, or from 830 ; and

it was received at Basil, as we learn from Hatto, Bishop of the

place, before 820. Indeed, I have above referred Basil to

France, considering how it stood in Hatto's time, and that it

was part of ancient Gaul; but then it was upon the confines of

Germany, and has in later times been reckoned to it; and we

have good reason to think that the customs of the German

churches in the ninth century were nearly the same with those

of the Church of Basil in 820. What passed in the council of

Frankfort (if I mistake not in my construction of it) may

warrant the carrying it up as high as 794. And it was seven

years before that, namely in the year 787h, that Pope Adrian

sent to St. Willehad, Bishop of Breme, the famous Psalter

h Mabill. Act. Sanct. saec. iii. part. 2. p. 409.
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of Charles the Greati, with this Creed in it, the same that I

have spoken of above. No wonder therefore that Anscharius

and Rembertus, afterwards Archbishops of Hamburg and Breme,

so very highly valued this Creed. The particular regard paid

to this Creed by Charles the Great, in the year 772, may plead

perhaps in favour of a more early date: at least, no doubt can

be made but as soon as he came to be emperor, if not a great

deal sooner, the German churches (as well as the Gallican before)

admitted this Creed, even into their public Offices. It is of this

time that an anonymous author cited above, in a tract directed

to Charlemagne, then Emperor, says, that this Creed was

“professed by the universal Church.” We cannot however

be mistaken in setting the reception of it in Germany, as

high as the year 787. So high may pass for certain fact: and

there is great probability for the running it up many years

higher.

ENGLAND.

8oo. As to our own country, we have clear and positive

proof of the Creed's being sung alternately in our churches in

the tenth century, when Abbo of Fleury, an ear-witness of it,

was here; and when the Saxon versions, still extant, were of

standing use for the instruction and benefit both of Clergy and

people. These evidences alone will prove the reception of this

Creed in England to have been as early as 950 or 930, or the

time of Athelstan, whose Latin Psalter, with the Creed in it,

remains to this day. The age of the manuscript versions will

warrant us thus far: but, possibly, if those cersions were

thoroughly examined by a critic in the Saxon, it might appear

that the version or versions were some years older than the

manuscripts. But it may be worth the observing further, that

among several other ancient professions of faith drawn up by

our bishops of the Saxon times there is one of Denebert Bishop

of Worcester, presented to Archbishop Athelard in the year

799, which contains in it a considerable part of the Athanasian

i Codex iste——in bibliotheca quem ipse in principio pontificatus sui

cubiculari summi pontificis Hadri

ani I. permansit usque ad annum

DCCLXXXVIII. quo S. Willehadus

ab eodem, cum consensu Caroli M.

primus Episcopus Bremensis decla

ratus est. Tunc videlicet P. P. Hadri

anus eundem illum codicem Psalterii,

tanquam munus gratulatorium a Ca

rolo Magno acceperat, eadem ratione

donavit S. Willehado, ut ille, in novo

Episcopatu suo, frueretur usu sacri

istius muneris. Lambec. Catal. Bibl.

Vindob. lib. ii. cap. 5. p. 297.
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Creedk. From whence may be concluded, that this formulary

was well known here and well approved, among the learned at

least, in those times. Wherefore, upon the whole, and all

circumstances considered, I may presume to name the year 8oo,

or thereabout, for the reception of this Creed in England.

Further inquiries may perhaps carry it up higher: but it cannot

reasonably be brought lower, and so there I leave it.

ITALY.

880. We learn from Ratherius, above cited, that this Creed

was in common use in some parts of Italy, particularly in the

diocese of Verona in Low Lombardy, in his time; that is, about

960. He then speaks of it as a man would do of a formulary

that had been customary amongst them, and of long standing.

He exhorts his clergy to make themselves masters of the three

Creeds, Apostles', Nicene, and Athanasian; without the least

intimation of the last of them being newly introduced. I incline

to think that from the time that Lombardy became a province

of the French under Charles the Great, (about the year 774.)

this Creed obtained there by means of that prince, who had so

great a value for it, and whose custom it was to disperse it

abroad wherever he had any power or influence. He presented

it to the pope himself in 772: he delivered it, about the same

time, or before, to the monks of Mount Olivet in Jerusalem, of

his foundation. And it appears to have been with his consent,

or perhaps at his request, that pope Adrian conveyed it to

Willehad, the first Bishop of Breme, in 787. These circum

stances make it highly probable, that the same Charles the

Great introduced this Creed into Lombardy soon after his

conquest of it. And indeed nothing could be more serviceable

at that time, in a country which had so long before been cor

rupted with Arianism. Add to this, that it appears highly

probable that the Gallican Psalter was introduced into the

churches of Italy soon after Lombardy became a province under

the kings of France: and if their Psalter came in, no doubt

but their Creed, then a part of their Psalter, came in with it.

Cardinal Bona observes, and seems to wonder at it, that the

Gallican Psalter obtained in most parts of Italy in the eleventh

* Orthodoxam, Catholicam Apo- Quicumque vult salvus esse—&c. Pro

stolicam Fidem, sicut didici, paucis fess. Deneberti Ep. Wigorn. apud

exponam verbis, quia scriptum est, Tert. Roff. p. 252.
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centuryl. He might very probably have set the date higher,

as high perhaps, or very near, as the conquest of Lombardy by

Charlemagne. Thus far at least we may reasonably judge, that

those parts which were more immediately subject to the kings

of France, Verona especially, one of the first cities taken, re

ceived the Gallican Psalter sooner than the rest. However,

since I here go only upon probabilities, and have no positive

proof of the precise time when either the Creed or the Psalter

came in, and it might take up some years to introduce them,

and settle them there, (new customs generally meeting with

difficulties and opposition at the first,) these things considered,

I am content to suppose the year 880 for the reception of this

Creed in Italy; which is but eighty years higher than Ratherius,

and is above one hundred years from the entire conquest of

Lombardy by Charles the Great. There may be some reason to

suspect that this Creed had been known in Italy, and received, at

least in some of the monasteries there, near two hundred years

before. The manuscript of Bobio, in Langobardick character,

and written about the year 7oo, or sooner, will afford a very

strong presumption of it. And if we consider how from the

year 637, in the time of Rotharis, one of the Lombard kings of

Italy, there had been a constant struggle between the Catholics

and Arians, and a succession of bishops on both sides kept up,

in almost every city of his dominions, for many years together;

I say, from these considerations, one might reasonably presuue

that the Catholics had about that time procured this Creed,

together with Bachiarii Fides, and Gennadius's tract, out of the

Gallican parts, to arm themselves the better against the spread

ing heresy. But as this does not amount to a public reception

of it, nor is the fact so clear as not to be liable to dispute, I

pretend not to insist upon it.

RoMB.

930. Rome is of distinct consideration from the other parts of

Italy, and was always more desirous of imposing her own Offices

upon other churches, than of receiving any from them. The

Filioque, in the Constantinopolitan Creed, had been long admitted

into all the other western churches before Rome would accept it;

which was not (at least it does not appear that it was) till the

middle of the eleventh century, or about 1050. The custom of

* Bona, Rerum Liturg. lib. ii. c. 3. p. 506.
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reciting the Nicene, or Constantinópolitan Creed, in the Com

munion Service, had prevailed in Spain, France, and Germany,

for several centuries; and was at length but hardly admitted at

Rome in the year 1014. It was thought civil enough of the

Popes of Rome to allow the other western churches to vary from

the Roman customs in any thing: and those other churches

could not enjoy that liberty and privilege in quiet, without com

plying with the Roman Offices in most things besides. The use

of the Athanasian Creed was one of those things wherein they

were beforehand with the Church of Rome, and in which they

were indulged; as was also the use of the Gallican Psalter,

which the western churches in general were allowedm to have,

while the Romans were tenacious of their own. But though the

Romans retained their own Psalter all the way down to the

middle of the sixteenth century; yet they had long before bor

rowed this Creed from the Gallican, and received it into their

Offices. This is certain fact ; but as to the precise time when it

was first done, it may not be easy to determine. It was, without

all question, before Thomas Aquinas's day; who tells us, (as

above cited,) that this Creed was “received by the authority of

“ the Pope:” I wish he had told us what Pope. That it was

not received into the Roman Offices so soon as the year 809

may be probably argued from a case that then happened, which

has been hinted above. The Latin monks of Mount Olivet,

(founded by Charles the Great,) in their Apologetical Letter to

Pope Leo III, made the best defence they were able of their

own practice in their public professing that the Holy Ghost

proceeds from the Son. They pleaded the open acknowledgment

of the same doctrine in Charles the Great’s own chapel; and

that the same doctrine had been taught them, in St. Gregory’s

Homilies, and in the Rule of St. Benedict, and in the Athanasian

Creed, and in a Dialogue given them by Pope Leo himselfn.

m Alexander IV. in sua Constitu

tione quae est sexta in Bullario ordinis

Eremitarum Sancti Augustini, mandat

Priori Generali et reliquis fratribus in

Tuscia, ut recitent Officium juxta mo

rem Romanae Ecclesiae, excepto Psal

terio. Bona, Rer. Liturg. lib. ii. c. 3.

p.§.
ic quoque S. Franciscus, ut tes

tatur Frassenius (Disqu. Bibl. c. vi. s.

1.) illius ordinis frater, in regula suo

rum praecipit: Clerici faciant divinum

Officium secundum ordinem sanctae Ro

manae Ecclesiae, eaccepto Psalterio. Hod.

de Tert. Bibl. p. 383. Vid. etiam su

pra p. 134.

* Benignissime pater, dum essem

ego Leo, servus vester, ad sancta ves

tigia vestra, et ad pia vestigia Domni

Karoli, piissimi Imperatoris, filiique

vestri, audivimus in capella ejus dici

in Symbolo Fidei, qui er Patre Filio

que procedit. Et in Homilia S. Gre

gorii, quam nobis filius vester Dom
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Now, had the Athanasian Creed been at that time recited in

the public Offices at Rome, those monks who were so particular

in every little circumstance pleadable in their favour, could not

have failed (especially upon their mentioning the Athanasian

Creed) to have pleaded a thing so notorious, and which would

have given the greatest countenance and authority possible to

them and their doctrine; and must have been of the greatest

weight and force with Pope Leo, to whom they were writing,

and whose protection they were then seeking, and humbly im

ploring. From hence then one may reasonably infer, that this

Creed was not received into the Roman Offices so early as the

year 809. Let us now inquire whether we can fix upon any

later time for its coming in.

Genebrard testifies, that in the oldest Roman Breviaries he

could meet with or hear of, this Creed always made a part of

the Service". But this is too general, nor can we be certain

how ancient those oldest Breviaries were, nor whether they

belonged to the Roman Church, strictly so called, or to other

western churches. And indeed I know not how we can come to

any certainty in this matter, unless it be by examining into the

Roman Psalters which have this Creed in them. Whenever

the Creed came into the Roman Psalters, we may justly con

clude, that at the same time it came into the Roman Offices.

We have in our public library at Cambridge a Roman Psalter,

written for the use of the Church of Canterbury, (as our judicious

Mr. Wanley reasonably conjectures P,) and about the time of

the Conquest, or a little before, suppose 1060. The church of

Canterbury more especially used the Roman Psalter, as hath

been observed above, and was in all things conformable, of old

time, to the Roman Offices. Now if this Creed, which had

long before been introduced into the Gallican Psalters, did at

nus Karolus Imperator dedit, in para

bola Octavarum Paschae, ubi dixit :

Sed ejus missio ipsa processio est, qui

de Patre procedit et Filio. Et in

Regula S. Benedicti, quam nobis dedit

filius vester Domnus Karolus, -et

in Dialogo quem nobis vestra sanc

titas dare dignata est, similiter dicit.

Et in Fide S. Athanasii eodem modo

dicit. Epist. Monach. Montis Olivet.

apud Le Quien, Damasc. Dissert. Praev.

J. T.
I . In vetustissimis Romanac Ecclesiae

dopoxoyiots (haec nunc vocamus Brevi

aria) sub Athanasii nomine ejus ad

primam recitatio usu recepta est. Ge

nebr. in Symb. Athanas. p. 3.

P Notandum vero in Litania extare

haec verba : Ut archiepiscopum nos

trum, et omnem congregationem illi

commissam, in sancta religione conser

pare digneris, terogamus : quibus pene

inducor ut credam hunc cod. olim

pertinuisse ad ecclesiam Christi Sal

vatoris Cantuariae. Wanleii Catal.

p. 152.
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this time obtain in the Roman also; it is obvious to conclude,

that it at the same time made a part of the Roman Offices, even

at Rome itself, as well as Canterbury, since one was conformable

to the other. This argument may carry us up some years

higher : for there is another, an older Roman Psalter, taken

notice of above, which has this Creed in it ; written about the

year 930, in the time of King Athelstan. It is said to have

belonged formerly to Archbishop Cranmer. Perhaps this also

might have been written for the use of the Church of Canterbury:

I know of no Church, amongst us, which at that time used the

Roman Psalter, but the Church of Canterbury. However, it is

highly improbable that any church which complied so far with

Rome, as to use the Roman Psalter, should take this Creed into

that Psalter before such time as Rome itself had done the same

thing. Upon the strength of this argument, though it be not

demonstrative, but probable only, (such as the case will admit

of, and such as may very well pass till we can fix upon something

more certain,) I say upon the strength of this, I incline to date

the reception of this Creed at Rome from the tenth century, and

the beginning of it, about the year 930. From this time for

wards, I presume, the Athanasian Creed has been honoured with

a public recital, among the other sacred Hymns and Church

Offices, all over the west. The way has been to recite it at the

prime, or first hour, (one o'clock in the Latin account, with us

seven in the morning,) every Lord's day q; and in some places

every day". But as the custom of making it only a part of the

Sunday Service is the most ancient, so has it likewise been the

most general and prevailing; and is at this day the common and

constant usage of the churches within the Roman communion.

And let this suffice so far as concerns the western churches.

Of the GREEK and ORIENTAL CHURCHES.

AS to the Greek, or Oriental Churches, I reserved this place for

them, that I might not entirely omit them. It has been ques

tioned, whether any of them ever received this Creed at all.

q Die Dominico ad primam recite

tur. Hatt. Basil. A. D. 820.

Per omnes occidentis ecclesias Do

minicis semper diebus psallitur—in

cunctis ecclesiis publice cani praecepta.

Manuel. Calec. Bibl. PP. tom. xxvi.

P. 4I4.

* Fidem, Quicumque vult, quotidie

ad primam iterat. Honor. August. Ad

priman dicunt quotidie Symbolum

Athanasii. Bona de Carthusianis, p.

897. Psalmod.

Ad primam—quotidie subditur

Symbolum Athanasii. Bona de Am

brosianis, p. 9oo. Divin. Psalmod.
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Vossius* seems to have thought that they never have: and so

also Combefisius t. And Dr. Smith, in his account of the Greek

Church, is positive that “ as to the Creed of Athanasius, the

* Greeks are wholly strangers to itu.”

Nevertheless, I find some very considerable men of a contrary

persuasion, and not Romanists only, as Baronius, Spondanus*,

Muratoriusy, Renaudot^, and others, but Protestants also ; as

particularly Gundling, whose words I have put into the margine.

We may observe however, that thus far is agreed on all hands,

that this Creed is not received in all the Greek churches; amd

if it is in any, yet it is there differently read in the article of

procession. It is not pretended that any of the African churches,

Alexandrian, Nubian, or Ethiopian, (which are, most of them,

of the Jacobite or Eutychian sect,) have received it. So far

from it, that they have not (at least the Ethiopian or Abassine

churches have not) so much as the Apostles' Creed amongst

them, if we may believe Ludolphusb : so little are they ae

quainted with the Latin forms or confessions. Nor is it pre

tended that the more eastern Christians, belonging to the

Patriarchates of Antioch and Jerusalem, have any acquaintanee

with the Athanasian Creed : no not the Maronites, though they

s Nec qui nostra ætate Patriarcha

Alexandrinus, et Præses Constantino

leos fuit, pro germano illud Symbo

um habuit. Sic enim Meletius litte

ris suis Constantinopoli, anno 1597,

ad Johannem Douzam, Nordovicem

datis, et a filio Georgio Douza editis.

** Athanasio falso adscriptum Symbo

“lum, cum appendice illa Romanorum

“ Pontificum adulteratum, luce luci

** dius contestamur.” Voss. de Trib,

Symb. Dissert. ii. c. 2o. p. 521.

t Combef. nqt. ad Calec. p. 297.

et notatione 48 in vitam Basilii Pseu

do-Amphiloch. Symbolum Atha

nasii Græci ut ejus non recipiunt.

u Smith, Account &c. p. 196.

x Spondanus epitomizing the words

of Baronius, as I find quoted by

Tentzelius, p. 152.

Cum autem e Romanæ Ecclesiæ an

tiquis monumentis, veluti eruderatum

emersit in lucem, tum a Latinis om

nibus, tum a Græcis aeque susceptum

est : non ab Ecclesia Constantinopo

litana tantum, sed Serviana, Bulga

rica, Russica, Moscovitica, et aliis;

licet ab eis dempta inde pars illa fue

rit, qua Spiritum Sanctum a Patre Fi

lioque procedere expressum habetur.

y Re vera, non Ecclesia tantum

Constantinopolitana, sed Serviana,

Bulgarica, Russica, Moscovitica, aliae

ue ritui Græco addictæ, etsi Athana

siano Symbolo in sacris Liturgiis utam

tur, hanc tamen particulam, et Filio,

inde exclusere. Murator. tom. ii. p.

22ºm.

7 Quod dicitur Domini Filius as

sumpsisse hominem &c. rectum est,

Symbolo quod Athanasii dicitur, et a

Græcis Latinisque recipitur, con

forme. Renaud. Orient. Liturg. vol.ii.

p. 643.

a Mirari quis possit cur Græci pro

cessionem§Â Sancti a Filio ne

gent, additionem ad Symbolum Nicæ

num tam ægre ferant, cum tamen

Symbolum Athanasii recipiant. Gund

ling. Not. ad Eustrat. &c. p. 68.

Ludolph. Histor. AEthiop, lib.

iii. c. 5. Symbolo Fidei Catholicæ

Nicæno communiter utuntur—illo

quo nos utimur, uti cæteri orientales,

carent: haud levi indicio Apostolos

illius autores mon esse.
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formerly submitted to the see of Rome, and are still supposed to

hold communion therewith, and to acknowledge the Pope for

their head. All that is pretended, with respect to this Creed,

is, that the churches of Constantinople, Servia, Bulgaria, Russia,

and Muscovy, acknowledge it as Athanasius’s, or make use of it

in their common and sacred Offices. And for proof of this, it

has been usual to appeal to a passage of Cazanovius, a Polish

knight, in a letter of his to Calvin : which letter I have not

seen, but find quoted both by Genebrard c and Vossius d, men

of opposite principles, and therefore the more safely to be relied

on where they agree. But what does Cazanovius confess? That

the Greek, Servian, Russian, and Muscovite churches acknow

ledge the Athanasian Creed as Athanasius's ; only curtailed (or,

as they would say, corrected) as to the point of the procession.

A confession from a Socinian adversary, in this case, is of some

weight; and especially if it can be enforced by any corroborating

evidence. Let us see then what may be further learned concern

ing the several churches here named, and the reception of this

Creed in them. I may take them one by one.

1. To begin with Muscovy, where the matter of fact seems to

be most fully attested of any. In the account given of the Lord

Carlisle's embassy from King Charles II. to the great Duke of

Muscovy, in the year 1663 °, I meet with this passage, relating

to the Muscovites, and their divine Service: “The whole Service

“ is performed by reading of certain Psalms, or chapters in the

“Bible: sometimes the Priest adds Athanasius's Creed, or sings

“ certain hymns, and St. Chrysostom's Homily.” In another

treatise entitled, Of the Ancient and Modern Religion of the

Muscovites, written in French, and printed at Cologne 1698,

and since translated into English, there is this account of the

Muscovites: that “they receive the Creed of the Apostles, and

“ that of Nice and Athanasius f.” These two testimonies are

undoubtedly sufficient, so far as concerns Muscovy. Now the

• Si Athanasii est, cujusnam illud

erit quod nunc Graecorum, Serviorum,

Russorum, et Moscorum ecclesiae sub

ejusdem Athanasii titulo retinent, ac

pro genuino agnoscunt: Cazanov. ad

Calvin. Epist. apud Genebr. de Symbol.

Athanas. p. 7.

d Cazanovius sarmata etsi mul

tum ei hoc Symbolum displiceat, ag

noscit tamen Athanasianum vocari,

non in Latina solum Ecclesia, sed

etiam in Constantinopolitana, Servi

ana, Bulgarica, Moscovitica. Voss. de

Symb. Diss. ii. c. 1. p. 516.

• Harris's Complete Collection, &c.

vol. ii. p. 181. See also the Duke of

Holstein’s Travels, ibid. p. 36.

f Harris's Collection of Travels,

vol. ii. p. 238. See also p. 240,

24I.
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Muscovites received their religion and their orders from the

Patriarch of Constantinople, about the tenth century, or begin

ning of the eleventh; and their receiving of this Creed will be a

presumptive argument in favour of its reception at Constantinople

also, if there be no evident reason against it. That the Mus

covites did not receive the Creed from the Latins, but from the

Greeks, is very plain, because their copies of the Creed are with

out the article of the procession from the Song. For they pretend

that the Latins have interpolated the Creed, appealing to their

own uncorrupted copies; and they blame the Latins, further,

for inserting the Filioque into the Nicene h. From what hath

been said, it appears to be certain fact, that the Muscovites re

ceive the Athanasian Creed: how long they have had it, or how

far short of seven hundred years, (reckoning from the time that

Christianity was received, or restored amongst them,) I cannot

say. I should observe, that the Muscovites always perform their

Service in their own vulgar tongue, as is allowed on all hands i:

since then the Athanasian Creed is a part of their Service, they

must have had a version of it in the Muscovite language, which

is a dialect of the Sclavonian. Wherefore this also, after our

proof of the thing, may now be added to the other versions above

mentioned.

2. Russia, as distinguished from Muscovy, must mean Russia

Minor, or the Black Russia, a province of Poland. As many as

there follow the Greek rites are of the same account with the

Muscovites before spoken of: and therefore what has been said

of the former, with respect to the use of the Athanasian Creed,

will be applicable to these also ; and so I need not be more

particular about them. The Patriarch of Muscovy ordains their

Archbishop, who is therefore subject to him, and follows the same

rites and customs: and their language is also a dialect of the

Sclavonian, like the other.

& Vid. Tentzel. Judic. Erudit, p. 151.

*See Harris, ibid. p. 240.

* In caeteris autem regionibus, vide

licet in Servia, Mysia, Bosnia, Bulga

ria, Russia Minori regi Poloniae sub

dita, in Volhinia, Podolia, et parte

quadam, Lituaniae, aliisque finitimis

provinciis, ritu Graeco divinum pera

gitur officium, translatis Graecorum

typicis in Sclavonicam linguam. Eos

em. Graecos ritus, eadem lingua, ser

vant Moscovitae, quorum regio Russia

Major, seu Roxolania nuncupatur &c.

Bona de Divin. Psalmod. cap. xviii.

sect. 17. p. 911. Vid. etiam Usser.

Histor. Dogmat. p. 246.

Armeni suo quoque nativo sermone

dudum sacra celebrant, tum quiortho

doram fidem retinuerunt, tum Jaco

bitae, ut Moscovitae seu Rutheni, Con

stantinopolitanae sedi subjecti, Rus

sico; et alii quidam de quibus pauca

scimus. Renaudot. Liturg. Orient.

vol. i. Dissertat. 6. p. 43.
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3. Servia, now a large province of the Turkish empire, part of

Northern Turkey in Europe, first received Christianity about

the year 860, by the means of Cyrill and Methodius, who are

said to have invented the Sclavonian letters, and to have trans

lated the Scriptures into the Sclavonian tongue. Cyrill was a

Greek, and came from Constantinople: and Methodius was a

Greek too, both sent by the Greek emperor to convert the

country; which therefore became instructed in the Greek rites

and religion. It is not improbable that they should have the Atha

nasian Creed, as well as the Muscovites and Russians; or perhaps

before them, being converted sooner: and they also must have

received it from the Greeks, and not from the Latins, because of

their varying, in the article of the procession, from the western

churches.

4. Bulgaria is likewise part of Turkey in Europe, and has

been so from the year 1396. Christianity was planted there in

the year 845. There were of old great disputes between the

two Bishops of Rome and Constantinople, upon the question to

whose Patriarchate the Bulgarians did of right belong. In con

clusion, about the year 870, the Greek Patriarch prevailed over

the Roman, by the interest of the then Emperor of Constanti

nople. The Bulgarians of consequence fell to the share of the

Greek Church, and so have been educated in their rites and

customs. Their language is a dialect of the Sclavonian, in which

they perform their sacred Offices: and therefore, if they make

use of the Athanasian Creed, they must be supposed to have

it in their own vulgar tongue. I have no particular evidence of

their using it, beyond what has been mentioned from Cazanovius

and the Romish writers; which yet seems to be sufficient, since

it has been fully proved that it is used in Muscovy, and in

Russia, to whom the Bulgarians are neighbours, and with whom

they conform in their other religious rites derived from the same

fountain, namely, the Constantinopolitan Greeks.

5. It remains then that we consider the fact in respect of

Constantinople itself, and the Greek church there: for this also,

as we have seen, has been named with others, as receiving the

Athanasian Creed. Genebrard is positive in it, and gives us the

very Creed itself, which the Constantinopolitans, as he says, use

and recitek. He wrote in the year 1569. The truth of his

* Superius. Athanasii stantinopolitanisic Graece legunt, etre

verbis aliquantulum immutatis, Con- citant. Genebrard. in Symb. Athan.p. 14.

wATERLAND, vol. iii. O
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report is very much doubted, because the form, which he ex

hibits, acknowledges the procession from the Son, which the Con

stantinopolitans admit not: and even those who, as before seen,

assert or allow that they receive this Creed, yet at the same time

intimate that it is not the entire Creed, but curtailed in that ar

ticle. However, Genebrard might be in the right, as to the main

thing, that the Constantinopolitans do receive the Creed, though

mistaken in the particular form: or possibly some Latinizing

Greeks at Constantinople might have one form, and the rest an

other, and thus all will be well. But let us inquire what further

evidence there is of this Creed's having been ever received at

Constantinople, and by the Greeks properly so called. An ar

gument thereof may be drawn from the Greek copies that vary

from the Latin, in the article of procession. For who should

draw up and curtail the Greek copies but the Greeks? And why

should they be at the trouble of correcting (as they will call it) the

Creed, if they did not receive it ! A second argument may be

drawn from the Creed's being found in the Horologia belonging

to the Greeks; that is, in their Breviaries, (as we should call

them,) their books of Service for the canonical hours. How

should the Creed come in there, unless the Greeks received it

into their sacred Offices? As to the fact, Bishop Usher's copy

found in such a Breviary is a sufficient evidence: and it is plain

from the copy itself, that it was no Latinizing Greek that made

it, or used it; since the procession from the Son is struck out.

Further, this Horologion belonged to a monk of Constantinople';

which argues the reception of the Creed in that very city: and,

as a token of their esteem of it and value for it, it is ascribed

to the Nicene Council itself, which all the Greeks receive and

respect with the greatest veneration. From hence then it is

plain, that the Constantinopolitan Greeks (some of them at

least) receive, or have received this Creed, but with some altera

tions proper to their peculiar tenets in opposition to the Latins.

This fact of the Constantinopolitans their receiving this Creed

might be further proved from the Confession of Metrophanes

Critopulus, (in the year 1620, published in 1667",) who admits

! In Thecarae, Constantinopolitani

monachi, Graecorum Hymnorum Ho

rologio (a Ravio nostro ex oriente

huc advecto) Symbolum hoc, eo quo

post finem hujus diatribae cernitur in

terpolatum modo, Nicaenae Synodo ad

scriptum—reperi &c. Usser. de

Symb. p. 1.

m Metrophanis Critopuli, Proto

syngeli Constantinopolitani époxoyia

ris dvaroMixºs ékkAmorias edit. Helm

stad. in 4to a Joann. Horneio : vid.

cap. i. p. 18. apud Tentzel. p. 150.
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the Creed, and looks upon it as owing to a very particular pro

vidence, that the Greek copies (as he supposes) have been pre

served pure and entire, while the Latin ones have been corrupted

or interpolated. We find by Nicolaus Hydruntinus, above

cited, that such had been the general persuasion of the Greeks,

five hundred years upwards, in relation to this Creed; not re

jecting the Creed, but the Latin interpolation only, as they take

it to be.

Which when I consider, reflecting withal how the Muscovites,

Russians, &c. (who derived their religion from the Greeks since

the ninth century,) have all come into this Creed, and that no

good account has been given of such agreement, except it be

that they all received the same form when they first received

their religion; I say, when I consider and compare these things

together, it cannot but give me a suspicion, that this Creed had

been received by the Greeks soon after their first disputes with

the Latins about the procession; only they took care to strike

out a part of it, hoping to solve all by charging the Latins with

interpolation. Or possibly, the Latin Patriarchs of Constanti

nople, between the years 1205 and 1260, might first introduce

the Creed there. They made use of it, as it seems, then and

there in their Offices for the instruction of catechumens; as I

learn from a Pontifical of the church of Constantinople, about

five hundred years old, published in part by Martene, who gives

an account of itn, and also an extract of the Office relating to

catechumens, which I have transcribed” into the bottom of the

page. It is not improbable that the use of the Creed at Con

stantinople might first come in such a way: and when it had

prevailed there for forty or fifty years, the returning Greeks

might think it not improper to continue its use, only taking out

the article which concerns the procession.

However this be, one thing is certain, and, I think, hath been

n Constantinopolitanae Ecclesiae

Pontificale vetus, ad Latinos ritus ac

commodatum, cujus character adannos

5oo accedit; scriptum proinde eo tem

pore quo urbe a Gallis occupata, La
tinis ritibus serviebat. Ex bibliotheca

R. R. P. P. praedicatorum majoris con

ventus Parisiensis. Martene Syllab.

Ritual.

o Interrogatio. Fides quid tibi prae

statt R. Vitam acternam. Ait ei sa

cerdos—Fides autem est, ut unum

Deum in Trinitate, et Trinitatem in

Unitate venereris, neque confundendo

Personas, neque substantiam sepa

rando. Alia est enim Persona Patris,

alia Filii, alia Spiritus Sancti: sed ho

rum trium una est, et non nisi una

Divinitas. Eweat ergo de te spiritus

malignus &c. Martene de Antiq. Eccl.

Ritibus, p. 44, 45.

O 2.
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proved abundantly, that the professed Greeks, even under the

Patriarch of Constantinople, have in former times received and

still do receive this Creed, with such alterations or corrections

as are proper to their principles: and so I understand Dr.

CovelP, where he says, speaking of what is done amongst the

Greeks, that “Athanasius's Creed is owned as corrupted;" that

is, with such corruptions as the Greeks have made to it. Upon

the whole, therefore, I cannot but close in with those many

learned Romanists who have affirmed, and still do affirm, that

this Creed is received both by Greeks and Latins. If the

expression be thought too general, since it is certain that the

Creed is rejected by innumerable Greeks, or more properly

Orientalists, in Asia and Africa; as the Cophtes, and Nubians,

and Abassines, and Maronites, Armenians, Nestorians, &c., I

say, if this be objected, it is to be considered, that the Roman

ists, under the name of Greeks, mean generally the orthodow

Greeks only, the Melchite Greeks, or as many as hold commu

nion with the Patriarch of Constantinople; making no account

of the rest, as being by their heresies cut off from the Church,

and therefore of little or no consideration". Now, in this sense,

it is excusable enough to say, that the Creed is received both by

Greeks and Latins.

To sum up what hath been said of the reception of this Creed:

from the foregoing account it appears that its reception has been

both general and ancient. It hath been received by Greeks and

Latins all over Europe: and if it hath been little known among

the African and Asian churches, the like may be said of the

Apostles' Creed, which hath not been admitted, scarce known,

in Africa, and but little in Asia", except among the Armenians,

P Covel, Account of the Greek

Church, praef. p. 9. to which I may

add a remark of the learned Dr.

Hickes, that “this Creed, though of

“an uncertain author, was, for its

“excellent composure, received into

“ the Greek and Latin Churches.”

Hickes's Serm. vol. ii. p. 235.

q Attamen hoc avi sub Orientalis

Ecclesiae nomine diversarum natio

num orientalium ecclesiae veniunt;

quae licet a Graeca suam cognoscant

originem, propter tamen variarum

haeresium colluviem et alia praeter

mores Christianos pessima introducta

a Graeca longissime absunt. Graeci

enim illius religionis homines, tan

quam a se disjunctos, atque improbis

simos, arcent, et detestantur. Leo

Allat. de perpet. Consens. Eccl. Occid.

et Orient. p. 9.

r Illo quo nos utimur, uti casteri

orientales, carent (Habessini) haud

levi indicio, Apostolos illius autores

non esse, quamvis doctrinae ratione

Apostolicum recte vocetur. Ludolph.

ist. AFthiop. lib. iii. c. 5. n. 19.

‘Huets of re exoplew otre etőoptev orépºo

Aov Tóv’ArogróAov. Marc. Ephesius

in Concil. Florent. ann. 1439. Sylv.

Syurop. Hist. sect. vi. c.6. p. 150.

Symbolum nec ab Apostolis, neca
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who are said to receive it”. So that, for generality of reception,

the Athanasian Creed may vie with any, except the Nicene, or

Constantinopolitan, the only general Creed common to all the

churches. As to the antiquity of its reception into the sacred

Offices, this Creed has been received in several countries, France,

Germany, England, Italy, and Rome itself, as soon, or sooner

than the Nicene; which is a high commendation of it, as gaining

ground by its own intrinsic worth, and without the authority of

any general council to enforce it. And there is this thing further

to be said for it, that while the Nicene and Apostles' Creeds

have been growing up to their present perfection in a course of

years, or centuries of years, and not completed till about the

year 600, this Creed was made and perfected at once, and is

more ancient, if considered as an entire form, than either of the

other ; having received its full perfection, while the others

wanted theirs. No considerable additions or defalcations have

been made to it (it has needed none) since its first compiling,

till of late years, and in the Greek Church only ; which yet are

so far from correcting or amending the form, that they have

rendered it so much the less perfect: and the only way of re

storing it to its perfection is to restore it to what it was at the

first. But I pass on.

CHAP. VII.

Of the Time when, and Place where, the Creed was composed.

HAVING observed when and where this Creed hath been

received, we may now ascend higher, and consider when and

where it was made. Our inquiries here will be in some measure

dark and conjectural ; strong probabilities will perhaps be as

much as we can reach to: which made it the more necessary

for me to begin, as I have, at the lower end, where things are

more plain and clear, in hopes to borrow some light to conduct

our searches into what remains still dark and obscure. What

ever we have to advance in this chapter must rest upon two

things. 1. Upon external testimony from ancient citations,

manuscripts, comments, versions, and the like, such as have been

previously laid down. 2. Upon the internal characters of the

Creed.

Synodo ulla generali factum est: sia Romana. Suicer. Thesaur. p. 1093.

adhaec, nec in Graec. nec in Orient. * Sir Paul Ricaut, Present State of

ullis Ecclesiis obtinuit, sed in Eccle- the Greek Church, p.409.
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1. To begin with the external evidence; our ancient testimonies,

above recited, carry up the antiquity of the Creed as high as

the year 670, if the first of them be admitted for genuine; as it

reasonably may, notwithstanding some objections. Our manu

scripts, now extant, will bring us no higher than 700; but such

as have been known to be extant may reach up to 660, or even

6oo. This must be thought very considerable to as many as

know how great a rarity a manuscript of eleven hundred, or of a

thousand years date is; and how few books or tracts there are

that can boast of manuscripts of such antiquity. The injuries

of time, of dust, and of moths, and above all, the ravages of war

and destructions of fire, have robbed us of the ancient monu

ments, and left us but very thin remains; that a manuscript of

the fourth century is a very great rarity, of the fifth there are

very few, and even of the sixth not many. So that our want of

manuscripts beyond the sixth or seventh century is no argument

against the antiquity of the Creed, however certain an argument

may be drawn from those we have, so far as they reach. But,

beyond all this, we have a comment of the sixth century, of the

year 570, or thereabout; and this certain, and unquestionable:

which may supersede all our disputes about the ancient testi

monies or manuscripts of more doubtful authority. Here then we

stand upon the foot of external evidence : the Creed was, about

the year 570, considerable enough to be commented upon, like

the Lord's Prayer and Apostles' Creed, and together with them.

Here is certain evidence for the time specified; and presump

tice for much greater antiquity. For who can imagine that this

Creed, or indeed any Creed, should grow into such repute of a

sudden, and not rather in a course of years, and a long tract

of time : Should we allow one hundred or one hundred and

fifty years for it, though it would be conjecture only, yet it

would not be unreasonable or improbable conjecture. But we

will let this matter rest here, and proceed to our other marks of

direction.

/ 2. The internal characters of the Creed. The Creed contains

ſ two principal doctrines; one of the Trinity, and the other of the
l

incarnation. Possibly from the manner wherein these doctrines

are there laid down, or from the words whereby they are ex

pressed, we may be able to fix the true date of the Creed, or

very nearly at least; certain however thus far, that it must be

somewhere above 570.
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From the doctrine of the incarnation, as expressed in this

Creed, we may be confident that it is not earlier than the rise of

the Apollinarian heresy, which appeared first about the year 360,

and grew to a head about 370, or a little later. This Creed is

so minute and particular against those heretics, (without naming

them, as it is not the way of the Creed to name any,) obviating

every cavil, and precluding every evasion or subterfuge, that

one cannot suppose it to have been written before the depths

of that heresy were perfectly seen into, and the whole secrets of

the party disclosed: which we have no reason to think could be

before the year 370, if so soon. This consideration alone is to

me a sufficient confutation of those who pretend that Athanasius

made this Creed either during his banishment at Treves, which

ended in the year 338, or during his stay at Rome in the year

343; or that he presented it to Pope Julius, or Pope Liberius,

who were both dead before the year 367.

I must add, that Epiphanius' marks the very time when the

Creeds first began to be enlarged in opposition to the Apollinarian

heresy; namely, the tenth year of Valentinian and Valens, and

the sixth of Gratian, (it should be seventh,) which falls in with

A. D. 373, the very last year of Athanasius's life, according to

those that place his death the latest; some say he died a year

or two sooner. If therefore he made this Creed at all, it must

be about that time. And, indeed, were there no stronger ob

jections against the antiquity of the Creed, or against its being

made by Athanasius, than the common objection about the sup

posed condemnation of the Nestorian and Eutychian heresies; I

should scarce think it at all improbable that Athanasius should

be the author, admitting that he lived to the year 373. For

Epiphanius's larger Creed, made about that time, appears to me

as full and express against both those heresies, as the Athanasian

can be supposed to be, and in some respects more so: and yet

neither of those heresies were then in being, nor for many years

after. But there are many other reasons which convince me

that the Athanasian Creed must be placed lower than this time.

I take Epiphanius's larger Creed to have been the first that en

larged the article of the incarnation, in opposition chiefly to the

Apollinarians: and that Creed being drawn up, as Epiphanius

expressly testifies, by the joint advice of all the orthodow bishops,

and the whole Catholic Church, became a kind of rule, or model,

* Epiphan. Ancorat. c. 121. p. 123.
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for most of the Creeds that came after; among which I reckon

the Athanasian.

For, from the doctrine of the Trinity, as particularly and

minutely drawn out in that Creed, it is to me very plain, that it

must be some years later than the Creed of Epiphanius: which

will evidently appear to any man who will but be at the pains to

compare the two Creeds together.

One very observable particular is the manner of expressing

the Unity by a singular adjective; unus atternus, unus immensus,

&c. one eternal, one incomprehensible, &c. and the condemning the

expression of tres aterni, tras immensi, &c. The Greeks never

laid down any such rule of expression, never observed or followed

it, but have sometimes run counter to itu ; meaning indeed the

very same thing, but not so expressing it. As to the Latins,

we shall find none of them (at least I have not observed any)

coming into that way of expression before Ambrosex and Faus

tinusy, (in the years 381 and 384,) who are the first that use it,

and that but once, or very sparingly; not repeating and incul

cating it, like the Athanasian Creed, nor leaving it destitute of

explication. But St. Austin, afterwards, in his books of the

Trinity, in the fifth especially, enlarges in justification of this

rule of expression, and is full and copious upon it. His proofs,

illustrations, example, and authority gave new strength and

credit to this rule, which might then pass current, and become

fit to appear, without further explication, in a Creed. For this

reason, principally, I incline to think that this Creed was not

made before St. Austin’s books of the Trinity were public, (which

was not till 416,) or not before 420, or thereabout, to allow

some time for his works to be read, considered, approved, and to

gain a general esteem. If it be said, that St. Austin might as

well copy from this Creed as the Creed from him; I say, no:

for the reason is different. Creeds and other the like formularies,

which are to be put into every one's hands, and spread round

* Tptöv direipov inepov avuq viav.

Nazianz. in Bapt. Orat. xl. p. 668.

* Ergo sanctus Pater, sanctus Filius,

sanctus et Spiritus Sanctus : sed mon

tres Sancti, quia unusest Deus sanc

tus, unus est Dominus. Una est et

enim vera sanctitas, sicut una est vera

divinitas, una illa vera sanctitas natu

ralis. Ambros. de Sp. S. lib. iii. c. 16.

p. 688.

* Sedne duos omnipotentes intelligas,

praecavendum est: licet enim et Pater

sit omnipotens, et Filius, tamen unus

est omnipotens, sicut et unus est Deus:

uia Patris et Filii eadem omnipoten

tia est, sicut et eadem deitas &c.

Ostenditur Unitas divinitatis in Patre

et Filio, sicut et omnipotentia, et quic

quid omnino divinae substantiae est;

hoc solo differens a Patre Filius, quod

ille Pater est, et hic Filius. Faustin.

de Trinit. c. 3. p. 123, 124.
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about, ought not to contain any thing till it has been maturely

weighed, long considered, and fully explained, as well as proved,

and generally acknowledged by the churches of Christ. It is

therefore much more reasonable to believe that St. Austin’s

writings should go first, and a general approbation of them in

that particular; and then the Creed might conveniently follow,

the way being now opened for it”.

I may observe the like of another article of the Athanasian

Creed; namely, the procession from the Son : a doctrine enter

tained indeed both by Greeks and Latins, (as may appear by

the testimonies commonly cited for that purpose,) and expressed

frequently in sense, though rarely in terms; but such as came

not to be much inculcated or insisted upon, till St. Austin under

took to assert and clear it, and to render it less liable to any

dispute hereafter. For which reason the modern Greeks have

looked upon him, in a manner, as the Father of that doctrine,

being at least the principal man that brought it into vogue;

however weakly they may pretend that he incented it. Thus

far is certain, that his elaborate arguments, and solid proofs

from Scripture, of the truth and of the importance of the doc

trine, made it pass the more readily; and gave it credit and

authority enough to have a place in a standing Creed or Con

fession: which is to me another argument of the Creed's being

made after St. Austin's writings were well known in the world;

in that place, at least, where the Creed was made. From the

premises then I presume to infer, that the Athanasian Creed is

not earlier than the year 420.

I will next endeavour to shew, that it cannot reasonably be

set lower than the Eutychian times, nor later than the Council

of Chalcedon, or than the year 451; and this also I shall attempt

from the internal characters of the Creed, in like manner as

above.

1. There is not a word in the Creed directly and plainly ex

pressing two natures in Christ, or excluding one nature: which

* Combeſis, speaking to this point,

seemed inclinable to suppose that St.

Austin had borrowed from the Creed;

but correcting himself afterwards, he

supposes rather that the Creed bor

rowed from him. His words are these:

“Ejus Symboli, seu Formulae Fidei,

“antiquitatem produnt illi ejus versi

“culi quos totidem verbis habet Au

“gust. in libris de Trinitate et alibi,
sº |. non aliunde desumpsisse vi

“deatur quam ex eo Symbolo

“Quanquam nihil vetat dicere ipsum

“ potius Symboli auctorem ex Augus

“tino, aliisque P. P. sua consarci

“nasse.” Combeſis. not. in Man.

Calec. Auctar. tom. ii. p. 296.
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critical terms, against the error of Eutyches, are very rarely or

never omitted in the Creeds drawn up in the Eutychian times,

or the times immediately following. It is true, there is, in the

Athanasian Creed, what may be sufficient to obviate or pre

clude the Eutychian heresy; as there is also in the larger Creed

of Epiphanius, A. D. 373, and in the works of Nazianzen and

Ambrose, about the year 38o; and in Pelagius's Creed, A. D.

417; and in the writings of Austin, and Vincentius of Lirins,

both before the year 435, many years before Eutyches. The

strongest expression of the Creed against the Eutychians, and

which has been most frequently urged in this case, is, Unus

omnino, non confusione substantiae, Sed unitate Persona : One al

together, not by confusion of substance, but by unity of Person :

which yet is used by Vincentius", and by Austint too almost in

terms. And if this be no reason for making either of those

authors, or the tracts ascribed to them, later than Eutyches;

why shall the like expression be of any force in respect to the

Athanasian Creed : There is nothing in the Creed but what was

common and ordinary in Catholic writers before the Eutychian

times: but there are wanting those critical, distinguishing terms

of two natures, or one nature, necessary to be inserted in the

Creeds after these times, and never, or very rarely, omitted;

which is one reason, and a very considerable one, for setting the

date of the Creed higher than 451.

2. Another argument of the same thing, near akin to the

former, is, that this Creed makes no mention of Christ being

consubstantial with us in one nature, as he is consubstantial with

the Father in another: a tenet expressly held by some of the

ecclesiastical writers before Eutyches's time: but seldom or

never omitted in the Creeds or Confessions about that time, or

after. To be convinced of the truth both of this and of the

preceding article, one need but look into the Creeds and Formu

laries of those times: namely, into that of Turribius of Spain in

447, of Flavian of Constantinople, as also of Pope Leo in 449,

of the Chalcedon Council in 451, of Pope Felix III. in 485, and

Anastasius II. in 496, and of the Church of Alexandria in the

same year: as also into those of Pope Hormisdas, and the

* Unus autem, non divinitatis * Idem Deus qui homo; non con

et humanitatis confusione, sed Jusione naturae, sed unitate Personae.

unitate Personae. Vincent. Lirin. c. August. tom. v. p. 885.

19. p. 58.
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churches of Syria, and Fulgentius, and the Emperor Justinian,

and Pope John II. and Pope Pelagius I. within the sixth cen

tury. In all which we shall find either express denial of one

nature, or express affirming of two natures, or the doctrine of

Christ's consubstantiality with us, or all three together, though

they are all omitted in the Athanasian Creed. This is to me

a second reason for setting our Creed higher than the Eutychian

times.

3. I may argue this point further from a passage of the Atha

nasian Creed, running thus: “One, not by conversion of the

“Godhead into flesh, but by taking of the manhood into God.”

This would not, I conceive, have run in these words, or in this

manner, in the Eutychian times. For though the Eutychians

were sometimes (as well as the Apollinarians often) charged with

the doctrine of a conversion of the Godhead into flesh; yet nothing

more certain than that the generality of them absolutely dis

owned and detested any such tenet, teaching rather a conversion

of the manhood into God, just the reverse. And, by the way, I

would here offer it to the learned reader to consider, whether we

may not from hence give a probable account of a very noted

cariation observable in many of the most ancient copies of this

Creed, which run thus; Unus autem, non conversione dicinitatis

in carne, sed assumptione humanitatis in Deo : where there is

carne for carnem, and Deo for Deum. A slight alteration in the

words, but a very great one in the sense. A change of the

Godhead in the flesh the Eutychians admitted, by making the

two natures become one; though they allowed not a change into

flesh: so that by this little alteration of carne for carnem, the

Creed would strike more directly at the Eutychian principles.

Then again as to Deum, if that reading was to stand, the Creed,

instead of confuting the Eutychians, would seem rather to favour

them; for they taught that the manhood was assumed into God,

and that in so literal and strict a sense as really to become

God, or to be absorbed and lost in the divine nature, both na

tures becoming one dicine nature. Such a construction might

the words of the Creed be liable to. But put Deo for Deum,

and it is entirely defeated: for then the sense is not that the

manhood is assumed into God, but that God assumed the human

nature; which is true, and not liable to any such misconstruc

tion as the other. However this be, as to the variation of

the copies, and the reason here assigned for it, (which I offer
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/

only as a probable conjecture to be further inquired into,) yet

this is certain, that these words of the Creed, according to the

common copies, are not so cautiously or accurately chosen as

they might or would have been, had the Creed been drawn up

after the Eutychian times.

4. A fourth argument may be drawn from the similitude in

the Creed, running thus: “As the reasonable soul and flesh is

“one man; so God and man is one Christ.” This familiar and

easy comparison was much made use of by the Catholics, down

from the Apollinarian times to the time of Eutyches: by Nazi

anzen, Austin, Vincentius, Claudianus Mamertus, and others.

But no sooner did the Eutychians wrest the comparison to their

own sense, pleading for one nature in Christ, like as soul and body

make one nature in man, but the Catholics grew strangely averse

to the similitude, and rarely made use of it: or when they did,

it was either to dispute against it, and condemn it, or else

to guard and qualify it with proper cautions and restrictions.

Wherefore it is by no means probable that this similitude would

have been inserted, at such a time, in a Catholic Creed, and

there left without guard or caution, for the Eutychians to make

an ill use of. This fourth argument I take from the learned and

acute Le Quien, whose words may be seen in the margin". And

may we not from hence give a probable guess at the reason why

the ancient manuscript of Treves, and the Colbertine copied from

it, have entirely omitted this similitude, throwing in a few words,

both before and after, to salve the breach in some measure, and

to preserve a connection: which shews that it was no casual

omission, but made with design. But I pass on.

These reasons convince me that the Creed was not made so

late as the Council of Chalcedon, but before the year 451. It

cannot therefore be ascribed to Vigilius Tapsensis in the year

484: not to mention that the phraseology of it agrees not with

that writer's usual manner of expression, as Le Quien hath

* Quod quidem simile, quo theolo

gus etiam, aliique patres Apollinaristas

confutarunt, tanti posthac non fece

runt insequentis seu quinti saeculi de

sinentis Doctores, ut illud in Expo

sitione Fidei insererent; cum Mono

physitae, Severo praesertim duce, eo

vehementius contra Catholicos pugna

rent, ut unam in Christo naturam esse

ex Deitate et humanitate compositam

evincerent. Quinimo omnes ingenii

vires explicare coacti sunt, ut varias

discrepantias reperirent inter unionem

Deitatis cum humanitate in Christo,

et unionem animae cum corpore in

homine. Le Quien, Dissert. Damasc.

p. 10. Confer. Petav. Dogm. Theol.

tom. v. lib. iii. cap. 9, Io, &c.
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observed". Besides that the principal reasons, on which Quesnel

rested his opinion in regard to that author, are now found to

have been grounded on a false presumption of certain works

being Vigilius’s which are none of his *. And I may add, that

to me there does not appear in Vigilius's pieces any thing of that

strength, closeness, and acuteness, which we find in the Athana

sian Creed.

But I proceed to shew that this Creed is earlier than even the

times of Nestorius, or the Ephesine Council of the year 431. It

is certain that this Creed does not condemn the Nestorian

heresy in such full, direct, critical terms, as the Catholics found

to be necessary against the wiles and subtilties of those men.

There is not a word of the mother of God, or of one Son only, in

opposition to two Sons, or of God’s being born, suffering, dying:

which kind of expressions the Creeds are full of after Nesto

rius's times, and after the Council of Ephesus, to guard the

more certainly against equivocations, and to express the Catholic

doctrine in strong terms, such as could not be eluded. As to

what the Athanasian Creed really does express, and is conceived

to strike directly at the Nestorian heresy; it is demonstration

that the words are not more full, or expressive, than may be

found in elder Creeds, and in the Fathers that wrote against

the Apollinarians and others, before ever Nestorius was heard

of '. I know not how to give my reader a clear and just idea

of this whole matter, but by setting down in chronological order

the doctrine of the Incarnation, as expressed in Catholic writings

from the Apollinarian times down to the Nestorian, from the

year 373 to the year 431. One thing only I would remark be

forehand, to make the following account the clearer, that the

titur. Le Quien, Dissert. Damasc. p. 9.d Sunt qui suspicentur expositio

e Vid. Montf. Diatrib. p. 724. Annem istam fidei fuisse concinnatam a

Vigilio Tapsensi, qui scripsisse existi

matur libros tres contra Varimadum

Arianum : sed ab illorum opinione

me deterruit versus iste, Unus omnino,

mon confusione substantia, sed unitate

Personae. Nam Vigilius in libris

quinque contra Eutychem nusquam

unitatem Persona dicit, sed passim, et

frequentissime unionem Personae—

Cumque variae supersint hodie Vigilii

Tapsensis Confessiones Fidei de Tri

nitate et incarnatione, nulla earum si

militudo et convenientia cum Symbolo

Athanasiano,Tuoad stylum animadver

thelm. Disquis. p. 33, 34.

f Le Quien is beforehand with me

in the observation, whose words I

may here cite:

“Nec cuiquam negotium facessat,

“quod Nestorii et Eutychis haereses

“ea (Formula) prius pessundatae es

“sent, quam ipsarum autores emer

“gerent: alibi siquidem ostensum fuit

“SS. Patres, qui contra Apollinarium

“calamum strinxerant, disertissimis

“etiam verbis amborum impietates

“proscripsisse.” Le Quien, Dissert.

Damasc. p. 9.
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Apollinarians really held a doctrine very near akin to that which

afterwards was called Eutychian; and they maliciously charged

the Catholics with that very doctrine which was afterwards called

Nestorian: so that the Catholics, in their charge upon the Apol

linarians, condemned the Eutychian doctrine long before Eu

tyches; and, in their defence of themselves, they also condemned

the Nestorian tenets before Nestorius. I shall first justify the

truth of this remark in both its parts, and then shall proceed

further to what I intend.

As to the first part, that the Apollinarians held a doctrine

very near akin to that which was afterwards called Eutychian, it

is a thing so well known, that I need not cite many testimonies

for it. It was one of the commonest charges against the Euty

chians, that they had revived the heresy of the Apollinarians; in

some considerable branches of it: Petavius briefly shews what

those branches were h.

As to the other part of my remark, that the Apollinarians

charged the Catholics with the opposite extreme, afterward

called Nestorian, that has not been so much observed, but is

no less true than the other; as may abundantly appear from

the testimonies in the margini; besides others that will occur

as we pass along. This also is observed by Le Quien in his Notes

to Damascen k, whereupon he rightly infers, that it will be a false

& Eutyches per impios veterum haresis calumniatur, sed eundem, et

haereticorum volutatus errores, tertium

Apollinaris dogma delegit; ut negata

humanae carnis atque animae veritate,

totum Dominum nostrum Jesum

Christum unius asserat esse naturae,

tanquam verbi Deitas ipsa se in car

nem animamque converterit. Leon.

Epist. xcvii. p. 633. Quesnel. ed.

confer Ep. 134. p. 699.

h Sane cum et multiplex, et ab

autore suo interpolata saepius Apolli

naris haeresis fuerit, ut capite sexto

docuimus; ea parte cum isto consen

sit Eutyches, qua carnem Christi non

ex utero sumptam B. Virginis sed e

caelo delapsam Apollinaris credidit:

tum quatenus uterque unicam naturam

asseveravit, et utriusque permistam

ac confusam substantiam. Petav.

Dogmat. Theol. tom. v. lib. i. c. 16.

P. 37. - -

* Neque vero alium Jesum Chris

tum, alium Verbum dicinus, ut nova

ante saccula, et post saccula, et ante

mundum et post Mariam ; imo, ex

Maria magnum Deum appellamus.

Hieronym. in Tit. cap. 3. p. 431.

Qui Apollinarii dogmata defendunt,

per querimoniam quam adversus nos

faciunt sua confirmare conantur, car

male Verbum et Dominum saeculo

rum, hominis Filium immortalem Fi

lii Deitatem construentes. Proferunt

enim quod aliqui quasi Ecclesiae Ca

tholicae existentes, duos colunt Filios

in dogmate; unum quidem secundum

naturam, alterum autem secundum

adoptionem postea acquisitam; mescio

a quotalia audientes—nondum enim

novi eum qui haec subloquitur. Gre

gor. Nyssen. cit. Concil. V. Collat. vi.

p. Io9. Harduin. Vid. etiam Ambros.

de Incarn. c. 7. p. 721. Athanas.

Epist. ad Epictet. p. 907.

* Le Quien, Not. in Damascen.

vol. i. p. 95.
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conclusion to argue that such or such writings must belong to

the Nestorian times, only because of their treating of an unity of

Person in Christ.

These things premised, I now proceed to lay down the doctrine

of the incarnation, as expressed in Catholic writers from the year

373 down to the year 431, inclusive.

I begin with the larger Creed of Epiphanius, which sets forth

the incarnation in the following terms:

373. “The Word was made flesh, not by undergoing any

“change, nor by converting his Godhead into manhood, but by

“co-uniting it into his one holy perfection and Godhead. For

“ there is one Lord Jesus Christ, and not two, the same he is

“God, the same he Lord, the same he King].”

Here we may observe that the Creed guards, just as the

Athanasian does, against the two extremes; against the Apol

linarian notion of the Godhead being converted into flesh, and

against the Apollinarian calumny that the Catholics made two

Christs instead of one.

380. Gregory Nazianzen, not long after, expresses himself in

terms to the like effect: “We divide not the man from the

“Godhead, but we make them one and the same (Person)

“If any one imagines Mary not to be the mother of God, he has

“no part with God. If any man introduces two Sons, one of

“God and the Father, and a second of the Virgin-mother, and

“not one and the same him, let him forfeit the adoption of sons

“promised to true believers. For God and man are indeed two

“natures, like as soul and body: but they are not two Sons, nor

“(two) Gods m.”

Here again we find the Nestorian tenets very fully obviated,

while Nazianzen is answering the Apollinarian calumny against

the Catholics: and at the same time, the Eutychian heresy

(afterwards so called) is as plainly precluded, while Nazianzen

l'O yūd A6 - - - - y

yāp X6)os orápé, éyévero, où Tpo

Tºv intoo rās, où8é ue raga)\dov Tijv čav

rot, 6eórmra eis dvěpotrörnra' eis utav

ovvevæoravra, Éavrov dytav teNeuármrå

Te Kai 6edrmra' eſs yip forriv Kūptos

"Imorows Xplorrös kai ot, 8to, 6 airós

eeds, 6 airós Kípios, 6 airós Baaixei's.

Epiph. Ancor. p. 124. Petav.

m Où8é yāp rôv àvépotov xopišouev

Tijs 6eórntos, d\\' ºva kai Tôv airów

8oyuaričopew. et ris ot 6eorókov

rºy Maptav intoxap8ávet, xopis earl

rijs 6eórmros. et ris eigáyet 8to

vious éva uév Tóv čk €eoû kai IIarpès,

8strºpov 8 row is ris unſpºs, º'

oùxī va kai Tôv airów, kai Tns vio9s

ortas extrégot tºs émmyye) piévms toſs

&p60s trio retovort. Pögets uév Yap

8to eeds kai ävěporos, étei kai WvXī

kai gºpia, vioi & ot 800, oùé 6eot.

Gregor. Nazianz. ad Cledon. Ep. i. p.

738,739.
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is laying down the Church's faith in two natures against the Apol

linarians, who made but one.

382. Ambrose, in like manner, confutes the Apollinarians with

out naming them. “We ought also to condemn those who, in

“ another extreme, teach not one and the same Son of God, but

“ that he who is begotten of God the Father is one, and he that

“is generated of the Virgin another: when the Evangelist saith,

“ that the Word was made flesh, to instruct us that there is but

“one Lord Jesus, not two.—There are others risen up who pre

“tend that our Lord's flesh and Godhead are both of one nature.

* * And when they say that THE WoRD was converted into

“flesh, hairs, blood, and bones, and changed from its own nature;

“after such a pretended change of the divine nature, they may

“take the handle to wrest anything to the weakness of the God

“head, which belongs to the infirmity of the flesh".”

Ambrose seems here to intimate as if there were really some

at that time who had run into that very error which the Apol

linarians charged upon the Catholics, and which was afterwards

called Nestorian. However that be, he condemns it in the name

of the Catholics; as he condemns also the Apollinarian extreme,

which afterwards became Eutychian. There is another passage

of Ambrose cited by Theodoret, seemingly so full and express

against the Nestorian and Eutychian heresies, that one can hardly

be persuaded to think it really Ambroes's. But, on the other

hand, it appears to be so well attested, that the late learned

editor of Ambrose could not but yield to place it among his

genuine works. Tom. ii. p. 729.

417. There is a Creed of Pelagius (as learned men now agree)

inserted among the works both of Jeromeo and Austin P. It

was made several years before the Nestorian controversy. Our

learned Dr. Wall has translated it into English q, subjoining

some excellent notes of his own to it: I shall transcribe as much

n Et illos condemnare debemus qui

adversa erroris linea, non unum eun

demdue Filium Dei dicunt, sed alium

esse qui ex Deo Patre natus sit,

alium qui sit generatus ex virgine;

cum Evangelista dicat quia Verbum

caro factum est, ut unum Dominum

Jesum non duos crederes enner

gunt alii qui carnem Domini dicant

et divinitatem unius esse natura”—

Deinde, cum isti dicant quia Verbum

in carnem, capillos, sanguinem, et

ossa conversum est, et a natura propria

mutatum est, datur illis locus ut in

firmitatem carnis ad infirmitatem Di

vinitatis, quadam facta divinae na

turae mutatione, detorqueant. Ambros.

de Incarn. c. 6.

* Hieronym. Oper. tom. v. p. 123.

Bened. ed.

P Augustin. Oper. tom. v. Append.

. 388.

a Wall's History of Infant Baptism,

p. 200.
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as is to our purpose. “We do in such manner hold that there

“is in Christ one Person of the Son, as that we say there are

“in him two perfect and entire substances, [or natures, viz. of

“ the Godhead and of the manhood, which consists of body and

“soul. We do abhor the blasphemy of those who go

“about by a new interpretation to maintain that since the time

“ of his taking flesh, all things pertaining to the divine nature

“ did pass into the man, [or manhood, and so also that all things

“belonging to the human nature were transferred into God,

“[or the divine nature.] From whence would follow, (a thing

“no heresy ever offered to affirm,) that both substances, [or

“natures, viz. of the divinity and humanity, would by this con

“fusion seem to be extinguished, and to lose their proper state,

“ and be changed into another thing: so that they who own in

“ the Son an imperfect God and imperfect man, are to be ac

“counted not to hold truly either God or man.”

Dr. Wall hereupon judiciously remarks, that “there wanted

“only the accuracy of speaking, which Pelagius had here used,

“ to clear and settle the dispute between the Nestorians and

“ Eutychians.” I would remark further, that if Pelagius's Creed,

in the year 417, had so plainly obviated both the Nestorian and

Eutychian heresy, before Nestorius or Eutyches was known; it

may easily be conceived that the Athanasian Creed might do

the same thing, at or about the same time.

422. I might next shew how St. Austin likewise has expressed

himself in as strong terms against both those heresies, as the

Athanasian Creed has done: but, because I shall have another

occasion to cite the passages, where I draw out a select number

of expressions parallel to those of the Creed; I may spare my

self the trouble of doing it here.

426. I might go on to observe what passed in the case of

Leporius, a man of the same principles, in the main, with Nes

torius, but some years before him. His recantation treatise,

(Libellus Satisfactionis,) supposed to be drawn up by St. Austin

in the year 426, would furnish me with many full and strong

expressions against the Nestorian principles, beyond any to be

met with in the Athanasian Creed; so that there is no just

argument to be drawn from any expressions in that Creed, for

setting it so low as the Nestorian times.

431. I shall conclude this account with the recital of a Creed

made about the same time, or in the same year that the Council

WATERLAND, vol. III. P
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of Ephesus was held against Nestorius. It is the Creed of John,

Patriarch of Antioch, approved by Cyril of Alexandria, and

thought sufficient to wipe off all suspicion of Nestorianism from

the author of it. It runs thus: “We confess then that Jesus

“Christ our Lord, the only begotten Son of God, is perfect God

“ and perfect man, of a reasonable soul and body; born of the

“Father before the worlds, as touching his Godhead; the same

“ also in the end of days, for us and for our salvation, (born) of

“ the Virgin Mary, as touching his manhood, consubstantial with

“us according to his manhood. But there was an union made

“ of two natures, on which account we profess one Christ, one

“ Lord, one Son. Conformable to this sense of an union without

“confusion, we acknowledge the holy Virgin as mother of God,

“ because that God the Word was incarnate and made man,

“ and from the very conception united to himself a temple which

“ he had taken of herſ.”

Here we may observe several expressions nearly resembling

those of the Athanasian Creed; but withal several others more

particular and explicit against the Nestorian principles than that

Creed is : one Son, and him consubstantial with us, in respect of

his manhood; the Virgin, mother of God, and the like. Such is

the constant strain and tenor of the Creeds, and Confessions,

and Catholic writings, treating of the incarnation, at this time

and after: as might be shewn at large from Cassian about 431,

and Vincentius in the year 434, and from Flavian, and Pope

Leo I. and others before the Council of Chalcedon. We have

therefore very great reason to believe, that the Athanasian Creed

was drawn up either before the Nestorian controversy had made

much noise in the world, or at least before the compiler had

notice of it. The sum then of my argument is this ; there is

nothing in the Athanasian Creed but what might have been said,

and had been said by Catholic writers before the time of Nes

torius: but the Creed wants many of those particular and critical

* Confitemur igitur Dominum nos

trum Jesum Christum, Filium Dei

unigenitum, Deum perfectum et homi

unitio facta est; propter quam unum

Christum, unum Dominum, unum Fi

lium confitemur. Secundum hunc

nem perfectum, ex anima rationali et

corpore; ante saccula quidem ex Patre

natum secundum Deitatem: in fine

vero dierum eundem propter nos et

W. nostram salutem de Maria

irgine secundum humanitatem, con

substantialem nobis secundum huma

nitatem. Duarum vero naturarum

inconfusae unionis intellectum, confi

temur sanctam Virginem Dei genitri

cem, propter quod Deus Verbum in

carnatus est et inhumanatus, et ex

ipsa conceptione subimet univit tem

plum quod ex ipsa suscepit. Johan.

Antioch. Harduin. tom. i. p. 1558.
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expressions, which came into use after that time: therefore,

since the internal characters of the Creed suit exactly with the

Apollinarian times, and not with the Nestorian, it ought to be

placed somewhere between Apollinarius and Nestorius, not lower

than 430, or 431 at the utmost. And it is some confirmation

of what hath been said, that Venantius Fortunatus, who lived in

the Eutychian times, and commented upon this Creed about the

year 570, as before observed, yet in his comment takes not the

least notice of any part of this Creed being opposed to the errors

of Nestorius or Eutyches, but only to those elder heresies of

Sabellius, Arius, and Apollinarius; whom he specially makes

mention of. I persuade myself therefore, that this Creed ought

not to be placed lower than 430, or thereabout; and I have

before shewn why it should not be set higher than 420 ; so that

now we have brought it within the compass of ten years; where

we may let it rest a while, till we consider further what place, or

country, the Creed was most probably composed in ; which may

help us to settle the time of its date within somewhat stricter

and narrower limits than before.

There is great reason to believe that this Creed was made in

Gaul. The considerations which persuade us thereto are these

following. 1. Its early reception in the Gallican Church, so far

as appears, before all other churches. 2. The great esteem and

regard anciently paid to it by the Gallican Councils and Bishopss.

3. The Creed's being first admitted into the Gallican Psalter,

and first received in those countries where that Psalter was

received, as in Spain, Germany, and England. As the Gallican

churches delivered their Psalter to other churches, so is it

reasonable to believe that the Creed was received from them

likewise. 4. The oldest version we hear of is Gallican, in the

time of Hincmar. 5. The oldest authors that make mention of

it are likewise Gallican : for proof of which I refer to the ancient

testimonies above. 6. The first that cite the words of it (as it

seems) are likewise Gallican. I will here mention two; Avitus

of Vienne in Gault, and Caesarius of Arles u : I have set their

* Tanti namdue apud Gallos Sym

bolum hoc fuit ut una cum Symbolo

Apostolorum memoriae commendari

Presbyteris praecipiat Hincmarus idem

in capitulis, clericis omnibus Synodus

Augustodunensis. Sirmond. Oper. vol.

ii. p. 978. Conf. Anthelm. p. 30.

t The words of Avitus Viennensis,

who was Bishop in 490, died in 523.

De divinitate Spiritus Sancti, quem

nec factum legimus, nec creatum, nec

genitum Nos vero Spiritum dis

cimus ex Patre et Filio procelere

Sicut est proprium Spiritui Sancto a

P 2
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words in the margin. 7. The oldest commentator upon it,

though an Italian by birth and education, had yet travelled into

France, and was at length Bishop of Poietiers. 8. The number

and antiquity of the manuscripts of this Creed found in France

confirm the same thing: which has made several very learned

men subscribe to this opinionv, that the Athanasian Creed came

first from Gaul. And it is certain, that no other country or

church in the world has so fair, I may now say, so clear a pre

tence to it: many eireumstanees concur to make good their title,

as we have already seen ; and more will appear in my next

chapter, when I eome to inquire who was the author.

Let it be allowed then, for the present, that our Creed was

originally Galliean, and made between 42o and 43o : we may

mext consider, whether we cannot come a little nearer towards

fixing the time of its composition. We must point out some

season when St. Austin's works were known, and studied, and

well esteemed of in Gaul ; and when the circumstanees of the

place might the most probably give occasion for the compiling

such a Creed. Now it is observable that about the year 426

St. Austin held a very close and intimate correspondence with

Patre Filioque procedere, istud Fides

Catholica etiamsi renuentibus non per

suaserit, in suae tamen Disciplinæ

Regula non excedit. Sirmond. Op.

Vid. Le Quien, Panopl. contr. Schism.

Graec. p. 241.

Non nisi ex eodem Symbolo, quod

jam ante receptum esset, Avitus Vien

nensis alicubi scribebat De Divinitate

Sp. S. &c. Le Quien, Dissert. Da

nascem. p. 98

u The words of Cæsarius, who was*

Bishop in 5o3, died in 543.

Rogo et admoneo vos, fures caris

simi, ut Quicunque vult salvus esse,

Fidem rectam et Catholicam discat,

firmiter teneat, inviolatamque conser

vet.—Deus Pater, Deus Filius, Deus

et Spiritus Sanctus : sed tamen non

tres Dii, sed unus Deus. Qualis Pater,

talis Filius, talis et Spiritus Sanctus.

Attamen credat unusquisque fidelis

uod Filius æqualis est Patri secundum

irinitatem, et minor est Patre secun

dum humanitatem carnis, quam de

nostro assumpsit. Cæsar. Arelat. apud

August. Op. tom. v. App. p. 399.

N. B. The editors of St. Austin

adjudge this to Caesarius ; as does also

Oudinus. Comment. de Script. Eccl.

vol. i. p. 1348.

v Caeterum cum ex allatis supra

testimoniis videatur in Galliis primum

celebrari cœpisse hoc Symbolum,

haud abs re conjectant eruditi viri, in

Galliis illud fuisse elucubratum. Quod

idem forte suadeat antiquissimus ille

in Galliis et in Anglia mos Symboli

alternatim concinendi ; itemque MSS.

Gallicanorum copia et antiquitas.

Montfauc. Diatrib. p. 726.

E Gallis primum prodiisse Sym

bolum Athanasianum animadverti

mus, tum quod a Gallis scriptoribus

ante omnes celebratum, a synodis epi

scopisqueGalliarum receptum, et com

mendatum antiquitus fuerit, tum etiam

quod Treviris in Galliarum metropoli

illud lucubratum fuisse opinio incre

buerit. Quapropter Pithoeus, ac Vos

sius, aliique eruditissimi viri Gallum

hominem Symboli parentem opinati

sunt; Antelmius vero, hac potissimum

ratione ductus, non Vigilium in Africa

Episcopum, sed Vincentium Lirinen

sem opusculi hujus auctorem affirma

vit. Lud. Murator. tom. ii. p. 229.
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the Gallican churches. Leporius had for some time spread

false doctrine in Gaul, chiefly relating to the incarnation. His

heresy was much the same with what Nestorius's was afterwards.

The Gallican bishops censured him ; and he was forced to quit

his country, having given general offence to all there. He took his

leave of Gaul, and passed over into Africa, with several others

of the same party and principles: where lighting upon Aurelius,

Bishop of Carthage, and St. Austin, he was by them brought to

a sense of his error, and induced to sign a full recantation,

called Libellus Satisfactionis; whereupon St. Austin, and Au

relius, and other African bishops became intercessors with the

bishops of Gaul, in favour of Leporius, that he might be again

received and restored by them. One can scarce imagine any

more likely time, or more proper occasion, for the compiling

such a Creed as the Athanasian is. All the lines and charac

ters of it suit extremely well with the place, the time, the

occasion, and other circumstances; which concur to persuade us

that the Creed was, in all probability, composed in Gaul, some

time between the year 426 and the year 430; so that now

we are confined to the narrow compass of four or five years,

upon the most probable conjecture, and upon such evidences

as a case of this nature can admit of, where more cannot be

expected.

CHAP. VIII.

Of the Author of the Creed.

IF we have hitherto gone upon sure grounds about the time

and place, we cannot long be at a loss for the author of this

Creed. Who were the most considerable men, and best quali

fied for such a work, at that time in Gaul : Antelmius will

point out Vincentius Lirinensis. But I have several reasons to

persuade me that it was not, or could not be Vincentius. No

contemporary of his, nor any ancient writer, ever gives the least

hint of his composing such a work. Antelmius supposes it to

be after his Commonitory, that is, after 434; which if it had

been, we should undoubtedly have found the Creed more

particular and explicit against the Nestorian heresy: we should

have read in it Mother of God, one Son only, and something of

God's being born, suffering, dying, or the like ; it cannot there

fore be justly ascribed to Vincentius. Not to mention, that
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such a work appears to have been much fitter for a bishop of a

church, than for a private presbyter; inasmuch as bishops gene

rally were obliged to give an account of their faith, upon their

first entrance upon the episcopate: and they had the privilege

likewise of making Creeds, and Forms of Prayer, for their

respective dioceses: for which reasons, cateris paribus, this

Creed ought rather to be ascribed to some bishop of that

time than to an inferior presbyter. And who more likely

to compose such a Creed than Hilary, Bishop of Arles, a

celebrated man of that time, and of chief repute in the Gallican

Church : His title to it will stand upon the following circum

stances :

1. He was made Bishop in Gaul within the time mentioned,

about the year 429. 2. He is allowed to have been a man of

great parts and capacity, of a neat wit, and elegant style for the

age he lived in ; insomuch that Livius, a poet, and a celebrated

writer of that time, did not scruple to say, that if Austin had

come after Hilary, he would have been judged his inferiors. 3.

Gennadius's character of Hilary's writings, that they were small

tractsy, but extremely fine, suits well with our present supposition:

but what most of all confirms and strengthens it, is what Hono

ratus of Marseilles, the writer of his life, tells us; that Hilary

composed an admirable exposition [Symboli Expositio ambienda]

of the Creed 7. He calls it an Exposition of the Creed, (not a

Creed,) which is the proper title for it, and more proper than

that of Symbolum, or Creed, which it now bears. And so we

find that it was but very rarely called Symbolum by the ancients;

once, I think, by Hincmar, and never after for several centuries:

* Quid plura dicam Nisi dicendi

pausa desuper eidem advenisset, ser

monem finire non potuerat, tanta

gratia exundante, et miraculo et stu

pore crescente, ut peritissimis despe

rationem tunc autoribus saeculi ejus

inferret oratio: in tantum ut Livius

temporis illius poeta, et autor insignis,

publice proclamaret; Si Augustinus

post te fuisset, judicaretur inferior.

Honoratus, in Vita S. Hilarii, p. 740.

edit. Quesnel.

y Ingenio vero immortali, aliqua et

parva edidit, quae eruditæ anima, et

fidelis linguae indicio sunt; in quibus

praecipue &c. Gennad. de Hilario

Arelat, cap. lxix. p. 32.

* Gratia ejus ex his operibus, quae

eodem dicendi impetu concepit, ge

nuit, ornavit, protulit, possit absºlue

haesitatione dignosci: Vita scilicet

antistitis Honorati, Homiliae in Totius

Anni Festivitatibus expeditae, Symboli

Expositio ambienda, epistolarum vero

tantus numerus, &c. Honorat. Wit.

Hilar. p. 740.

N. B. There is some doubt whether

Ravennius of Arles, successor to Hi

lary, or Honoratus of Marseilles be

the author of this life: but there is

good reason to ascribe it to the latter.

See Quesnel, vol. ii. p. 730. and

Antelmius, de veris Operibus Leon.

M. p. 367.
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and when it was, yet it was observed, by Thomas Aquinas, that

that was not so proper a name for it, not being composed per

modum Symboli, in the way of a Creed; as indeed it is not.

What the more ancient and usual titles were may appear in one

view in the tables above. Among others, we sometimes find

the title of Expositio Catholicae Fidei, or yet nearer, Expositio

Symboli Apostolorum, An Exposition of the Apostles' Creed,

which is as proper a title as any, and not unlike to this of

Honoratus. 4. I may further observe, that this Hilary of Arles

was a great admirer and follower of St. Austina, and had

studied his writings; which may account for his often following

St. Austin's thoughts in the compiling of the Creed, and some

times his very expressions; and indeed forming the whole

composition, in a manner, upon St. Austin’s plan, both with

respect to the Trinity and Incarnation. He did not indeed come

heartily in to St. Austin’s doctrine about Grace, Predestination,

Free-will, &c. any more than the other Gallican bishops: but

for other points, as Prosper observes, Hilary was entirely in

Austin's sentiments. 5. Hence likewise we may account for

the similitude of thoughts and expressions between Vincentius

Lirinensis, and the author of the Creed; which Antelmius

insists much upon to justify his ascribing it to Vincentius.

Hilary and Vincentius were contemporaries and countrymen,

both of the same monastery in the isle of Lerin, much about

the same time : so that it is natural to suppose that they should

fall into the like expressions, while treating on the same things;

or that Vincentius might affect to copy from so great a man as

Hilary, (first Abbot of Lerin, and then Archbishop of Arles,)

when writing on the same subject. 6. As to the style of Hilary,

though we have but little of his left to compare the Creed with,

yet what there is answers very well to the idea one should have

of a man that might be able to draw up such a picce. His life

of the elder Honoratus, who was his predecessor in the see of

Arles, is an excellent performance, and comes nothing short of

the character he had raised for wit and eloquence. The style is

clear and strong, short and sententious, abounding with anti

* Unum eorum praecipuae auctori- tua esse doctrinae: et de hoc quod in

tatis, et spiritualium studiorum virum, querelam trahit, jam pridem apud

Sanctum Hilarium, Arelatensem Epi- sanctitatem tuam sensum suum per li

scopum, sciat beatitudo tua admira- teras velle conferre. Prosper ad Augus

torem, sectatoremdue in aliis omnibus tin. Ep. ccxxv. p. 825. Bened. ed.
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theses, elegant turns, and manly strokes of wit. He does but

touch a little, in that piece, upon the subject of the Trinity : so

that one cannot from thence discover how he would have

expressed himself upon that head. Only, that little there is

there, is very like to a paragraph in the Athanasian Creed, both

for turn and expression. Speaking of Honoratus, or rather

to him, in the way of a rhetorical apostrophe, he observest how

clear and expressive he had been in his discourses concerning

the Trinity in the Godhead; making the Persons distinct, but

co-uniting them in Glory, Eternity, and Majesty. Which may

remind us of the words of the Athanasian Creed, “ there is one

“Person of the Father, &c. but the Godhead of the Father, and

“of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost is all one, the Glory equal,

“ the Majesty coeternal.” However that be, this we may learn

from it, how great a commendation it was, in Hilary’s account,

to be able to speak clearly and accurately upon the subject of

the Trinity, and how ambitious he might be of so doing himself:

and we know, from his dying instructions ° to his friends about

him, how much he had the subject at heart. These, I confess,

are but little circumstances: yet they are of some weight along

with others more considerable, and therefore ought not to be

entirely omitted. What weighs most with me is, that he was,

in his time, a man of the greatest authority in the Gallican

Church", without whose advice, or privity at least, such a Creed

would hardly have passed ; and that he actually was the author

of such a work as this is, and which must either be this, or else

is lost. This Creed has been sometimes ascribed to the elder

Hilary of Poictiers, though neither the diction, nor the matter,

b Quotidianus siquidem in sincer

issimis tractatibus confessionis Patris,

ac Filii, ac Spiritus Sancti testis fuisti:

nec facile tam exerte, tam lucide quis

quam de Divinitatis Trinitate disse

ruit, cum eam Personis distingueres,

et gloriae (gloria) asternitate, ac majes

tate sociares. Hilar. Wit. Honorat.

p. 770. Quesnel. ed.

& Among which this is one, and the

first.

Fidem Trinitatis immobiliter reti

nete. Vit. Hilar. p. 747.

d Quesnel quotes this eulogium of

him, from Constantius Presbyter of

the same time.

Illustrabatur haec civitas Hilario

sacerdote, multimoda virtute pretioso:

erat enim Fidei igneus torrens, cae

lestis eloquii, et praeceptionis divinae

operarius indefessus. Quesnel, p.

43.

To which may be added one line of

his epitaph:

Gemma Sacerdotum, plebisque, or

bisque Magister. Quesnel, ibid.

Tanta fuit ejus in dicendo vis, ut

Silvius Eusebius, Domnulus, auctores

coacvi, admiratione succensi in haec

verba proruperint: Non doctrinam,

non eloquentiam, sed nescio quid super

homines consecutum. Natal. Alexand.

sec. v. cap. 4. art 19. ex Honorati

Vit. Hilar. cap. 11.

:
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nor the manner of it look any thing like his; only, it seems, this

Creed in one manuscript was found tacked to some pieces of

that Hilary. I pretend not to draw any argument from hence

in favour of our Hilary: though had the manuscript been a very

ancient one, or copied from one that was, (neither of which

appears,) I should have thought it of some moment; since the

similitude of names might possibly have occasioned it.

Having considered such reasons as seem to favour the conjec

ture about Hilary of Arles; it will next be proper to consider

also what may be objected against it.

1. It may be objected, that this Hilary lived to the year 449,

saw the rise, progress, and condemnation of the Nestorian

heresy, and the beginning at least of the Eutychian. May it not

therefore be reasonably presumed that, had he been to compile a

Confession of Faith, he would have made it more full and par

ticular against both those heresies than I have supposed the

Creed to be : To this I answer, that the objection would be of

weight, if I supposed this Creed to have been made by him in

the last years of his life: but as I take it to have been made

a little after his entrance upon his episcopate, (to be a rule to

his clergy all his time, as well as to satisfy his colleagues of

his own orthodoxy,) the objection affects not me. Admit the

Creed to have been drawn up by him about the year 429 or 430;

and then it is just what it should be, exactly suited to the cir

cumstances of time and place : and as to his enlarging or alter

ing it afterwards, upon the rise of the two heresies, it might not

be in his power when once gone out of his hands: nor would it

be necessary, since both these heresies are sufficiently obviated in

this Creed, though not so explicitly condemned as in many that

came later.

2. It may be asked, how the author's name came to be so

studiously concealed even by those that received and admired the

Creed; and how it came to take at length the name of Athana

sius, rather than of Hilary? I answer: this objection will equally

lie against any other author assignable whatever, except Atha

nasius himself, whom we cannot, with any colour of reason,

ascribe it to. It will be as easy to account for the studious con

cealment of the author's name, supposing it Hilary, as for any

other, or perhaps easier. This Hilary had stoutly defended the

rights of his see against Pope Leo's encroachments, in the matter

of appeals and other branches of jurisdiction. This brought the
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good man under disfavour and disrepute; as must happen to the

best of men when they have persons of greater figure and author

ity than themselves to contend with, however righteous and clear

their cause may be. Besides this, Hilary had entertained a dis

like to some of St. Austin's prevailing doctrines about grace,

growing much in vogue; so that St. Austin's more zealous disci

ples had a pique against him on that account, and had the less

value for his name. The way then to have this Creed pass cur

rent, and make it generally received, was to stifle as much as

possible the name of the author, and to leave it to stand by its

own intrinsic worth and weight. As to the name of Athanasius,

I take it to have come thus. Upon the revival of the Arian

controversy in Gaul, under the influence of the Burgundian

kings, it was obvious to call one side Athanasians, and the other

side Arians; and so also to name the orthodox faith the Atha

nasian Faith, as the other Arian. This Creed therefore, being

a summary of the orthodox and Catholic Faith, might in process

of time acquire the name of the Athanasian Faith, or Fides

Athanasii, in opposition to the contrary scheme, which might as

justly be called Fides Arii, or the Arian Faith. The equivocal

ness of the title gave a handle to those that came after to under

stand it of a form of faith, composed by Athanasius; just as the

equivocal title of Apostolical given to the Roman Creed occa

sioned the mistake about its being made by the Apostles. This

appears to me the most probable account of the whole matter:

and it is very much confirmed by what we see of several tracts,

wrote in the fifth and sixth centuries dialogue-wise, where Atha

nasius is made the mouth of the Catholic side, and Arius of his

party, and Photinus of his : not meaning that Athanasius, Arius,

and Photinus were really the speakers in those conferences, but

the readers were to understand the Athanasian, Arian, and

Photinian principles, as being there fairly represented under

those leading names.

3. If it be asked further, why this Creed was not cited during

the Nestorian and Eutychian controversy, when there was so

frequent occasion for it; I answer, partly because the Creed

was not particular and explicit enough to have done much ser

vice; but chiefly, because the author had been eclipsed, and his

reputation obscured by greater names than his, so that his au

thority had weighed little ; and to produce it without a name

would have signified less. This objection therefore, though it
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might be of great force in the question about Athanasius, is of no

weight at all against our present supposition about Hilary of Arles.

These are all the objections which to me occur: and they

seem to be so far from weakening the grounds upon which I pro

ceed, that they rather tend to strengthen and confirm them.

And though I do not pretend to strict certainty about the

author of the Creed; yet I persuade myself that none that have

been hitherto named have any fairer, or so fair a claim to it as

the man I have mentioned. Not Athanasius, nor Hilary of

Poietiers, not Eusebius of Verceil, not Pope Anastasius I, nor

any of that name; not Vincentius Lirinensis, nor Vigilius Tap

sensis, nor Athanasius of Spire, nor Fortunatus, nor Bonifacius,

nor any other that has been thought on. From the many con

jectures heretofore advanced by learned men, one may perceive

that it has been judged to be a thing worth the inquiring after :

and as others have taken the liberty of naming such author or

authors as to them appeared most likely to have made the

Creed, so have I, in my turn, not scrupling to add one more to

the number.

The sum then of what I have presumed to advance upon

probable conjecture, in a case which will not admit of full and

perfect evidence, is this: that Hilary, once Abbot of Lerins,

and next Bishop of Arles, about the year 430 composed the

Exposition of Faith which now bears the name of the Athana

sian Creed. It was drawn up for the use of the Gallican clergy,

and especially for the diocese or province of Arles. It was es

teemed, by as many as were acquainted with it, as a valuable

summary of the Christian Faith. It seems to have been in the

hands of Vincentius, monk of Lerins, before 434, by what he

has borrowed from it; and to have been cited in part by Avitus

of Vienne, about the year 5oo, and by Caesarius of Arles before

the year 543. About the year 570, it became famous enough

to be commented upon like the Lord's Prayer and Apostles'

Creed, and together with them. All this while, and perhaps for

several years lower, it had not yet acquired the name of the

Athanasian Faith, but was simply styled the Catholic Faith.

But before 670, Athanasius's admired name came in to recom

mend and adorn it; being in itself also an excellent system of

the Athanasian principles of the Trinitye and incarnation, in

* Romanae ego Ecclesiæ quasi Sym- Athanasii dictum et putatum quod

bolum, incerto autore, existimen, hinc dilucide Catholicam, ipsamque Atha
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opposition chiefly to Arians, Macedonians, and Apollinarians.

The name of the Faith of Athanasius, in a while, occasioned the

mistake of ascribing it to him, as his composition. This gave it

authority enough to be cited and appealed to as standard, in the

disputes of the middle ages, between Greeks and Latins about

the procession ; and the same admired name, together with the

intrinsic worth and value of the form itself, gave it credit enough

to be received into the public Service in the western churches;

first in France, next in Spain, soon after in Germany, England,

Italy, and at length in Rome itself; while many other excellent

Creeds drawn up in Councils, or recommended by Emperors, yet

never arrived to any such honour and esteem as this hath done.

The truly good and great author, (as I now suppose him.) though

ill used by the then Pope of Rome, and not kindly treated, with

respect to his memory, in after-ages, has nevertheless been the

mouth of all the western churches, and some eastern too, for a

long tract of centuries, in celebrating the glories of the coeternal

Trinity. And so may he ever continue, till the Christian

churches can find out (which they will not easily do) a juster, or

sounder, or more accurate form of faith than this is.

CHAP. IX.

The Creed itself in the Original Language with Parallel Passages

from the Fathers.

MY design in this chapter is,

1. To exhibit the Creed in its native language, that is, in

Latin, according to the most ancient and most correct copies.

The various lections will be placed at the bottom, under the

Creed: the manuscripts therein referred to shall be denoted

by such names or marks as appear above in the table of manu

scripts.

2. Opposite to the Creed, in another column, I place parallel

passages, selected from authors that lived and wrote before

430, principally from St. Austin : and this with design to enforce

and illustrate my main argument before insisted on ; namely,

nasii Fidem (de Trinitate, maxime)

complecteretur; cujus inter Catho

licos sic spectata. ut ejus com

munio velut tessera Catholici esset;

censereturque ejus condemnatio ipsa

Nicaenae et Catholicae Fidei eiuratio;

uti se res habuit in Liberio Romano

antistite &c. Combeſis. not. in Calec.

Nov. Auctar. Patr. tom. ii. p. 296.
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that the Creed contains nothing but what had been asserted, in

as full and express words as any words of the Creed are, by

Church writers before the time specified.

3. I subjoin under these, at the bottom of the page, some

further select passages from Church writers before or after the

time mentioned; partly to serve as comments upon some places

of the Creed, and partly to shew how some writers of the fifth

century, Vincentius especially, expressed themselves on the same

heads, that the reader may from thence judge whether they

appear prior to the Creed, or the Creed prior to them.

I ought to ask my English reader's pardon for this part; which

he may please to pass over, and to go on to the next chapter, in

tended chiefly for his satisfaction, and to make him some amends

for the present interruption: for my design in subjoining an

English commentary is to serve much the same purposes with

what is here intended by the Latin; though not all of them, but

as many as the nature of the thing will allow.

Loca parallela excerpta ea: Wa

riis; ante an. 430.

1. Catholica disciplinae ma

jestate institutum est, ut acceden

tibus ad Religionem Fides per

suadeatur ante omnia. August.

tom. viii. p. 64.

Haec est Fides nostra, quoniam

hac est Fides recta, quae etiam

Catholica nuncupatur. Tom. viii.

729.

2. Haeretici Simplici Fide

Catholica contenti esse nolunt;

quae una parvulis salus est. Au

gust, tom. iv. p. 6o.

FIDES CATHolicA.

1. Quicumque vult salvus esse,

ante omnia opus est ut teneat

Catholicam Fidem.

2. Quam nisi quisque inte

gram inviolatamgue servaverit,

absºlue dubio in aeternum per

ibit.

Variantes Lectiones.

1. (salvus esse) esse salvus. Cod.

Ambros. et Fortunat. in MS. Am

bros.

2. (quisque) quis. Cod. Ambros.

(inviolatamque) inviolabilemgue. Cod.

San-germ. (absgue dubio) deest, in

Cod. Reg. Paris. (in atternum peribit)

peribit in aeternum. San-germ.

Excerpta ea Patribus.

1. Credamus ergo fratres: hoc est

primum praeceptum, hoc est initium re

ligionis et vitae nostrae, fixum habere

cor in fide. August. tom. v. p. 195.

2. Catholicorum hoc fere proprium,

deposita sanctorum Patrum et com

missa servare, damnare profanas novi

tates: et sicut dixit, et iterum dixit

Apostolus: si quis annunciaverit, prae

terquam quod acceptum est, anathe

mare. Vincent. cap. xxxiv. p. 111.
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3. Fides autem Catholica hæc

est, ut unum Deum in Trinitate,

et Trinitatem in Unitate vene

remur :

4. Neque confundentes Per

sonas, neque Substantiam se

parantes.

5. Alia est enim Persona

Patris, alia Filii, alia Spiritus

Sancti.

6. Sed Patris, et Filii, et

Spiritus Sancti, una est Divi

nitas, æqualis Gloria, coæterna

Majestas.

7. Qualis Pater, talis Filius,

talis et Spiritus Sanctus.

5. (alia Filii)alia Persona Filii. Cod.

Ambros. item Fortunat.(alia Spiritus)

alia Persona Sp. Sanct. Cod. Ambros.

6. (coaeterna) Codd. nonnulli habent

et coæterna. Deest et in Cod. Ambros.

et in Fortunat. et Brunon. aliisque

multis.

7. (talis et Spiritus Sanctus.) Ita

Codd. Ambros. Reg. Paris. C.C. C. C.

1. Cotton. 1. Jacob. I. Fortunat. item

Caesarius Arelat. antiquissimus. MSS.

recentiores, et editi omittunt et.

3. Növ òè δίδασκ€ τοσούτον

eìòévav μόνον- μονάδa èv Tptáòv,

kal τριάδa èv μονάδι τροσκvvov

μένην, ταράδο£ov éxovoav xaì tìjv

διαίρ€σιν και τῖ}ν ἐνωσιν. Greg.

INazianz. Orat. xxiii. p. 422.

4. Et haec omnia nec confuse

unum sunt, nec disjuncte tria

sunt. Augustin. tom. ii. p. 6c9.

5. Impietatem Sabellii decli

nantes, tres Personas expressas

sub proprietate distinguimus—

Aliam Patris, aliam Filii, aliam

8piritus Sancti-— Personam.

Pelagii Symbol. p. 274. apud

Lambec. Catal. Bibl. Vindob.

6. Confutantes Arium, unam

eandemque dicimus Trinitatis

esse substantiam. Pelag. Symb.

Patris, et Filii et Spiritus

Sancti unam Virtutem, unam

Substantiam, unam Deitatem,

wnam Majestatem, unam Glo

*riam. August. tom. viii. p. 744.

7. Qualis est Pater secundum

8ubstantiam, talem genuit Fi

3. Catholica Ecclesia unum Deum

in Trinitatis plenitudine, et item

Trinitatis æqualitatem in una Divi

nitate veneratur. Vincent. cap. xxii.

et c. xviii.

4. Ut neque singularitas substan

tiæ Personarum confundat proprieta

tem, neque item Trinitatis distinctio

unitatem separet Deitatis. Vincent.

cap. 22.

5. Quia scilicet alia est Persona

Patris, alia Filii, alia Spiritus Sancti.

Vincent. cap. 19.

6. Sed tamen Patris et Filii, et

Spiritus Sancti non alia et alia, sed

una eademque natura. Vincent. cap.

I9.

7. Qualis immensus est Pater, talis

est et Filius, talis est Spiritus Sanc

tus. Et Philastr. Haer. li. p. io6.

Conf. p. 178.
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8. Increatus Pater, increatus

Filius, increatus et Spiritus

Sanctus.

9. Immensus Pater, immen

sus Filius, immensus et Spiritus

Sanctus.

i o. Æternus I'ater, æternus

Filius, æternus et Spiritus

Sanctus.

I I. Et tamen non tres æter

ni, sed unus æternus.

I 2. Sicut non tres increati,

nec tres immensi, sed unus in

creatus, et unus immensus.

13. Similiter, Omnipotens

lium : et Spiritus Sanctus—es

ejusdem et ipse Substantiae cum

Patre et Filio. Faustini Fid.

8. Quicquid ad seipsum dici

tur Deus, et de singulis personis

singulariter dicitur, et simul de

ipsa Trinitate. August. tom. viii.

p. 838.

9. Magnus Pater, magnus

Filius, magnus Spiritus Sanc

tus. August. tom. viii. p. 837.

Io. Hoc et de bonitate, et de

æternitate, et de omnipotentia

Dei dictum sit. August. ibid.

p. 839.

AEternus Pater, coaeternus

Filius, coæternus Spiritus Sanc

tus. August. tom. v. p. 543.

12. Non tamen tres magni,

sed unus magnus. Aug. tom. viii.

p. 837.

13. Itaque Omnipotens Pater,

8. (et Spiritus Sanctus.) Deest vo

cula et in recentioribus codicibus:

retinent plerique antiquiores hoc in

loco, et similiter in subsequentibus,

ante Spiritus Sanctus. Quæ lectio,

opinor, vera est, ab autore Symboli

profecta; scilicet, ad majorem em

phasim, propter hæresim Macedo

nianam nondum penitus exstinctam,

nostrum autem est Symbolum exhi

bere quale se primitus habuit.

12. (unus increatus, et unus immen

sus.) Unus immensus et unus in

creatus. Cod. Ambros.

8. Illud præcipue teneamus, quic

quid ad se dicitur præstantissimâ illa

et divina sublimitas, substantialiter

dici ; quod autem ad aliquid non

subsiantialiter, sed relative: tantam

que vim esse ejusdem substantiae in

Patre et Filio et Spiritu Sancto, ut

quicquid de singulis ad seipsos dicitur,

non pluraliter in summa, sed singu

lariter accipiatur. Augustin. tom. viii.

p. 837. - -

12. Nec magnos tres dicimus, sed

magnum unum, quia non participa

tione magnitudinis Deus magnus est,

sed seipso magno magnus est, quia

ipse sua est magnitudo. August. de

Trin. lib. v. cap. io.

13. Sed ne duos Omnipotentes in

telligas præcavendum est: licet enim

et Pater sit Omnipotens, et Filius, ta

men unus est Omnipotens, sicut et

unus est Deus, quia Patris et Filii

eadem Omnipotentia est, sicut et ea

dem Deitas. Faustin. p. 123.
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Pater, Omnipotens Filius, Om

nipotens et Spiritus Sanctus.

14. Et tamen non tres Omni

potentes, sed unus Omnipotens.

I 5. Ita Deus Pater, Deus Fi

lius, Deus et Spiritus Sanctus.

I 6. Et tamen non tres Dii,

sed unus est Deus.

17. Ita Dominus Pater,

Dominus Filius, Dominus et

Spiritus Sanctus.

18. Et tamen non tres Do

mini, sed unus est Dominus.

I 9. Quia sicut singillatim

unamquamque Personam et

Omnipotens Filius, Omnipotens

Spiritus Sanctus. Aug. de Trin.

lib. v. cap. 8.

14. Nec tamen tres Omnipo

tentes, sed unus Omnipotens.

August. ibid.

15. Deus Pater, Deus Filius,

Deus Spiritus Sanctus. August.

Trin. lib. viii. e. 1. et Serm. io5.

p. 542. tom. v.

16. Nec tamen tres Dii—sed

unus Deus. Aug. ibid.

17. Sic et Dominum si quæras,

singulum quemque respondeo

August. tom. viii. p. 729.

18. Sed simul omnes mom tres

Dominos Deos, sed unum Domi

num Deum dico. August. ibid.

19. Cum de singulis quæritur,

unusquisque eorum et Deus, et

14. (Et tamen) deest tamen in Cod.

Ambros.

16. (est Deus) deest est in MS.

Ambros.

18. (est Dominus) deest est. Cod.

Ambros.

19. (et Deum et Dominum) Ita MS.

Ambros. et MS. Oxon. Fortunat.

rectissime. Cod. Fortunat. Ambros.

aliique, tum MSS. tum impressi, ha

bent Deum et Dominum. ' Brunonis

Cod. et Coll. Joh. MS. Deum ac Do

minum. San-germanensis, Dominum

14. Sicut simul illi tres unus Deus,

sic simul illi tres unus omnipotens est,

et invisibilis unus, Deus Pater et Filius

et Spiritus Sanctus est. Augustin.

tom. viii. p. 654. Vid. p. 865.

16. Unus Deus propter insepara

bilem Divinitatem; sicut unus Om

nipotens propter inseparabilem Omni

potentiam. August. de Civit. Dei, p.

29o.

In illa summa Trinitate, quæ in

comparabiliter rebus omnibus ante

cellit, tanta est inseparabilitas, ut cum

Trinitas hominum non possit dici

unus Homo, illa unus Deus et dicatur

et sit. August. de Trin. lib. xv. cap.

23.

18. Non sunt enim duo Domini

ubi Dominatus unus est; quia Pater

in Filio, et Filius in Patre, et ideo

Dominus unus. Ambros. de Sp. S.

lib. iii. cap. 15. p. 686.
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Deum et Dominum confiteri

Christiana veritate compelli

mur; ita tres Deos, aut Domi

nos, dicere Catholica religione

prohibemur.

2o. Pater a nullo est factus,

nec creatus, nec genitus.

2 1. Filius a Patre solo est,

non factus, nec creatus, sed

genitus.

22. Spiritus Sanctus a Patre

et Filio, non factus, nec creatus,

nec genitus est, sed procedens.

Omnipotens esse respondeatur;

cum vero de omnibus simul, non

tres Dii, vel tres Omnipotentes,

sed unus Deus Omnipotens. Au

gust. de Civit. Dei, lib. xi. c. 24.

p. 29O.

2o. Dicimus Patrem Deum

de nullo. August. tom. v. p.

68o.

INon enim habet de quo sit, aut

eae quo procedat. Aug. tom. viii.

p. 829.

2 1. Filius Patris solius —

hunc quippe de sua substantia

genuit, non ev nihilo fecit. Aug.

Ep. 17o. alias 66.

22. De Filio Spiritus Sanctus

procedere reperitur. August. de

Trin. lib. xv. c. 17.

INeque natus est sicut unigeni

tus, neque factus, &c. Id. lib. v.

c. 15. p. 841.

23. Unus est Pater, non duo

vel tres; et unus Filius, non duo

23. Unus ergo Pater, non

tres Patres; unus Filius, non

et Deum. Plerique editi, Deum aut

Dominum. Quæ lectio, me judice,

omnium pessima est. (aut Dominos)

Ita plerique MSS. et editi: sed non

nulli, ac Dominos. (prohibemur) MS.

Ambr. legit prohibemus : male.

22. (sed procedens) Cod. Ambros.

adjecta habet ista ; Patri et Filio co

aeternus est. Glossa, uti videtur, ex

margine in textum immissa : nisi

forte librarius verba illa ex Bachiarii

Fide, quam simul descripserat, huc

transtulerit ; sive oscitanter, sive

majoris elucidationis gratia. Vid.

Bachiar. Fid. apud Murator. tom. ii.

p. 16, 18.

w At F. R I. AN D, voL. III.

22. Spiritus quoque Sanctus non,

sicut creatura, ex nihilo est factus;

sed sic a Patre Filioque procedit, ut

nec a Filio, nec a Patre sit factus.

August. ep. I7o.

Tò äyvov πveυμa oÜre yevvmròv

oÜre xruorròv dλλ' ἐκ πarpòs éktro

pevópuevov. Epiphan. p. 742.

23. OÜre oôv tpeîs trarépes, oÜre tpeîs

vioi, oÜre tpeîs Tapá«λητοι άλλ' eis

Trathp, xaì eis viòs, xaì eis Tapáx\nros.

Pseud. Ignat. ad Philipp. c. ii. p. 1 18.

Cotel. ed. Vid. Epiphan. H. 69. p.

742.

Q.
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tres Filii; unus Spiritus Sanc

tus, non tres Spiritus Sancti.

24. Et in hac Trinitate nihil

prius aut posterius, nihil majus

aut minus, sed totæ tres Per

sonæ coæternæ sibi sunt, et

coæquales.

25. Ita ut per omnia, sicut

jam supra dictum est, et Unitas

in Trinitate, et Trinitas in Uni

tate veneranda sit.

26. Qui vult ergo salvus esse,

ita de Trinitate sentiat.

vel tres; et unus amborum Spi

ritus, non duo vel tres. August.

contr. Maxim. p. 729.

24. In hac Trinitate, non est

aliud alio majus, aut minus.

August. tom. v. p. 948.

ANec enim prorsus aliquis in

Trinitate gradus : nihil quod

inferius, superiusve dici possit.

Pelagii Symb.

25. Vid. supra, in articulo 3.

26. Vid. supra, artic. 2.

27. Dominus autem manens

cum discipulis per quadraginta

dies, significare dignatus est quia

per istud tempus necessaria est

omnibus Fides Incarnationis

27. Sed necessarium est ad

æternam salutem, ut Incarna

tionem quoque Domini nostri

Jesu Christi fideliter credat.

24. (Et in hac) deest et in Cod.

San-germ.

24. Increata et inæstimabilis Tri

nitas, quæ unius est æternitatis et

gloriæ, [nec tempus nec gradum vel

posterioris recipit vel prioris. Am

bros. de Fid. lib. iv. c. I I. p. 547.

25. Ita tota Deitas sui perfectione

aequalis est, ut exceptis vocabulis

quæ proprietatem indicant Persona

rum, quicquid de una Persona dici

tur, de tribus dignissime possit intel

ligi. Pelag. Symb.

26. Si quis hanc Fidem non habet,

Catholicus dici non potest, quia Ca

tholicam non tenet Fidem ; et ideo

alienus est ac profanus, et adversus

veritatem rebellis Fides. S. Ambros.

apud Lambec. Catalog. Bibl. Vindob.

lib. ii. íi 268.

27. Ideo conversatio ipsius in carne

post resurrectionem per quadraginta

dies erat necessaria, ut demonstraret

tamdiu esse necessariam Fidem In

carnationis Christi quamdiu in ista

vita docetur arca in diluvio fluctuare.

August. tom. v. p. 1o78.
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28. Est ergo Fides recta, ut

credamus et confiteamur, quia

Dominus noster Jesus Christus,

Dei Filius, Deus pariter et

Homo est.

29. Deus est ex substantia

Patris ante sæcula genitus:

Homo ex substantia Matris in

sæculo natus.

Christi ; quae infirmis est neces

saria. August. Serm. 264. tom.

v. p. Io77.

28. Proinde, Christus Jesus,

Dei Filius, est et Deus et Homo.

August. Ench. tom. vi. p. 2 Io.

29. Deus ante omnia sæcula :

Homo in nostro saeculo— unus

Dei Filius, idemque Hominis

Pilius. August. ibid.

3o. Perfectus Deus, perfectus

Homo ex anima rationali et

humana carne subsistens.

31. Æqualis Patri secundum

Divinitatem : minor Patre se

cundum Humanitatem.

28. (confiteamur, quia) Cod. Am

bros. atque editi nonnulli legunt

quod. Plures habent quia. (Deus

pariter et Homo est) Ita Codd.

Bened. 1. Colbertin. Jacob. I. et

Fortunat. Ambros. et San-germ. le

unt, et Deus pariter et Homo est.

diti, Deus et homo est.

29. (eae substantia) Colbertin. de

substantia : et infra, de substantia

Matris. (Homo) Ambros.Cod. legit et

Homo est. Fortunat. et Homo. Post

Matris, San-germ. Cod. habet, in sæ

culo genitus perfectus Homo.

3o. (rutionali) rationabili. Codd.

Ambros. Colbert. et San-germ.

í; (minor Patre) minor Patri.

b.

3o. Confitemur in Christo

unam esse Filii personam, ut

dicamus duas esse perfectas at

que integras substantias, id est,

Deitatis, et Humanitatis quæ

eae anima continetur et corpore.

Pelag. Symb.

31. Æqualem Patri secundum

Divinitatem, minorem autem

Patre secundum carnem, hoc est,

29. Idem ex Patre ante sæcula ge

nitus, idem in sæculo ex matre gene

ratus. Vincent. c. 19.

3o. Adversus Arium, veram et per

fectam Verbi Divinitatem; adversus

Apollinarem, perfectam Hominis in

Christo defendimus veritatem. August.

Op. tom. v. Append. p. 391.

Perfectus Deus, perfectus Homo :

in Deo summa Divinitas, in Homine

plena humanitas: quippe quæ ani

mam simul habeat et carnem. Vin

cent. c. 19.

Q 2
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32. Qui licet Deus sit et

Homo, non duo tamen, sed

unus est Christus.

33. Unus autem, non conver

sione Divinitatis in carnem, sed

adsumptione Humanitatis in

Deum.

34. Unus omnino, non con

fusione Substantiæ, sed unitate

Personæ.

35. Nam sicut anima ratio

nalis et caro unus est Homo;

ita Deus et Homo unus est

Christus.

36. Qui passus est pro salute

secundum Hominem. Aug. Epist.

137. p. 4o6.

32. Agnoscamus geminam sub

stantiam Christi ; divinam scili

cet qua aequalis est Patri, huma

nam qua major est Pater:

vtrumque autem simul non duo,

sed unus est Christus. Aug.

Tract. in Joh. p. 699.

33. Verbum caro factum est,

a Divinitate carne suscepta, non

in carnem Divinitate mutata.

August. Enchirid. c. 35.

34. Idem Deus qui Homo, et

qui Deus idem Homo : non con

fusione naturæ, sed unitate Per

sonæ. Aug. tom. v. p. 885.

35. Sicut enim unus est Homo

anima rationalis et caro ; sic

unus est Christus Deus et Homo.

Aug. Tract. in Joh. p. 699.

36. Descendit ad inferna, ter

32. Deest et Colb.

33. (in carnem) in carne. MSS.

Ambros. Colbert. San-germ. aliique

plurimi, et vetusti. Habent etiam

in Deo, pro in Deum. At multi

etiam Codices, cum Fortunati Cod.

Ambrosiano, receptam lectionem prae

ferunt ; quæ utique præferenda vide

tur. Cod. San-germ. pro conversione

habet conversatione. Cod. Colbert.

totam hanc pericopen sic exhibet :

Unus autem, non eae eo quod sit in carne

conversa Divinitas, sed quia est in Deo

adsumpta dignanter humanitas.

34. (Unus omnino) unus Christus

est. Colbert.

35. (Nam sicut &c.) Totum omittit

Cod. Colbertinus. Scilicet, uti credo,

ne simile illud in erroris sui patroci

nium arriperent Monophysitæ. (ratio

nalis) rationabilis. Ambros.

36. (Qui passus est pro salute no

32. Caro Christus, et anima Chris

tus, et Verbum Christus : nec tamen

tria hæc tres Christi, sed unus Chris

tus. August. in Johan. p. 612.

33. Nemo ergo credat Dei Filium
conversum et commutatum esse in

Hominis Filium ; sed potius creda

mus, et non consumpta divina, et

perfecte assumpta humana substan

tia, manentem Dei Filium factum

Hominis Filium. August. tom. v.

p. 887.

Deus ergo Hominem assumsit, Ho

mo in Deum transivit : non naturæ

versibilitate, sicut Apollinaristæ di

cunt, sed Dei dignatione. Gennad.

Eccl. Dogm. c. 2.

34. Unus autem, non—Divini

tatis et humanitatis confusione, sed

unitate Personæ. Vincent. Lir. c. xix.

p. 58.

36. Quis ergo, nisi infidelis, ne
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nostra, descendit ad inferos,

tertia die resurrexit a mortuis.

37. Adscendit ad cœlos, sedet

ad dexteram Patris ; inde ven

turus judicare vivos et mortuos.

38. Ad cujus adventum om

nes homines resurgere habent

cum corporibus suis, et reddi

turi sunt de factis propriis ra

tionem.

39. Et qui bona egerunt,

ibunt in vitam æternam, qui

vero mala, in ignem æternum.

stra) Qui secundum fidem nostram

passus et mortuus. Colbert.

(ad inferos) ad infernos. Cod. San

germ. ad inferna. Fortunat. MS.

Oxon. ad inferna descendens. Cod.

Colbertin.

(tertia die,) deest in Cod. Ambros.

San-germ. Cotton. 1. Jacob. I. (re

surrerit) surrexit. Cod. Ambros.

Fortunat.

37. (sedet) sedit. Cod. Ambr. (deae

teram Patris) Ita Codd. Ambros. et

Fortunat. et Symb. Roman. Vet. deae

teram Patris Omnipotentis. Cod. San

É; deaetram Omnipotentis. Cod.

runonis. deaeteram Dei Patris sedet,

sicut vobis in Symbolo traditum est.

Cod. Colbert. deaeteram Dei Patris

Omnipotentis. Codd. recentiores, cum

excusus.

38. (resurgere habent cum corpo

ribus suis, et) desunt in Cod. Ambros.

Colbertinus legit: ad cujus adventum

erunt omnes homines sine dubio in suis

corporibus resurrecturi. Sed nihil

mutamus.

39. (egerunt) egerint. Cod. Ambros.

Totum hunc articulum sic legit Col

bertinus : Ut qui bona egerunt, eant

in vitam æternam : qui mala, in ignem

deternum.

(qui vero) Cod. Ambros, et Cot

tia die resurreæit a mortuis.

Symb. Aquileiæ, apud Ruffin.

37. Ascendit ad cælos, sedet

ad dexteram Patris ; inde ven

turus judicare vicos et mortuos.

Symb. Roman. Vet.

38. I?esurrectionem etiam car

nis confitemur et credimus, ut di

camus nos in eadem qua nunc

sumus veritate membrorum esse

reparandos. Pelag. Symb.

39. Et procedent qui bona fè

cerunt in resurrectionem vitae, qui

vero mala egerunt in resurrectio

nem judicii. Joh. v. 28.

Ibunt hi in supplicium aeter

num, justi autem in citam æter

nam. Matt. xxv. 46.

gaverit fuisse apud inferos Chris

tum ?

Quamobrem teneamus firmissime

uod fides habet fundatissima aucto

ritate firmatum—et caetera quæ de

illo testatissima veritate conscripta

sunt ; in quibus etiam hoc est, quod

apud inferos fuit. August. ep. clxiv.

p. 574, 578.

38. Si id resurgere dicitur quod

cadit, caro ergo nostra in veritate

resurget, sicut in veritate cadit. Et

non secundum Origenem, immutatio

corporum erit &c. Gennad. Eccl.

Dogmat. c. 5.

39. Post resurrectionem et judi

cium, non credamus restitutionem

futuram, sicut Origenes delirat, ut

dæmones vel impii homines post tor

menta quasi suppliciis expurgati, vel

illi in angelicam qua creati sunt re
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4o. Haec est Fides Catholi

ca, quam nisi quisque fideliter,

firmiterque crediderit, salvus

esse non poterit.

ton. I. omittunt vero. Codices non

nulli legunt, et qui vero: alii, et qui
mala.

4o. (quisque) Cod. Ambros. unus

quisque. Colbertinus pergit: Haec

est Fides sancta et catholica, quam

omnis homo, qui ad vitam atternam

pervenire desiderat, scire integre de

bet, et fideliter custodire.

40. Cavete, dilectissimi, nequis

vos ab Ecclesiae Catholicae Fide

ac unitate seducat. Qui enim co

bis aliter evangelizaverit praeter

quam quod accepistis, anathema

sit. Aug. tom. v. p. 592.

deant dignitatem, vel isti justorum

societate donentur. Gennad. ibid.

c. 9.

49. "O raúra trio reta as Ös #xes, &s
veyimrat, Pakipios' ô raira. uń. ºrt

orrevoy evayms ovX mºrrow row row kvptov

orravpoordvrov. Pseud. Ignat. ad Phi

lipp. p. 118.

CHAP. X.

A Commentary on the Athanasian Creeda.

1. WHOSOEVER will be saved, before all things it is necessary

that he hold the Catholic Faith.

By the words, before all things, is meant in the first place.

Faith goes before practice; and is therefore first in order, though

practice may be, comparatively, more considerable, and first in

value, as the end is above the means.

2. Which Faith, except every one do keep whole" and undefiled,

without doubt he shall perish everlastingly.

Which faith, that is, the Catholic Faith before spoken of, which

is another name for the true and right faith as taught in Scrip

* In the Primmer of 1539, and

another of 1555, where the version is

made from the Latin, and joined with

the Popish Service of that time, the

English title of the Creed was, The

Symbole or Crede of the great Doc

tour Athanasius, dayly red in the

Church.

In King Edward's Prayer Book,

A. D. 1549, it is barely entitled, This

Confession of our Christian Faith:

and it was ordered to be song, or sayed,

upon six feasts in the year. At the

revisal of the Common Prayer, in

1552, it was appointed to be used on

several feasts in the year, the whole

number thirteen. But the title still

continued the same, till the last review

under Charles the Second; when were

added thereto, commonly called the

Creed of St. Athanasius : from which

time the running title has been S.

Athanasius's Creed, as before Qui

cunque vult, in our Prayer Books.

b. In King Edward's Prayer Books,

and so down to the year 1627, holy

was read for what is now whole.

Which I suppose was intended for

wholly; as one may reasonably ima

gine from Queen Elizabeth's of 1561,

where it is wholy: and from the me

trical version, which plainly meant

wholly, by holy, answering to unde

filedly; and it is certain that holy was

the ancient spelling for what we now

write wholly.
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ture; called Catholic, or universal, as being held by the universal

Church of Christ, against which the gates of hell shall never pre

vail. The meaning then is, that every one is obliged, under

pain of damnation, to preserve, as far as in him lies, the true and

right faith, in opposition to those that endeavour to corrupt it

either by taking from it, or adding to it. That men shall perish

eternally for unbelief, for rejecting the faith in the lump, cannot

be doubted; when it is expressly said, (Mark xvi. 16.) “He

“that believeth not shall be damned:” and as to rejecting any

particular branch, or article of it, it must of consequence be

a sin against the whole; against truth and peace, and therefore

damnable in its own nature, as all wilful sins are without repent

ance. As to the allowances to be made for invincible ignorance,

prejudice, or other unavoidable infirmities; as they will be

pleadable in the case of any other sin, so may they, and will

they also be pleadable in this: but it was foreign to the purpose

of the Creed to take notice of it in this case particularly, when

it is common to all cases of like nature, and is always supposed

and understood, though not specially mentioned.

3. And the Catholic Faith is this; That we worship one God in

in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity.

One of the principal branches of the Catholic Faith, and

which is of nearest concernment, (since our worship depends

upon it, and the main body of the Christian religion is bound up

in it.) is the doctrine of a Trinity in Unity, of three Persons and

one God, recommended in our baptism as the object of our faith,

hope, and worship. He that takes upon him to corrupt or deprave

this most fundamental part of a Christian’s faith cannot be inno

cent; it being his bounden duty to maintain and preserve it, as

he will answer it another day.

4. Neither confounding the Persons, nor dividing the Substance.

Here would be no need of these particular cautions, or critical

terms, in relation to this point, had men been content with the

plain primitive faith in its native simplicity. But as there have

been a set of men, called Sabellians, who have erroneously

taught, that the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are all one Person,

who was incarnate, and suffered, and rose again; making the

Father (and Holy Ghost) to have suffered, as well as the Son,

(from thence called Patripassians,) hence it becomes necessary

to caution every pious Christian against confounding the Per

sons, as those men have done. And as there have been others,
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particularly the Arians, who have pretended very falsely, that

the three Persons are three substances, and of different kinds,

divided from each other, one being before the other, existing

when the other two were not, as also being present where the

other two are not present; these false and dangerous tenets

having been spread abroad, it is become necessary to give a

caution against dividing the substance, as these have done, very

much to the detriment of sobriety and truth.

5. For there is one Person of the Father, another of the Son, and

another of the Holy Ghost.

The Sabellians therefore were extremely to blame in confound

ing the Persons, and running them into one, taking away the

distinction of Persons plainly taught in Scripture.

6. But the Godhead of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost, is all one, the Glory equal, the Majesty coeternal.

The Arians therefore were equally to blame for diciding the

substance and Godhead, in the manner before hinted. To be a

little more particular on this head, we may go on to open and

explain this Unity of Godhead, equality of Glory, and coeternity

of Majesty.

7. Such as the Father is, such is the Son, and such is the Holy

Ghost.

That is, as to their substance and Godhead, there is no differ

ence or inequality amongst them; though there is a difference

in respect of some personal acts and properties, as shall be ob

served in its place. In real dignity and perfection they are equal

and undivided, as in the instances here following:

8. The Father uncreate, the Son uncreate, and the Holy Ghost

ºtncreate.

These three Persons were never brought into being by the

will of another; they are no creatures, nor changeable, as creatures

are; they are all infinitely removed from dependence or precarious

existence, one as much as another, and every one as much as

any one: they exist in the highest and most emphatical sense of

existing, which is called necessary existence, opposed to contingent

or precarious existence. In a word; every Person must, and

cannot but exist; and all must exist together, having the same

unchangeable perfections.

9. The Father incomprehensible, the Son incomprehensible, and

the Holy Ghost incomprehensible.

These words are not a just translation of the Latin original,
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though containing as true and just a proposition as the Latin

words do. Immensus signifies omnipresent, rather than incompre

hensible in the modern sense of incomprehensible. But if by in

comprehensible be understood, not to be comprehended within

any bounds, it will then answer to the Latin pretty nearly. The

translator here followed the Greek copy", taking perhaps the

Greek to be the original language wherein the Creed was written.

However, some Latins have understood by immensus, incompre

hensibled, in such a sense as has been hinted.

Io. The Father eternal, the Son eternal, and the Holy Ghost

eternal.

None of the Persons ever began to be, nor shall ever cease to

be; they always were, they always will be, and must be; the

same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.

11. And yet they are not three eternals, but one eternal.

Some account ought to be given of this manner of speaking,

because it often occurs in the Creed, and may be thought most

apt to offend the malicious, or to mislead the unwary. The

way of speaking came in a little after the middle of the fourth

century, and then only into the Latin Church; for the Greeks

never used it, but taught the same things under a different form

of expression. What Greeks and Latins both intended was,

that as the three Persons are one substance and one God, so

every dicine perfection, and every substantial attribute, belonging

to any one Person, is common to all; and there is nothing peculiar

to any one but the divine relations: to the Father, paternity,

and whatever it implies or carries with it; to the Son, filiation;

to the Holy Ghost, procession. In this account, eternity, immens

ity, omnipotence, and the like, being substantial attributes, are

common to all the three Persons; who have therefore one eter

nity, one immensity, one omnipotence, and so on, as one substance

and one Godhead: thus far Greeks and Latins agreed both in

c There are two printed Greek

copies which read dxaráAmtros,

Stephens's, first printed by Bryling,

and Baifius's, first printed by Gene

brard : which two copies are in the

main one. Our translators, in 1548,

versions exactly follow the Latin

original. As does also the Primmer

of 1539, set forth by John Bishop of

Rochester; and the other later one of

1555, by C. Pole. The first has un

measurable, (where we have incom

could have seen none but Bryling's,

that is, Stephens's copy. The Con

stantinopolitan copy published by

Genebrard reads direpos; the Palatine

copy, by Felckman, duetpos. The

Saxon, French, and old English

prehensible,) the other has without

measure.

d Immensus Pater: non mole, sed

potestate omnia concludente. Vel

immensus, id est, incomprehensibilis.

Abalard, in Symb. Athanas. p. 368.
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doctrine and expression. But the Latins, building hereupon,

thought it very allowable to go a little further, (which the

Greeks did not,) and to express the same thing by saying, of the

three Persons, that they are one eternal, one immense, one omni

potent, one holy, one uncreated, &c. And this was the current

language at the making, and before the making of this Creed.

The Arians were the sole occasion of introducing both kinds of

expression, which must therefore be interpreted accordingly.

Two things were designed by them: one, to obviate the Arian

tenet, that the three Persons were differing in kind, and in de

gree, as being of unequal perfections; the other, to obviate the

Arian charge, or calumny, upon the Church, as making three

Gods. In regard to the former, when the Catholics speak of

one Divinity, they intend equal Divinity, not Divinities differing

in kind or degree; and in regard to the latter, they further mean

undivided and inseparable Divinity, not many Divinities. The

true meaning then, and the full meaning of the expressions of

the Creed will be very clear and obvious. The three Persons

are equal in duration, and undivided too; one eternity (one,

because undivided, and inseparable) is common to all, and there

fore they are not three eternals, but one eternal.

The oldest writers who have used this way of expression are,

so far as I have observed, Ambrose, Faustinus, and Austin:

and their meaning in it is very plain and certain from the

places themselves where they make use of it. Fulgentius, who

came not long after them, sometimes falls into the same manner

of expressione; but sparingly, as if he either did not fully attend

to it, or had some scruple about it: for his general way is to say,

“not three eternal Gods, but one eternal Godf,” instead of the

* Relativa nomina Trinitatem fa

ciunt, essentialia vero nullo modo tri

licantur. Deus Pater, Deus Filius,

eus Spiritus Sanctus. Bonus Pater,

bonus Filius, bonus Spiritus Sanctus.

Pius Pater, pius Filius, pius Spiritus

Sanctus. Justus Pater, justus Filius,

justus et Spiritus Sanctus. Omnipo

tens Pater, omnipotens Filius, omni

potens et Spiritus Sanctus. Et tamen

non dicinus nec tres Deos, nec tres

bonos, nec tres pios, mec tres justos, nec

tres omnipotentes, sed unum Deum,

bonum, pium, justum, omnipotentem,

Patrem et Filium et Spiritum Sanc

tum. Fulgent. de Trin. c. ii. p. 330.

f AEternus est sine initio Pater,

aeternus est sine initio Filius, aeternus

est sine initio Spiritus Sanctus: nec

tamen tres Dii aeternised unus aeter

nus Deus. Fulgent. ad Ferrand. p. 234.

Immensus est Pater, sedimmensus

est Filius, et immensus est et Spiritus

Sanctus: nectamen tres Dii immensi,

sed unus Deus immensus. Fulgent.

ibid. p. 232.

Omnipotens est Pater; sed omni

potens est Filius, omnipotens est Spi

ritus Sanctus: nec tamen tres Dii

omnipotentes, sed unus Deus omni

potens est Pater, et Filius, et Spiritus

Sanctus. Fulgent. ibid.
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other in the Creed; and so in the like cases. Which indeed is

a very insipid and dull way of expressing it, and if applied to

every article in the Athanasian Creed, would make it a very flat

composition in comparison to what it is. It is true, that all at

length resolves into this, that the three Persons are not three

Gods, but one God: this is the ground and foundation, and the

other is the superstructure. But then it is a fine and elegant,

as well as a solid superstructure; improving the thought, and

carrying on a train of new and distinct propositions, and not

merely a jejune and sapless repetition of the same thing.

12. As also there are not three incomprehensibles, nor three un

created; but one uncreated, and one incomprehensibles.

Not three incomprehensibles, &c. as not differing either in kind

or degree of incomprehensibility, nor yet divided in those per

fections: but one incomprehensible, and one uncreated, one as

to the kind and degree of those attributes, or perfections; and

one in number too, as much as union and inseparability, infinitely

close and perfect, can be conceived to make, or do really make

orge.

13. So likewise the Father is Almighty, the Son Almighty, and

the Holy Ghost Almighty.

Equally Almighty every one, without any difference or in

equality in kind or degree.

14. And yet they are not three Almighties, but one Almighty.

One omnipotence, or almightiness, is common to all three;

one in kind as being of equal extent, and equally reaching over

all; and one also in number, because of the inseparable union

among the three, in the inward perfection, and outward exercise,

or operation.

15. So the Father is God, the Son is God, and the Holy Ghost

is God.

The whole three persons equally dicine, and enjoying every

perfection belonging to the Godhead.

16. And yet they are not three Gods, but one God.

Because the Godhead, or Divinity, which belongs to one,

& Here again, one may perceive

what copy our translators followed,

namely, Bryling’s Greek copy. All

the other copies, Greek and Latin,

place the words in a different order:

not three uncreated, nor three incom

prehensibles, but one uncreated, &c.

Only the Ambrosian Latin copy reads,

not three uncreated, nor three incom

prehensibles, (immense,) but one incom

prehensible (immense) and one un

created.
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belongs to all: the same in kind because of the equality, and

the same in number because inseparably one.

17. So likewise the Father is Lord, the Son Lord, and the Holy

Ghost Lord.

Having the same right of dominion, and of equal dominion;

and equally exercising it, when and where they please.

18. And yet not three Lords, but one Lord.

Because one dominion is common to all three, jointly possess

ing, and jointly exercising every branch of it; undividedly and

inseparably bearing supreme rule over all.

19. For like as we are compelled by the Christian cerity to ac

knowledge every Person by himself to be God and Lord; so are we

forbidden by the Catholic religion to say, There be three Gods or

three Lords.

That is to say, the whole foundation of what hath been before

taught rests upon this, that the same Christian verity, or truth,

laid down in Scripture, obliges us to acknowledge every Person

distinctly considered to be God and Lord; and at the same

time to reject the notion of three Gods or three Lords: which

being so, all that has been here taught must of course be

admitted as true, right, and just. And now, having considered

the equality and union of the three sacred Persons, it may next

be proper to consider their distinction, as it is set forth to us in

Scripture by the several personal characters belonging to the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

20. The Father is made of none, neither created, nor begotten.

Were I at liberty to make conjectural emendations, I would

here read, Pater a nullo est: neque factus, nec &c. The Father

is of none; neither made nor created, &c. And thus the next

article (The Son is of the Father alone) would better answer,

and the whole would be more elegant. But having met with no

copyh to countenance such a correction, I must not pretend to

it, lest it should appear like correcting the author. However,

the sense is very plain and obvious. All the three negatives here

h Lazarus Baifius's copy, in Gene

brard, reads 6 trarjip dir' oë6evós éorru.

But then it entirely omits troumrós,

which, as is plain from what follows

in the Creed, ought not to be omitted.

Had the copy run thus, dir ow8évôs

eart, oùre pºv troumrós, oùre kriorrós &c.

it would have answered my meaning.

Indeed, the first Greek copy in Labbe's

Councils, and third in Montfaucon,

run in such a way as I suppose: but

then I take them to have been patched

up from several distinct copies, at the

pleasure of the editor or editors: and

none of the Latin copies will warrant

such a reading.
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predicated of the Father amount to this one, that he is abso

lutely of none: this is his peculiar property, his distinguishing

character, to be first in order, and the head of every thing; to

whom even the Son and Holy Ghost are referred, but diversly

and in different manner.

21. The Son is of the Father alone ; not made, nor created, but

begotten.

The Son is here said to be of the Father alone, in contra

distinction to the Holy Ghost, to be named after, who is not of

the Father alone, but of both. The Greeks that struck out the

words, and of the Son, below, and left the word alone here, were

not aware of it. This conduct of theirs betrayed a shortness of

thought, and at the same time served to shew that the Latins

had not been interpolators of the Creed, but that the Greeks had

been curtailers. It must however be owned, that the Greeks

who drew up that form which Bishop Usher printed from Junius

were wise enough to observe how this matter stood; and there

fore struck out the word alone here, as well as and of the Son,

below.

22. The Holy Ghost is of the Father and of the Son ; neither

made, nor created, nor begotten, but proceeding.

The peculiar and distinguishing character of the Holy Ghost

is to proceed, and to proceed both from Father and Son. Indeed,

the Son and Holy Ghost are both of the Father, but in a different

manner, to us inexplicable; one by the way of generation, the

other by procession, though the word procession, in a lax sense,

has been sometimes applied to either. However, to proceed

from the Father and the Son, or, as the Greeks will needlessly

cavil, from the Father by the Son; that is peculiar to the Holy

Ghost. The Greeks and Latins have had many and tedious dis

putes about the procession. One thing is observable, that though

the ancients, appealed to by both parties, have often said that

the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father, without mentioning

the Son, yet they never said that he proceeded from the Father

alone ; so that the modern Greeks have certainly innovated in

that article, in eayression at least, if not in real sense and

meaning. As to the Latins, they have this to plead, that none

of the ancients ever condemned their doctrine; that many of

them have expressly asserted it; that the Oriental churches

themselves rather condemn their taking upon them to add any

thing to a Creed formed in a general council, than the doctrine
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itself; that those Greek churches that charge their doctrine as

heresy, yet are forced to admit much the same thing, only in

different words; and that Scripture itself is plain that the Holy

Ghost proceeds at least by the Son, if not from him; which yet

amounts to the same thing.

I should here observe, that some time before the compiling of

this Creed, the usual Catholic way of speaking of the Holy

Ghost was to say, that he was nec genitus, nec ingenitus, neither

begotten nor unbegotten, while this Creed, by barely denying him

to be begotten, seems to leave room to think that he is unbegotten.

This raised a scruple in the minds of some, here in England,

concerning that part of the Creed, above seven hundred years

ago; as we learn from Abbo Floriacensis of that time. For

Gregory's Synodicon admitted here, as well as this Creed, had

the very expression concerning the Holy Ghost, nec ingenitus,

nec genitus. It might have been easy to end the dispute, only

by distinguishing upon the equivocal meaning of the word

ingenitus. It had been taken from the Greek áyévntos, which

signifies not barely unbegotten, but absolutely underived: in

this sense the Holy Ghost could not be said to be ingenitus.

But if it barely means not begotten, it may be applied to him, as

it is in the Creed. The whole difficulty then arose only from

the scantiness of the Latin tongue, in not affording a single

word which should fully express the Greek, dyévmtos, unoriginate.

Ingenitus might tolerably do it; but the word was more com

monly taken in a narrower construction. Peter Abelard has

hit off the whole difficulty very clearly; whose words therefore

I have thrown into the margini.

23. So there is one Father, not three Fathers; one Son, not three

Sons; one Holy Ghost, not three Holy Ghosts.

Whether this paragraph be borrowed from St. Austin, or

from an elder writer under the name of Ignatius, I know not.

The foundation of it was laid in I Cor. viii. 6. “One God the

“Father,” and “one Lord Jesus Christ;” to which it was

* Solum itaque Patrem ingenitum

dicinus, hoc est, a seipso non abalio:

unde Augustinus adversus Felicianum

Arianum; Patrem ingenitum dico, quia

mon processit ab altero Aliud ita

que dicere est Patrem ingenitum, aliud

non genitum Spiritus vero Sanctus

ipse quoque est non genitus—Nec

tamen ideo est ingenitus, cum ipse ab

alio sit, tam a Patre scilicet quam a

Filio procedens. Solus itaque Pater

ingenitus dicitur, sicut solus Filius

genitus: Spiritus vero Sanctus nec

genitus est, nec ingenitus, sed, ut

dictum est, non genitus. Abaelard.

Introd. ad Theolog, lib. i. p. 983.
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usual to add, after reciting it, and one Holy Ghost, to complete

the whole number of the divine Persons. The intent and pur

port of the words, in this Creed, is to set forth the distinction of

the three Persons, and their several offices and characters : that

there is one Father, and that he alone is unoriginate, is first

Person, is Head, &c. and neither the Son nor Holy Ghost have

any share in these titles or characters, to make three Unori

ginates, three Heads, &c. That there is one Son, and he alone

begotten, and afterwards incarnate, &c. which characters and

offices belong not to the other two, but are distinct, and appro

priate to one. And there is one Holy Ghost, whose character is

to proceed, and whose office is to sanctify, which character and

office are not to be ascribed, in the same sense, to the other

two: for that would be confounding the personal characters and

offices, and making three Holy Ghosts, instead of one.

24. And in this Trinity, none is afore or after other ; none is

greater or less than another ; but the whole three Persons are co

eternal together, and coequal.

The compiler of the Creed now returns to the equality and

unity of the Persons; that he may at length sum up and throw

into a short compass what he had said upon the Trinity, before

he should pass on to the other great article, the Incarnation.

When it is said, none is afore or after other, we are not to under

stand it of order; for the Father is first, the Son second, and the

Holy Ghost third in order. Neither are we to understand it of

office; for the Father is supreme in office, while the Son and

Holy Ghost condescend to inferior offices. But we are to

understand it, as the Creed itself explains it, of duration

and of dignity; in which respect, none is afore or after,

none greater or less, but the whole three Persons coeternal and

coequal.

25. So that in all things, as is aforesaid, the Unity in Trinity

and the Trinity in Unity is to be worshipped.

In all things, (per omnia,) as is aforesaid. One of the Greek

copies tacks these words to the former article, making them

run thus; coequal in all things, as aforesaid. Another Greek

copy reads them thus, coequal in all things: so that in all things,

as is now said, &c. Both interpret the all things of the coequal

ity in all things. And indeed Venantius Fortunatus, in his

comment, long before, seems to have understood per omnia in

the same way, to signify that the Son is what the Father is, in
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all essential or substantial perfections. And it is favoured both

by what goes before and after : for from speaking of the

coeternity and coequality, the author proceeds to say, So that in

all things, as aforesaid, the Unity in Trinity and the Trinity in

Unity is to be worshipped; namely, on account of their perfect

coeternity and coequality: to which he subjoins, He therefore that

will be saved, &c. Wherefore I incline to the moderate opinion

of those who think that the author here does not lay the stress

upon every little nicety of explication k before given, but upon

the main doctrine, of a coequal and coeternal Trinity. Which is

the very construction given by Hincmar, nine hundred years

ago, or nearlyl. And Wickliff’s comment upon the same pas

sage, when put into a modern dress, may appear not contempti

ble. “And so we conclude here, as is before said, that there is

“both an Unity of Godhead, and a Trinity of Persons; and

“ that the Trinity in this Unity is to be worshipped above all

“ things; and whosoever will be saved must thus think of the

“Trinity, if not thus explicitly, (or in every particular,) yet

“ thus in the general, or implicitly.”

26. He therefore that will be saved must thus think of the

Trinity.

Thus, as consisting of three Persons, coeternal and coequal, and

all one God; distinct enough to be three, united enough to be

one, distinct without division, united without confusion.

27. Furthermore, it is necessary to everlasting salcation, that he

also believe rightlym the Incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Much depends upon our having true and just sentiments of

the Incarnation, in which the whole economy of our salvation is

nearly concerned. To corrupt and deprave this doctrine is to

k Le Quien’s ingenuous and hand

some reflection, upon the conduct of

Pope Gregory the IXth's Legates,

may deserve a recital here.

Quamguam non possum quin in

genue fatear nuncios apostolicos con

sultius facturos fuisse, si ab ejusmodi

sententia pronuntianda sibi temperas

sent; Qui credit Spiritum Sanctum

non procedere er Filio, in via per

ditionis est: tunc quippe temporis

Ecclesia Catholica in nulla synodo

generali hoc de capite judicium de

finitorium tulerat. Panopl. contr.

Schism. Graccor. p. 360.

i Et in hac Trinitate nihil est prius,

nihil posterius; nihill majus, aut

minus; sed totae tres Personae coac

ternae sibi sunt et coacquales : ita ut

{{..., omnia, et Unitas Deitatis in

rinitate Personarum, et Trinitas

Personarum in Unitate Deitatis vene

randa est. Hincm. de non Trin. Deit.

tom. i. p. 540.

m 'Opéðs triarreàrn. So Bryling's

Greek copy. The Latin copies have

fideliter credat. Some Greek copies

read triorrós, or 8s3aios, though two,

besides Bryling's, have also Šp60s.
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defeat and frustrate, in a great measure, the gospel of Christ,

which bringeth salvation; wherefore it is of great moment, of

everlasting concernment to us, not to be guilty of doing it our

selves, nor to take part with those that do.

28. For the right Faith is, that we believe and confess, that our

Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is God and Man.

There have been heretics who would not allow that our

Saviour Christ was man, but in such a sense as a shadow, or a

picture of a man, may be called a man: and there have been

others who would not allow that Christ is God, but in such a

sense as any creature whatever might be called or may be made

a God. But all good Christians have ever abhorred those vile

tenets, and conformably to Scripture, rightly and justly inter

preted, have believed and confessed that Christ is both really

God and really man, one God-man.

29. God, of the Substance of the Father, begotten before the

worlds; and Man, of the Substance of his Mother, born in the

world.

We are forced to be thus particular and expressive, in the

wording of this article, because of the many wiles, equivocations,

and disguises of those who endeavour to corrupt the faith.

The Arians make of Christ a created God, and call him God on

account only of his office, and not of his nature or unchangeable

substance. For this reason, we are obliged to be particular in

expressing his substance, as being not frail, mutable, perishing, as

the substance of creatures is, but eternal and unchangeable, and

all one with the Father's. On the other hand, the Apollinarians

and other heretics have pretended, either that Christ had no

human body at all, or that he brought it with him from heaven,

and took it not of the Virgin-Mother: we are therefore forced

to be particular in this profession, that he was man of the sub

stance of his mother: which, though it be not taught in eayress

words, yet is very plainly the sense and meaning of holy Scrip

ture on this article; and was never questioned, till conceited

men came to pervert the true doctrine of sacred Writ by false

glosses and comments of their own.

3o. Perfect God, and perfect Man of a reasonable soul and

human flesh subsisting.

Here again, the perverseness of heretics has made it necessary

to guard the faith by strong and expressive words that cannot

easily be eluded. Christ is perfect God, not such a nominal im

WATERLAND, VOL. III. - R
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perfect God as Arians and Photinians pretend. He is moreover

perfect man, which it is necessary to insist upon against the

Apollinarians, who pretended that he had a human body only

without any rational soul; imagining the Logos to have supplied

the place of the rational or reasonable soul: whereas in reality

he had both soul and body, as all men have, and was therefore

perfect man.

31. Equal to the Father, as touching his Godhead: and inferior

to the Father, as touching his Manhood. -

Which needs no comment.

32. Who although he be God and Man, yet he is not two, but one

Christ.

This is said, to guard against calumny and misconstruction.

For because the Church asserted two natures in Christ, whereby

he is both perfect God and perfect man, the Apollinarians, having

an hypothesis of their own to serve, pretended that this was

making two Christs, a divine Christ as to one nature, and a

human Christ in the other: which was a vain thought, since

both the natures joined in the one God-man make still but one

Christ, both God and man.

33. One, not by conversion of the Godhead into flesh, but by taking

of the Manhood into God.

The Apollinarian way of making one Christ by confounding

the two natures in one, and by subjecting the Godhead to change,

is here condemned. There is no need of running these injudi

cious and absurd lengths for solving the difficulty how the two

natures make one Christ: he did not change his divine nature,

or convert it into flesh, though he be said to have been made

flesh; he took flesh upon him, he assumed human nature, took

man into an union with God, and thus was he one Christ.

34. One altogether, not by confusion of Substance, but by unity of

Person.

We are thus forced to distinguish, with the utmost nicety

and accuracy, to obviate the cavils and pretences of heretics.

Christ then is one altogether, entirely one, though his two natures

remain distinct. He is not one by confounding or mingling two

natures or substances into one nature or substance, (as the

Apollinarians pretended,) but by uniting them both in one Person;

one I, one He, one Christ, as Scripture every where represents.

35. For as the reasonable soul and flesh is one man; so God and

Man is one Christ.
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That is to say, there are two very distinct and different sub

stances in man, a body and a soul : one material, the other

immaterial, one mortal, the other immortal; and both these

substances, nevertheless, make up but one man. Not by con

founding or minaling those two different substances, (for they

are entirely distinct, and different, and will ever remain so,) but

by uniting them in one Person. Even so may the two distinct

natures, dicine and human, in Christ, make one Person ; and this

is really and truly the case in fact.

36. Who suffered for our salration, descended into hell, rose

again the third day from the dead.

The author having finished his explication of the great article

of God incarnate, now goes on to other parts of the Creed, such

as were commonly inserted in the Creeds before. The article of

the descent into hell had not indeed, at this time, come into the

Roman, otherwise called the Apostles' Creed; but it had been

inserted in the Creed of Aquileia, and had been all along the

standing doctrine of the Church. I shall leave it, as our Church

has left it, without any particular interpretation; referring the

reader to those who have commented on the Apostles' Creed,

and particularly to the much admired author of the history of it,

who hath exhausted the subject.

37. He ascended into heaven, he sitteth on the right hand of the

Father, God Almighty, from whence he shall come to judge the

quick and the dead.

These are all so many articles of the Roman Creed, and pro

bably taken from it: excepting only, that the words God Al

mighty appear not in the most ancient manuscripts; and, very

probably, were not originally in this Creed, any more than in

the ancient Roman.

38. At whose coming all men shall rise again with their bodies,

and shall give account for their own works.

Here are two very expressive phrases, all men, all that have

died, or shall die, to obviate the false opinion of a partial resur

rection; and with their bodies, to obviate the notion of those, who

either thought that the soul only should continue for ever, while

the body should be left to perish, or that the resurrection-body

should be quite of another matter, form, or kind, than what our

bodies are here. I have hinted in my Latin notes above, that

some words are wanting in the Ambrosian manuscript; and I

may here observe further, that in the words of the Creed, as

R 2
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they commonly run, there is not all the accuracy that might

have been : for all men shall not rise, but only all that die.

However, it seems that about that time there was some variety

of sentiments in respect of that article, as we may learn from

Gennadius"; which was owing to the different reading of I Cor.

xv. 51. from whence probably arose some variation in the copies

of this Creed. See Pearson on the Apostles' Creed, Artic. 7.

39. And they that have done good shall go into life everlasting,

and they that have done ecil into everlasting fire.

This is the express doctrine of Scripture, and appears almost

in the same words, John v. 28. Matt. xxv. 46. to say nothing of

many other texts to the same effect. Yet this article, or rather

these two articles, had not gained admittance into the Apostles'

Creed so early as the fourth century, the latter of them not at

all. But, I suppose, the opinion said to have been started by

Origen, that wicked men, and even devils, after a certain revo

lution, should have their release and restoration, might make it

the more necessary, or convenient at least, to insert these articles

in the Creeds, and to express the punishment of the damned by

the words eternal fire : for the Origenists, at that time, denied

both the eternity of the fire, and also its reality, as appears from

Orosius in St. Austin".

40. This is the Catholic Faith, which eccept a man believe faith

fullyP, he cannot be saced.

This is to be understood, like all other such general propo

sitions, with proper reserves and qualifying constructions. As

n Omnium hominum erit resur

rectio; si omnium erit, ergo omnes

moriuntur, ut mors ab Adam ducta

omnibus filiis ejus dominetur, et ma

neat illud privilegium in Domino, quod

clesiae lege, carnis resurrectionem

credere futuram de morte. Gennad.

Eccles. Dogm. c. 7.

° Ignem sane asternum, quo pecca

tores puniantur, neque esse ignem re

de eo specialiter dicitur: Non dabis

sanctum tuum videre corruptionem.

Hanc rationem, maxima patrum

turba tradente, suscepimus. erum

quia sunt et alii, aeque Catholici et

eruditi viri, qui credunt, anima in

corpore manente, mutandos ad incor

ruptionem et immortalitatem eos qui

in adventu Domini viri inveniendi

sunt, et hoc eis reputari pro resurrec

tione ex mortuis, quod mortalitatem

immutatione deponant, non morte;

quolibet quisºt modo, non

est ha-reticus, nisi ex contentione

haereticus fiat. Sufficit enim in Ec

rum, neque atternum praedicaverunt,

dicentes dictum esse ignem propriae

conscientiae punitionem, alternum au

tem, juxta etymologiam Graecam, non

esse perpetuum, &c. Epist. Orosii

ºt. inter Aug. Op. tom. viii.

. OC 7.
p p ins, Two rešor). So Bryling's

copy, which our translators followed.

The Latin copies have fideliter, fir

mitergue crediderit. And the other

Greek copies, tworrós re kai BeSatos

Tuorre (or). Or, k tria reos BeBaios Ti

oTeton.
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for instance, if after laying down a system of Christian morality,

it be said, This is the Christian practice, which except a man faith

fully observe and follow, he cannot be saved; it would be no more

than right and just thus to say: but no one could be supposed

hereby to exclude any such merciful abatements, or allowances,

as shall be made for men's particular circumstances, weaknesses,

frailties, ignorance, inability, or the like ; or for their sincere in

tentions, and honest desires of knowing, and doing the whole will

of God; accompanied with a general repentance of their sins,

and a firm reliance upon God's mercy, through the sole merits of

Christ Jesus. There can be no doubt, however, but that men

are accountable for their faith, as well as for their practice: and

especially if they take upon them to instruct and direct others,

trusting to their own strength and parts, against the united

judgment and verdict of whole churches ancient and modern.

CHA P. XI.

The Church of England vindicated, both as to the receiving and

retaining the Athanasian Creed.

THERE would be no occasion for this chapter, had not a

late authorq of name and character, out of his abundant zeal to

promote Arianism, taken upon him to disparage this excellent

form of faith; nay, and to apply, with some earnestness, to the

governors of our Church, to get it laid aside. He thinks “it

“may well deserve the most serious and deliberate consideration

“of the governors of the Church, whether it would not be more

“advantageous to the true interest of the Christian religion, to

“retain only those more indisputable forms";” that is, to have

this wholly taken away, or at least not imposed in our Articles

or Liturgy. Then he subjoins his reasons: which because they

may be presumed to be the closest and strongest that can be

offered on that side, and because they have hitherto stood with

out any particular confutation on one hand, or retractation on

the other, I shall here take upon me to answer them, as briefly

as may be,

OBJECTION I.

The first is, that “this Creed is confessed not to be Athana

* Clarke's Script. Doctr. edit. 1st, p. 446, 447.
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“sius's, but the composition of an uncertain obscure author,

“written in one of the darkest and most ignorant ages of the

“Church; having never appeared till about the year 8oo, nor

“ been received in the Church till so very late as about the year

“Iooo.”

ANsw. As to the false facts contained in this article, I need

only refer to the preceding sheets. As to the Creed being none

of Athanasius's, which is certainly true, it is to be considered,

that our Church receives it not upon the authority of its com

piler, nor determines any thing about its age or author: but we

receive it because the truth of the doctrines contained in it

“may be proved by most certain warrants of holy Scripture,”

as is expressly said in our eighth article. I may add, that the

early and general reception of this Creed by Greeks and Latins,

by all the western churches, not only before, but since the Re

formation, must needs give it a much greater authority and

weight than the single name of Athanasius could do, were it ever

so justly to be set to it. Athanasius has left some Creeds and

Confessions, undoubtedly his, which yet never have obtained the

esteem and reputation that this hath done: because none of

them are really of the same intrinsic value, nor capable of doing

the like service in the Christian churches. The use of it is, to

be a standing fence and preservative against the wiles and equi

vocations of most kinds of heretics. This was well understood

by Luther, when he called it, a bulwark to the Apostles' Creedº;

much to the same purpose with what has been above cited from

Ludolphus Saxos. And it was this and the like considerations

that have all along made it to be of such high esteem among all

the reformed churches, from the days of their great leader.

OBJECT. II.

The second reason assigned for laying this form aside is,

“that it is so worded, as that many of the common people cannot

* Athanasii scilicet Symbolum est

paulo prolixius, et ad confutandos

Arianos hareticos, aliquanto uberius

declarat et illustrat articulum alterum

de divinitate Christi Jesu estgue

hoc velut propugnaculum primi illius

Apostolici Symboli. Luther. de Trib.

Symbol. Oper. tom. vii. p. 138.

* Thus also Alexander of Hales,

1oo years before Ludolphus.

Causa multiplicationis Symbolorum

fuit triplex: instructio fidei, veritatis

explanatio, erroris exclusio. Erro

ris exclusio, propter haereses multi

plices pullulantes, causa fuit Symboli

Athanasii, quod cantatur in prima.

Alexand. Alens. part.iii. Q.69. Membr.

ii. p. 541. Johan. Januensis in his

Catholicon, (an. 1286.) under symbo

lum, says the same thing.
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“but be too apt to understand it in a sense favouring either

“Sabellianism or Tritheism.”

ANsw. This objection is not particularly levelled against this

Creed, but against all Creeds containing the doctrine of a coeternal

Trinity in Unity: it is therefore an objection rather against the

faith of the Church, (which those gentlemen endeavour con

stantly to run down, under the notion of Sabellianism or Tri

theism,) than against this particular form of expressing it.

I may further add, that the common people will be in no danger

of running either into Sabellianism or Tritheism, if they attend

to the Creed itself, (which fully obviates and confutes both those

heresies,) instead of listening to those who first industriously

labour to deceive them into a false construction of the Creed, and

then complain of the common people's being too apt to misunder

stand it. This is not ingenuous nor upright dealing with the

common people.

OBJECT. III.

A third reason is, that “there are in this Creed many phrases,

“which—may seem to give unbelievers a needless advantage

“of objecting against religion; and among believers themselves,

“cannot but to the culgar have too much the appearance of

“contradictions: and sometimes (especially the damnatory

“clauses) have given offence to the piousest and most learned

“men, insomuch as to have been the principal reason of Mr.

“Chillingworth's refusing to subscribe the XXXIX Articles.”

ANsw. As to unbelievers and their objections, the Church has

been always able and willing to answer them; sorry at the same

time to find that any, who call themselves Christians, should

join with the unbelierers in the same trifling objections, thereby

giving the unbelievers a very needless advantage, and the most

pernicious encouragement. As to culgar believers, they suspect

no contradictions, till some, who think themselves above the

vulgar, labour to create such a suspicion in them. Leave the

vulgar to their better guides, and their true orthodox pastors,

without endeavouring to corrupt or seduce them; and then all

will be safe and easy.

As to Mr. Chillingworth, he had for a while, it is owned, some

scruples upon him, about the Fourth Commandment as apper

taining to Christians, and about the damnatory clauses in the

Athanasian Creed; and therefore refused to subscribe for a time.

This was in the year 1635. But within three years after, upon
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more mature consideration, he happily got over his difficulties,

and subscribed, July the 20th, in the year 1638; as stands upon

record in the Office of Sarum, where he was instituted Chan

cellor of the Churcht.

OBJECT. IV.

A fourth reason offered, not for laying aside this Creed, I

suppose, but for the governors’ taking it into consideration, is,

that “the preface to the Book of Common Prayer declares that

“ particular forms of divine worship, and rites and ceremonies

“appointed to be used therein, being things in their own nature

“indifferent and alterable, may, upon the various exigency of

“ times and occasions, be changed or altered.”

ANsw. No doubt but the Church may, if it be thought proper

or expedient, throw out all the Creeds out of her daily Service,

or Articles, and retain one only, in the Office of Baptism, as for

merly. But, I suppose, the authors of the preface to the Book

of Common Prayer had no thought of excluding any of the three

Creeds amongst their alterable forms of worship, or rites and

ceremonies: nor will the revival of Arianism be ever looked upon

as one of those evigencies of times that shall make it expedient

to part with our Creeds; but a reason rather for retaining them

the more firmly, or even for taking them in again, had any of

them ever been unhappily thrown out.

OBJECT. V.

A further reason pleaded is, that “Scripture alone is suffi

“cient; that the primitive Church was very cautious about

“multiplying Creeds; that the Council of Ephesus forbad, under

“the penalty of an anathema, any other Creed after that of Nice

“to be proposed or received in the Church.”

ANsw. The whole design and end of Creeds is to preserve

the rule of faith, as contained in the holy Scriptures, and not in

the false glosses and corrupt inventions of menu. And when

endeavours are used to poison those fountains of truth by ill com

t Ego Gulielmus Chillingworth,

Clericus, in Artibus Magister, ad Can

cellariatum Ecclesiae Cathedralis Bea

tae Mariae Sarum. una cum Praebenda

de Brinworth, alias Bricklesworth, in

comitatu Northampton Petriburgensis

dioeceseos in eadem ecclesia fundata,

et eidem Cancellariatui annexa, ad

mittendus et instituendus, omnibus

hisce Articulis, et singulis in eisdem

contentis volens et ex animo subscribo,

et consensum meum eisdem praebeo,

vicesimo die Julii, 1638. Gulielmus

Chillingworth.

* Oi yüp &s éðočev duðpómous guve

ré6m rà rijs trio reos' d\\' ék Töorms ypa

‘piſs Tā kaupudorara ovX\ex6évra utav

dvarràmpoï riv ris trio reos 6,800 kaxiav.

Cyrill. Catech. V. c. 12. p. 78.
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ments and forced constructions, preservatives must be thought

on to keep the fountain pure, and the faith sound and whole.

As to the primitive churches, their constant way was to en

large their Creeds in proportion to the growth of heresies; that

so every corruption arising to the faith of Christ might have an

immediate remedy: without which prudent and wise caution, the

faith would have been lost, in a little time, through the wiles

and artifices of subtle, intriguing men.

The Council of Ephesus made no order against new Creeds,

that is, Creeds still more and more enlarged, if there should be

occasion, but against a new faith, (érépav Tſattv,) a faith different

from and repugnant to that of Nice, such as was offered by the

Nestorians in that Council. This is the literal construction, and

real intended meaning of that decree of the Ephesine Councils :

though, had they intended it against the receiving any other form

but the Nicene, all that follows from it is, that they thought no

more necessary at that time; or that definitions in councils, (as

in the Council of Chalcedon afterwards,) or condemnation of

heretical tenets, might suffice, leaving the baptismal Creed (all

Creeds were such at that time) just as was before. However,

the practice of the Church afterwards, in multiplying Creeds as

need required, at the same time that they acknowledged the

Ephesine Council, shews fully how they understood it. Nay, the

constant reception of the Constantinopolitan Creed (which is the

Nicene interpolated, and yet was never understood to be ex

cluded by the Ephesine Canon) shews plainly the sense of the

Synod in that matter. It is to be noted, that the Ephesine

Council, by Nicene Creed, meant the Nicene strictly so calledy,

and which had already been interpolated by the Constantino

politan Council.

OBJECT. VI.

* Another plea offered is, that in the year 1689 many wise

* Vid. Stephan. de Altimura (i. e.

Le Quien) Panopliam contra Schism.

Graec. p. 230, 158. et Dissertat. Da

mascen. p. 14, &c.

y Vid. Le Quien, ibid. p. 230. et

Dissert. Damascen. p. 18.

* Since writing º above, I have

received a copy of that very Rubrick,

which I shall here add, for the in

formation of the reader, and to put an

º all further dispute upon that

ead.

“Upon these Feasts, Christmas

“Day, Easter-Day, Ascension-Day,

“Whit-Sunday, Trinity-Sunday, and

4-W. All-Saints, shall be said at

“Morning Prayer, by the minister

“ and people standing, instead of the

“Creed, commonly called the Apo

“stles' Creed, this confession of our

“Christian faith, commonly called the

“Creed of St. Athanasius : the arti

“cles of which ought to be received

“ and believed as being agreeable to
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and good prelates of our own (commissioned to review and

correct our Liturgy) “unanimously agreed, that the use of the

“Athanasian Creed should no longer be imposed.”

ANsw. There may be reason to question the truth of this

report. There are two accounts which I have seen of this

matter; one of Dr. Nichols, the other of Dr. Calamy, which he

received of a friend. Dr. Nichols's account runs thus: “ Atha

“nasius's Creed being disliked by many, because of the damna

“tory clauses, it was left to the minister’s choice, either to use it,

“or to change it for the Apostles' Creedº.” Dr. Calamy's

account is thus: “About the Athanasian Creed they came at

“last to this conclusion : that lest the wholly rejecting it should

“ by unreasonable persons be imputed to them as Socinianism,

“a Rubrick shall be made, setting forth or declaring the curses

“denounced therein not to be restrained to every particular

“article, but intended against those that deny the substance of

“ the Christian religion in general b.” Now, from these two

accounts compared, it may be reasonable to believe that those

wise and good prelates had once drawn up a scheme to be

debated and canvassed, in which scheme it was proposed to leave

every minister at liberty with respect to the Athanasian Creed:

but, upon more mature consideration, they came at last to this

conclusion: to impose the Creed as before, and to qualify the

seeming harshness of the damnatory clauses by a softening

Rubrick. They were therefore, at length, unanimously agreed

still to retain and impose this Creed; quite contrary to the

Objector's report. And indeed it must have appeared very

astonishing in the eyes of all the reformed churches, Lutheran

and Calvinist, (who have the greatest veneration for this Creed,)

to have seen it wholly rejected by the English Clergy, when

there had been no precedent before of any one Church in Chris

tendom that had done the like. All that ever received it have

constantly retained it, and still retain it. It is further to be

considered, that what those very worthy prelates at that time

“ the holy Scriptures. And the con- as it stands in the original book now

“ demning clauses are to be under

“ stood as relating only to those who

“ obstinately deny the substance of
“the Christian faith.”

This, word for word, is the Rubrick

as it was settled and finally agreed

on by the commissioners in 1689, and

in the hands of my Lord Bishop of

London, Novemb. 7, 1727.

* Nicholsii Apparat. ad Defens.

Eccl. Angl. P-95;

b Calamy's Life of Baxter, vol. i.

P. 455.
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intended, sprung from a just and becoming tenderness towards

the Dissenters, because of their long scruples against the dam

natory clauses: but there is not the same reason at this day.

The wiser and more moderate part of the dissenting ministerse

seem very well reconciled to the damnatory clauses, modestly

eapounded; as Dr. Wallis particularly has expounded them,

justly and truly, as well as modestly. And I am confident the

soberer Dissenters would not, at this time, wish to see so excel

lent and so useful a form of faith laid aside, only to serve the

interests of our new Arians. However, since the damnatory

clauses were the main difficulty, a better way might have been

contrived than was then thought on ; namely, to have preserved

the whole Creed, except those clauses which are separable from

it. But the best of all, as I humbly conceive, is what has

prevailed, and still obtains, to let it stand as before; since the

damnatory clauses have been often and sufficiently vindicated

by the Reformed Churches abroad", as well as by our own

here.

OBJECT. VII.

It is pleaded further, mostly in the words of Bishop Taylor,

that the “Apostles' Creed is the rule of faith,” that this only is

“necessary to baptism,” that what was once “sufficient to

“bring men to heaven must be so.” now; that there is no occa

sion for being so minute and particular in the matter of Creeds;

with more to the like purpose.

* This Creed, by whomsoever

framed, hath been long received in the

Church, and looked on as agreeable to

the Scriptures, and an excellent expli

cation of the Christian faith. Con

stantinople, Rome, and the Reformed

Churches have owned it our pious

and excellent Mr. Baxter, in his

Method of Theol. p. 123. speaks thus

of it: “In a word, the damnatory sen

“tences excepted, or modestly ex

“ pounded,” (such a modest explica

tion of the damnatory clauses see in

Dr. Wallis, &c.) “I embrace the

“Creed commonly called Athana

“sius's, as the best explication of the

“Trinity.” And in vol. ii. of his

Works, p. 132. says he, “I unfeign

“edly account the doctrine of the

“Trinity, the sum and kernel of the

“Christian religion, as expressed in

“our Baptism, and Athanasius's

“Creed, the best explication of it I

“ever read.” Doctrine of the Trinity

stated, &c. by some London Ministers,

p. 62,63.

d Tentzelius, a Lutheran, is very

smart upon this head against the Ar

minians, for their objecting to the

damnatory sentences.

Verum injuste, atque impudenter

accusant initium Symboli, quod pri

dem vindicarunt nostrates theologi.

Dannhawerus in Stylo vindice, p. 200.

Hulsemannus de Auxiliis Gratiae, p.

218. Kromayerus in Theologia posi

tivo polemica, p. 98, 99. et in Scru

tinio Religionum, p. 205. aliique pas

sim. Tentzel. p. 1 io. To these which

Tentzelius has mentioned, I may add

David Pareus, (a Calvinist,) in his

comment upon this Creed, published

at the end of Ursinus's Catechism,

A. D. 1634, by Philip Pareus.
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ANsw. I. Dr. Taylor goes upon a false supposition that the

Creed called the Apostles' was compiled by the Apostles.

2. He has another false presumption, appearing all the way

in his reasonings on this head, that the Apostles' Creed has

been always the same that it is now : whereas learned men know

that it was not brought to its present entire form till after the

year 6ooe; is nothing else but the baptismal Creed of one

particular church, the Church of Rome, and designedly short for

the ease of those who were to repeat it at baptism. Now when

we are told of the Apostles' Creed containing all that is necessary

to salvation, and no more than is necessary; we would gladly know

whether it be meant of the old short Roman Creedf, or of the

present one, considerably larger: and if they intend the old one,

why application is not made to our governors to lay the new one

aside, or to curtail and reduce it to its primitive size; by leaving

out the Belief, or profession of God’s being Creator of heaven and

earth, and of Christ's being dead, and of his descent into hell, and

of the Church being Catholic, and of the communion of saints,

and life everlasting, as unnecessary articles of faith. For why

may not that suffice now, which was once sufficient : Or how can

any thing be necessary at this day, that was not so from the

beginning !

3. To set this whole matter right, it ought to be considered,

that Creeds were never intended to contain, as it were, a certain

quantity of faith, as necessary to bring men to heaven, and no

more than is necessary. Were this the case, all Creeds ought

precisely to have consisted of an equal number of articles, and

the same individual articles: whereas there are no two Creeds

any where to be found which answer to such exactness. A plain

argument that the Church, in forming of Creeds, early and late,

“Almighty: and in Jesus Christ his

“only Son our Lord; who was born

“of the Holy Ghost and the Virgin

“Mary; crucified under Pontius

“Pilate, and buried, rose again the

“ third day from the dead, ascended

e I know not whether the words,

Maker of heaven and earth, can be

roved, by any certain authority, to

ave come into that Creed before the

eighth century: for after the best

searches I have been hitherto able to

make, I can find no copy (to be de

pended upon) higher than that time,

which has that clause.

f The old Roman (or Apostles')

Creed was no more than this, as ma

be seen in Bishop Usher, de Symbol.

p. 6 and 9.

“I believe in God the Father

“into heaven, sitteth at the right

“hand of the Father, from whence

“he shall come to judge the quick

“ and dead...And in the Holy Ghost,

“the holy Church, the remission of

“sins, the resurrection of the body.

“Amen.”
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went upon no such view, but upon quite another principle. The

design of all was, to keep up as strictly as possible the whole

compages, or fabric of the Christian faith as it stands in Scriptures:

and if any part came to be attacked, they were then to bend all

their cares to succour and relieve that part, in order still to

secure the whole. Some few of the main stamina, or chief lines,

were taken care of from the first, and made up the first Creeds:

particularly the doctrine of the Trinity briefly hinted, and scarce

any thing more, because the form of baptism led to it. As to

other Articles, or larger explications of this, they came in oc

casionally, according as this or that part of the Christian faith

seemed most to be endangered, and to require present relief.

And as this varied in several countries or churches, (some being

more disturbed than others, and some with one kind of heresy,

others with another,) so the Creeds likewise varied; some in

sisting particularly upon this article, others upon that, as need

required, and all still endeavouring to keep up and maintain one

whole and entire system of the Christian faith, according to the

true and full meaning of sacred Writ. There is nothing more

in it than the very nature and circumstance of the thing neces

sarily leads to. I may illustrate the case a little further by an

easy parallel between matters of faith and matters of practice.

The sum of Christian practice is contained in two brief rules; to

love God, and to loce one's neighbour; which comprehend all.

No one needs more than this ; nor indeed can there be any

thing more. But then a perverse man may possibly understand

by God, not the true God, the God of Jews and Christians, but

some other of his own devising, or such as has been received by

Pagans or heretics: and he may understand by neighbour one of

his own country only, or tribe, or sect, or family. Well then, to

obviate any such method of undermining Christian practice, it

will be necessary to be a little more particular than barely to

lay down in brief to lore God and one's neighbour: we must add,

the true God, the God of Jews and Christians, that very God

and none else: and as to neighbour, we must insist upon it, that

it means, not this or that sect, tribe, party, &c. but all mankind.

And now our rule of practice begins to extend and enlarge itself

* 'Emew8) yap of trivres 8wavrai rās ºf duaëtas droxéoéal, év 3Aiyots rols

Ypaqās dwayuvoorkew, d\\a rows uév a rixots rô Tav 66yua ris trio rews re

lövoreia, rots 8e dorkoxia rus éutočićet pixapſ3évouev. Cyrill. Catech. V. n.

7pós rivywógiv' intep rot um Tiju Wuxiv. 12. p. 78.
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beyond its primitive simplicity; but not without reason. To

proceed a little further: mistakes and perverse sentiments may

arise in the interpreting the word love, so as thereby to evacuate

and frustrate the primary and fundamental rule: to correct and

remove which, it may be necessary still further to enlarge the

rule of practice, and to branch it out into many other particulars;

which to mention would be needless. Now if such a method as

this will of course be necessary to preserve the essentials of

practice; let it not be thought strange if the like has been made

use of to preserve the essentials of faith. There is the same

reason and the like occasion for both : and if due care be taken

in both, to make all the branches hang naturally upon the

primary and fundamental rules, and to adopt no foreign ones, as

belonging thereunto when they really do not ; then there is

nothing in this whole affair but a just and prudent care about

what most of all deserves it, and such as will be indispensably

required in every faithful minister, or steward of the mysteries

of God. To return to our point in hand: as more and more of

the sacred truths, in process of time, came to be opposed, or

brought in question; so Creeds have been enlarged in propor

tion; and an explicit profession of more and more articles re

quired of every candidate for baptism. And because this was

not security sufficient, since many might forget, or not know, or

not attend to what they had professed in their baptism, (by

themselves or by their sureties,) it was found highly expedient

and necessary to insert one or more Creeds in the standing and

daily Offices of the Church, to remind people of that faith which

they had solemnly engaged to maintain, and to guard the un

wary against the wily attempts of heretics to pervert them.

This is the plain and true account of Creeds, and of their use in

the Christian churches. And therefore, if any man would talk

sense against the use of this or that Creed in any Church, he

ought to shew either that it contains such truths as no man ever

did, or in all probability ever will oppose, (which will be a good

argument to prove the Creed superfluous,) or that it contains

articles which are not true, or are at best doubtful; which will

be a good argument to prove such a Creed hurtful. Now, as to

the Athanasian form, it will hardly be thought superfluous, so

long as there are any Arians, Photinians, Sabellians, Macedo

nians, Apollinarians, Nestorians, or Eutychians in this part of

the world: and as to its being hurtful, that may then be proved
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when it can be shewn that any of those forementioned heresies

were no heresies, or have not been justly condemned.

If it be pleaded that the vulgar, knowing little of any of those

heresies, will therefore know as little of what the Creed means;

and so to them it may be at least dry and insipid, if not wholly

useless: to this I answer; that there are no kinds of heretics but

hope to make the vulgar understand their tenets respectively, and

to draw them aside from the received faith of the Church: and

therefore it behoves the pastors of the Church to have a standing

form, to guard the people against any such attempts. The cul

gar will understand, in the general, and as far as is ordinarily to

them necessary, the main doctrines of a Trinity in Unity, and

of God incarnate : and as to particular explications, whenever

they have occasion to look further, they will find the true ones

laid down in this Creed; which will be useful to prevent their

being imposed upon at any time with false ones. If they never

have occasion to go further than generals, there is no hurt done

to them by abundant caution: if they have, here is a direction

ready for them to prevent mistakes. It is not pretended that

all are capable of seeing through every nicety, or of perceiving

the full intent and aim of every part of this form, and what it

alludes to. But as many as are capable of being set wrong in

any one branch, (by the subtilty of seducers,) are as capable of

being kept right by this rule given them: and they will as easily

understand one side of the question, as they will the other. The

Christian churches throughout the world, ever since the multi

plication of heresies, have thought it necessary to guard their

people by some such forms as these in standing use amongst

them. The Oriental churches, which receive not this Creed into

their constant Offices, yet more than supply the want of it,

either by other the like Creedsh, or by their solemn stated

Prayers in their Liturgies, wherein they express their faith as

fully and particularly (or more soi) as this Creed does: and they

are not so much afraid of puzzling and perplewing the vulgar by

doing it, as they are of betraying and exposing them to the

attempts of seducers, should they not do it. For which reason

also they frequently direct their prayers to God the Son, as well

h See the Creed of the Armenians lib. iii. c. 5. and Renaudot's Orient.

in Sir P. Ricaut, p. 411, &c. Liturg. passim.

i See Ludolphus Histor. AEthiop.
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as to God the Father; being in that case more solicitous than the

Latin churches have been, because they have been oftener dis

turbed by Arians, and other impugners of Christ's divinityk.

Upon the whole, I look upon it as exceeding useful, and even

necessary, for every church to have some such form as this, or

something equivalent, open and common to all its members;

that none may be led astray for want of proper caution, and

previous instruction in what so nearly concerns the whole

structure and fabric of the Christian faith". As to this par

ticular form, it has so long prevailed, and has so well answered

the use intended, that, all things considered, there can be no

sufficient reason for changing any part of it, much less for laying

the whole aside. There are several other Creeds, very good

ones, (though somewhat larger,) which, had they been made

choice of for common use, might possibly have done as well.

The Creeds I mean (of which there is a great number) drawn up

after the Council of Chalcedon, and purposely contrived to obviate

all the heresies that ever had infested the Christian Church. But

those that dislike this Creed would much more dislike the other;

as being still more particular and explicit in regard to the Nes

torian, Eutychian, and Monothelite heresies and equally full

and clear for the doctrine of the Trinity.

To conclude; as long as there shall be any men left to oppose

the doctrines which this Creed contains, so long will it be expe

dient, and even necessary to continue the use of it, in order to

preserve the rest: and, I suppose, when we have none remain

ing to find fault with the doctrines, there will be none to object

against the use of the Creed, or so much as to wish to have it

laid aside.

* Nam cum omnes orationes Latini rundam publicorum usus fuit, quibus

Canonis, ex vetustissima traditione,

ad Deum Patrem dirigantur; in Ori

ente plures ad Filium: nempe, quia

magis conflictata est Arianorum, et

aliorum qui ejus divinitatem impug

nabant, contentionibus Orientalis,

quam Occidentalis Ecclesia. Re

ºt. de Orient. Liturg. vol. i. p.

202.

| To this purpose speaks Johannes

Pappus, in the name of the Lutheran

churches, commenting on the Augs

burg Confession.

Semper in Ecclesia scriptorum quo

doctrinae divinitus revelatae de certis

capitibus summa comprehenderetur,

et contra haereticos, aliosque adver

sarios defenderetur. Talia scripta,

licet perbrevia, sunt Symbola illa

totius Ecclesiae, omnium hominum

consensu recepta, Apostolicum, Ni

canum, Athanasianum. Joan. Papp.

Comm. in Confess. August. fol. 2.

I take this upon the credit of Nic.

Serarius, who quotes the passage from

Pappus. Serar. in Symb. Athanas.

p.9. tom. 2.
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AN APPENDIX TO CHAPTER THE THIRD.

570. I INTIMATED above, p. 136. that Fortunatus's com

ment upon the Athanasian Creed, though before published,

might deserve a second publication, and be made much

more correct than it appears in Muratorius's second tome of

Anecdota.

I have made frequent use of it in the preceding sheets: and

now my design in reprinting it is, to let the reader see what the

comment is which I so frequently refer to; that so he may

judge for himself whether it really be what I suppose, and I

think with good reason, a comment of the sixth century, and

justly ascribed to Fortunatus. I have endeavoured to make it

as correct as possible, by such helps as I could any where

procure; which are as follow:

1. The printed copy of it, published by Muratorius from a

manuscript of the Ambrosian library, about 600 years old.

2. A manuscript copy from Oxford, found among Franciscus

Junius's manuscripts, which appears, by the character, to be

about 8oo years old. As it is older than Muratorius's, so is it

also more faithful; and though it has a great many faults both

in the orthography and syntaa, owing either to the ignorance of

the age or of the copyist, yet it does not appear to have been

interpolated like the other, or to have been industriously altered

in any part.

3. Besides those two copies of the entire comment, I have had

some assistance from such parcels of it as are to be met with in

writers that have borrowed from it. Bruno's comment furnishes

us with some parts which he had taken into his own. But there

is, among the supposititious works ascribed to St. Austin, a

treatise entitled Sermo de Symbolo", which has several scattered

fragments of this very comment in it. The whole treatise is a

farrago, or collection from several other writers; as Ruffinus,

Caesarius, Pope Gregory I, and Ivo Carnotensis. By the last

mentioned, one may be assured that the collection is not older

than the close of the eleventh century; it may be later. It

m Augustin. Oper. tom. vi. in Appendice, p. 278. ed. Bened.

WATERLAND, vol. iii. s
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will be serviceable however, so far as it goes, for restoring the

true readings where our copies are corrupt; which is the use I

make of it.

Nothing now remains but to lay before the learned reader

Fortunatus's comment in its native language, and therewith to

close up our inquiries concerning the Athanasian Creed,

The various lections, all that are properly such, are carefully

noted at the bottom of the page; that so the reader may judge

whether the teat be what it should be, or correct it, if it appears

otherwise. But I should hint, that there are several little varia

tions in the Oxford manuscript, which I take no notice of, as

not being properly various lections.

1. Such as are merely orthographical : as a permutation of

letters; using d for t, in capud and reliquid, for caput and

reliquit; e for i, in trea for tria; and i for e, in calit for calet,

and the like: o for u in servolis, p for b in optenit for obtinet; v

consonant for b, in enarracit for enarrabit; though such as this

last is might be noted among carious lections, in cases more

disputable.

To this head may be referred some antique, and now obsolete

spellings: inmensus for immensus, inmortalis for immortalis, inlesus

for illaesus, conlocavit for collocavit, dinoscitur for dignoscitur, and

the like.

2. Active terminations of verbs, for passive: as finire for

finiri, cogitare for cogitari, though these may be referred to

the former head, being only changing the letter i for the letter

e. Dominat for dominatur I take notice of among the various

lections.

3. Faults in the formation of verbs: as abstuleret for tolleret,

vicendos for cicentes ; to which may be added morsit for momordit,

having been long out of use.

4. Manifest faults in concord: as humani carnis, for humanae;

eodem captivitate, for eddem. But where there can be any doubt

of the construction, I mark such among the carious lections,

leaving the reader to judge of them.

These and other the like niceties are generally neglected in

editions of authors; it being both needless and endless to note

them. But I was willing to hint something of them in this place,

because they may be of use to scholars for the making a judg

ment of the value of a manuscript; and sometimes of the time or

place ; as also of the manner how a copy was taken, whether by
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the ear or by the eye, from word of mouth, or merely from a

vcriting laid before the copyist. Besides thatif we can distinguish

in the present case, as perhaps a good eritie may, the particulari

ties of the author from those of his transcribers ; they may

possibly afford some additional argument for the ascertaining

the author of the comment.

EXPOSITIO FIDEI CATHOLICÆ FORTUNATI.a Scripta an

no circiter

52o.

QUICUNQUE vult salvus esse'', ante omnia opus est ut teneat

Catholicam Fidem : quam nisi quisque integram, in ciolatamque ser

vacerit, absque dubio in æternum peribite.

Fides dicitur eredulitas, sive credentiad. [Primo ergo omnium,

fides necessaria est, sicut Apostolica docet auctoritas dicens ; sine

fide impossibile est placere Deo. Constat enim neminem ad veram

pervenire posse beatitudinem, nisi Deo placeat ; et Deo neminem

placere posse, nisi per fidem. Fides namque est bonorum omnium

fundamentum, fides humanae salutis initium. Sine hac nemo ad

Filiorum Dei potest consortium percenire ; quia sine ipsa nec in

hoc seculo quisquam justificationis consequitur gratiam, nec in futuro

vitam possidebit æternam. Et si quis heic non ambulaverit per

fidem, non perveniet ad speciem beatam Domini nostri Jesu Christie.]

Catholica universalis dicitur, id est, recta, quam Ecclesia uni

versaf tenere debet. Ecclesiag dicitur eongregatio Christiano

a Ita se habet titulus in Codice

Muratorii. Aliter in Oxoniensi, viz.

Expositio in Fide Catholica : pro in

Fidem Catholicam, ex corrupta lo

quendi ratione apud Scriptores ætatis

mediæ.

b Esse salvus. Cod. Murat.

c Posterior hæc Symboli clausula,

incipiens a quam nisi, non habetur in

Cod. Oxoniensi.

d Ita Cod. Oxon. prima hæc peri

cope deest in Murator. Conf. Brun.

in Symb.

e Quæ uncinulis includuntur, non

comparent in MS. Oxoniensi. Nec

enim Fortunati videntur esse, sed

Alcuini potius ; apud quem eadem

fere verbatim leguntur. (De Fid.

Trin. lib. i. cap. 2. p. 7o7.) Alcuinus

vero maximam partem mutuatus est

a Fulgentio. (De Fid. ad Petrum

Prolog. p. 5oo. ed. Paris.) Sed varia

exemplaria varie sententiam claudunt.

Fulgentius legit, non perveniet ad spe

ciem : nec quicquam ultra. Alcuinus,

non perveniet ad speciem beatae visionis

Domini nostri Jesu Christi. Ab utris

que abit lectio Muratorii.

f Universa Ecclesia. Cod. Mur. et

Brumonis.

£ Cod. Muratorii habet quippe,

post Ecclesia : quam voculam, utpote

ineptam, saltem otiosam, expunximus,

fide Cod. Oxoniensis. Conf. Brunon.

in hoc loco.

s 2
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rum, sive conventus populorum. [Non enim, sicut conventicula

hæreticorum, in aliquibus regionum partibus coarctatur, sed per

totum terrarum orbem dilatata diffunditurh.]

Ut unum Deum in Trinitate, et Trinitatem in Unitate veneremur:

et credamus, et colamus, et confiteamur [Trinitatem in Personis,

unitatem in substantia. Hanc quoque Trinitatem Personarum,

atque unitatem naturæ propheta Esaias revelatam sibi non tacuit,

cum se dicit seraphim cidisse clamantia, Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus,

Dominus Deus Sabaoth. Ubi prorsus in eo quod dicitur tertio

Sanctus, Personarum Trinitatem ; in eo vero quod semel dicimus

Dominus Deus Sabaoth, divinæ naturæ cognoscimus unitatemi.]

INeque confundentes Personas: ut Sabellius errat, qui ipsum

dicit esse Patrem in Persona quem et Filium, ipsum et Spiritum

Sanctum. Non ergo confundentes Personas, quia tres omnino

Personæ sunt k. Est enim gignens, genitus, etl procedens.

Gignens est Pater, qui genuit Filium ; Filius est genitus, quem

genuit Pater; Spiritus Sanctus est procedens, quia a Patre et

Filio procedit. Pater et Filius coæterni sibi sunt et coæquales;

et cooperatores, sicut seriptum est ; Verbo Domini coeli firmatim

sunt, id est, a Filio Dei creati, Spiritun oris ejus, omnis virtus

eorum. Ubi sub singulari numero, Spirituso ejus dicitP, [unitatem

substantiæ Deitatis ostendit; ubi sub plurali numero, omnis

virtus eorum dicitq,] Trinitatem Personarum aperte demonstrat,

quia tres unum sunt, et unum tres.

Neque substantiam separantes : ut Arius garrit, qui sicut tres

h Uncis hic inclusa non habentur

in Codice Oxoniensi. Verba nimi

rum sunt, non Fortunati, sed Isidori

Hispal. Orig. lib. viii. cap. I.

i Quæ uncis comprehensa hic le

gere est, non comparent in Codice

Oxoniensi. Verba sunt Alcuini (de

Trin. lib. i. cap. 3. p. 7o9.) in quo

eadem plane, similique ordine inve

nias. Sunt porro eadem, uno voca

bulo dempto, apud Fulgentium (de

Fid. ad Petrum, p. 5Q3.) ordine etiam

tantum non eodem. Verba autem illa

introductoria ; (viz. Trinitatem in

Personis, unitatem in substantia) non

leguntur in Fulgentio, nec quidem in

Alcuino. Interpolator ipse, uti vide

tur, ex proprio illa penu deprompta

præmisit caeteris. Connexionis forte

aliqualis conservandæ gratia.

k Tres Personae omnino sunt. Murat.

1 Deest et in Cod. Oxon.

m Formati. Cod. Oxon. Vid. Symb.

Damasi dictum (apud Hieronym.

tom. v. p. 122.) unde hæc noster,

mutatis mutandis, desumpsisse vide

tur.

n Spiritus. Cod. Oxon.

9 Leg. Spiritu, uterque vero Codex

habet Spiritus.

P Dicitur. Cod. Murat.

q Lacunam in Muratorio mani

festam (quippe cum desint ea verba

uncis inclusâ) ex Codice Oxoniensi

supplevimus. Scilicet, vox dicit prox

ime recurrens librarii oculos (uti fit)

fefellit.
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Personas esse dicit, sic et tres substantias esse mentitur '. Fi

lium dicit minorem quam Patrem, et creaturam esse ; Spiritum

Sanctum adhuc minorem quam Filium, et Patri et Filio eum

esse administratorems adserit. Non ergo substantiam separantes,

quia totæ tres Personæ in substantia Deitatist unum sunt.

Alia est enim Persona Patris : quia Pater ingenitus est, eo

quod a nullo est genitus. Alia Persona Filii, quia Filius a Patre

solo estu genitus. Alia Spiritus Sancti, quia a Patre et Filio

Spiritus Sanctusx procedens est.

Sed Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti una est Divinitas : id est,

Deitas. Æqualis Gloria : id est, claritas. Coaeterna Majestas :

Majestas gloria est, claritas, sive potestasy.

Qualis Pater, talis Filius, talis et Spiritus Sanctus. Id est, in

Deitate, et Omnipotentia.

Increatus Pater, increatus Filius, increatus et Spiritus Sanctus.

Id est, a nullo creatus^.

Immensus Pater, immensus Filius, immensus et Spiritus Sanctus.

Non est mensurabilis in sua natura, quia inlocalis est,a incircum

scriptus, ubique totus, ubique præsens, ubique potens.

LEternus Pater, aeternus Filius, æternus et Spiritus Sanctus.

Id est, non tres æterni, sed in tribus Personis unus Deus æter

nus, qui sine initio, et sine fine æternus permanet.

8imiliter Omnipotens Pater, Omnipotens Fi/ius, Omnipotens et

Spiritus Sanctus. Omnipotens dicitur, eo quod omnia potest, et

omnium obtinet potestatemb. Ergo, si omnia potest, quid est

quod non potest? Hoc non potest, quod Omnipotenti non com

petit posse*. Falli non potest, [quia veritas est; infirmari non

r Ita clare Cod. Oxon. Aliter Mu

ratorius ex vitioso Codice ; quia tres

Persomas esse dicit, si et tres substan

tias esse mentitur. Sensus impeditus,

aut nullus.

s Et Patris et Filii eum administra

torem esse adserit. Cod. Murat. Conf.

a Muratorii exemplar insertum ha

het et, quod delendum esse censui,

cum absit a Codice Oxon. et otiosum

videatur.

“ Fortunatus, in sua Exposit.

Symb. Apostolici, hæc habet; Omni

potens vero dicitur, eo quod omnia

Brunom.

* Divinitatis. Cod. Oxon.

u A Patre est solo. Cod. Oxon.

x Desunt Spiritus Sanctus in Cod.

Murat. quae tamen retinuimus, tum

fide Cod. Oxoniensis, tum quia in

antecedentibus Pater, et Filius bis

ponuntur, sicut et hic Sp. Sanctus.

y Cod. Oxoniensis legit claritatis,

sive potestas.

z Cod. Oxoniensis legit creati.

possit, et omnium obtinet potentatum.

ed. Basil. obtineat potestatem. ed.

Lugd. Praeluserat Ruffinus, in Sym

bolum.

c S. Bruno, hunc opinor locum

præ oculis habens, his verbis utitur:

Ergo, si omnia potest, quid est quod

non potest ? Hoc non potest, quod non

convenit omnipotenti posse. Brun. in

Symb. Athanas.
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potest,] quia sanitas est d ; mori non potest, quia immortalis vita

est ; finiri non potest, quia infinitus et perennis est.

Ita, Deus Pater, Deus Filius, Deus et Spiritus Sanctus.

[Deus nomen est potestatis, non proprietatise]. Proprium no

men est Patris Pater ; et proprium nomen estf Filii Filius ; et

proprium nomen est Spiritus Sancti Spiritus Sanctus.

Ita, Dominus Pater, Dominus Filius, Dominus et Spiritus Sanc

tus. Dominus dicitur, eo quod omnia dominat, et omnium est

Dominus dominator8.

Quia sicut singillatim (id est, sicut distinctimb) unamquamque

Personam efi Deum et Dominum confiteri Christiana veritate com

pellimur. Quia si me interrogaveris quid sit k Pater, ego re

spondebo ; Deus, et Dominus. Similiter, si me interrogaveris!

quid sit" Filius, ego dicam ; Deus, et Dominus. Et si dieisn,

quid est Spiritus Sanctus? Ego dico^ ; Deus, et Dominus. Et

in his tribus Personis, non tres Deos, nec tres Dominos, sed inp

his tribus, sicut jam supra dictum est, q unum Deum, et unum

Dominum confiteor.

Unus ergo Pater, non tres Patres : id est, quia* Pater semper

Pater, nee aliquando Filius. Unus Filius, non, tres Filii : id est,

quia Filius semper Filius, nec aliquando Pater. Unus Spiritus

d Muratorius sententiam mancam,

vitiatamque exhibet : Falli non potest,

uia Sanctus est ; omissis intermediis.

cilicet, vocabulum proxime repeti

tum describentis oculum delusit: et

ne nullus inde eliceretur sensus, pro

sanitas substitutum est sanctus. Hæc

porro sibimet adoptavit S. Bruno,

§; mutatis, vel interjectis, ad

unc modum : Falli non potest, quia

veritas et sapientia est : ægrotari aut

infirmari non potest, quia sanitas est ;

mori non potest, quia immortalis est ;

finiri non potest, quia infinitus et per

emnis est.

e Deest hæc clausula in Codice

Murator. sed confer Symbolum Da

masi dictum, quod Gregorii Boetici

creditur, apud August. tom. v. p. 387.

Append. item apud Hieronym. tom. v.

p. I 22.

f Deest est. Murator. Conf. Brun.

£ Dominat, pro dominatur, et cum

accusativo, ex vitiata inferioris ævi

Latinitate, vel ex scribæ imperitia.

Aliter Codex Muratorii, ex Isidori

Origin. (lib. vii. cap. I.) Dominus

dicitur, eo quod dominetur creaturæ

cunctæ, vel quod creatura omnis domi

natui ejus deserviat.

h Distinctum. Oxon. distincte. Mu

rat.

i Deest et. Cod. Murator.

k Quid est. Murator. Eamdem sen

tentiam expressit S. Bruno, his ver

bis : Qaia si me interrogaveris quid

est Pater, ego respondeo : Deus, et

Dominus.

1 Et si me rogaveris. Cod. Oxon.

m Est. Murator. Locum sic exhibet

S. Bruno: Similiter, si interrogaveris

quid est Filius, ego dico, Deus et Do

minus.

n Dicas. Murator.

0 Dicam. Murator. Apud Brunonem

sic legitur : Et si dicis, quid est Spi

ritus Sanctus ? Ego respondeo : Deus,

et Dominus.

P Deest in. Oxon.

q Supra diri. Cod. Oxon. Sed Bru

nonis lectio Muratorii lectionem con

firmat.

r Codex Oxon. pro quia habet qui,

in hoc loco, et in duobus proxime se

uentibus. Utrumlibet elegeris, eo

em fere res redit.
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Sanctus, non tres Spiritus Sancti : id est, quia Spiritus Sanetus

semper est s Spiritus Sanctus, nec aliquando Filius, aut Pater.

Hæc est proprietas Personarum.

Et in hac Trinitate nihil prius, aut posterius. Quia sicut nun

quam Filius sine Patre, sic nunquam fuit Pater sine Filio, sic

et nunquam fuit Pater et Filius sine Spiritu Sanctot. Coæterna

ergo Trinitas, et inseparabilis Unitas, sine initio et sine fineu.

INihil majus, aut minus. Æqualitatem Personarum dicit,

quia xTrinitas æqualis est, et unay Deitas, Apostolo docente^,

et dicente : Per ea, quæ facta sunt, intellecta conspiciuntur ; et

per ereaturam Creator intelligitur, secundum has eomparationes,

et alias quamplures. Sol, candor, et calor, et tria sunt vocabula,

et tria unuma. Quod candet, hoc calet, et quod calet, hoc ean

det: tria hæc vocabula res una esse dignoscitur b. Itae Pater

et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus, tres Personæ in Deitate, substan

tiàd unum sunt ; et individua unitas recte creditur. Item de ter

renis, vena, fons, fluvius, tria sunte vocabula, et tria unumf in

sua natura. Ita trium Personarum, Patris et Filii et Spiritus

Sancti, substantia et Deitas unum est $.

Est ergo Fides recta, ut credamus et confiteamur, quia Dominus

noster Jesus Christus h. Jesus Hebraìce, Latine Salvator dicitur.

[Christus Græce, Latine unctus voeatur. Jesus ergo dicituri]

eo quod salvat populum : Christus, eo quod Spiritu Sancto divi

s In Cod. Oxon. deest est.

t Paulo aliter huncce locum expres

sit auctor Sermonis, inter Augustini

opera, (Append. tom. vi. p. 281.)

Quia sicut nunquam Pater sine Filio,

nec Filius sine Patre : sic et nunquam

fuit Pater et Filius sine Spiritu Sanc

to. Sed nihil mutandum contra fidem

exemplarium.

u In Appendice prædicta, sic legi

g! : Coæterna ergo est Sancta Trinitas

C.

x Sancta Trinitas. Append.

y Una est Deitas. Append. una Dei

tatis. Oxon. male.

z In Cod. Oxoniensi desunt illa

docente et. Sed Append. lectionem

Muratorii tuetur, alio tamen verborum

ordine ; dicente, atque docente.

a Ita Muratorius cum Appendice

prædict. Aliter MS. Oxon. viz. tria

sunt nomina, et res una. Quæ eodem

recidunt.

b In Appendice sic se habent; tria

hæc vocabula res una cognoscitur.

c Et post ita. Oxon.

d Codices habent substantiæ, (quod

tamen in Appendice prædicta omittitur

prorsus) et comma interponunt post

Personae. Prava interpunctio corri

genda est, et levicula mutatione legen

dum substantid : quod et vidit et mo

nuit vir quidam amicissimus simul et

perspicacissimus.

e Appendix legit hæc, non sunt,

Oxon. tria itemque sunt.

f Oxoniensis, res una. Append.

cum Muratorio, unum.

g Ita Murat. et Append. Oxonien

sis legit, substantia, Deitas una est.

h Oxoniensis adjicit, Dei Filius et

homo est. Inepte hoc loco, quod ex

sequentibus patebit.
i Muratorii Codex omittit verba illa

intermedia, uncis inclusa. Scilicet,

illud dicitur proxime repetitum ama

nuensi hic iterum fraudi fuit.
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nitus sit k delibutus, sicut in ipsius Christi! Persona Esaias ait;

Spiritus Domini super me, propter quod unarit me, &c. Ita et

Psalmista de Christo Domino dicit,'m unaeit te Deus, Deus tuus,

oleo lætitiæ præ consortibus tuis.

Dei Filius, Deus pariter et homo est. Filius a felicitate pa

rentum dicitur: homo ab humo dicitur ; id est, de humon factus

est.

Deus est ° ea, substantia Patris ante sæcula genitus. Id est, Deus

de Deo, lumen de lumine, splendor de splendore, fortis de forti,

virtus de virtute, vita de vita, æternitas de æternitate: per om

nia, idemP quod Pater in divina substantia hoc est et q Filius,

Deus enimr Pater Deum Filium genuit, non voluntate, neque

necessitate, sed natura. Nec quæratur quomodo genuit Filiums,

quod et angeli nesciunt, prophetis est incognitum : unde teximius

propheta Esaias dieit ; Generationem ejus quis enarrabit ? Ac si

diceretu, angelorum nullus, prophetarum nemox. Nec inenarra

bilis, et inæstimabilis Deusy a servulis suis discutiendus est, sed

fideliter credendus*, et pariter diligendus.

Et homoa eae substantia matris, in sæculo natus. Dei Filius,

Verbum Patris,° caro factum. * Non quod Divinitas mutasset,

Deitatem, sed adsumpsit humanitatem. Hoc est, Verbum caro

faetum est, ex utero Virginis veram humanam carnem traxit.

Et de utero virginali verus homo, sicut et verus Deus, est in

sæculo natus, salva virginitatis gratia ; d quia mater, quæ genuit,

virgo ante partum, et virgo post partum permansite.

k Divinitus sit desunt in Cod. Oxon.

1 Deest Christi. Murator.

m Oxoniensis breviter, Item in Psal

mo, unacit &c. Notandum porro, quod

quaedam habet Fortunatus noster, in

commentario suo in Symbol. Apostol.

hisce jam proxime descriptis perquam

similia. Confer etiam Rufin. in Sym

bol. inter Oper. Hieronym. (tom. v.

p. 131.)

n De humo terrae. Murator.

o Non habetur est in Murat.

P Pro idem, id est. Murator.

q Deest et Cod. Oxon. His quoque

£T; fere habes in Exposit. in Sym

ol. Apostolicum.

r Deest enim Cod. Oxon. Confer

Symb. Damasi dictum.

* Quomodo genitus sit, quod angeli

Oxon. At Muratorii lectioniasti

pulatur Appendix ad Augustin. (tom.

vi. p. 279.) et Fortunatus ipse, Expos.

in Symb. Apostol.

t Unde et isdem. Cod. Murat. Conf.

Fortunat. in Symb. Apostolicum.

u Muratorius habet diarisset.

x Angelorum nemo, prophetarum

nullus. Cod. Oxon.

y Deest Deus. Oxon.

z Confer Fortunat. in Symb. Apo

stol. et Append. apud August. p. 279.

et Ruffin. Symb.

a Homo est. Cod. Oxon.

b Dei Filius, Verbum caro. Murat.

Dei Filius Verbo Patris caro. Cod.

Oxon. Ex utrisque veram, opinor,

lectionem restituimus.

c Et non. Cod. Murator. Expunxi

mus illud et, fide Codicis Oxon.

d Salva virginitatis gratia desunt in

Cod. Oxoniensi.

e Ita Cod. Oxon. Muratorius, quia

nater genuit, et virgo mansit ante par

tum, et post partum.
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In sæculo. Id est, in isto sexto miliario, in quo nunc sumus,

[secula enim generationibus constant, et inde secula, quod sequantur;

abeuntibus enim aliis, alia succedunt f]. * Deus et homo Christus

“ Jesus, unus Dei Filius et ipse Virginis Filius. Quia dum Deitas

“ in utero Virginis humanitatem adsumpsit, et cum ea per por

tam Virginis integram, et illæsam, nascendo mundum ingressus

' est Virginis Filius ; et hominem (leg. homo) quem adsumsit,

id (leg. idem) est Dei Filium (leg. Filius) sicut jam supra dixi

mus ; et Deitas et humanitas in Christo; et Dei Patris pariter

** et Virginis Matris Filius.”

Perfectus Deus, perfectus homo. Id est, verus Deus, et verus

homo. g Ev anima rationali : et non ut Apollinaris b hæreticus

dixit primum, quasi Deitas pro anima fuisset in carne Christi ;

postea, cum per evangelicam auctoritatem fuisset i convictus,

dixit : Habuit quidem animam quae vicificavit corpus, sed non

vationalem. k E contrario, dicit qui Catholice sentit ; ex anima

rationali et humana carne subsistens 1: id est, plenus homo, atque

perfectus.

Aequalis Patri secundum Divinitatem; minor Patre secundum

humanitatem.

dignatus est.

Id est, secundum formam servi quam adsumere

Qui licet" Deus sit et homo, non duo tamen, sed unus est Christus.

Id est, duæ substantiæ in Christo, Deitas et humanitas, non duæ

Personæ, sed una est Persona p.

Unus autem, non conversione Divinitatis in carnem”, sed adsump

f Non comparent in Codice Oxoni

ensi. Verba sunt Isidor. Orig. lib.

v. cap. 38. Quæ sequuntur proxime,

Deus et homo &c. usque ad matris

Filius, desunt omnia in codice Mura

torii : ex Oxoniensi solo descripta

dedimus. Videntur mihi Fortunati

re vera esse, sed librarii culpa (ut alia

multa) mirum in modum vitiata; quæ

quidem ex conjectura aliquatenus cor

rigere volui, ut Syntaxis saltem sibi

constet, donec certiora, et meliora ex

Codicibus (si forte supersint aliqui)

eruantur. Cæterum, ut Fortunato

nostro hæc ascribam, illud suadet

maxime, quod in expositione sua in

Symbolum Apostolicum gemina fere

habet de portâ Virginis, eisdemque ibi

nonnullis phrasibus utitur quibus hic

usus est. Confer Symbolum Ruffini,

a quo solenne est nostro (quippe qui

et ipse Aquileiæ olim doctrina Chris

tiana initiatus fuerat) tum verba, tum

sententias mutuari.

£ Deest hæc clausula in Cod. Oxon.

ob vocabulum repetitum.

h Paulinaris. ' Cod. Oxon. Lectio

nata ex sermone simplici et plebeio.

i Fuit. Cod. Oxon.

k Et e contrario iste dicit. Murat.

Delevimus illa et, atque iste ——quæ

sententiam turbant, fide Codicis Ox

oniensis.

1 Subsistit. Cod. Oxon.

m Certe, loco roû licet. Cod. Oxon.

n Est Persona desunt in Cod.Oxon.

0 Cod. Oxoniensis habet carne, et

Deo : errore, uti credo, pervetusto,

multisque et antiquissimis exemplari
bus communi. Quod si verbis in
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tione humanitatis in Deum o. Id est : non quod Divinitas, quæ

immutabilis est, sit conversa in carnem P; sed ideo unus, eo quod

humanitatem adsumsit, coepitq esse quod non* erat, et non amisit

quod erat; coepit esse homo * quod antea non fuerat, non amisit

Deitatem quæ incommutabilis in æternum permanet *.

Unus omnino, non confusione substantiæ, sed unitate Personae.

Id est; Divinitas incommutabilis u cum homine, quem adsumere

dignata x est, sicut scriptum est ; Verbum tuum, Domine, in æter

num permanet. Id est, Divinitas cum humanitate ; ut diximus

duas substantias unam Personamy esse in Christo: ut sicut ante

adsumptionem [carnis, æterna fuit Trinitas, ita post adsumptio

nem 2] humanæ naturæ, vera maneat Trinitas ; ne propter ad

sumptionem humanæ carnis dieatur esse quaternitas, quod absit

a Fidelium cordibus, vel sensibus, dici, aut cogitari, eum, ita *

ut supradictum est, et Unitas in Trinitate, et Trinitas in Unitate

veneranda, sit.

INam sicut anima rationalis et caro unus est homo ; ita Deus et

homo unus est Christus. Etsi Deus b, Dei Filius, nostram luteam

et mortalem carnem, nostræ redemptionis conditionem eadsump

serit, se tamen nullatenus " inquinavit, neque naturam Deitatis

mutavit. Quia si sol, aut ignis aliquid immundum tetigerit,

quod tangit purgat, et se nullatenus coinquinat : ita Deitas sar

cinam quoque e nostræ humanitatis adsumpsit, se nequaquam

commentario immediate sequentibus

(ex Muratorii lectione) steterimus,

Fortunatus ipse mobis auctor erit, ut

et Deum, et carnem, pro genuina lec

tione habeamus.

P Quæ immutabilis et inconvertibilis

est, caro; sed &c. Cod. Oxon.

q Incipit. Cod. Oxon.

r Deest non. Cod. Murat. male.

* Deest homo in Cod. Oxon. perpe

ram, item, incipit pro cœpit.

t Muratorius legit, quia incommu

tabilis in æternum permanet : Cod.

Oxoniensis, quæ immutabilis in æter

num permansit. Ex utrisque tertiam

lectionem confecimus ; quae, opinor,

cæteris et venustior est, et aptior.

u Immutabilis. Cod. Oxon.

x Dignatus. Cod. Oxon.

y Personam perperam omittit Cod.

Oxoniensis.

* Desuntin Codice Oxoniensi: præ

termissa scilicet festinantis librarii in

curia, ob vocem iteratam.

a Pro cum ita, habet Cod. Oxon.

nisi ita.

b Murator. Cod. omittit Deus.

c Cod. Oxoniensis, nostri redemp

tionis conditionis adsumpsit. Nescio

an melius Muratorius ; nostram lu

team, et mortalem carnem nostræ con

ditionis adsumserit. Sed levi muta

tione, recte incedunt omnia. Conditio,

apud Scriptores quinti et sexti sæculi,

est servile onus, opusve.

d Cod. Oxon. legit se nullatenus.

Murator. Sed tamen se nullatenus.

Noster vero in Exposit. in Symb.

Apostol. in simili causa, hac utitur

phrasi, se tamen non inquinat.

e Oxoniensis habet, Deitas sarci

namque nostræ humanitatis adsumpsit,

se nequaquam &c. Muratorius hoc

modo, Deitas sarcinam, quam eae nos

tra humanitate adsumpsit, nequaquam

coinquinavit. Lectio frigida prorsus,
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coinquinavit, sed nostram naturam earnis,f quam adsumpsit,

purgavit, et a maculis, et sordibus peccatorum, ae vitiorum

expiavit: sicut Esaias ait ; Ipse infirmitates nostras accepit,

et aegrotationes portavit. Ad hoe secundum humanitatem natus

est, ut infirmitates nostras acciperet, et ægrotationes portaret :

non quod ipse infirmitates, vel ægrotationes in se haberet, quia

salus mundi est; sed ut eas a nobis tolleret, dum suæ sacræ

passionis gratia, et sacramento5, chirographo adempto, redemp

tionem pariter et salutem animarum nobis condonaret.

Qui passus est pro salute nostra. Id est, secundum id quod pati

potuit : quod est, secundum humanam naturam ; nam secundum

Divinitatem, Dei Filius impassibilis est.

Descendit ad inferosh. Uti protoplastum Adamk, et patri

archas, et prophetas, et omnes justos, qui pro originali peccato

ibidem detinebantur, liberaret ; et del vinculis ipsius m peccati

absolutos, de eadem captivitate, etn infernalio loco, suo sanguine

redemptos, ad supernam patriam, et ad perpetuæ vitæ gaudia

revocaret. Reliqui,P qui supra originale peccatumq principalia

criminar commiserunt, ut adserit Scriptura, in poenali Tartaro

remanserunt: sicut in Persona Christi dictum est per prophetam ;

Ero mors tua, o Mors ; id est, morte sua Christus humani generis

inimicam Mortem interfecit, et vitam dedit. Ero morsus tuus,

inferne. Partim s momordit infernum, pro parte eorum quos

liberavit: partem reliquit, pro parte eorum qui pro principalibus

criminibus in tormentis remanserunt.

Nurrerit a mortuis primogenitus mortuorum : et alibi Aposto

et inepta. Juvat huc conferre quæ

Fortunatus noster ad Symb. Apost. in

eandem sententiam breviter dictavit.

“ Quod vero Deus Majestatis de

“ Maria in carne natus est, non est

“ sordidatus nascendo de Virgine, qui

** non fuit pollutus hominem condens

“ de pulvere. Denique sol, aut ignis,

“ si lutum inspiciat, quod tetigerit

“ purgat, et se tamen non inquinat.”

Conf. Ruffin. Symb. p. 133.

f Nostrae naturae carnem. Murat.

£ Muratorius legit, dum suae sacræ

passionis gratiam, et sacramenta :

nullo sensu. Oxoniensis, dum suae sa

cræ passionis gratiæ (pro gratiâ) ac

Sacramento.

h Ad inferna. Cod. Oxon. Q. annon

vetustissima haec fuerit lectio in Sym

bolo Athanasiano, sicut in Apostolico?

i Qui, loco roû ut. Cod. Oxon. At

Sermo de Symbolo, in Append. ad

August. (tom. vi. p. 281.) legit, cum

Muratorio, ut.

k Adam protoplastum. Append.

1 Et ut de. Append.

m Ipsius deest. Append.

n Deest et Cod. Oxon.

o Inferni. Append.

P MuratoriusÉ; vero post reliqui.

Oxon. non agnoscit. nec Append.

q Ita legitur in Appendice. Oxoni

ensis, supra originale peccato. Mura

torius, supra originali peccato.

r Principalem culpam. Append.

s Muratorius, et Oxoniensis, in

utroque loco, Partem. Appendix, in

utroque, Partim. Media mihi lectio

maxime arridet.
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lus dicit; Ipse primogenitus eae multis fratribus. Id est, primus

a mortuis resurrexit. Et multa corporat sanctorum dormientium,

cum eo surreverunt, sicut evangelica auctoritas" dicit : Sed ipse,

qui caput est, prius, deinde qui* membra sunt continuo.

Postea ascendit ad cælos : sicut Psalmista ait ; Ascendit y in,

altum, capticam duaeit captivitatem : id est, humanam naturam,

quæ prius sub peccato venundata fuit, et captivata ; eamque

redemptam captivam* duxit in cœlestem altitudinem ; et ad

coelestis Patriæa regnum sempiternum, ubi antea non fuerat,

eamb collocavit, in gloriam sempiternam.

Sedet ad deaeteram Patris: id est, prosperitatem paternam, et

inc eo honore, quod' Deus est.

Inde centurusejudicare vicos et mortuos. Vivos dicit eos quos

tunc adventus Dominicus in corpore viventes invenerit ; [et mor

tuos, jam ante sepultos.

tuos peccatoresg.

Et aliter dicit',] vivos justos, et mor

Ad cujus adventum omnes homines resurgere habent cum corpori

bus suis ; et reddituri sunt de factis propriis rationem : et qui bona

egerunt, ibunt in vitam æternam ;

Hæc est Fides Catholica, quam

crediderit, salvus esse non poterit.

qui cero, mala, in ignem aeternum.

nisi quisque fideliter, firmiterque

t Deest corpora in Cod. Oxon.

u In evangelica autoritate. Cod.

Oxon.

x Quæ membra. Cod. Oxon.

Y Ascendens. Murator.

z Conf. tractatum anonymi apud

Hieronym. tom. v. p. 13o. et apud

Augustin. tom. viii. p. 69. Append.

et Isid. Hisp. p. 56o. ed. Paris.

a Caelestem Patriam. Cod. Oxon.

b Et pro eam. Murator.

c In deest. Cod. Oxon.

d Mallem quo, si per codices liceret;

sed et quod, adverbialiter hic positum

pro quia, sensum non incommodum

præ se ferre videtur.

e Venturus est. Murator.

f Quantum hic uncis includitur,

omittit Codex Oxoniensis. Delusus

est fortean librarius per binas literulas

it bis positas: vel, simili errore de

ceptus, integram lineam præterierit,

dum in proxime sequentem occulos

conjecerat.

8 Operæ pretium est pauca hic sub

jicere, quæ noster habet in expositione

sua in Symb. Apostolicum, ** judica

“ turus vivos et mortuos. Aliqui di

“ cunt vivos, justos ; mortuos vero

“ injustos : aut certe, vivos, quos in

** corpore invenerit adventus Domini

** cus, et mortuos, jam sepultos.

“ Nos tamen intelligamus vivos et

“ mortuos, hoc est animas et corpora

** pariter judicanda.** Confer Ruiffin.

Symb. p. 14o. et Method. apud Phot.

Cod. 234. p. 932. Isid. Pelus. epist.

222. lib. i. p. 64. Pseud. Ambros. de

Trin. p. 331.
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QUERY I. Whether the term God in the singular number

can be proved to be used, in any one place of the Scripture,

to denote more persons than one :

ANsw. 1. It is not necessary for the defenders of the received

doctrine of a coessential Trinity to assert, that the term God, in

the singular number, can be proved to be used in Scripture to denote

more Persons than one : for as the Arians suppose Father and

Son to be two Gods, though they are never called two Gods, or

Gods in the plural number, through the whole Scripture: so the

Catholics may as well suppose that Father and Son are one God,

though the term God could not be proved to be used to denote

more Persons than one. Or if it be said, that the Arians do not

suppose Father and Son to be two Gods, whatever pleas they

allege to clear themselves of Ditheism will as effectually clear the

Catholics of Tritheism; so that the Catholics will stand at least

upon as good a foot as the Arians.

2. It is not necessary even so much as to suppose that the

term God is ever so used. For admitting that the term God in

Scripture is always used to denote one Person only, all that

follows is, that one Person only is spoken of, whenever the term

God is used. Not that there are not other Persons essentially

and coeternally included in him and with him. It may be the

method of Scripture, and generally is, when it speaks of God, to

mean it of one Person, yet not eveluding, but only abstracting

from, the consideration of the other two persons included in the

same Godhead.

T 2
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3. They may reasonably suppose it, after proof of their general

doctrine, since the doctrine of a coessential Trinity of three

Persons being divine, and being one God, is demonstrable from

Scripture, (though too long a subject to be here considered,) we

may reasonably suppose, that when God is spoken of, and neither

the context nor any other circumstances do confine the signifi

cation of the word, in that place, to one Person only; I say we

may reasonably suppose, that not one Person only, but all the

three Persons are denoted by it. And,

4. They have moreover grounds for it from some particular

texts. Gen. i. 26. one God is spoken of, and yet the words run,

LET Us (in the plural) make, and IN our image. Gen. iii. 22. one

Lord God is spoken of, and yet it is said, “the man is become

“as one of us.” The like may be observed of Gen. xi. 7. In

Isaiah vi. 3. mention is made of the true God, the Lord of hosts,

who, by confession of all, is the Father; and that the same Lord

of hosts is also the Son and Holy Ghost, appears from John xii.

40, 41. and Acts xxviii. 25, 26. which is also intimated even

by the Prophet himself introducing the Lord speaking both

in the singular and plural. “I heard the voice of the

“Lord, saying, Whom shall I send, and who will go for us?”

Wer. 8.

QUERY 2. Whether we have not the same evidence from the

Scripture, that God is one Person, that we have, that either the

Father, or the Son, or the Holy Ghost, is one Person.

ANsw. We have the same evidence, that the word God is

sometimes used to denote one Person, that we have, that either the

Father, or Son, or Holy Ghost, is one Person. But to conclude

from thence, that the word God always denotes one divine Person

only, is just as if we should conclude, that the word man always

denotes one human person only, purely because it does so some

times, or most commonly. It is desired by the Querist, that

“some Scripture argument may be alleged to prove any one of the

“Trinity to be one distinct Person, which may not with equal

“evidence be applied to prove that God is one distinct Person.”

I suppose the Querist means, that the personal characters, I,

thou, he, if they prove any one of the TRINITY to be one distinct

Person, do equally prove God to be one distinct Person. To

which it is answered, that the personal characters, I, thou, he,

do not certainly prove, that whatever they are applied to is one

Person, and no more ; for they are often applied in Scripture to
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a whole city, tribe, or family, or to the head of a family con

sidered with his whole seed or race. But the personal characters

are a good proof of one distinct Person, where there are not plain

reasons to be given why we should believe they are to be under

stood of more. Now, since plain reasons may be given, why

God is more Persons than one; and no plain reasons can be

given why any one of the Trinity is more Persons than one:

therefore it is, that the Scripture argument to prove any one of

the Trinity to be one Person does not equally prove that God is

one Person.

QUERY 3. Whether there be any one text of Scripture, which

treats of the unity of God, and places it in any other Person than

the Father ? It is humbly desired, that some text may be alleged

where it is said, the one God is the FATHER, SoN, and Holy

Ghost.

ANsw. It is written, “Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the

“ends of the earth: for I am God, and there is none else. I

“have sworn by myself, the word is gone out of my mouth in

“righteousness, and shall not return, That unto me every knee

“shall bow, every tongue shall swear.” Isaiah xlv. 22, 23.

Compare the New Testament. “We shall all stand before the

“judgment-seat of Christ; for it is written, As I live, saith the

“Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall

“confess to God.” Rom. xiv. Io, I 1. “At the name of Jesus

“every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in

“earth, and things under the earth; and that every tongue

“should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God

“the Father.” Phil. ii. 10, 11. The application of Isaiah xlv.

23. to Christ is manifest from these two passages of St. Paul.

It is as manifest, that the Person spoken of in Isaiah is the only

God, (“I am God, and there is none else.”) Therefore Scripture

treating of the unity of God, places it in another Person besides

the Father, namely, in God the Son. Again, it is plain, in the

Old Testament, that the unity is placed in the Jehovah : but

Christ is Jehovah, as may be proved from numerous passages,

and is now generally confessed. Therefore the unity is not

placed in the Person of the Father only, Isaiah vi. 1, 9, with

John xii.

The Querist desires some texts where it is said, that the one

God is Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

This is no where said in one single text, but it is in many
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compared together. That Jehovah is the one God, and that the

one God is Jehovah, is often said in the Old Testament: but the

Father is Jehovah, the Son Jehovah, and the Holy Ghost Jehovah;

therefore Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are one Jehovah. Or

the one God is Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Again; it may

be proved from Scripture, that God is one; and from the same

Scripture, that the Father is God, the Son is God, and the Holy

Ghost is God. Therefore again, the one God is Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost. Compare Isaiah vi. 1, 9, with John xii. 40,

41, and Acts xxviii. 25, 26.

N. B. It is unreasonable to demand any particular text, where

it is said, that these three are one God: unless our adversaries

could produce a text, where it is said, that any two of them

are called two Gods, or Gods in the plural. They pretend no

more than Scripture consequences for their doctrine, not express

Scripture: and they cannot prove their consequences, when we

Can OurS.

QUERY 4. Whether the same arguments that prove the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost to be three distinct Persons, will not with

equal strength conclude they are three distinct Beings 2

ANsw. No ; because all the arguments that prove the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost to be three distinct Persons, prove only that

they are three distinct Persons. Whether intelligent being and

person are reciprocal, remains a question as much as ever: or

whether three persons may not be one individual being is still a

question, and must be so; neither can it be resolved at all

either way, merely from the nature and reason of the thing itself,

for want of a certain principle of individuation.

QUERY 5. Whether any man can properly be said to believe

that God is three Persons, and but one intelligent Being, without

having some notion of the difference he hereby makes between a

person and an intelligent being 2

ANsw. Any person may have this notion, that God is not three

separate Persons, and therefore is not three intelligent Beings: but

that God is three united Persons, and therefore one intelligent

Being. The precise difference between the idea of a divine Person,

and that of a divine intelligent Being, is, that a divine Person is

not a separate Being independent of all other things. A divine

intelligent Being is separate and independent of any thing. The

one is ens relativum, the other ens absolutum. I may add further,

that a man may believe the omnipresence of God, without
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having any distinct notion of the difference between God's being

present, in whole or in part, with or without extension ; and of

the divine prescience, without having any clear notion of the

difference between what certainly will be and what certainly must

be ; and of eternity, without having a clear notion of the differ

ence between succession and an eternal Now, and without being

able to answer every minute or captious question which may be

raised in a point so abstruse, and above human capacity. It is

therefore no just objection against the doctrine of the TRINITY,

that we are not able perfectly to explain the modus or manner,

how three Persons are one Being, or one God. It is sufficient to

know, that the Persons are distinct and real, as any other persons

are ; but so united withal, as no other persons are or can be;

and therefore they are not (like other persons) as many beings as

persons, but one being only.

QUERY 6. Whether (if no difference can be assigned between

an intelligent being and a person) it be not a contradiction to say,

that God is three Persons and one Being 2 that is, whether it be

not all one, as to say, he is three Persons, and but one Person;

or three Beings, and but one Being 2

ANsw. A difference has been assigned in the answer to the

preceding Query. Nothing is properly called a being, but a

separate being. Thus, those who suppose the soul, or the dicine

Being to be extended, do not call the parts of the soul, or of God,

beings. This I mention, only to shew the nature and usage of

language, and what it would be by consent of mankind, on such

or such suppositions, be they true or false. Now, since the three

Persons are conceived to be more intimately united than the

parts of any being (though they are not parts) are or can be;

it is very right and just, not to call them three Beings, but one

Being. A separate person is rightly called an intelligent being,

because a separate person is a separate being : but a person con

sidered as essentially adhering to, and united with another

person, does with that other person make but one being ; and

therefore cannot properly be called a being, unless the word

being admits of two senses: and yet then the one is proper, the

other improper. The Querist therefore runs into a double fal

lacy; first, in making two senses of being, proper and improper,

and arguing from one to the other: secondly, in confounding

both together, as if they were really but one sense.

QUERY 7. Whether, if the Father, Son, and Spirit are but one
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Being, it is possible to hold, that the Being of the Son was in

carnate, without holding that the Being of the Father and the

Spirit was incarnate?

ANsw. The Being of the Son is an improper expression; be

cause it supposes the Son to be a Being, (properly so called,)

that is, a separate Being, which he is not. But one Person, the

Person of the Son may be incarnate, and the Person of the

Father or Holy Ghost at the same time not incarnate, without

any contradiction, because one person is not another person. Yet

it may be said, the Godhead is incarnate; i. e. the divine Being,

as personalized in the Son, is incarnate in the Person of the Son.

These philosophical niceties, in a point’so sublime and mysterious,

ought to be neglected and despised. Let any man tell us,

whether the Being of God is present in heaven, and whether the

same Being of God is present on earth; and let him inform us

distinctly what he means by it. Let him say, whether God will

be a day older to-morrow than he is to-day, and clear either the

affirmative or negative of all appearance of contradiction. Let

him determine whether God be eatended or not extended, and

disentangle either side of the question from all appearance of

repugnancy. Let him unriddle the mysteries of eternity; ac

quaint us how eternity can be past unless it was once present, or

how it could be ever present if it never began. But enough of

this.

QUERY 8. Whether the imposing side can pretend that the

consequence they draw from the unity of God, and from the

Father and Son’s being severally called God, is more clear and

certain than the consequence which others draw from the same

consideration ?

ANsw. The imposing side (as he calls them) do not argue

merely from the Father and Son's being severally called God; but

from the Scriptures describing both one and the other to be God

in such a sense as to have a right to be adored. Now, in this

sense, there cannot be more Gods than one, consistently with

the First Commandment, which excludes all but one God from

religious service and adoration. Any God, after this one God,

is no God, in any true and proper sense : but the Son is the one

true God, because he is adorable, and God: and there are not

more true and more adorable Gods than one. This consequence they

take to be certain and undeniable: but the consequence which

others draw, viz. that Father and Son cannot be called God in
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the same sense of the word GoD, (for so it should have been ex

pressed by the Querist,) has nothing at all to support it, because

the exclusive term cannot be proved to have been intended in

opposition to God the Son. Or if they be, they must exclude

him entirely among the nominal, fictitious deities, which is absurd

enough. And because those emphatical appellations of one, or

only God, applied to the Father, are easily accounted for, by

admitting a different manner of existence, or a priority of order,

without any recourse to a different sense of the word God. Be

sides, the Scripture plainly shews by the divine titles, attributes,

and glory, which it ascribes to God the Son, that he is God in

the strict and proper sense, and not in any lower or different

sense, as is pretended.

QUERY 9. Whether men being liable to mistake in drawing

consequences, modesty should not teach the imposing side to be

as forward to bear with their brethren, as they are to bear with

the imposers ?

ANsw. When it is once declared what is meant by bearing with

their brethren, this Query may have a determinate answer. As

to men's being liable to mistake, it is no argument against their

being certain of many things; and if they be certain of such a

truth, and that it is very important, all Christian and prudent

methods must be used to maintain and preserve it.

QUERY Io. Whether it is not dangerous rashness to censure

men as to their everlasting state, for not believing a doctrine

which is not expressly declared in any one place in the Bible?

ANsw. There is no rashness at all in censuring men, as to

their everlasting estate, for disbelieving, and especially for pub

licly opposing a doctrine of so cast importance, which is both ear

pressly and by necessary consequence declared in many places of

Scripture compared together. “If an angel from heaven preach

“any other Gospel unto you, than that which we have preached

“unto you, let him be accursed.” Gal. i. 8.

QUERY 1 1. Whether they who say, the Son did know the day

and hour of the last judgment, when he said expressly, that he did

not; whether, I say, they do not make Christ to have been guilty

of an equivocation 2 And whether such their assertion is not very

dangerous, as tending to introduce, by his example, a practice

which will destroy all credit among Christians?

ANsw. There was no equivocation in saying what was literally

true, that the Son, as Son of man, did not know the day and
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hour of the last judgment. The context itself sufficiently limits

his denial to his human nature. The Querist tells us, that,

“according to this way of equivocating, a man (as one observes)

“may deny that he saw a thing which he actually saw ; mean

“ing, he did not see it with one eye, which he wilfully kept

“ shut, while he beheld it with the other.” But, as one observes,

(see Mr. Boyse in his reply to that pretence of Mr. Emlyn's,) in

answer to this idle stuff, there might be some colour for the

pretence, if a man had two visice powers, or two souls, as well as

two eyes: but since he has but one cisive power, and one soul,

which one soul sees, whether one eye only, or both be open, it

would be a downright falsehood to say, I saw not a thing at all,

because I saw it but with one eye. But the case is quite differ

ent, where there are two knowing principles, belonging to two

different natures; one of which may see or know, while the other

doth not see or know; and consequently it may be denied of one,

which may be affirmed of the other. It could not indeed be

absolutely and indefinitely denied of Christ, that he knew the day:

neither is it so denied in Scripture, but in a certain respect only,

which the reason of the thing and the very context determines it

to: for it speaks not of the Son of God as such, but of the Son

of man, or of Christ considered as Son of man.

QUERY 12. Whether, if the Holy Spirit be the supreme God,

he must not have as much right to give the Father, as the Father

can have to give him 2 And whether, upon this supposition, it

can be proper for Christians to pray to the Father to give them

his Holy Spirit?

ANsw. As to the rights and privileges among the sacred Three :

they are best known to themselves. And who are we, that we

should pretend to fathom the depths of the dicine nature, or the

ineffable economy of the three Persons? Scripture calls the Spirit,

the Spirit of the Father, and not vice versa, and directs us to ask

the Father to give his Spirit to us. This is sufficient for us to

know, and is a direction to our practice.

QUERY 13. Whether it be an intolerable crime in ministers,

and such as deserves ejectment, for them to hold, that Christ

alone is the King of his Church : And that Christians are to

receive his words only, as the authentic rule of their faith, without

subjecting their faith to the authoritative interpretations of any

men upon earth?

ANsw. This Query is too loose and general to admit of any
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close determinate answer. I shall only observe, that these

gentlemen know at other times how to interpret the alone King,

or only Potentate, so as to leave room for subordinate governors.

And I know not any one that contends for more, or ever pretends

to equal themselves to Christ. Arians, perhaps, or Socinians,

having brought Christ down to the rank of creatures, or of men,

may in time take upon them farther: but the Trinitarians will

never be wanting in their honour to Christ, or the alone King,

and the alone God, not exclusive of, but in conjunction with God

the Father and the Holy Ghost; not abridging all or any of the

three sacred Persons of the liberty of appointing subordinate

ministers, rulers, or governors, to act under them, according to

such rules, laws, and measures, as infinite wisdom shall see good

and proper.
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AND

T H E A R I A N S

COMPARED, &c.

PART I.

I SHALL lay before the reader the plain account of Scripture

in one column, and the true account of what the modern Arian

scheme is in the other : which I will endeavour to make

as plain as any thing of that nature can be ; and leave the

reader to judge whether it be agreeable to Scripture or no,

and so choose or refuse it after a rational and faithful examina

tion.

Scripture.

There is but one God, one

adorable Goda, Jehovahb, and

God of Israel. Before whom was

there no GoD formed, neither

will there be after him". This

one God will not give his glory

ARIANisM.

Our modern Arians all impli

citly or consequentially teach, some

expressly saya, that there are more

Gods than one : two Gods at least,

both of them adorable, and to be

served with religious worship. One

of the Gods is supposed to be after

* Exod. xx. 3. Isa. xliv. 8. xlv. 5.

1 Cor. viii. 4. b Deut. vi. 4. Mark

xii. 29. Isa. xlv. 21. xlii. 8. “ Isa.

xliii. Io.

a The Scriptures and Athanasians

Compared, p. 4.
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to anotherd; that is, will not

allow any other God to claim

the glory of being adored, either

against him, or with him; being

extremely jealouse of hishononr,

the honour of being served with

religious worship, which both

under the Old and New Testa

ment was due to God alone f,

and by which his superlative

MAJESTY and peerless perfec

tions are to be acknowledged 5

through the whole creation.

SCRIPTURE.

Our Lord JESUS CHRIST is

LoRD Godh, Jehovah', (a title

expressing necessary existence

d Isa. xlii. 8. xlviii. 11. e Exod.

xx. 5. xxxiv. 14. Matth. iv. Io.

Rev. xix. Io. xxii. 9. § 2 Kings xix.

15. Isa. xl. 9, 1o, &c. xlv. 5, 6, 7.

Jer. x. Io, 11, &c. h Luke i. 16, 17.

John xx. 28. Compare Isa. vi. with

John xii. 41. Zech. xii. Io. with John

xix. 37. Psalm cii. 25. with Heb.

i. Io. Zech. xi. 12. with Matt. xxvii.

, Io. Isa. xl. 3. with Mark i. 3.

osea i. 7. with Luke ii. 11.

the other in duration", and in every

perfection. The greater God has

given the glory of religious wor

ship to the lesser God; thereby,

so far, resigning up his peculiar

privilege, and his appropriate ho

nours : only the glory of being

underived, which he cannot possibly

give away if he would, he will not."

(good reason why) part with at

any rate. The sacrifice of prayer

and praise, however, is common to

both the Gods ; who are accord

ingly to be honoured with the like

outward acts of worship, to be made

higher or lower worship by the

worshipper's inward intention; and

there are no outward acts left

whereby common Christians may

visibly distinguish the supreme Gon

from the inferior God; though

one be infinitely more excellent

than the other; and though reason

itself teaches that there ought to

be as great a difference between

the outward honours paid to this

GoD, and that God, as there is

between this God and that God.

ARIANisM.

Our Lord Jesus Christ is by no

means necessarily earisting", but

precarious in existence, and de

b Mr. Whiston plainly; the rest

covertly. “ Modest Plea, &c. Con

tinued, p. 7. Reply to Dr. Water

land's Defence, p. 201. d Modest

Plea, &c. p. 17, 217. Second letter

to Dr. Mangey, p. 27.
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and all perfectionk,) True God!,

Great God m, and Mighty God n,

as well as the FATHER. He is

moreover Alpha and Omega, the

Beginning and the Ending, the

First and the Lasto, which is

expressive of unlimited eter

nity, and so understood when

applied to God the FATHER, or

to the one God of Israel P. He

is also the Lord, which is, and

which was, and which is to come,

the Almighty", than which no

thing higher or stronger can be

said even of God the FATHER.

* Exod. iii. 14. Isa. xlii. 8. xlv.

21. Mal. iii. 6. 1 1 John v. 20.

m Tit. ii. 13. m. Isa. ix. 6. 0 Rev.

i. 8, 17. xxii. 13. P. Isa. xli. 4. xliv.

6. xlviii. 12. Rev. xxi. 6... q Rev. i. 8.

WATERLAND, VOL. III.

pending entirely on the good plea

sure of the greater God; who being

of course infinitely above him, can,

consequently, whenever he pleases,

make other Gods as great, or greater

than he is. And though CHR1st

be styled Jehovah, it means only

that he is faithful to his promisese,

or that he once personated the true

Jehovah; which any inferior angel

might have doneg. And though

he be a great God, and a true God,

and a mighty God; yet there is

another God, a greater God, a

truer hood, and a mightier God,

by far, than he ; to whose good

pleasure and free appointment he

owes all his greatness and divinity.

And though the title of First and

Last, &c. may signify an unlimited

eternity,when appliedtother’ATHER,

(if the FATHER's eternity be any

where revealed in the Old Testa

ment, which is doubtfuli,) yet it

must not, it shall not signify any

such thing when applied to the

SoN. And though Rev. i. 8. has

been understood by all the primi

tive churches of God the SoN, and

such application be favoured by the

context; yet it shall be understood

of the FATHER only; or, at least,

shall bear a subordinate sense, if

understood of the SoN. For there

are several metaphysical reasons

about derived and underived, about

generation, causes, acts, will, indi

e Collection of Queries, p. 19.

f The Scripture and Athanasians

Compared, p. 5. Appeal to a Turk,

&c. p. 89. s Reply to Dr. Water

land's Defence, p. 177. h Unity of

God not Inconsistent, &c. p. 34.

i Collection of Queries, p. 5o.

U
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ScRIPTURE.

Our Lord JEsus CHRIST was

God before any dominion com

menced, before any creatures

existed, before the world was r.

He is over all God blessed for

evers : and to him is ascribed

glory, praise, and dominion for

ever and ever", jointly also with

the FATHER v. From whence it

is evident, that as he was GoD

before the creation, before any

creature began, and conse

quently from all eternity; so

he will be honoured as GoD to

all eternity.

* John i. 1, 2, 3, Io. Coloss. i. 15,

16. s Rom. ix. 5. t 1 Pet. iv. 11.

2 Pet. iii. 18. Rev. i. 6. Heb. xiii. 21.

Heb. i. 8. v. Rev. v. 12, 13.

viduals, identicals, &c. which so

require, and Scripture must yield

to them.

ARIANIsM.

Some of the modern Arians say,

that CHRIST is God, in the sense

of dominion: others make his er

altation, after his rising from the

dead, to be the sole foundation of

his personal Godheadk. Others

suppose his personating the FATHER

to have been all that his Godhead

meant before his incarnation!.

All which accounts must appear

miserably vain and presumptuous,

as coming vastly short of what St.

John has declared of him in respect

of what he was antecedently to the

creation. Sometimes therefore they

are pleased to allow that he was

God before the world was, as being

partaker of divine power and glorym.

But then they tell us not what

they mean by it. Whatever it be,

they suppose him to have been

really stripped and emptied of that

glory, that is, of all the Godhead

he had of his own; that he sunk his

perfections, his power, and his wis

dom", when he became man; being

then really weakerand lower than the

angelso; so that he ceased for a time

to be GoD, and wanted to be made a

God again after his resurrection P:

which Godhead then obtained, or

* Collection of Queries, p. 75.

| Clarke's Scripture Doctrine, p. 73.

edit. 2nd. m. Ibid. p. 240. "Emlyn's

Examination of Dr. Bennet, p. 15,

16. o Modest Plea, p. 93. §:
ture and Athanasians Compared, p.

15. P. Collect. of Queries, p. 75.

Scripture and Athanasians Comp. p.

16.
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Scripture.

Our blessed Lord is described

as having the divine attributes,

the distinguishing marks and

characters of the one true God

supreme.

1. Knowledge of the heart.

He knoweth the hearts of all

men w. It is he that searcheth

the reins and the heart». He is

a discerner of the thoughts and

intents of the hearty.

2. Omniscience. There is no

creature but what is manifest in

his sight: all things are naked

and opened to his eyes”. In him

are hid all the treasures of wis

dom and knowledge”. He know

eth all thingsb.

3. Unchangeable eternity.

He is always the same", yes

terday, to-day, and for ever".

4. Omnipresence. He is

Creator of all things, and by

him all things consiste. He is

worshipped by the whole crea

tion f. He is in the midstg of all

that call upon him.

5. Omnipotence. He can do

all that the FATHER doth h. He

w Acts i. 24. x Rev. ii. 23. y Heb.

iv. 12. * Heb. iv. 13. a Col. ii. 3.

"John xvi. 30. Xxi. 17. “Heb, i. 12.

Rev. i. 8. d Heb. xiii. 13. e Col. i.

17. Rev. v. 8. & Matt. v. 20.

h John v. 19.

regained, is to last no longer than

his mediatorial kingdom; after the

ceasing whereof, it seems, he is to

lay down his Godhead, and never to

be a God more to all eternity".

ARIAN is M.

The modern Arians are pleased

to allow, in words, that divine at

tributes belong to CHRIST; mean

ing by divine, quite another thing

than others mean in this case.

CHRIST is omniscient, they say,

relatively"; that is, while ignorants

of much more than he knows, as

he must be if ignorant at all:

eternal also, provided he be not

coeternal; that is, provided the

FATHER be but infinitely (as he

must be, if at all) more ancient

than he omnipresent also, but

within bounds : omnipotent, but by

the FATHER's power, not by his

unchangeable, I think, they

never directly say, but the con

trary"; making his generation and

incarnation arguments of his being

subject to change. And, indeed,

upon the whole, they suppose him

the most changeable being in the

universe, running through more,

own :

and more prodigious changes, than

any other creature ever did, or

will do.

q Reply to Dr. W. by the Author

of Unity, &c. p. 49. Scripture and

Athanasians Compared, p. 16, 17, 22.

Peirce's Western Inquis. p. 148, 149.

r Collect. of Queries, p. 48. * Ibid.

Unity of GOD not inconsistent, &c.

p. 8. t Reply to Dr. Waterland's

Defence, p. 271. Scripture and Atha

nasians Compared, p. 12, 13. Appeal

to a Turk, &c. p. 145.

U 2
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and the FATHER are onei. He

is Almightyk.

SCRIPTURE.

Our blessed LoRd is Creator.

He is the LoRD Jehovah, who

in the beginning laid the foun

dations of the earth, and the

heavens are the works of his

hands'. All things were cre

ated, not only by himm, as the

efficient cause, but also for him",

as the final cause of all things;

in whose glory they all centre

and terminate. In him likewise

do all things consist. The whole

universe, all worlds visible and

They criticise away the force of

the texts pleaded in favour of the

divine attributes of CHRIST, till

they leave themselves no Scripture

proof of the divinity of God the

FATHER ; none but what may be

eluded by the same, or the like

subtleties: as if they were resolved

to give up every proof of the FA

THER's real divinity, rather than

admit any which may happen to

prove as much of God the SoN.

The strength of their objections

against the divine attributes of

CHRIST, consists chiefly in meta

physical speculations; that gene

ration is an act, that every act

implies free choice, that free choice

argues precarious existence, and

that precarious existence is a

contradiction to divine attributes,

strictly so called. Thus vain

philosophy is brought in, to over

rule the infallible word of God.

* John x. 30. k Rev. i. 8. Heb.

i...lo, ..." John i. 3, 19, 11. I Cor.

viii. 6. Ephes. iii. 9. Heb. i. 2. n Co

loss. i. 16, 17.

AR1ANIsM.

The modern Arians pretend that

CHRIST is an instrument u only in

the work of creation; though they

do not tell us what they mean by

it, nor how it is possible to recon

cile their notion to Heb. i. Io.

Some of them suppose CHRIST an

inferior Creator, making two Crea

tors in like manner as two Gods;

one of the Creators being himself

a creature. Others scruple to

allow CHRIST to be a Creator,

saying only that God created all

things by him, or through him;

and they confusedly mutter several

u Modest Plea, p. 93. Unity of

God not Inconsistent, &c. p. 26.
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invisible are upheld and sus

tained by him. He is therefore

Creator, Preserver, and Gover

nor of all worlds: than which

nothing more august or grand

can be said of the one God

supreme.

Scripture.

The Scriptures say, that he

that built all things is God”;

thereby supposing the work of

creating to be a demonstration

of the real dicinity of the Per

son who created all things. St.

Paul elsewhere intimates that

the creation of the world is a

visible and sensible proof of the

eternal power and Godhead of

its Maker P. Creation is every

where, in Scripture, represented

as a divine work, a work pecu

liar to God alone, setting forth

his supreme excellency and

unbounded perfections". And

o Heb. iii. 4. p Rom. i. 20. ‘l 2

Kings xix. 15. Job xxvi. 7, &c.

Psalm xcvi. 5. xix. l. lxxxix. 11, 12.

º xl. 12, 26. xlii. 5. xliii. 1. xlv. 5,

things about the prepositions by

and through; never acquainting

us what their precise notion is, nor

shewing how it is possible ever

to make it consistent with those

texts which so expressly ascribe cre

ative powers to Christ. Whatever

hand they suppose him to have

had in creating, (which appears to

be very little,) they imagine him

afterwards weak enough to want

the assistance of his creatures*,

weak enough to be literally inferior

to the angelsy, weak enough to be

passible” and mutable; and low

enough to be literally eralteda;

which yet they would think blas

phemy to say of one that is very

GOD.

ARIAN is M.

The Arians pretend that the

creating the whole universe is in

itself no demonstration of infinite

power, nor any certain argument

of the real and necessary divinity

of its makerb. It seems a creature

might create the whole world,

visible and invisible. Only, it is

observable, that they are sometimes

pleased to say, that the SoN is no

creature. No creature, yet brought

into existence", as well as any

creature; no creature, but yet

precarious in existence, as well as

* Modest Plea, p. 93. y Scripture

and Athanasians Compared, p. 15.

Appeal to a Turk, &c. p. 145. Mo

dest Plea, ibid. z Collect. of Queries,

P. 143. * Modest Plea, p. "...
Collect. of Queries, p. 58. ply

to Dr. Waterland's Defence, p. 249.

Appeal to a Turk, &c. p. 12o. • Col

lect. of Queries, p. 51.
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the Gods that have not made

the heavens and the earth, they

shall perish from the earth. So

that if CHRIST be Creator, there

can be no reasonable doubt

made of his real, eternal, and

essential Godhead; or, if he be

not Creator, he cannot be God,

cannot, upon the Scripture foot,

be adored or worshipped as God

with any degree of religious

worship.

SCRIPTURE.

According to Scripture no

one is to be worshipped who is

not God by natures, no creature

but the Creator onlyt. From

whence it is evident that there

is no middle between Creator

and creature, Creator and crea

ture being opposites; so that

a creature cannot be Creator,

nor Creator a creature. Scrip

ture knows nothing of creature

any creature; no creature, but yet

dependent on the free-will and plea

sure of another, as much as any

creature; no creature, but yet

ignorant of much more than he

knows, as well as any creature; no

creature, but yet capable of change

from strength to weakness, and

from weakness to strength again,

capable of being made wiser, and

happier, and better in every respect,

as well as any creature; no crea

ture, but yet having nothing of

his own, nothing but what he owes

to the gratuity and favour of his

Lord and Governor, as much as

any creature. Such a creature, and

no creature, they suppose all things

to have been created by ; and yet

by all things, meaning only all

other things, (for he could not

have any hand in creating himself.)

and by the words created by, mean

ing they know not what. This

they call interpreting Scripture,

and doing justice to common

readers.

ARIANISM.

The modern Arians, after the

Pagans and Papists, plead for

creature-worship; for the thing, I

mean, but they are frightened at

the name: and whether to save

themselves the trouble of answer

ing the many plain and invincible

reasons against creature-worship,

or the shame of not being able to

talk a word of sense on that head,

they pretend d not to be pleading

* Jer. x. 11, 12. s Gal. iv. 8.

* Rom. i. 25.

d Author of Unity, &c. His Reply

to Dr. Waterland, p. 31.
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worship; nothing of inferior,

relative, or mediate worship dis

tinct from dicine; nothing of

two worships of different kinds,

either before the Gospel or

after. The one fundamental

rule of worship, from Genesis

down to Revelations, is to wor

ship GoD alone, the God of Is

rael, the Jehovah, the Creator,

Sustainer, Preserver of all

things. There was never any

distinction made of supreme

and inferior sacrifices, vows,

oaths, prayers, prostrations.

All religious worship is God's

peculiar, all of the same nature,

and of like import and signifi

cancy.

SCRIPTURE.

Christ is to be worshipped

with religious worship by men",

by angelsw, by every creature”;

either singly and by himself, or

jointly with the FATHER in the

same acts of worship. He is

therefore God by nature, and

not by office only, appointment,

* Acts vii. 59. ix. 14. John v. 23.

Rev. v. 8, w Heb. i. 6 x Rev. v. 13.

for creature-worship, all the while

they are doing it. They call this

kind of worship inferior and medi

ate worship: a thing that Scrip

ture knows not of: and what was

once sufficient to nonplus the

devil, they can elude. Upon their

principles, any Jew, formerly,

might have eluded all the laws of

the Old Testament against idolatry,

might have sacrificed to other Gods

(if supposed subordinate to the

one supreme) without breaking the

First Commandment, and without

peril of Polytheism. They acquit

the generality of the Pagans (as

many as worshipped one supreme

God) of Polytheisme, or of the

worship of many Gods: as they

of consequence must, otherwise

they condemn themselves. The

Pagans then were not Polytheists,

but idolaters only: and their idol

atry consisted not in making Idol

Gods, but Idol-Mediatorsf. A

thing which the sacred penmen

were never aware of ; having con

stantly laid the charge wrong upon

the setting up Idol-Gods, and

never Idol-Mediators.

ARIANISM.

The modern Arians teach, that

CHR1st is made a God by voluntary

appointment and designation; and

are yet ridiculously forced to say,

that he is God by natures, and as

truly as man is by nature truly man":

e Ibid. p. 17, 30. See also Reply

to Dr. Waterland's Defence, p. 309.

f Clarke, Script. Doctrine, p. 344, 2nd

edition. Author of Unity, &c. p. 30.

g Scripture and Athanasians Com

pared, p. 9. "Clarke's Replies, p. 81.
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or designation. The worship

of him must of consequence

stand upon the same foot

whereon Scripture has founded

all religious worship; upon his

real and essential divinity, his

being God, Jehovah, Almighty,

&c. which he must be because

he is adorable; and which if he

be, then the worship of him

comes within the reason, intent,

and even the letter of the law

about worship. And it is very

observable how the Scripture

rule of worship exactly harmo

nizes with what the same

Scripture teaches of the divi

nity of GoD the SoN. For as,

on one hand, his claim of

worship confirms the doctrine

of his divinity; so, on the

other hand, his divine titles

and attributes confirm his claim

of worship: and thus is Scrip

ture uniform, consistent, and

harmonious throughout.

God by nature, and truly God,

without the nature of the true

God; God by nature, but not

naturally, or necessarily God; God

by nature, but having his nature

before his dominion; that is, before

his Godhead commenced; and he

is to continue, after his dominion,

or Godhead, shall expire and be

extinct: in a word, God by nature,

as much as man is by nature man,

and yet wanting the most essential

character of God, which makes

God to be Godi.

They found his worship on the

power of judging, and his mediato

rial kingdomk, committed to him

in time, and in time to cease.

Neither his being God, before the

world was, (John i. 1.) nor his

being the only-begotten, nor his

being Creator and Sustainer of all

things, nor his laying the foun

dation of the heavens and the

earth; none of these considerations

are thought of sufficient weight to

found his worship upon : but a late

office of yesterday, and shortly to

be laid down; that, and that only

is made the foundation of religious

worship, and such worship as, by

all the Scripture accounts, is to

continue for ever and ever ; which

they are pleased to understand of

the end of the world only!, though

the same phrase or phrases which

denote the continuance of the FA

ther's worship, are used likewise

for the SoN's ; and even in the

Ibid. p. 92. k Clarke's Scripture

Doctrine, Propos. 48,60, 61. Replies,

p. 239. Author of Unity not In

consistent. His Reply, p. 49.
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SCRIPTURE.

The Scriptures ever suppos

ing but one object of worship,

which is God Supreme, never

give us any rules about raising

or lowering the intention of the

worshipper, to make the wor

ship supreme or inferior, as

occasion may require. What

ever may be said of a few specu

lative heads, or refined wits,

the culgar, it is to be feared,

would never be capable of pro

portioning their intentions in

such cases; but would often

pay subordinate worship only,

instead of supreme, which would

be next to blaspheming, or su

preme instead of subordinate,

which would be idolatry.

Scripture never makes any

distinction between offering and

terminating worship; but sup

poses all worship to terminate

where offered. God interprets

all image-worship and creature

worship to terminate on the

image, or creature, notwith

standing any intention of the

worshipper to terminate the

worship in him. It is worship

ping of the idol, the image, the

creature, not the worshipping

of God, in Scripture style.

And indeed how can any act

of idolatry, any creature-worship

same common doxology, jointly

offered to both. Verily, if these

things are not absurdities, it is pity

that they should look so like them.

ARIANISM.

The Arians imagine, that the

same outward acts of religious wor

ship become higher or lower, ac

cording to the intention of the

worshipper: which is following

their own inventions, and putting

the matter of worship on such a

foot as must inevitably run the

bulk of mankind either into idolatry

on one hand, or profaneness on the

other, as often as they mistake in

the just and proper elevation of

their thoughts or intentions.

They are teaching us also to

offer worship here, and terminate

there; which must likewise run

the vulgar at least into inextricable

labyrinths; as perhaps terminating

the worship in the inferior object,

when they ought not; or not offer

ing when they ought. Besides

that, for want of knowing precisely

what worship is inferior and what

supreme, what mediate and what

ultimate, they will be often apt to

mistake the one for the other :

and hence will arise all imaginable

confusion in sacred offices. In a

word, their whole foundation is

wrong, since no inferior worship

can, without blasphemy, be sup

posed to terminate in the supreme,

nor any supreme worship be made

to fall upon the medium, without

idolatry. Their inferior worship

must be ultimate, and their supreme

cannot be mediate: so that their
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terminate upon God, who has

absolutely prohibited it, who

abhors and detests it? The rea

son of the thing shews that so

it must be: for if worship be

paid to an inferior object, be it

sovereign or inferior worship,

the absurdity is manifest. If

it be sovereign, then it is plainly

idolatry to give any part of it

to the inferior object: if it be

inferior, it cannot terminate in

the supreme object, who would

be affronted and dishonoured

thereby. It must therefore

terminate in the inferior object:

and thus a creature is honoured

with ultimate worship, termi

nating where offered, which is,

confessedly, idolatry.

ScRIPTURE.

The Scriptures assure us

that CHRIST increased in wis

domy, which is to be literally

understood, as well as his in

creasing in stature is literal.

He was, at times, afflicted with

grief: his soul was exceeding

sorrowfulz, and full of troublea,

crying out in great agoniesb.

These and the like weaknesses

and infirmities can never reason

ably be supposed to suit with

the divine Logos; who had

wisdom, strength, and power suf

ficient to create, sustain, and

govern all worlds. From these

two devised distinctions necessarily

confound and destroy each other;

and they must either not worship

CHRIST at all, or worship him

with ultimate worship, even upon

their own principles.

ARIANISM.

Our modern Arians persuade

themselves, that CHRIST had no

human soul, but that the Logos

supplied its place. Some" ex

pressly say it; and as many others

mean it, as bring a charge against

the Athanasians of making two

Persons in one CHRIST : which

charge has been brought against

us by most n of our modern Arians.

They are therefore of opinion, that

all the high things and all the low

things, spoken in scripture of

CHRIST, meet in the one Logos

clothed with flesh. He was once

wise enough to make, or however

to frame and model the whole uni

y Luke ii. 52. * Matt. xxvi. 38.

Mark xiv. 34. * John xi. 33. xii. 27.

xiii. 21. Luke xxii. 44. Matt.

xxvii. 46. Mark xv. 34.

m Whiston, Emlyn, &c. See also

Answer to Peirce's Inquisition, p. 34.

35. n Morgan, Jackson, Author of

the Appeal, &c. and others.
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considerations, besides sundry

others, the Christian churches

have ever firmly believed, that,

besides the Logos, or divine

nature, there was also a human

soul in CHRIST; which, together

with the Logos and a human

body, made up the whole Per

son of CHRIST.

verse, (according to some of them,)

as well as to support and govern

it when made. But upon his

taking flesh, his wisdom and his

extraordinary abilities departed

from him o. He became a child, a

child in understanding as well as

stature; falling, as it were, into a

profound lethargy, and suspension

of thought. By slow and insensi

ble degrees, he again began to

recover ; his dormant faculties

revived, and thus he increased in

wisdom; growing up, first, to the

perfection of a wise man, but not

yet arrived to the pitch of an

angelp. In process of time, he

became wise enough and of suffi

cient ability to be made a God of

once more : His honour and his

brightness returned unto him, he

was established in his kingdom, and

ercellent majesty was added unto

him. So saith the Scripture of

Nebuchadnezzar, (Dan. iv. 36.)

who, if this account be true, was

(with reverence be it spoken) none

of the least eminent, or least con

siderable types of Christ. But

this is not all; the worst is to

come. This mighty God (accord

ing to those gentlemen) is at last

to lay down, or surrender his

Godhead and mightiness, that is,

his kingdom; all the kingdom they

allow him to have q. His worship,

o Emlyn's Examination of Dr.

Bennet, p. 15. See also Appeal to a

Turk, &c. p. 145. p Modest Plea,

p.93. The Scriptures and Athana

sians Compared, p. 15. Appeal to a

Turk, &c. p. 145. “ The Scripture

and Athanasians, &c. p. 16, 17, 22.

Reply to Dr. W. by the Author of
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his divine honours and robes of

majesty are to continue with him

no longer than to the end of the

world". It seems, when his friends

and followers are to receive their

crowns, to have and to hold to all

eternity, he is to lose and forfeit

his. They must increase, but he

must decrease: they are to grow

up, he is to grow down, and sink

out of Godhead. A shocking

thought ! to as many as have any

just regard for sacred Writ, any

love or veneration for their blessed

LoRD ; and have not lost the

grace of discernment, and the

spirit of a sound mind, by affecting

to be wiser than all the churches

of God.

Unity, &c. p. 49. Peirce's Western

Inquisition, p. 148, 149. Reply to

Dr. Waterland, by the Author of the

Unity, &c. p. 49.

Judge for yourselves what is Right.

PART II.

IN the former part, I have taken the like method as the

writer of the pamphlet had done. Only there is this difference,

that whereas he has often charged the Athanasians with things

which they neither hold, nor can by any certain consequence be

proved upon them; I have took care to charge the Arians with

nothing but what some or other of them expressly maintain, or

else what may be fixed upon them by clear and evident consequence.

My design, in this Second Part, is to give the common reader

a few useful hints, such as may serve to prevent his being im

posed upon by the writer of the pamphlet, whom I am here

answering. I shall throw what I have to say under two heads:

one shall contain short remarks upon his six preliminary propo
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sitions; the other shall be some brief strictures upon his two

ingenious columns.

I. His first proposition is intended to prove, that there is but

one infinite Person, (whom he styles a Being,) namely, God the

FATHER. His Old Testament texts prove, that Jehovah (that

is, as we say, FATHER, SoN, and Holy Ghost) is the only God,

and knows no equal. The New Testament texts prove, that the

FATHER is sometimes styled, by way of eminence, the one or only

God ; which no man questions.

II. His second proposition is to prove, that God the FATHER

has some titles common to him with men; such as Potentate,

King, Lord, Saviour, &c. And that when they are applied to

him, they are to be understood in the highest and most absolute

sense. This, I think, he has well proved. And it may pass for

a true, but trifling proposition.

III. His third is to prove, that the name God is likewise

common to God the FATHER, angels, and men ; which is true

also. But he forgot to observe, that the word God is not

applied to angels or men in a proper sense, (as the name of Po

tentate, King, or Lord may) but in a loose, figurative, improper

sense only.

IV. His fourth is to shew, that the FATHER has some charac

teristics annexed to the name God, which determine him to be

the first Cause. He is the high God, most high God, &c. In

proof hereof, he produces about fourteen passages of the Old

Testament, which certainly prove all that they prove of the JE

Hovah, or God of Israel, in opposition to nominal or reputed

Gods; not of the FATHER only, in opposition to the SoN, who is

himself Jehovah as well as the FATHER. He has also three

texts out of the New Testament, which undoubtedly prove

that the FATHER is God Most High, or God Supreme, (which is

equally true of God the SoN, Rom. ix. 5.) above all reputed or

nominal Gods: but it is not proved that he has any real, and

true, any adorable God besides him, or under him.

W. His fifth is designed to reconcile two contradictory propo

sitions, that there are more Gods than one, and not more Gods

than one; where he comes off very indifferently. For his intent

is to intimate that there are more adorable Gods, more true

Gods than one ; which is directly repugnant to the Scripture

doctrine of one God. There are many reputed or nominal Gods;
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that is very certain. But more adorable Gods than one neither

Law nor Gospel can bear.

VI. His sixth proposition carries on the same design with the

fifth, to make FATHER and SoN two adorable Gods, and to teach

us to serve the creature besides the Creator, and to pay our

homage and acknowledgments to one that by nature is no God.

It will be hard to persuade any into those measures who have

the use of their Bibles; which will teach them the contrary,

quite through from Genesis down to the Revelations.

Brief Strictures upon his two Columns.

Page 6, he cites some terts to prove, that the FATHER alone,

ea clusive of the SoN, is the only God, or only true GoD : which

the texts neither say nor mean. For the same Scriptures assert

that the SoN is God, True GoD, Great God, JEHowAH, Almighty,

&c. as well as the FATHER. Therefore the exclusive terms could

never be intended in opposition to GoD the SoN, but to idols, or

pretended deities. -

Page 7, he makes a dull harangue about person and essence;

instead of shewing that FATHER, SoN, and Holy Ghost may not

be or are not one God. This is a Scriptural doctrine, indepen

dent of the names of person or essence, and such as was fully

believed and taught for a century and more before ever those

terms came in. Not but that those terms are useful, in opposition

to the wiles and equivocations of heretics, which were the first

occasion of them : nor are they difficult to understand, whenever

considered without prejudice and with an honest mind. But it

is enough for common Christians to believe, that FATHER, SoN,

and Holy Ghost are all equally divine, that one is not another,

nor all together three Gods, but one God: one God, into whom

we have been baptized, and whom we are ever to serve, worship,

and adore, with all our heart, mind, and might.

Page 8, he insists much upon the personal pronouns, I, thou, he:

which can never be proved to be constantly applied in Scripture

to none but single persons. Besides that the arguments from

the pronouns, at most, can prove no more than this; that it is

the Scripture way to speak but of one Person at a time, (be it

FATHER, or SoN, or Holy Ghost,) under the title of GoD, LoRD,

JEHowAH, &c. tacitly considering the other two Persons as united

to, or comprehended in, that one Person spoken of: which, if it
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be the case, is so far from proving that all the three are not one

God, that it is rather a confirmation of it, that they really are.

But we have examples where one God, or LoRD of hosts, is

mentioned, and yet the expressions are plural as to the Persons.

“God said, Let us make man in our image,” Gen. i. 26. “God

“created man in his own image, in the image of God,” ver. 27.

God creates, while more Persons than one create: and it is God's

image, which is the image of more Persons than one: therefore

more Persons than one are included in God there mentioned.

The like may be shewn of the one Lord of hosts mentioned Isa.

vi. 3. compared with verse the 8th, and with John xii. 41. and

Acts xxviii. 25, 26.

In page 9, he represents it as a strange thing, that the SoN

should be “that very God whose Son he is: the image, and

“ that which he is the image of.” This kind of banter and

abuse runs through his whole performance. It is observable,

that the force of the cavil lies only in the eayression. Say, that

the SoN, a distinct Person, is united in substance and Godhead

with God the FATHER ; and there is no appearance of absurdity

in it. Say, that the SoN is personally distinct from the FATHER,

and yet one God with him; and there is nothing strange or

shocking in it. But say, that he is that very God whose Son he is,

or that very thing of which he is the image ; and here begins to

appear something harsh and odd. What is the reason ? Because

the words sound as if the SoN were the FATHER himself; were

distinct and not distinct at the same time. The Arian notion, of

God’s being but one Person, is first insinuated in the phrase,

that very God whose Son he is ; and next the Athanasian is

feigned to join his notion (inconsistent with the other) thereto :

and thus he is made to say things that he never meant. The

sophistry lies wholly in the artificial blending of ideas. The SoN

is not that very Person whose Son he is, nor that very Person

whose image he is: but he is one God with him; a name common

to more Persons than one.

Page 10, he takes notice, that God led Jacob alone, yet by the

hands of Moses and Aaron ; and GoD created the heavens alone,

get by JEsus CHRIST. He should have added, that if God the

FATHER be True God alone, yet it is to be understood, together with

Jesus CHRIST. The word alone, in such instances, is not intended

in opposition to God the SoN, but to others: and eaclusive terms

are not always to be interpreted with the utmost rigour.
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Page 11, 12, he pretends that CHRIST, before his incarnation,

was God's angel, and messenger, and servant. He cannot prove

servant at all; nor angel, or messenger, from any parts of Scrip

ture but what, in the very same places, declare him to be Ho

Theos, God absolutely, Jehovah, LoRD God, Almighty GoD, &c.

From whence it is plain, that the name of angel concerns only

his office, not his nature; and is an argument only of the SoN's

voluntary condescension to transact matters between God the

FATHER and mankind.

Page 12, 13, he has some wise reasonings against the Son's

glory being eclipsed in the incarnation. He asks, how it could

be eclipsed from men, who “then beheld his glory more than

“ever?” By his argument, if, the first time a man sees the sun

at all, it should be under a cloud, or an eclipse, it is therefore

under no cloud, nor under any eclipse to that man. In short,

though men “behold his glory more than ever,” yet even then

his glory was shrouded under the veil of flesh, and did not shine

out to the full; which if it had, no mortal could have looked

against it.

Page 12th and 13th, he labours to confound real and essential,

with outward and accidental glory: and he is marvellously sub

tile and profound on that head. The short answer is, that one

kind of glory can never be increased or diminished, either in

FATHER or SoN : the other kind of glory may admit, and has

admitted of increase or diminution, both in FATHER and SoN, and

will so again hereafter.

His cavils (p. 13.) about two Persons, in CHRIST are built on

nothing but his own mistakes of the definition and meaning of

the word person. -

His reasoning about even and odd (p. 14.) is odd enough; to

answer a jest with a jest.

Page 15, he has some speculations about CHRIST's being exalted

to the universal dominion of all worlds, (a likely charge, indeed,

for any creature to sustain,) and becoming a Mighty God: as if

he had not been as Mighty when he made the worlds, and when

he laid the foundations of the heavens and the earth.

Page 16, he observes, that Scripture says nothing of two king

doms of CHRIST. But the Scriptures do speak of a kingdom

which is to cease at the day of judgment, (I Cor. xv.) and of a

£ingdom which shall not cease, nor ever have an end, Isa. ix. 7.

Dan. xii. 13. Luke i. 33. Heb, i. 8. How to make one kingdom
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of both may be as difficult, perhaps, as to make the same number

even and odd.

Page 17, he pretends, that the SoN is to be honoured, only

because the FATHER hath made him universal Governor of heaven

and earth. How is it then that he was God, LoRD, and Creator,

before the world was Are not these things as considerable

as any thing that came after ? And how is it that he is to be

honoured, together with the FATHER, and with the same acts of

worship, (Rev. v. 13,) to all eternity; even after he shall have

laid down this universal kingdom and government, according to

our wise author : Surely, if the sole foundation of his honour

ceases, his honours should cease with it.

Page 19, he observes, that the Disciples and God are one. I

know not whether his understanding here failed him most, or his

eyesight. How does he read the text? “That they all may be

“one—that they also may be one in us,” John xvii. 21. Not

that they and we may be one, not that they may be one with us;

but only, one with each other in us.

These few Strictures may be sufficient to shew, that the author

is not to be depended on, in his representations or reasonings.

I designed brevity, and therefore I pass over his other fallacies

and misconstructions: which are either stale things, such as

have been abundantly answered over and over by better hands;

or else are too mean and trifling to have been either objected on

one side, or answered on the other, by any that have well studied

this controversy.

wATERLAND, vol. iii. x
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F IV E L E T T E R S

TO

MR. STAUNTON.

LETTER. I.

SIR,

ABOUT eight weeks ago, I had the favour of a letter from

you, together with some papers relating to the subject of the

Trinity. I have had no time since, more than to give them a

cursory reading. But my month of waiting being September,

when, probably, the Prince or young Princesses might be, as

usual, at Hampton Court; I thought I might then take an

opportunity of waiting upon you, and discoursing with you,

before I enter into any epistolary correspondence. I am yet

uncertain where the court will be in September. If you can

inform yourself where the king's chaplains must wait the next

month, I shall be obliged to you for acquainting me with it.

My hands, you must be sensible, are pretty full at present, in

maintaining the Catholic cause (allow me so to call it) against

the Arians; who seem to be now the most prevailing sect of the

Anti-Trinitarians, Socinianism being almost grown obsolete

amongst us. Your scheme seems to me to be Socinian in the

main; only taking in the preexistence of Christ's human soul,

excluding him from worship, and interpreting some texts in the

Sabellian way, and not after Socinus. I know not whether my

leisure will permit me to examine all the grounds upon which

you go, and to give a particular answer to every difficulty you

have to urge. But if, upon discoursing with you, the contro

versy, so far as concerns you, may be shortened, and reduced to

two or three points which are most material; I may perhaps
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find time hereafter to give you my thoughts upon them in

writing. You will consider, in the meanwhile, that you are as

much concerned to answer, I mean to yourself, the reasons

which I have given for my persuasion, as to require answers to

those reasons, which seem to you to favour your principles. The

reasons, for instance, which I have given against the Sabellian

construction of the first chapter of St. John, are of equal force

against yours. And my arguments to prove Christ to be

properly Creator, (not to mention several others to prove his

Divinity, drawn from his titles, and attributes, and from the form

of baptism,) directly strike at your hypothesis, as much as at the

Arian. There are many great objections, as you see, lying

against your principles; and there are some, not contemptible,

against mine also. Weigh both equally, and balance them one

against another: this will be the true method to form a right

judgment. I believe you to be as sincere and impartial in your

inquiries as most men are ; making allowance for such prejudices

as are often apt to steal upon any of us, without our perceiving

it. I wonder a little how one that talks so well about suspend

ing assent where there is not sufficient evidence, can prevail with

himself to think that there is any prescription for your scheme

of 5oo years before the commencement of my scheme. The

proof of this fact can never be made good. The contrary is

plain and evident. I am in hopes that I have mistook your

meaning: if I have, I ask your pardon. I shall add nothing

more at present, but my thanks to you for your very civil manner

of writing to me; assuring you, that so far as my leisure, abilities,

or opportunities permit, I shall be ever ready to give you

the best satisfaction I can in any thing relating to this contro

versy; being,

SIR,

Your most humble Servant,
-*

-- DAN, WATERLAND.

Magd. Coll. Aug. 9, 1720.

LETTER II.

SIR,

I CAN now acquaint you, that I shall not be in waiting at

Rensington before the 16th of September. I intended to be
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there at the beginning of the month; but my wife being ill, I

have wrote to my brother chaplains to take care of the first

fortnight: and they will be so kind as to do it. I shall be very

glad to see you at Kensington any time after the 16th. There are

lodgings provided for the chaplains, as I well know, having so

found it the last year. The lodgings are in or near the square:

which is all that I remember of them.

I thank you for the favour of your last, and again ask your

pardon for mistaking your meaning. I shall think my time there

very agreeably and usefully spent in friendly debates upon so

important a subject. Not that I think either of us shall be able

thoroughly to discuss the main question, in a verbal conference,

and without books at hand. But we may settle some prelimi

naries; may throw out several things as agreed on between both;

and so prepare the way for a short and clear examination of the

matter in debate, to be done afterwards by way of letter. In

the interim, I am, with very true and sincere respect,

SIR,

Your most humble Servant,

DAN, WATERLANI).

Magd. Coll. Aug. 30, 1720.

LETTER III.

SIR,

I HAVE had the favour of two letters from you, and am not

unmindful of the promise I made to enter into an epistolary

correspondence with you, as far as my leisure may permit, and

provided the dispute may be brought into a narrow compass. I

might reasonably decline all private conference, having suffi

ciently done my part in this controversy, till some or other shall

undertake, in the same public way, to confute what I have

publicly asserted. Yet since you have been pleased to apply

yourself to me, with much civility, and with an air of strict

sincerity, entreating me not to think it too great a task, though

in respect of a single soul, to take particular notice of what you

have publicly and privately advanced upon the subject; I shall
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not scruple to comply with your desires, so far as may be

sufficient to answer the end intended.

The points which, after our conference at Kensington, I pro

mised to go upon, were these : 1. The interpretation of the first

of St. John. 2. The question whether Christ be Creator. 3.

The point of worship. Under these three is contained all that is

material; and upon these the main of the controversy turns. I

must insist upon it with you, as a preliminary article, that you

confine yourself, for the present at least, within these bounds;

avoiding all wanderings and unnecessary diversions, attending to

one point only at a time, and contentedly suffering it to be

distinctly and fully debated, before we proceed to any new one.

You are first to be upon the defensive, and to bear the part of

a respondent. You shall have your turn to object afterwards

(if we continue our correspondence) what you please to my

scheme; but, for the present, you are only to defend your

OWn.

These things premised, I shall now begin with your interpre

tation of St. John. You construe the words Oeos ºjv 6 Aóyos,

God was reason or wisdom. To which I object as follows:

1. The article 6 before A6)0s, and the want of the article 6

before Oeds, make one presumption against your interpretation.

Please to observe St. John's manner of expressing himself else

where, 6 Oeos dyám &otiv, “God is love,” twice, 1 John iv. 8, 16.

6 Oeos qós earl, “God is light,” John i. 5. Now these are just

such propositions as that of yours, God was wisdom: wherefore

had St. John intended it, he would have expressed it thus: 6

Oeos Aóyos ºv. This observation is of weight, not only because

of St. John's manner of expressing himself, but also because the

Greek idiom requires it. See Erasmus's comment upon the

place, who was a good judge in such matters.

2. Another objection against your interpretation is this, that

the Adyos is the principal subject, the theme which the Apostle

took to discourse on. He is there shewing what the Adyos was,

not what God the Father was. The A6)0s was in the beginning,

the Adyos was with God, the world was made by the same Adyos,

and so on. The whole first fourteen verses are, in a manner,

little else but a description of the several powers and attributes

of the Adyos. Wherefore it is more natural and consonant to

understand that the Apostle intended to tell us that the Adyos

was God, than vice cersa: since the Apostle was recounting the
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attributes of the Adyos, his principal theme, not the attributes of

God the Father.

3. I must not forget to add, that all antiquity has construed

the words as we do. Now, whether you consider the ancients as

the properest judges of the idiom of the language in or near

their own times; or whether you consider them as faithful

conveyers of the Apostle's meaning, (some having been his

immediate disciples, as Ignatius; others having conversed with

those that had been,) either way, the verdict of the ancients,

especially in so noted and so important a passage of Scripture,

ought to be of great weight, and indeed decisive; unless there

appeared (as there does none) some plain reason or necessity, in

text or context, for another construction. You seem indeed to

lay some stress upon this consideration, that, in our way, we

construe the words backwards. But this is slight. Would you

call it construing backwards, if we rendered the first sentence,

(év 3px; ºv 6 Aéyos,) “The Word was in the beginning " It is

not construing backwards, to render tweljua 6 Oeos, “God is

“spirit:” John iv. 24. or to render uáprus yáp plov čotiv 6 Oeos,

“God is my witness:” Rom. i. 9. Multitude of like examples

may be given, where the different idioms of languages require

that the sense should run under a different order of the words.

Your other observation, borrowed from Bishop Pearson, that

the Evangelist makes “the last word of the former sentence the

“first of that which follows,” appears to be of very little moment.

By this rule, the second verse should have begun with 6 Aóyos

instead of otros. Or if you answer this by saying, that still otros

refers to the last word preceding, then by the same rule bi' airoö,

in the third verse, should refer to row Oeov preceding. But

enough of fancies: let us rather attend to dry criticism and

strict reasoning.

I proceed to your construction of bi' atroſ, by it, or according

to it, as in or by an exemplar. It is sufficient here to observe,

that this construction is ungrammatical. The preposition 6tà

cannot bear any such sense. The English particle by is indeed

sometimes so used, but I want some example of any such use of

the Greek 6tá. Give me one, at least, out of Scripture : or I

shall be content if you can produce me any either in sacred or

profane writer.

Mr. Norris's speculations upon this head I am well acquainted

with. They may pass for pretty fancies, and that is all. Allow
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ing the thing itself to be true, yet it neither can be made appear

that John has here asserted it, nor was Mr. Norris himself

sanguine enough to affirm that he ever intended it. See his

preface to part i. p. 14. Add to this, that the ideal world is

nobody knows what. Strip it of flight and figure, and there is

no more in it than this, that God knew all things before he

made them: but the modus of it infinitely surpasses all created

understanding. If we come to plain good sense, we can conceive

nothing of God, but what is either substance or attribute. The

ideal world, in your hypothesis, must either be the substance of

God the Father, that is, God himself, or only some attribute of

him. You make it to be his reason, or his wisdom, and thereforc

must of consequence suppose it an attribute; and so you say in

your first letter, though in the same place you observe that it is

“ of the substance of God,” the meaning of which I should be

glad to know distinctly. To me there appears no medium

between an attribute of God, and God himself. You suppose

wisdom to be an attribute, not God himself precisely considered;

and accordingly you say by it, not by him : so that, at length,

allowing only for a small difference in words, your hypothesis

falls in with the Sabellian scheme, and I have already confuted

it in my first Sermon. However, I shall not scruple to make a

little more particular application of what I have there said to

your hypothesis.

I argue thus. Either you must understand by the Adyos,

God the Father himself, or an attribute of God the Father:

but neither of these suppositions can be reconciled to St. John's

Gospel, therefore your scheme falls. If you understand by the

Aóyos, God the Father, try if you can make sense of verse the

1st, 2nd, and 14th ; if you understand any attribute of him, as you

seem to do, I object as follows:

1. The Logos was with God, Tpès rêv Oedu. What accurate

writer would not rather have said of an attribute, that it was ºv

tº Oeº, in God? And yet Tpès rêv Oeov is again repeated.

2. St. John lays some stress upon the Logos's being in the

beginning with God. He repeats, he inculcates it. What ueed

of this, if the Logos means only God’s wisdom º Can any man

doubt whether God was always wise? But there might be some

doubt whether any other Person was in the beginning with God

the Father; and therefore, if a Person be meant, we see the

reason of the Evangelist's repeating it, and laying a stress upon it.
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3. The pronoun otros (verse the 2nd) put by itself, and begin

ning a sentence, seems rather to denote a Person than an

attribute, and to be more justly rendered he than it. I know

not whether any the like instance can be given of otros put

absolutely and beginning a sentence, and not denoting a person.

4. Verse the 8th, “He (John the Baptist) was not that light.”

The he here, of whom this is denied, plainly refers to some

other he, of whom the thing is affirmed. How would it sound

to say, he was not, but it (an attribute of God) was that light 2

5. Proceed to verse the 11th, and read it in your way, thus:

It came unto its own, and its own received it not. Where is the

sense or the propriety :

6. Go on to verse the 12th. But as many as received it, to

them it gave power to become the sons of God. Is not the sense

flat, and the sentence very odd and unnatural:

7. Lastly, consider verse the 14th. The Logos (an attribute

of God the Father) was made flesh, and it tabernacled amongst us,

and we beheld its glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the

Father, &c. Now, how comes wisdom or reason to be the only

begotten of the Father, more than power, or goodness, or any

other attribute :

8. St. John in his Revelations seems to have determined, that

Ö Adyos is the name of a Person, not an attribute, the Person of

Jesus Christ: Rev. xix. 13.

These are the principal difficulties against your scheme, which

at present occur to me. Be pleased to answer them severally

and distinctly, or give them up as unanswerable. In the interim,

I rest,

SIR,

Your faithful Friend,

And humble Servant,

DAN. WATERLANI).

Magd. Coll. Oct. 27, 1720.

LETTER IV.

SIR,

I RECEIVED a letter from you, containing some exceptions

to the evidence and reasons which I offered against your inter

pretation of the first chapter of St. John. Your exceptions, or
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pleas, I shall examine one by one ; and them leave you to judge

of what weight they ought to be : charitably believing that you

will not industriously deceive your own soul.

1. To my critical reasons your general answer is, that you are

illiterate, and pretend not to criticism.

But this plea will be of no service in the case. You correct

the English translation, and indeed all the versions that ever

were, appealing to the original itself. I shew you from the

idiom of the language, from the Apostles' manner of expressing

himself elsewhere, and from his principal drift and design through

the chapter, that you misconstrue the original, and that the

words cannot bear your sense. Now either you are obliged to

answer these reasons, or else to own frankly, that you have taken

upon you to judge in a point you understand not, have been

confident without grounds, and pronounced in the dark. Con

sider well what St. Peter has observed, namely that the un

learned and unstable wrest the Scriptures to their own destruc

tion, 2 Pet. iii. 16. How know you but this may be your own

case, while against the idiom of the tongue, the author's manner

of expression, as well as against the wisest and ablest judges

ancient or modern, you wrest a passage of such importance to a

new and strange meaning?

I do not doubt but an illiterate man may be capable of under

standing the Gospel: and I hope you are capable of under

standing the passage of St. John in the vulgar sense, as well as

in any new invented one of your own.

2. To my argument drawn from the sentiments of antiquity,

you except, that if the sense of a text can be fived, any different

sense of Fathers against it is of no weight.

But what is this to the purpose: Have you fived the sense of

the text, that is, ascertained it? So far from it, that you have

hardly the shadow of a reason, from text or context, to support

it. On the contrary, it is rather fired to another sense, as I

have shewn you, and given you reasons which you are not able

to answer.

3. You plead that the five first verses are a train of progressive

propositions, and that generally the predicate of the former is

the subject of the succeeding.

I answer, that your rule fails in the very two first pro

positions, for 6 Aóyos is the subject in both. It fails again in

verse the 2nd, where, by your rule, it should have been 6 Aóyos,
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instead of otros. Your rule is again broke in verse the 3rd,

where 8 airo5 should, by that rule, refer to Osov going before.

But enough of fancies.

4. To my argument drawn from St. John's making the Logos

his principal theme, and his intending to tell us, not what God

the Father was, but what the Logos was: to this you except,

that the Apostle's declaring the Logos to be an attribute of God,

is declaring what the Logos is, and is therefore consonant to the

Apostle's design. I answer,

You do not here carefully distinguish between subject and pre

dicate. When we say, God is reason, God is the subject, and

reason is predicated of him. But when we say, the Logos is God,

the Logos is the subject, and that he is God, is predicated of the

Logos. Now St. John's scope and design, which runs through

the first fourteen verses, is to predicate of the Logos, not to pre

dicate of God the Father: wherefore I must still insist upon it,

that the Apostle's drift all along is against your construction.

5. You conceive that you have some strength and countenance

from the 5th verse, which you desire me to account for. Please

to compare John iii. 36. v. 40. x. Io. v. 25, 26. vi. 33, &c. xiv.

11. and especially John viii. 12. xi. 25. Col. iii. 3, 4. You will find

Christ to have been the life and light of the world, as being the

Author and Fountain of the resurrection, and the Giver of life

eternal. Not a word do you meet with about the ideal world,

which, whether it be a truth or no, has no foundation in Scrip

ture, but is borrowed from the Platonic philosophy.

6. You pass some high commendations on Mr. Norris, re

flecting not very kindly (I am sure, without Mr. Norris's good

leave) on the clergy in general.

I readily allow all you can say in commendation of that good

man. But will you abide by his authority in every thing? If

you will, our dispute will be at an end. But it is in vain to con

tend by authorities instead of reasons. How many authorities

might I produce against your sentiments, particularly against

your construction of St. John The whole Christian world, in a

manner, from the beginning downwards to this day, not to men

tion that Mr. Norris, in the main, is of my side of the question,

and interprets the Adyos of a distinct Person, not of God the

Father, or any attribute of him.

7. You except to my notion of an attribute, and (without un
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derstanding what you say) call it Sabellian. My notion of an

attribute is the same that all Divines, whether Sabellian or

others, have ever had of it. Power, wisdom, goodness, are

attributes of God, not his substance precisely considered: in

like manner, as reason is a property of something rational, not

the very thing itself precisely considered. They are abstract

partial ideas, and are not the very same with the notion of the

substance itself. For if you say that power is the substance,

and wisdom the substance, and goodness the substance, precisely

considered; then power is goodness, and both together are

wisdom; and wisdom is omnipresence, &c. and there is no differ

ence between one attribute and another, nor any sense in saying

that the substance of God is wise, good, powerful, &c. because it

will be only saying, that the substance is substance.

8. You take hold of Bishop Pearson's saying, that God is an

attribute of the Aóyos. But it is plain that the Bishop there

used the word attribute in an improper sense, for predicate;

meaning only that Geos was predicated of the A6)os, or, in plain

English, that it is there said of the Adyos, that he was God.

When you speak of wisdom, power, and goodness being co

essential and consubstantial, you use words either without a

meaning, or with a meaning peculiar to yourself. Things are

with one another coessential or consubstantial, not properties, nor

abstract notions.

As to my rendering John iv. 24, I have the same right to

render Tveilla Spirit, (not a Spirit,) as our translators had to

render Tveiſuari, in the same verse, Spirit, not a Spirit. But

that by the way only, having little relation to our present

dispute.

As to the preposition 6ta, neither you nor Mr. Norris has

given any instance of its ever being used in the exemplary sense.

The rest is of no moment.

Thus, Sir, I have, I think, considered every exception in your

letter that appears to have any weight. As you are pleased to

apply to me under the character of a Ductor Dubitantium, so I

have endeavoured to answer every the least scruple, that so you

may the more readily come into those reasons which I before

offered, and which return now upon you in their full force. I

beg leave to assure you, that I offer you nothing but what

appears to me plain good sense, and sound reason, and such as
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has weight with myself as much as I desire it may have with you.

I sincerely wish you a right judgment in all things, and remain,

Your Friend and Servant,

DAN, WATERLANI).

Magd. Coll. Nov. 13, 1720.

LETTER V.

SIR,

I GAVE you time to consider upon what I had before offered,

that you might at length give up what you could no longer main

tain. It was with me a preliminary article, that we should not

run from point to point, to make a rambling and fruitless dispute

of it; without settling and clearing any thing. I will not under

take to go through the obscurer parts of the controversy with

you, while I find you so unwilling to apprehend plain things.

It would be endless for me to explain my meaning every time

you mistake it: for every explanation will still want a further

explanation, and so on ad infinitum. I have neither leisure nor

inclination to proceed in this way; nor do I see to what purpose

it is. I have shewed my willingness, upon your own earnest re

quest, to serve you in this controversy; but despair of any suc

cess in it. The civilest way now is, to break off a correspondence

which can serve to no good end. You are well pleased with your

own opinions, and I as well satisfied with mine. Which of us

has the most reason, we shall both know another day. I am,

SIR,

Your Friend and Servant,

DAN.WATERLANI).

Magd. Coll. Dec. 25, 17?o.
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SiR,

WHEN I last had the pleasure of your conversation, in

company with one or two more ingenious friends, I remember

we soon fell to asking each other, what news from the republic

of letters; what fresh pamphlets stirring ; what works, relating

either to religion or science, had appeared lately, or were soon

likely to appear. Hereupon several things were mentioned,

and passed off in discourse: but what we happened more par

ticularly to dwell upon was, the consideration of some meta

physical pieces concerning the proving the existence of a Deity

a priori, (as the Schools term it.) that is to say, from some

supposed antecedent necessity, considered as a ground, or reason,

or foundation, or internal cause, or formal cause of the Divine

existence. And here, if I remember, we were inquisitive to

know what those scholastic terms imported, and whether the

thought contained in them was entirely new, a recent product of

the eighteenth century; as also what weight or solidity there

was in it: and, if there were none, whether it portended any

detriment to religion or science, and might be worth the oppos

ing or confuting. Upon the debating and canvassing the par

ticulars now mentioned, my opinion then was, and I am since

Y 2
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more and more confirmed in the same, that those who have

appeared as advocates for that argument a priori seem to have

had no clear motion of the thing itself, or of the terms they

make use of; that the thought however was not a new thought,

though perhaps it might be justly called a new tenet, as having

been constantly exploded for many centuries upwards, and never

once maintained by metaphysicians or dicines; that moreover it

was absolutely untenable, yea and carried its own confutation

along with it, as soon as understood; and lastly, that such

principles might be prejudicial, in some measure, both to religion

and science, if they should happen to prevail; and that conse

quently it would be doing good service to both, if due care were

taken, in a proper manner, to prevent their growth.

With these sentiments (which seemed also to be pretty nearly

the common sentiments of all then present) I departed from you

at that time. And no sooner was I returned to my books, and

had some vacant leisure on my hands, but I thought of throwing

out what occurred to me on those heads into paper, digesting it

into a kind of dissertation, which I here send you for your

perusal, and which I leave entirely to your disposal. The

method, which I have chalked out for myself, in the essay here

following, is ;

I. To give some historical account of what the most eminent

metaphysicians and dicines have taught, so far as concerns

the point in question.

II. To consider the argumentative part, in order to take off the

ambiguity of words, and thereby to prevent confusion of

ideas.

III. To examine into the tendency of the new tenets, with

respect either to religion or science.

These three heads will furnish out so many distinct sections

or chapters.



AN HISTORICAL VIEW &c.

CHAP. I.

Containing an Historical View of what Metaphysicians or Divines

have formerly taught, so far as concerns the Argument a priori

for the Dicine existence.

I SHALL begin with two ancient Theists, both of the same

time, or nearly, and both declaring against the possibility of

demonstrating a priori the existence of a Deity, or first Cause.

One of them was a Christian Dicine, and the other an acute

Pagan Philosopher.

The Christian Divine was Clemens of Alexandria, who flourished

about A.D. 192. He expresses himself thus in Dr. Cudworth'sa

translation:

“God is the most difficult thing of all to be discoursed of:

“because, since the principle of every thing is hard to find out,

“ the first and most ancient principle of all, which was the cause

“to all other things of their being made, [and of their continuance

“after they were made,) must need be the hardest of all to be

“declared or manifested.—But neither can [God] be apprehended

“by any demonstrative science: for such science is from things

“before [in order of nature] and more knowable; whereas

“nothing can exist before that which is altogether unmadeb [or

“self-existent.]”

The other ancient Theist is Alexander Aphrodisiensis, a

celebrated Peripatetic, who flourished between A.D. 199 and

21 1 0. After he had proposed an argument for the existence of

a first Cause, drawn from the consideration of motion, according

to the Aristotelic principles, he proceeds to observe as follows:

“This argument [or proof] is in the way of analysis only, it

“being not possible that there should be a [strict] demonstration

“of the first principle of all : wherefore we must here fetch our

“beginning from things that are after it, and manifest, and

a Cudworth Intellect. Syst. p. 716.

b Nai uév 6 8voueraxeiptorróraros

repi Geoû Aóyos oirós éorru' émel yap
a

dpx?) travròs trpayuatos 8vorečperos,

mºdvra's mov iſ trpárm kai Tpeogvrárm
- - - - -7 - rº

dpx?) 8torðeukros, ſiris rols àNAous argow
- - - - -

airia toû yewéo 6a, kai yewouévois elva,

'AAA' ow8é rvarſium Aapſ3áveral ri

droðeukrukň airm yap ex mporépov kai

yva pipiorépov orvutorrarat' Too be dye

vítov oë8év mpoundpyet. Clem. Aler.

p. 696. edit. Oxon.

c See an account of him in Fabricius,

Bibl. Graec. lib. iv. cap. 25. p. 62.
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“ thence by way of analysis ascend to the proof of that first

“nature which was before them".” So Dr. Cudworth renders

the passage: and the reflection or comment, which he makes upon

what has here been quoted from these two ancient Theists is in

these words: “ The true meaning of those ancient Theists,

“who denied that there could be any demonstration of a God,

“ was only this, that the existence of a God could not be

“demonstrated a priori, himself being the first Cause of all

“things.”

Such were the sentiments of metaphysicians and divines at that

time, founded upon plain and cogent reason, such as must

equally hold at all times, and such as seem to evince, not that

the existence of a first Cause may be demonstrated a priori, but

rather that it is really demonstrable a priori, if not self-evident,

that no such proof can be made, being indeed contradictory and

impossible, repugnant to the very nature or notion of a first

Cause. But I shall speak to the argumentative part afterwards:

I am now upon the historical. It is certain that the Fathers of

the Church, Greek or Latin, never admitted any such proof a

priori of the divine existence, but either directly or indirectly,

either expressly or implicitly, condemned it all along. It would

be tedious to enter into a particular detail of their sentiments,

in relation to the proof of the existence: I shall content myself

with one general observation, that they had not so much as the

terms or phrases of necessary evistence, or necessity of existence, but

utterly rejected the very name of necessity, as not applicable to

the Deity at all, understanding it constantly in its ancient,

proper, compulsive sensee. Now it is very well known, that the

supposed proof a priori, lately contended for, is built in a manner

entirely upon the word necessity, and instantly sinks without it.

For, put immutable, or natural, or independent, or emphatical

existence, (according to the ancient way,) instead of necessary

existence, or necessity of existence, and then it is certain that the

very medium of the whole argument drops and vanishes, and

there is not so much as any colour or appearance of the proof

left. I say then, since it is undoubted fact that the Fathers all

along admitted of no such terms as necessary, or necessity, in this

d ‘H 8éléas karū diváAvorivº ot, yāp oral rºw éketvov pºorly. Aphrodis. Phy

oiávre ris irpárms dpxis diróðelºw cival' sic. Schol, lib. i. cap. 1.

d^\& 8e drö Tóv torrépov rekai pave- e See my Second Defence, vol. ii.

pov ºpčapéuous, kará ràv ſpès raira Qu. viii. p. 569, &c. Preface to Ser

ovudoviau dvaMºore, Xpoſuévous orvarſi- mons, vol. ii.
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case, but rejected them as not applicable either to the Divine

eæistence or attributes ; it is very plain that they therewith

rejected any such pretended argument a priori as has been

since raised from those terms.

To shew how late it was before necessity gained admittance in

the Church, and became, as it were, christianized, with respeet

to our present subject, I may observe that Archbishop Anselmf

of the eleventl. and twelfth century, yea and Alexander Haless

of the thirteenth, were yet scrupulous of making use of the

term, and were very tender of applying it to the Divine acts or

attributes, except it were with great caution, awe, and reserve;

at the same time owning the word to be both harsh and impro

per. And as to applying it to the Divine ezistence, I do not find

that they ventured upon it at all ; though others frequently did

it afterwards in the decline of the thirteenth century, and down

wards, when Aristotle's Metaphysics, translated into barbarous

Latin, and the Arabiam philosophy, (of Avicen, Averroes, and

Algazel,) had paved the way for itb.

Let us see however how this matter stood after those improper

f Deus nihil facit necessitate, quia

nullo modo cogitur aut prohibetur

aliquid facere. Et cum dicimus Deum

aliquid facere quasi necessitate vitandæ

inhonestatis, quam utique non timet,

potius intelligendum est quod facit

necessitate servandæ honestatis: quæ

scilicet necessitas non est aliud quam

immutabilitas honestatis ejus, quam a

seipso et non ab alio habet ; et idcirco

improprie dicitur necessitas. Anselm.

Opp. tom. iii. p. 55.

£ Ad aliud vero quod objicitur de

necessitate bonitatis, dicendum est

quod nomen necessitatis non congrue

hic dicitur de Deo. Unde Anselm.

In Deo nulla cadit necessitas. Neces

sitas enim videtur dicere coactionem.

Sed nec est necessitas utilitatis a parte

sua, sicut habitum est in præcedente

autoritate. Si vero dicatur necessitas

congruitatis, sive idoneitatis, sicut tan

gitur in quadam authoritate, tunc

potest dici quod ex necessitate bonita

tis condidit res. Non tamen videtur

congruere quod dicatur eae necessitate

naturæ : licet enim sit idem bonitas

quod natura ejus, tamen si diceretur

eae necessitate naturæ, videretur poni

talis necessitas qualis est in rebus

naturalibus. In rebus enim natura

libus ignis ex necessitate naturæ gene

rat ignem, et homo hominem : non

sic autem est cum creaturæ fiunt a

Deo. Aleae. Alens. part. ii. p. 15.

N. B. This author flourished about

123o, died 1245. Albertus Magnus,

who flourished about I 26o, and died

in 128o, made no scruple of applying

the word necessary or necessity (in a

sober but new sense) to the Divine

essence or existence : and it is very

$ that he learned that lamguage

rom Aristotle's philosopby, to which

he refers for his sense of those terms.

See Albert. Mag. Comment. in lib. i.

Sentent. Dist. 6. Opp. vol. xiv. p.

12 I. edit. Ludg.

h Quievit autem et siluit philoso

phia Aristotelis, pro majori parte,—

usque post tempora Mahometi, quando
Avicenna et Averroes et cæteri revoca

verunt philosophiam Aristotelis in

lucem plenam expositionis. Et licet

alia logicalia et quædam alia translata

fuerunt per Boetium de Græco, tamen

tempore Michaelis Scoti, qui annis

Dom. I 23o. transactis apparuit, defe

rens librorum Aristotelis partes ali

quas,&c. remagnificata est philosophia

Aristotelis apud Latinos. Rog. Bacon,

p. 37. Conf. p. 45, 262, 42o.
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terms were brought in, and softened into a qualified sense ;

whether any Schoolmen or others (now they might seem to have

some handle for it) ever attempted to draw out any such argu

ment a priori for the existence of a first Cause, and to commend

the same as true and solid reasoning. I would here observe by

the way, that the Schoolmen, though they deservedly lie under

a disrepute for their excesses in many things, may yet be justly

looked upon as carrying great authority with them in a point of

this nature, where they had no bias to mislead them, (being

inclined to the side of Theism,) and where a question turned

upon a right understanding of technical terms or phrases, and a

thorough acquaintance with logic and metaphysics; being a

matter of pure abstract reasoning. They were undoubtedly

great masters in that way: for “where they argued barely upon

“the principles of reason,” as a very judicious writer observes,

“they have often done exceeding well, and have improved

“natural reason to an uncommon heighti.” And I will venture

to add, that if the sharpest wits of these later days shall under

take, upon their own stock, to furnish out a new scheme of school

divinity, or metaphysical theology, it will be a long while, perhaps

some centuries, before they arrive to such perfection in some

part as many of the Schoolmen arrived to ; unless they shall be

content within a while to take those despised Schoolmen into

consultation with them, and to extract the best things from them.

This I hint by the way, in order to remove prejudices, with

respect to my citing (as I am now going to do) Schoolmen in

this cause; though I intend not to cite them only, but other the

most judicious and learned divines and metaphysicians, who have

come after them, and have entirely agreed in this article with

them. However, as I have already intimated, the Schoolmen

are most certainly proper judges within their own province, and

in a point of school divinity; and this which we are now upon is

very plainly such, as the pretended argument a priori proceeds

altogether upon scholastic terms, and is managed in a scholastic

way, and therefore must at length stand or fall by scholastic

principles and scholastic reasonings. These things premised, I

may now proceed in the historical view, according to order of

time, beginning from those days when necessary evistence, with

other the like terms or phrases, had gotten some footing in the

Christian theology.

* Reflections upon Learning, p. 217, 227.
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A. D. 126o.

Albertus, surnamed the Great, on account of his great learn

ing and abilities, was one of the most considerable among the

dicines or metaphysicians of the age he lived in. He was one of

the first (I mean among Christian writers) that took upon him

to give God the metaphysical title of a necessary Being. Yet he

presumed not to found any argument a priori for the existence

upon it, but denied expressly, or in words equivalent, that any

argument of that kind could be made. He allows, that upon

the foot of mere natural light, God may be known a posteriori

by the creatures, and no otherwisek: for he admits it as a true

principle, that a philosopher can search out God no other way

than by the creatures, as a cause is known from the effect".

Which amounts to the same with saying, that philosophy affords

no proof a priori.

ALBERTUs MAGNUs.

A. D. 1270.

From the master or preceptor I may next descend to the

scholar, who was almost twenty years younger than Albertus,

but died some years before him, namely, in the year 1274. I

need say nothing of the fame or the abilities of Aquinas, sur

named (according to the fashion of those times) the Angelical

Doctor. He frequently enough makes use of the phrases of

necessary Being, or necessity of existing, but yet never builds

any argument a priori for the existence upon it, but constantly

maintains, that every proof of the existence is a posteriori, from

the effects. In one place he writes thus, “There are two kinds

“of demonstration. The first is by the cause, and has its name

“from shewing why the thing is, and it proceeds upon some

“thing simply prior. The second is by the effect, and has its

“name from shewing that the thing is, and it proceeds upon

“things prior with respect to us.-Now the existence of God,

“as it is not knowable in itself, is demonstrable to us by the

“effects to us known".” That is to say, the existence of God

THOMAS AQUINAs.

* Posita creatura tanquam effectu

Dei, necesse est Deum creatorem

poni : et sic a posteriori ex creatura

potest Deus cognosci. Albert. Magn.

in lib. i. Sentent. dist. iii. Opp. tom.

xiv.É 66

| Philosophus non investigat eum

in philosophia nisi per creaturas, sicut

causam per effectum. Ibid. p. 55.

m Duplex est demonstratio. Una

quae est per causam, et dicitur propter

quid; et haec est per priora simplici

ter: alia est per effectum, et dicitur

demonstratio quia ; et haec est per ea
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cannot be demonstrated a priori, but a posteriori only: and so

the title of that article explains it", in some editions of his

Sum. In another work, Aquinas maintains the same thing in

words somewhat different, thus: “In arguments brought to

“prove the existence of the Deity, it is not proper to argue from

“ the Divine essence, or from what he is, but instead thereof to

“argue from the effects, like as in the demonstrations a posteriori :

“ and from some such effect is the name of God taken".” I use

a little liberty in rendering his words, to make his sense appear

the clearer. It is very plain from both the passages here cited,

that he utterly rejected all arguments a priori for the proving

the ewistence of a Deity. Yet I shall not conceal from you, that

he elsewhere argues from necessary evistence to the eternity of the

divine Being P; which may be thought to be arguing a priori :

I will not say that it is not arguing a priori: but then it is not

arguing from attribute to existence, but from one attribute to

another, from existence and one or more attributes before proved,

to an attribute not yet proved; which is a fair and just way

of reasoning, and may perhaps not improperly be called arguing

a priori; though some would scruple the giving it that title.

However, as to this by-point, I shall have occasion to say more

in the sequel, and so may dismiss it for the present, and proceed

in my method.

A. D. 1276. Roger BAcon.

Roger Bacon, of the order of Friars Minor, was a person of

strong parts and clear judgment, and had perhaps a greater

compass of erudition than any other of that age. He was

styled the admirable Doctor, after the way of giving titles at

that time. It will not be improper to shew what his judgment

was upon the present question, as he occasionally delivered it.

quae sunt priora quoad nos. Unde

Deum esse secundum quod non est

per se notum, quoad nos demonstrabile

est per effectus nobis notos, Aquin.

Summ. Q. ii. art. 2. p. 14. edit. Lugd.

1588.

sive quidditatem, sed loco quidditatis

accipitur pro medio effectus, sicut ac

cidit in demonstrationibus quia ; et ex

hujusmodi effectu sumitur ratio hujus

nominis Deus. Aquin. Summ. contr.

Gentiles, lib. i. cap. 12. p. 14. edit.

* Deum esse, quamvis non a priori,

a posteriori tamen demonstrari potest

ex aliquo ejus notiori nobis effectu.

Aquin. Summ. q. ii. art. 2. p. 4. edit.

Paris. 1615.

• In rationibus autem in quibus

demonstratur Deum esse, non oportet

assumi pro medio divinam essentiam,

Lugd. 1587.

P Oportet ponere aliquod primum

necessarium quod est per seipsum ne

cessarium; et hoc est Deus, cum sit

prima causa ut dictum est: igitur

Deus atternus est cum omne necessa

rium per se, sit aeternum. Aquin.

contr. Gentil, lib. i. cap. 14, p. 21.
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“In metaphysics there can be no demonstration made but by

“arguing from the effect: because things spiritual are discovered

“by the sensible effects, and the Creator by the creature, as is

“manifest in that science".” From which words it is plain that

he rejects all pretence to arguing a priori in the question of the

eaſistence, and allows of nothing in that case but the proofs a

posteriori only.

A. D. 1290.

Richard of Middleton was a man famous in his time, dignified

with the title of the solid Doctor. His determination of the

question about proving the existence a priori is clear and full;

as here follows: “There is one kind of demonstration propter

“quid, [from antecedent reason,] in which what belongs to the

“subject is demonstrated by its cause: and there is another kind

“of demonstration quia, [from subsequent reason,] in which the

“cause is demonstrated by the effect. In the former way of

“demonstration, I say, we cannot demonstrate the existence of

“God, because the Divine existence has no cause prior to found

“such proof of the existence upon : but in the latter way of

“ proof from the effect, I assert that we can demonstrate the

“existence of the Deity by variety of arguments".” Here we

may observe, as likewise in the three authorities before cited ;

that it was not through haste, oversight, or forgetfulness, that

they avoided arguing a priori in that instance, but through deep

consideration and judgment. They had all thought of the thing,

and very deliberately rejected it, as amounting to a palpable

absurdity, making a cause prior to the first.

I may further take notice, that this author has besides a

whole chapter about the conceivable or notional order of the

Divine attributes well worth the perusal, for the right under

standing how, or in what sense, one may be said to argue a

priori from ewistence to attributes, or from attribute to attribute.

RICHARDUs DE MEDIA WILLA.

q In metaphysicis non potest fieri

demonstratio nisi per effectum : quo

niam inveniuntur spiritualia per cor

porales effectus, et Creator per crea

turam, sicut patet in illa scientia.

Rog. Bacon. Opus majus. p. 62. edit.

Jebb. 1733.

* Est quaedam demonstratio propter

quid, qua demonstratur passio de sub

jecto per causam ; et est quaedam de

monstratio quia, in qua demonstra

tur causa per effectum. Loquendo de

prima demonstratione, dico, quod non

possumus demonstrare Deum esse,

quia esse Dei causam non habet, per

|..". possimus ipsum demonstrare

le Deo: loquendo de demonstratione

quae est per effectum, sic dico quod

possumus demonstrare Deum esse

multipliciter. Rich. de Med. Will. in

IV. Libr. Sentent. lib. i. dist. 3. q.3.

p. 4 I.
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I shall cite some parts of that chapter for a specimens: but the

whole deserves a reader's careful notice, for the solid judgment

appearing in it. The sum is, that the Divine eristence is con

sidered in the first place, and after that, the attributes in their

most natural order of conception. And when they are so placed

or ranked, we may argue from them in that order; and such

arguing may, without impropriety, be styled arguing a priori, as

arguing from something antecedent, in natural order of conception,

to something subsequent in conception to it. I know not whether

the judicious author has marshalled the attributes with the

utmost exactness, or has assigned to every one of them its most

proper place: but he appears to have determined very right in

the main point, and to have digested every thing with a kind of

masterly hand. Had those matters been considered always with

the like care and judgment, there could have been no room for

arguing a priori to the existence at all, nor for arguing to any

attribute from any thing conceived as antecedent, in order of

nature, to the existence. But existence and some attributes may

rationally be conceived as antecedent, in order of nature, to other

attributes: and this kind of arguing a priori, which is reasonable,

ought not to be confounded with the other, which is manifestly

to repov Tpórepov, and palpably absurd. But I pass on.

A. D. 1301.

Johannes Duns, surnamed Scotus, and dignified with the title

of Doctor Subtilis, was considerable enough to support a kind of

rivalship against Thomas Aquinas, and to be founder of a new

JohanNES DUNS Scotus.

* Non estinconveniens ponere quod

inter divina attributa sit aliquis ordo

secundum rationem intelligendi, in

quantum intellectus noster priorem

conceptionem de uno facit quam de

alio. Unde prius in nostra ratione in

telligendiest divinum essequamaliquod

attributum ejus, et intelligere quam

velle, et attributa respicientia intellec

tum priusquam respicientia volunta

tem.—inter suas perfectiones priores

sunt, in nostra ratione intelligendi,

illae quae respiciunt ipsum in quantum

est essentia, quam illae quae respiciunt

ipsum in quantum est vita ; et inter

primas, prior est unitas, secunda sim

plicitas : communior est enim ratio

unitatis quam simplicitatis : omnis

enim simplex unum est, sed non con

vertitur, &c.—Ratio summae simpli

citatis et unitatis sunt in divina essen

tia ratio infinitatis ; et ista tria, ratio

immutabilitatis ; et immutabilitas cum

radictis, sunt ratio attermitatis. Unde

inferius per divinae essentiae simplici

tatem probabitur in divina essentia

esse infinitas, et per divinam simplici

tatem et infinitatem, immutabilitas, et

per immutabilitatem atternitas. Inter

perfectiones etiam quae conveniunt Deo

in quantum est vita, priores sunt illae,

in nostra ratione intelligendi, quae re

spiciunt ipsum intelligere, quam illae

quae respiciunt ipsum velle ; et inter

primas, prior veritas quam sapientia.

Inter perfectiones quae respiciunt

divinum velle, prima est bonitas, se

cunda misericordia, tertia justitia. Ri

card. de Med. Vill. lib. i. dist. 2. qu. 4.

p. 32, 33.
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sect or division among the Schoolmen. However, their difference

in other points makes their authority the greater as to those

articles in which they agree: and it is certain that both Thomists

and Scotists do agree in condemning and rejecting all argumen

tation a priori in proof of the existence of a first Cause, as

manifestly absurd. Scotus declares in express words, that it is

not possible for us to demonstrate as from a cause, or antecedent

principle, [propter quid] the evistence of an infinite Being, but

that we may demonstrate it a posteriori, [demonstratione quia]

from effects, namely from the creaturest. He further observes

and proves, that the first Cause is absolutely uncaused, having

neither external nor internal cause ; neither efficient, nor final,

nor material, nor formal, and consequently none at all. His

reasoning is indeed wrapped up in a most wretched style, and

very barbarous Latin: but it may perhaps be thrown into in

telligible English, and will be found to contain excellent sense.

It runs thus: “u If the first Cause is above any efficient cause,

“it must of consequence be absolutely uncaused, since it cannot

“have any other kind of cause, as final, or material, or formal.

“As to final cause, that it cannot have any such, is proved thus:

“inasmuch as it has no efficient cause, it follows of course that it

can have no final: because a final cause is no more than a

metaphorical cause, moving the efficient to act; nor does the

“existence of the thing so caused essentially depend upon it, as

“prior to it, in any other view. Now nothing can be justly

“looked upon as a cause in itself, unless the thing caused

“essentially depends upon it as prior to it; [which cannot be said

“of a final cause.]

* .

**

t De ente infinito non potest de

monstrari esse propter quid quantum

ad nos (licet ex natura terminorum

propositio esset demonstrabilis propter

quid) sed quantum ad nos propositio

est demonstrabilis demonstratione

quia, ex creaturis. Scot. in Libr.

Sentent. lib. i. dist. 2. qu. 2. p. 28.

u Si illud primum est ineffectibile,

ergo erit incausabile; quia non finihile,

nec materiabile, nec}. Pro

batur prima consequentia, videlicet

quod si est ineffectibile ergo non est

jinibile, quia causa finalis non causat,

nisi quia metaphorice movet ipsum

efficiens ad efficiendum : nam non alio

modo dependet ab ipso essentialiter

entitas finiti, ut a priore. Nihil autem

est causa per se, nisi ut ab ipso tan

quam a priore essentialiter dependet

causatum.

Duae autem aliae consequentiae (vi

delicet, quod si est ineffectibile, ergo

immateriabile et non formabile) pro

bantur simul: quia cujus non est

causa eatrinseca, ejus non est causa

intrinseca. Quia causalitas causae ea

trinseca dicit perfectionem sine im

perfectione: causalitas autem causae

intrinseca, necessario requirit imper

fectionem annexam, quia causa intrin

seca est pars causati. Ergo, ratio

causae extrinseca, est naturaliter prior

ratione causae intrinseca: ; negato ergo

priore, negatur posterius. Scot, ibid.

p. 30.
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“As to the other two consequences before hinted, (that if a

“being has no efficient cause, it can have neither material nor

“ formal.) they follow of course, and are proved at the same

“ time: because whatever is without any external cause, must

“ of consequence be without any internal one. An external

“cause carries with it a perfect causality, which is more than an

“ internal cause does; for an internal cause carries imperfection

“ along with it, as being only a part of the thing caused. Where

“fore if there be no room, as in this case, for an external cause,

“which naturally is prior to the internal, much less can there be

“any for the internal cause, which presupposes the other.”

I have been forced to render the passage paraphrastically, to

make the sense clear, and to do justice to the argument contained

in it. It amounts to a demonstration, that a first cause must be

absolutely, and in every view, uncaused. And I judged it worth

the noting, because it has been sometimes suggested, that though

absolute necessity cannot be deemed a cause of a first cause by

way of efficient cause, yet it may by way of formal cause be the

ground of that existence”. Duns Scotus has here effectually

confuted or obviated any such thought, by observing, that every

formal, every internal cause is but a part, or a partial conception

of the thing itself, presupposing the thing, and therefore properly

not prior in conception to it, nor the cause of it.

He has a second argument in the same place to enforce the

former, and it is to this effect: that internal or intrinsic causes

owe their very nature and being as causes, or as constituent

causes, to some eaternal efficient; for they are not causes in

themselves, but by the external agent which makes them suchy.

Therefore where there is no external efficient cause, there can be

no internal cause properly so called. The force of the argument,

as I understand it, lies here: that matter and form (called

internal causes) are, in themselves considered, no more than con

stituent parts of the compound, not causes of it. It is their

supposed relation to some external agency which alone makes

them carry an idea of causality along with them. If therefore

we suppose all external agency or efficiency to be away (as we

x See Dr. Clarke's Answer to the esse earum, vel in quantum causant

Sixth Letter, p. 33. edit. 6th. compositum, vel utroque modo. Quia

y Aliter probantur eacdem conse- causae intrinseca non seipsis, sine a

quentiae : quia causae intrinseca sunt gente, causant compositum, vel con

causatae ab extrinseca, vel secundum stituunt. Scot, ibid. p. 30.
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must in this case, respecting the divine Being which has no

efficient cause,) the very idea of causality, as to any internal

cause, ceases and vanishes at once; it cannot be considered as a

cause at all”. Wherefore, any being that is above having any

efficient cause is much more above any other kind of cause, is

absolutely uncaused; which was the thing to be proved.

A. D. 1591. GREGORIUS DE WALENTIA.

This writer, in his Commentaries upon Aquinas's Sum, ex

presses himself fully and clearly to our purpose. “The existence

“ of God cannot be evidently shewn a priori; in this point all

“ are agreed. For the existence of the Deity admits of no cause

“ whereby it should be demonstrated a priori. Neither can it

“be demonstrated from the Divine essence, considered as prior

“in conception. I. Because the existence of a being ought not to

“be proved by the essence of that being, since the question of

“the existence [whether any thing is] must precede the other

“question concerning the essence, [what it is, as Aquinas

“rightly observes. 2. Besides, the essence of God is not suffi

“ciently known to use.”

Here it is observable, that this author looked upon it as a

ruled point, a thing universally agreed to, that there neither

was nor could be any demonstration a priori of the existence of

God. It may be observed also by the way, that the phrase of

demonstratio a priori was now become a more familiar phrase

than formerly. The elder writers which I have cited used to

call it demonstratio propter quid, answering to the Greek 6: 3rt.

Both signify a proof drawn from some prior cause, or from some

thing naturally, or in the natural order of conception, antecedent

* The argument may receive some

light from a passage in Durandus re

lating to this head.

Quod compositum ex materia et

forma causam habeat, patet; habet

enim duas causas intrinsecas, scilicet,

materiam et formam, ex quibus com

ponitur : habet etiam causam efficien

tem, quia unio materiae et formae fit

per agens quod introducit formam in

materia. Unde philosophus, 8. Meta

physicae, cum quaereret quare ex ma

teria et forma fit unum, dicit, quod

non est aliqua causa, nisi unum prin

cipium motus, quod est causa agens.

Durand. lib. i. dist. 8. qu. 4. fol. 3.

edit. Paris.

a Deum esse non potest evidenter

demonstrari a priori's de hac inter

omnes convenit. Nam Dei esse nul

lam habet causam per quam a priori

demonstrari possit: neque etiam id

potest demonstrari per essentiam et

quidditatem Dei, tanquam per aliquid

prius secundum rationem. 1. Quia

esse rei non debet demonstrari per

quidditatem rei, cum quaestio an sit

rior sit quaestione quid sit: ut recte

}. Thom. &c. 2. Nam quidditas Dei

non satis est nobis nota. Gregor. de

Valent. tom. i. disp. I. qu. 2. p. 59.

edit. Lugd.
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to the thing demonstrated by it". A posteriori is just the

reverseC.

A. D. 16oo. WASQUEz.

Gabriel Vasquez, another eminent Schoolman of that time,

declares his sentiments to the same purpose ; that there can be

no demonstration a priori of the existence of a Deity, but a pos

teriori only d.

A. D. 1614. SUAREz.

Suarez, the famous Schoolman and Jesuit, deserves a more par

ticular consideration, because he really had a strong inclination

to make out something that should look like an argument a

priori, or however should (for ostentation sake, I suppose) be

set forth with that name: for, in reality, he expressly and abso

lutely condemned all reasoning a priori to the evistence of a

Deity, as others before him had done; and yet by a kind of

artificial turn, by interpreting the proof of the unity so as to

amount to the same with the proof of a Deity, he conceived he

had done the thing, only by changing of names. But let us

observe how he managed the whole affair: we shall see after

wards what censures were passed upon it by the judicious, though

it was mostly a difference in words. He states the main ques

tion thus: “Whether the existence of God may in some sort

“[or in some sense] be demonstrated a priorie:” and he deter

mines in the affirmative. The whole tenor of his reasoning is as

here follows: "“We are first to premise, that, absolutely

". Demonstratio a priori ea est qua quendo non posse demonstrari a pri

probatur effectus per causam, sive

proximam sive remotam, aut probatur

conclusio perº prius, sive sit

causa, sive antecedenstantum. Chau

vin. Leric. p. 17o.

• Demonstratio a posteriori dicitur

illa, quavel probatur causa per effec

tum, vel conclusio per aliquod poste

rius, sive sit effectus sive consequens.

Chauvin. ibid.

d Deum esse, non potest a priori

demonstrari: a posteriori tamen et

per effectus demonstrari potest. Vasq.

q. ii. art. 2. p. 6o.

* Utrum aliquo modo possit a pri

ori demonstrari Deum esse. Suarez.

Metaphys. tom. ii. disp. 29. sect. 3.

p. 28.

* Supponendum est, simpliciter lo

ori Deum esse ; quia neque Deus

habet causam sui esse, per quam apri

ori demonstratur, neque si haberet, ita

exacte et perfecte a nobis cognoscitur

Deus, ut ex propriis principiis (ut sic

dicam) illum assequamur. Quo sensu

dixit Dionysius, capite septimo de di

vinis nominibus, nos non posse Deum

ex propria natura cognoscere.

Quanquam vero hoc ita sit, nihilo

minus postguama posteriori aliquid de

Deo demonstratum sit, possumus ex

uno attributo demonstrare a priori

aliud : ut si ex immensitate, p. g. con

cludamus localem immutabilitatem.

Suppono enim ad ratiocinandum a

priori, modo humano, sufficere dis

tinctionem rationis inter attributa.

Resolutio quaestionis. Ad hunc ergo
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“speaking, the existence of God cannot be proved a priori; as

well because God has no cause of his existence whereby it

should be proved a priori, as also because if he had, yet we

have no such exact and perfect knowledge of God as might

enable us to trace him up (if I may so speak) to his own

proper principles. To which purpose Dionysius (in his seventh

chapter of the divine names) observes, that we cannot know God

according to his proper nature.

“But though that be so as I have here said, yet notwith

standing, after we have once demonstrated a posteriori some

thing concerning God, we may go on to demonstrate a priori

one attribute from another: as for instance, when we infer

unchangeableness of place from the omnipresence before proved.

I suppose all the while, that a notional distinction of the Divine

attributes (after an human way of conception) is foundation

sufficient for reasoning a priori.

“Now, for the resolution of the question, I proceed thus:

“having demonstrated a posteriori, that God is a necessary and

“self-existent Being, we may be able to prove a priori from this

attribute, [of necessary existence,) that there cannot be another

“necessary and self-existent being besides that one; from whence

“it follows, that that Being is God.

“You will object, that this is proving the evistence of God

“from the essence of God before known, (for it is supposed that

“ the essence of God is, that he is a necessary and self-existent

“Being,) which is plainly repugnant; since the question what

“he is presupposes the other question whether he evists; as

&
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modum dicendum est: Demonstrato a

posteriori Deum esse ens necessarium

et a se, ex hoc attributo posse a priori

demonstrari, praeter illud non posse

esse aliud ens necessarium et a se, et

consequenter demonstrari Deum esse.

Dices, Ergo ex quidditate Dei cog

nita, demonstratur Deum esse, quia

quidditas Dei est quod sit ens neces

sarium et a se : hoc autem plane re

pugnat, quia quaestio Quid est suppo

nit quaestionem An est; ut recte ad

hoc propositum notavit divus Thomas.

Part. i. q. 2. art. 2. ad secund.

Respondeo, Formaliter ac proprie

loquendo, non demonstrari esse Dei

per quidditatem Dei ut sic, quod recte

argumentum probat; sed ex quodam

WATER LAND, vol. III.

attributo (quod re ipsa est essentia
Dei, a nobis autem abstractius con

cipitur ut modus entis non-causati)

colligi aliud attributum, et ita con

cludi illud ens esse Deum. Unde ad

concludendum hoc modo, esse Deum,

sub ratione Dei, supponitur esse pro

batum, dari ens quoddam per se ne

cessarium, nimirum ex effectibus ejus,

et ex negatione processus in infinitum.

Atque ita quod primum de hoc ente

probaturest esse; deinde esse ab in

trinseco necessarium; hinc esse uni

cum in tali ratione ac modo essendi;

ideoque esse Deum. Atque in hunc

modum prius aliquo modo definitur

quaestio An est, quam Quid est. Sua

rez, ibid. p. 28.

z
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“St.Thomas [Aquinas] has justly observed on this head. Part i.

“qu. 2. art. 2.

“I answer, that strictly and properly speaking, we infer not

“ the existence of God from his essence, considered as such,

“ (which the objection justly excepts to.) but from one certain

“ attribute, (which though really identified with the essence, is yet

“conceived abstractedly by us as a mode of the Being uncaused)

“we deduce another attribute; and so we at length prove that

“ that Being is God. Wherefore, in order to prove in this way

“ that there is a God, precisely considered as God, we suppose it

“proved beforehand, that there is a certain Being necessary in

“himself; proved namely from his effects, and from the absurdity

“of an infinite progression. So the first thing we prove of this

“Being is, that he exists; the next, that he is necessarily exist

“ing; then, that he is the only one existing in such a way; and

“so of consequence he is God. And thus, after some sort, we

“do first determine whether he erists, and next the other ques

“tion, what he is.”

Thus far the acute and learned Suarez; of whom I have many

things to observe, before I go on to other writers; 1. That he

appears to have been ambitious to make out something that

should be called an argument a priori, and was probably able to

do as much in it as any one before or after him can justly be

presumed to be. 2. That the method which he took for it,

proving first something a posteriori, and then proceeding to

argue a priori for the rest, is very like to that which others

have taken since. 3. That he differs however from those later

advocates for the argument a priori in the main thing of all,

and determines expressly against their notion, that necessity can

be conceived antecedent to existence. He looked upon that as

flat absurdity and self-contradiction, utterly repugnant to the

nature of a first Cause; and so he made no use of antecedent

necessity, or internal cause, or formal reason, ground, or foun

dation, in proving his point: he was too knowing a logician and

metaphysician, to offer any thing of that kind. 4. All that he

admits is, that after the evistence and one or more attributes

have been proved a posteriori, we may then proceed to argue a

priori for the rest: not from antecedent necessity, not from any

thing conceived as prior, in order of nature, to the existence

itself; but from the existence and one attribute or more consi

dered as before proved, and as prior in conception to all the
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rest. 5. One thing Suarez was very singular in, and upon that

the whole stress of his cause lies, so far as concerns the making

out an argument a priori for the existence of God: he would have

it supposed that God is not proved to be God, till the unity is

proved ; and so he suspends, as it were, the proof of a Deity

upon the proof of the unity. This was an ingenious thought,

but too weak to bear. For in that way there could be no room

for the question whether God be one, since the very name would

imply it: besides, it is universally allowed, that the proof of the

existence of a Deity is both clearer and stronger than any proof

of the unity, and is sufficiently determined and settled in the first

place, before the consideration of the unity comes in at all. When

we have proved, for instance, that there is an intelligent, eternal,

self-existent Being, (one or more,) which is most easily proved

from our own existence; we have then competently proved that

there is a God, though we have not yet proved or considered

every attribute that belongs to him. Such has been the way of

divines and metaphysicians, first to prove the existence of a Deity,

under that confuse general conception; and next to proceed to

the proof of the unity and other attributes in due place and order:

and it is not reasonable to suggest, that if a man should fail in

the proof of the unity, or of some other Divine attribute, (for the

reason is the same in all,) that he has therefore failed in his

proof of a Deity. That would be going against rule, and risking

the whole for a part; and, in short, resting the proof of a Deity

(the plainest thing in the world) upon very obscure conditions,

very unequal terms. But we shall have more of this matter in

the sequel, as we take in other later writers, who have directly or

indirectly passed their censures upon Suarez for his excesses on

this head. 6. Upon the whole, one may observe, that this pre

tended proof of a Deity, as drawn a priori, is rather a fetch, or

a subtilty of that great man, than any thing solid; a nominal

proof, rather than a real one; or an affected manner of miscall

ing things by wrong names.

A. D. 16 io. CHRISToph. Gillius.

Contemporary with Suarez lived Christopher Gillius, a Spanish

divine and Jesuit, one of a subtle wit and penetrating genius.

He has a pretty large chapter g, spent entirely upon our present

& Gillii Commentationes Theologicae de Essentia et Unitate Dei, lib. i.

tract. 8. c. 4. p.391—396.

Z 2
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question. He takes notice, that there were not wanting some

of that time who contended that the existence of a Deity might

be proved a priori h. He had Suarez in his eye, as is plain

enough, (though he does not name him,) because, a little after,

he quotes the very words which Suarez had made use of in that

argument. He mentions also Scotus, and some of his followers,

as aiming at the like conclusion in a more far-fetched and

roundabout way"; allowing, that if God should extraordinarily

or supernaturally infuse some higher degrees of knowledge, then

some kind of proof a priori (however fruitless, and superseded

by such illumination) might be made from it. See how soli

citous and industrious some have been in searching for every

appearance of a proof a priori, as much as others have been in

searching for the philosopher's stone, or for the squaring of the

circle, or the like, and with the like success.

Our judicious author first observes, that all pretences of any

formal demonstration of that kind had been utterly exploded k

by the judicious; particularly by Albertus Magnus, and Henri

cus de Gandavo, and Richardus de Media Villa, and Scotus, and

Lyra, and Gasp. Casalius, and many others referred to else

where": so that it might be justly looked upon as a ruled point,

that no proper demonstration a priori could be made of the

Divine existence; all such attempts at length resolving either into

some petitio principii, or some equivocation of terms, or other the

like fallacy, or foreign subtilty.

He proceeds to examine the question with the utmost strict

h Non desunt recentiores, qui affir

mant esse demonstrabilem a priore,

etiam respectu viatorum, si non per

se primo, saltem sita cognitione

Dei acquisita per discursum : quo

niam, inquiunt, postguam ex creaturis

convincitur Deum esse ens necessa

rium, et a se, et unum, necessario con

cluditur a priore hunc esse Deum, &c.

Ibid. p.391.

* Alio modo eandem conclusionem

tuetur Scotus in I. dist. 2. qu. 2. Cum

Scotistis interpretibus ibidem : Ocha

mus in I. dist. 3. qu. 4 lit. F. Gabriel.

qu. 4. conclus. 3. Rubionius, dist. 2.

qu. I. art. 2. concl. 4. . Nam quamvis

existiment de lege ordinaria non ha

beri a nobis demonstrationem propter

quid, hujus propositionis Deus est;

censent tamen fieri posse ut demon

stretur, si Deus infunderet alicui noti

tiamevidentemeorundem terminorum,

vel saltem termini Dei, &c. p.391.

* Propositio, Deus est, sub neutra

acceptatione ex praedictis, est viatori

bus de lege formaliter demonstrabilis

a priore. Haec est Alberti in Summa,

tract. iii. qu. 17. Henrici in Summa,

art. xxii. qu. 4. Richardi in I. dist. 3.

art. 1. qu. I. Scoti in I. dist. 2. qu. 2.

et quodlibeto 7. Lyrani in Sapient.

xiii. Gaspa Casalii, lib. i. de Quadri

part. justit. cap. xvi. conclus. 2. Et

est de mente doctorum quos referam

cap. seq. num. 7. Qui omnes non ag

noscunt demonstrationem Dei nisi ex

creaturis. – Notitia vero sumpta ex

creaturis non potest esse a priore, ut

patet. Gillius, ibid. p.392. conf. p.394.

Gillius, c. v. p. 4oo.
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mess and nicety, traversing it through all its mazes, and unravel

ling every ambiguity and subtle intricacy, whereby some had

endeavoured to support what they would call a demonstration a

priori in that case ; and shewing that none of them sufficiently

answered the purpose, or came up to the pointm. From whence

we may remark, that Suarez's attempts that way were not ap

proved by the most judicious divines of his own time, but were

condemned by the generality, and even by those of his own

order, (for Gillius was a Jesuit,) and that 8oon after: for as his

Metaphysics had first appeared in 16oo, so this censure of Gil

lius was finished and licensed in 16o6, though not published

before 16 lo.

A. D. 161 5. EstiUs.

At the same time with Gillius lived the learned Estius,

who delivered his sentiments of the present question in the

manner here following : “ nAs there are, among logicians, two

“ kinds of demonstration, one demonstrating the effect from the

“ causes, and the other, the cause from the effects; it is manifest,

“ that the earistence of a Deity eannot be proved in the former

“ way of demonstration, since no cause in any kind can be as

“ signed either of God, or of his evisting. But it may be demon

“ strated in the latter way, as St. Thomas [Aquinas] rightly

“ judges, (I. q. 2. art. 2, 3.) and as the Schoolmen upon this

“ distinction do universally teaeh.”

m Ex his constat firmum non esse

fundamentum sententiæ asserentis

ipso supponitur esse necessarium ab

intrinseco ; aut, &c.—Ita patet ex

demonstrari Deum esse a priore per

rationem necessitatis, quoniam non

est radix attributorum habentium

ordinem ad creaturas : et quamvis

esset, cum ipsa non cognoscatur a

nobis a priore, vel ex terminis eviden

ter conjuncta cum Deo sub ratione

illa attributalis fieri nequit ut eadem

demonstratio sit formalis a priore.—

Primum initiumillius demonstrationis

sumitur ex cognitione creaturarum,—

resolvitur in principia cognita ex pos

teriore, et ideo demonstratio non con

stat formaliter ea primis.—Quodnam

peto est ens, de quo primum probatur

esse ? Ipsene est Deus, an vero ens

necessarium ? Si Deus, totus discursus

uens erit superfluus, quoniam pro

cedit ad probandum id quod supponi

tur probatum : si ens necessarium, aut

sumitur secundum absolutam et omni

modam necessitatem, et tunc hoc

illo principio, ens necessarium est,

nullo modo demonstrari posse a priore

hanc propos. Deus est. Gillius, p. 306.
mζ duplex sit apud dialecticos

demonstratio, alia quæ ex causis effec

tum, alia quæ contra ex effectis causam

monstrat; manifestum est, priori de

monstrationis modo non posse doceri

Deum esse, cum nec Dei nec ejus

eæistentiæ possit in ullo genere causa

proferri. Potest autem demonstrari

posteriori modo, quemadmodum recte

S. Thom. I. qu. 2. art. 2. et 3. Et in

universum scholastici circa hanc dis

tinctionem tradunt. Estius in Libr.

Sentent. Comm. tom. i. p. 4.

So Cardinal Lugo also, a little later

in the same age. Dico tertio, Deum

esse, non est demonstrabile a priori.

Sic cum Sancto Thoma, cæteri fere

doctores, et latissime Gillius. Lug.

lib. i. disp. 14. c. 2. s. 8.
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A. D. 1627. JohanNEs PUTEANUs.

This writer expresses his judgment in the terms here fol

lowing":

“Though the existence of a Deity cannot be demonstrated a

“priori, yet it must be allowed, that as to some of the Divine

“ attributes, they may be demonstrated a priori.

“I. As to the first particular, it is plain from hence; that

“every proof a priori proceeds by causes either real or virtual,

“ or, which comes to the same, by some prior reason; but of the

“ Divine existence there are no causes real or virtual, nor any

“ prior reason: for existence is included in the formal conception

“of the Divine essence, insomuch that it is impossible to conceive

“ the Divine essence but as evisting. The Divine essence is

“being simply necessary: now it is contradictory to the notion

“ of being simply necessary, not to have existence; for it is usually

“defined, as that which so exists that it cannot but eacist.

“2. As to the second particular, it is manifest from hence,

“that etermity is demonstrated from immutability in this manner:

“Every thing immutable is eternal: God is immutable : therefore

“God is eternal. In like manner, the Divine ubiquity is commonly

“proved from the immensity. And so in many other cases.”

The author here well distinguishes between arguing a priori

from easistence and attributes already proved, to other attributes,

and arguing a priori from attributes, or from any thing else, to

the existence itself. The one he allows as just and rational, the

other he rejects as manifestly absurd : and so far he is certainly

right. Some indeed may scruple to call it arguing a priori, when a

man argues from attribute to attribute; conceiving that it should

rather be styled arguing ea absurdo, and that nothing short of a

o Licet existentia Deitatis nequeat

demonstrari a priori, concedendum ta

men est de quibusdam attributis divi

nis, quod possint demonstrari a priori.

1. Prima pars conclusionis ex eo

innotescit, quod demonstratio quae

libet a priori consurgat ex causis vel

veris, vel certe virtualibus, aut, quod

idem est, ex ratione aliqua priori.

Existentiae auten divinae nullae sunt

causa, nec vera, nec virtuales, necratio

prior ; haec enim includitur in con

ceptu formali essentia divinae, et qui

dem ita, ut impossible sit concipere

essentiam divinam quin concipiatur

existens. Est enim essentia divina ens

simpliciter necessarium; repugnatau

tem enti simpliciter necessario, non

habere existentiam : definitur enim hoc

communiter, id quodita est ut non esse

nequeat.

2. Posterior vero pars constat ex

eo, quod atternitas demonstretur per

immutabilitatem, hoc modo : Omne

immutabile est atternum; Deus est im

mutabilis ; ergo, Deus est atternus.

Ubiquitas etiam divina demonstratur

communiter per immensitatem ; et sic

in aliis multis. Joan. Putean. Opp.

tom. i. part. I. qu. 3. p. 24.
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real (as opposed to notional) priority is sufficient to denominate

or constitute an argument a priori. But that I take to be a

fruitless nicety, and such is not worth the insisting upon ; for at

last it will terminate in a dispute about words. It is sufficient,

that there is nothing prior to the existence, no not so much as in

order of nature, or notion, or conception; and so all arguing a

priori, as to that case, is for ever excluded. But as to the other

case, the manner of arguing is undoubtedly right, whatever

name we give to it: and there seems to be no just objection

against calling it a priori, so long as the epistence is looked upon

as always first in conception, and that the most natural order of

conception be followed in arguing from attribute to attribute, and

the process be not made too arbitrary P.

A. D. 1642. RoDERICUs DE ARRIAGA.

This acute metaphysician and divine delivers his sentiments

as follows: “The being or evistence of God cannot be demon

“strated a priori. So St. Thomas, Albertus, Durandus; and

“of our order (of Jesuits) Valentia, Molina, Suarez, and Was

“quez, whom Tanner mentions and followsq.” After this, he

enters minutely into the merits of the question, assigning his

reasons why the existence cannot be proved a priori; which

being much the same with those before mentioned, I choose, for

brevity sake, to omit them, and proceed. Only, I may observe,

that here are three authors, Durandus, Molina, and Tanner,

beyond what I have quoted upon the question: and it is further

observable, that he takes in Suarez amongst them, as one that

had declared against the argument a priori; as indeed he really

had, though verbally he might seem to differ, as I have before

P Richardus de Media Willa, in a

chapter before referred to, observes

well to this purpose, that the order of

the attributes ought not to be settled

in an arbitrary manner, but as reason

requires.

ec loguor hic de ordine quitantum

est ex parte voluntatis (quia taliordine

posset, in nostra ratione intelligendi,

quandoque unum esse prius, quando

que posterius, sicut placeret nobis)

sed loquor de ordine qui est in con

ceptionibus mostri intellectus intelli

gentis divina attributa secundum il

lum ordinem secundum quem magis

sunt apta nata intelligi: et sic intelli

gendo divinas perfectiones, est talis

ordo ex parte nostra. Prius enim, se

cundum rationem intelligendi, intelli

gimus divinum esse, quam aliquam

ejus perfectionem; secundo, suum

intelligere; tertio, suum celle. Ricard.

de Med. Will. lib. i. p. 32.

q Prima conclusio, Deum esse, seu

earistere, non potest demonstrari a pri

ori. Ita D. Thomas, Albertus, Du

randus: ete nostris, Valentia, Molina,

Suarez, et Vasquez, quos refert et se

uitur Tannerus loco citato. Roderic.

Arriag. tom. i. p. 30. -
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hinted. So universal hitherto had been the agreement of meta

physicians and divines in this article.

A. D. 1644. Dionysius PETAVIUs.

The very learned Petavius is but short upon this question,

mentioning it transiently, as it came in his way: but he is too

considerable a person to be omitted in this recital. He takes

notice, that the evistence of a Deity is not to be proved from any

thing prior or antecedent, but from effects only, and a posteriori;

and from the absurdities which lie against the contrary per

suasion'.

A. D. 1652. NATHANAEL CULVERWELL.

I shall now mention a protestant writer of our own of some

note in his time. He was Fellow of Emanuel College in Cam

bridge. In his book, entitled, An Elegant and Learned Discourse

of the Light of Nature, he occasionally drops a few words to our

purpose: “There can be no demonstration of him [God] a

“priore; for he is the first cause ; and all demonstrations

“fetched from such effects as flow from him, they do only shew

“you that he is; they do not open and display the divine

“essences,” &c.

A. D. 1658. Bishop BARLow.

A more considerable writer of our own, so far as concerns

the present question, was Thomas Barlow, then fellow of Queen's

College, Oxon. and afterwards (A. D. 1675) Bishop of Lincoln.

He published some Metaphysical Exercises, wherein he discovers

great learning, and no less acuteness. The edition of 1658,

which I follow, is the second edition. I shall produce his

sentiments at large, because he entered deep into the question,

viewed it on every side, and withal passed his censure (though

rather too severe) upon the learned Suarez.

He writes thus: “Our knowledge of God, arising from the

“light of nature, is not a priori, and Öt' &rt. The reason is,

“ because then God could not be eternal, if there were any prin

r Verum hasciisque similiatum nos

commoverent, si probationum id ge

nus ageretur quod ex antecedentibus

et prioribus ducitur, ac demonstratio

nem et scientiam parit: ejusmodi enim

locum in Deo non habent.—Nihilo

minus ex effectis et iis quae posteriora

sunt, atque etiam is ex incommodis et

absurdisquae in contradicentium altera

parte cernuntur, argumenta licet colli

gere, quibus Deus esse monstretur.

Petar. Dogm. Theolog. tom. i. lib. 1.

C. I. p. 2, 3.

s Culverwell, p. 212.
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“ciple prior to God: for eternity, in the very notion of it, ex

“cludes any prior principle. Consequently, if God be eternal,

“there cannot be any prior principle whereby he may be known

“a priori.-Were there any principle by which God might be

“known a priori, then, 1. God would not be the first Original

“and first Cause, as having by the supposition another cause

“prior to him.—2. That supposed antecedent principle, by which

“the existence of God should be proved, must be either external,

“ (of the final or efficient kind,) or else internal, of the material

“ or formal kind. Now it cannot be of the final kind, because

“God is the chief end, and there cannot be any higher final cause,

“whereby to demonstrate a priori the existence of God. It

“cannot be of the efficient kind; because if God had any ante

“cedent efficient cause, then God would be an effect, &c.—Nei

“ther can it be said, that such prior cause is either material or

“formal: for the perfect simplicity of the Divine nature admits

“not of any such causes, as is self-evident: consequently there

“is no room for any cause whereby to demonstrate a priori the

“existence of a Deity't.”

Our learned author here enters into the heart of the question,

and reasons his way through, like a knowing and judicious man.

Only he seems rather too short as to what concerns the two

internal causes, called material and formal: but that brevity of

his may be competently supplied from what has been said above.

under Duns Scotus. I proceed to observe how he animadverts

upon Suarez.

“I am aware, that Suarez is of opinion, that we may, in some

“sort, demonstrate a priori the existence of a Deity: not by

“ the essence of God as such, but by some certain attribute which

t Haec nostra de Deo cognitio, a

lumine naturali orta, non est a priori

et 8t' 3rt. Ratio est, quia sic Deus

non esset atternus, modo esset aliquod

principium Deo prius: ipsa enim acter

nitas intrinseca dicit negationem prin

cipii; et per consequens, si Deus sit

asternus, non potest esse aliquod prin

cipium prius, per quod a priori cog

noscetur.—Siesset aliquod principium

quo Deum a priori cognosceremus ;

tum, 1. Deus non esset principium

primum et causa prima, utpote qua alia

causaessetprior.—2. Principium prius

ex quo probari possit a priori Deum

esse, vel erit externum (finale vel effi

ciens) vel internum, scil. materiale vel

formale. Non primum, quia cum Deus

sit finis ultimus, non possit esse causa

finalis prior, per quam demonstrari

possit 8. §rt Deum esse. Non secun

dum, quia si Deus habuisset causam

efficientem priorem, tum Deus esset

effectus, &c.—Nec dici possit, quod

illa causa sit materialis, aut formalis,

summa Dei simplicitas tales causas

non admittit, ut manifestum est: et

per consequens non est causa ulla,

per quam a priori demonstrari possit

esse Deum. Barlow, Erercit. Metaph.

iv. p. 28.
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“is really the essence of God, only considered by us, in an

‘abstract way, as a mode of the uncaused Being. But, to

say the truth, I approve not this bold assertion of the learned

Jesuit. Because it is a manifest contradiction to say, that the

“ewistence of God can be proved a priori from any attribute

“whatever, when every attribute, as such, in the very notion of

it, denotes something posterior to the essence of which it is the

attribute. For if the attribute be really distinct, [from the

essence, then it is really subsequent to it: or if it be only

notionally distinct, (which is the case in the divine Being,) then

it is likewise notionally subsequent to the essence, whose attri

bute it is conceived to be. It is not possible so much as to

imagine any attribute but what presupposes some essence whose

attribute it is. Consequently our knowledge of God's existence

is a posteriori only: and of that kind are all the demonstrations

“brought by metaphysicians and schoolmenu.” The learned

author here argues the point against Suarez with great strength

and acuteness: only he seems to fix an opinion upon Suarez

which never was his : for Suarez himself plainly disowned any

such arguing a priori for the existence, in that crude and gross

sense which Barlow appears to take it in, while he is disputing

against it. All that Suarez really meant, as I have before

hinted, was, that the unity might be proved a priori, after having

proved the existence a posteriori; and such proof of the unity he

improperly called, or erroneously conceived to be, proving the

existence of God a priori, inasmuch as God should not be deemed

to be God, till proved to be one. Our author afterwards very

well confutes that peculiar fancy, which Suarez and some few
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* Novi quod Suarez putat, nos

posse aliquo modo a priori demon

strari Deum esse: non per quiddi

tatem Dei, ut sic, sed ex quodam at

tributo quod reipsa est essentia Dei,

a nobis autem abstractius consideratur

ut modus entis non causati, &c. Sed

ut quod res est dicam, non probo hoc

docti Jesuita audax pronuntiatum.

Quia manifeste implicat Deum esse

demonstrari posse a priori per attri

butum quodcunque, cum attributum

omne, qua tale, intrinseca dicit aliquid

essentia illa posterius cujus est attri

butum.—Nam si sit attributum re

distinctum, tum revera est posterius:

si sit attributum solum ratione dis

tinctum (quod in divinis accedit) tum

est etiam ratione essentia posterius,

cujus attributum concipitur: cum at

tributum nec fingi posset quin prae

suppomitur essentia aliqua cujus est

attributum. Et per consequens Deum

esse non nisia posteriori cognoscimus;

tales enim sunt demonstrationes omnes

a metaphysicis et scholasticis adducta

ad ostendendum Deum esse; ut videre

est apud Fran. Suarez. Metaph. p. ii.

disp. 29. sect. 2. num. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

Aquin. contra Gent. lib. i. c. 13. p.

11. et Ferrariens. ibid. Nazarium in

I. P. qu. 2. art. 3. et apud Aquin. I.

P. qu. 2. art. 3. et commentatores.

Barlow, ibid. p. 129, 130. conf. p.

165, 186.
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others had countenanced in that article: I say, our author

well confutes that notion by observing, that the eæistence of a

Deityis sufficiently proved, as soon as an infinite, eternal, uncreated,

independent (he should have added intelligent) Being is proved;

and that the question of the unity comes not properly in till

afterwardsx. Valentia had effectually obviated that pretence of

Suarez some time before, in what he had said against Cajetan,

who had been beforehand with Suarez in that piece of subtiltyy.

One thing further I would observe of Barlow, before I dismiss

him, that he was very scrupulous as to admitting that any of the

Divine attributes might be demonstrated a priori. For though

he allowed the way of arguing from one attribute before proved,

to another not proved, and makes use of it himself more than

once ; yet considering that the attributes are in reality (however

notionally distinguished) identified with the essence, he appre

hended such reasoning could not justly be accounted reasoning

a priori?, since the Divine essence could not be conceived prior

* Hoc dato, quod non ostendunt

Deum esse unum, tamen et adhuc

erunt argumenta prædicta satis valida,

et in demonstrationem thesis antedictæ

valitura: quia in praesenti hoc solum

demonstrandum suscepimus, nempe

esse aliquod ens quod Deum dicimus,

infinitum, æternum, increatum, et inde

pendens. Sed an hoc ens unum sit

aut multipleae, alterius est loci et quæ

siti opus demonstrare. Barlow, Eae

ercit. iv. p. 161.

y In proposito igitur, cum Dei no

men audimus, communiter solemus

concipere imperfecte et confuse, vel

primam causam, vel primum movens,

vel alia quae rationes Thomæ conclu

dunt. Quamobrem rationes ejusmodi,

quæ scilicet probant esse aliquod pri

mum movens, efficiens, &c. etsi non

probant quid, et quale illud sit, scilicet

immateriale, infinitum, unum numero,

&c. satis tamen probant Deum esse.

Illa enim alia probare, pertinet ad

uaestionem de natura et quidditate

ivina, et probantur etiam non admo

dum difficulter, constitutajam veritate

divinæ entitatis, juxta quæstionem an

est. Atque hinc fit quod D. Thomas

non nisi post expeditam hanc quaesti

ouem an est, disputat de unitate, sim

plicitate, aternitate, et aliis ejusmodi

perfectionibus divinis, ut videbimus in

sequentibus quaestionibus. Quocirca

cum Cajetanus hic negat, probari per

se his rationibus D. Thomæ, Deum

esse, eo quod non probatur illis Dei

unitas et infinitas ; et concedit tantum,

id probari per accidens, (ut scilicet

ejusmodi rationes concludunt esse

quædam prædicata quæ ei rei veritate

soli Deo conveniunt,) non satis dis

tinxisse videtur inter quæstionem an

est, et quid est. Greg. de Valent. tom.

i. p. 64.

z Fateor Suarezium et scholasticos

usitate affirmare aeternitatem (ut et

alia nonnulla attributa Dei) demon

strari posse a priori, et admittere me

dium ratione prius; ita ut illud medium

licet in re ipsa non sit æternitate

prius, tamen quoad modum nostrum

concipiendi, imperfectum possit esse

prius. Sed, ut quod sentio libere pro

feram, minutias has scholasticas non

probo, et tutius esse judico, et Deo

dignius, si de Deo et perfectionibus

suis loquamur prout sunt, non prout

ab intellectu nostro fingantur. Et sic

rectius dices aeternitatem a priori de

monstrari non posse quia in re ipsa

ita est prout affirmatur, quam aeterni

tatem posse a priori demonstrari, cum

in re ipsa non ita fit, nec esse possit

medium ullum in re prius, ut supra

demonstravimus. Barlow, Erercit.

v. p. 187.
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to itself. There is certainly weight in the suggestion. But the

point is not worth the contesting, as I have before intimated,

since it will terminate only in a dispute about words or names.

That it is reasonable and right to argue from existence and attri

butes proved, to other attributes not proved, is agreed on all

hands: and whether such arguing shall be called reasoning ab

absurdo, or a priori, is not very material. I have hinted above,

under what restrictions or cautions I conceive it may be justly

termed reasoning a priori. But whatever way this by-point, of

slight consideration in the main, be determined, the other

more material question concerning the arguing a priori for

the existence, (or for any of the attributes from any thing con

sidered as antecedent to the evistence,) is no way affected by it.

For such kind of arguing will undoubtedly be still condemned as

wrong, in every view, and in every construction, and upon every

the most favourable supposition that can with any colour of

reason be made for it.

A. D. 1662. FRANciscus Box.E SPEI.

This author likewise declares his judgment, that there can be

no demonstration a priori of the existence of God, and further

testifies, that it was then a settled point amongst all, about

which there was no disputea.

A. D. 1678. DR. Cudworth.

Dr. Cudworth's judgment in this article cannot but be of

great weight, as he was a person of eminent learning and abilities,

a Protestant writer, and therefore the less apt to take any thing

implicitly from the Popish Schoolmen; extremely desirous

besides, to draw together every plausible argument, that could

with any show of reason be urged for the existence of a Deity,

and to make the utmost improvement of them. Notwithstanding

all which he frankly declares, in his preface to his great work,

his judgment against the argument a priori, in these remarkable

words: “We do therein also demonstrate the absolute impossi

“bility of all Atheism, and the actual existence of a God: we

“say, demonstrate; not a priori, which is impossible and contra

“dictious, but by necessary inference from principles altogether

“undeniableb.”

a Dico, Deum existere demonstrari Sp. disp. i. dub. 2.

non potest demonstratione a priori : b Cudworth's Intellect. Syst. pre

ita omnes communiter. Franc. Bon. face.
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In the book itself he has a great deal more to the same pur

pose, part of which has been cited above; and for the rest I am

content to refer the reader to the pages where he will find ite.

A. D. 1683. LE BLANC.

Le Blanc is another Protestant writer, of great learning and

judgment, who freely declares his sentiments against the possi

bility of demonstrating a priori the existence of God. He does

it nearly in the same words.d with Estius above cited; though

without taking notice from whom he borrowed them.

A. D. 1690. ARCHBishop TILLOTsoN.

This great and good Prelate seems to have thought, that

neither the eacistence nor the attributes of God could be demon

strated a priori, falling in with the sentiments of Bishop Barlow,

mentioned above. He expresses himself in these words, speak

ing of the Divine spirituality: “This is not to be proved by way .

“ of demonstration, (for there is nothing before God, or which

“can be a cause of him,) but by way of conviction, by shewing

“ the absurdity of the contrarye.”

Again, speaking of the Divine immensity, he says, “I have

“told you formerly, there being nothing before God, nor any

“cause of his being, his perfections cannot be proved by way of

“demonstration, but of conviction, by shewing the absurdity of

“the contraryf.” He repeats the same observation afterwards,

applying it to the Divine eternityg. In a popular discourse, he

avoided the Latin and scholastic phrase a priori. But it is very

plain from his manner of expressing himself, that he meant the

same as to say, there could be no demonstration a priori, either

of the epistence or attributes of the Deity: and that as to the

attributes in particular, the way of reasoning by a reductio ad

absurdum was the best we could have, the utmost we could come

up to. Indeed, the reducing the contrary persuasion to a flat ab

surdity is a kind of demonstration, and such as the mathematicians

• Cudworth, book i. ch. iv. p. 715, mec ejus existentiae possit in ullo ge

716. mere causa proferri: sed demonstrari

d Cum duplex sit demonstratio apud

dialecticos, altera quae ex causis ef

fectum, altera vero quae contra ex ºf

jectis causam monstrat, manifestum

est, priori demonstrationis modo non

posse doceri Deum esse, cum nec Dei

potest posteriori modo, nimirum ex

effectis. Le Blanc, Thes. p. 91.

* Tillotson, vol. ii. serm. Ioo. p.

671. fourth edit.

f Ibid. serm.1oi. p.678. fourth edit.

& Ibid. serm. Ioz. p. 683.
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themselves frequently make use of: but then it must be owned,

that it is the lowest kind of demonstration, (as not directly and

immediately inferring the thing to be proved",) and comes not up

to the perfection of the direct ostensive demonstration a posteriori,

much less to the demonstration a priori. It is a good and suf

ficient proof, but not the highest kind of proof; sufficient for

conviction, but not amounting to demonstration emphatically so

called: which is what our judicious Prelate had an eye to, in

the distinction which he thrice made use of.

A. D. 1712. MR. HuMPHREY DITToN.

I shall close this historical account with a very good writer

and close reasoner, Mr. Humphrey Ditton, who appeared after

the time that the new tenet of an argument a priori had been

offered to the world. He either knew not of it, or was not

aware of its force: for he determines as the whole stream of

metaphysicians and divines had before done, “that our demon

“strations of the evistence of a God are all of them öri, and a

“ posteriori, as proceeding from the effectsi.”

Now, to sum up the amount of this Historical View, it appears

at length, that as to the point of demonstrating a priori the

existence of a Deity, it is no new thought, but very ancient, and

what has been turned and tried every way, and very maturely

considered time after time, and as often rejected and thrown

aside as contradictory and absurd ; by men of the brightest

parts and coolest judgment, and men no way prejudiced against

it, but sincerely disposed to accept it, and make use of it, if it

had been capable of serving. It has been frequently and seriously

considered by persons of different times and tempers, parties and

professions; by ancients and moderns, by philosophers and divines,

by Pagans and Christians, by Fathers and Schoolmen, by Realists

and Nominalists, by Thomists and Scotists, by Romanists and

Reformed; and by all of them, as it were, with one voice, con

demned and exploded. One shall scarce meet with so clear and

so universal an agreement for the reception of any article, as

there appears to have been for the non-reception of this, among

persons every way well qualified to judge of it, and fitly disposed

for judging right, and having all the light before them which

any one can now have, or which ever could be necessary for

h See Ditton on the Resurrection i See Ditton on the Resurrection

of Christ, p. 135. of Christ, p. 134.
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determining the point, to the entire satisfaction of the common

reason of mankind. Besides those whom I have mentioned, (to

which many more of like kind might be added,) as expressly re

jecting all demonstration a priori in respect of the Divine erist

ence, great numbers might be further mentioned, who tacitly

disregarded it, and made no use of it in proving the existence

when occasion offered: and they also may be justly looked upon,

for the most part, as witnesses against it, since they could not

well be totally ignorant of it, nor unwilling to take it in and

make the best of it, were it really of any force. For what man

of discernment would not prefer an ostensive demonstration,

where it can be had, before any other of a less perfect kind?

Or who would not choose an argument a priori to come at his

conclusion by, rather than be content to work his way by effects

only, which, in comparison, is feeling in the dark? Yet such is

the method that the ablest and wisest men have taken, aiming

no higher : Bishop Ward for instance, in his treatise of the

existence and attributes, and Bishop Wilkins in his, and Bishop

Pearson on the same subject, and Dr. Barrow, and Mr. Locke,

and Mr.Wollaston; besides a great many more: men that could

not have failed to take in the argument a priori, had they not

been persuaded that there was no soundness, no solidity in it.

If now it should be asked, of what use or service this Historical

View can be, in a point of pure reasoning, and not depending at

all upon authorities; I answer, that it may be serviceable for

several good ends and purposes.

1. As it is not merely historical, but in part argumentative

also; as discovering the reasons upon which wise men before

us have proceeded in forming their judgment upon the question

in hand: and possibly those reasons may meet with the more

favourable attention and reception, on account of the hands

they come from. For demonstration itself must often be con

tent to borrow all its relative force from the instrument of

conveyance.

2. It is of use in all questions which have before passed

through many hands, and have been often and carefully consi

dered, to look back to what others have thought and determined

upon them. For it may reasonably be presumed, in such cases,

that the point has been carried to as great perfection as it is

capable of, since the extent of human reason, in all ages where

the light is equal, is very nearly the same. Besides, it seldom
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happens, that a single person, who takes upon him to go on

proprio marte, without consulting others, will be able at once to

view the argument on all sides, or to be aware of every difficulty

which may occur in it. Plus vident oculi quam oculus: In a

multitude of counsellors there is safety. I am aware that sometimes

attending too much to others may forestall a man’s own better

judgment, or cramp a good invention. But then, on the other

hand, the following one's own thoughts too much, disregarding

what others have said or written, is often a means to make a

man self-conceited and superficial. The way therefore to avoid

both extremes is, to try first how far we can go with our own

unassisted inquiries, upon any question of pure abstract reason

ing; and afterwards to compare what we have done, with what

others have done in the same kind before us. -

3. To such as choose to be led by authority and great names,

in points of an abstruse nature, (which they have neither incli

nation nor leisure to inquire closely into,) it is of use to know on

what side the authority and the great names really are, ancient

and modern. And it may reasonably be presumed, that truth

is with them; unless some fair account can be given, how it

came to pass that so many wise and great men, so well prepared

to make a true judgment, and so fitly disposed for it, should

notwithstanding widely mistake in it.

However, I mention not these things as if any authority ought

to prevail over clear and cogent reason, or as if the question now

in hand wanted any authority at all to decide or determine it.

The same reasons which obtained formerly are of equal force

now, and are never the worse for the wearing, as time can never

alter eternal truths. I proceed therefore to examine this ques

tion over again, (as if it had never been debated or considered

before,) and to see how it will now stand at the bar of sober and

impartial reason.

CHAP. II.

Considering the Merits of the Debate about the Argument a priori.

HERE it will be proper to shew, but as briefly as may be, 1.

That the supposed argument a priori is very loose and precarious,

having nothing in a manner to stand upon, except it be an ill

use made of equivocal terms or phrases. 2. That it is, moreover,

when fully understood, palpably wrong and absurd. 3. That the
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several pleas or excuses invented for it, are fallacious, and of no

real weight.

1. I would observe, that the supposed argument a priori is at

the best very loose and precarious, having nothing to stand upon,

but an abuse of equivocal terms or phrases. The whole seems to

amount to little more than the ringing of changes upon the word

necessity; as shall be seen presently. But because that word is

capable of many senses, and consequently apt to usher in many

fallacies; it will be proper here to note the various acceptations

of that instrument of delusion.

Necessity is but of modern date (comparatively speaking) in

our language. It comes from the Latin necessitas ; which,

though otherwise ancient enough, yet seems to have been brought

but late into our present subjecti. I know not what good the

Schools did by introducing it, or by substituting the improper

and ambiguous phrases of necessary existence, or necessity of eatist

ence, instead of the more ancient and more proper expressions;

such as natural existence, or emphatical existence; or such as

eternal, immutable, unmade, independent, permanent, and the like.

The new word necessity, as here applied, and as opposed to

precarious or contingent, affords no new idea beyond the other,

but is apt to excite false conceptions, and to promote false

reasoning. But since the mischief is already done, as to the

introducing this improper Pagan term into Christian theology,

and it is now too late to undo it; the only way left to provide

against the misapprehensions arising from it, is to distinguish, as

carefully as we can, the seceral senses which have been commonly

affixed to the words necessary or necessity. The most compre

hensive division of necessity is into four kinds; logical, moral,

physical, and metaphysical. Let us take those kinds singly in

their order, and minutely examine what they mean.

(1.) Logical necessity is, where it is an express contradiction

to say the contrary". Which resolves into this, that the same

idea, under different terms, or expressions, is still the same idea,

and necessarily agrees with itself. Thus there is a necessity that

man should be rational, as rationality is implied in the general

idea of man. Not that there is any physical necessity that this

! See above, p. 326, 327, 328. cessarium est, hominem esse rationa

k Necessarium logicum est, cum ex lem. Chauvin. p. 435.

terminis repugnat non esse. Sic ne

WATERLAND, Vol. III. A 8.
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or that man should be so, (for he may cease to be rational, or to

exist at all,) but there is a logical necessity, that the definition

should agree to the thing defined, and that the idea expressed by

the word man should be what it is, while supposed to be so.

This kind of necessity is otherwise called necessity of predication ;

importing an ideal and undeniable connection between subject and

predicate". As if man is said to be rational, or to be an animal.

To the head of logical necessity is to be referred what the Schools

call necessitas consequentis, and likewise necessitas consequentiae,

expressing the indissoluble connection between premises and

conclusion m ; that is, again, between one idea and another, or

between proposition and proposition, or one part of a proposition

and another part. In short, logical necessity is nothing else but a

name for the supposed inviolable connection between idea and

idea, or between proposition and proposition, or between subject and

predicate.

(2.) Moral necessity imports a connection, but not so constant

and invariable, between end and meansm. As when we say, there

is a necessity of temperance to preserve health; or if it be said,

that man is under a moral necessity of doing his duty, as it is a

means to happiness, his chief end. It is called moral, in oppo

sition to physical, which comes next to be mentioned. If any

man is violently forced or compelled to any thing, he is then

under a physical necessity, and so far ceases to be a moral agent.

(3.) Physical necessity imports an inviolable connection between

matural causes and effects". This is often called absolute necessity,

in opposition to moral, which is not absolute, but conditional, or

hypothetical, or liable to some exceptions or limitations. It is

called causal necessity, when intended to express what influence

the cause will have in producing the effect: as there is a causal

necessity for the appearing of light when the sun is risen. An

antecedent necessity, or a necessity a priori, denotes the same

thing. But a necessity a posteriori is a name intended to ex

press what reference the effect has to some cause or causes: as

| Necessarium in praedicando dicitur,

quando datur necessitas enuntiationis,

seu in enuntiatione. Pendet a con

nectione necessaria praedicati cum

subjecto ; id est, ex insolubili harum

partium nexu, adeo ut praedicatum

non possit negari de subjecto: ut

cum dicitur, Homo est animal. Chau

win. p. 435.

m See Chauvin. ibid.

n Necessarium morale est id sine

quo, quamvis absolute fieri possit

effectus, nunquam tamen, vel raro fit.

Chauvin, ibid.

° Necessarium physicum est, quod

ex causis naturalibus tale est: ut ne

cessaria est eclipsis solaris ex interpo

sitione lunae. Chauv, ibid.
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if there are things made, there is a necessity of a maker. There

cannot be motion without a mocer; nor external light without a

luminous substance.

(4.) The fourth kind of necessity is metaphysical, and imports

immutable existence proper to God onlyp. It is opposed to

mutable, precarious, contingent, dependent existence. It is the

same with what Dr. Cudworth somewhere calls a necessary schesis

to existence, expressing the inseparable connection between the

evistence and the subject of it, between existence and essence.

Creatures are considered as coming from non-evistence, and as

being liable to lose the evistence which they enjoy; therefore

their existence is precarious and perishable. But the Deity never

wanted existence, never can cease to exist; therefore his existence

is immutable, unperishable, firm, stable, and enduring, (independ

ently) from everlasting to everlasting. This permanency of

being is considered as a mode of existence, presupposing existence,

as modal being always supposes pure being q. It may be called

modal necessity, as expressing that perfect manner of existence

proper to the Deity: God's manner of existing is above all

chance, change, or failure. This modal necessity, or self-suffi

ciency, ought to be carefully distinguished from causal before

mentioned, metaphysical from physical. Causal necessity is

antecedent, effectice, operatice; modal is posterior and subsequent,

in order of nature and conception, to the eatistence or existing

subject, whereof it is the mode, and to which it is referred up as

to its source or centre, its substratum or support.

Having thus competently explained the several kinds of neces

sity, I have one thing to observe of them, that the idea of some

sort of firm connection runs through them all ; and that is the

proper general import of the name necessity. Connection of men

P Necessarium metaphysicum est

º immutabiliter existit: ut Deus.

hauvin, ibid. p. 435.

* Necessarium dicitur illud quod

mon potest non esse, aut aliter se ha

bere. Quocunque autem modo defini

atur vel describatur, duo importat.

Quia, quod non potest non esse dicit

esse ; et praeterea negat desitionem in

esse. Quod vero dicit rem sese aliter

habere non posse, rem pra'supponit

esse, eamque existere ait cum modo
immutabilitatis. Adeo ut necessarium

formaliter debeat explicari per remo

tionem mutabilitatis, iddue ad oppo

sitionem contingentiae. Chauvin. p.

434. - -

Necessitas accipitur pro vehementia

essendi illius quod per se et primo est

necesse esse, quod est Deus, et sic

º definiri non potest. Descri

Jitur tamen et notificatur utcunque,

et hoc melius per affirmationem quam

negationem : scilicet per vehementiam

et firmitatem essendi, quam per im

possibilitatem seu non-possibilitatem

non essendi. Bradwardin. de Causa

Dei, p. 678.

A a 2
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tal or verbal propositions, or of their respective parts, makes up

the idea of logical necessity. Connection of end and means makes

up the idea of moral necessity. Connection of causes and effects

is physical. And connection of existence and essence is metaphysi

cal necessity. This last is what our present argument is solely

concerned in. It has been sometimes styled simple or absolute

necessity, as opposed to relative. For though physical necessity

may also be called absolute, as opposed to limited or conditional,

(as before hinted,) it is not absolute as opposed to relative; be

cause it stands in the relation between causes and effects. But

metaphysical necessity has no relation to any thing extraneous

to the subject of it; it subsists only in the Divine essence, con

sidered as inseparably connected with its own existence. This is

that pure, simple, absolute, transcendental necessity, which the

later schoolmen and metaphysicians speak of.

These things premised, I may now proceed to inquire what

the argument a priori (as it is called) has to stand upon, or

how it is supported. The way of coming at it is first to prove a

posteriori the existence of an independent Being, thus: Something

now is, therefore something has evisted from all eternity; therefore

some one unchangeable and independent Being, one at least;

therefore there is some one self-existent or necessarily evisting

Being". Thus far is right and well, for the coming at necessary

existence in the way of arguing a posteriori. Call it necessity of

evistence, and then that necessity imports a mode of the existence

before proved, subsequent, in order of nature and conception, to

the evistence, and referred up to the subject of it. This modal

necessity is a property of the independent Being, denoting his

immutable permanency, his infinite stability. But it happens,

that the word necessity often stands for causal and physical

necessity, (very different from modal and metaphysical.) and so

here begins the first double. The subsequent necessity is soon

after dropped, and antecedent necessity is slipped upon us in its

room. Under the cover of an ambiguous name, the idea which

we began with is first changed for another, altogether new and

foreign, and then enters the argument a priori with all its train.

There is now conceived I know not what antecedent necessity,

and internal cause, and prior reason, ground, and foundation of

the independent Being; and all built upon nothing but the

* See Dr. Clarke's Demonstration, &c. prop. 1, 2, 3.
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equivocation of a word, or a quick transition made from necessity,

considered in the modal and proper sense, to necessity taken in a

causal and foreign meaning. This “necessity,” it is said, must

be “antecedent, in the natural order of our ideas, to our suppo

“sition of its beings.” Why must it be antecedent 2 No neces

sity had been proved before, but what was conceived subsequent

(in the natural order of our ideas) to the existence of the inde

pendent Being, being a mode of it, and referred up to it: why

then must it be antecedent 2 There is no reason at all for it;

unless it be that an argument a priori required such an antece

dency, and would drop without it. The supposed antecedency in

this case appears to be all fancy and fiction, not collected from

what went before, by any regular deduction, but arbitrarily

fetched in, under the umbrage and protection of an equivocal

name. Put but immutability of existence, or independence, or

durability, instead of necessity of existence, (which really signifies

no more than the other,) and then it will be presently seen how

the notion of antecedency drops and disappears: which makes it

plain, that the notion is here false and foreign, not deducible

from any regular train of ideas, but brought in, at all adventures,

only because the technical term necessity admits of two senses,

and is a serviceable word for the sinking one idea and bringing

up another.

But to favour this new notion of antecedency, (so arbitrarily

introduced,) it is added, “This necessity must antecedently force

“itself upon us whether we will or no, even while we are en

“deavouring to suppose that no such being exists. For exam

“ple; when we are endeavouring to suppose, that there is no

“being in the universe that exists necessarily, we always find

“in our minds, (besides the foregoing demonstration of some

“thing being self-evistent, from the impossibility of every thing's

“being dependent,) we always find in our minds, I say, some

“ideas, as of infinity and eternity; which to remove, that is, to

“suppose no being, no substance in the universe, to which these

“attributes, or modes of existence, are necessarily inherent, is a

“contradiction in the very terms. For modes and attributes

“exist only by the existence of the substance to which they

“belongt.”

In answer to this paragraph, I may observe briefly, I. That

* Clarke, ibid. p. 14. sixth edition. t Clarke, ibid. p. 15.
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there is no arguing from ideal to real existence; unless it could

first be shewn, that such ideas must have their objectice realities,

and cannot be accounted for, as they pass within, except it be by

supposing such and such real existence, ad extra, to answer them.

2. Allowing that we find such ideas in our minds, and that they

antecedently force themselves upon us, this proves no more than

a kind of order of antecedency in our conceptions, but does not

prove any real antecedency with respect to the Divine existence, as

if that were preceded by something prior in order of nature to

it. 3. Whatever necessity we may find ourselves under as to

conceicing or imagining thus or thus; yet we are under no ante

cedent necessity of believing that these conceptions or imaginations

do infer the existence of a Deity, till it be regularly proced to us,

or till it can be clearly shewn what certain connection there is

between ideas and realities, between thoughts and things. 4. If

such certain connection could be proved, yet such proof would not

amount to a demonstration a priori, being that the process of

such an argument is altogether a posteriori, from effects to causes,

from things posterior to something antecedent. For the process

runs thus: we have such and such ideas, which ideas must have

objectice realities as their cause or ground; and those objective

realities, or real attributes, must have their subject, as all modes

and attributes have: and thus at length by this analysis, or in the

way of ascent, we come up to a first Cause, which is antecedent, in

order of nature, to every mode and attribute supposed to inhere

in it, and to belong to it. So that, even in this way, we can

never arrive to any thing which can be justly conceived prior or

antecedent, in order of nature, to the existence of a first Cause.

It appears then, that antecedent necessity is very arbitrarily intro

duced into this subject, having no regular chain of reasoning, no

proper connection of ideas, nor indeed any thing, but an equiro

cation upon the word necessity, to support or countenance it.

I would next take notice, that the use made afterwards of this

antecedent necessity is altogether as arbitrary and fanciful as the

introducing it. The uses it is made to serve are, to prove the

eternity", omnipresencew, and unityx of the self-existent Being.

And here it is observable, that necessity is furnished with

epithets (all in the arbitrary way) just as the occasion requires;

epithets suitable to the points to be proved. When it is to

* Demonstrat. p. 39. * Ibid. p. 41. * Ibid. p. 44.
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prove the eternity, then it is to be styled “absolute, not depending

“on any thing external, always unalterably the samey.” When

it is to prove the infinity, or the omnipresence, then it is charac

terized as being again absolute in itself, and “not depending

“on any outward cause;” and now it must be every where, as

well as always, unalterably the same; having no relation to

time, or place, or any thing else 2. But when it is to serve for

proof of the unity, then it is to be simple, and uniform, and

universal, without any possible difference, difformity, or variety

whatsoever". That is to say, it shall be what the demonstrator

pleases to make it, that he may adapt it variously to the various

purposes he intended by it. The neater and shorter way would

have been, to have denominated it at once an absolute, omnimodous,

all-perfect necessity; and then not only eternity, and omnipre

sence, and unity, but infinite wisdom, power, and goodness, and

every perfection whatever might have been instantly inferred

from it. For it might have been pleaded, that such necessity

had no relation to one perfection more than to another, being

uniform and universal, extending equally to all, and operating"

as much with respect to every perfection, as to any, having

nothing to limit it, nothing to control it. This reasoning

appears equally clear and forcible with the other: and both

are alike weak and precarious, having no solid foundation of

reason to rest upon; nothing but an obscure unintelligible prin

ciple, floating in the mind, and managed at pleasure, to make

some appearance of demonstration in a way wherein none can be

had, or to cover a petitio principii, which yet betrays itself imme

diately in every instance.

I have hitherto been observing, that the pretended antecedent

necessity is arbitrarily introduced, and then as arbitrarily carried

on: and now I am only to remark further, that it is, at length,

as arbitrarily dismissed. For indeed there is as much reason for

going on with it in infinitum, as for taking it in at all: and

there is no more reason for stopping at one fresh antecedent

necessity, than for stopping at five hundred; nor any more

reason for stopping there, than for going on infinitely. If every

thing that exists, and every circumstance of it, must have a reason

a priori, why it is, rather than note, (a supposition which the

argument a priori is built upon,) then the antecedent necessity

y Demonstrat. p. 39. * Ibid. p. 41. * Ibid. p. 44.

* See Letters, p. 19, 34. ° Ibid. p. 33.
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itself must have a reason a priori to fix and determine it, and

that another, and so on infinitely. Wherefore if we admit but

one antecedent necessity as prior, in order of nature, to the

first Cause, there is no reason at all for stopping at the first

remove, or for dismissing the notion of an antecedent necessity

so soon, or at all. The same thought, the same suggestion, will

come over again at every new advance higher in the series of an

tecedent necessities: for every one of them will want a new ground,

a new internal cause, a new antecedent necessity, to determine its

being; and all for the same reason as the first Cause was supposed

to want one. Therefore, I say, it is perfectly arbitrary and un

accountable, to make a full pause at one single antecedent necessity,

and not to continue and carry on necessities higher and higher,

without number and without end. Thus much may suffice for

exposing the precarious and fanciful nature of the pretended proof

a priori.

2. But I proceed further to observe, that it is not only preca

rious, but manifestly absurd. It is demonstrable a priori, that

there neither is nor can be any proof a priori of the existence of

a first Cause, because there is no cause prior to the first". But, to

be a little more distinct and particular, imagine something prior

or antecedent, in order of nature or conception, to the first Cause,

what must that something be? There are but three possible suppo

sitions, and all of them flatly contradictory and absurd. Suppose

either the substance itself, or some property of that substance, or

something eatrinsic to both, to be that antecedent ground, reason,

or foundation, prior in conception to the first Cause: they are

every one of them uncapable and incompetent for it.

(1.) To begin with the last of them, a principle extrinsic. One

would think by the turn of the argument, in several passages

where it is handled, that the antecedent necessity were considered

as something eatrinsic to the first Cause: particularly where it

is represented as operatinge every where, and always, so as to

make the divine Being eternal and omnipresent, or the like. And

indeed if the words carry any idea at all in them, and any force

" Haec propositio Deus est, non

habet medium terminum quo a priore

demonstretur.—Non potest dari me

dium desumptum a causa eatrinseca,

nam Deus est, a seipso, independens

omnino ab alia re: non potest etiam

sumi medium a causa materiali intrin

seca, nam hoc non cadit in Deum :

non a formali, nam in Deitate non est

ulla ratio formalis prior ipso esse di

vino, quae nostro modo intelligendi sit

ratio cur Deus sit. Gillius, p. 386.

* Letters, p. 19, 34.
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of argument, they must be so understood; just as we understand

them of any external cause producing its effect. But, as an

ertrinsic principle is absurd in itself, and is besides expressly

rejected f by the advocates for the proof a priori, I need not here

say a word more of it.

(2.) Take we then next the substance itself, and consider

whether that can be conceived as prior or antecedent to itself.

It is very plain that it cannot; and so much also is confessed on

all handss, and therefore we may dismiss this article, and proceed.

(3.) The only remaining supposition is, that some attribute or

property of the self-existent Being may be conceived antecedent,

in order of nature, to the same Being. But that is, if possible,

still more absurd than the last preceding. An attribute is attri

buted to its subject as its ground and support; and a property,

in the very notion of it, is proper to the substance whereunto it

belongs, and subsequent in order of nature and conception to it.

An antecedent attribute, or property, is as great a solecism, and

almost as flat a contradiction, as an antecedent subsequency, or a

subsequent antecedency, understood in the same sense, and same

respect. Every property, or attribute, as such, presupposes its

subject, and cannot be understood otherwise. To make the

property antecedent is inverting the natural order, and confound

ing the idea; and, in short, is denying it to be what it is. The

truth of what is here said is so glaring and forcible, that it some

times extorts the assent even of those who upon other occasions

affect to gainsay it. It is confessed, that “the scholastic way

“ of proving the evistence of the self-existent Being from the

“absolute perfection of his nature, is to repov Tpórepov for, [N.B.]

“all or any perfections presuppose existence; which is petitio

“ principiih.” If therefore properties, modes, or attributes in

God, be considered as perfections, (and it is certain they must,)

then by this account they must all or any of them presuppose

existence. Indeed, it is immediately added, in the same place,

“that bare necessity of existence does not presuppose, but infer,

“existence.” That is to say, if such necessity be supposed to

be a principle extrinsic: but if it be a mode or a property, it must

presuppose the existence of its subject, as certainly and as evi

dently as it is a mode or a property. It might perhaps a poste

riori infer the existence of its subject, as effects may infer a

* Letters, p. 32. * Letters, p. 33, 40. Demonstration, &c. p. 21.

* Letters, p. 33.
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cause: but to infer in the other way a priori, is altogether as

impossible as that a triangle should be a square; which is joining

repugnant ideas together.

In another place, it is observed by the same learned author

“ that the idea of space (as also of time or duration) is an idea

“of a certain quality or relation, which not being itself a sub

“stance, [N.B.] necessarily presupposes a substance, without

“which it could not existi.” Now if the necessity spoken of be

a property or mode, and not a substance, it must, for the very

same reason, necessarily presuppose a substance without which it

could not exist. So true it is, that a mode, or property, cannot

be conceived antecedent in order of nature to its subject, without

running into a flat absurdity, and the greatest confusion of ideas

imaginable.

The sum then is, that, to make out an argument a priori,

there must be a cause, or however a priority or antecedency,

brought in to argue upon, and to draw an inference from, to the

evistence of a Deity: and yet no sooner is the idea of cause, or

priority, or antecedency (though in conception only) introduced,

but we immediately subvert the idea of a property, and of a first

Cause. It is a vain thing to insist one while upon the antecedency,

for the sake of the pretended demonstration, and then presently

to drop it, by retreating to the idea of a property, for the sake

of warding off insuperable objections. Either there is no ante

cedency in this case at all, to form the argument upon ; or, if

there be, the antecedent principle is no property, but a principle

extrinsic. So then either the antecedency must drop, and the

argument a priori drop with it: or if the antecedency be kept up,

the idea of a property is destroyed instantly, and we are yet to

seek for a first Cause. Turn we the thing which way we will, the

presumed argument a priori is all over contradictory and absurd.

It is not merely abstruse or unintelligible, but plainly and clearly

repugnant to reason, and to itself. It is tacking together dis

jointed and incompatible ideas, which can never stand together,

but must inevitably clash and destroy one another. However,

as there is no cause whatever so defenceless and destitute, but

that something or other may be pleaded for it, and a skilful

advocate may lay colours upon any thing: so it is here. A very

ingenious defence has been drawn up for the argument a priori,

in which we have the spirit and quintessence of what the cause

* Letters, p. 25.
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can affordk. A just reply was made to it some time after", by

a very good hand, which might save me the labour of saying

any thing more to it : but perhaps it may be of service to have

the same things represented in different lights; or if it be only

abridging what has been said before more at large, even that

perhaps may not be altogether without its use. I proceed then,

3. To examine the several pleas or excuses invented for the

support of the argument a priori, in order to shew that they are

none of them sufficient for the purposes intended. I shall break

the discourse into so many distinct parts, or pleas, for the dis

tinct and methodical conception of the subject.

PLEA I.

“Though it is indeed most evident, that no thing, no being can

“be prior to that Being which is the first Cause and original of

“all things; yet there must be in nature a ground or reason, a

“ permanent ground or reason, of the eristence of the first

“Cause: otherwise its existence would be owing to, and depend

“upon, mere chancem.” To which I answer,

(1.) If by ground or reason be meant a cause, the idea of it is

repugnant to the notion of a first Cause, which must be absolutely

uncaused, both with respect to itself and to every thing else.

But if by ground or reason be meant only a ground or reason for

asserting such existence, that we may readily admit, as meaning

only that there is a reason a posteriori whereby we prove the

truth of the thing that so it is. Reason and ground are softer

names in this case than cause is, and may sometimes serve to

hide the absurdity which appears at once upon the naming of a

cause prior to the first. It may, or rather must be allowed, that

there is a reason for every existence, a reason of one kind or other,

either a priori or else a posteriori : but it is nevertheless certain,

that there is not a reason a priori for every thing, because there

must be a first in the ascending line; as also, on the other hand,

there is not a reason a posteriori for every thing, because there

must be a last in the order of descentn.

k Answer to the Seventh Letter, m Answer to the Seventh Letter,

p. 4o, &c. p. 4o.

| Dr. Gretton's Review of the Ar. n Observa, multas veritates posse

gument a priori. Printed for B. Lin- a priori et posteriori simul demon

tot, A. D. 1726. See also Concio ad strari: utv.g. esse admirativum, de

Clerum, upon the same subject, and monstratur a priori per rationale, a

by the same author. Cantabrigiae, posteriori vero per risibile. Alias vero

I732. esse veritates quae tantum vel a priori,
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(2.) Though the uncaused Being has neither ground nor cause

to determine its existence, yet it is not owing to, or dependent

upon, mere chance, because it is not owing or dependent at all, but

entirely undericed and independent. If the force of the objection

lies in this, that unless the existence be dependent on something,

it cannot be firm and stable; this amounts to saying, that a

first cause, or an independent existence, is a contradictory notion

in itself. It is certain, that if the existence be dependent on any

thing, it is not the firmer, but may be the more precarious for

being so. The highest possible stability is to be absolutely

independent, absolutely uncaused: this is the strongest security

against all possible chances or failures: and therefore it never

can be allowed, that assigning it a cause, a ground, or foundation,

is firing the existence; when the supposing it to have no cause,

no ground, &c. nor to need any, is really the top perfection of

being, the very highest and best thing that we can either say or

conceive of it.

(3.) But supposing that there might yet remain some difficulty

in our scheme, (as difficulties there must be in conceiving eternity,

and in searching the mysterious nature and existence of the un

searchable Being,) yet if the difficulty be rather shifted than taken

away, by the expedient here proposed, or if absurdities be brought

in instead of difficulties, how then are we at all relieved by it, or

the better for it? That such is the case here, is plain at first

sight. For what if we go on to assign a cause, a ground, or a

foundation for the first Cause, it is but going one step further,

and there the same difficulty occurs as before, besides several

new ones. That cause, that ground, that foundation, that ante

cedent necessity (or whatever else we call it) will still want an

other cause, another ground, another foundation, another ante

cedent necessity to fix and support it; or else, by the same

reasoning, its existence will be owing to, and dependent upon,

mere chance”. If we still go higher up, to a second or a third

remove, or to as many more as we can think on, the same

difficulty will haunt us all the way in the wandering progress,

vel a posteriori demonstrari possunt:

quia cum necessario sistendum sit in

aliquo primo conceptu, ante quem non

sit alius, inde fit, illum non posse de

monstrari a priori, quia nullam habet

causam sui; e contrario vero etiam

sistendum sit in aliquo ultimo, post

quem non sit alius, inde rursus se

quitur, illum non posse demonstrari a

posteriori, quia (ut supponimus) nihil

habet posterius se. Roderic. de Ar

riag. Curs. Philos. p. 222.

o See Dr. Gretton's Review, p. 15.
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and we shall never find rest for the sole of our foot, till we

return to the place where we first stepped aside, till we come

back to the first Cause of all things, and there terminate our

inquiries. They that attempt to move but one step higher, are

sure to involve themselves in inextricable mazes, and are doubly

to blame: first, for inventing a cause prior to the first, or a

reason higher than the highest, and next, for making that newly

invented support (according to their own argument) owe its

existence to mere chance. Let the discerning readers therefore

judge upon the whole, who it is that makes the Divine existence

contingent and precarious, they or we.

PLEA II.

“The existence of the first Cause is necessary, necessary

“absolutely and in itself; and therefore that necessity is a priori,

“and, in order of nature, the ground or reason of its existence".”

To which I reply,

(i.) It is allowed that the existence of the first Cause is

necessary, not contingent: and because that necessity is only a

mode of the presupposed existence, therefore it is not a priori,

or, in order of nature, an antecedent ground or reason, but it is

subsequent and posterior, in order of nature and conception, to

that whereof it is the mode : for all modes, as such, are subsequent

to their subject, which is the ground and support of them.

(2.) Necessity absolute (in the metaphysical sense, as here

used,) is a contradiction to the notion of antecedent ground, or

cause, having no relation" to any thing of that kind. It imports

an inviolable connection between the essence and the existence in a

being uncaused and independent. To make connection the ground

and reason of the existence, either means that the essence is the

ground of itself, or means nothing, amounting only to so many

words of amusement.

PLEA III.

“That which exists necessarily (or in the idea of which

“existence and necessity are inseparably and necessarily connected)

“must either therefore be necessary because it erists, or else it

“must therefore exist, because its existence is necessary'.” I

answer,

(i.) It is improper to say, that ewistence and necessity are

P Answer to Seventh Letter, p. 41. r Answer to Seventh Letter, pag.

* See above, p. 354,355. 4 I.

º _

~ *
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connected: for since necessity, as here applied, imports nothing

but connection, it amounts to saying, that ewistence and connection

are so connected ; whereas, in truth and propriety, the evistence

and the essence are what are here supposed to be connected.

But all the confusion arises from want of distinguishing between

causal and modal, between physical and metaphysical necessity.

(2.) We do not say, that the first Cause is therefore necessary

because it evists, (for then every thing existing would be neces

sary,) but rather, because it exists in such a manner, exists

independently. Not that independency is properly the cause of

necessary easistence, or vice cersa, (for both are but names or

expressions for one and the same property or perfection,) but

all resolves into this, that God is what he is, and such as we

prove him, a posteriori, to be. We can go no higher than to

say, that his nature is such, that he exists independently, immuta

bly, necessarily, as opposed to contingency. It is wrong to ask

for a wherefore in this case: it is supposing no first Cause at all.

The plea sets out upon a false principle, that a therefore must

be given in every instance assignable, or a reason a priori

admitted. We have done with reasons a priori, as soon as we

are arrived to the top of all existence. For as in abstract neces

sary truths, the highest pitch we can come up to is, that the

same idea is the same idea, or every idea is what it is ; so in our

running up to the top of real existence, (as opposed to ideal.)

the highest pinnacle of all is, that the same being is the same

being, or is what it is. Such then is the nature or perfection of

the Deity, that he exists independently. To assign a cause for

that existence, is to make it less; it is to suppose it dependent

on something else: it is destroying with one hand what we build

with the other. We pretend not therefore to give a reason

a priori why God exists necessarily, (for if such reason could be

given, it would sink the idea of necessary instead of raising it,)

but we assign reasons a posteriori why we believe and maintain

it; which is giving the to Ött, not the to Övöri, and is all that

can be or ought to be given in this case, as is self-evident.

(3.) But suppose we should attempt to go higher up beyond

the first Cause, to something conceived prior or antecedent to it,

will not the same difficulty recur in every stage of the progres

sion : The same dilemma is applicable to the next higher cause,

and to every other, in infinitum. For it may still be pleaded,
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that such antecedent ground must either be necessary because it

exists, or else must therefore exist because its existence is neces.

sary; and so the mind is again set afloat, without stay or

anchor, in an endless pursuit after more and more antecedent

absolute necessities.

PLEA IV.

“The eternity of God can no otherwise be proved, than by

“considering a priori the nature of a necessary or self-existent

“Cause. That the first Cause has existed from eternity, and

“shall exist to eternity, cannot be proved from the temporary

“ phenomena, but must be demonstrated from the intrinsic nature

“ of necessary eacistence.” I answer,

(1.) The question here is not, by what other ways the eternity

can be proved, but whether it can be proved in this. Be the

other proofs, which proceed a posteriori, ever so lame or insuf

ficient, their defects will be of no service for the healing the

absurdities of this: so the plea is foreign, and wide of the pur

pose; unless the design were to plead for the usefulness of a

proof, which cannot be shewn to be a proof.

(2.) The suggestion here offered is not true, especially as to

God's existing from eternity. The natural, regular, and indeed

the common way, has been to prove the eternity before the neces

sary evistence; and that is the very way which the author him

self took to come at necessary existences: and no one has better

answered this plea than himself hath done in another placet.

(3.) If any one were first to prove the evistence and an attri

bute or two more, and then proceed to demonstrate the eternity

from the easistence, &c. before proved, such a method of arguing

* Demonstration, prop. ii. p. 11.

t “Not to philosophers only, but

“even to the meanest capacities, are

“ there obvious arguments in reason,

“to prove clearly the necessity of this

“ Divine perfection, [eternity, and to

“set it before them in a practical and

“useful light. For since it is in some

“degree a perfection to be : and a

“greater degree of that perfection to

“continue in being ; it is evident, when

“we conceive of God the most perfect

“Being, we must conceive him to be

“infinite in this perfection also, as

“ well as in others.

“Again: it is evident even to the

“meanest capacity, which considers

“things at all; that he who first gave

“being to all other things, could not

“ possibly have any beginning him

“self, and must therefore necessarily

“ have existed from all eternity ; and

“ that he who hath already existed

“from all eternity, independently,

“ and of himself, cannot possibly be

“liable to be deprived of his being,

“ and must therefore necessarily exist

“for an eternity to come.” Clarke's

Posthumous Sermons, vol. i. p. 8o.
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a priori we should not except to, neither do we condemn it".

All that we object to is the imagining any ground, cause, or

necessity, (or whatever it be called,) antecedent, in order of nature,

to the evistence. One attribute may perhaps rationally be con

sidered as prior in conception to another, and existence as prior

to all w; therefore the way of arguing a priori from existence and

attributes before proved, to other attributes not yet proved, we

may allow of as a rational and just procedure. We distinguish

here between arguing a priori to attributes, and arguing in like

manner to evistence.

(4.) It is self-evident that nothing can be proved by a repug

nant notion of antecedent necessity, conceived prior to the exist

ence: and therefore eternity, both a parte ante and a parte post,

must either be proved some other way, or not at all. That it

may be proved in another way, and without the help of antece

dent necessity, (proved, I say, a posteriori, yea, and perhaps a

priori also,) is abundantly manifest from the many excellent

treatises which have handled that point at large ; and St. Paul

himself has testified the same thing; namely, that the temporary

phenomena are sufficient to make men clearly see the eternal power

and Godhead of their Creator, and to render them inewcusable in

their disbelief of it, or disregard to itx.

PLEA. W.

“If the first Cause exists absolutely without any ground or

“reason of existence, it might as possibly in times past, without

“any reason, have not existed; and may as possibly in times to

“come, without any reason, cease to exist. Can it be proved

“a posteriori, that the first Cause of all things will exist to-mor

“row? Or can it be proved any otherwise than by shewing that

v The Schoolmen have often taken

that method of proving the eternity,

understanding it to be arguing a pri

ori; and it seems that it may properly

enough be so styled; though some

would scruple to give it that name,

because there is no real order among

the attributes. (See Bp. Barlow on

this head, Exercit. iv. p. 183, &c.) But

if there may be an order of concep

tion, it suffices: and that there ma

appears very plainly. See Richard.

de Media Vill. who handles this ques

tion at large, lib. i. distinct. 2. quaest.

iv. p. 32. And Gillius, lib. ii. tr. 2. c. 9.

p. 538.

w Vera superiora sunt, quae in solo

Deo consistunt; ut Deus est potens,

sapiens, atque bonus. Horum autem

haec quidem sunt quodammodo poste

riora naturaliter, haec priora. Poste

rius enim est Deum velle, quam cog

noscere ; et cognoscere quam esse :

esse enim naturaliter haec praecedit, et

universaliter omnia talia attributa.

Bradwardin. in Causa Dei, lib. i. cap.

I 2. p. 2d I.

* Rom. i. 20.
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“necessity is a certain ground of future, as well as of present

“existencey 3" I answer,

(1.) By asking, what must be the certain ground of that neces

sity's existing : Or how will it be proved that that prior necessity

will evist to-morrow, unless it be by assigning another necessity, and

so on infinitely?? This kind of reasoning, if it proves any thing,

proves that there neither is nor can be a first Cause : and so it is

choosing to admit a manifest absurdity, only to avoid an appear

ing difficulty.

(2.) To answer more directly, it is not possible in the nature

of things to have any higher or stronger security as to the first

Cause's existing to-morrow than this; that he never had any

cause, ground, or support of his existence, never needed any, being

independent and self-sufficient", the prop and stay, the ground and

foundation of all existences. If indeed he himself were to have

any ground, foundation, or cause of his being, we might then have

some handle for doubting whether his relation to that ground

might continue, or how long it might subsist : but when he is

above and beyond all grounds and causes, we have all the reason

in the world to believe, that he is infinitely secure from change,

is independently the same, “yesterday, to-day, and for ever.”

It is very odd to think of ascertaining his existence by assigning

him a prior cause, which is the only way to unsettle it, and to

make it less certain than it is : but it is a great confirmation of

the truth of our doctrine in this particular, that every argument

formed against it is at length found to stand on its side, and to

make for it.

PLEA VI. -

“When atheistical writers affirm, that the material universe,

“ and every existing substance in particular, was eternal, abso

“lutely without any ground or reason of existence, can this asser

“tion be confuted by him who shall himself affirm that God

“was eternal absolutely, without any ground or reason of exist

“encebº."

Praetera, idy Answer to Seventh Letter, p. 42.

* See Dr. Gretton's Review, p. 74.

* Nam, quod estase, et non abalio,

non habet principium durationis. Cum

enim in seipso habet sufficiens prin

cipium existendi, et existat per essen

tiam, concipinequit non-existens ante

quam existat; atque adeo non habet

wATER LAND, voi... III.

principium durationis.

quod non est ab alio, non habet in

suo esse admistan potentiam ad non

esse; ac proinde non est vertibile in

non esse, atque adeo est aeternum.

Gillius, p. 1032.

b Answer to a Seventh Letter, p. 43.

B. b
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Answ. Yes, very easily, by shewing that what those men

foolishly ascribe to the material universe (subject to innumerable

changes and imperfections") does and can belong only to some

unchangeable, independent Being, whose existence we can demon

strate a posteriori. It is his privilege, and his only, to be above

all ground or antecedent reason of existence, to be absolutely un

caused, being indeed the first Cause. But those atheistical writers,

most certainly, never can be solidly confuted by one that shall

assert a cause prior to the first: because it is, in effect, denying

any first Cause at all, and maintaining an endless progression;

which is what every Atheist would readily come into : not to

mention how easy it were for them to play with antecedent

necessity, (an arbitrary principle,) adapting the same to their

own schemesd.

PLEA VII.

“The infinity, or immensity, or omnipresence of God can no

“otherwise be proved, than by considering a priori the nature

“of a necessary or self-eristent Cause. That this Author of

“nature is himself absolutely immense or infinite, cannot be

“ proved from the finite phenomena, but must be demonstrated

“from the intrinsic nature of a necessary existencee.” To which

I rejoin;

(1.) From antecedent necessity, or from any thing prior to a

first Cause, (a notion self-contradictory and palpably absurd,)

nothing at all can be proved. So then whatever becomes of

other proofs for the immensity, it is certain and manifest, that

nothing can be done with this, which is no proof at all.

(2.) As to necessary existence, soberly and justly understood in

the modal sense, and as subsequent in order of nature to its sub

ject, (amounting to the same with independent, immutable, or inft

nitely durable existence,) we have nothing to object against

arguing from it, so far as it may carry us, or against calling it

arguing a priori, as it is inferring one or more attributes from

existence and some attribute or attributes before proved. This is

quite another thing from the argument a priori contended for,

and ought to be carefully distinguished from it: we find no

fault with any one’s arguing from attribute to attribute; but

what we blame is, the arguing from a supposed ground, founda

• See Wollaston, p. 76. • Answer to the Seventh Letter,

* See Dr. Gretton, p.21, 22, 23, &c. p. 43.
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tion, or internal cause of existence, to either existence or attri

bute.

(3.) As to immensity, or omnipresence, if the finite phenomena

are sufficient to prove that it extends to all real existence, it

suffices: no one, after that, will scruple to admit as large an

infinity as can be desired, though the proof be not drawn out in

mood and figure. Mischief is often done by pretending to strict

and rigorous demonstrations, where we have no occasion for them,

and where the subject is too sublime to go far in, with clear and

distinct ideas. Such attempts serve only to make that become

matter of question, which before was unquestionable, while standing

only on reasonable presumption or moral proof.

PLEA VIII.

“If the first Cause exists, absolutely without any ground or

“reason of existence, it may as possibly be finite as infinite ; it

“may as possibly be limited as immense".” I answer,

This is repetition of the same argument a little diversified, and

so has been sufficiently answered in the articles preceding. But

I may briefly observe, that the supposed ground or reason is so

far from securing us that the first Cause shall not be finite or

limited, that it seems to endanger it the more, by making it

dependent upon a ground, and subject to a prior causality.

Besides, what shall secure that ground itself from being finite and

limited? Must it be another ground, and then another, and so on

infinitely : Such reasoning destroys itselfg. And how are we at

all the wiser for being told, that the absolute necessity must be

every where, or that it must operate every where alike" : If a

petitio principii were allowable, it were better to say (and it is

as easily said) that the independent first Cause must be every

where, and in all places alike: for this is sense at least, if it does

not amount to a proof: while the other is as much a petitio

principii, (for who knows how or where such imaginary cause

must operate 2) and besides is talking either without ideas, or

with contradictory ideas, as has been often shewn. To be short,

our physical, moral, or scriptural proofs, of the omnipresence are

clear enough, and full enough, to answer all intents and purposes,

f Answer to the Seventh Letter, p. Dr. Gretton's Review, p. 8o.

h Letters, p. 13. Demonstrat. p. 41.43.

& See the Plea strongly retorted in

B b 2
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and to satisfy every reasonable mindi; as the author allows

elsewherek.

PLEA IX.

“The unity of God, (which, I think, has always been allowed

“to be a principle of natural religion: otherwise St. Paul could

“not justly have blamed the heathen as ineaeusable in that they

“ did not retain God in their knowledge, &c.) the unity of God,

“I say, can no otherwise be demonstrated, than by considering

“a priori the nature of a necessary or self-eaistent Cause.—That

“this supreme Author and Governor of this nature, or of these

“ phenomena, is the Supreme Author and Governor of universal

“nature, cannot be proved by us from our partial and imperfect

“knowledge of a few phenomena, in that small part of the uni

“ verse which comes within the reach of our senses, but must be

“demonstrated from the intrinsic nature of necessary evistence".”

To all which I reply distinctly, as follows:

(i.) It looks not well to make the unity a principle of natural

religion, and at the same time to declare that there is no proof

of it from natural reason, excepting only this pretended proof a

priori; which, by the confession of its greatest advocates, is not

capable of being understood but by a few and those very atten

tive minds, never to be made obvious to the generality of menm;

which moreover, has been as universally rejected by the learned

who have thought of it, as it has been totally unknown to the

culgar in all past ages; and which, lastly, is not only an incon

clusive argument for the unity, or for any thing else, but

demonstrably absurd. If natural religion affords no other

argument of the unity but this now mentioned, it is evident that

the unity is no principle of it.

i See Bp. Barlow, Exercitat. vi. p.

283, &c. Bp. Wilkins, Nat. Relig. p.

I 17, &c.

k “It cannot but be evident, even

“ to the meanest capacity, upon care

“ful consideration, that he who made

“all things, as he could not but be

“ before the things that he made, so

“it is not possible but he must be

“present also with the things that he

“made and governs. For things

“could not be made without the

“ actual presence of the power that

“made them; nor can things ever be

“governed with any certainty, unless

“the wisdom that governs them be

“ present with them. Whatever argu

“ments therefore prove the being of

“God, and his unerring providence,

“must all betº to prove

“equally likewise his actual omnipre

“sence.” Clarke, Posth. Sermons,

vol. i. Serm. 8, p. 173.

! Answer to a Seventh Letter, p. 44.

m Answer to a Sixth Letter, p. 32.
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(2.) It looks still worse to plead St. Paul's authority in this

case, who if he thought of the unity at all, in the texts cited or

referred to, yet certainly had no view to this argument a priori,

as rendering the heathen inexcusable. For how could they be

inewcusable for not seeing what none but a few, and not without

very attentive minds, can see, what can never be obvious to the

generality, what the wisest and most thoughtful men have

constantly rejected as absurd, and what plainly and inevitably is

so: If St. Paul had any view at all to the proofs of the unity

in that place, (which is questionable",) it was to such only as

may be drawn a posteriori, (from the few phenomena in our

system, or from tradition,) which the plea rejects as no proofs".

Therefore St. Paul's authority is very improperly alleged to give

shelter or countenance to the argument a priori.

(3.) Men may be very blamable for not admitting the unity,

though it be supposed that they have only moral presumption or

traditional proofs of it; because the greater probability ought to

determine their judgment, and because it is unquestionable

matter of duty, in dubious cases, to take the safer side. There

was plain reason for receiving and worshipping one God, while

there was no apparent reason at all for worshipping many, but

rather the contrary. Therefore the heathen were blamable in

admitting a plurality; and yet much more so for admitting such

a plurality as they did; which St. Paul chiefly alludes to, con

demning their creature worshipp as altogether inewcusable.

(4.) A distinction should have been made, as in some former

articles, between the different ways of arguing a priori. It is

* See Dr. Gretton, p. 84.

o But the learned author elsewhere

allows them to be sufficient, and so in

effect has obviated or answered this

plea himself. His words are:

“The plain connection of one thing

“upon another, through the whole

“material universe, through all parts of

“ the earth, and in the visible heavens;

“the disposition of the air, and sea,

“ and winds; the motions of the sun,

“moon, and stars; and the useful

“vicissitudes of seasons, for the re

“gular production of the various

“fruits of the earth; have always

“been sufficient to make it evidently

“appear, even to mean capacities.

“ (had they not been perpetually pre

“judiced by wrong instruction,) that

“all things are under the direction of

“one power, under the dominion of

“one God, to whom the whole uni

“verse is uniformly subject. And in

“fact, the wisest. best men, in

“all heathen nations, have ever seen,

“ and in good measure maintained,

“this great truth. But it is with

“greater clearness from all appear

“ance of doubt, and with greater

“assurance of authority, confirming

“the dictate of reason, that the Scrip

“ture sets forth to us this first prin

“ciple of religion.” Clarke, Posth.

Serm. vol. i. Serm. 2. p. 29, 30.

P Rom. i. 23, 24, 25. compare Gal.

iv. 8.
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not amiss to argue for the unity from the existence, and some

one attribute or attributes (as omnipotence, immensity, independence,

&c.) before proved; nor should we scruple the propriety of

calling it an argument a priori: but as to any arguing from

antecedent necessity, or from any ground, cause, or reason, con

sidered as prior to the existence, (which is the way of arguing

now contended for,) that is what we can never admit of. Such

antecedent absolute necessity carries no more idea with it than

antecedent absolute nonentity; unless it means a cause prior to

the first, which is infinitely absurd.

(5.) Allowing that the natural proofs of the unity are probable

only, not demonstrative, and that upon the foot of mere reason it

is a tenet rather to be reckoned among the pia credibilia, than

as a demonstrated truth; this is saying no more than what

several very wise and good men have made no scruple to con

fessº : and if such be really the case, we are the more obliged

to Scripture for ascertaining to us that great truth, as well as

for placing it in a clear and just light. Demonstrations (strictly

so called) are very good things where they are to be had : but

when we cannot come at them, strong probabilities may properly

supply their place. It is certain, that the bulk of mankind are

not fitted for metaphysical or mathematical demonstrations; nor

was it ever intended that moral or theological matters should be

governed by them. Blessed are they, who having neither had

ocular nor other demonstration, but moral probabilities only, have

yet believed. Such conduct is justly accounted rational in

‘l The learned John Gerhard, and

John Vossius, cite Gabriel Biel to this

purpose, adding their own reflections

upon what Biel had said.

Sed Biel (I. Sant. dist. 2. qu. Io.

art. 3.) statuit quod tantum unum esse

Deum, sit creditum, et non-demonstra

tum ratione naturali nobis in via pos

sibili. Id nos ita interpretamur; eti

amsi ex naturae libro rationes non con

temmendae pro unitate divinae essentiae

asserenda erui possint, eas tamen ad

fidei TAmpoqopiav cordibus nostris in

generandam, non satis efficaces esse.

Ergo mens prius confirmanda est ex

verbo Dei, et illustribus testimoniis in

quibus se Deus generi humano pate

ecit: postea utiliter potest addi con

sideratio philosophicarum demonstra
tionum. Gerhard. Loc, Comm. tom, i.

p. 106.

Dissentit Gabriel Biel, qui ante

annos hosce 14o Tubingensi Gym

nasio praefuit. Is censet probabiles

magis rationes esse quam evidentes et

certas. Verum esto sane, ut solate

non sint droöeukrukai : at magnum is

pondus addit traditio vetus; tum

autem quod argumenta isthaec, si non

prorsus drobelxruxa, saltem usque

adeo probabilia sint, ut rms troAv6eias

patroni nihil ullius momenti adferre

valeant, cur plusquam unum statuere

Deum potius conveniat. Voss. De

Idololatr. lib. i. cap. 2. p. 6.

Note: There were several other

Schoolmen, besides Biel, who would

not allow that the unity could be de

monstrated : see them numbered up

in Gillius, lib. ii. tract. 3. cap. 7, p.

575.
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secular affairs of greatest moment; and it ought to be so ac

counted in religious also. The adversaries may have a crafty

design in requiring more than is necessary, and perhaps more

than our faculties can reach to ; and it may often be exposing a

good cause, and giving the common enemies a needless advant

age, to enter the lists with them upon such unequal terms. But

this I hint by the way only, and pass on.

PLEA X.

“If the first Cause exists absolutely without any ground or

“reason of existence, it is altogether as possible, and as probable,

“ and as reasonable to suppose, that there may, without any

“reason, exist numberless finite, independent, coexistent first

“Causes—in different parts of the immense universe, as that

“there should, without any reason, exist one only, infinite, im

“mense, omnipresent first Cause, Author and Governor of the

“whole".” To which it may be replied:

(1.) That this amounts to saying, that unless there be a cause

prior to the first, (for a reason a priori means a cause,) there

may as well be numberless first Causes as one: which is directly

arguing, as usual, against the very name and notion of a first

Cause. But though a first Cause may or must be allowed to be

mysterious and incomprehensible, yet it should not be thus con

stantly treated as an impossible or contradictory idea. If there

is any such thing as a first Cause, it must be uncaused, and can

have no reason a priori for it. Therefore to what purpose is it

to dispute how many first Causes there might be, when if this

way of reasoning be just and conclusive, there could not be so

much as one P

(2.) The question about the number of first Causes can never

be determined by taking in antecedent necessity; because the

same difficulty will always recur, toties quoties, about the number

of antecedent necessities. For if every one of them, in the long

progression, has not another to fix and determine it, there will

still be the like danger of numberless antecedent necessitiess, or

reasons a priori, at every remove higher, in infinitum.

(3.) Scripture has very plainly and fully determined the ques

tion : and both tradition and reason are on the same side. For

though there is not perhaps strict demonstration, yet there are

* Answer to Seventh Letter, p. 44, 45. * See Gretton's Review, p. 9o.
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fair probabilities, (as before hinted,) both in the moral and meta

physical way, well known to Divines: and there is no colour of

reason for the contrary side. These are sufficient to build a

rational belief upon : and with these we ought to rest content.

PLEA XI.

“To argue a priori concerning the existence and attributes of

“ the first Cause is no absurdity: for, though no thing, no being

“can indeed be prior to the first Cause, yet arguments may and

“must be drawn from the nature and consequences of that

“ necessity by which the first Cause exists'.”

Answ. It is allowed, that arguments may or must be drawn

from the nature and consequences of that necessity by which the

first Cause evists, but not from the nature and consequences of

that necessity by which the first Cause does not evist. Now the

first Cause (if it be proper to say it exists by any necessity)

exists by a modal, not a causal necessity; by a metaphysical

necessity, not a physical ; by a necessity subsequent in order of

nature to the ewistence, (whereof it is the mode,) not by any

antecedent necessity. Therefore let us keep to the idea of modal

necessity, (meaning permanency, stability, noncontingency, inde

pendency, immutability, and the like;) I say, let us keep closely

to that idea of modal necessity, without changing it into causal;

and then, if any arguments can be justly drawn from the nature

and consequences of it, let them be admitted. But it is very

certain and self-evident, that no arguments can be drawn a priori

to the existence, from a mode of the same existence, subsequent

and posterior, in conception, to it.

PLEA XII.

“Mathematical necessary truths are usually demonstrated a

“ priori, and yet nothing is prior to truths eternally necessary.

“To confine therefore the use of the term to argumentations

“about such things only as have other things prior to them in

“ time, is only quibbling about the signification of words.”

Answ. No one goes about to confine the notion of priority to

priority in time only : it is allowed, that there is a priority of

order, or of nature, or of conception, where there is no priority in

time. But it is insisted upon, that there is nothing at all prior

to the existence of the first Cause, in any sense of priority what

t Answer to the Seventh Letter, p. 45.
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ever; nothing prior to it so much as in conception, or order of

nature; and therefore there is no arguing a priori at all in that

case. The insisting upon this is not quibbling about words, but

reasoning justly and soberly about things, and things of the

greatest consequence. The fundamental doctrine of a first Cause

is directly concerned in it, and several other very important

articles hang upon it.

(2.) As to mathematical necessary truths, they may be demon

strated a priori, as long as there is any other truth prior in con

ception, or order of nature, to them: but when once we ascend

up to first principles or awioms, which have no truths prior in

conception, there is then no more arguing a priori, no ascending

up higher in the scale of ideas, or in the chain of truths.u. In

like manner, as to real existence there is a first, which is at the

top of that scale; and we can go no higher than to the highest.

There all reasoning a priori ceases, or ought to do so; because

there is no existence prior, in order of nature or of conception,

to argue from ; no possible causality, no imaginable antecedency

to build such reasoning upon. There all our searches must

terminate; there our aspiring and wearied thoughts take rest.

And though an uncaused Being is an unfathomable abyss, and

we can scarce forbear asking childishly, how and why, or for

what reason it exists, and must exist? yet our recollected

thoughts must tell us, that such questions are improper and

impertinent, and resolve only into a fond conception or contra

dictory notion of something still higher than the highest, and

prior to the first.

PLEA XIII.

“To the objection, that an attribute cannot be the ground or

“ reason of the existence of the substance itself, (which is always, on

“ the contrary, the support of the attributes,) I answer, that in

“strictness of speech, necessity of existence is not an attribute in

“ the sense that attributes are properly so styled; but it is (sui

“generis) the ground or foundation of eristence both of the

“substance and of all the attributes x.”

Answ. The sum of this evasive plea is, that necessity of exist

ence (since it is absurd to make an attribute antecedent) must be

a kind of attribute which is no attribute properly speaking; an

attribute sui generis, a privileged attribute, not subject to the or

* See Dr. Gretton's Review, p. 95. * Answer to Seventh Letter, p. 46.
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dinary rules and laws, to which all attributes, as such, must be

subject: a postulatum too large and too arbitrary to be granted

by any man that will not be content to take sound for sense, or

words and syllables for ideas. Either let this admired necessity

be called an attribute, and acknowledged to be subsequent to its

subject, and then there is an end of the argument a priori : or

if it must be antecedent, for the sake of the argument, let it

be called (what it is supposed confusely to be) a principle ex

trinsic, and so it will import a cause prior to the first. One of

these titles it must wear: for there is no breaking the horns of

the dilemma; that the said necessity must either be subsequent

as an attribute, or else a principle extrinsic, if it be supposed

antecedent. The truth is, strictly speaking, necessity in this case

is not the attribute, but necessary existence is; and the necessity

considered abstractedly, or by itself, is the mode of such exist

ence, expressing the manner or perfection of it. Now certainly,

if every attribute, in the very notion of it, is subsequent to the sub

stance whereby it is supported; a mode, which is still one remove

further off, and so much the more subsequent, in order of nature

and conception, can never be looked upon as antecedent, in any

view whatever.

PLEA XIV.

“Thus, in other instances, immensity is not an attribute in

“the sense that wisdom, power, and the like, are strictly so

“called, but it is (sui generis) a mode of existence both of the sub

“stance and of all the attributes. In like manner, eternity is not

“an attribute or property in the sense that other attributes, in

“hering in the substance, and supported by it, are properly so

“called, but it is (sui generis) the duration of the existence both

“of the substance and of all the attributes.”

(1.) The design of this plea is to intimate, that attributes may

be distinguished into several kinds; which is not disputed.

Nevertheless all attributes agree in that which makes or denomi

nates them to be attributes; namely, in being attributed to some

subject considered as their support, and of course antecedent in

conception to them.

(2.) As to immensity and eternity, considered either as attri

butes of the Divine Being, or as modes to other attributes, they

are under one conception subsequent to the substance, and under

the other conception subsequent both to the substance and attri
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butes; that is to say, still more subsequent. And such also is the

case of necessity, as abstracted from existence, it is a mode of

existence, and so it is doubly subsequent under that formality;

which the author himself seems to have been sensible of, and

therefore was afraid of calling it a mode of existence, though he

allows it of the other two.

PLEA XV.

“Attributes or properties, strictly so called, cannot be predi

“cated one of another: wisdom cannot be properly said to be

“powerful, or power to be wise. But immensity is a mode of

“existence both of the Divine substance and of all the attributes.

“And necessity is the ground, or reason, or foundation of ex

“istence, both of the Divine substance, and of all the attri

“butesy.”

Answ. Existence being common to whatever is, no doubt

but it may be predicated both of the substance and the attributes:

and as necessity in this case is a mode ofthe existence, and ought to

have been called so as well as immensity, and is predicated even

of existence, it must of course be predicated of every Divine

attribute, because the existence which it goes along with, and

adheres to, is so predicated. But to infer from thence, that

necessity, a mode of being, is a ground, or reason, or foundation of

being, is jumping to a conclusion without any premises; yea and

against the premises; because a mode of existence presupposes

existence. To be short, all those words, ground, reason, founda

tion, internal cause, and the like, are only so much foreign lan

guage, fetched from another subject, and improperly brought in

here; sounds and syllables only, if they do not mean a cause

prior to the first; flat contradiction and palpable absurdity, if

they do. But the word necessity seems to carry a kind of a

charm in it to deceive the eye or to beguile the fancy, while by a

subtle sort of legerdemain it steals away the true idea intrusted

with it, and returns you a counterfeit for it.

y Answer to Seventh Letter, p. 46.
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CHAP. III.

Briefly intimating the hurtful Tendency of insisting so much upon

the pretended Argument a priori, both with regard to Religion

and Science.

IT would not be worth the time or the pains, to confute any

false notion, were there no harm in it, or if it no way tended,

directly or indirectly, to the prejudice of the world. But what

ever hurts religion or science, hurts the public of course; and that

these new principles are of ill tendency, in that respect, will

appear from diverse considerations, which come now to be men

tioned.

1. It may be of ill consequence to rest any important and un

questionable truth upon precarious principles, too weak to sup

port it. It tends to expose, rather than to serve the cause so

pleaded; to render it suspected, rather than to bring credit to it;

and to give the adversaries a handle for ridicule or triumph.

One would not indeed altogether discourage any religious and

well meant endeavours to strike new light into an important

subject, and to confirm established truths by additional topics,

or supplemental reinforcements. Were it not for the attempts of

that kind, made by lively and enterprising geniuses, time after

time, we should, no doubt, have wanted many considerable im

provements both in philosophy and theology, which we rejoice in

at this day: and were there not scope given for essays or trials

which may happen to fail, (as all cannot hit,) we should scarce

have field large enough for those that might be approved, and

stand. Nevertheless in truths which have already passed through

an infinite number of hands, (such as is the evistence of a Deity,)

there is the less occasion for looking after new topics. Probably,

there are no new ones now to be thought on, after the utmost

stretch of human faculties has been long exercised upon the sub

ject; but those that appear new will be commonly found no other

than old exploded speculations. Thus it happened to Des Cartes,

who seems to have valued himself for the inventing a new argu

ment for the existence; and he had several admirers and follow

ers, for a time, of considerable name and figure, who closed in

with it, conceiving it to be firm and solid. But within a while

it was suspected to be no better than a paralogism; and not

only so, but was found to have been of ancient date too, as early as
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Anselm, and confuted afterwards by Thomas Aquinas a, and

others, and at length dropped by all, because it had been weighed

in the balance, and proved wanting. So it will rarely happen,

that any new thought can be offered upon a subject so trite and

well nigh exhausted : or, if there should be any new topic in

vented, it will probably be found much short in value and efficacy

of the more common ones, which have been of long standing.

The commonest arguments, in such cases, may be justly looked

upon as the best ; because they have been proved and tried, and

have survived many others of inferior note, by reason of their

known weight and significancy above the rest. Opinionum com

menta delet dies, natura judicia confirmat. For the maintaining

of doctrines, which have been universally received in all places

and times, there is more need of judgment than incention, in

making choice of the best proofs that have been before offered,

rather than offering new ones; which will not come up to the

other, but are likely to fail upon trial, however they may please

for a while by their novelty. The more important a cause is, the

more need of caution: because there is a particular reverence

due to such a cause, and the risk is the greater, if it be made

to lean on quirk and subtilty, upon weak and sandy foundations.

Now there cannot be a more important cause than the cause of

Theism; neither can we any where more dangerously give a

loose to fancy, than upon that head.

2. It is still worse to rest such a cause upon principles, which

are not only too weak to bear it, but which also in their obvious

natural tendency threaten to overturn it : such is really the case

with respect to the argument a priori; which is so far from

establishing the existence of a first Cause, (the point aimed at,)

that it proceeds upon such premises as admit no first Cause at

all. The pleas made for it directly strike at the very notion of

a first Cause, proving (if they proved any thing) that there can

be no such thing as a being uncaused. This has been observed

over and over in the preceding chapter; and so I need only refer

back thither for the proof of what I here say. Such an argu

ment therefore, however piously intended, and offered with very

upright views, yet cannot but be looked upon as an argument of

a Vid. Parker, Disputat. de Deo, those Schoolmen who adhered to An

p. 567. Conf. Gillius, lib. i. tract. 8. selm in that argument; as also a re

c. 3. p. 385, &c. cital of others who appeared against

In Gillius may be seen a list of it, and confuted it.
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pernicious tendency: and every true lover of Theism, who per

ceives where such reasoning terminates, cannot be too jealous of

it. When Des Cartes proposed a new argument (as it was

thought) for the existence of a Deity, all the hurt of it was,

that it fell short of the point, and disserved the cause, only by

resting it upon what would not bear : but this other argument,

besides its being inconclusive for the purpose aimed at, is attended

with this further inconvenience, that it proceeds upon principles,

which run directly cross to it, and which make it impracticable

to prove any first Cause at all. For if every cause must have a

cause, (which is the maxim it sets out with, and proceeds upon

all the way,) the consequence is inevitable, that there can be no

first Cause. It is highly proper to declare against so pernicious

a maxim, which can tend only to undermine the proofs of a Deity,

instead of improving them.

3. There is another circumstance in this matter which deserves

consideration, namely, that this pretended demonstration is not

only offered as a proof, but is zealously insisted on, and highly

magnified above the many solid and standing demonstrations

which have hitherto been received and approved by the common

reason of mankind; as if it were not sufficient to give us a

paralogism for demonstration, but every other demonstration (justly

and properly so called) must be undervalued and slighted in

comparison. For instance, it is alleged that the arguments a

posteriori (though the best that we have) for the Divine eternity

and omnipresence are short of proof: which is not true, even in

the strictest sense of demonstrative proof: and if it were true,

yet so long as there is other sufficient proof, (such as every

reasonable man must readily acquiesce in,) it should not be

slightingly spoken of; neither should it be suggested that those

attributes cannot be proved. The moral proofs, after all, if not

so strictly demonstrative as the metaphysical, are yet better suited

to common capacities, and apter to persuade the bulk of man

kindb; and are therefore of more extensive use, and consequently

“ties of all unprejudiced men, whob “The proof a posteriori is level

“ have an And“to all men's capacities: because there

“is an endless gradation of wise and

“useful phenomena of nature, from

“ the most obvious to the most ab

“struse; which afford (at least a

“moral and reasonable) proof of the

“being of God, to the several capaci

probity of mind.

“this is what, I suppose, God expects

“ (as a moral Governor) that moral

“ agents should be determined by.”

Answer to Sirth Letter, p. 31, 32.

“The proof a priori is—capable

“ of being understood only by a few
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of more intrinsic value than the other. However that be, it is

certainly of ill consequence to depreciate the solidest arguments

hitherto urged in proof of the existence, for the sake only of

magnifying a flight of fancy. When an imaginary proof is thus

advanced as a real one, and not only so, but superior to all

others, it then becomes more and more dangerous, as doing great

disservice to the cause of God and religion c.

4. I must further remark, that this argument a priori, or

some appendages of it, look not very favourably towards revealed

religion, particularly as to the article of the Trinity; as hath

been observed at large by a learned hand", and need not here

be repeated. This is an additional evidence of the mischievous

tendency of those false metaphysics, which as they do in one view

sap the first and fundamental article of natural religion, by de

stroying the notion of a First Cause ; so do they, in another

view, strike at some of the prime fundamentals of the Gospel.

5. Add to this, the mischief done to true philosophy, by

adopting one absurd principle, which may probably draw after it

many other, (as one error leads to more,) or may introduce a

fallacious way of reasoning, such as may affect science in general.

For example: in order to maintain antecedent necessity, the

ideas of infinity and eternity are fetched in as antecedently forcing

themselves upon use; and it is supposed to be intuitively evi

dentſ, that those ideas have their objective realities ad extra.

Then space and time are advanced, as amounting to the same

with infinity and eternity, and are supposed really to exist ad

extra, and as certainly as that twice two makes four: whereupon

they are exalted into modes, or attributes, or properties of the

Divine substance g, and God himself is imagined to be the sub

“ attentive minds; because it is of

“use only against learned and meta

--º difficulties.” Ibid.

• What Mr. Locke says, in relation

to another sophistical argument for

the existence, once contended for by

the Cartesians, is very applicable in

this case:

“It is an ill way of establishing

“this truth, and silencing Atheists, to

“lay the whole stress of so important a

“ point upon that sole foundation—

“ and out of an over fondness of that

“ darling invention cashier, or at least

“endeavour to invalidate, all other

“arguments, and forbid us to hearken

“to those proofs, as being weak or

“fallacious, which our own eacistence

“ and the sensible parts of the universe

“offer so clearly and cogently to our

“ thoughts, that I deem it impossible

“for a considering man to withstand

“ them.” Locke, Hum. Understand.

book iv. chap. x. sect. 7. Letter i. to

Stillingfleet, p. 112.

d Dr. Gretton's Preface to his Re

view, p. 5, 6, &c.

e Demonstration, p. 15.

f Demonstration, p. 15. Letters, p.

34.

g Demonstration, p. 15. Letters,

p. 15, 16, 20, 35.
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stratum of both b. Besides all which, the idea of a necessarily

eristing Being is made to be the idea of a Being, the supposition

of whose not existing is an express contradiction: and necessity is

interpreted a plain impossibility, or implying a contradiction, to

suppose the contrary, like the relation of equality between twice

two and fouri. Nay it is further said; “If I have in my mind

“an idea of a thing, and cannot possibly in my imagination take

“away the idea of that thing as actually existing, any more than

“I can change or take away the idea of the equality of twice two

“to four, the certainty of the existence of that thing is the same,

“ and stands on the same foundation as the certainty of the

“other relationk.” It is said further, “that absolute necessity

“(that is, antecedent) is the cause of the unalterable proportion

“between twice two and four".” Now it is more than probable,

that this whole train of suppositions, or assertions, brought in

as part of the retinue to wait upon the argument a priori, is

little else but a train of error and false reasoning. It would be

tedious to enter into a large examination of every particular,

but I shall make a few strictures upon each.

1. As to the ideas of infinity and eternity, considered as

antecedently forcing themselves upon us, there is no truth in it,

if it means forcing themselves upon our reason, and extorting

assent. Perhaps they may in some sense force themselves upon

the imagination, (like many other fancies, or waking dreams.)

but as to believing that the ideas of infinity and eternity have

objective realities ad eatra, we are not forced to it, antecedently

or otherwise, till rational conviction shall render us certain of it.

2. As to the ideas of space and time, they are not the same

ideas with those of immensity and eternity, but are constantly

thought of and spoken of in a very different manner. Immensity

and etermity are considered as attributes of something, and spoken

of accordingly: whereas space and time are conceived and spoken

after the manner of substances; as several other abstract general

ideas (nature, fortune, death, &c.) are. Immense immensity is an

improper expression, is blunder and solecism: but immense space

carries no impropriety in the expression; which shews that the

ideas are different. So again, eternal eternity is mere solecism :

but time eternal (in the large sense of time) is a proper expression.

Space and time are considered not as being themselves properties,

* Letters, p. 20, 24. k Ibid. p. 20.

' Demonstration, p. 16, 18, 19. | Letters, p. 33.
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but as being invested with properties: that is, they are consi

dered after the manner of substances, as many other abstract

ideas are. And because it is certain, that they are not substances,

(much less can they be attributes,) they are, most probably, no

thing else but general abstract ideas, common measures and recep

tacles formed by the mind, for the better lodgement, rangement,

and adjustment of our other ideas.

3. As to existence ad extra, it is not to be proved by strength

of imagination, but by reasons proper to the case. So it cannot

be justly pretended, that we have intuitive evidence. We know

and feel our own existence, and from thence can demonstrate the

existence of God. I say, demonstrate : for our knowledge of

God here is demonstrative only, not intuitive, as will be shewn

hereafter. We neither see nor feel space or time as existing ad

extra: we contemplate nothing but our own ideas: and from

ideas within, to realities without, there is no immediate conse

quence to be drawn; but whatever we may draw, justly, must

be worked out by deduction and inference, and perhaps a long

chain of reasoning, before we can come at certainty as to real

external existence. -

4. To pretend, that our ideas within are as necessarily con

nected with actual existence without, as the ideas of twice two

and four, is mistaking imagination for reason, and association of

ideas for connection. That twice two is equal to four, is as certain

as that the same idea is the same idea: and the connection of the

idea of equality is plain and certain. This is only pronouncing

upon the relations of ideas with each other, and so far we can

not be mistaken, having a clear and distinct perception of such

relations: but ideal existence is not necessarily connected with

real existence, like as idea with idea; and therefore the compari

son here made is wide and foreign. There is no resemblance

between the two cases, but they are as different as possible

from each other, as much as fancy and fiction from truth and

?'608070.

5. To make God the substratum of space and time (which

really are not attributes or properties, nor ever spoken of as such)

is mere solecism and impropriety of expression; a certain mark

of as great an error in thought. Not to mention many other

just objections which lie against the gross notion of an extended

or expanded Deity.

6. Necessary evistence is inaccurately and preposterously ex

WATERLAND, vol. iii. C C
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plained by impossibility of non-ewistence: for the affirmative is

in order of nature prior to the negativen; and, strictly speaking,

the existence is not necessary, because non-existence is impos

sible; but on the reverse, non-existence is impossible, because

existence, in that instance, is necessary, or infinitely perma

nent n. The negative truth in this case resolves into its cor

respondent affirmative, as into its principle, from which it is

deduced.

7. In the making the idea of a necessarily evisting Being to be

the idea of one whose non-existence is an eayress contradiction,

there appears to be a twofold confusion; one between physical

and logical necessity; another between a contradiction a priori

and a contradiction a posteriori. There is in a necessarily evisting

Being a physical impossibility of non-existence: which is not the

same thing with a logical repugnancy, referring to our ideas as

contradictory and repugnant. Those two things are distinct, and

ought not to have been confounded 9.

A contradiction a priori is, when we perceive from the idea

of such a cause, that it is a contradiction for that cause not

to produce such an effect. There is no such contradiction as

this comes to in the supposition of the non-existence of a Deity:

for we see not a priori why he must be ; we see no cause of

it; but, on the contrary, we perceive, that he is absolutely

wncaused.

But a posteriori we find it resolve at length into a contradic

tion, to suppose that no First Cause exists: it is a contradiction

to our ideas of cause and effect: for effects must have a cause,

and if something now exists, something always existed, some

thing independent; for from nothing could arise nothing.

m At vero necessitas describi vel

intelligi haudouaquam potest absolue

ratione ipsius esse: nam necessarium

est, quod non potest non esse. Quare

ipsum esse prius est ratione necessita

tis. Gillius, lib. i. tract.8. cap. 4. p.396.

n Necessarium nequaquam recte

per possibile, nec per impossibile defi

nitur; nihil enim recte definitur per

aliquid posterius eo, sicut secundo

Post. et septimo Metaph. demonstra

tur; sed utrumque istorum est pos

terius necessario. Non ergo recte

definitur necessarium per hoc quod

non est possibile non esse, vel per hoc

quod impossibile est non esse. łiº

This

Avicen. 1. Metaph. 3. reprobat defini

tiones antiquorum de necessario, pos

sibili, et impossibili, eo quod definie

bant illa per se invicem circulando:

ut patet de definitionibus quas ibi

recitat ab antiquis, dicitºue id quod

ex his tribus dignius est intelligi, est

necesse esse; quoniam necesse esse

significat vehementiam essendi, esse

vero notius est quam non esse: esse

enim cognoscitur per se, non esse

vero per esse. Bradwardine, De Causa

Dei, p. 204.

o See, Dr. Gretton upon the dis

tinction between logical and physical

reason. Review, p. 69.
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kind of contradiction a posteriori we admit; not the other

a priori, which is fiction only, though much has been built

upon it.

8. As to absolute (antecedent) necessity's being the cause of

the unalterable proportion between twice two and four, it is all

a mistake. There is no antecedency in the case. First principles

and axioms shine by their own light, have nothing antecedent to

demonstrate them by, are perceived by intuition, not demonstra

tion; and resolve only into this, that every thing is what it is, or

the same idea is the same idea. The idea of equality is the idea

of equality, and the idea of twice two is the idea of twice two, and

the idea of four the idea of four: and, as soon as ever the terms

expressing those ideas are understood, the proposition is ad

mitted of course, requiring no antecedent necessity to ascertain it,

no cause to fix it: it is above all causes, being intuitively, not de

monstrably discerned. But enough has been said to shew how the

erroneous notion of the argument a priori has served to usher

in a great deal of confusion and false reasoning in other articles

hanging upon it, or ministering to it: so that the letting in that

one false principle cannot but tend to the detriment of science in

general; which I undertook to shew.

And now, to look back to what has been observed in these

papers concerning the pretended demonstration a priori, the sum

is as follows: that the thought is in some sense old enough,

having been suggested, considered, and rejected by the judicious

fifteen hundred years ago: that it has been frequently taken

notice of since by the schoolmen and others; and drawn out

into public light, but always like a criminal, in order to be con

demned: that though attempts have been made in favour of

something under the name of an argument a priori, yet as to

the gross sense of it, in which it is now contended for, (viz. as

an antecedent ground, reason, foundation, internal cause of the

Deity.) it appears not to have met with any professed patrons

before the eighteenth century; when probably what former ages

had been doing was not remembered, or not duly attended to :

that the new countenance given to a notion that had been so

long and universally exploded, brought it into some degree of

credit and repute, before it was understood: that as soon as it

came to be more minutely looked into, it began presently to

decline, and to sink as it formerly used to do: that it is now

found to carry in it such insuperable absurdities, as must of

C C 2
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course be a bar to its reception in an inquisitive and discerning

age : that, lastly, it seems to promise no good to religion or

science, while sapping the fundamental articles of one, and cross

ing the established principles of the other.

This appears to me to be a true report and fair account

of what concerns the argument a priori, after the most atten

tive and impartial inquiries I have hitherto been able to make

into it.
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THE INTROI) UCTION,

THERE has appeared, very lately, a small pamphlet” of

seventy-six pages, entitled, A Sober and Charitable Disquisi

tion concerning the importance of the Doctrine of the Trinity;

endeavouring to shew, that “those in the different schemes

“should bear with each other in their different sentiments, and

“should not separate communions.” The treatise appears to be

written in a good manner, and with a Christian spirit; on which

account it deserves the more notice: and the question debated

in it is undoubtedly important in every view, whether with

regard to peace in this life, or happiness in the next. And as

I have formerly spent some time and pains in discussing the truth

of that high and holy doctrine, from Scripture, reason, and an

tiquity; so now I think it concerns me the more, to debate, in

like manner, the importance of it: which I shall, by God's assist

ance, endeavour to do, fully and fairly, with all due care and

attention, and with all becoming reverence for the subject, as

well as respect towards the reader.

* Printed for John Gray, at the 3. A Vindication of Mr. Nation’s

Cross Keys in the Poultry, near Sermon : with a Letter from Mr. Na

Cheapside, 1732. tion.

N. B. There were several other 4. A Letter to the Author of the

pieces which preceded, or soon fol- Vindication: with a Second Letter to

lowed it, relating to the same cause. Mr. Nation. by P. C.

I. Mr. Nation's Sermon, preached 5. A Reply to Mr. P. C.’s Letter.

Sept. 8, 1731. 6. A Postscript, or a Third Letter

2. A Letter to Mr. Nation, by P.C. to Mr. Nation, by P. C.

1732. -



396 THE INTRODUCTION.

Before I enter upon the main debate, it will be proper to clear

the way by some preliminary observations concerning the several

sorts of persons who deny the importance of the doctrine of the

Trinity, and their views in doing it; as also concerning the ad

vocates, on the other side, who assert the importance of that sacred

doctrine, and the general principles on which they proceed.

I. As to the persons who deny the importance of the doctrine,

they are reducible to three kinds; being either such as disbelieve

the doctrine itself, or such as are in some suspense about it; or,

lastly, such as really assent to it as true doctrine, It is with this

last sort only, that our present debate is properly concerned.

But yet for the clearer apprehending those three different kinds

of men, and their different views in joining together so far in the

same cause, it will not be improper to say something severally

and distinctly of each.

1. Those that disbelieve the doctrine itself, while they join with

others in decrying the importance of it, are to be looked upon as

a kind of artful men, who think it policy to carry on a scheme

gently and leisurely, and to steal upon the unwary by soft and

almost insensible degrees—a method which is indeed commonly

slower in producing the effect, but is the surer for being so; as it

is less shocking and more insinuating. They are content there

fore, at first, to make men cool and indifferent towards the doc

trine; as thinking it a good point gained, and a promising

advance made towards the laying it aside. With these views,

both Socinians and Arians, who disbelieve the doctrine itself,

may yet be content, for a time, to declare only against the im

portance of it. Deists also may join in the same thing, conceiving,

that indifference, as to a prime article of Christianity, may in time

draw on the same kind of indifference towards Christianity

itself. They are disbelievers with respect to the doctrine of the

Trinity, and with respect also to all revealed religion: and they will

of course favour and encourage the denial of any part, in order to

bring on the subversion of the whole. However, our present

concern is not directly with Deists, nor with such as deny the

doctrine of the Trinity: for our dispute now is, not about the

certainty of recealed religion, (which is supposed in our present

question,) nor about the truth of the doctrine of the Trinity,

(which is also supposed,) but about the importance, use, or value

of it.

2. A second sort of persons, before mentioned, are such as
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seriously believe Christianity in the general, and do not disbelieve

the doctrine of the Trinity in particular, but suspend their belief

of it, and are a kind of sceptics on that head. These men deny

the importance of the doctrine, because they think it doubtful

whether it be a doctrine of holy Scripture or no: and they judge

very rightly in the general, that a stress ought not to be laid

upon uncertainties, upon things precarious and conjectural, which

cannot be proved to the satisfaction of the common reason of

mankind. They are right in thesi, and wrong in hypothesi, as

shall be shewn in the sequel. Only I may hint, by the way, that

our present debate is not directly with this kind of men: for

they are rather to be referred to what has been written for the

truth of the doctrine, than to what more immediately concerns

the importance of it. Yet because the presumed uncertainly or

doubtfulness of the doctrine, is by these men made the principal

objection against the importance of it, and the author of the Sober

and Charitable Disquisition seems to lay the main stress of the

cause there, quite through his performance; it will be necessary

to give that objection a place in this discourse, and to return an

answer to it in the general, or so far as may be proper; not to

draw the whole controversy about the truth of the doctrine into

this other question concerning the importance of it.

While I am speaking of men doubtful in this article, I would

be understood of serious and religious men, and not of such per

sons whose minds are purely secular, and who are indifferent to

every thing but what concerns this world : such persons are of

no consideration in our present question; neither are they men

proper to be reasoned with, as they have no relish at all for in

quiries of this nature. But I proceed.

3. A third kind of men are those that believe the truth of the

doctrine, but demur to the importance of it. And as Episcopius

was, in a manner, their father or founder, and great leader, they

have been frequently called after him, Episcopians. These are

properly the persons whom we have here to dispute with : for

they are the men who make the truth and the importance of the

doctrine two distinct questions, admitting the one and rejecting

the other, or however demurring to it. The design of this middle

way was to reconcile parties, if possible, and to favour the Soci

nians so far, as to condemn their doctrines only, without con

demning the men. But this new and fruitless expedient was very

much disliked by all that had any warm and hearty concern for
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the true and ancient faith. Such coldness and indiffereney, with

regard to a prime article of Christianity, appeared to many to

be nothing else but an artful, specious way of betraying it, and

likely to do more misehief than an open denial of it. The

ablest and soundest Divines, as well Lutheranb as Reformedc,

have reclaimed strongly against it, detesting the neutrality of

the remonstrant brethren, as tending to undermine the Gospel

of Christ. The Divines of our Church, however otherwise sup

posed to be against Caloinism, and to favour Arminianism, yet

smartly condemned the Remonstrants in that article. Dr. Bull,

particularly, appeared against them in a very accurate and

learned treatised, in the year 1694. And it is worth observing,

how Dr. Nicholls afterwards expresses himself, in the name of

our whole body. * There is amother Arminian doctrine, which

“ we avoid as deadly poison, their assertion that there is no ne

“ cessity of acknowledging three Persons in the divine nature,

“ nor that Christ in particular is the eternal Son of God : this

“ heretical notion our Church abominates and detests, as an

“ heinous impiety, and what was never heard of in the writings

** of the primitive Christianse.” Thus far he, in relation to our

Divines of the Church of England.

b For the Lutherans, I shall cite

Buddeus only, who is as mild and

moderate in his censure of Episco

pius, as any of them.

Nimio enim concordiæ, dissentien

tesque tolerandi studio, ea interdum

ad fidem et salutem minime necessa

ria judicavit,É vetus Ecclesia ipsa,

Scripturæ suffragio hac in re non de

stituta,adeo necessaria pronuntiavit, ut

æternæ salutis spem non habeat qui

ea negare aut impugnare ausus fuerit.

Buddei Isag. p. 422.

c The learned Witsius may speak

for the Reformed.

Injurii in Deum Remonstrantes

sunt, quando palpum obtrusuri, quos

plus justo amant, Socinianis, eos de

scribunt quasi qui vitam suam ex

Evangelii præscripto sic instituunt, ut

Patrem in Filio ejus colant, et ab

utroque Spiritus Sancti gratiam sanc

tis piisque precibus ambire studeant.

Quid audiemus tandem ? Illine vitam

ex Erangelii præscripto instituunt, qui

satisfactionem Christi negantes, Evan

gelium evertunt? Illine Patrem in Filio

colunt, qui aeternum Dei Filium wv\òv

άνθρωπον esse calumniantur, quem uti

talem adorantes convertunt in idolum?

Illine piis precibus Spiritus Sancti gra

tiam ambiunt, qui Spiritum Dei acci

dens, et creaturam, vel saltem medium

quid inter Deum et creaturam esseblas

phemant? Wits. in Symb. Apost. p. 76.

d Judicium l°cclesiæ Catholicæ de

necessitate credendi, &c.

o Nicholls's Defence of the Church

of England, part i. chap. 9. Mr. Scri

vener, long before, (A. D. 1672.) had

passed the like censure:

Hunc [Socinium] non minima ex

parte secutus Episcopius, et ipse anti

quitatis (quod morunt Docti) impe

ritus, novam credendi imo et philoso

phandi licentiam, regulamque affecta

vit: et— mysteria Christianae fidei

summa, tam singulari et inaudito acu

mine, vel crasso potius fastu, tractavit,

ut non pertimescat liberos cuivis fideli

eos articulos de S. S. Trinitate per

mittere, absque quibus constans et

foederalis fides docuit, nullum ad vitam

immortalem aditum patere Christianis.

Scrivener. Apolog. adv. Dallæum, in

Praefat.
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As to the Divines of the separation, they are known to have

been as zealous as any men could be, for the necessity of believing

the doctrine of the Trinity, as the sum and kernel of the Christian

religion, the basis, or foundation of the Christian faith. The

testimonies of Mr. Baxter, Mr. Corbet, Dr. Manton, and Dr.

Bates, to this purpose, may be seen at one view in a late writerſ:

to those might be added Dr. Owens, and Mr. Lobb, and perhaps

many more. In short, all parties and denominations of Christ

ians, who appear to have had the truth of the doctrine at heart,

or any good degree of zeal for it, have contended equally for the

necessity of believing it, and have refused communion with the

impugners of it.

II. I come next to observe something of the general principles

upon which they build, who assert the importance of the doctrine

of the Trinity, and who refuse communion with the open im

pugners of it.

1. They lay it down as a certain and indisputable principle,

that there are some Scripture-doctrines of greater importance

than others: and they generally make their estimate of that

greater importance, by the relation or connection which any doc

trine is conceived to have with Christian practice or worship, or

with the whole economy of man's salvation by Christi; or by its

being plainly, frequently, or strongly inculcated in holy Scripture.

Doctrines of this character are commonly styled necessaries,

essentials, fundamentals, prime verities, and the like. Not that I

mightily like the word necessary, in this case, being a word of

equivocal meaning, and great ambiguity, leading to mistakes, and

furnishing much matter for cavils. For when we come to ask,

necessary to what ? or, necessary to whom 2 and in what degree ?

then arises perplexity; and there is need of a multitude of dis

tinctions to set the matter clear, so as to serve all possible cases.

A doctrine may be said to be necessary to the being of the

Church, or to the salvation of some persons so and so qualified,

or to the salvation of all; and many questions may arise about

the precise degree of the necessity in every instance. But it is

easily understood how one doctrine may be said to be more im

f Mr. Eveleigh's preface to a treatise h Growth of Error, p. 3, 5o, 69, 75,

entitled, The Deity of Christ proved &c.

fundamental. i See Dr. Sherlock's Vindication of

& Owen's Vindicia Evangelicae, the Defence of Dr. Stillingfleet, print

praef. p. 64. ed in 1682, ch. v. p. 256, &c.
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portant than another; as more depends upon it, or as it more

affects the citals of Christianity, than doctrines of another kind :

and we need look no further than to the nature and reason of

things, and to the analogy of faith, to be able to distinguish

what doctrines are thus important in the general, and what not.

Yet there is no giving an exact catalogue of those important or

fundamental doctrines; though it is for the most part easy to

say of any particular doctrine which may be mentioned, what

class it may be reasonably referred to ; and whether, or how far,

it may be worth contending for. We cannot give a complete

catalogue of virtues, any more than of articles of faith, so as to

be positive, that those particular virtues, and in such a particular

degree, are necessary to all persons, or to any person that shall

be named. The precise quantity of virtue (if I may so call it)

absolutely necessary to salvation, is no more to be defined, than

the precise quantity of faith. Yet we know, in the general, that

sincere and universal obedience to what God commands (allowing

for infirmities) is necessary to salvation: and in like manner,

sincere and universal assent to what God reveals makes up the

other part of the terms of acceptance; as faith and obedience

together make up the whole.

2. They who assert the importance of the doctrine of the

Trinity take it for granted, among Christians, that faith in the

Gospel of Christ is necessary to the salvation of all men who

are blessed with Gospel light; and that men shall perish eter

nally for unbelief, for rejecting that Gospel faith, once sufficiently

propounded to them: “Go ye into all the world, and preach

“the Gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is bap

“tized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be

“ damnedk.”

3. They conceive further, that as we are in duty bound to

receive the Gospel-faith, so are we likewise obliged, and under

pain of damnation, to preserve it whole and entire, so far as in us

lies; and neither to deprave it ourselves, nor to take part with

them that do. It is our bounden duty to “hold fast the form

“of sound words—in faith and love, which is in Christ Jesus':”

to be “sound in the faithm:” to “speak things which become

* Mark xvi. 15, 16. compare John 2 Timothy i. 13.

iii. 36. Revel. xxi. 8. m Titus i. 13. ii. 2.
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“sound doctrinen:” to “examine whether we be in the faith o ;”

and in a word, to “contend earnestly for the faith once delivered

“unto the saints P.” So much for the obligations we lie under,

to keep the faith of Christ whole and undefiled. Next, we are to

observe how dangerous a thing it is to corrupt the true faith in

any heinous degree, either by adding to it or taking away from

it. One of the earliest instances of gross corruption by adding

to the faith of Christ appeared in the converted Jews, or Judaiz

ing Christians, who taught the necessity of observing circumcision

and the law of Moses together with Christianity. Against those

false apostles, who taught such pernicious doctrine, St. Paul

drew his pen, looking upon them as subverters of the Gospel of

Christ". And he was so zealous in that matter, as to say,

“Though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other Gospel

“unto you than that which we have preached unto you, let him

“be accursedr.” Where by another Gospel he does not mean

another religion substituted in the room of Christianity; (for

those false teachers were Christians still, not apostates;) but

some adulterous mixtures, tending to evacuate the Gospel-law,

and to frustrate the grace of Gods.

I shall give a second instance of gross corruption; not in

adding to, but in taking from the Christian doctrine, in an article

of very great importance. There was in the days of the Apo

stles, and after, a sect of opiniators, who (whether being ashamed

of the cross of Christ, or whether thinking it impossible for God

to become man') were pleased to deny that Christ Jesus had

any real humanity, but that he was a kind of walking phantom,

or apparition; had no human flesh, but imposed upon the eyes

and other senses of the spectators. These men were afterwards

called Docetae and Phantasiasta; which one may well enough

render Visionists, or Visionaries. We are next to take notice

how St. John treated them, and what directions he gave to

other Christians concerning them. He considered them as

deluding teachers, that subverted foundations; and he gave

them the name and title of antichrists. “Every spirit that

* Tit. ii. 1. 1Tim. i. Io. 2 Tim. ..." Alii quoque haeretici usque adeo
iv. 3. Christi manifestam amplexati sunt

° 2 Cor. xiii. 5. comp. Rev. xiv. 12. divinitatem, ut dixerint illum fuisse

P Jude 3. compare 1 Tim. iv. 6. sine carne, et totum illi susceptum

a Gal. i. 6, 7. detraxerint hominem, ne docoquerent

r Gal. i. 8. in illo divini nominis potestatem, &c.

* Gal. ii. 21. v. 2. Novat. c. xxiii. p. 87. edit. Welchman.

WATERLAND, VOL. III. D d
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“confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of

“God: and this is that spirit of antichristu,” &c. In another

place, speaking of the same men, he says, “Many deceivers are

“entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is

“ come in the flesh: this is a deceiver and an antichrist’.” It

is manifest that he does not point his censure at the Jews, who

denied that the Messiah was come ; for he speaks of new men,

that had then lately “entered into the world,” whereas the

Jews had been from the beginning: besides, that the Jews did

not deny that Jesus (or the man called Christ Jesus) had come

in the flesh. Therefore, I say, St. John levelled not this censure

of his against the Jews, but against some Christian heretics of

that time, and those particularly that denied our Lord's human

ity; in opposition to whom, he exhorts the brethren to “abide

“in the doctrine of Christy,” and not to receive the gainsayers

into their houses, nor to salute them with God speed, lest they

should become thereby partakers of their evil deeds”. By evil

deeds I understand the overt acts of that heresy, the teaching,

spreading, and inculcating it. Thus heresies, that is, the teach

ing or promoting of pernicious doctrines, are reckoned among

the works of the flesha by St. Paul: who also calls false teachers

deceitful workersb, and evil workerse; because the promoting and

encouraging of false and dangerous doctrines is a very ill practice,

a wicked employ: which I hint, by the way, for the clearer

explication of St. John's meaning in the phrase of ecil deeds.

I shall mention a third Scripture instance of gross corruption

in doctrine, which was the denial of a future resurrection;

dangerous doctrine, subversive of Christianity. St. Paul very

solemnly admonished the Corinthians", to prevent their giving

ear to such pernicious suggestions: and he afterwards excom

municated Hymenaeus, Philetus, and Alexander, for spreading

and propagating them, delivering the men over to Satan, that

they might learn not to blasphemee.

From the three instances now mentioned, it may sufficiently

appear, that the corrupting or maiming Christianity in its vitals,

by denying or destroying its prime articles, or fundamental

doctrines, is a very dangerous thing; and that we are obliged,

under pain of damnation, neither to do it ourselves, nor to abet,

u 1 John iv. 3. * 2 John 7. c Philipp. iii. 2. d 1 Cor. xv.

y 2 John 9. * 2 John 11. e Compare 1 Tim. i. 20. 2 Tim ii.

* Gal. v. 19, 20. 2 Cor. xi. 13. 16, 17, 18.
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countenance, or encourage those that do, by communicating

with them.

4. But it is further to be observed, that in slighter matters, in

things not nearly affecting the citals of Christianity, the rule is

for Christians to bear with one another; not to divide or

separate, but to agree among themselves; so to disagree in

harmless opinions, or indifferent rites, as to unite in faith and

love, and in Christian fellowshipſ. Peace is a very valuable thing,

and ought not to be sacrificed even to truth; unless such

truth be important, and much may depend upon it. A man is

not obliged, in all cases, to declare all he knows; and if he does

declare his sentiments, and knows them to be true, yet he need

not insist upon them with rigour, if the point contested be of a

slight nature or value, in comparison to the Church's peace.

Let him enjoy his own liberty in that case; and let others have

theirs too; and so all will be right. Let them differ so far, by

consent, and yet live together in peace and charity. But then,

as to weightier matters, it concerns us carefully to observe, that

rules of peace are but secondary and subordinate to those of

piety or charity, and must veil to them. Peace must be broken

in this world, whenever it is necessary to do it for the securing

salvation in the next for ourselves or others: and a breach of

peace, in such instances, is obedience to the higher law of charity,

is conforming to the primary and great commandments, the love

of God, and the love of our neighbour. Therefore peace, in such

cases, must be sacrificed to truth and charity, that is, to the

honour of God, and the eternal interests of mankind.

These things premised, it remains now only to inquire what

kind of a doctrine the doctrine of the Trinity is; whether it be

of such a slight and indifferent nature as not to be worth the

insisting upon at the expense of peace; or whether it be of such

high value and importance, that it ought to be maintained as an

essential of Christianity against all opposers. This is the great

question now before us, and I shall endeavour to examine into it

with due care and application.

The gentlemen who look upon it as a non-fundamental have

several things to urge, but such as may most of them be reduced

to three heads, as follow: 1. That the received doctrine of the

Trinity is not clear enough to be admitted for a fundamental.

f Rom. xiv. xv. Coloss. ii. 16, 17.

D d 2
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2. That it is merely speculative, or, however, not practical enough

to be important. 3. That it is not sufficiently insisted upon in

Scripture, as of necessity to salvation. Now, in return to these

three considerations, I shall endeavour to shew, in so many

distinct chapters, that the doctrine is sufficiently clear, and also

practical, and insisted upon likewise in Scripture, as much as the

nature of the thing needs or requires.



THE IMPORTANCE

OF THE

D0CTRINE OF THE HOLY TRINITY

ASSERTED, &c.

CHAP. I.

Shewing that the Doctrine of the Trinity is sufficiently cleAR to be

admitted as a FUNDAMENTAL Article.

CLEAR may be considered in two views, either with respect

to the matter of the doctrine, or with respect to the proofs upon

which it rests. Let us examine the thing both ways.

1. It may be suggested, that the doctrine is not clear, with

regard to the matter of it: it is mysterious doctrine. Be it so:

the tremendous Deity is all over mysterious, in his nature and in

his attributes, in his works and ways. It is the property of the

dicine Being to be unsearchable: and if he were not so, he would

not be divine. Must we therefore reject the most certain truths

concerning the Deity, only because they are incomprehensible,

when every thing almost belonging to him must be so of course?

If so, there is an end, not only of all revealed religion, but of

natural religion too; and we must take our last refuge in down

right Atheism. There are mysteries in the works of nature, as

well as in the word of God; and it is as easy to believe both as

one. We do not mean by mysteries, positions altogether un

intelligible, or that carry no idea at all with them: we do not
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mean unsensed characters, or empty sounds: but we mean pro

positions contained in general terms, which convey as general

ideas, not descending to particulars. The ideas are clear, so

far as they go; only they do not reach far enough to satisfy

curiosity. They are ideas of intellect, for the most part; like the

ideas which we form of our own souls: for spiritual substance,

at least, (if any substance,) falls not under imagination, but must

be understood, rather than imagined. The same is the case with

many abstract verities, in numbers especially; which are not the

less verities for being purely intellectual, and beyond all imagery.

Reason contemplates them, and clearly too, though fancy can lay

no hold of them, to draw their picture in the mind. Such, I

say, are our ideas of the divine Being, and of a Trinity in Unity;

ideas of intellect, and general; intelligible as far as the thing is

revealed, and assented to so far as intelligible. We understand

the general truths, concerning a Father, Son, and Holy Ghost:

we understand the general nature of an union and a distinction;

and what we understand we believe. As to the minute parti

culars relating to the manner or modus of the thing, we under

stand them not : our ideas reach not to them, but stop short in

the generals, as our faith also does. For our faith and our ideas

keep pace with each other; and we believe nothing about parti

culars whereof nothing is revealed a, neither expressly nor conse

quentially.

Such a general assent as I have mentioned is what we give to

the truth of the divine perfections, necessary existence, eternity,

ubiquity, prescience, and the likeb. Whatever obscurity or defect

there is in our ideas of those divine attributes, we think it no

good reason for denying either the general truths or the im

portance of them. So then, no just objection can be made against

the importance of any doctrine from its mysterious nature. The

most mysterious of all are in reality the most important; not

because they are mysterious, but because they relate to things

divine, which must of course be mysterious to weak mortals, and

perhaps to all creatures whatever. But even mysterious doctrines

a See the subject of mysteries treated Lecture Sermons for Lady Moyer,

of more at large, either in my First p. 257—262.

Defence, Qu. xxi. vol. i. p. 453, &c. * See my First Defence, Qu, xxi.

or in Norris's Account of Reason and vol. i. p. 451, &c. Second Defence,

Faith, p. 117, 118. or in Mr. Browne's vol. ii. Qu. xxi. p. 692.
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have a bright side, as well as a dark one; and they are clear to

look upon, though too deep to be seen through.

It has been sometimes objected, that however clear the doc

trine may seem to be to men of parts and learning, yet certainly

it cannot be so to common Christians. But why not to common

Christians as well as to others? It is as clear to them as most

other high and divine things can be. It is as clear, for instance,

as the divine eternity or omnipresence. Every common Christian

professing Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, to be so distinct as not

to be one the other, and so united as to be one God, has as

clear an idea of what he says, as when he prays, “Our Father

“which art in heaven;” or when he repeats after the Psalmist,

“Thou art about my path, and about my bed, and spiest out all

“my wayse.” And, I am persuaded, upon examination, he will

be as able to give as good an account of the one as he will of

the other. The thing is plain and intelligible in either case, but

in the general only, not as to the particular manner. Ask how

three are one, and probably both catechumen and catechist will

be perfectly at a nonplus: or ask, how God is in heaven, and

how about our path, or our bed, and they will both be equally

confounded. But, by the way, let it be here considered, whether

common Christians may not often have clearer ideas of those

things, than the bolder and more inquisitive, because they are

content to rest in generals, and to stop at what they understand,

without darkening it afterwards by words without knowledge.

The notion of eternity, for instance, is a clear notion enough to

a common Christian: but to a person that perplexes himself with

nice inquiries about succession, or past duration, that very first

notion which in the general was clear, may become obscure, by

his blending perplexities with it. The like may be said of omni

presence ; the general notion of it is competently clear: but when

a man has been perplexing his thoughts with curious inquiries

about a substantial or a virtual presence, about eatension or non

extension, and the like; I question whether at length he may

come away with so clear or just ideas of the main thing as may

be found in any common Christian. So again as to dicine fore

knowledge and free-will, they are both of them clearly understood,

as far as they need be, by every plain Christian; while many a

conceited scholar, by darkening the subject with too minute

c Psalm crxxix. 2.
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inquiries, almost loses the sight of it. In like manner, to apply

these instances to our present purpose, common Christians may

sometimes better preserve the true and right general notion of

the doctrine of the Trinity, than the more learned inquirers :

and it is observable, what Hilary of Poictiers, an honest and a

knowing man of the fourth century, testifies, that the pozozz/ace

of that time, for the most part, kept the true and right faith in

the Trinity d, when their ministers, several of them, by prying too

far into it, had the misfortune to lose it.

While I am treating of the case of common Christians, I

cannot omit the mentioning an artifice much made use of by

those who would depreciate the doctrine of the Trinity, as not

clear enough to be an important article: they first enter into all

the niceties and perplexities which subtle disputants have ever

clogged the subject with, and then they ask, whether common

Christians can be supposed to see through them. No, certainly :

neither need they trouble their heads about them. It is one

thing to understand the doctrine, and quite another to be masters

of the controversy. It is not fair dealing with us, to pretend it

necessary for every common Christian, if he believes in the

Trinity, to form just conceptions of it in every minute particular:

for, by the same argument, it might as well be pleaded, that

they are not obliged to believe in God, nor indeed in any thing.

God is without body, parts, or passions, according to the first

article of our Church. How many minute perplexing inquiries

might there not be raised upon the three particulars now men

tioned And who can assure us that common Christians may

not be liable to entertain some wrong conceptions in every one

of them? Must we therefore say that the general doctrine of the

existence of a Deity is not clear enough to be important doctrine,

or that common Christians are not bound to receive it as a

necessary article of their faith? See how far such objections

would carry us. But since these objections ought to have no

weight at all in other parallel cases, or nearly parallel, they

ought certainly to be the less regarded in respect to the doctrine

*. Et hujus quidem usque adhuc

impietatis fraude perficitur, ut jam sub

Antichristi sacerdotibus Christi po

pulus, non occidat, dum hoc putant

illi fidei esse quod vocis est. Audiunt

Deum Christum; putant esse quod

dicitur. Audiunt Filium Dei; pu

tant in Dei nativitate inesse Dei veri

tatem. Audiunt ante tempora : pu

tant id ipsum ante tempora esse quod

semper est. Sanctiores aures plebis,

quam corda sunt sacerdotum. Hilar.

contr. Aurent. 1266. edit. Bened.
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of the ever blessed Trinity. Let but this doctrine have as fair

usage as other Christian and important doctrines are allowed to

have, and then I am persuaded there will be no pretence left for

saying, that it is not a clear doctrine, clear in the general, clear

in the main thing, to any Christian whatever. It is horrible

misrepresentation of the case, to pretend as if we taught, that

“ the eternal interest of every ploughman or mechanic hangs on

“his adjusting the sense of the terms, nature, person, essence, sub

“stance, subsistence, coequality, coessentiality, and the like.” No ;

those are technical terms, most of them, proper to divines and

scholars: and not only ploughmen and mechanics, but very great

scholars too, lived and died in the conscientious belief of the

doctrine of the Trinity, long before any of those terms came in.

They are of use indeed for settling the controversy with greater

accuracy among Divines, who understand such terms: but the

doctrine itself is clear without them, and does not want them,

but stands firm and unshaken, independent of them. Any plain

man may easily conceive, that Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are

properly dicine, are not one the other, and yet are one God, by

an intimate union; and that the Son in particular, being God

and man, is one Christ. These prime verities, and whatsoever

else is necessarily implied in them, may be conceived to be right;

and whatsoever is contrary to them, or inconsistent with them,

will of consequence be wrong. This is enough for any plain

Christian to know or believe; and he is not ordinarily obliged to

be more minute in his inquiries, or to understand scholastic terms.

It is not to be expected that common Christians should be expert

disputants in controversies of faith, any more than that they

should be profound casuists in relation to practice : yet Christian

practice is necessary to salvation, and so is Christian faith too;

and the obligation to obey a general precept, or to believe a

general truth, is not superseded or evacuated by a man's being

unacquainted with terms of art, or by his being liable to mistake

in some remote or minute circumstances belonging to the doc

trine itself.

To make the thing yet plainer, let us take some general rule

of Christian practice; the rule, suppose, of dealing with others as

we would be dealt with : a rule of such importance, that, by our

Lord's account of it, it is the sum and substance of the Law and

the Prophetse. Surely then, it is a rule designed for common

e Matt. vii. 12.
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Christians, and such as both deserves and requires their most

careful notice. Next, let us view this rule under all its minute

nesses or particularities; its distinctions, limitations, and explica

tions, with which it is dressed out by knowing and able Divines'.

Observe thereupon, what an operose business is made of this so

plain and familiar rule, what pains are taken to clear it of all

seeming repugnancies, to make it reasonable, to make it certain,

to make it practicable, and to guard it most effectually against

the many possible ways, whereby it may be misconstrued,

eluded, perverted, frustrated. Are common Christians equal to

all those niceties, or are they able to grasp them? I conceive,

not. And yet I dare be confident that a plain unlettered man,

of tolerable sense, and who has not a mind to deceive himself,

might be safely trusted with the naked rule, and would but

seldom, if ever, either misunderstand it (so far as concerns his

own case) or misapply it. He would keep the plain even road,

and would scarce believe the man that should tell him that it

was strewed with thorns, or that hundreds had been or might be

either embarrassed in it or bewildered by it. The same thing

is true with respect to the general doctrine of the Trinity. For

though there are many possible ways of mistaking it, or pervert

ing it, (as there are many crooked lines to one straight,) and it

concerns Divines to guard minutely against all; yet less may

suffice for common Christians; ordinarily, I mean, at least. The

right faith in the Trinity is short and plain; and whatever crosses

upon it is wrong: Indew est rectum sui, et obliqui; truth shews

itself, and is for the most part to every honest mind a guard

sufficient against the mazes of error.

I have dwelt the longer upon this article, because the objection

about common Christians appears a popular and plausible one,

and is often repeated in this cause, though there is really no

weight in it. The author of the Sober and Charitable Disquisi

tion need not be in pain for common Christians, lest they should

not “have skill enough to unite the two natures in Christ

“without confounding them, or dividing the Person, in their

“apprehensions; ” They will as easily conceive that God and

man is one Christ, as that soul and body is one man; and they

need not look further. Without troubling themselves at all with

* See particularly Archbishop Tillot- Essay of Honesty, part iv. p. 56, &c.

son's Sermon on Matt. vii. 12. sepa- & Sober and Charitable Disquisi

rately published in 1709, and Collier's tion, p. 22.
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the names either of natures or persons, they may joyfully and

thankfully remember, that he “who is over all God blessed for

“everh,” became a man for their sakes, and died for them, in

order to bring them to God. What is there in all this that

should either offend or perplex, or should not rather greatly

edify common Christians? They may be “more accurate in their

“ thoughts on this head, than the great patriarch and abbot

“Nestorius and Eutychesi,” (for they were not both patriarchs,

as this author styles them,) because they will indulge their

fancies less, and rest in the general truth, without drawing a

false modus, or any modus upon it, either to corrupt or to ob

scure it : they will abide in the true doctrine, without defiling it

(as those great men did) with over officious and presumptuous

speculations. It may be allowed, that “common Christians have

“but very little apprehensionk” of some minute or remote con

siderations given in by way of answer to as minute and remote

objections, in order to clear the doctrine in every punctilio : and

in like manner, they have but very little apprehension of several

such remote considerations thrown in by Divines, in their dis

putes with Atheists or Deists, in order to clear the doctrine of

the divine being and attributes, or of the authority of Scripture,

and to make every thing at length conformable and consistent.

But what then : Does it therefore follow, that common Christians

may not believe in God, or in God's word, or that such belief is

not important 2 Common Christians believe enough, if they believe

the main things under a general view, without branching them

out into all the minute particulars which depend upon them or

belong to them. Let Divines see that every article of faith is

clear and consistent throughout, when traversed as far as the

acutest objector can carry it : but let common Christians be

content with every article in its native simplicity, as laid down in

Scripture for edification of the faithful, and not as it appears in

controversial books, or confessions, with all its armour about it,

for the conviction or confusion of gainsayers. But I am afraid

I have exceeded on this head, and have overburdened the reader.

Upon the whole, the doctrine of the Trinity must be allowed

to be sufficiently clear, as to the matter of it.

2. The next consideration is, that it is clear also, as to the

proofs upon which it rests: it may be clearly proved, as well as

h Rom. ix. 5. i See Sober and Charitable &c. p. 22. * Ibid. p. 23.
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clearly conceived. Indeed, the truth of the doctrine ought to be

supposed in our present question, as previously known and ad

mitted. Accordingly, our remonstrant brethren, who first disputed

the importance of our doctrine, made no scruple of allowing the

truth of it, as I have before hinted. They allowed the Scripture

proofs to be so far clear, as to oblige us to admit the doctrine

for a certain truth!. Neither are we much beholden to them

for this seeming courtesy, since the proofs are so numerous and

so cogent, that every ingenuous and sensible man must plainly

see, that were Scripture alone to decide the question, and no

false philosophy or metaphysics brought in to confound or perplex

it, there could scarce be any room left for debate about it. I

do not mean that many Scripture texts may not be speciously

urged on the other side: but what I mean is, that upon the

summing up of the evidence on both sides, and after balancing

the whole account, the advantage is so plainly ours, according

to all the approved rules of grammar or criticism, that there is

nothing at all left on the other side, whereby to turn the scale,

except it be some pretended absurdity, or absurdities, in point of

reason, charged upon us, by the help of dialectical or metaphysical

subtilties; which yet, after all, are mere fallacy and sophistry,

and have no real strength in them. We must therefore insist

upon it as certain fact, that our doctrine is clear enough, with

respect to the Scripture evidences produced for it. Scripture,

in its plain, natural, obvious, unforced meaning, says it, and

reason does not gainsay it: upon these two pillars our cause

rests. Upon this bottom Bishop Bull fixes it: “The Antitrini

“ tarians can never produce a demonstrative reason to prove that

“it cannot be, and divine revelation assures us that so it ism.”

To the same purpose speaks Mr. Howe: “That there is a

“Trinity in the Godhead, of Father, Son, (or Word,) and Holy

“Ghost, is the plain obvious sense of so many Scriptures, that

“it apparently tends to frustrate the design of the whole

“Scripture revelation, and to make it useless, not to admit this

“Trinity, or otherwise to understand such Scripturesh.” In

| Hinc colligo, mirum videri non Institut. lib. iv. sect. 2. cap. 32. p.

debere, si tribus hisce personis una 3.

eademque natura divina tribuatur, m Bull, Posth. Works, vol. iii. p.

cum is scriptura divina, istas perfec- 833.

tiones, quae naturae divinae propriae n Howe's Calm Discourse of the

snnt, tam everte attribuat. Episcop. Trinity in the Godhead, p. 136, 137.
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like manner Dr. Burnet of the Charter-House, a noted man,

and known to have had as little of a bigot in him as any one,

says thus: “We are obliged, according to that light which God

“ hath vouchsafed to us in the dispensation of the Gospel, to

“believe and profess that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, and

“likewise God. If we mistake in this faith, the mistake is so

“far from being voluntary, that it is inevitable. For we follow,

“according to the best of our apprehension, the guides which

“God hath given us, St. John, and Paul the Apostle. To these

“sacred writers we assent and adhere, interpreting them ac

“cording to the genuine force and received use of words: for

“neither Christ nor the abovesaid writers have told us, that

“ those sacred Oracles were written in any other style, or that

“ they were to be interpreted in any other manner".”

The late learned Professor Franck, of Halle in Saxony, speak

ing to the Antitrinitarians, expresses himself thus: “Though

“you allow the Scriptures of the New Testament, you never

“theless boldly and arrogantly contradict the truth, clearly

“shining before your eyes, and express testimonies proposed in

“such simple and plain words, that even a child may read and

“ understand them P.”

I cite these testimonies, not in the way of authority, but only

to give the reader a clearer idea of what the Trinitarians go

upon : for they are all, so far, in the same strain, and these

testimonies are offered only as samples, whereby to judge of the

rest. Any indifferent stander-by may easily perceive what, for

the most part, has led the Christian world to contend earnestly

for the doctrine of the Trinity; namely, a conscientious dread

of dishonouring him whom God the Father has commanded

them to honour even as himself, a profound reverence for sacred

Writ, and an invincible persuasion that those Scriptures cannot,

without the utmost violence, and most daring presumption, be

interpreted otherwise than they interpret them. It would be

tedious here to cite the particular texts which we ground our

faith upon; and it would be highly improper to fetch in the

whole dispute about the truth of the doctrine into this other

debate, which concerns only the importance of it. Therefore

o Judgment of Dr. Thomas Burnet, P Franck's Christus sacrae Scrip

p. 11, 12. printed for Roberts, 1732. turae Nucleus, p. 181, 182. translated

See the Original, de Fid. et Offic. cap. out of German: printed by Downing,

viii. p. 134. And compare my seventh 1732.

Sermon, vol. ii. p. 166, 167, 168.
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referring the readers for the truth of the doctrine to other

treatises lately printed, in great abundance, and well known, I

shall content myself here with hinting two general arguments or

considerations, such as may give the readers some notion of the

irresistible force of our Scripture proofs in this cause.

1. One is, that the proofs which we insist upon cannot be

evaded by any approved rules of language or criticism, but the

last resort of our opposers commonly is to some philosophical

principle, some pretended reason, drawn from the supposed

nature of the thing, rather than from the Scripture style, or

from the force of Scripture expressions. I have observed else

where", that such has been the method of eluding John i. 1. and

several other texts, which are full and express as possible, for

the real and proper divinity of our Lord. They are eluded, I

say, upon this principle, that person and intelligent being are

equivalent and reciprocal ; or that there can be no medium

between Tritheism and Sabellianism, or by something else of like

kind: which is running off from the question about the Scriptural

proof of the doctrine, to the natural possibility of the thing; and

is not submitting to the obvious and apparent sense of sacred

Writ, but is tantamount to saying, that no Scriptures can prove

it: an evasion which might equally serve for any texts whatever,

were they ever so numerous, plain, and express. This kind of

conduct on the opposite side, manifestly shews how hard they

are pressed upon the foot of Scripture; when, in the last result,

they remove the cause from Scripture to philosophy, from con

siderations of language, and style, and propriety of expression, to

a foreign consideration, the rationale of the thing. This is a

plain token that the letter is against them; only they take the

reason of the thing to plead so much in their favour, that it

ought to overrule any force of expression. So they lay the main

stress upon metaphysical subtilties"; that is to say, upon human

conjectures about things naturally unsearchable, in opposition to

the express declarations of the word of God: which, by the way,

is first setting up a false measure of truth; and, next, is making

a new rule of faith. It is a false measure of truth to make human

conception the standard of it, since there may be a thousand or

ten thousand verities, which we cannot account for, or explain

* Defence, Qu. xxii. vol. i. p. 464. r See my First Defence, vol. i. p.

Second Defence, Qu. xxii. vol. ii. p. 464, &c. 554. Second Defence, vol. ii.

7o 1, &c. p. 384,432, 468, 697, 7oi, 702.
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the manner of: and it is making a new rule of faith, if we resolve

to believe nothing but what we can comprehend; or if in cases

where we can see no plain contradiction or absurdity, we choose

to make the letter of Scripture bend to our own conceptions,

rather than submit our wisdom to the wisdom of God. But

this is not the point which I am now upon; and so it suffices to

have briefly hinted it in passing. The use which I intended of

the observation in this place, was to intimate the strength of our

Scripture proofs, which drive the adversaries to such extremities.

2. Another yet more affecting and sensible argument of the

same thing is, that our antagonists, in eluding the Scripture

proofs of the divinity of God the Son, have scarce left themselves

any for the divinity even of God the Father; indeed none but

what by the same artificial way of eluding may be evaded and

frustrated, as well as the other. This is a consideration of great

weight, which has been pressed upon them over and overs, and

has never yet received a satisfactory answer. So it remains as

a standing evidence of the glaring force of our Scripture proofs,

and will ever remain so.

Upon the whole then, the doctrine of the Trinity must be ac

knowledged clear enough with respect to the Scripture proofs

upon which it stands; provided always, that there is nothing

plainly repugnant or contradictory in the notion. For, on the

other hand, it must be allowed, that were the thing plainly

absurd or impossible, no Scriptures could prove it; but, in such

a case, we should be obliged either to deny the authority of such

Scriptures, (in whole, or in part,) or to have recourse to trope or

figure, or any possible interpretation to solve the difficulty. This

is not the case here : and therefore since the doctrine cannot be

proved to be impossible in the nature of the thing, it is abun

dantly proved from Scripture to be both possible and true.

Reason never has, never can demonstrate the thing to be im

possible: after repeated trials, 14oo years upwards and more,

and all to no purpose, that should now be looked upon as a

ruled point. I conclude then, from what has been offered in

this chapter, that the doctrine of the Trinity is clear enough to

be important, both with respect to the matter of it, and the

* Defence, vol. i. p. 341. Seeond to the possibility of the doctrine, in

Defence, vol. ii. p. 565, &c. Third Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 762, and

Defence, vol. iii. p. 46, &c. Compare in Mr. Browne's Animadversions on

Abbadie on Christ's Divinity, p. 240, two Pieces, p. 5, 6, &c.

* See the state of the question, as
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Scripture proofs upon which it stands: and therefore its pretended

obscurity, or uncertainty, can be no sufficient reason for throwing

it off as a slight or indifferent article, not worth contending for,

or insisting upon, as an essential of faith, and a term of Christian

communion.

CHAP. II.

Shewing, that the same Doctrine is no speculative or NotionAL

thing, but strictly PRACTICAL, and closely interwoven with the

Principles of the Christian Life.

A RIGHT knowledge of God, and a practice conformable to

it, and both in order to a more complete and blissful enjoyment,

are not speculative or indifferent matters, but matters properly

practical, and of infinite concernment. If religious practice in

any measure depends upon a previous knowledge of God, (as un

doubtedly it does,) then certainly, for the like reason, the per

fection of that practice depends upon the perfection of such

knowledge. A general and confuse notion of God may produce

as general and confuse rules of demeanour towards him ; while

a more particular and explicit apprehension of the Deity will

of course produce a more particular and explicit service. It

is true, where God has not afforded such distinct knowledge, a

less perfect service may and must suffice; but wherever much is

given much will be required, and from peculiar circumstances

will arise peculiar obligations. If God be Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost, the duties owing to God will be duties owing under that

trine distinction; which must be paid accordingly: and whoever

leaves out any of the three out of his idea of God, comes so far

short of honouring God perfectly, and of serving him in propor

tion to the manifestations made of him. Supposing our doctrine

true, (as we are now to suppose,) there will be duties proper to

be paid to the Father as Father, and to the Son as Son, and to

the Holy Ghost as the eternal Spirit of both ; duties correspond

ent to their distinct offices and personalities, besides the duties

common to all three, considered as one God. In short, the

specification of our worship, and the right direction of it, are

nearly concerned in this doctrine: and therefore, if worship be a

practical matter, this doctrine also is practical, and not a point

of mere speculation". That worship is a practical thing, I

* See Dr. Webster's introductory Discourses to Maimburg's History of

Arianism, p. 43, &c.
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suppose no man of sense will dispute; or if any one does, it

must be a dispute only about words, and not affecting the main

thing: wherefore, it must be altogether wrong to imagine, that

the doctrine of the Trinity is purely notional, or has no connection

with practices. If the doctrine be true, it is sacrilege, and great

impiety, in every Christian to refuse to worship Father, Son, or

Holy Ghost: but if the doctrine be false, it is polytheism and

idolatry to pay religious worship to any person but the Father

only. So much depends upon this single article.

The author of Sober and Charitable Disquisition labours this

point extremely, for several pages togethery, and has perhaps

said as much and as well as the cause will admit of. He en

deavours to clear the Arian worshippers of Christ from formal

polytheism; and to retort the charge upon the orthodow worship

pers; and so upon consideration that both parties may mean

well, or in some respects may both offend, they may consent to

bear with each other, and to unite in Christian fellowship to

gether. But, in my humble opinion, the thought is wide, and

the project impracticable. There is no patching up any lasting

or rational agreement of that kind, while the parties cannot

unite so much as in the object of dicine worship. He allows,

that the opposers of Christ's Divinity, (properly so called,) can

pay him no more than inferior worship, such as if tendered to

God would manifestly dishonour and degrade him, would directly

deny him to have divine perfections, and, instead of honouring him

as God, would degrade him into somewhat that is not Godz. Can

those then who believe Christ to be God, and who honour him as

such, ever think it reasonable or pious, to hold communion with

men who, by what they call inferior worship, do thus manifestly

dishonour and degrade their God and Saviour, denying his divine

perfections, degrading him into somewhat that is not God 2 Can

the Catholic believers ever suffer or connive at such affronts

offered (as they must esteem them) to God blessed for ever ?

* Nihil falsius est ea Remonstran

tium calumnia, qua articulum de S. S.

Trinitate ullum ad prairin usum ha

bere inficiantur. Omnis doctrina

veritatis, secundum pietatem est. Tit. i.

1. Et haec tam notabilis, tam funda

mentalis, non esset : Imo totius fidei,

totius verae religionis scaturigo est.

Nulla etiam religio est, nisi quis

verum Deum colat: non colit verum

WATER LAND, vol. III.

Deum, sed cerebri sui figmentum,

qui non adorat in aequali divini

tatis majestate, Patrem, Filium, et

Spiritum Sanctum. I nunc, et doc

trinam eam ad prawin inutilem esse

clama, sine qua nulla fidei aut pietatis

Christianae prairis esse potest. Wit

sius in Symb. Apost. p. 76.

y Sober and Cº Disquisition,

p. 4–23. * Ibid. p. 8, 9.
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How can they ever justify either to God, or to the world, or to

their own consciences, such a guilty neutrality in an affair of the

highest consequence, in an article of the last importance? Mutual

forbearance in doubtful points of speculative opinion, is very

becoming fallible men, in consideration of our common frailty:

but it is unreasonable, and morally impracticable, to come to

any composition, where the parties differ so widely, and in so

material a concern, as the object of divine worship. Religious

men will be zealous for the honour of their Lord God, because

they know that they ought to be so; neither will they nor can

they countenance any coldness or indifference in so weighty a

concern. Eccessive heats perhaps may sometimes arise in such

cases; for so long as religion is held in esteem, and believed to

be worth the contending for, there must be contests about it,

which may sometimes rise too high : but it is an error on the

right hand, and much to be preferred to a cold indifference; as

a strong athletic constitution, though subject sometimes to

fevers, is yet vastly preferable to a constant lethargy. To return,

the sum is, that the point of divine worship is a critical point, a

difficulty which cannot be got over, while both sides retain their

respective principles; one looking upon the Son and Holy Ghost

as creatures, and the other esteeming them as one God with the

Father. For supposing that both parties were to join in the

same solemn acts of outward worship offered to Christ, (for that

he ought to be worshipped both sides allow,) yet since the Ca

tholic side conceive that those religious acts are on the other

side defiled by an irreligious meaning, and amount rather to a

solemn mockery of their God and Saviour, than to a respectful

remembrance of him; and that they are in reality, though not

intentionally, flat polytheism and idolatry; I say, while the Ca

tholic believers are so persuaded, they cannot in prudence or

in conscience, in piety to God or charity to men, consent to such

known defilements of their solemn service; because it would be

directly partaking in other men's sins. If it be said, that they

need not judge all creature-worship to be polytheism and idolatry;

I answer, they cannot avoid it, while they consider either Scrip

ture itself, or the universal suffrage of antiquity in the best and

purest ages. If it be further said, that they need not however

think so hardly of creature-worshippers, as to charge them with

guilt, since they may intend well; I answer, that a good intention

is not sufficient to warrant an ill thing : besides that, were they
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ever so guiltless, yet those of the contrary persuasion could not

be so in countenancing by their own communion, what they can

not but look upon as great impiety and profanation. So, turn

we this matter which way we will, the point of worship must be

a parting point betwixt them, while they retain their opposite

sentiments, with regard to the strict and proper Dicinity of

Christ.

I shall not here enter into the debate about creature-worship,

having distinctly and fully considered it elsewhere a besides,

that I may properly wave it, as it is wide and foreign to the

cause now in hand. For whether such creature-worship be right

or wrong, those that believe in Christ as a divine Person cannot

join with those that worship him under the notion of a creature,

and do not worship him as divine; because, it has been before

intimated, such inferior worship, (whatever else we call it) is

dishonouring and degrading him, and cannot but be rejected with

abhorrence by all that seriously believe him to be really and

strictly God.

As to what the author of Sober and Charitable Disquisition

objects, that possibly some of our own people, who believe Christ

to be God, may yet consider him merely as Man, or as Mediator",

and not as God, in their acts of worship, it may be purely a

surmise: but however the fact stands, there is no argument in

it. We cannot answer for culgar Christians, as to the notions

they may possibly entertain even of God the Father in their

worship of him ; neither can we be certain, whether sometimes

they rise higher than those of an Anthropomorphite. But I pre

sume, if any culgar Christians ignorantly or innocently mistake,

they are very willing to be set right by their more knowing

guides, or by other sensible friends: which makes their case

widely different from that of those who take upon them to justify

creature worship upon principle, and who separate Christ from

the one Godhead in the worship of him, knowingly, and out of

set purpose and design. We are not involved in guilt, merely by

communicating with persons, whose errors (though perhaps great).

a Defence, vol. i. Qu. xvi. p. 408. Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity, p.

&c. Second Defence, vol. ii. Qu. xvi. 69, 448, &c. Dr. Bishop's Sermons,

p. 656, &c. Compare Bull’s Primitiva p. 271–281. Archbishop Tillotson's

et Apostol. Traditio, c. vi. p. 386, &c, Serinons, vol. i. p. 547, &c. fol, edit:

Bishop Smalbroke's Idolatry charged b Sober and Charitable Disquisi

on Arianism. Mr. Abr. Taylor’s True tion, p. 21, 22, 23.
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we know nothing of, or who probably would correct them upon

better instruction, or the first gentle admonition. Guilt is

contracted by communicating with those who openly and

resolutely corrupt the faith (knowingly or ignorantly) in very

important articles. To join with such persons, is partaking

in their impiety: it is not charity, but men-pleasing, and betray

ing a disregard for the honour of God. But this general question

will come over again, and will be more fully debated in a proper

place.

Enough has been said to shew, that Christian-worship is very

nearly concerned in the question about the Trinity; and there

fore the doctrine is strictly practical, and has a close connection

with the Christian life. I declined entering into the main debate

about creature-worship, for the reasons above hinted. Yet

because the author of Sober and Charitable Disquisition has

advanced some things upon that article, which every reader may

not know how to answer, I shall suggest a few considerations

here by the way, to serve as hints or heads of solution to the

difficulties objected. 1. If that gentleman means to say, that

the outward acts of civil homage and religious worship are so

equivocal and ambiguous, that there is no way left to distinguish

them, it is disputing against fact, and amounts to telling us, that

no one can distinguish in a case where no one can easily mistake,

or ever has been mistaken. Civil homage is distinguishable

from religious worship, by the circumstancese always, and often

by the nature of the acts themselves. That burning incense to

Danield was merely civil respect, will not be easily proved :

neither will the example of an idolatrous king, who would have

done as much to an image, be sufficient to justify it ; though the

author speaks of ite, as if both these points were indisputable.

2. Those outward acts, so and so circumstantiated, as to

become religious worship, are what God has appropriated to the

Jehovah, to the true God, in the holy Scriptures of the Old

Testament, as exterior and visible acknowledgments of the divine

sovereignty over all creatures, and of the dependence which

creatures have upon their Creator: for the reasons which God

insists upon, why he, and he only, is to be worshipped, are such

as exclude all creatures whatever, viz. his being Jehovah, Creator,

* See Stillingfleet's Defence of the d Dan. ii. 46.

Discourse concerning Idolatry in * Soberand Charitable Disquisition,

Works, vol. v. p. 344,357. p. 6.
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Sustainer, Preserver of all things". 3. To pay these exterior

services, once so appropriated to God, to any creature, is idolizing

the creature, or deifying the creature, and is both idolatry and

polytheism. 4. Therefore the paying such exterior religious

services to Christ, considered as a creature, must, according to

the whole tenor of the Old Testament, be plain idolatry and

polytheism. 5. The same rule for religious worship obtains

under the New Testament, as before under the Old : which

appears, as from several other places, so particularly from our

Lord's answer to Satang, and from the angel's admonitions to

St. John in the Revelationsh.

The author of Sober and Charitable &c. asks, why the paying

worship to an invisible Being must imply its having dicine

perfections, and therefore must be dicine worship if The reason

is, because God has appropriated all such addresses, so and so

circumstantiated, to the one Lord Jehovah; thereby making

them (if they were not in their own nature before) a virtual

recognition of divine perfectionsk; and therefore they interpre

tatively amount to divine worship. He adds, that “this is

“proving the point, by taking it for granted, that none but

“God is to be worshipped.” No, but it is proving the point in

the best manner, and by the strongest evidences, namely, express

Scripture evidences, all the way from Genesis down to the

Revelations, of such appropriation as hath been mentioned. In

short then, God has so appropriated religious worship, as to

exclude all creatures from any share in it: therefore all religious

worship is divine worship; and therefore to worship Christ,

under the notion of a creature, is idolatry and polytheism. So

stands this matter, which I have but briefly hinted, to take off

this author's exceptions; referring the reader, as above, to other

treatises, where the subject is considered at large. Now I

return to the point I was upon, the practical nature of the

doctrine of the Trinity.

Besides the influence which this doctrine has upon worship, it

may be considered further in a more general view, as tending to

form within our minds dispositions proper for such state and cir

f Isaiah xl. xlv. 5, 6, 7. 2 Kings Primitiva et Apostolica Traditio, c. vi.

xix. 15. Jer. x. Io, 11, 12. Compare p. 388.

my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 43, 44. Sober and Charitable Disquisition,

& Matt. iv. Io. p. 8.

* Rev. xix. 10, xxii. 9. See those . * See preface to my Sermons, vol.

texts fully explained in Bishop Bull's ii.
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cumstances as we are to expect hereafter. It is an allowed

truth, that the good dispositions which men contract in this

life are their qualifications for the happiness of the life to come ;

and that the more refined and raised such their good dispositions

are, the more fitly qualified they are for the higher degrees of

blessedness in heaven. Put the case then, that the three Persons

of the Trinity are equally dicine, and that a man has been trained

up to esteem them accordingly, it cannot be doubted but that

he goes out of the world more fitly disposed, in that respect, to

be taken into their friendship, and best qualified (other cir

cumstances being equal) for the beatific enjoyment. Conse

quently, the belief of the doctrine of the Trinity (supposing it

true) is no slight or insignificant theory, no barren notion or

speculation; since it has a direct influence upon the dispositions

of our minds here, and upon our happiness hereafter. I make

not this an argument of the truth of the doctrine, (for that is

not the point I am now upon,) but of the importance of it, after

admitting it for a sacred truth: and I add, that if it may have

such influence upon us, in creating proper dispositions, that

comes to the same as to say, that it raises and improves our

virtues, and all virtue is practical.

A further consideration of like kind may be drawn from the

influence which the same doctrine has upon the motices to Christ

ian practice. There are no two motives more affecting or

more endearing, or more apt to work upon ingenuous minds, than

the love of God the Father in sending his beloved Son to redeem

us, and the loce and condescension of our blessed Lord, in sub

mitting to be so sent. “God so loved the world, that he gave

“his only begotten Son',” &c. “In this was manifested the

“love of God towards us, because that God sent his only

“begotten Son into the world, that we might live through

“himm.” We see here what a stress and emphasis is laid, not

merely upon this, that life, eternal life, is the benefit bestowed,

but that it is conveyed in such a manner, and by such endearing

means, by the only begotten Son. The Socinians, when pressed

upon this article, do nothing but trifle and shuffle with us: they

fall to magnifying the love of God, in giving us so high, so

inestimable a blessing, as life eternal. Very true; but does not

Scripture, besides that, lay a particular emphasis upon the means

made use of in conveying the grant? And how is this emphasis

1 John iii. 16. m John iv. 9.
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made out upon their hypothesis, that Christ is a mere man?

But suppose him a creature, and the very first and highest of all

creatures, before he came down from heaven; yet neither does

that supposition sufficiently answer the purpose. For, con

sidering how honourable the service was, and how unconceivably

vast and large the reward for it, it might more properly be said,

that God so loved his Son, that he sent him into the world, in

order to prefer him to a kind of rivalship with himself, to advance

him to divine honours, to make the whole creation bow before

him, and pay him homage and obeisance": and all this as the

reward of his sufferings of a few years; great indeed, but not

apparently greater than many of his disciples suffered after him,

nor “worthy to be compared with the glory o” that shall accrue

to every good Christian, much less with that immense, that in

credible glory which was to accrue to him P. Now to me it

seems, that the supposing Christ a mere creature, is a thought

which mightily lessens the force of the Scripture expressions re

presenting God's sending his Son as an act of stupendous love to

man, upon account of the dignity of the Person by whom

that salvation was to be wrought: so that the denying the

Divinity of Christ robs us in part of one of the most endearing

and affecting motives to the Christian life. Wherefore in this

view also, the doctrine of the Trinity, if true, is both important

and practical, as it raises the motices upon which Christian prac

tice is built. I do not say, there would be no force in the motive

considered in an Arian view, and supposing Christ to have been

a most excellent creature: but the force of it would be consider

ably less upon that supposition; and therefore, if the doctrine

be a truth, it is a truth of some moment in a view to practice,

as raising and enforcing the motives beyond what the other hypo

thesis does.

So again, the love of Christ towards mankind appears in a

n Phil. ii. 10. Rev. v. 11, 12, 13. in terris Deo praestitam obedientiam,

vii. Io.

o Rom. viii. 18.

P Equidem rem, attentius perpen

denti liquebit, ex hypothesi sive So

ciniana, sive Ariana, Deum in hoc

negotio amorem et dilectionem suam

potius in illum ipsum Filium, quam

erga nos homines ostendisse. Quid

enim Is qui Christus dicitur, ex mera

Dei ei Šokia et beneplacito in eam gra

tam electus est, ut post brevem hic

ex puro puto homine juxta Socinistas,

sive ex mera et mutabili creatura, ut

Ario-manita dicunt, Deus ipse fieret,

ac divinos honores, non modo a nobis

hominibus, sed etiam ab ipsis angelis

atgue archangelis sibi tribuendos asse

queretur, adeoque in alias creaturas

omnes dominium atque imperium ob

timeret. Bull. Judic. Eccl. Cathol.

cap. v. p. 313.
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much clearer and stronger light upon the Trinitarian principles,

than upon the Antitrinitarian. For if Christ was in the form of

God, equal with God, and cery God, it was then an act of infinite

love and condescension in him to become man, and die for us:

but if he was no more than a creature, it was no surprising con

descension to embark in a work so glorious, such as being the

Saviour of mankind, and such as would advance him to be Lord

and Judge of the world, to be admired, reverenced, and adored

both by men and angels, God himself also glorifying him, and

sounding forth his praises through the utmost limits of the

universe. Where is the condescension of a creature's submitting

to be thus highly honoured 7 Or what creature could there be,

that could modestly aspire to it, or might not think it much

above his pretensions or highest ambition" : In short, “to become

“man, to suffer and die for the redemption of the world, and to

“be made the Lord and Judge both of the quick and of the

“dead, can be an act of condescending love and goodness only in

“God. So that to deny the Divinity of Christ alters the very

“foundations of Christianity, and destroys all the powerful argu

“ments of the love, humility, and condescension of our Lord,

“ which are the peculiar motives of the Gospelſ.” If either the

work of redemption was too big for a creature to engage in, or if

the honours attending it were too high for a creature to aspire

afters, then certainly the very notion of condescension is sunk and

lost, upon every hypothesis which does not make Christ truly

q Addo, neque ipsius Filii Dei uni

geniti amorem et charitatem, ergo mos

homines (quae etiam magnifice passim

nes, qui sit animarum sospitator, qui

nobis sit sapientia, justitia, sanctifi

catio, et redemptio , qui preces

celebratur in S. Scripturis, ac maxime

in loco illo Epistolae ad Ephes. iii. 18,

19.) clare elucere, nisi concipiamus

Filium Dei qui ante saecula ex Patre

genitus est, per quemomnia facta sunt,

qui propter nos homines, et propter

nostram salutem, descendit de coelis et

incarnatus est, &c. At vero hoc modo

Filii Dei eminentissima in figmen

tum suum dilectio—, clarissime con

spicitur. Bull. Judic. Eccl. cap. v. p.

I I.

r Sherlock's Vindication of the De

fence of Stillingfleet, chap. v. p. 268.

* oikovopia, quae ipsi tribuitur, 6eo

Aoyiav necessario supponit, ipsamgue

omnino statuit. Quid enim Messiam

sive Christum praedicant sacrae nostrae

literae et credere nos profitemur om

AT -

suorum, ubivis sacrosanctum ejus no

men invocantium, illico exaudiat »

qui Ecclesiae suae per universum ter

rarum orbem disseminatae, semper

praesto sit—, qui Deo Patri. orév

6povos, et in eadem sede collocatus

sit . Qui denique, in exitu mundi,

immensa gloria et majestate refulgens,

angelis ministris stipatus, veniet or

bem judicaturus, non modo facta om

nia, sed et cordis secreta omnium

quotguot fuere hominum in lucem

proditurus, &e. Haeccine omnia in

purum hominem, aut creaturam ali

quam competere 2 Fidenter dico,

qui ita sentiat, non modo contra

fidem, sed et rationem ipsam insanire.

Bull. Judic. Eccl. Cath. cap. i. p. 291,

292.
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and properly God, God eternal. I am very sensible, that while

I am arguing for the importance of the doctrine, I may seem at

the same time to be pleading for the truth of it, and so to run

unawares into the other question. But the two questions are so

nearly allied, that I know not sometimes how to avoid it. The

same considerations generally which prove one, must of course

obliquely glance at the other also : and every Scripture argu

ment, which intimates the use and importance of the doctrine,

must at least tacitly suppose and insinuate the truth of it, and

so in effect prove both in one. If Scripture has laid down mo

tices which are not naturally or reasonably accounted for, or un

derstood, but upon the supposition of the truth of such a doctrine,

then both the doctrine itself and the practical nature of it are at

the same time insinuated: which I mention here once for all, to

prevent confusion, and now proceed to what remains.

The satisfaction or propitiation for the sins of the world, made

by Christ, is of great importance to the Christian life, and seems

also to have a close connection with the doctrine of the Trinity.

The truth of the satisfaction, and the necessity there was for it,

may be substantially proved a posteriori from Scripture itself",

independent of the doctrine of the Trinity. But after proceed

ing so far, it will be difficult to clear and extricate that Scripture

doctrine, without admitting this other also: because it is not

reasonable to think that any creature could do more than was

his bounden duty to do upon God's requiring it; or that he

could by any services or sufferings attain to such a degree of

merit, as should atone for a world of sinners; or that he should

be intrusted with such an office (supposing him otherwise equal

to it) as would of course draw after it the adoration and homage

both of men and angels, The question properly here, is not,

whether any thing less than God could pay an infinite satisfaction,

but whether a creature could pay any, or could merit at all. If

it be said, that God might accept it as he pleased, it may be said

likewise, upon the same principle, that he might accept the blood

of bulls or of goats. Yet the Apostle tells us, that “it is not

“possible that the blood of bulls and of goats should take away

“sinsu:” which words appear to resolve the satisfaction not merely

into God's free acceptance, but into the intrinsic value of the

See a late rational and judicious God and Man, printed for J. Noon,

discourse upon the subject, entitled, 1732.

Jesus Christ the Mediator between u Hebrews x. 4.
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sacrifice. And while we rest it upon that foot, I do not see

why we may not say, that it is not possible for the blood of any

creature to take away the sins of the world, since no creature can

do more than his duty, nor can have any stock of merit to spare

for other creatures. In this light, the Scripture doctrine of the

satisfaction infers the Dicinity of him that made it: and hence it

is, that those who have denied our Lord’s proper Dicinity have

commonly gone on to deny any proper satisfaction also ; or while

they have admitted it in words or in name, (as they admit also

Christ's Dicinity,) they have denied the thing. Scripture itself

seems to resolve the satisfaction into the Divinity of the Person

suffering. It was Jehovah that was pierced". It was God that

purchased the Church with his own bloody: it was 6 bertórms,

the high Lord that bought us”: it was the Lord of glory that

was crucifieda. And indeed it is unintelligible, how the blood of

a creature should make any proper atonement or expiation for

sin, as before intimated. This again is another of those argu

ments, or considerations, which at once insinuate both the truth

of our doctrine and the importance of it. However, if Scripture

otherwise testifies that Christ is properly God, and if the same

Scriptures elsewhere, independently of our present argument,

declare that Christ has atoned for us ; then from these two

propositions put together results this third, that a dicine Person

has satisfied for us: consequently, whosoever destroys the Di

cinity of Christ, justly so called, does at the same time destroy

the true notion of the satisfaction made by him. Hence it ap

pears, at the lowest, that the doctrine of the Trinity involves

several other important doctrines of Christianity with it, and

gives another kind of turn and significancy to them, than what

they would have without it: and therefore, most undoubtedly,

it is no barren speculation, no indifferent or slight matter, but

a doctrine of the foundation, nearly affecting the very citals of

Christianity, and the Christian life.

The author of Sober and Charitable Disquisition has spent

several pages", to invalidate the argument drawn from the

common doctrine of the satisfaction; and so I must stop for a

while to examine what he says. He thinks it cannot be proved,

* Zechar. xii. Io, compared with Scripture Doctrine, p. 391, &c.
John xix. 37. a I Cor. ii. 8.

y Acts xx. 28. For the reading, b Sober and Charitable Disquisi

consult Mills in loc. tion, p. 24–35.

* 2 Peter ii. 1. See Taylor's True
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that “none but God could make such satisfaction c.” But I

conceive, it may be proved from the nature of the thing, that no

creature could merit; and from Scripture, that he who made the

satisfaction is God, is Jehovah ; and these two considerations

taken together do amount to what we pretend to. He himself

allows, the truth of our doctrine once proved, as to God's being

sacrificed, the consequence to be indisputable, that it “was some

“way or other necessaryce.” This indeed is not the whole of

what we are able to prove, as may appear from what hath been

said: but even this is sufficient to our present purpose; namely,

that if our doctrine is true, it must be important, because of the

other important doctrines which hang upon it. Therefore the

doctrine of the Trinity is no speculative opinion of slight value

or significancy. If it be true, it is worth contending for, and

earnestly too.

He asks, whether we are sure, “that no being inferior to God

“could make full amends to divine justiced * We conceive, with

very good reason, that no creature could merit with God, or do

works of supererogation. I pass over what he observes about

infinite satisfactione, not affecting the question as here by me

stated. He asks, how we can be sure, that God “cannot accept

“of the sacrifice of the best and most excellent of created

“beings " I say not, what God can or cannot accept: I know

nothing a priori about it. But Scripture, as before observed,

rests not this matter upon the foot of divine acceptance, but

upon the intrinsic value of the sacrifice : and when we consider

the thing in that view, we say, that a creature's services or suf

ferings carry no proper intrinsic merit in them. And we add

further, that God has accepted no sacrifice less than a dicine

sacrifice, because we prove from other topics, that Christ our

passover was strictly God, and he was sacrificed for us. In

short, the question is, not what God might have accepted, if he

had so pleased, but whether, when he has chosen the way of

expiation, and the Scriptures lay a particular stress and empha

sis upon it, as carrying intrinsic merit in it, both real and great,

whether this can be justly accounted for, on the supposition that

our Lord was no more than a creature".

• Sober and Charitable Disquisition, excellentissima ea sit, excellentissi

P. 24. ce Ibid. p. 25. moque modo operetur, illud competat,

“Ibid. p. 25. e Ibid. p. 25, 26, 27. ut vitae aeternae praemium ei ex stricto

| Verbo dicam : nulli creatura, licet jure debeatur. Praeterquam enim
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The author goes on to raise difficulties, and to advance divers

subtilties to perplex the notion of a compound person: most of

them, I conceive, run beyond the mark, and might as soon prove

that soul and body make not one person, or man, as that God and

man make not the one Person of Christ. For example; he pleads

that a person compounded of God and man “must be inferior

“in dignity to a Person wholly and only divines.” By the

same argument, a man, being partly spirit and partly body, is

inferior in dignity to the separate soul, which is wholly and only

spirit : and if there be any force in the argument, I know not

how far it may affect the doctrine of a future resurrection. Now,

we say, that the divine nature loses nothing of its dignity by

assuming the uaman; but retains all the dignity it before had ;

and therefore the whole Person becomes not inferior. He

further pleads, that “it is not God that dies, but God-man.”

Allowed; but still that Person, that Christ, who is God, dies:

as when a man dies, that Person (who is soul, as well as body)

dies. We never suppose that the Godhead dies, any more than

we imagine that the soul dies. He says further, that “the

“Person which makes the satisfaction is not a divine Personh.”

How so, when the Person is both God and man (as he had before

allowed) in our scheme? Do we make two Persons : He argues

next against the humanity becoming part of the Person of Christ.

“Nothing can really be this who, but must be the what this who

“is, at the same time.” He might as justly argue, that Peter's

body cannot be part of Peter, or of the person of Peter, to

gether with his soul; because nothing can really be this who

(Peter's soul) but must be what this who is, at the same time.

Now taking for granted that Peter's soul is the whole person,

the argument is good : and so it is likewise in the other case,

taking it for granted, that the Logos in union is still the whole

Person; but this is going upon false suppositions: and he might

as soon prove that Peter's body cannot be part of Peter, unless

it be his soul, as that Christ's humanity cannot be part of Christ,

unless it be the Logos. I can hardly conjecture what the author

means, when he says, “That human substance we call John, is

quod bonum aeternae vitae sit absolu

tissimum, immensum, infinitum, at

que adeo omnia omnium creaturarum

opera infinitis gradibus transcendens;

illud etiam Apostoli, pörmua tale est,

ut ei a nemine responderi possit: ris

Tpoéðoxey airá, Kai duranoêoëhaeral

airó; Rom. xi. 35. Bull. Harmon.

Apostol. Dissert. ii. c. 12. p. 490.

& Sober and Charitable Disquisi

tion, p. 29.

h Ibid. p. 30.
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“really the Person, and nothing elsei.” I thought, that John,

or John's person, was made up of two substances, spiritual and

bodily: and John, the person of John, dies, though one substance

survives. In like manner, Christ the God-man dies, though the

Godhead dies not. He adds, much like to what he had said

before, that the “human nature can never be really he, unless

“he be also the divine nature.” Does he mean by he, part of

the person, or the whole person? If he means part, then it

amounts to this; the body can never be really a part of Peter's

person, unless it be Peter’s soul: or if he means the whole, then

it comes to this, that the body can never be the whole person,

unless it be the soul. One of the propositions is manifestly

against truth, and the other is not sense: so little can be effected

in this way of reasoning. Indeed, all the confusion arises from

the want of knowing or considering what the true notion of a

person, simple or compound, is, of which I have elsewhere treated

at largek, and thither I take leave to refer the reader. In the

mean while, I cannot but heartily lament and grieve, to find

that serious and sensible men can give their minds to oppose a

Scriptural and venerable doctrine, which has stood the test of

ages, by such fine-spun subtilties: Zeno's arguments against

motion might appear weighty in comparison.

But we have more of the same kind still, which I shall reply

to very briefly. “The dying humanity can have no such dig

“nity.” True, but the dying Christ might, and that suffices.

“The human nature should really and truly be that divine

“Person.” No : part of the Person is sufficient: the human

nature constitutes one compound Person with the dicine nature.

“The Logos could not really be man.” Why? Was not the

Word made flesh? that is, the Word became incarnate, assumed

humanity. “Humanity could not be assumed into a real com

“munion of his Person, without being assumed into what that

“Person is".” He must mean, I presume, without being con

verted into Godhead. But why not, if bodies at the general re

surrection may be assumed into a personal union with souls,

without ceasing to be bodies, or being converted into spirits 2

“For the same thing (Person) to be God and man at once, that

3.

Sober and Charitable &c. p. 32.

"Sober and Charitable Disquisition, ii. P. 650—6

P. 31.

* Second Defence, Query xv. vol. m Ibid. p. 33.
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“is, really and truly so, is surely as impossible as transubstan

“tiation".” And yet surely it is not more impossible than for

the same human being (call him Peter or John) to be both soul

and body at once, really and truly so; which a man may firmly

believe as a certain truth, without admitting transubstantiation,

a palpablo absurdity. “That man should really and strictly

“speaking be a divine person, or a divine Person man, to me

“seems utterly impossible".” If he means, that the divine

nature is not the human, nor the human divine, he says right,

and has no opposer: but if he means, that divine substance and

human substance together, may not make one Person, or one

Christ, let him shew why it is more impossible than for a spiritual

substance and a corporeal substance to make one person, or one

man. He adds, or repeats, that “the death of the man is not the

“death of God”.” But it is the death of Christ, who is God

and man. So the death of the body is not the death of the

soul; but it is the death of the man, who is both soul and body.

Such is the nature of a personal union, and such the manner of

speaking of it; and it is so obvious and common a case, that

none but philosophers would mistake it.

The author closes his discourse on this head with observing,

that our opposers may carry the point of satisfaction as high as

we do, and account as handsomely for it. As how ! By suppos

ing the Logos to be in as close an union with God, as we suppose

Christ's humanity to be with the Logos P. Well then, it must

be a personal union, so as to make the Father and the Logos one

Person. How then : Then “the sufferings of the Logos will be

“ as much the sufferings of God, and as much an atonement for

“sin, as the death of Christ's human nature in the other schemeq.”

True: but then the sufferings of the Logos will be the sufferings

of the Father, (which is the ancient heresy of the Patripassians,)

and the same Person both pays and accepts the ransom, makes

an atonement to himself; which is not consonant to Scripture,

nor to common sense.

The author concludes his account of this matter with this in

ference, that the men whom he has been pleading for “do not

“ seem so deeply culpable, nor so dangerously mistaken",” as is

commonly represented. To me it appears quite the contrary :

n Sober and Charitable &c. p. 34. P Ibid. p. 34.

o Id. ibid. 00. Id. ibid. " Ibid. p. 34, 35. Ibid. p. 35.
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and from this very representation of his, whereby he intended

to favour them. They are deeply culpable, 1. For making God

the Son a creature, against the whole tenor of Scripture. 2.

For running into Patripassianism, to help out Arianism; heap

ing error upon error, heresy upon heresy. 3. For doing it upon

the strength only of a few dialectical or metaphysical subtilties,

scarce worthy to be offered, or so much as named, in so mo

mentous a cause as this is. 4. For making use of such topics

against the personal union of God and man, as might with equal

force be urged against the personal union of any two substances

whatever, and prove (if they prove any thing) that an human

person is not made up of soul and body. 5. For condemning

their opposers as void of charity, only for their pious, faithful,

and extremely charitable endeavours to preserve their flocks from

being led aside after Satan, from imbibing sentiments subversive

of the Gospel of Christ. But I shall have more to say upon the

head of charity in another chapter. I hope my reader will ex

cuse my digressing thus far (if it may be called a digression) upon

the article of satisfaction, to attend the author who gave the

occasion. Now I return.

I have been representing the practical nature and important

uses of the doctrine of the Trinity, with respect to worship, in

which all the three Persons are interested; and I have more

particularly pressed the importance of the doctrine of our Lord's

Dicinity, from special considerations relating to the Gospel mo

tices, and the nature of the atonement made for sins. I ought not

here to omit the like special considerations concerning the IIoly

Spirit, and the necessity of believing his Dicinity likewise. I

shall choose here to express myself in the excellent words of a

celebrated writer, whom I have before quoted more than once.

“Our salvation by Christ does not only consist in the expiation

“of our sins, &c.—but in the communication of dicine grace and

“ power to renew and sanctify us: and this is every where in

“Scripture attributed to the Holy Spirit, as his peculiar office

“in the economy of man's salvation. And it must make a fun

“damental change in the doctrine of divine grace and assistance,

“to deny the Divinity of the Holy Spirit. For can a creature

“be the universal spring and fountain of divine grace and life :

“Can a finite creature be a kind of universal soul to the whole

“Christian Church, and to every sincere member of it ! Can a

“creature make such close application to our minds, know our
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“ thoughts, set bounds to our passions, inspire us with new

“ affections and desires, and be more intimate to us than we

“are to ourselves? If a creature be the only instrument and

“principle of grace, we shall soon be tempted, either to deny

“ the grace of God, or to make it only an external thing, and

“entertain very mean conceits of it. All these miraculous gifts,

“which were bestowed on the Apostles and primitive Christians,

“for the edification of the Church, all the graces of the Christian

“life, are the fruits of the Spirit. The divine Spirit is the

“principle of immortality in us, which first gives life to our

“souls, and will at the last day raise our dead bodies out of

“ the dust; works which sufficiently proclaim him to be God,

“ and which we cannot heartily believe, in the Gospel notion, if

“ he be not u.”

What this excellent writer has here said appears all to be

very right and just; and his observation of the doctrine of

divine grace being likely to suffer much by a denial of the

Dicinity of the Holy Spirit has been too sadly verified in the

event. How jejunely, how sparingly, have the abettors of the

new schemes insisted upon the doctrine of grace, and of the in

visible workings of the Holy Spirit, though Scripture is full of

the subject So that, besides the danger of losing the salutary

doctrine of a proper satisfaction and expiation, we are further in

danger of losing the true Scripture notion of grace, by the oppo

sition made to the doctrine of the Trinity. I believe I might

appeal to the consciences of those gentlemen, whether their

gratitude to Christ, for what he has done and suffered for us, be

not in a manner lost, and swallowed up in their regards to the

Father for commanding and accepting it; and whether the notion

of the grace of the Holy Spirit be not entirely absorbed in the

thought of the superior assistance of God. The effect is natural,

and I judge in this case by what I should find in myself. Upon

their hypothesis, “the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the

“love of God, and the communion of the Holy Ghosts,” will

amount only to the love of the Father thrice told; which super

sedes both the other. And when it is said, that the Father and

Son will make their abode with us y, and in the same chapter,

that the Holy Ghost also will abide with us for ever 2, the two

u Sherlock's Vindication of the Defence of Stillingfleet, p. 270, &c.

x 2 Cor. xiii. 14. y John xiv. 23. z John xiv. 16.
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creatures superadded to the Creator will appear but as ciphers

that add nothing to the sum, while in one we have all, and there

is nothing but that one to be at all depended upon. His presence

alone will supply every thing, and his lustre will so far eclipse

both the other Persons, that it will be hard to say (upon the

hypothesis I am mentioning) what occasion there would be for

them, or what comfort in them. Such is the appearing change

made in the very form and essence of Christianity by these new

doctrines, that it seems to lose the very life and soul of it, and

by degrees to degenerate into little else but a better kind of

Judaism, retaining still the name of Christianity, but giving up

the main things.

While we consider the doctrine of the Trinity as interwoven

with the very frame and texture of the Christian religion, it

appears to me natural to conceive, that the whole scheme and

economy of man's redemption was laid with a principal view to

it, in order to bring mankind gradually into an acquaintance

with the three divine Persons, one God blessed for ever. I

would speak with all due modesty, caution, and reverence, as

becomes us always in what concerns the unsearchable counsels

of Heaven: but I say, there appears to me none so natural or

so probable an account of the divine dispensations, from first to

last, as what I have just mentioned; namely, that such a re

demption was provided, such an expiation for sins required, such

a method of sanctification appointed, and then revealed, that so

men might know that there are three divine Persons, might be

apprised how infinitely the world is obliged to them, and might

accordingly be both instructed and incited to love, honour, and

adore them here, because that must be a considerable part of

their employment and happiness hereafter. I urge not this as

an argument of the truth of the doctrine, but as a consideration

of great weight, supposing the doctrine true, for the recom

mending it to our affections, and for the raising our ideas of it.

The divine dispensations appear both rational and amiable, con

sidered in this light: and if it be not too bold to offer any

rationale of them, I would humbly presume to say, that there is

none so satisfactory as what I have now mentioned. I can see

no probable reason why the Church of God should be, as it

were, first put under the immediate conduct of the Father, then

under the Son, and last of all under the Holy Ghost; nor why

the honour of creating should be principally ascribed to the first,

wATERLAND, vol. III. Ff
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and the honour of redemption, as considerable as creation, to the

second, and the honour of illumination, sanctification, and miracu

lous gifts, as considerable as any thing before, to the third : I say,

I can see no probable reason for these things (when the Father,

as it should seem, might as well have had the sole honour of all)

but upon the hypothesis which I have hinted a.

But however that be, or whatever other reasons divine wisdom,

to us unsearchable, might proceed upon in every dispensation to

wards mankind, certain it is, that the doctrine of the Trinity, if

true, (as we here suppose,) runs through every part of Christian

theology, and gives, as it were, a new force and spirit to it.

I have been proving, from several topics, that this doctrine is

important and practical, no slight, no speculative opinion. I shall

add but one consideration more, and that a general one, applica

ble to all other articles of faith, and proving them to be practical

in a large sense of the word, but a just sense too, and well de

serving our notice. As we are commanded to believe whatever

God reveals, belief itself is an instance of obedience; and unbelief,

much more disbelief, is disobedience to the commands of God.

Consequently, unless obedience and disobedience are points of

mere speculation, there is no room left for any pretence of that

kind in the case now before us. Let the matter of the belief be

otherwise ever so speculative, (though it is not the case here,)

yet to believe Scripture verities, prime verities especially, is

under precept, is express duty; and all duty is practical in a

large sense, as it is paying obedience to God's commandments.

St. Paul therefore, more than once, speaks of the obedience of

faith", and with great propriety, since believing is obeying the

will of God, and is entitled to a reward. It is true, faith and

a Ac profecto admiranda mihi vide

tur divinarum Personarum in sacro

sanctissima triade oikovopuia, qua una

quaque Persona distincto quasi titulo

humanum imprimis genus imperio

suo divino obstrinxerit, titulo illi re

spondente etiam distincta unius cu

jusque imperii patefactione. Patrem

colimus sub titulo Creatoris hujus

universi, qui et ab ipsa mundi crea

tione hominibus innotuerit: Filium

adoramus sub titulo Redemptoris ac

Servatoris nostri, cujus idcirco di

vina gloria atque imperium non nisi

post peractum in terris humanae re

demptionis ac salutis negotium fuerit

patefactum : Spiritum denique sanc

tum veneramur sub titulo Paracleti,

Illuminatoris, et Sanctificatoris no

stri, cujus adeo divina Majestas de

mum post descensum ejus in Apo

stolos primosque Christianos, dono

rum omne genus copiosissima largi

tione illustrissimum, clarius emicu

erit. Nimirum tum demum Apostoli,

idque ex Christi mandato, gentes bap

tizabant in plenam atque adunatam

Trinitatem. Bull. Primitiva Tradit.

C. VI. D. Q00.

b Rºº. xv. 18. xvi. 19, 26. Conf.

Act. vi.7. Vid. Wolfii Curae Philolog.

et Criticae ad Rom. xvi. 19.
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obedience (taking obedience in a more restrained sense) are often

contradistinguished: but interpreting obedience in its fullest and

most comprehensive meaning; faith is properly a species of it,

another kind of obedience. Faith is a virtue, both a moral and

a Christian virtue, as a very ingenious and acute writer observes.

“As to the nature of faith, it is plain that it is a moral cirtue,

“as being that natural homage which the understanding, or will,

“ (for I need not here dispute whiche.) pays to God, in receiving

“ and assenting to what he reveals, upon his bare word, or

“authority: it is an humiliation of ourselves, and a glorification

“ of God. And as it is a moral, so it is also a Christian virtue,

“as being a duty commanded in the Gospel, and an act of

“Christian humility.d.” If it be objected, that faith depends

entirely upon evidence, and therefore is no matter of choice, and

therefore is no virtue, nor can properly fall under precept; I

deny that faith depends entirely upon ecidence, though it ought

to do so. There are motives to assent or dissent, as well as

rational grounds; and those motives often bias and determine

the judgment, either without reason or against it: not that men

can always believe what they will, but inclination frequently has

a great hand in their persuasions. Men can lean, and will lean,

to the side which they happen to favour, upon motices of educa

tion, habit, authority, or example; or of interest, vanity, pride,

passion, resentment, and the like : and when they so lean to a

side, they can be partial in examining, rash in judging, or pre

cipitate in resolving; so that the will may much influence belief.

And as to unbelief, or disbelief, the influence is still more appar

ent: for, excepting such glaring facts as force assent by ob

truding themselves upon the senses, all other things almost may

be slighted and set aside. A man may refuse to attend to the

clearest demonstration, or may industriously perplex it, and never

let in the light which might convince him of its truth: and what

he may do in that case, he may much more easily do in others,

where the evidence is not so bright, or strong, or comes not up

to perfect demonstration. These things considered, it must be

allowed that faith has at least a great dependence upon the will,

if it be not itself an act of the will, as appears most probable.

Diligence in looking out for evidence, patience and perseverance

e See that point fully discussed in a Norris's Christian Prudence, p.

Fiddes's Body of Divinity, vol. i. p. 259.

333, &c.

F f 2
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in attending to it, honesty in considering, comparing, balancing,

and then determining on the side of truth, these are all matters

of choice, depending on the will; and therefore a right faith is a

submission of our wills in that instance to God. Seeing there

fore that faith in general is virtue and duty, and therefore prac

tical, it follows most evidently, that faith in the doctrine of the

Trinity (supposing the doctrine true) is practical in its nature, is

both moral and Christian duty.

Now to sum up briefly what has been done in this chapter ;

it has been shewn, that the doctrine of the Trinity is of prime

consideration for directing and determining our worship, and

that it influences Christian practice many ways, as forming pro

per dispositions, as raising and strengthening the Gospel motºres,

and as enforcing the doctrines of satisfaction made by Christ,

and of illumination and sanctification by the Holy Spirit; on all

which accounts it appears to be strictly practical, and highly

important : and it has been further intimated, that all duty is

practical, and that faith is duty; and therefore this faith, as well

as any other, and because of its important nature, more than

many other. I conclude therefore from the premises laid down

in this chapter, that the doctrine of the Trinity is practical

enough to be a fundamental article of Christianity.

I must own, there is a narrow kind of sense, and very im

proper, of the word practical, which I have observed in some

writers, according to which the doctrine of the Trinity would

not be a practical doctrine: for they mean by practical, what

concerns practice between man and man, and nothing else. Such

persons would not scruple to say, that worship itself is no prac

tical matter: and it must be allowed it is not in that sense; it

is not a duty of the second table, but of the first. It may deserve

considering, whether that narrow sense of the word practical

might not first give rise to the objection, that the doctrine of

the Trinity is not practical, but speculative; conceiving every

thing to be speculative, excepting the common offices of life which

we owe one towards another. Now indeed, according to such

interpretation of the words practical and speculative, we should

never affirm that this doctrine is practical, or deny that it is

speculative: for the duties depending upon it are branches of the

first and great commandment, the loce of God, and not of the

second, viz. the loce of our neighbour. But what would all this

amount to, more than to a dispute about words or names 2 For
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we should still insist upon it that our doctrine is practical, as

much as any duties of the first table are practical ; which suf

fices: and so at length, in a just and proper sense of the word,

the doctrine of the Trinity is practical enough to be a fundamen

tal, if the love of God may be justly called a fundamental.

But when we speak of the doctrine, we mean it of the general

doctrine itself, not of the minute circumstances, or appendages

of it, which are either of a doubtful nature, or of slighter con

sideration. For “ though it is necessary and essential to the

“Christian faith to acknowledge Father, Son, and Holy Ghost

“ to be one eternal God, yet there are a great many little sub

“ tilties started by over curious and busy heads, which are not

“fundamental doctrines, and ought not to be thought so. God

“forbid that all the nice distinctions and definitions of the Schools,

“about essence, subsistence, personality, about eternal generation

“and procession, the difference between filiation and spiration,

“&c. should be reckoned among fundamentals of our faith. For

“ though we understood nothing of these matters, (as indeed

“we do not, and it had been happy the Church had never

“heard of them,) yet if we believe the Dicinity of each Person,

“we believe enough to understand the doctrine of salvation.

“And though that fatal dispute between the Greek and Latin

“Church, about the Filioque, be of more importance than such

“scholastic subtilties, yet I cannot see that it concerns the foun

“ dation of our faith. For the Greek Church did firmly believe

“ the Holy Spirit to be true God, though they would not own

“that he proceeded from the Father and the Son, but from the

“Father only. And though we must acknowledge this to be a

“mistake, yet it is not a fundamental mistake: for the doctrine

“ of salvation is secured by believing the Holy Spirit to be true

“God, without defining the manner of his processione.” I may

just take notice by the way, that the doctrine of the Trinity

hath been but little befriended by the Schoolmen; rather hurt by

themſ, though they did not design it. For, 1. By bringing up

all the difficulties and perplexities they could themselves invent,

or elsewhere meet with, they furnished out matter for the ene

mies of the faith to lay hold on; and it was from thence chiefly

that the Socinians afterwards borrowed their materials to work

e Sherlock's Vindication of the De- f See Dr. Berriman's History of the

fence of Stillingfleet, p. 273, 274. Trin. Controversy, p. 378, &c.
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with. 2. In the next place, by overlarding a plain doctrine

with distinctions and subtilties in great abundance, they disguised

and obscured it, that it was not easy to see through the mist

they had raised. 3. Further, by thus perplexing and diluting

it, they really weakened it: for it is much easier to oppose it as

it stands tricked up in that scholastic form, than as it stands in

Scripture, and in the ancient Fathers. 4. They brought a kind

of scandal and disgrace upon the doctrine, as if it subsisted

chiefly upon scholastic subtilties; an imputation which the adver

saries to the Christian faith have eagerly laid hold on, and often

invidiously charged upon the Trinitarians at large; though

nothing can be more false or injurious. The truth is, the very

distinguishing character of the Trinitarians, in the days of the

Fathers, was their resting their cause wholly upon Scripture and

tradition ; as the distinguishing character of the Antitrinitarians

was their building mostly upon logical or metaphysical quirks and

subtiltiess. What a string of those wanton levities have we in

Aëtius, preserved and answered by Epiphanius", enough to

fright any common reader, or to nauseate any man of good

sense. The like we have again in Eunomius, answered by Basil,

and by Gregor. Nyssen. The Catholics scarce ever ran out into

metaphysical notions, or expressions, excepting in two cases, and

both in the way of self-defence. One was, when they were at

tacked with false metaphysics, they then laboured to answer

them with true, lest the adversaries should triumph on that head,

and seduce the populace. The other was, when the scriptural

and customary expressions, which were used to convey a good

sense, and could justly bear no other, were perverted to a bad

one by cquivocation and wile; the Church could then have no so

effectual security against false doctrines and false teachers creep

ing in among them, to corrupt the faith, and to beguile the un

wary, as by adopting some new terms, and chosen expressions,

for the supporting old truthsi. This latter case is so naturally

represented by a modern writer, that I shall take the freedom

to borrow his words, for the sake of laying it in the most lively

manner before the reader. “Let me suppose an Arian standing

“before you, and submitting himself to your examination, you

“ask him, whether he believes Christ to be God? He answers

* See Socrat. E. H. lib. v. c. 10. * Epiphan. Haeres. lxxvi. p.924, &c.

Hieron. contr. Lucipher. tom. iv. par. See Dr. Berriman's History of the

2. col. 296. ed. Bened. Trinitarian Controversy, p. 174–179.
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“in the affirmatice. You again inquire, what kind of God he

“supposes him to be He replies, such a God as the Bible

“makes him. This, you will complain, is collusive language;

“however, you request him to satisfy you, whether he believes

“the Son to be truly and properly God? To this he saith, Yes,

“consistently enough with his own notion of God, though not

“with yours. But you further ask, does he believe him to be

“one with the Father ? To this he likewise replies in the affirma

“tive. You then press him with another question, How is he

“one with the Father, is he of the same essence with the Father?

“To this the Arian answers, by asking you what you mean by

“essence 2 If you comply with his desire, and explain your

“notion of the term, you are unavoidably drawn into metaphysi

“cal pointsk.” Thus we see metaphysical terms may be some

times used by the orthodox side, when it is unavoidable ; that

is, when it is necessary to guard against equivocation and disguise,

for the preserving the true faith, and for the excluding such

ministers as would corrupt the Gospel truths, and mislead the

people committed to their care. But then it is wrong to blame

those honest and conscientious guides for making use of the only

remedy which is left them, and which nothing but the utmost

necessity, brought upon them by the prevarication of others, would

ever make them choose. It is plain by this and the like in

stances, that they are not fond of metaphysics, not so much as of

the terms: nor would there be any occasion for new words, or

any use of them, if many had not learned to undermine the

ancient faith by affixing new and wrong ideas to the ancient

forms. The very nature of the thing speaks itself: and the like

methods have been used in most other forms and tests, as daily

experience has shewn the necessity of it. Thus, to instance in

the common case of oaths to a government, they are usually

worded in as full and expressive terms as can be devised : and

yet that sometimes is not thought sufficient, unless it be further

added, without any equivocation, or mental reservation, or some

thing of like kind. I ask my reader's pardon for digressing a

while from the particular point I was upon: but these reflections

came naturally in my way, and may perhaps be of use as to the

main thing : and now I pass on to a new chapter.

* Reply to Mr. P. C.’s Letter, p. 11, 12.
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CHAP. III.

Shering that the Doctrine of the Trinity is sufficiently insisted upon

in Scripture to be deemed an Article of prime Importance.

OUR dispute must here be with the Dutch Remonstrants.

The most celebrated men amongst them were Episcopius and

Limborch. I shall consider them both with care; that it may

be seen by the things wherein they agree, what is it that both

aim at, and by the points wherein they differ, how both of them

were at a loss for any sound principle of reason to proceed upon:

and the conclusion which perhaps may naturally result from all

will be this; that they had some motices, or specious colours, for

the persuasion which they jointly entertained, but no rational

grounds for it.

1. I begin with the learned Episcopius, as the principal man.

The sum of what his sentiments on this head amount to is,

that the doctrine of the Trinity, as to the main substance of

it, is certain and clear, but yet not necessary to be believed

in order to salvation, nor important enough to justify an

anathema against the impugners of it, or for the rejecting their

communion. -

First, I say, he admits our main doctrine as true and certain,

being plainly taught in Scripture: this appears from the Con

fession of the Remonstrants, where the doctrine is taught in full

and strong, terms", as likewise from other places in Episcopius's

worksm. Next, I observe, that in his discussion of the question

of the perspicuity of Scripture against Bellarmin, he declares the

| Caeterum distincte ac relate con- in sacris literis aperte passim tribuun

tur.sideratur Deus sub trina Hypostasi,

sive tribus Personis.-Solus Pater

originis omnis expers—sed qui Dei

tatem tamen suam, tum Filio uniye

mito, tum etiam Spiritui Sancto—ab

atterno communicavit.—Filius ergo et

Spiritus Sanctus ejusdem cum Patre

Deitatis, seu divinae essentiae ac natu

rac, absolute ac communiter conside

ratae, consortes sunt: prout inter alia;

maxime probatur exalivinis nominibus,

seu .. item ex divinis proprieta

tibus, et operationibus, quae utrique

Remonstrant. Confes. c. 3. apud

Episcop. Op. vol. ii. p. 78.

m Certum est tribus hisce Personis

Divinitatem, sive divinas perfectiones

in Scriptura tribui. Episcop. Instit.

lib. iv. p. 333.

Mirum non videri debere, si tribus

hisce Personis una eademgue natura

divina tribuatur, cum is Scriptura

divinas istas perfectiones, quae naturae

divinae propriae sunt, tam exerte attri

buat. Episcop. ibid.
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doctrine of the Trinity (such no doubt he must meam as the

Remonstrants' Confession, and his own other writings contain) is

clear, perspicuous, and easy to be understood n.

Notwithstanding all this, the same Episcopius was pleased to

deny the necessity of believing the eternal generation of the Son,

(which with him appears to be the same with denying his eternal

ewistence,) and consequently, the necessity of believing the re

eeived doctrine of the Trinity. And he denied the necessity of

so believing, as for several other reasons, so principally for

this, because the Scripture had neither directly nor indirectly

declared the necessity of the doctrine, though it had taught the

truth of ito.

But then again I must observe of him, that he seems to me,

not so properly to have denied the necessity of believing that

doctrine, (in our sense of necessity,)as the necessity of pronouncing

an anathema upon the impugners, which he conceived must follow

upon the other, and which he interpreted to such a rigid sense,

as to mean sentencing the men directly to hell fire, or to ever

lasting damnation. This last particular was what he chiefly, or

solely hesitated upon, when he came to explain : or he would be

thought, at least, to mean no more ; as appears from his own

words, in his answer to the Leyden Divines P ; as also from

n Atqui, ait, Scriptura tradit summa

mysteria. Quae, inquam, illa ? Primo,

ait, de divina Trinitate. Atqui ea,

prout Scriptura tradit, nego obscura,

nedum obscurissima esse. Addo, ea

clara, perspicua, et facilia intellectu

esse, prout et quatemus ea in Scriptura

traduntur. Episcop. Instit. lib. iv. c.

18. p. 269.

o Hactenus ergo de veritate articuli

hujus agimus, restat, ut videamus de

ejus credendi necessitate.—Argumenta

pro parte negante mihi longe videntur

præponderare. I. Quia nuspiam in

Scriptura id necessarium creditu esse

asseritur, nec per bonam nedum ne

cessariam consequentiam ex ea eli

citur. Episcop. Instit. lib. iv. c. 34. p.

338. - - - -

Certum est iis, qui sic errant, in

Scripturis nuspiam, nec diserte, neque

in terminis, neque per manifestam

consequentiam, anathema dici. Quod

autem in Scripturis non est, etiamsi

verissimum sit, necessarium tamen

dogma non esse ipsi doctores in syn

opsi sua adferunt. Episcop. Opp.

vol. ii. p. 295.

p Author iste diserte et in terminis

Socinianos inter eos collocat quibus

salus abjudicanda non est. Id nus

piam fecerunt Remonstrantes. At

anathema illis non dicunt. Esto: sed

nec negant anathema illis dicendum

esse. Quid ergo ? 'ETéyovoru, neutrum

dicunt.—Ne quid præcipitent, malunt

relinquere tam severum ac grave ju

dicium Deo et tempori usque dum

causas satis graves habebunt, ut in

alteram partem cum certa animi fi

ducia descendant. Êx altera parte

occurrere vident diram ac funestam

amathematos atque aeternæ condemna

tionis sententiam : a qua tantopere se

abhorrere profitentur, ut eam nisi

plenissime persuasi ferre non audeant

adeoque ferre illicitum sibi credant.

Episcop. Respons. ad Specim. Calumn.

p. 295.
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his manner of wording the question in his Institutions", and

elsewhere".

But that Episcopius did not deal fairly and uprightly in this

matter may be made appear from several considerations; as,

1. Because he aggravated the business of an anathema beyond

what he had reason for; which makes it look like pretence. 2.

Because he was not consistent with himself, either in his doctrine

or conduct. 3. Because he has laid down a very fallacious rule

for judging of necessaries. 4. Because he has done the like in

other instances also, and with as little reason, only to afford

shelter for the Socinians.

1. I say, first, he has aggravated the matter of an anathema

beyond what he had reason for. When St. Paul delivered over

to Satan, the design of it was kind and salutary, that “the spirit

“might be saved in the day of the Lord Jesuss.” If men must

not have warning given them of their ecil ways, all friendly

reproof is at an end; and it will be unlawful to tell them,

however just or necessary the occasion be, that they are in a

dangerous state, and upon the verge of destruction. The

declaring such a case publicly, if it be right and true, is an

eminent act of charity both to them and to the world.

But further; every anathema upon a doctrine is not an

anathema, in Episcopius's sense, upon the persons teaching itt.

The doctrine may be censured as pernicious and detestable, and

yet the patrons of it believed to be in a salcable state, on account

of invincible ignorance, or prejudices, or some unhappy warmth of

temper, or enthusiastic disorder of mind. It is no certain

a Utrum scilicet praecise ad salutem alioquin sanctissimarum myriadas ex

scitu et creditu necessarium sit, Jesum pungant, ob ignorantiam earum re

peculiari isto quem adstruximus modo

Filium Dei esse, iisque qui id negant,

aut in dubium vocant, ac proinde id

confiteri non audent, anathema sit

dicendum ? Episcop. Institut. lib. iv.

c. 34, p. 338. - -

r Stabatjam animo Remonstrantium

haec sententia; nulli doctrinae, nulli

homini anathema dicere, nisi cui Deus

ipse anathema dicit, vel expressis

verbis, vel sic, ut per consequentiam

omni exceptione majorem et cuivis

obviam, id Deum dicere colligi possit.

Deum non reperiunt anathema dicere,

&c. Absit a Remonstrantibus, ut

tam promptam habeant spongiam qua

ex albo vitae aeternae infinitas animarum

rum, quae sufficiunt ad doctissimi

cujusque industriam exercendam ut

eas possint intelligere, autsi forte eas

intelligant, adeo tenues ac subtiles

sunt ut eas persuadere aliis pane

impossibile sit. Apolog. pro Confess.

Remonstrant. p. 136.

s I Cor. v. 5.

t Distinguendum judicium de homi

nibus, a judicio de rebus ipsis. De

hominibus, praestat judicium cohibere,

eosque Dei judicio relinquere, saltem

nisi apertissimae judicandi rationes

adsint: de rebus ipsis, dogmatibus

nempe, cultibus, regimine, ex Dei

verbo judicare licet. Alphons. Tur

retin. de Articul. Fundament. p. 39.
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consequence, that we must therefore condemn the men to hell

fire, or presume to erase them in our opinion out of the Book of

Life, only because we pronounce their doctrines false, or wicked,

or subversive of the Gospel".

Further, merely renouncing, or refusing communion with some

persons, may sometimes not amount to any judicial censure at

all, but may be only taking due care of our own salvation, and

conscientiously providing that we be not found partakers in other

men's sins.

These things considered, it is plain that Episcopius's so tragical

exclamations against denouncing an anathema upon the Socinian

doctrines, or against renouncing communion with the men, were

carried too far, and aggravated beyond reason. He might have

condemned their doctrines as pernicious or dangerous; and he

might have declared the doctrine of the Trinity highly important,

or generally necessary to salvation, without passing any such

terrible sentence upon particular men: which yet if he had,

might reasonably have been construed as no more than a

friendly warning, and a declaration of his sense.

2. I observe further, that he was not very consistent with

himself, either in his doctrine or his conduct, so far as concerns

our present article. It appears from the public Confession of

himself and friends, and from what I have cited besides, that he

held the doctrine of the Trinity, as commonly received, to be

true, certain, and clear: and yet when he comes to justify himself

in his refusing to condemn the Socinians, or their doctrines,

there he falls to talking of the obscurity of those articles which

the Socinians rejected, such as few besides the learned were able

to understand, scarcely they, and fewer could believex. Now one

would be glad to know of what kind of things he is there speaking.

If he intends his reflection upon the appendages to the main

doctrine, or upon scholastic subtilties, (some true and some false,)

those were not the things, or however not the only things, which

any one could blame the Socinians for rejecting; so that this

kind of excuse is entirely wide and foreign, and the making use

" Adest quippe, et in citiis, atque

peccutis, ita ut in ignorantia atque

erroribus, duplex remedium: alterum

ex parte nostra, nimirum paenitentia,

seu generalis seu particularis; alterum

a parte Dei, puta ejus misericordia ;

quorum ope ut peccatis gravissimis,

ita et gravissimis erroribus veniae lo

cum dari posse, a nemine negari

potest. Alphons. Turretin. de Articu

lis Fundamental. p. 5.

* See the last quotation from the

Apology &c.
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of it is playing upon his readers: but if he means the main doc

trine of the Trinity, for the rejecting whereof the Socinians highly

deserve censure, why does he here represent it as obscure, or scarce

credible, when at other times he admits it as a clear and a certain

truth? I see no way of reconciling Episcopius to Episcopius in

things so contradictory and inconsistent.

As to his conduct, there was a further inconsistency in his

condemning the Calvinistical doctrines of absolute predestination

&c. as impiety and blasphemy, and that publicly, and yet

refusing to do the like by the Socinian tenets, which certainly

had no more claim to favour than the other. And how far was

such a censure short of denouncing an anathema against the

Calvinists for holding them ; though at the same time he

professed not to pronounce any anathema where God had not

pronounced one? Where could he find any Scripture anathema

against absolute predestination, (though I must own I dislike the

doctrine as well as he,) or where could he find it said in terms,

or by plain consequence, that it is necessary to salvation to believe

it conditional, more than he might find for the belief of the doc

trine of the Trinity also, if he pleased : His conduct therefore

appears, in that instance, to have been inconsistent, and not of

a piece with itself. It was objected to the Remonstrantsy, that

they made blasphemers of the Calvinists, but easily passed over

the Socinians without such censure : and all the excuse made for

it was, that the Calvinistical doctrines were very notorious, and

the Calvinists had been very severe, cruel, and inhuman in their

way of supporting them'. But surely the Socinian blasphemies

abstinuisse.y Secundum membrum est, quod

Remonstrantes, cum in declaratione

sententiam suam de praedestinatione

et articulis ei annexis declarent, doc

trinam Ecclesiarum Reformatarum

non modo kar’ duriðeorw rejiciant, sed

eam quoque impietatis ac blasphemiae

condemnant; in hac tamen doctrina

(sc. Trinitatis) hatreticos nullos, aut

haeretica nulla dogmata improbent,

damnent, aut anathemate percutiant.

Vid. Apolog. pro Confess. Remonstr.

p. I35.

z$. enjm mirum est Remonstran

tes doctrinam istam Calvinisticam

rejecisse passim in sua declaratione,

et%. ex ea consequuntur, impietates

et blasphemias damnasse ex professo,

a caeteris autem ex professo damnandis

Istud ut facerent, gra

vissimas causas habebant: nam sen

tentia ista haretica Calvini jam nota

erat, vel pueris a furno et lacu rede

untibus: patroni ejus non damnave

rant tantum contrariam peritatem,

sed etiam intolerabilem ecclesiis suis

judicaverant; professores exauthora

verant &c. Istam sententiam ut

coloribus suis ad vivum depingerent

(Remonstrantes) necessarium erat;

idque eo magis quod eam, prout jacet,

pestem credant, et venenum religionis

omnis, cum qua forte hatresis nulla

alia comparari mereatur; et tamen

nihilominus eam, ut fundamentum et

basin religionis pene totius Christianae

statui et propugnari videant. Apolog.

pro Confess. p. 135, 136.
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were as notorious as any could be: and how could the Calvinisti

cal doctrines (supposing them bad) be ever the worse, or amount

to blasphemy or impiety ever the more, for the cruelty of their

patrons and abettors? There is no just or consistent account to

be given of this unequal conduct, except it be this; that blas

phemies of adversaries (supposing them such) are real blasphemies,

and deserve an anathema; but blasphemies of friends, or of

brethren in affliction, are innocent, and deserve no anathema at

all. When the Remonstrants have said all they can, they will

not be able to persuade the Christian world that those Calvinis

tical doctrines (though I take them to be wrong) are worse than

the Socinian; or that a charge of horrid impiety, blasphemy, pest,

poison, and heresy, is justifiable in one case, and not in the other:

so that upon the whole, it might be very easy to retort upon the

Remonstrants their own tragical exclamations against denounc

ing an anathema: for let them but have the direction of it, and

they discover no great aversion to it upon weighty occasions, as

to them appear; and in doctrines which they judge to be of

great importance, they could be very smart and severe in their

Ce??st/res.

3. But the most material thing of all is, to examine Episco

pius's rule for determining necessaries, which seems to be very

fallacious. He would have a thing declared necessary in Scrip

ture, either eayressly, or by plain consequence. Here I know not

what he would call a plain consequence: otherwise indeed, the rule

may be very just. I take it, if the truth of a doctrine be fully

and plainly taught in Scripture, and it appears, from the nature

and quality of the doctrine itself, that it is important, and that

much depends upon it, that then Scripture has by plain conse

quence declared the necessity of believing such doctrine by de

claring its truth. If the rule be thus interpreted, then by

the same rule the doctrine of the Trinity is important in a

Scripture cieu, and ought to be reckoned among the necessaries.

By Episcopius's own account of it, (as before observed,) it is true,

it is certain, it is clear, as proved from Scripture; and, by many

arguments recounted in the last chapter, it has been shewn that

it influences our worship, and bears a considerable part in what

concerns the Christian life: therefore Scripture, in making

known this doctrine, has by plain consequence taught us the

necessity of believing it, and the danger of rejecting it. If men

have the use of their rational faculties, and are able to argue
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and infer, they need not be express'y told that such a doctrine as

that is is important and reºty, and worth the contending for :

let but Scripture once ascertain its truth, and every man's com

mon sense will supply the rest.

When St. Paul was minded to convince the Corinthians of the

necessity of believing the resurrection of the dead, he thought it

sufficient to shew the connection which that doctrine had with

Christianity itself; to intimate, that their other faith was rain

without that, and all preaching rain"; and that the denying that

doctrine was, in effect, denying the whole Christian religion.

Therefore that doctrine was necessary in the highest degree, as

common sense must conclude: the very nature of the doctrine,

and its connection with the whole frame and body of revealed

religion declared it. The like I say of the doctrine of the Tri

nity; not that it is necessary in the same degree with the doc

trine of the resurrection, but in proportion, while much depends

upon it, though not so much as does upon the other. Indeed

neither of them are so necessary but that natural religion might

subsist without them, upon a belief of the immortality of the

soul”: but both are very highly necessary in a Christian light,

and in a Scripture view, as both, in their several ways and

degrees, support the fabric of Christianity, and the body of

revealed religion. If a right knowledge of God, if dispositions

suitable to the heavenly state we expect, if the regulation and

specification of our worship, if the due and proper force of Gospel

anotices, if just ideas of the economy of man's redemption and sal

ration, and of the doctrine of grace; if these and other the like

momentous concerns hang upon the true notion of the ever

blessed Trinity, can we after that want any particular teat or

teats, to declare to us the necessity of our believing it ! Not but

that particular texts may be found which are explicit enough

a 1 Cor. xv. 14, 17.

b Some very learned men have

been of opinion that the same persons

who in that time denied the resurrec

tion, denied also any future state;

which they infer from some reason

ings which St. Paul made use of

against them. (Vitringa, Observ.

Sacr. lib. iv. c. ix. p. 924. Bud

deus, Eccl. Apostol. p. 299.) But I

much question, whether they argue

justly on that head, or whether St.

Paul reasoned upon their hypothesis,

or upon some other principles. It

seems to me, that all St. Paul's rea

sonings in that chapter may be ac

counted for upon this postulatum,

that if there be no resurrection, the

separate soul, being under the sen

tence and dominion of death, cannot

emerge and rise up to life and happi

ness, but must inevitably perish under

such state of punishment, having no

deliverer. But I offer this only as a

conjecture, appearing to me not im

probable.
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upon that head, as I may shew hereafter : but in the mean

while I observe, that our cause does not need that additional

strength, does not depend upon it.

Besides, I would remark by the way, that a distinction might

be properly enough made between a necessity of believing a

Scripture doctrine, and a necessity of not denying, or not opposing

it: for certainly, a man may be under a stricter obligation not

to deny or oppose a Scripture verity, than positively to believe it;

and it is a greater sin publicly to deny and oppose a sacred

truth, than it is merely not to admit it. Yet the Socinians,

whom Episcopius was inclined to screen, did not only forbear

giving assent to the doctrine, but they dissented, and publicly

opposed it with all possible vigour; nay, and with more wiles and

artifices than became plain honest men. Now I take it, that

though an explicit knowledge or belief of many inferior Scripture

truths is not ordinarily required, yet it may be required, and

strictly too, not to deny or oppose even them, supposing them

plain; because it is, in effect, denying the ceracity of God, or

the inspiration of Scripture. I know of no dispensation there is

for denying and opposing any one plain Scripture truth, contriving

artificial elusions for it, any more than there is for disobeying

a plain precept, in like manner eluding it ; nor how a partial

faith, in such a case, is at all more justifiable than a partial

obedience : for indeed disbelief is disobedience, as I observed

above. But the observation is much stronger when we find that

the truth denied and opposed is a very material truth, one that

has much depending upon it, one that lies near the foundation.

How Episcopius could own it to be a truth, and yet think it no

crime, or none deserving a public censure, to deny and oppose it,

is unaccountable. We do not want to have it said in Scripture,

that it was necessary in particular explicitly to know and believe

it: but certainly, if it be a truth revealed by God, as he allows,

and not of the slightest kind neither, it was necessary not to deny

or oppose it, and the man would deserve the public censure of the

Church that should presume so to do. Therefore the learned

Episcopius has, in this instance, imposed a false rule of judging

upon us, and such as he himself did not allow of in other cases.

For how could he attempt to charge impiety, blasphemy, and the

worst of heresies (as he pretends) upon the Calvinists? Was it by

citing any Scripture texts which declare the necessity of believing

the distinguishing doctrines on his side? No; but he endea
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voured to shew that the Calcinian doctrine remotely concluded

in impiety, blasphemy, heresy; and that consideration he supposed

sufficient to found his severe charge against the Calvinists upon;

though in points more perplewed and obscure, and less agreed in

among Christians ancient and modern, than the doctrine of the

Trinity. So natural is it for men of the greatest pretended

moderation to confine it chiefly to their own friends, or party,

and to exclude their adversaries from the benefit of it. Faults

of this kind will often happen on both sides, while men are

men ; and the foundation of all is, that men will not agree about

necessaries, while they agree that there ought to be unity so far,

and no further. Many reconcilers have thought of various ex

pedients, and different degrees of latitude : the worst that could

be invented is indifference to all religions; which is like giving

up an inheritance and consenting to starre, for the saving of

trouble and contest about it. But I pass on.

4. A further fault I observed in the learned Episcopius was,

that he extended the same fallacious rule to other doctrines of

moment, beside this of the Trinity; and, as it seems, in order

to contrive a shelter for his favourite Socinians. He denied the

necessity of believing the divine prescience as to future contin

gents", though at the same time he admitted the truth of the

doctrine, in consideration of the Scripture prophecies". Indeed,

as to the question taken in the precise terms as he has stated

it, “whether it be strictly necessary to salvation to know and

“believe it,” and “whether a man shall forfeit his salvation for

“not believing, or not knowing it;” I say, in this precise view,

it is hard to know how to answer, since it seems to proceed upon

a wrong supposition of a certain quantity of faith, or of explicit

Änowledge, as necessary to the salvation of every person; about

which we can determine nothing. But put the question, whether

the doctrine be not highly important, and richly worth contending

for, or whether the impugners of it be not very much to blame,

deserving public censure here and punishment hereafter, for such

• Superest ut inquiramus, an ad

salutemaeternam consequendam, scitu

credituque necessarium sit Deo prae

scientiam talem competere, adeout qui

Deo eam competere aut negat, aut

affirmare non audet, salute aeterna

propterea excidat In genere, nos id

ad salutem scitu credituque neces

sarium esse negamus. 1. Quia nullum

necessitatis indicium, aut vestigium

ejus in Scriptura reperire est, sive in

dicium illud dicatur esse clarus teatus,

sive consequentia per se evidens.—

Qui contra affirmat, ei incumbit pro

batio. Episcop. Institut. lib. iv. c. 18.

p. 3O2.

Episcop. ibid. c. 17. p. 299, &c.
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pernicious doctrine; and then the answer is easy and certain :

it is a very important doctrine, and the denial of it, especially if

open and obstinate, highly criminal. Episcopius himself allows,

that it is necessary to salvation to believe and know that God fore

sees whatever he has determined to bring to pass; because God

himself strongly insists upon it, as a mark of distinction, whereby

he will be proved to be the true God, in opposition to all rival

deitiese. But, with submission, may there not be thousands of

illiterate Christians, who have not the earlicit knowledge of that

matter, or may never consider it? Why then is this more neces

sary to salvation (in that strict sense of the phrase) than the

other ? In truth, neither of them are so in that rigorous sense:

but both are highly important, and, I conceive, equally so;

because one implies the other, and they stand or fall together.

God must foreknow future contingents, if he forms decrees long

beforehand about them. If he decreed, and foretold long before,

that Judas should be permitted coluntarily to betray Christ; he

must have foreseen likewise that Judas would coluntarily do it,

and how he would do it. There is no accounting for numerous

prophecies, without the supposition of God’s foreknowing future

contingents; and since God makes this the distinguishing

character of the true God, it is in effect disowning the truth of

Scripture, and denying the true Godf, to deny the dicine pre

science. How then can the Socinians be excused in that matter,

especially considering how presumptuous they are in it, going

upon this proud principle, that they are able to search the Al

mighty to perfection, or that nothing is to be believed but what

they can comprehend? Let but the modus of the divine knowledge

be admitted as inscrutable to weak mortals, and then all diffi

* Quaenam ista sint quae de divina

scientia, omnibus ac singulis scitu cre

dituquesunt necessaria? Tenemurscire

accredere, Deum scire ea omnia quae

a divino aliquo decreto suo dependent.

—Ratio est, quia hanc scientiae per

fectionem Deus sibi tanto cum zelo

adtribuit, et adtribui vult, ut per eam,

et propter eam, se discernat, discerni

que velit, ab omnibus daemonibus, gen

tiumque Diis atque idolis, tanquam

verum unicumque Deum, qui solus id

circo summo honore, cultu,et obsequio

dignus sit, uti videre est ex Isa. xli.

23. Episcop. Institut. lib. iv. c. 18.

P. 303.

WATERLAND, vol. 111.

f Mr. Lobb, in few words, well re

presents the case as follows: “From

“this notion of theirs, revealed re

“ligion receives a wound: for if God

“doth not know future contingents

“how can he foretell them And if

“he cannot foretell them, of what use

“is the prophetical part of the holy

“Scriptures And if they must be re

“jected as useless, will not the Deists

“be abundantly gratified ? Or if it be

“ yielded that God doth not foreknow

“future contingents, it will necessarily

“follow, that his knowledge is not in

“finite, and he cannot be God.”

Growth of Error, p. 188.

G g
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culties are over with us at once: the infinite perfections of the

divine Mind ought in this case to silence all objections. But if

men will think too meanly of God, and too highly of themselves,

and from thence proceed to teach such doctrines as undermine

the Scripture prophecies, and the divine perfections, and sap the

foundations both of natural and revealed religion; can there be

any just excuse made for such a wanton abuse of liberty, and

such unwarrantable conduct in affairs of the last consequence to

the salvation of mankind ; But enough hath been said to shew,

that Episcopius's famed rule for judging of necessaries is fallacious

and wrong, and such as he himself did not proceed by in con

demning the Calvinists; though he was disposed to make use of

it for favouring the Socinians. The importance of any doctrine

is not to be judged of merely from the declarations of Scripture

concerning its necessity, but from the nature and quality of the

doctrine itself, and the relation it bears to the other parts of

recealed religion, and from the mischiefs likely to follow upon

opposing it.

II. From Episcopius, the chief leader, I pass on to his kins

man and follower, the learned Limborch; of whose principles in

this cause I shall treat the more briefly, because they are the

same in the main with what have been mentioned under the

preceding article. His acknowledgment of the truth of the

common doctrine of the Trinity may be inferred from his admit

ting the common Confession of the Remonstrants, and from what

he has asserted in his own worksg: wherein he sufficiently

expresses the main doctrine, (if we are to judge him an honest

man,) and proves it too, though not to advantage. It is true,

he afterwards drops a suspicious expression h, which requires a

candid interpretation to make it bear; and he meanly talks of

Petavius's ingenuously confessing" that some of the Ante-Nicene

& Restatjam utexplicemus, quisnam p. 99. Ex hisce colligimus, essentiam

ille sit Deus cui divinam hanc naturam

competere sacrae literae docent; Pater

nimirum et Filius et Spiritus Sanctus.

Limborch. Theol. Christ. lib. ii. c. xvii.

p.97. Tribus hisce tribuuntur divinae

perfectiones: unde concludimus Dei

tatem tribus hisce esse communem.

(Ibid. p. 98.) Ea de Jesu Christo

Filio Dei enuntiantur, ex quibus liquet

ipsum per veram, attamen arcanam et

ineffabilem generationem, Filium Dei

extitisse ante omnia sæcula, et per

eam naturae divinae consortem fuisse,

divinam et Filio et Spiritui Sancto esse

communem, p. 1 oz.

h Sedetest quaedam supereminentia

Patris respectu Filii, et Patris ac Filii

respectu Spiritus Sancti, ratione dig

nitatis et potestatis ; dignius siquidem

est generare quam generari, spirare

quam spirari, p. 1 oz.

i Sufficiat hic nobis ingenua Dio

nysii Petavii, doctoris inter Jesuitas

celeberrimi ac doctissimi. Confessio,

&c. p. 1 oz.
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, Fathers disowned the coeternity and coequality of the Son. He

did not understand the subtilty of the Jesuit, nor consider that

probably it was not so much an ingenuous confession of that great

man, as a disingenuous misrepresentation of his to serve the

interest of the modern church of Romek. His pretences have

been abundantly confuted by Bishop Bull, and several other

learned hands.

However, as I said, Limborch has sufficiently expressed the

main doctrine, and asserted its truth: we are next to observe

what he thought of the necessity of believing it, or of the import

ance of it. He begins with declaring his scruples against as

serting the necessity of believing the eternal filiation and Divinity

of God the Son!, while he admits the truth. He conceives it not

so necessary as the owning Jesus to be the Messiah. Supposing

it be not, yet it may be necessary notwithstanding. But if it can

be proved that the Messiah predicted in the Old Testament is

there described under such characters as can belong only to

God, (as certainly it may,) then it will be as necessary to believe

him to be God, as to believe him to be the Messiah, because he

cannot be the Messiah, unless he be also Godm. However, as I

before said, admitting that one of these doctrines is more neces

sary or more important than the other, (though they are in just

consequence inseparable,) yet both may be fundamentals notwith

standing. He goes on to speak of the obscurity of the doctrine,

which is abusing it; because though the thing is mysterious, and

the manner obscure, yet the main doctrine is as clear as can be

desired, as clear as any doctrines concerning the dicine nature

or attributes; clear in the general, clear so far as we are bound

to believe. See above. He was aware of this answer; and

therefore he endeavours next to evade the force of it. He owns

the plea, with respect to some other fundamental doctrines, that

the main substance of them may be clear, while the circumstantials

only are obscure : and he instances in that of the resurrection of

* See preface to my Second Defence,

vol. ii. Bull. Proem. sect. viii. p. 6.

Grab. Praefat. ad Bulli Opp. Nelson's

Life of Bull, p. 287.

| Credimus nos, alibi doceri Per

sonam hanc esse Filium Dei respectu

naturaedicinaeacfiliationisatternae.

Quandiu nobis ea Scripturae loca non

occurrunt quibus naturae divinae cum

humana unio perinde fidei salutaris

objectum necessarium statuitur atque

officium Christi de Jesu credendum

est, nos, licet veritatem illam amplec

tamur,eam-tamen ut creditu ad salutem

necessariam definire non audemus.

Limborch, lib. v. cap. 9. p. 413.

m Vid. Bull. Judic. Eccl. Cathol.

cap. vii. sect. 5. and Second Letter to

Mr. Nation, by P. C. p. 9.

G g 2
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the dead, which he says is clear. and necessary to be believed ;

but whether the bodies will be numerically the same, he thinks is

not clear, nor a necessary article of faith. This is a point which

I need nothere debate; we may admit the instance for argument

sake, and now let us apply it, and see how far the same reason

ing will bear. We receive the doctrine of the resurrection,

considered in a general undeterminate view: we define not the

precise manner; and we admit the eternal Dirinity of God the

Son, and the union of all three in one Godhead, not defining

the manner of the union or distinction: so far the cases appear

parallel: only indeed the resurrection is a matter that falls under

imagination, the other belongs only to pure intellect. But now

comes on the stress of the question: he asserts, that the obscurity

lies not in the circumstantials of the doctrine of the Trinity, but

in the very substance of it. That we deny; and Episcopius him

self denied it, (unless he greatly prevaricated) as observed above.

And how will the assertion be proved : The Professor attempts

it, by throwing our main doctrine into scholastic terms”, that so

it may instantly carry the face of obscurity in the very ecords:

this is not dealing fairly with us. He does not choose to express

it so himself in other places, where he admits the cerity of the

doctrine, and where he declares his own faith; neither did Epi

scopius, or the common Confession of the Remonstrants, so

express it. Why then must they choose one way of expression

for declaring the truth of the doctrine, and another for rejecting

the necessity of it, except it be to serve a turn ? The learned

Professor, instead of saying one Jehovah, or one God, or one God

head, here chooses the phrase of one numerical essence ; which is

a late scholastic phrase, and faulty more ways than one : first,

because the terms themselves are technical terms, and no way

necessary to the Christian faith; and next, because they carry an

equivocation in them; and the proposition can neither be admitted

nor rejected, till it be carefully distinguished. Numerical essence

in a Sabellian sense is heresy: in another sense, it is a truth

darkly expressed. That the Persons are one God, one Jehovah,

is of the substance of the doctrine; but that they should be de

n Alia vero est ratio eorum dog

matum quae non in circumstantiis qui

busdam, sed in seipsis suaque sub

stantia, obscuritatem involvunt: quale

est dogma de SS. Trinitate, quod tres

distinctae Personae, una generans, al

tera genita, tertia spirata sint unica

numero essentia Quod statim

primo suo conceptu varias involvit

difficultates quae a dogmate ipso sepa

rari nullatenus possint. Limborch,

lib. v. cap. 9, p. 414.
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nominated one numerical essence, is not. For, first, it is a

question, whether the divine Unity ought to be brought under

our distinctions about numerical and specific, contrived for ex

pressing things finite: and if it should, it is still another question,

in what precise sense of the word numerical (which is an equivocal

term) the proposition can be allowed. Both these questions

are circumstantials, and furnishing matter for strife about words

and names, not at all affecting the main thing": and the obscurity

here complained of lies not in the doctrine itself, but in the un

fair manner of expressing it, to give some colour for the com

plaint: if any person, instead of such a plain expression as God’s

presence every where, should call it, the infinite expansion or diffu

sion of the dicine essence, it would be unfair and wrong in two

views; first, as the terms are scholastic, when plainer words would

better serve the purposes of truth; and next, as it is running

the reader into an obscure speculation about eagansion, what it

means, and in what sense it may be admitted. Any doctrines

whatever may thus be involved in obscurities, by clothing them

in dark and equirocal terms, or by so contriving them as to bring

in something of the modus into the main doctrine, when it ought

to be entirely left out, either as unknown, or as not material P.

I am sensible that the phrase of numerical essence has long

obtained in the Schools, and is capable of a good sense: but yet

essence of essence (ever since that term came in) was always Ca

tholic doctrine, as God of God; and numerical essence, a more

modern phrase, must be so explained as to agree with the other,

and to exclude a Sabellian sense. Otherwise it is no doctrine of

ours, but an ancient heresy. But enough has been said to shew

that the learned Limborch has used a little too much art, in re

presenting our doctrine as obscure, only by the clouds raised from

an obscure expression. The doctrine itself is otherwise clear

enough, as I have before manifested at large: and every plain

Christian will understand as clearly what he means when he says,

the “three divine Persons are one God,” as when he says, there

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii.

Qu. xxiii. p. 708, &c.

P Saepe res ipsa fundamentalis esse

potest, modus vero rei, et circumstantiae

minime fundamentales. Etenim cum

res ipsa tantum in genere revelata est,

et tanquam necessaria a Deo imposita,

tunc certe res ipsa tantum pro funda

mento habenda est, non vero modus

et circumstantiae quae pari evidentia,

aut cum simili necessitatis charactere

revelata non sunt. Et revera, pau

cissimae sunt res, praesertim in divinis,"

uarum modum et circumstantias per

}. noscamus. Alphons. Turret. de

Fundament. p. 20.
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will be “a resurrection of the deadq.” Both the expressions

are large and indefinite, wrapped up in generals; not descending

to the minute circumstances belonging to this and that, but ab

stracting from them, and leaving them undetermined.

I meet with nothing more in Limborch deserving any parti

cular answer. He has indeed some additional considerations in

the same place, but such as amount only to mere assertions without

proofs, viz. that it is sufficient to believe in Jesus as the Messiah,

and that our faith respects the office, not the Person; that it is

enough to consider him as Mediator, and the like; all precarious

assertions taking for granted the matter in question, not to

mention that the ancient and true notion of Christ as Mediator

implies his Dicinity, and supposes him to be both truly God and

truly man". Strange, that a person of his great abilities could

persuade himself, that the believing in Christ as to his several

offices of Prophet, Priest, and King, should be necessarys, and

yet that believing in him as a dicine Prophet, a dicine Priest,

and a divine King, (though the fact be true that he is so,) should

be of little or no significancy. One might as easily believe that

the soul is of no consideration to the body, as that our Lord's

Divinity, which runs through all his offices, and must enliven and

invigorate every part, should be of no consideration, or slight, to

a Christian's faith in these offices. But this great man, as well

as his greater predecessor, had his prejudices; and both of them

had imbibed a very false notion of the ancient churches, as if

they had not constantly insisted upon the necessity of believing

the doctrine of the Trinity, or had not condemned the contrary

opinions as heretical. That was Episcopius's firm persuasion,

and he insisted much upon it", having taken up the opinion too

hastily from misrepresentations made of the Fathers by some

moderns, not being himself acquainted, to any degree of per

fection, with that kind of learningu. And the like may be justly

suspected of Limborch also, who trusted to Petavius in that

matter, as I have already intimated. Had their surmise in that

particular been just, I could not so much have blamed them for

the rest. For to make any thing necessary at this time of day

° Lib. v. cap. 9. p. 414. saria est. Limb. lib. v. cap. 9. p. 415.

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. * Episcop. Inst. lib. iv. cap. 34. p.

Qu. xvi. p. 657, 658. 339, 34o. Respons. ad Specim. Ca

* Cum itaque objectum fidei Chris- lumn. p. 295.

tianae proprie respiciat munera Christi, * Vid. Bull. Praemonit. ad Lector.

eorem fides ac professio etiam neces- de necessitat. credend. -
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which anciently was not so, or to conceive that the most pure

and primitive churches failed in necessaries, is too bold and shock

ing a thought for any candid considerate man to entertain.

But both Episcopius and his disciple were much deceived in that

affair, as hath been abundantly shewn by Bishop Bull; and as

I shall endeavour also to make plain to the English reader before

I have done. And then it will the more easily be admitted,

that the necessity of the doctrine is sufficiently inculcated in

Scripture, when it appears that the ancient churches collected

such necessity from the same Scripture.

I have not yet mentioned any particular texts declaring such

necessity, nor do I think it needful, because the truth of such a doc

trine infers its necessity to as many as the doctrine is revealed

to. But yet I may observe, that the institution of baptism in

the name of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost carries with it a very

sensible and affecting argument of the importance of the doctrine.

It is indeed, when considered in all its views, a strong proof

of the truth of the doctrine, as might be shewn at large, and

often has beenx; but supposing the truth proved sufficiently from

other texts, then there cannot be a more convincing argument of

the importance of it than this; that our blessed Lord himself

has recommended it as the prime and leading doctrine, without

the explicit mention whereof a man cannot be made a Christian;

that he has conveyed it to us in that solemn form, that most

distinguished manner to every disciple of Christ, as the first

thing proper for him to be acquainted with, deserving and

requiring his most early thoughts and care, and also his constant

and tenderest devotion ever after. On this foundation was the

Church itself erected, and stands to this day. What stronger

or more effectual method could have been devised to proclaim the

necessity and high importance of this great article : A considera

tion which may receive yet further light and strength, by looking

into antiquity, and there observing what a stress was laid upon

the interrogatories in baptism, and how this article made up the

principal part, if not the whole of the first Creed, and what

particular care was taken to instruct the candidates in this

important doctrine previously to baptism: but what relates to

* See my Sermons at St. Paul's, 813–826. Dr. Trapp's Lecture

Serm. viii. vol. ii. p. 172, &c. Bishop Sermon. p. 100–104. Mr. Abra

Stillingfleet's Vindication of the Tri- ham Taylor's TrueScript. Doct. p. 91,

nity, p. 177, &c. 299, &c. Vitringa, &c. to which may be added, Basil, de

Observat. Sacr. tom. ii. cap. 22. p. Spiritu Sancto, cap. ix.-xv, xxvii.
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antiquity will more properly come in under a distinct chapter

designed for that purpose. I forbear likewise to insist upon

another Scripture argument of great force, which St. John’s

writings afford me; because that also may more conveniently

be reserved for another place in these papers.

I have now run through the three several heads of debate

which I undertook; shewing, in so many distinct chapters, that

the received doctrine of the Trinity is both clear and Apractical,

and sufficiently inculcated in Scripture to be esteemed an article

of high importance, an essential of Christianity, a fundamental

doctrine of the Gospel, diffusing itself through the whole of our

religion, and being, as it were, the very life and spirit of it.

It remains now to be inquired, how we ought to behave towards

those who openly reject or impugn it, or take part with them

that do.

CHAP. IV.

Shewing, that communion ought not to be held with man that openly

reject the fundamental Doctrines of Christianity, and persist in

so doing.

THIS may be argued two ways; first, from express Scripture

texts; and next, from the very nature and reason of the thing

considered upon Scripture principles.

1. I begin with Scripture texts. St. Paul's instructions to

the Romans in such cases is: “Mark them which cause divisions

“and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned;

“ and avoid them: for they that are such serve not our Lord

“Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair

“speeches deceive the hearts of the simpley.” The offenders

here pointed at were most probably” the Judaizing false

teachers, those that preach up circumcision and the observance

of the law as necessary to salvation; a doctrine subversive of the

grace of the Gospel, as observed above. The Apostle therefore

exhorts his Christian converts to mark them, that is, to beware

of them, in order to avoid them, and to preserve themselves

from the infection of their pernicious doctrine. And as he

wrote by the Spirit of God, and had the gift of discerning the

y Rom. xvi. 17, 18. tringa, Observat. Sacr. lib. iv. cap. 9.

* See Grotius, and Whitby, and º Eccles. Apostol. p. 121.

Wolfius, upon the place: and Wi
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spirits of men, he could tell his converts, with a certain and well

grounded assurance, the insides of the men; that they were men

of carnal minds and profligate consciences, using fair and

plausible speeches to beguile others, for their own humour, or

pleasure, or interest, or vanity. Such indeed is the general cha

racter of heresiarchs of all kinds: but yet without very clear and

sufficient grounds appearing in overt acts, men ought not to take

upon them the liberty of an Apostle, in pronouncing upon the

inward motives which heretics are led by: it is sufficient to pass

sentence upon the quality of the doctrine, and to condemn it as

subversive of the Gospel, (if it really be so,) and to renounce

communion with its open favourers and abettors; so much at

least is manifestly implied in the advice given to avoid them, or

turn from them. Receive them not as ministers of Christ, nor

own them as brethren: for they serve not the Lord Jesus Christ;

but their fair speeches and false colourings are fitted to

deceive unwary souls. Therefore avoid them, shun them, dis

countenance them, and that openly: for so they which are

approved will be made manifesta, and not otherwise.

The same Apostle pointing to the same heretics elsewhere

says, “There be some that trouble you, and would pervert

“[subvert] the Gospel of Christ. But though we, or an angel

“from heaven, preach any other Gospel unto you than that

“which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we

“ said before, so say I now again, If any man preach any other

“Gospel unto you than that ye have received, let him be

“accursed b.” How strongly here does the Apostle guard

against admitting new doctrines, (subversive of the old,) through

a common weakness incident to mankind, having men's persons

in admiration, on account of their parts or learning, or their

appearing goodness, sanctity, sobriety. Though “we or an

“angel from heaven” should presume to do any such wicked

thing, “let him be accursed;” words very expressive and poign

ant, in order to correct the weakness before mentioned; and

another also near akin to it, the natural fondness many have for

novelties. And I may further observe, that in such cases we have

no concern at all with the cirtues or good qualities of false teachers,

be they ever so real or great: if they corrupt the faith in any

gross instance, that is reason sufficient for refusing communion

---, * I Cor. xi. 19. * Gal. i. 7, 8, 9.
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with them, though they were otherwise bright as angels. A

consideration worth the noting, for the obviating some popular

pretences on this head. I need not here enter into the dispute,

whether the words āvá0epa šoto amount to a solemn curse, or

are only a form of excommunicatione. If we take it in the first

and most rigorous sense, it seems proper only to an Apostle or

Prophet, thus solemnly to curse or bless in the name of the Lord.

But as the Christian Church afterwards d often used the same form

in their excommunications, the milder sense appears most pro

bable. However that be, this solemn sentence of the Apostle

amounts at least to a strict injunction or warning to all Christ

ians, that they should not communicate with persons who cor

rupt the faith, (either by adding to it or taking from it.) in any

gross manner, which may be justly interpreted a subversion of

the Gospel of Christ. Such attempts are to be held in the

utmost abhorrence, and the authors of them shunned as seducers

and false apostles. It cannot well be supposed, that less than

this is implied in the words of the Apostle.

He goes on to say, speaking of the same persons in the same

Epistle, “He that troubleth you shall bear his judgment, whoso

“ever he bee.” “I would they were even cut off that trouble yout.”

Which last words I understand, with many judicious inter

preters, of excommunication; and it is confirmed by what is said

in the same place, “a little leaven leaveneth the whole lumps;”

intimating the reason why the Apostle wished to have those false

teachers cut off from the communion of Christians, viz. to prevent

the contagion spreading further. I am aware, that some very

learned ment dislike the interpretation I have mentioned, but

upon a very slender reason, as to me appears. They think the

Apostle would not have wished for it only, but would have com

manded it in virtue of his apostolical authority. It is true, he

might have done it: but who knows for how many, or for what

prudential reasons, he might forbear for a time, and be content

at that juncture only to throw out a wish, in order to prepare

the Galatians for it, and to incline them by slow and gentle

methods to concur the more readily with it, when it should be

• See Buddaeus, Eccles. Apostol. e Gal. v. Io.

p. 808, 809. f Gal. v. 12.

d See Suicer. Thesaurus in voc. & Gal. v. 9. compare I Cor. v. 6, 7.

dvá6eua. Bingham's Antiq. of the h Elsner. in loc. p. 196. Buddaeus,

Christian Church, lib. xvi. cap. 2, 8, Eccles. Apostol. p. 808. Wolfius, Curae

16, 17. Philolog. et Crit. vol. ii. p. 772.
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absolutely necessary. It is not to be presumed, that excommu

nication, or a formal renouncing of communion, are things to be

precipitated at all adventures, or that there may not often be

good reasons for delay, that so an affair of the highest conse

quence may be conducted with the utmost prudence. I am of

opinion, that besides the mischievous nature of the heresy itself,

several other circumstances of time, place, and persons, ought to

have their weight in consultations relating to Church discipline

upon offenders. But I pass on.

St. Paul gives advice to Timothy in the words here following;

“These things teach and exhort. If any man teach otherwise,

“ and consent not to wholesome words, even the words of our

“Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine which is according to

“godliness; he is proud, &c.—from such withdraw thyselfi.”

Perhaps the rendering and the sense would run better thus:

kIf any man teach otherwise, and consent not to the wholesome

words of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine which is ac

cording to godliness, if he is puffed up, knowing nothing, but doat

ing about questions, &c. from such withdraw thyself. It is a dis

putable point, what particular sect or set of false teachers the

Apostle here refers to, whether Judaizers or Gnostics, or others

distinct from both. But one thing is plain, which is sufficient to

our present purpose, that the Apostle exhorts Timothy to with

draw from them, and that in order either to discountenance

their false doctrines, or to preserve himself and others from

receiving contagion by them. To the same purpose is what the

Apostle again says to Timothy:

“Shun profane and vain babblings: for they will increase

“unto more ungodliness. And their word will eat as doth a

“canker: of whom is Hymenaeus and Philetus; who concerning

“the truth have erred, saying that the resurrection is past

“already : and overthrow the faith of somel.” The heads and

patrons of the heresy here mentioned the Apostle had eacom

municated before, delivering them over unto Satan, to stop their

blaspheming". They appear to have been persons who believed

the Scriptures of the Old Testament, but misinterpreted them,

allegorizing away the doctrine of the resurrection, resolving it all

into figure and metaphor". The delivering over unto Satan

1 Tim. vi. 2–5. m 1 Tim. i. 20.

* Vid. Vitringa, Observat. Sacr. n Vid. Vitringa, Observ. Sacr. lib.

tom. i. p. 220. iv. cap. 9. p. 925. Buddaeus, Eccles.

! 2 Tim. ii. 16, 17, 18. Apostol. p. 3oo.
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seems to have been a form of excommunication, declaring the

person reduced to the state of an heathen: and in the apostolical

age it was accompanied with supernatural or miraculous effects

upon the bodies of the persons so deliveredo: though it may be

supposed that such effects might last beyond the apostolic age,

because other miraculous gifts certainly did so. I am well

aware of the disputes which have been among persons of the

best learning P about the precise meaning of the phrase, whether

it signified eacommunication, or an appendage to it. I have

chosen that interpretation which appears most probable q. I

must own, there is a notion which appears to run through the

debates of several learned men on this head, and which I cannot

well understand. They seem to take it for granted that ex

communication is a punishment of the soul. I easily conceive it to

be a spiritual punishment, as not being a corporal one, and as

inflicted by a spiritual, that is, ecclesiastical authority: but how

it is properly a punishment of the soul, I apprehend not. Its

design is salutary, and the effect also often salutary; so that it

is rather medicinal than penal, with respect to the soul: but

this by the way only. It would be too large a digression here,

to consider that point in such a manner as it deserves to be

considered.

I go on to other texts, and shall take one by the way, which

though not precisely to the point I am upon, yet is not alto

gether foreign. “There are many unruly and vain talkers and

“deceivers, specially they of the circumcision: whose mouths

“must be stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching things

“which they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake rebuke them

“sharply, that they may be sound in the faith".” We may

here observe the ardent zeal of the Apostle against false teach

ers, who corrupted the faith, and how great a stress he lays upon

being sound in principles. But he does not give orders for ex

communicating those deceivers directly, but to admonish them

first, and that with some sharpness, in order to shame them,

and silence them, and bring them back to the true faith. From

all which one may collect these following considerations, which

o 1 Cor. v. 5. see commentators. q See Bishop Potter's Church Go

P A summary account of them may vernment, p. 371, &c. Dr. Rogers's

be seen in Wolfius's Curae Philolog. Review of a Discourse of the Visible

et Crit. ad I Cor. v. 5. p. 367. or in &c. p. 392.

Bingham's Eccles. Antiq. lib. xvi. * Tit. i. 10, II, 13.

cap. 2. sect. 15.
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may be of some use to us: 1. That religion is not a personal

thing, which every man may new model or alter for himself,

without rebuke from his fellow Christians, or from the governors

of the Church. It is the joint patrimony of the whole commu

nity, and every man more or less is accountable to his neighbour

for any waste made in it. It is the common concern, and every

one in his station and degree must give a helping hand to

preserve it in its native purity. 2. That the teaching and pro

pagating of false doctrines may subvert whole houses, and do

a great deal of mischief: so that truth is not always a gainer by

unrestrained liberties of that kind. 3. That sharp rebukes are

very proper in such cases, and are no breaches of charity, but

the truest instances of brotherly affection and love. 4. That

admonitions and increpations should first be tried, even in case of

great corruption in doctrine, rather than come to extremities at

once: a rule expressly taught us in what I am next going to

cite.

“A man that is an heretic, after the first and second admonition,

“reject; knowing that he that is such is subverted, and sinneth,

“being condemned of himselfs.” This text will deserve a more

particular examination, containing much in it directly belonging

to the point in hand. Wherefore I shall handle the several

parts of it the more distinctly. 1. “A man that is an heretic.”

Here the first question is, who, or what is an heretic 2 To which

I answer in the general, not every one that mistakes in judg

ment, though in matters of great importance, in points funda

mental, but he that openly espouses such fundamental error.

That I take to be the true and full notion of an heretic, according

to the Scripture idea of it. Dr. Whitby adds to the definition,

the espousing it “out of disgust, pride, envy, or some worldly

“principle,” and “against his conscience".” Indeed that may

generally be the case; but that those several particulars are

necessary to the definition of heretic is not to be allowed him by

any means, for the reasons here following:

1. By that rule, there would be no certain knowing, in most

cases, who is an heretic, or who not, since there is no looking into

the heart: and how then could we at all observe the Scripture

rule of avoiding or rejecting heretics?

2. There is as much danger, or more, when a blind enthusiast,

* Tit. iii. 10, 11. t Whitby on Gal. v. 19. * Whitby on Tit. iii. Io.
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or any person of invincible ignorance or prejudice, espouses false

doctrines, and corrupts the faith, as when evil-minded men do

the same thing out of ency, pride, &c. and against their own

consciences: and what shall be done in such cases? The way

certainly is, to censure the doctrine as heresy, and to do all that

prudence and charity prescribes for the preventing such well

meaning but mad teachers from seducing the flock of Christ.

It is not possible for men accurately to distinguish one case

from the other; and therefore one general rule must serve for

both. God will distinguish at the last day. In the mean time,

all proper care must be taken to guard against the threatening

mischief. For the poison of the doctrine, by whomsoever spread,

or upon whatsoever principle, is just the same; only, if it comes

from a man otherwise honest, pious, sober, &c. it is likely to in

sinuate itself deeper, and spread the wider. I say then, heresy

lies in espousing pernicious doctrines: that we can judge of, and

by that rule can understand how to proceed. The other way

involves all in darkness, and leaves a matter of the greatest

consequence to the utmost uncertainty. But let us examine

what the learned author before mentioned had to plead in behalf

of his notion. The strength of all lies chiefly in the word airo

karáxpiros, self-condemned, here used by the Apostle; as if no

man could be an heretic that is not self-condemned, or does not

go against his own judgment and conscience. But I observe, that

the Apostle directs Titus to admonish a heretic once and again.

It is supposed that Titus might know a heretic, viz. by his

espousing some doctrine subversive of the Gospel: for how could

it be certainly known, whether the man believed himself, or

taught contrary to his own judgment 2 If, after being twice admo

nished for teaching such pernicious doctrine, he should still per

sist, then he was to be looked upon as airokaráxpiros, self

condemned. It could no longer be pure ignorance or thoughtless

ness, after two several warnings, but must now be looked upon

as matter of his own choice or election", as mere wilfulness and

obstinacy for him to persist in opposition to the truth. When I

say, against the truth, I suppose that to have been a clear case

to the admonisher before the first admonition, otherwise there

had not been room for admonition at all. Admonish a man

that is an heretic; not a man that is really no heretic, which

v Ideo et sibi damnatum dixit hap- elegit. Tertull. de Praescript. Haeret.

reticum, quia et in quo damnatur sibi cap. 6.
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would be contumelious and injurious. And if he persists after

two admonitions, then look upon him as airokarákptros, self.

condemned, and reject him. It is plain enough from the whole

tenor of this passage, that airokatákpitos, whatever it means,

does not belong to the definition of an heretic as such, but to

that of an admonished and still obstinate heretic. He is supposed

a heretic before, and therefore was to be admonished once; if

need should be, again: and then, if he persisted, he was to be

looked upon as desperate and incorrigible; and therefore to be

rejected utterlyx. There is indeed something elliptical in the

sentence: knowing that he that is such, as much as to say, know

ing that he who continues such after two admonitions is now

without excusey, and, as it were, passes sentence upon himself,

either as voluntarily cutting himself off from the Church, by an

open revoltz, or as rendering himself incapable of the privileges

and blessings that belong to it, by renouncing its faith , which,

in a just construction, is judging or declaring himself unworthy a

of the blessings tendered. I have been the longer in explaining

this text, because the real meaning and purport of it has been

frequently misunderstood, or misrepresented. Now I return to

Dr. Whitby.

He pleads, “that the Apostle saith not to Titus, Do thou

“convince or inform him of his error, but, Do thou admonish

“him of his fault: which shews, that the crime lay not in his

“head or his mistaken judgment, (for that can never be corrected

“by admonition, but only by instruction,) but that it lay in the

“irregularity of his affections, and the perverseness of his will”.”

But what if the fault lay in heart and head both, as indeed all

* Quare autem post primam et se

cundam correptionem deritandus sit,

reddit causas, dicens: quod subversus

est ejusmodi, et peccat, quum sit a se

metipso damnatus. Qui enim semel

bisque correptus, audito errore suo,

non vult corrigi, errare existimat cor

rigentem: et e contrario se ad pugnas

et jurgia verborum parans, eum vult

lucrifacere a quo docetur. Hieron. in

loc. vol. iv. p. 439.

y’AvatroAóynros. See Suicer. The

saur. in attokarákptros.

* Hic enim reus sibi erit, quinon ab

Episcopo ejectus, sed sponte de Ec

clesia profugus, ethaeretica praesump

tione a semetipso damnatus. Cypr.

Epist. lxix. p. 182. edit. Oxon.

Propterea vero a semetipso dicitur

esse damnatus ; quia fornicator, adul

ter, homicida, et caetera vitia per sacer

dotes de Ecclesia propelluntur: hat

retici autem in semetipsos sententiam

ferunt, suo arbitrio de Ecclesia rece

dentes: quae recessio, propriae con

scientiaevideturesse damnatio. Hieron.

in loc. p. 439. Compare Hammond

upon the text.

* See Acts xiii. 46. so Irenaeus—

est a semetipso damnatus, resistens et

repugnans saluti suae, quod faciunt

omnes haretici. Iren. adver. Haer.

lib. iii. c. 1. p. 174. Massuet.

* Whitby on Tit. iii. 10.
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faults do? Omnis peccans ignorat, is a true maxim. There is

some error always in judgment, before there is an error in prac

tice; for evil, as evil, cannot be chosen. The fault therefore of

an heretic, really such, is, that some corrupt affection (I except

the case of invincible infirmity) misleads him first to pass a rash

precipitate judgment; and next to espouse that judgment openly.

And lastly, (if he proceeds so far,) to persist in it against all

advices or admonitions to the contrary. The heart perverts the

head; and both conspire in the same false judgment and con

duct. The good Doctor pleads further: “No man who acts

“according to his judgment, how erroneous soever it may be, is

“self-condemned in that action".” Yes, if he made a rash judg

ment, and might have known or done better, he is self-condemned:

for he condemns others who judge rashly and wrongly, when they

might and ought to have judged better; and so of course he

condemns himself by the same sentenced. There are two kinds

of self-condemnation, one direct and explicit, the other indirect,

implicit, virtual, consequential. As to direct self-condemnation,

few fall into it: for men are so partial towards their own fail

ings, that they seldom see their own false judgment, or wrong

conduct, and as seldom condemn themselves for either. It is

their fault that they do not: such self-condemnation would be

commendable, and a good step towards recovery: it is not such

self-condemnation as that, that the Apostle speaks of. There is

too little of it every where; presumption and self-applause are

the foibles of mankind. And they will easily take care in most

cases not to be self-condemned, though condemned by all the

world besides. It is not self-condemnation in this sense that

makes an ill man, or aggravates a fault, but the want of it".

The other kind of self-condemnation, which I call indirect, is what

the Apostle may point to as an aggravating circumstance of

heresy, after two admonitions. The man justifies himself in op

position to truth and good counsel, does not condemn himself di

rectly, when he ought to do it, and amend: but he condemns

himself indirectly, as acting against the law of his mind, against

that general law by which he condemns others, and justly, when

ever they allow themselves in wrong things, and ought to know

better. This is his condemnation, that he approves in a par

ticular instance through partiality, what himself in the general

• Whitby on Tit. iii. Io. d See Rom. ii. I. e See Hammond upon

the text.
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condemns. All sinners, in this sense, are self-condemned; and so

are heretics also among the rest. Indeed, all that do not make

a proper use of their rational faculties, when they may and ought

to do it, are thus self-condemned: and their own awakened con

sciences will rise up against them at the last day, as men guilty

of great prevarication and self-repugnancy, for allowing in them

selves what they otherwise disallow and condemn. “Out of

“thine own mouth will I judge thee, thou wicked servant,” will

then be the sentence due to all, who having been twice admo

nished of corrupting the faith, repented not of it, but persevered

in their errors both of judgment and practice, when they might

have known better.

I defined heresy, not merely a mistake of judgment, (though in

fundamentals,) but espousing such erroneous judgment, either

teaching and disseminating it, or openly supporting and assisting

those that do, siding with them in it. This I conceive to be

the true Scripture notion of heresyſ. Nevertheless, an erroneous

judgment in fundamentals has more commonly passed under the

name of heresy, and is undoubtedly a great fault, whatever name

we call it by. It is running counter to all those texts which

recommend zeal and earnestness for the true faith: for how can

a man, consistently with himself, be zealous for what he either

disbelieves or assents not to ? It is likewise running cross to all

those texts which exhort to sound faith, or which command us

to hold fast what is good, or forbid the being tossed to and fro with

every wind of doctrine, and the like. Whether such fault shall

be called heresy or no, is only disputing about a name: but that

it is in itself (particular circumstances excepted) a great offence

against God, cannot be doubted; and it naturally leads to

WOrse.

2. Having largely treated of the nature and notion of heresy,

and what properly denominates any man a heretic, I am next to

say something of what is meant by rejecting such persons. After

all prudent and proper means have been used to reclaim them,

or silence them, and they still persist in their heresy, either

teaching or otherwise espousing false and pernicious doctrines;

then the rule of the Apostle is to reject them, or cast them off,

if they have not before cast off themselves. The text does not

say, excommunicate them; for that would not be necessary, when

* I Cor. xi. 19. Gal. v. 20. 2 Pet. ii. 1.

WATER LAND, voi... iii. H h
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they have excommunicated themselves: but it says, shun them,

acoid them, reject them; which, in case they do not cast them

selves out, implies and infers a command to exclude them: so

that the text, by that general expression, seems to have provided

for both the cases.

But I must here again take notice of Dr. Whitby's mistakes

and false reasonings. He was sensible, that according to his

loose definition of heresy, there would be no knowing, for the

most part, who is guilty of it, or who ought to be condemned for

it: he produces the objection himself, and afterwards endeavours

lamely to answer it. “It is objected,” says he, “that there be

“few who oppose the truth wittingly, and they are only known

“ to God, not to the Church; which therefore cannot admonish,

“acoid, or excommunicate them.g.” An insuperable objection

against his notion, shewing that it terminates in a flat contra

diction to Scripture, and to the plainest reason. Well, how does

he reply to it? The sum of his answer is, “That Titus might

“have the discerning of spirits, a gift belonging to those times:

“and the Church that was in the days of the Apostles could

“easily know, whether the doctrines which others taught in

“opposition to them were indeed doctrines received from the

“Apostles or not: if they were not, they who taught them must

“know they received no such doctrine from them, and so must

“be self-condemned in teaching it as received from them, or as

“ the faith once delivered to the saintsh.” Never was there a

looser reply in so momentous a cause. For, 1. this amounts to

saying, that all the precepts about admonishing, aroiding, or

eacommunicating of heretics, and of consequence, all the other

precepts about preserving sound doctrine, or contending earnestly

for the faith, expired in a great measure as soon as the miracu

lous gifts, or gift of discerning spirits ceased. The precepts from

that time forwards became impracticable, because nobody now

could know what was heresy, or who heretics, since they could

not see into men's hearts. Though heretics might subcert whole

houses, (and now more than ever, when there should be no Apostle

living to control them,) and though their words might eat as doth

a canker; yet the Church is left without remedy: the pastors

and guardians of it must not presume to eacommunicate, or acoid,

or admonish persons as heretics, unless they can first prove them

& Whitby on Titus ii. 10. h Ibid.
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heretics, or ill-designing men: but if it be certain that they are

led by an erroneous conscience, they must not be censured at all,

but treated as good men and fellow Christians. “So that we

“are commanded to avoid a heretic; but this heretic is such a

“sort of a creature as nobody can ever find out, or distinguish

“from one he is to treat as a brother. But suppose this heretic

“should tell us, that he did not believe what himself affirmed,

“ then indeed he would be self-condemned, and we might know

“ it; but he must be a fool of a heretic who would declare this,

“unless he intended to recant and renounce his errors : and

“whenever he did this, he would no longer be a heretic, no longer

“to be avoided; and therefore being self-condemned in this

“sense, would be so far from a reason why we should acoid him,

“ that it would be a reason why we should not avoid him : but

“treat him as a brotheri.” 2. From the same principles it will

follow, that the whole discipline of the Church, after the time

that the gift of discerning of spirits ceased, so far as concerned

heretics, was rash and unwarrantable: which no wise man will

presume to say or think. 3. It further follows, that, be heresies

ever so rife, and the faith ever so much endangered, there is no

remedy for it: we cannot know in these times (though the Scrip

tures are allowed to be clear and perfect) what the doctrines of

the Apostles were, or “whether the doctrines which others teach

“in opposition to them are indeed doctrines received from the

“Apostles or not:” however, if we may know that, yet without

knowing men's hearts too, all our zeal for the ancient faith is

fruitless and vain.

Such are the absurdities which the learned Doctor inevitably

runs into, only for the sake of a false favourite notion he had

unwarily imbibed. The truth of the whole matter is, we have

nothing to do with the inward motives or views of heretics. The

mischief lies in the false doctrines which they teach and propa

gate: and upon that account, and that only, they are to be

admonished, avoided, censured, in order to prevent the subvert

ing whole houses, and the like. Possibly such false teachers may

intend well: of that God is judge: but the faith of Christ, and

the salvation of souls, must not be sacrificed even to the known

good intentions of any man or men whatever; no, nor to the

preaching even of an angel from heaven, were it a possible suppo

sition. But it may be objected; What! must innocent men suffer

* Rogers's Review of the Visible and Invisible Church, p.409.

H h 2
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for the sake of any good? Is that justice or equity ? I answer,

that they are innocent in this case, through an erroneous con

science, and invincible ignorance, is more than man knows or can

know : of that God is judge. But that corrupting the faith is

not an innocent practice, (considered in itself) but a very ill

thing, every one knows, or ought to know; and that is the rule

for men to go by in judging, because they can go by no other;

and it is in the main both a safe and a certain rule. And if it

may sometimes happen, that discerning and upright judges may

condemn a man who is innocent in God’s sight, (because of some

wnconquerable infirmity,) while guilty in the eyes of man, this

cannot be remedied. The good proceeding from such censures

vastly overbalances it. And what if, after all, spiritual censures

(for of such only I am speaking) should happen to fall upon such

a person, he may be in some measure hurt in his reputation by

it, and that is all : and possibly hereupon his errors, before

invincible through ignorance, may be removed by wholesome in

struction and admonitions, and so he is befriended in it, and may

now come to have a covenant right to happiness, who before

stood only in uncovenanted mercy. For though God will condemn

no man for what he could not help ; yet he has promised no

man a reward who ever so ignorantly corrupts the faith of the

Gospel. But it is said of the unlearned and unstable, that when

they wrest the Scriptures, it is to their own destruction. I have

dwelt the longer upon this argument, because it appears to me

to be a very weighty affair, and not so well considered by many

as it ought to be. I now proceed in order to some other texts,

relating to the avoiding heretics.

St. John’s advice in that case, touched upon before, is, “If

“there come any one unto you, and bring not this doctrine,”

(the doctrine of Christ in a material article,) “receive him not

“ into your house, neither bid him God speed: for he that

“biddeth him God speed is partaker of his evil deedsk.” The

Apostle here forbids a Christian to salutel a man that perverts

the Gospel in such a certain article, being a fundamental one:

what article he spoke of, I have intimated above. It is observed

by interpreters, that denying a person the common forms of

salutation was the same with looking upon him as excommuni

caten. And so these words of the Apostle carry in them the

* 2 John Io, 11. | Xaipeiv airó Hi) Aéyere. m See Hammond

and Whitby.
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force of an excommunication, with respect to the heretics there

pointed to, and the force of a prohibition, with respect to other

Christians, who are hereby forbidden to receive such heretics into

their houses, or to pay them so much as common civilities. This

precept of the Apostle may be further illustrated by his own

practice, recorded by Irenaeus, who had the information at se

cond hand from Polycarp, a disciple of St. John's; that St. John

once meeting with Cerinthus at the bath, retired instantly with

out bathing; for fear, said he, lest the bath should fall, by

reason of Cerinthus's being there, the enemy to truth n. The like

story is there also told of Polycarp himself, with regard to

another such heretic, namely, Marcion. And Irenaeus’s just

reflection upon the whole is very observable in these words:

“So extremely cautious were the Apostles and their followers

“ to have no communication, no, not so much as in discourse,

“with any man that adulterated the trutho.” A conduct, which,

as he remarks, was conformable to St. Paul’s rule, Tit. iii. Io.

The reader will take notice by the way, that though Cerinthus

and Marcion might be otherwise ill men, and might perhaps act

upon bad motives, yet the stress of the thing lay not there; but

it was their being enemies to truth, and their adulterating the

truth, (in points fundamental,) which made them so abhorred,

and their company so detested by wise and holy men. No matter

what their motices were, or their morals in other respects: they

corrupted the faith of Christ, and in effect subverted the Gospel:

that was enough to render them detestable in the eyes of all men

who sincerely loved and valued sound faith.

The bishops of Pergamus and Thyatira are reproved by our

Lord for suffering, that is, for not ejecting the Balaamites or

Nicolaitans, who taught false doctrine, relating to the funda

mentals of Christian practice: they taught the lawfulness of for

nication, and of eating things offered to idols. That was a heresy

in doctrinals, immediately affecting the agenda of Christianity,

the moral commands of Scripture; which they very probably
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misinterpreted and perverted, much after the same manner as

others perverted such texts as contain the credenda, matters of

faith strictly so called. There is not much difference in the main

between the two cases; excepting that one is more gross and

scandalous, and shews itself in more sensible effects. There is the

same presumptuous tampering with Scripture, the same kind of

artificial elusions, the like wire-drawing of terts in both cases:

and there is likewise the same kind of unbelief or disbelief of

God's sacred word, only in different articles, and the like oppo

sition to Gospel truths, only to different purposes. If any man

through mere weakness of judgment should have imbibed the doc

trine of the Nicolaitans, but resolving at the same time never

to divulge it, nor practise upon it, I see not what harm a bare

opinion, and owing only to infirmity, would do him, while dor

mant and without effect. But if any person, through the like

weakness of judgment, should entertain low and degrading no

tions of his God and Saviour, though he should never divulge it,

he would suffer some harm by it with respect to his religious

services, which would be thereby rendered less perfect. For in

that case, the ill effect so far is inseparable from the false opinion;

though I doubt not but all merciful allowances would be made

for it. But as the criminal part in the former case would lie

chiefly in practising upon the persuasion, or in divulging it to the

hurt of other persons, so in this latter also, the most criminal

circumstance would be the espousing and publicly supporting such

false persuasion to the detriment of religion. For if he who shall

break one of the least moral commandments, and shall teach men

80, shall be called least in the Kingdom of heaven, (Matt. v. 19.) it

must be a very dangerous experiment for any man to presume

to teach any thing contrary to the Gospel of Christ in the main

articles of faith or doctrine, because the Christian life is nearly

concerned in both, and the honour of God and religion are bound

up with them. And the pastors or guardians of the Christian

religion ought no more to suffer any notorious insults upon the

great credenda of our most holy religion, than upon the agenda:

since both rest upon the same foundation, have a close connec

tion with each other, and are, for the most part, likely to stand

or fall together.

II. I have now proved from direct Scripture-texts, that it is

the duty of Christians to refuse communion with those who cor

rupt the faith of Christ in points fundamental, and persist in so
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doing, after proper cautions and admonitions given them. I am

in the next place to enforce the doctrine yet further, by consider

ations drawn from the very nature and reason of the thing, upon

Scripture principles. Piety towards God, charity towards other

men, and justice towards our own souls, all conspire to recom

mend and authorize such conduct.

1. I say, piety towards God requires such a conduct. For can

it be thought, that when the high Lord and Governor of the

universe vouchsafes to speak to us from heaven, and to reveal

truths of importance, that good men ought patiently to bear the

perverting of those sacred truths, or the adulterating of those

heavenly instructions. Earthly governors would resent the put

ting false constructions upon their laws or edicts, or the wresting

them to quite different purpose from what they were intended

for, to deceive and mislead their people: how much more shall

the God of heaven resent any indignities of that kind It is the

cause of God and religion, to rescue the word of God from

perverse glosses and comments, and to preserve it in its native

purity and perfection. To admit those who corrupt and deprave

its sense in any gross manner to the common honours and

privileges of fellow Christians, would be the ready way to intro

duce all imaginable confusion in faith and worship, and to deface

Christianity to such a degree, that common Christians at least

could not know how or where to find it. For example: had the

Cerinthians, Ebionites, Marcionites, Valentinians, Manichees, and

other sects too numerous to mention, been all admitted as fellow

Christians, Christianity must have been looked upon as the most

uncertain, unconstant, inconsistent thing in the world: and both

the religion itself, and the Scriptures which contain it, would

very probably have been lost before now, or have come down

to us so mangled, adulterated, disguised, that no one could

know what to depend upon as true and sincere, either as to

words or sense. The discriminating of heretics from faithful

Christians, and therewith preserving the unity of the Church

and the purity of doctrine, has been a principal means of fixing

the Christian religion in its most material articles, and of sup

porting the honour of it against all its enemies without, whether

Jews, Pagans, or mere infidels. So necessary was it to discoun

tenance all attempts for subverting or perverting the truth as it

was in Christ Jesus, and to separate the clean from the unclean,

by rejecting heretics, as unworthy of Christian communion, or
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even of the name of Christians, except it were in a very large

Sense.

2. As piety towards God, and reverence towards his sacred

word, required such conduct; so likewise did charity towards

men; charity towards the offenders, and charity towards all

mankind. It was a charitable office towards the corruptors of

the faith of Christ, to reject and disown them, in order to make

them ashamed P, and to bring them to repentance, that so their

souls “might be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus q.” It is

true, that it often failed of having this salutary effect, as the

judgments of God also often fail, and where they do not cure

they irritate and harden, and render worse, which is no argu

ment against the salutary nature of the remedy, but shews only

the incurable disorder of the patient. Indeed St. Paul does dis

tinguish his coming with the rod of excommunication, from his

coming in “love and in the spirit of meekness :” not as if such

discipline were not an instance of love, or were not perfectly

consistent with a spirit of meekness, but it was not love in every

view, or in every sense of the word, like the love shewn towards

the faithful in all the outward expressions of approbation and

friendliness; for the case did not admit of it. It was love

mingled with wholesome severity, the truer love for being so

mingled, when the necessity of the case required it: wounds

they were, but of a friend still, and in a case where the kindest

of friends could not otherwise shew themselves kinder than by

so doing. Meekness it was not, under that precise formality, but

consistent with all that could be called Christian meekness: for

to forbear sharpness and severity, in such a case, is not meekness,

but tameness, and a Laodicean lukewarmness. So that the ex

ercise of proper discipline, in such instances, is in reality fervent

love and charity towards the offenders themselves, in a spiritual

view, but expressing itself in the harsher way, the only way

left for it towards men in their circumstances. Palliating

medicines would be cruel and barbarous applications, when cor

rosives are the only means left to recover the patient, and to

effect the cure 5. Upon the whole therefore, charity towards the

offenders themselves requires such a conduct as I have been

mentioning.

P 2 Thess. iii. 14. * I Cor. v. 5. as not proper, are abundantly answered

* I Cor. iv. 21. § a very learned Prelate, Potter on

* Theobjections made tothe method, Church-Government, p. 399, &c.
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There can be less appearance for any question, whether it be

not also charity towards all men besides. It is charity towards

the ignorant, as carrying instruction along with it; charity towards

the unwary, as giving them warning to stand off from infection;

charity towards the confirmed Christians, as encouraging them

still more, and preserving them from insults; charity towards

the whole Church, as supporting both their unity and purity;

charity towards all mankind, towards them that are without, as

it is recommending pure religion to them in the most advantage

ous light, obviating their most plausible calumnies, and giving

them less occasion to blaspheme.

3. I observe, in the third place, that justice to our own souls

requires, that we use all prudent and proper endeavours to dis

countenance heresies, by refusing communion with their open

favourers and abettors. For otherwise, as John speaks, we

become partakers of their evil doings. To own them as fellow

Christians, is to take their guilt upon ourselves, or greater; I

say, greater, because supposing them so far innocent as honestly

to follow their own judgment, yet while we are of a contrary

judgment, it cannot but be guilty practice and conduct in us,

and very great too, to smother our sentiments, or not to bear

our testimony in such a way as Christ has appointed, against

all notorious corruptions either of faith, or worship, or doctrine.

It appears then sufficiently, both from Scripture directly, and

from the very nature and reason of the thing, that it is our

bounden duty to refuse communion with those that persist in

opposing the fundamental articles of our most holy religion. I

am aware that several objections have been made, and will be

made, to what Christ has ordered and the Church has all along

practised as concerning our conduct in this article: for what is

there so just, so rational, or so commendable, that may not be

objected to ? However, in order to satisfy reasonable men at

least, I design a distinct chapter for the further clearing up the

question in hand.

CHAP. V.

Objections removed, and some vulgar mistakes rectified.

HAVING laid down our principles, and the grounds upon

which we go, our next concern is to remove or obviate whatever

threatens to overturn them, or to lessen their force, lest any
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weak objections on one side, left unanswered, may prevail more

with some persons than the strongest arguments on the other.

I proceed then to the business.

I. It may have been sometimes invidiously suggested, that the

insisting so strongly upon the necessity of believing, or however

of not opposing this doctrine, is carrying matters to an immo

derate height, and tends to provoke others to run into a contrary

extreme out of a kind of indignation, and excessive renitence.

The plea is smooth and specious, and appears to carry a fair

show of lenity and moderation in it, which are virtues much to

be admired; but in reality it contains little, as here applied,

more than artful abuse, and such as is frequently played with in

other the like cases. For the purpose: if any person is disposed

to undermine the inspiration of sacred Writ, he begins commonly

with complaints of the stiffness and dogmaticalness of common

Divines, which prejudice men of freer thoughts, as is pretended,

against Scripture itself, and almost force them into another ex

treme. So again, if any man has a mind to relax the strictness

of the Gospel-rule, and to bring it down to his taste, he falls

to declaiming against the excessive rigour of religionists, which

frighten many sober persons, as is said, from embracing re

ligion. Complaints of that kind may sometimes be just, but

they are oftener mere artifice. It will be proper to examine, in

the first place, what truth there is in the suggestions brought

about our running into extremes. Without all question, extremes

are carefully to be avoided in every thing: extreme cold may be

as bad as extreme heat: and extreme lenity is a fault, as much as

extreme severity. But the thing to be proved is, that the insist

ing upon the doctrine of the Trinity, as an essential article, is an

extreme, or that it is not in reality the true and golden mean

between rigour on one hand and lukewarmness on the other. It

may be true, that the insisting upon this doctrine may have that

accidental effect, to prejudice weak minds the more against it,

or against religion itself. In like manner, the insisting upon

the doctrine of the cross, the duty of self-denial, and the neces

sity of universal righteousness, may have prejudiced many against

Christianity, and yet daily do so. But still if the doctrine be

both true and important, it must be taught and inculcated:

and the question is not in such cases, whether many may not

be offended or scandalized at any doctrine, but whether the

doctrine be such as ought to be insisted upon. For, as a very
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judicious and learned Prelate has appositely observed, “St.

“ Paul has plainly taught us how we ought to conduct ourselves

“ in such cases. He knew very well that Jew and Gentile took

“great offence at the doctrine of a crucified Saviour, and he

“ could not but see that Christianity would be more favourably

“entertained by both, if that offence were removed, and the

“Gospel reduced to a scheme of mere morality, ratified by a

“ person sent from God, and enforced by stronger assurances of

“rewards and punishments than had ever been given before.

“But, notwithstanding all this, we, says he, preach Christ crucified,

“ unto the Jews a stumblingblock, and unto the Greeks foolishnessu.”

The reason is plain: for the ministers of Christ are under

special direction, and must not dare to prevaricate in their

sacred employment. They must never presume to betray the

truth of the Gospel with any view to prevent offence : for such

offence is taken, not giren, and is therefore of no moment. They

only are to bear the blame, who are causelessly offended at what

they ought to receive with the profoundest respect and veneration.

I may here also take notice, that when some persons of more

warmth than wisdom have gone upon what they call healing

measures, in order to reconcile many (as they supposed) to

Christianity shortened and curtailed in its prime articles, they

have been for the most part miserably disappointed. Their un

warrantable concessions, instead of making more Christians,

(half Christians I should say,) have only made more infidels.

And it was natural to think that such would the result be.

For when once the advocates for religion begin to recede

beyond what they have warrant for, they give very great ad

vantage to the enemy, who may then modestly expect to draw

them on further, upon the same motive, or principle, which had

before carried them too far. For if they yield to importunity,

rather than to reason, in one case, why not in another? Or if the

first step taken out of the way could appear rational, why not a

second, and a third, and so on, till there be no end of wandering?

It is frequently the fate of those over-complying gentlemen, that

while they stoop too low in hopes to fetch others up, they are

themselves dragged down, and can never recover it. They are

insensibly carried over to the party towards which they lean;

and instead of preserving a balance, (which they lost in the first

* Bishop of London, in his Charge of May 28, 1730, p. 28.

* I Cor. i. 23.
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decline,) they are at length found to run in with the other ex

treme. The Episcopian neutrality seldom stays long, before it

passes over into Arianism or Socinianism ; and these again

easily degenerate into Deism and Atheism. It is much to be

questioned whether mysteries, after all, are really the things

which are most apt to offend the fashionable world: the purity

of the Gospel precepts is the hardest of digestion; and one

Commandment, very probably, may make greater difficulty than

many Creeds. But the principal reason for striking at mysteries

first is, because it is more decent to begin there; and after a

breach once made in the main fabric, it is easy to go on to a

total subversion. The Deists, in their turn, take up the same

topics of moderation and lenity: “Let not the men of faith

“ despise the men of reason; and again, let not the men of rea

“son despise the men of faith, so long as both agree in the

“substantial duties:” this is the cant. And truly, if modera

tion is to stand for yielding and complying, be it right or wrong,

and if that be all the rule we have to go by, I do not see that

the men argue amiss. But surely we must stop somewhere :

and where can we better stop than at necessaries, at truths, and

important truths : For things of that value ought never to be

sacrificed to any temporal considerations, or to any views of

a false and short-lived peace.

From hence it may be inferred, that it is not owing to any

immoderate rigours of the more cautious Divines, if infidelity

happens to gain ground, but to the immoderate and extravagant

concessions of those who are not so careful as they should be

to keep up the ancient faith in its first purity and perfection.

Accordingly it may be observed, how the unbelievers caress and

compliment those complying gentlemen who meet them half way,

while they are perpetually inveighing against the stiff Divines,

as they call them, whom they can make no advantage of.

They know their friends from their foes: and it may be learned

from them how the case stands : Fas est et ab hoste doceri.

To illustrate and confirm the general observations, let the

reader reflect a little upon the unhappy conduct of Socinus, and

the upshot of it. He had contrived a system for his friends to

abide by, and he hoped they would rest there: but many of

them, upon the same principles, whereby he had led them so

far, resolved to go further, throwing off the worship of Christ, in

consequence of their mean opinion they had entertained of him.
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Socinus reclaimed, remonstrated, cried out aloud, hoping to

stop their progress by his earnestness, (for he had yielded too

much before to talk of reason now,) and to fetch them back; but

all to no purpose. He represented to them the dreadful conse

quences of discarding the divine worship of Christ: “That it

“was rendering the whole Christian religion weak and precarious,

“ was sapping the main foundation of their faith and hope, and

“grievously offending God the Father, and Christ Jesus x: that

“ he had never yet met with any man of true piety and godli

.* ness who durst venture upon it, but that he knew several of

“ them who had thereupon turned Epicureans, or downright

“Atheistsy.” All which was true: but why could not he have

seen that Atheism hung at the end of the chain, till he came to

the last link? Never did man more expose himself than Socinus

did in that instance. For indeed the throwing off the divine

worship of Christ was but the natural and inevitable consequence

of his scheme, if one would act consistently: and the next con

sequence to that was Deism or Atheism, by his own account.

So it was plainly telling the world that he had drawn his disci

ples into a labyrinth, and knew not how to extricate them. To

go back was a mortifying thought to vain men; to go forwards

was to plunge into downright Atheism. Such generally is the

fate of the self-opinionated, who will not listen to sober counsels

in time, but precipitately strike off from the right way to follow

they know not what, or to fix they know not where. I might

mention those amongst us who began with Christianity not

Mysterious”, and in a few years after settled in Pantheisma,

little short of the broadest Atheism: and others might be named,

* Ipsius Christi universa religio in

dubium revocetur, aut saltem mutationi

et fini in hoc ipso seculo obnoxia red

ditur; summum et praestantissimum

nostrae spei et fidei in Deum funda

mentum nobis eripitur; ac denique, ne

omnia hinc provenientia mala et in

commoda, quae innumerabilia sunt,

enumerare hic nunc velle videar, in

ipsum Christum et Deum Patrem gra

- vissime peccatur. Socin. ad Radec.

Epist. iii. p. 387.

y Socinus. “Quotguot ego vidi

“adorationis Christi oppugnatores,

“omnes tandem in Atheismum sunt

“prolapsi; quod et tibi accidet, nisi

“sententiam mutaveris.”

Non dixit Socinus, omnes quos ipse

vidisset adorationis Christi oppugna

tores tandem in Atheismum fuisse pro

lapsos; sed neminem se ex istorum

numero adhuc novisse, qui Christiana

pietate et vitae sanctimonia esset prae

ditus; imo nonnullos ex ipsis se vi

disse aut scivisse Epicureos, et plane

Atheos factos. Nec mirum esse, cum

haec ad Epicureismum et Atheismum

homini Christi sacris initiato via com

pendiaria quaedam foret. Disput. inter.

F. S. et Christian. Franken. p. 772,

a 3

7 3 A book published with that title,

A.D. 1696.

a The

A. D. 1720.

Pantheisticon, published
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who, from finding fault with the Council of Nice for corrupting

Christianityb, (as they fondly supposed,) have gradually, and in

a course of years, come to reject Christianity itself, as needless

and useless, and all revealed religion as mere rubbish". When

once men break off from the reverence due to Sacred Writ, and

to the eminent lights of the best and purest ages, they roll down

wards apace, and very rarely recover it. For if they were not

strong enough to stand at first upon plain and firm ground, how

shall they keep steady afterwards upon declicity P I say then,

that the blame lies not upon those who abide unmovable in the

old and well-tried doctrine of the Trinity, but upon those that

are soon shaken in mind, and depart from it. To adhere firmly

to it is not rigour, but constancy: and to forsake it, or to grow

indifferent towards it, is not prudence or moderation, but un

manly levity and wantonness, or something worse.

II. It is sometimes pleaded, that a wicked life is the worst

heresy, intimating as if breaches made in our most holy faith

were of slight consideration, so long as a man lives a good moral

life in other respects. I readily allow that a wicked life is the

worst thing imaginable: but I conceive further, that the spread

ing and propagating of corrupt doctrines is leading a wicked life,

in the strictest sense. I speak not of mere mistakes in judg

ment, but of espousing and propagating them; corrupting the

faith in important articles, and diffusing such corruptions. A

life so spent is a wicked life, if opposing divine truths, under

mining the Gospel, and subverting souls be wicked attempts, as

they undoubtedly are. It must be owned, that a good life is

every thing to a Christian : but what does a good life consist of:

Universal righteousness in faith and manners. Therefore to talk

of a man's leading a good life while he is corrupting the faith

and disseminating pernicious doctrines, is talking contradictions.

As to the sincerity or good meaning of the men who do it, that

shall be considered under another article: I speak now of the

nature and quality of the thing, abstracted from the circum

stances of the person: and I say, it is wickedness and a perfect

contradiction to a good life. It is evil in itself, and the iniquity

of it is fixed in the nature and reason of things.

Some have seemed to wonderd why commonly a warmer zeal

* Rights of the Christian Church, tion, p. 421. published 1730.

p. 196, &c. published 1706. d The author of the Defence of

* Christianity as old as the Crea- Scripture as the only Standard of
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should be shewn against heresies, than against ordinary immoral

ities: the wonder will presently cease, if the case be but rightly

stated. Ask, whether one that commits fornication, or one that

teaches and inculcates it as lawful practice, is the wickeder man?

Here the case is plain, that the heretic who takes pains to spread

such dissolute doctrine, and to debauch the principles of the age,

is incomparably a viler man than he that barely perpetrates the

sin. So then it must be allowed, that an heretic in morality is

infinitely a greater sinner than one who through his lusts and

passions merely leads an immoral life.

So as to faith, ask, whether a man that perverts any material

article, either carelessly or through some prejudice, but lets it go

no further, or one that does the same thing, and then takes

upon him to teach and inculcate the erroneous doctrine to others;

I say, ask which of the two is the wickeder man : The latter,

undoubtedly. He is the heretic in teaching and patronizing a

corruption of faith, while the other who corrupts it only for

himself is no formal heretic, as I conceive, in strict propriety of

speech", though not a good man. Thus, while we compare an

heretic in morality with a man merely immoral; or an heretic in

faith with a man that is merely a misbeliever; it is obvious to

perceive, that there is much greater malignity in those that

teach or espouse what they ought not, than in those that merely

believe wrong, or do wrong: because the leaders and abettors

of any ill thing diffuse the mischief all around; the other let it

die with them. Thus far, I presume, is plain and clear.

After thus comparing kind with kind, let us next take them,

as it were, across, and compare the heretic in faith with an in

moral man, in the common sense of the word. We will allow,

that an heretic in matters of mere revelation is not so bad a

man, generally speaking, as an heretic in morality; but still he

may be a much worse man, or, to speak plainer, may do a great

Faith is one of those wonderers, (p.

40.) But he entirely mistakes the

case, opposing imperfection in know

ledge, which is !. soft name for

heresy, to imperfection in practice:

whereas heresy is not barely imper
fection in knowledge, but it is evil

practice ; , for spreading pernicious

doctrines is a fault in the conduct of

life. Therefore the opposition lies

between one evil practice and another,

and the question is, which is worst.

e Qui sententiam suam, quamvis

falsam atque perversam, nulla perti

naci animositate defendunt, praesertim

quam non audacia præsumptionis

sua pepererunt, sed a seductis atque

in errorem lapsis parentibus accepe

runt; quaerunt autem cauta solicitu

dine veritatem, corrigi parati cuin in

venerint, nequaquam sunt inter ha re

ticos deputandi. Augustin. Epist.

xliii. p. 88. ed. Benedict.
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deal more mischief by his doctrine, than the immoral man may

do by his example. For besides his propagating dangerous

errors, subverting souls, it is further to be considered, that he

sets himself up as a rical teacher, in opposition to the faithful

ministers of Christ: he weakens their hands, frustrates their

pious labours, perverts their flocks, lessens their esteem in the

eyes of their people, gives the common enemy a handle to insult

and blaspheme, raises a kind of flame and war in the Church,

and remotely administers to all immorality and dissoluteness of

manners, by taking off the influence of the best instructions of

their more knowing and more edifying guides. These are no

slight mischiefs, but great, and wide, and often of long continu

ance, and in several respects irreparableſ. Therefore let it not

be thought strange, if the most holy and excellent men have

ever expressed the greatest detestation of all attempts of that

kind. Scarcely is a man excusable for advancing even a truth,

to the detriment of public peace, if it be of a slight nature, not

worth the contending for, or such as might innocently be drop

ped: but to advance falsehoods, (and in points very material,

tending to create infinite disturbances here, as well as to betray

many to perdition hereafter ; these are crimes unpardonable, if

the authors see what they do ; and if they do not, yet their guilt

remains, if they might see, and will not. However, the nature

and quality of the thing is not altered by their seeing or not

seeing: for heresy is still heresy, though a man intends well, as

much as persecution is still persecution, though a person thinks

and believes that he does God serrice in it. Let it not therefore

be imagined, that false teachers are to be numbered among the

smaller offenders, or that they are not, generally speaking, the

greatest of sinners. Accordingly, we find our blessed Lord

never shewed a keener resentment against any men whatever,

f Mr. Bayle describes it thus: “I

“do not know where we can find out

“crimes which are not of a less hein

“ous nature than that of rending the

“mystical body of Jesus Christ, that

“ spouse which he has redeemed with

“his blood, that mother which begets

“us to God, which nourishes us with

“ the milk of that wisdom which is

“without guile, which leads us to

“everlasting bliss. What fouler

“crime can we think of, than rebel

“ling against such a mother, than

“defaming her all the world over,

“endeavouring to stir up her children

“against her, tearing them from her

“bosom by millions, to drag them,

“as much as in us lies, into everlast

“ing flames, them and their posterity

“from generation to generation 2

“Where can we find the first-rate

“high treason against the divine

“Majesty, unless in instances of this

“kind?” Supplem. to Philosoph.

Commentary, pref. p. 517.
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than against false prophetsk, or those who taught false doctrinesh

in opposition to dicine truths. I interpret false prophets so as to

include false teachers, such at least as corrupt sound doctrine in

any fundamental article: and so Grotius and Hammond inter

pret, like judicious and knowing men. But Dr. Whitby, dis

liking that construction, advances some odd speculations of his

own to pervert the true meaning of the texts. He pleads that

all false teachers, all that assert any thing wrong, are not in

cluded. Perhaps not: but yet all that manifestly pervert the

faith in any great degree may be included notwithstanding;

yea, and must be, by parity of reason. He pretends it to be

ridiculous, to judge of false teachers by false doctrines. But

how can we judge better of a false teacher, than by the falsehood

of what he teaches : It is the very rule which St. John lays

down k, and so does St. Paul'; which might have deterred any

considering man from calling it ridiculous. Besides, in the very

reason of the thing, what rule could be pitched upon either

surer or wiser 2 False teachers would pretend extraordinary

endowments of learning perhaps, or sanctity, or piety, and an

affectionate concern for the happiness of those whom they

should address themselves to : but they might be detected by

their fruitsin. For if their doctrine should be found contrary to

the doctrine of Christ, that is conciction at once, and all their

glozing pretences are worth nothing. They are false prophets,

because their doctrines are false: what can be a plainer proof

of it? Neither is it any objection to this, that our Lord after

wards speaks of doing the will of his Father, and of working

iniquity: for maintaining the truth is doing God's will; and

corrupting or resisting it, is working iniquity. Therefore let

* Matt. viii. 15. xxiv. 24. Mark xiii.

22. Compare Acts xx. 29, 30. See

Grotius and Hammond on Matt. vii.

I5.

* Matt. xv. 4.—9.

* Whitby on Matt. vii. 15.

* I John iv. 2, 3, 2 John 9, 10, 11.

! I Cor. xii. 3.

" "Apa ye ex rôv Kapítów airów

émiyvóorea 6e atroës. iravă plew otv kai

aira Ka8 €avrá rà. 8vorayń kai trappi

apa 66-yptara Töv oiketov erruðelčat Taré

pa: čk yap roi, kaprow, qinori, rö 8&v

ôpov yuáorkerau. Theodorit. Haeret.

Fab, lib. iii. p. 226.

WATERLAND, vol. III.

Sed quid ait Salvator? Er fructi

bus eorum cognoscetis eos, id est, cum

coeperint divinas illas voces non jam

proferre tantum, sed etiam exponere,

nec adhuc jactare solum, sed etiam

interpretari; tunc amaritudo illa, tunc

acerbitas, tunc rabies intelligetur, tunc

novitium virus exhalabitur, tunc pro

phanae novitates aperientur, tunc pri

mum scindi sepem videas, tunc trans

ferri patrum terminos, tunc catholicam

fidem caedi, tunc ecclesiasticum dog

malacerari. Vincent. Lirinens. Com

monit. cap. 36.

1 i
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this be included at least among other bad fruits, other works of

iniquity; for it is properly such. Dr. Whitby pretends further,

that false prophets is not a name for false teachers at large, or for

heretics: that appears to be his meaning. But yet certain it is

from the New Testament, and from some of the texts which he

himself produces, that it is. St. Peter makes the name of false

prophets equivalent to that of false teachers, who should bring in

damnable heresiesm. And St. John gives the name of false

prophets" to the heretics of his time; namely, to the Docetae, and

Cerinthians, and others of like stamp, as I have partly observed

already, and shall more fully shew in a succeeding chapter.

Therefore it is right to interpret the false prophets which our

Lord speaks of, in such a sense as to include all heretics, all false

teachers, who in any grievous manner, or degree, should pervert

the Gospel of Christ. And so the primitive Fathers interpret

our Lord's words”.

As our Lord himself made use of a particular sharpness of

expression against false teachers, or heretics, so also did his Apo

stles after him. St. Paul has done it very often against those

grievous wolves, (as he calls them,) which may appear in some

measure from what has been cited above: I shall only refer to

some noted textsp to avoid prolixity; but observing also in

passing, that though St. Paul delivered an immoral man over to

Satanq for his incontinence, yet he did not use so strong an

expression as anathema, or accursed, which he pronounced upon

heretics". St. Peter is exceeding tart against some false teachers

of his dayss, who “privily brought in damnable heresies, even

“denying the Lord that bought them.” They also taught men

to sit loose from all decent rule and order, and, under pretence

of Christian liberty, to run riot in luxury and dissolute behaviour.

They were heretics in morality as well as in faith, and of the

worst kind; and therefore what is said of them is not applicable

to other false teachers in the same degree, but in proportion to

m 2 Pet. ii. I. iii. praef. p. 225.

n 1 John iv. 1. P Acts xx. 29, 30. Rom. xvi. 17,

o Justin Martyr. Dialog. p. 100, 18. Gal. i. 8, 9. v. Io, 12. 1 Tim. i.

IoI, 249. edit. Jebb. alias 208, 316. 19, 20. iv. 1, 2, 3... vi. 3, 4, 5. 2 Tim.

Thirlby. Tertullian. Praescript. c. iv. ii. 16, 17, 18. 2 Tim. iii. 1–9. Tit. i.

xliv. Cyrill. Hierosol. Catech. iv. 1. Io-16. iii. 10, 11.

Hieronym. in Matt. vii. 15. xxiv. 24. q 1 Cor. v. 5.

Athanas. ad Episc. AEgypti et Lib. p. r Gal. i. 8, 9.

27o, 272. Theodorit.#. Fab. 1. * 2 Pet. ii. 1, 2, 3.
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the malignity of their respeetive heresy. The Nicolaitans, I

suppose, were the men whom St. Peter pointed tot. I hinted

that they were heretics in faith, because their doctrine, relating

to God and Christ, was much the same with that of Cerinthus,

as Irenaeus testifies of them": and thus we may easily under

stand why St. Peter says of them, that they “denied the Lord

“ that bought them.” St. Jude expresses himself with uncommon

warmth against the same false teachers, whom St. Peter had

before censured x. St. John, who was all love, and meekness,

and charity, yet severely lashes the heretics of his times, either

such as denied Christ's humanity, or such as impugned his

divinity; which I shall shew in due time and place. The names

which he bestows upon them are as follows; antichristsy, liars”,

seducers", false prophets", deceiverse. He scrupled not to go

wandering upon the mountains in quest of a wicked robber, a

captain of a gang, in order to recover him to Christ; and he

did recover himd: but with the heretic Cerinthus, a corrupter

of the truth, he would not stay under the same roofe: by which

it may appear, how much he detested heresies above common

immoralities. His disciple Ignatius, an apostolical man, was ex

actly of the same sentiments. “ For,” says he, (speaking of

them that commit adultery, and the like,) “they that corrupt

“ (debauch) families, shall not inherit the kingdom of God: there

“fore, if they who do such things according to the flesh, perish ;

“how much more he, who by his pernicious doctrine corrupts

“ that divine faith, for the which Jesus Christ was crucified

“Such a man so defiled shall go into fire unquenchable; and so

“ also shall he that hearkens unto himf.” See from hence how

this holy Bishop, soon after a martyr, abominated heresies

beyond even great immoralities, as being of more diffusive and

more lasting malignity, and not destroying men's bodies, but

subverting their souls. His scholar Polycarp, another eminent

* Vid. Buddaeus Eccles. Apostol. d Euseb. E. H. lib. iii. c. 23. Clem.

. 6oo. Alex. p. 959. ed. Ox.

* Iren. lib. iii. cap. 11. Conf. Bud- e See above, p. 469.

daeus Eccles. Apostol. p. 367, 383, f of oikoq6ópot BagiNetav Geot, où

o6. k\mpovopºfforovow' ei oivoi karū orápka

* Vid. Buddaeus Eccles. Apostol. Taira iſpáorgovres diréðavov, Tóorº uſi\

p. 594. Aov čāv trio ruveeow ev kaki, Štěaoka)\ig

y 1 John ii. 18, 22. iv. 3. 2 John 7. q6eipm, intep fis’Imaoûs Xptotôs orrav

* I John ii. 22. pó6m ; 6 rototros guttapos yewówevos,

a I John ii. 26. els to trip to do Searov xophores, Öpioios

b 1 John iv. 1. kai droëwv attoo. Ignat. ad Ephes. c.

• 2 John 7. 16.

1 i 2
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Bishop of those times, was a man of exemplary severity against

all kinds of sinners, but against none so much as against Marcion,

a noted heretic, whom he calls the first-born of Satang. I shall

mention but one authority more, the very pious and holy St.

Cyprian, of the third century. He argues the point at length,

that a heretic is a much wickeder man than one that lapsed into

idolatry under persecution. He states the comparison to this

effect: “This is a worse crime than that which the lapsers may

“seem to have committed, who yet do a severe penance for

“ their crime, and implore the mercy of God by a long and

“ plenary satisfaction. The one seeks to the Church, and

“humbly entreats her favour, the other resists the Church, and

“ proclaims open war against her. The one has the excuse of

“ necessity, the other is retained by his own wilfulness only.

“He that lapses only hurts himself; but he that endeavours to

“make a heresy or schism, draws many after him. Here is

“ only the loss of one soul; but there a multitude are endangered.

“The lapser is sensible that he has done amiss, and therefore

“mourns and lanents for it: but the other proudly swells in

“his crime, pleases himself in his misconduct, divides the

“children from their mother, draws away the sheep from the

“pastor, and disturbs the sacraments of God: and whereas a

“ lapser sins but once, the other sins dailyh.”

From the authorities I have given, it may abundantly appear

that Christ and his Apostles, and their followers, have, in a very

distinguishing manner, expressed their abhorrence of false pro

phets, false apostles, false teachers; that is to say, of heretics, and

their open favourers or abettors. It is true, there may be great

difference between heresy and heresy; and what is said of heresies

in general is not applicable in the same measure or degree to

every heresy in particular, but in proportion only : in the mean

while however it is evident, that heresy is not a thing of slight

moment, but a crime of the first magnitude, if understood to

mean the espousing of false doctrines, tending to corrupt either

faith or morals in any considerable instances. But I suppose,

they who think lightly of it, mean only some ignorant or careless

& Polycarpus Marcioni aliquando

occurrunti sibi et dicenti, cognoscis

nos ? Respondit, cognosco te primo

genitum Satanae. Tantum Apostoli et

horum discipuli habuerunt timorem,

ut nec verbo communicarent alicui

eorum qui adulteraverant veritatem.

Iren. lib. iii. c. 3. Conf. Euseb. E. H.

lib. iv. c. 14. The like is observed

of Justin and Irenaeus, by Ittigius

Histor. Eccles. Saec. ii. p. 91.

h Cyprian. de Unitat. Eccl. p. 117.
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mistake in judgment, which a man keeps to himself, and disturbs

not the world with: which indeed does not amount to heresy,

(as I have more than once said,) does not make a heretic. Heresy

lies not merely in the inward thought, but in the overt acts,

either teaching pernicious doctrines, or supporting and encourag

ing them that do. Heresy so considered is evil doingi, and is

condemned among the works of the fleshk. So then, instead of

saying, that a wicked life is the worst heresy, which is scarce sense,

I should choose rather to say, what is both sense and truth, (gene

rally speaking,) that a life of heresy is a most wicked life: it is join

ing with Satan and his emissaries, in a formed opposition to God

and his Church, is complicated impiety and immorality.

III. But it will be pleaded further, that such as teach false

doctrines may be very sincere; and their sincerity will be their

protection before the awful tribunal, or however ought to screen

them from censure here. But it behoves us to consider well of

this so sovereign a preservative, that we may not trust too far

to it; because if it should fail at last, there is nothing then left

to depend on. Sincerity, I observe, is a very equivocal ambigu

ous term, used in more senses than one: and therefore, before

I enter deeper into the subject, I would distinguish it into

two kinds. 1. Sincerity, as opposed to hypocrisy and pretence.

2. Sincerity, as opposed to prejudice and partiality. There is no

discoursing clearly upon the point, without attending carefully

to this distinction. Next then let us examine how the present

question about the iniquity of teaching false doctrines, or the

justice of censuring them, is at all affected by what is pleaded of

the sincerity of the teachers, taking sincerity either in this or

in that sense.

1. Consider we, first, sincerity, as opposed to hypocrisy and

pretence. Suppose the teachers of false doctrine to be verily

persuaded in their minds and consciences, that such their doctrine

is true, and their conduct right, and that they ought to teach it:

this is bringing the matter to the case of an erroneous conscience,

upon our present supposition, that their doctrine is false, and

ours true. Well then, what does an erroneous conscience amount

to ; Will it justify men in evil practices: or is it sufficient to

bear them out against censure from others? No, by no means.

Time was, when many thought it their duty to kill Christ's

i 2 John II. k Gal. v. 20.
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disciples; they believed it to be doing God service': and yet

nobody can doubt but those sincere men so far were guilty of

murder, and no one can think it an hard censure upon them to

declare so. St. Paul in particular, before his conversion, “verily

“ thought with himself, that he ought to do many things contrary

“ to the name of Jesus m:” and yet how often did he afterwards

condemn himself as a sinner, for doing those very things; be

cause indeed he had done wickedly, in persecuting the truth, in

persecuting the Church of God, when he might have been better

informed. The like may be said, when men sincerely deny and

oppose the important truths of the Gospel, and by their heresies

give great disturbance, and do infinite mischief to God's Church.

Their being verily persuaded that truth is on their side, or that

they are doing right, if it maybe somewhat of excuse as a mitigating

circumstance, yet is no justification of their conduct, before God

or man. They are impugners of divine truths notwithstanding,

and subverters of souls; and therefore condemned by God, and

liable to all such censures from man, as Scripture ordains in case

of heresy. So then, sincerity, in the first sense of the word, as

opposed to guile, or hypocrisy, is of no avail in this matter. It

changes not the nature of things, nor the rules of conduct: we

are as much obliged to admonish, to avoid, to reject a man that

thus sincerely corrupts the faith, and seduces common Christians,

as the man that does it in guile, and against his own conscience:

because indeed, though the iniquity may not be altogether so

great, yet iniquity it is ; and because the mischief, either way,

is the same, and it is our bounden duty to guard against it. I

must further add, that Scripture mentions a case of God’s send

ing upon men “strong delusion,” in the way of judicial infatu

ation, “that they should believe a lien,” and “ that they all

“might be damned who believe not the truth, but have pleasure

“in unrighteousness.” Now, by the rule of sincerity, (in this

first sense,) even such abandoned creatures as the Apostle there

speaks of might plead not guilty, as teaching nothing but what

they really believe, nothing which they condemn themselves for, or

conceive to be false. They teach and propagate lies, but they

believe them to be true all the while. There is no uncharitable

ness in judging", that all who propagate Deism and infidelity in

! John xvi. 2. • John iii. 19. 2 Cor. iv. 3, 4.

"Acts xxvi. 9. Heb. x. 26–31. 2 Pet. ii. 20, 21,

* 2 Thess. ii. 11, 12. 22.
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a Christian country (renouncing their baptism) are under such

judicial blindness, if they really believe the lies which they are

so industrious to spread: and their pretended sincerity, in that

case, is no alleviation of their crime, but the worst symptom of

it. Therefore sincerity in this sense, as signifying only believing

what one teaches, can scarce amount to a telerable plea by itself,

since it is what may be found in men of a seared conscience and

a reprobate mind.

2. Let us next consider the second sense of sincerity, as op

posed to prejudice and partiality, and see whether, or how far,

that alters the case, more than the other. But here a difficulty .

occurs at the first mention of it; how will it be proved 2 I do

not say merely to other men, but how will it be proved to a

man's self? If a man pleads his sincerity in this case, he ought

to know that he has it, or he does but trifle with himself and

others. He is to prove that he has no prepossession, no bias, no

leaning to a side: he is to prove that he has used all due dili

gence in looking out for evidence; that neither haste, nor sloth,

nor impatience has hindered: he is to prove, that he has used all

proper care and exactness in comparing and balancing the reasons

and arguments on both sides: in short, he is to prove, that he

has neither designedly nor carelessly left out any thing in the ac

count, nor at length made a conclusion upon any other view, or

motive, but that reason and truth so required : for submitting

to reason, without any bias, that is sincerity. When he has

proved this, he has proved himself sincere, and then he is justi

fied. But I humbly conceive, that the shorter and plainer way

would be to say, that he has examined the question, weighed the

reasons, and thereupon finds that his judgment is right and well

grounded, and therefore he abides by it: for that is what the

whole comes to ; and so the proof of our sincerity, in this second

sense of the word, resolves at length into the merits of the main

cause. He that has reason on his side, (I except the case of

unavoidable incapacity,) he is the sincere man: for if any person

jumps to a conclusion without premises, or lays more weight upon

it than his reasons will support; it is plain that there is some

thing besides reason, which sways him, and which determines

him. Be it warmth of temper, be it weariness and impatience,

be it partial fondness for novelty, be it what it will; if it is not

reason, it is prejudice and partiality, (I except against un

avoidable incapacity,) and the man is not sincere in the strict
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sense; which yet is the only sense that can be at all to the pur

pose. One might say then to such a person who pleads his sin

cerity, prove it, and we admit of it: sincerity without reasons to

prove it is a dead sincerity. And we may here apply what St.

James says in another case, with a very little change: “Shew

“me thy sincerity without thy reasons, and I will shew thee my

“sincerity by my reasons.” He that proves his point best proves

his sincerity. There is no other way for it, unless a man will

plead ignorance or incapacity; and then why is he confident?

The sum therefore of all is, that the question about sincerity

resolves at length into the main question in debate, and is to be

decided by it. There might seem at first hearing to be some

thing in the plea of sincerity; and indeed, taking it in the first

sense, it might be certainly known to a man's self, if it could be

of any service to him in the cause: but it is a point acknowledged

on all hands, that a man's being thus sincerely a sinner does not

make him a saint. As to sincerity in the latter sense, that would

be of service to us, if it could be provedp; but to prove it, is the

same as to prove that truth and reason are on our side; that we

are clear in the matter, and go upon sure grounds. So then, the

pleading sincerity, in the present case, is only fetching a compass,

to come round about again to the place where we set out. For

all turns at last upon this; who has the best reasons to support

his persuasion? If they who oppose the doctrine of the Trinity

teach false and pernicious doctrine, and it can be proved upon

them, we are right in condemning them, and in refusing commu

nion with them. We have no occasion to inquire into their sin

cerity; which, in whatever sense we take it, is an insignificant

plea, and such as ought to be thrown out on both sides,

serving only for amusement, diverting them from the business

in hand.

It was upon these or the like considerations that I took occa

sion to say formerly: “We have nothing to do to inquire after

“your sincerity, of which God is Judge. Neither civil judica

“tures nor ecclesiastical courts ever proceed upon that bottom.

“Our business is, not to consider the sincerity of the men, but

“the nature, quality, and tendency of the doctrine. There have

“been sincere Photinians, sincere Samosatenians, sincere Sa

“bellians, sincere Papists, sincere Jews and Mahometans.

P See Rogers's Discourse of the Invisible Church. p. 22, 23. 3rd edition.

Rogers's Review, p. 109.
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“And indeed, what sects are there that have not sincere men

“amongst themq " To which I may now briefly add, that all

sects have many who are sincere in the first sense of the word,

and have some, probably, in the second sense also, but known to

God only, who alone can judge how far their prejudices are in

superable, or their ignorance unavoidable. I was willing to repeat

here what I had asserted in another place, because there is a

gentleman to whom this plain doctrine has appeared not a little

surprising". And thereupon he has been pleased to ask, “Is

“ the Doctor willing to be responsible, at last, for the nature,

“quality, and tendency of all his notions?" To which I answer,

willing or not willing, every man is responsible, at last, for the

doctrines he teaches. And if they are false and pernicious,

(unless the error were unavoidable,) they fall under the same

condemnation with those idle words, of which account must be

given at the day of judgments. But, that I also may ask a

question in my turn, is that gentleman willing to be responsible

for his sincerity, that is to say, for his impartiality in every

view, free from all biases or prejudices 2 Or is he sure that he

has no culpable neglects, no precipitation of judgment to charge

himself with ? When he can be able to say, he knows he has not,

I presume I may as reasonably say, I know what the nature,

quality, and tendency of a doctrine is: and I conceive, this is a

much surer and safer rule to judge by, than what he proposes.

A well grounded assurance must be had, either of our own strict

sincerity and unprejudiced reason, or else of the truth and justice

of what we espouse. Now, I conceive, in the general, it is much

easier to come at the latter, than at the former, nay, and that

the natural and regular process is to prove the former by the

latter. The gentleman asks further, “Is it impossible for him

“to be mistaken in any of his inquiries into truth?” I know, it

is very possible for frail and fallible men to be mistaken in what

they say, though not in what they prove ; and therefore one

would take care to advance nothing as of moment to be believed,

but upon clear and sure grounds, such as the reason of mankind

ought to submit to. But this I shall say more to under another

head. However, to return him a question, as before: Is it im

possible for him to be mistaken (or rather, is it not very natural and

easy for him to mistake) in judging of his sincerity ? I under

* Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 388. r Reply to Mr. P. C.’s Letter, p. 52.

s Matt. xii. 36.
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stand it in the sense of impartiality, the only sense pertinent

to the cause in hand. It is further asked ; “May not some

“things which he has, or however shall hereafter advance, differ,

“ in some sort, from the ideas in the divine Mind?” Here the

terms, some things, shall hereafter, and in some sort, are so obscure

and indefinite, that there is no returning a definitive answer, more

than this; that what God has revealed concerning the Trinity

is, no doubt, agreeable to the divine Mind: and that is all that

we contend for, appealing to Scripture for it. However, here

again, I presume, we can be at least as sure that our doctrine

answers the ideas of the divine Mind, as we can be that our sin

cerity is such as God sees no flaws in. So the question returns;

which method may we best trust to which is the surest and

safest rule to judge by ? By a man's knowing himself perfectly,

or by his knowing the truth of things?

The author proceeds to tell us, that sincerity is a proper thing

to be inquired after in such cases, and that civil judicatures at

least do it, when any person is arraigned. But do they ever

inquire whether the person arraigned might believe it lawful to

steal in case of necessity, or might judge it his duty to affront

the government, or to talk treason against the crown : If the

plea of sincerity were to be admitted in such cases, it would never

fail to be pleaded : we should then have new employment for

juries, to sit upon men's hearts; and the verdict, of course, would

be brought in for the criminal, unless he were weak enough to

confess malice prepense, and that he acted against conscience.

The law of the land, and the law of common sense too, has

taken a shorter, wiser way, which is to presume that when a

man has done an ill thing, he either knew that it was evil, or else

ought to have known it. Ignorantia juris non eacusat delictum,

is, I think, the fundamental maxim they go upon. Every man

is obliged to know his duty; and it is at his own peril, if he

mistakes the law he is to be judged byt. What room then is

t Mr. Bayle, in few words, well

illustrates this article. “There is good

“reason for not excusing an ignorance

“ of right at human tribunals: for

“ though it may possibly happen that

“a man is honestly and innocently ig

“norant of what the laws of the land

“ ordain; yet as the judges cannot

“discern whether he speaks sincerely

“ or no, they cannot take up with his

“excuse, for fear of the disorders

“which might happen upon it; since a

“world of malefactors and disturbers

“of the public peace might make use

“ of the same justification. Therefore,

“to prevent a general evil, they will

“make no exception to this general

“ rule, Ignorantia juris non excusat.

“This may possibly be unjust and

“veryj upon particular persons;
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there for the plea of sincerity ? But the gentleman observes, that

the “characters of such as are impeached are often inquired into,

“ and have great weight.” Yes, in order to judge whether they

are guilty of the fact, and how far it was designed and wilful.

But, I believe, if it should appear that the offender transgressed

upon principle, and persisted in it, not sensible of any fault, but

taking upon him to be wiser than the laws or the court, and to

correct his judges, such sincerity so pleaded would be so far from

alleviating the crime, or mitigating the sentence, that it would

do just the reverse: and the court would be obliged to judge

according to the nature, and quality, and tendency of the fact

committed, and not by the mistaken sentiments of the person

arraigned. I return therefore to what I before said, that in the

question which concerns our behaviour towards the impugners

of the Christian faith, we have nothing to do to consider the

sincerity of the men, but the quality of their doctrine. As to

the rest, God is Judge: and he will make all reasonable and

merciful allowances for unavoidable failings.

But is it not hard and severe censure, (may some say,) to

condemn those sincere men who mean as honestly as we can do,

and to make their guilt the ground of renouncing communion

with themu ? I answer: this is not a fair representation. That

they are as sincere as we are in one sense, as believing what they

teach, we admit; and it is nothing to the purpose: that they

are sincere, as it signifies impartial, is the point to be tried; and

it depends upon the issue of the main cause. In the mean while,

we make not their guilt the formal cause of condemning them,

but their corrupt doctrine, which indeed generally carries guilt

with it, but more or less according to the circumstances and

capacities of the persons. Therefore we say not how deep their

guilt is; of that God is judge: but this we say, that we should

ourselves be guilty in a very high degree, if we either taught

such doctrines, or did not fully and plainly condemn them, refus

ing communion with such as openly and resolutely espouse them.

“but it is necessary to sacrifice some

“thing to the good of society.

“This is undoubtedly the reason

“why human tribunals admit no ex

“cuse upon an ignorance of right :

“but let us beware imagining that

“God proceeds by the same reason:

“ as he is the Searcher of hearts, he

“knows most assuredly, whether such

“ or such a person be under an invin

“cible ignorance of right; and if he

“be, absolves him as freely as if the

“ignorance were only of fact.” Bayle,

Supplem. to Philosoph. Comment. p.

589, 590. Compare Rogers's Review

&c. p. Io.4.

u See Sober and Charitable Disqui

sition, p. 14, 23, 39, 40, 42, 44, 47.
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What we do in this case is not so properly damning others, not

passing any peremptory judgment of their final estate, (to their

own Master they stand or fall,) but it is conscientiously dis

charging a weighty trust, cautiously providing, first, for our own

salvation, and next for the salvation also of as many as we have

any concern with. If our adversaries be honest and conscientious,

so much the better for them, and we heartily wish they may be

found such before the high tribunal. We approve of what Sal

vian very mildly and tenderly says, in respect to this very case,

so far as concerns all that conscientiously, and in the integrity

of their hearts, differ from us: “They are heretics, but do not

“know that they are so. In short, they are heretics in our judg

“ment, not so in their own : for they esteem themselves such

“good Catholics, that they even throw upon us the infamous

“charge of heresy. Such therefore as they are to us, we are to

“ them. We know assuredly that they are injurious to the dicine

“generation of the Son of God, in making him inferior to the

“Father: they, on the other hand, think us injurious to the

“Father in believing them both equal. Truth is on our side;

“but they presume it is on theirs. We in reality honour God;

“but they think their opinion does him most honour. They are

“indeed undutiful to God, but this they esteem a great duty of

“religion. They are impious, but they believe it true piety.

“They err therefore, but they err with an honest mind: not out

“ of any hatred to God, but with affection to him, designing

“thereby to honour and shew their love to the Lord. Though

“they have not the right faith, yet they think they have a per

“fect lore of God. How they shall be punished, at the day of

“judgment, for this their error of a false persuasion, no one can

“know, except the Judgex.” Thus far we can go in our charity

towards them : but our charitable dispositions towards their

persons ought never to bribe us to think favourably of their

principles, or move us to desert the proper defence of Gospel

truths, or hinder us from declaring that the corrupting the faith

of Christ is in its own nature a wicked thing, is detestable

practice.

It will not be improper here to make mention of a noted and

useful distinction of sin or wickedness, into material and formal;

one conceived to go along with the matter of the transgression

* Salvian. de Gubernat. Dei, p. 100.
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considered in the abstract, the other conceived to make the

person formally a transgressor and a wicked man. I dare not

say, that every one who openly maintains the worst part of

Popéry, or Judaism, or Mahometism, is formally a wicked man :

I know not how far incincible ignorance, or unavoidable incapa

city, or unconquerable prejudices, (owing, suppose, to education,

or to a degree of enthusiasm, or other particular circumstances,)

may be pleadable in his favour: but still, after all the most

candid allowances that can be made, I should not scruple to

censure his opinions as wicked, (materially considered,) his doc

trines impious, and his attempts to propagate them cile and

erecrable. They are truly so in the nature of the thing, ab

stracted from the circumstances of the person: and to a man

that has the full and free use of his faculties, and opportuni

ties suitable, they are crimes of the first magnitude, and ought

to be censured as such. The gentlemen with whom I am now

debating this point will not scruple to declare as much, with

respect to the doctrine of persecution, and they are very severe

against St. Pauly for practising upon it, though he was, in one

sense, perfectly sincere, honest, and pious” (so far as concerned

his then present sentiments) in what he did. He went upon

the doctrine of the Old Testament, in relation to false prophets

and blasphemers, was right in his general principle, but wrong in

the application. He acted not out of enry, malice, or other

secular motives, like the Jews who crucified Christ: a new case

happened which he had not considered so well as he might: he

was so over-officious to do his presumed duty, that he stayed

not to examine strictly whether it was duty or no ; so eager

and impatient to serve God, in his way, that he considered not

whether it was really serving him, or the contrary. This appears

to have been his case; and a pitiable case it was. I question

whether the corrupters of the Christian faith, many of them,

could claim for themselves so fair an apology. Yet St. Paul

was to blame, because the thing was evil in itself, and by the

use of due care he might have known it. The same I say of

sincere teachers of bad doctrines: the thing is evil in itself,

and, generally speaking, they may, by a right use of their

faculties, know that it is so. But whether they may or may

y Vindication of Mr. Nation’s Ser- z P.C.’s Letter to the Author of the

mon, p.35, &c. Reply to P. C.’s Let- Vindication, p. 38, &c. Rogers's Visi

ter, p. 4o, &c. ble and Invisible Church, p. 24, 25.
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not, it concerns us not to inquire : it is enough for us that their

doctrine is false and dangerous, tending to subvert the Gospel of

Christ.

IV. But it will be further objected, that we all along take for

granted that our doctrines are true, and theirs false ; and why

are we so confident in this matter, unless we think ourselves

infallible 2 The author of Sober and Charitable Disquisition is

pleased to intimate, that though we will not own ourselves infal

lible, yet in fact we acow it a. He endeavours to prove the

charge thus; “In the point in which you are certain, you are

“ infallible, and wherein you pretend to be certain, you do equally

“pretend to infallibility: for certainty is, cui non potest subesse

“falsum. You must have evidence for a point in which you

“pretend to be certain, not only to put the matter out of doubt,

“but enough to assure you a mistake is impossible. I am infal

“libly certain two and two are four—it must be, and cannot be

“otherwise; without such evidence there is no certainty: and

“where error is impossible, there is infallibility". Nor can I see

“ that any thing short of downright infallibility can justify the

“behaviour, (of the Trinitarians,) if that can. But to disclaim

“ infallibility in words, and claim it in fact, is too common a

“practice, though no very commendable one c. It is question

“able whether either side have such evidence as will justify

“ them in thinking a mistake impossible; without which there

“is no proper certainty; and if there be not, there is room for

“mutual charity and forbearanced.”

I do not think it kind or fair in this instance, to bring in the

word infallibility, where it has plainly nothing to do, only to

throw an oblique reflection upon some persons who are far from

deserving it: that is not a sober or a charitable method of debate.

The sum of his argument, when the colours are taken off, is no

more than this; that if we have not demonstration, as clear as in

mathematics or metaphysics, on our side of the question, we ought

not to insist upon it so far as to make it a term of communion.

Now, suppose we should say we have, (though we say no such

thing,) yet would that be what the world has been used to call

claiming infallibility, or pretending to be infallible? Would it not

be very wrong to say, that a man pretends to be infallible, only

because he is very certain that the propositions in Euclid are

* Sober and Charitable Disquisition, |. 37.
* Ibid. p. 37. • Ibid. p. 39. d Ibid. p. 38.
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infallibly true : Such an unmanly playing with words is unbe

coming in any cause, much more in this. The infallibility of

science, resting upon the nature of things, and the supposed

truth of our rational faculties, is quite another thing from per

sonal infallibility supposed to be an extraordinary gift from

heaven, to a pope, or a council, or to a church at large. Things

so distinct ought not to have been confounded. Whatever cer

tainty we pretend to, we rest it entirely upon the proofs we

produce, for the world to judge of, and not upon any personal

endowments. How foreign therefore, and beside the mark,

must it appear, to speak of our pretending to be infallible / In

deed, the Papists have a hundred times told us, that we can

have no proper certainty without infallibility: and if that were

true, there is an end of the Reformation at once. The ground

and basis upon which the Protestant name stands, and without

which it would sink instantly, is, that there may be a proper

certainty in matters of faith, doctrine, and discipline, without

infallibility. They that endeavour to sap this true principle,

undermine the foundation upon which we rest, and betray the

clearest and best cause in the world, to Papists on one hand, and

to sceptics on the other. I take this matter to be of exceeding

great moment, and therefore shall not scruple the pains of consi

dering it at large. I shall first represent the answers which have

been given to the objection, (as urged by Papists,) in the words

of our judicious Chillingworth : and I shall next consider what

answer may be proper to give to the same objection, in the main,

as dressed up anew by adversaries from another quarter.

1. Mr. Chillingworth writes thus: “Though we pretend not

“to certain means of not erring in interpreting all Scripture,

“ particularly such places as are obscure and ambiguous, yet this,

“methinks, should be no impediment, but that we may have

“ certain means of not erring in and about the sense of those

“ places which are so plain and clear that they need no inter

“preters: and in such we say our faith is contained. If you

“ask me, how I can be sure that I know the true meaning of

“ these places? I ask you again, can you be sure that you un

“derstand what I or any man else says —God be thanked that

“we have sufficient means to be certain enough of the truth of

“our faith: but the privilege of not being in possibility of erring,

“that we challenge not, because we have as little reason as you

“to do so, and you have none at all. If you ask, seeing we
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“may possibly err, how can we be assured we do not * I ask you

“again, seeing your eyesight may deceive you, how can you be

“sure you see the sun when you do see ite? A pretty sophism

“That whosoever possibly may err, cannot be certain that he

“doth not err. A judge may possibly err in judgment, can he

“ therefore never have assurance that he hath judged right: A

“traceller may possibly mistake his way, must I therefore be

“doubtful whether I am in the right way from my hall to my

“chamber 2 or can our London carrier have no certainty, in the

“middle of the day, when he is sober and in his wits, that he is

“in the way to London : These, you see, are right worthy con

“sequences, and yet they are as like to your own, as an egg to

“an egg, or milk to milk f.

“Methinks, so subtle a man as you are should easily appre

“hend a wide difference between authority to do a thing, and

“ infallibility in doing it. The former, the Doctor, together

“with the Article of the Church of England, attributeth to the

“Church, nay, to particular churches, and I subscribe to his

“opinion: that is, an authority of determining controversies of

“faith, according to plain and evident Scripture and universal

“tradition; and infallibility, while they proceed according to

“ this rule. As if there should arise an heretic that should call

“in question Christ's passion and resurrection, the Church had

“authority to determine this controversy, and infallible direction

“how to do it, and to excommunicate this man, if he should per

“sist in his error 5.

“The ground of your error here is, your not distinguishing

“between actual certainty and absolute infallibility. Geometri

“cians are not infallible in their own science; yet they are very

“ certain of what they see demonstrated: and carpenters are not

“ infallible, yet certain of the straightness of those things which

“agree with their rule and square. So though the Church be

“not infallibly certain that in all her definitions, whereof some

“are about disputable and ambiguous matters, she shall pro

“ ceed according to her rule; yet being certain of the infallibility

“ of her rule, and that in this or that thing she doth manifestly

“ proceed according to it; she may be certain of the truth of

“some particular decrees, and yet not certain that she shall

“never decree but what is true h.

* Chillingworth, p. 99, Ioo. * Ibid. p. 104, 105.* Ibid. p. 105. h Ibid. p. 125. J
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“Though, the Church being not infallible, I cannot believe her

“ in every thing she says, yet I can and must believe her in every

“thing she proces, either by Scripture, reason, or universal tra

“dition, be it fundamental or not fundamental.—Though she

“may err in some things, yet she does not err in what she proves,

“ though it be not fundamentali. Protestants, believing Scrip

“ture to be the word of God, may be certain enough of the

“truth and certainty of it. For what if they say the Catholic

“Church, much more themselves, may possibly err in some un

“fundamental points, is it therefore consequent, they can be

“ certain of none such : What if a wiser man than I may mistake

“the sense of some obscure place of Aristotle, may I not there

“fore, without any arrogance or inconsequence, conceive myself

“ certain that I understand him in some plain places which

“carry their sense before them?—We pretend not at all to any

“assurance that we cannot err, but only to a sufficient certainty

“that we do not err, but rightly understand those things that

“are plain, whether fundamental or not fundamental. That

“God is, and is a rewarder of them that seek him : that &c.—

“These we conceive both true, because the Scripture says so,

“ and truths fundamental, because they are necessary parts of the

“Gospel, whereof our Saviour says, Qui non crediderit, damna

“bifur.

“I do heartily acknowledge and believe the Articles of our

“faith to be in themselves truths as certain and infallible as the

“very common principles of geometry or metaphysics : but that

“ there is required of us a knowledge of them and an adherence

“to them, as certain as that of sense or science; that such a

“certainty is required of us under pain of damnation, so that no

“man can hope to be in a state of salvation but he that finds

“in himself such a degree of faith, such a strength of adherence:

“this I have already demonstrated to be a great error, and of

“dangerous and pernicious consequencek.

“Though I deny that it is required of us to be certain in the

“highest degree, infallibly certain, of the truth of the things

“ which we believe, for this were to know and not believe, neither

“is it possible unless our evidence of it, be it natural or super

“natural, were of the highest degree,) yet I deny not but we

“ought to be and may be infallibly certain that we are to believe

i Chillingworth, p. 133, 134. * Ibid. p. 140, 141–290.

WATERLAND, Vol. III. k k
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“ the religion of Christ. For, 1. this is most certain, that we

“are in all things to do according to wisdom and reason, rather

“ than against it. 2. This is as certain, that wisdom and reason

“require that we should believe those things which are by

“many degrees more credible and probable than the contrary.

“3. This is as certain, that to every man who considers impar

“tially what great things may be said for the truth of Christi

“anity, and what poor things they are which may be said

“against it, either for any other religion, or for none at all, it

“cannot but appear by many degrees more credible that the

“Christian religion is true, than the contrary. And from all

“ these premises this conclusion evidently follows, that it is in

“fallibly certain that we are firmly to believe the truth of the

“Christian religion.—There is an abundance of arguments

“exceedingly credible, inducing men to believe the truth of

“Christianity: I say, so credible, that though they cannot

“make us evidently see what we believe, yet they evidently con

“vince, that in true wisdom and prudence the articles of it

“deserve credit, and ought to be accepted as things revealed by

“ Godl.”

I have laid these several passages together, drawn out of this

excellent writer: by which it may appear what kind of certainty

is professed by Protestants, and how much the Protestant cause

depends upon that single article. The sum is, that though we

have not strict mathematical demonstration for matters of belief,

so as to make faith and science the same thing, yet we have such

a certainty as leaves no reasonable room for doubt, such as is

sufficient to build saving faith upon, and as much authority also

as is necessary to support it. And thus we get clear of Popish

subtilty and sophistry, shewing that there is a medium, namely,

moral certainty, between scepticism on one hand, and papal infal

libility on the other.

2. No sooner are we thus relieved on that hand, but presently

we are attacked from another quarter, and with the same artil

lery as before, only a little differently managed, as it is now to

serve different purposes. For here again it is alleged, that with

1 Chillingworth, p. 295. alias p.254. fully and solidly treated this argu

Compare Stillingfleet's Rational Ac- ment. Dissertat. on Scripture Con

count, p. i. chap. vi. p. 178, &c. 187, sequences, p. 61–76. Considerations,

&c. 196. chap. vii. 205, &c. Compare &c. p. 315–32 I.

also Mr. Cumming, who has very
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out either infallibility or demonstration we can have no proper

certainty, nor any just authority to declare matters of faith, or

to insist upon them as terms of communion ; and the conclusion

here aimed at, or what must naturally follow, is, to sit loose to

every thing, unconcerned for the faith of Christ, cold and indif

ferent towards the great truths of the Gospel. Deists here and

Papists there combine together to oppose the truth, and both

extremes meet in one. But let us examine how our new adver

saries manage. Their whole strength lies in one single dilemma,

thus: “Either you have certainty, or you have not: if you pre

“tend to certainty, that is claiming infallibility; if you re

“nounce certainty, you have no authority to determine faith,

“ or prescribe terms of communion.” We answer by distin

guishing the kinds and degrees of certainty, and therefore do

say, that though we claim not infallibility, yet we do claim cer

tainty sufficient to guard against scepticism or heresy, and to

maintain just authority.

I shall first examine the invidious charge of our claiming in

fallibility. The author of the Sober and Charitable Disquisition

intimates, as before said, that we disclaim it in words, but in

fact avow it. The same thing has been said by a multitude of

other writers: I shall cite one only for a sample, because he

has urged it as ingeniously and sarcastically as a man could well

do, in a Dedication to the Pope. “Your Holiness is not per

“haps aware, how near the churches of us Protestants have at

“length come to those privileges and perfections which you

“boast of as peculiar to your own.—You cannot err in any thing

“you determine, and we never do: that is, in other words, you

“are infallible, and we always in the rightm.” It may hereupon

be observed, how this witty gentleman takes upon him to ridi

cule a very necessary distinction, between an assurance that we

cannot err, and a sufficient certainty that we do not err: a dis

tinction, which the judicious Chillingworth laid all imaginable

stress upon, perceiving that the whole Protestant cause depended

upon it. For if we cannot have sufficient certainty that in

several things, relating to faith and worship, we do not err, how

do we justify our separation from the Church of Rome? If we

are not certain that therein we do not err, then neither are we

certain that she has erred, and that there was a just cause for

m Steel's Dedication to the Pope, p. 2.

º

k k 2
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leaving her; but all must resolve into humour, fancy, fickleness,

and unsupported persuasion. It was this very principle of a

sufficient certainty, that we do not err in what we prove, which

rescued us from the tyranny of those who pretend that they

cannot err in whatever they define. The difference between those

two is so great, and so palpable, that one would think it must

argue either very slow faculties, or a perverse temper of mind,

for any person to confound them. However, to give a more

distinct idea of the two cases, I shall endeavour to represent

the difference to the eye in one view, in two opposite columns,

corresponding to each other.

Popish Infallibility.

1. The Church simply infal

lible in what she defines.

2. The Church says so, is the

last resort, and decisive.

3. Submit to authority in all

instances whatever: for autho

rity here stands for proof.

4. Absolute implicit faith in

702(172.

5. Examination superfluous

and dangerous: prove nothing,

swallow every thing.

6. The subject obeys the in

terpreter at all adventures, and

submits as to an infallible verity.

7. Be a thing ever so unrea

sonable or plainly false, (tran

substantiation for instance,) it

must be received as divine,

though a human decision.

Protestant Certainty.

1. The Church morally cer

tain in what she proves.

2. Not because the Church

says it, but because Scripture

and reason by her mouth de

clare it.

3. Submit to authority in

such instances only, where you

see no good reason to the con

trary; for then it is reasonable

so to do.

4. Absolute implicit faith in

God only.

5. Examination allowed and

approved : prove all things,

hold fast that which is good.

6. The subject obeys his own

reason in submitting to what is

proced, and what the reason of

mankind ought not to reject.

7. Nothing ordered to be

received, but upon the foot of

reason and Scripture, with great

tenderness to private judgment:

only taking for granted, that

our faculties are true, and may,

in things plainly proved, be de

pended upon.
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From this summary view it may sufficiently appear, that

there is a very wide difference between the pretended papal in

fallibility and Protestant certainty: and that as the one is con

trived to introduce and perpetuate all imaginable errors, so the

other is undoubtedly the surest way to exclude all pernicious

errors, at least, and to preserve the most weighty truths.

The ground of what I call Protestant certainty is moral eci

dence: which, though it comes not up to infallibility, or to the

evidence of demonstration, yet is certain enough for all the pur

poses of faith, or of a competent authority to maintain true doc

trine. “Our Church,” as a judicious writer says, “ nowhere

“makes infallible certainty of assent a necessary condition of

“faith, it being sufficient to make faith certain, if our rule be

“ infallible, and that applied with moral ecidencen.”

Moral evidence, for the most part, governs the great affairs of

the world, while rigid demonstration serves rather for the enter

tainment of contemplative men, than for the uses of common life.

And since God has so ordered both our religious and secular af

fairs, as to lay us under a necessity of submitting, in most cases,

to moral evidence, he has thereby bound it upon us as a duty; so

that if “we have not strict demonstration for what we believe, yet

“it is demonstration that our evidence is such as must command

“our assent, under pain of incurring the dicine displeasure.” As to

the nature, and quality, and force of moral evidence in general,

I refer the reader, for satisfaction, to an excellent writer, who

has distinctly and fully considered it”. I shall content myself

with making only a few occasional observations.

It seems to me a prejudice done to religion, that the learned

and philosophical sense of the words probable and certain, (so dif

ferent from the common culgar sense of both,) has been so often

made use of by Divines. When a common Christian hears it

said, that it is only probable, not absolutely certain, that Christ

lived or died; or that the Christian religion is true, or the like ;

how must it astonish him, or afflict him In the vulgar use of

the words probable and certain, it is a shocking thought : though

in the scholastic sense all may be right, as there is no rigid or scien

tifical demonstration of any matter of fact, or of any article of pure

faith: and every thing short of that the schools are pleased to

call probable only, not certain. If we were to hear any one,

n Puller's Moderation of the Church o Ditton on the Resurrection of

of England, p. 142. Christ, part ii. p. 93, &c.
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in ordinary conversation, say, that it is probable, not certain,

that there is such a city as Rome, Paris, or Constantinople,

would not the man be thought mad? Or if he were to say

further, that it is probable only, not certain, that there was

once such a prince as Alexander, or Julius Caesar, or William

the Conqueror, or Henry the Eighth, should we take him to

be right in his wits' And yet it is in such a sense only that

Divines mean it, when they say that the Christian religion is

probably, not certainly true; understanding at the same time,

that it is as certain as any ancient fact can be, fully, perfectly,

indisputably certain, according to what the world generally means

by certain. I should think, therefore, it were better to leave off

the scholastic way, (which must needs give offence, and which few

understand,) and to adapt our phrases to the common accepta

tion, as also to Scripture language. Look the Scripture through

for the meaning of the word certain and certainty, and you will

find that it stands for certainty of facts, which is proper certainty,

when properly proved : and it is but sinking the idea, and con

founding common hearers or readers, to discredit it with the low

names of probable and probability; which, in common speech,

scarce rise higher than doubtful. I chose to mention this the

rather, because I find that infidels have taken advantage of those

expressions to run down Christianity as not certain, but barely

probable P. And how that must sound to a common English

reader, let any man judge.

I would observe further, that the like mischiefs may sometimes

follow from an improper use of the word believe. Were any one

to say, he believes there is such a country as France, or such a

person as a Pope of Rome, he would presently be asked, why?

can he doubt of it? That expression of believing commonly car

ries in it an idea of doubtfulness, and is used to denote a diffident

assent. But when we would express any fact of which we have

no doubt, we say we know it, or are certain of it. So here

again there appears to be a difference between the language of

the literati and common speech, while the same ideas are not af

fixed to the same words, here and there. However, this latter case

will not be apt to breed so much confusion as the former, though

it may create some : which might perhaps be prevented by the

addition of an adverb, when we are speaking of matters of faith,

saying we assuredly believe, or undoubtedly believe, thus and thus.

P See Christianity as old as the Creation, chap. xii. p. 184.
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Now to return to the author of Sober and Charitable Disqui

sitionq. He objects to us, that we have not a proper certainty of

what we believe, like as we have of what we know, as that two and

two are four. It is granted, we have not. Belief is not strictly

science, nor faith vision: what then : In his sense of proper cer

tainty, there is no certainty that the sun shines when we see it,

nor that fire warms when we feel it, nor that there is any such

thing as the sun in the firmament, nor indeed any material

world: for, I apprehend, philosophers are agreed that there is

no strict demonstration of these things". Have these things

therefore no proper certainty? Yes, they have, and such as ordina

rily makes stronger impressions than abstract reasonings, or ideal

speculations, and are more out of the reach of all doubt to the

bulk of mankind. So say I likewise of matters of faith; they

have a proper certainty, such as things of that kind admit of,

such as is fitted to common capacities, such as the world is

governed by, such as passes for undoubted certainty in common

language and common estimation, such as God has ordained for

our use, and has obliged us to follow, and such as both our

present interests and our eternal happiness are made to depend

upon. So much for the certainty of matters of faith, considered

in the general.

As to the particular point now before us, the certainty of it

stands thus: we are morally and indubitably certain of the truth

of the doctrine of the Trinity. And though we presume not to

say, or to think, that we may not or cannot misconstrue Scripture,

yet we have many and strong reasons to persuade us that in

this instance we do not ; and therefore it is infallibly certain, (as

Mr. Chillingworth well argues with respect to Christianity in

general,) that we ought firmly to believe it; because wisdom and

reason require that we should believe those things which are by

many degrees more credible and probable than the contrary.

Thus have we sure and safe grounds to go upons. And as we

a Sober and Charitable Disquisi

tion, p. 37.

* See Clarke's Notes upon Rohault,

part 1. c. 2.

* I may here observe something of

Mr. Bayle. In his Philosophical Com

mentary, (part i. p. 337, &c.) after

taking notice, that the Romanists have

perpetually reproached the Protestants

as destitute of any well-grounded cer

tainty, and that the Protestants had

answered the objection a thousand

times orer; he adds, that it never was

fully answered, never can be, in the

common way, only it may be irresisti

bly retorted upon Papists: and the

conclusion he at length rests in is, that

God requires no more than a sincere

and diligent search after truth. Mr.

Bayle is so far right; but he forgot to
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are in strict duty bound to receive it as a revealed truth, so,

because it is a very important one, an article of the foundation,

we are as strictly bound to preserve it, and earnestly to con

tend for it: and because one very proper means of preserving it,

as well as of keeping ourselves pure, is to refuse communion

(according to the general direction of Scripture in such cases)

with those that openly impugn it, therefore a necessity is laid

upon us so to act, and woe is unto us if we act otherwise. But

we do not therefore say, as is unkindly insinuated, that there is

not room left for mutual charity: for we verily are persuaded,

yea, and assuredly know, that our so acting is charity both to

the faithful and unfaithful, and towards all mankind; and that

the charging it as a breach of charity is hard and uncharitable

censure, is judging according to appearance only, not according

to truth.

All depends upon this, that men take care, in every thing of

moment, to go upon sure grounds, to know what they do. That

is the very thing which chiefly distinguishes resolution from

obstinacy, orthodowy from heresy, wisdom from rashness, and

righteousness from iniquity. God has given us rational faculties

to discern truth from error, and right from wrong; and we ought

to be well assured, in whatsoever we teach, as of moment, that

we have made that use of our faculties which we ought to have

done, to discern between good and evil. It is not our persuasion

that can justify us; there are many fond persuasions; and we

tell us how we may arrive at a well

grounded certainty of that fact, that

we have made a sincere and diligent

search, without prejudice or bias, with

out any culpable sloth and negligence

in inquiring, or precipitancy in judg

ing. There is no mathematical or me

taphysical certainty as to this fact,

which by him is made the main thing.

Moral certainty is the utmost that

any one can here pretend to, and that

not so great as we can have of matters

of faith : neither can our sincerity be

any way so certainly proved, as by

the º: we produce for the doc

trines we maintain. Therefore Mr.

Bayle commits a fallacy, or is guilty

of great forgetfulness, in making a

well-grounded certainty of our sincerity

the last resource, rather than the

other; for generally speaking, it is not

so sure or so firm a ground to rest on,

as the reasons of things, or the merits

of a cause. For considering how ob

scure the search is into the inmost

springs of action, or persuasion, which

are very involved and intricate, how

careless men are apt to be in the

examination, and how liable also to be

imposed upon by self-flattery; I say,

these things considered, it is much

safer to rely upon the moral certainty

appearing in things, than upon any

pretended certainty we may conceive

of our own sincerity. I believe, the

fallacy in this case has been chiefly

owing to the equivocal meaning of the

word sincerity : for because in one

sense, as opposed to hypocrisy, a man

may easily know he is sincere when he

is so; it has been too hastily con

cluded, that he may as easily know it

in the other sense of the word, as op

posed to prejudice or partiality.
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are not commanded merely to obey our persuasions, (though

we ought not to go against them,) but to obey the truth. It

is not merely our sincerity that can support us, for of that

we know nothing, in any just and proper sense, but by the

right and reason of the cause; and we are not commanded

to hold fast our sincere errors, but to hold fast that which is

good.

But what, will some ask, do we then pretend to know that

our doctrine is true? Is faith advanced into knowledge 2 To this

I answer, that we know, not scientifically, but with moral certainty,

which is knowing according to use of common speech; and

though we do not strictly know what we merely believe, yet we

know that we have such moral evidence for what we believe as

binds us to the belief of it. In this sense, we know what we do,

and we have a well-grounded assurance that what we do is right,

which is our justification. And this is what we ought always to

have (I speak more particularly of guides and teachers) in points

of importance, and where it is not allowed to suspend. Cannot

we know, for instance, that a Deist is rash in rejecting all revealed

religion ? Yes, we know it as certainly, as that it would be rash

to deny that there is any such city as Rome or Constantinople;

or that there ever were such men as Virgil, Horace, or Cicero.

Cannot we know that a Jew is much in the wrong to deny that

the Messias is come : Yes, we know it as assuredly, as that a

man would be in the wrong to deny that the twelve Caesars lived

some centuries ago. Cannot we know that the Popish doctrines

of transubstantiation, image-worship, service in an unknown tongue,

and the like, are not primitive Christianity ? Yea, we know it as

evidently, as that modern Rome is not ancient Rome, or that

London is not Canterbury. Cannot one know that the Socinian

interpretation of John i. 1. or of Hebr. i. 1 o. or of the texts relating

to Christ's preewistence, is not the mind of Scripture? Yea, one

may know it as certainly, as that a counter is not the king's coin,

or that a monster is not a man. I give these instances to shew,

that it is not merely persuasion or sincerity that we have to

plead for our faith, but certainty and well-grounded assurance;

such as is judged sufficient for wise and considerate men to go

upon, and conduct themselves by, in secular affairs of greatest

consequence. We have no occasion for infallibility to support

us in such a claim: common reason suffices, taking in the proper

helps, and making the due use of them with humility and care,
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with sobriety and godly fear". Having gone through the most

material objections I had met with, I may now proceed to the

slighter and less considerable, but dispatching them in fewer

words.

V. It has been sometimes invidiously suggested, that our

zeal and constancy in contending so earnestly for what we call

faith, is bearing hard upon our Christian brethren of an opposite

persuasion, is afflicting and oppressing them, and, in short, is

persecution and Popery. It can scarcely be conceived that any

sensible men should seriously advance such odd fancies, or that

they mean any thing more by them than rhetorication and

flourish. Yet certain it is that such things have been offered

with a serious air, and by men of no mean parts: I shall give

some examples. One writes thus: “The humour of creed making

“ and creed imposing is one of the most grievous instances of

“ persecution, and the grand source of every other kind of it. If

“it be only their good opinion of us that our fellow Christians

“suspend upon our non-assent to their confessions of faith, they,

“in a very inhuman and unchristian way, persecute us. It is in

‘ itself barbarous,” says Mr. Marvel, “for these faith-stretchers,

“whosoever they be, to put men's consciences upon the torture,

“to rack them to the length of their own notions’.” This

declamatory talk has been gravely, solidly, and satisfactorily

answered by a very good writery: and yet the objector chose

rather to declaim again upon the same head, for several pages

together?, than to quit his false reasonings, or acknowledge his

&

u But here again it may be asked,

may not a Jew, a Deist, a Papist, a

Socinian, or an Arian, with equal con

fidence say that he knows he is in the

right He may so, and probably will.

Yet truth and}.} have a real

distinction in nature, and depend not

on fond conceits, or strength of per

suasion. If any man presumes to say,

he knows, when he does not know, he

deceives himself, and is guilty before

God; unless some unavoidable inca

pacity, or unconquerable prejudice,

which God only is judge of, makes

him innocent. And in that case it is

not because he delivers his real per

suasion, (for it may be impious as to

the matter of it,) not because it is well

grounded, for he only thinks it is; but

it is because of his infirmity, which

himself neither sees nor knows, (if he

did, he would correct it,) that God

acquits him. How much any of us

may stand in need of such merciful

allowances, we cannot say: but in the

mean while, all we have to look to, or

to trust to, is to be as watchful and

careful that we go upon sure grounds,

as if no such allowances might be made

us. Such wary conduct is well enough

understood and practised in temporal

affairs, where any thing considerable

is depending: the like we are to ob

serve in spiritual.

x Occasional Paper, vol. ii. numb.

I. p. 12, &c.

y Preface to the Westminster Con

fession, p. 96–104.

* Defence of the Scripture as the

only Standard of Faith, by the Author

of the Occasional Paper, p. 35–40.
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mistakes. To say the best of it, it is a very wanton way of

talking in a subject of the last importance, and is making a jest

of the liberties of mankind here, and of their happiness hereafter.

If those gentlemen have been so inhumanly and barbarously per

secuted, how is it that they have not yet assumed the title of

martyrs or confessors 2 For persecution and martyrdom are a kind

of correlates, which suppose and imply each other. And what

is that inhuman torture, that barbarous persecution, which they

have endured: Have they had trial of cruel mockings and scourg

ings, of bonds and imprisonment 2 Have they wandered about in

sheepskins or goatskins, in dens or cares of the earth, for the sake

of truth and godliness 2 No, but good Christians have suspended

their good opinion of them; that is the grievance. And for what?

Not for thinking as they please, (for thoughts are free,) but for

overt acts of heresy, or perhaps blasphemy; for making public

appeals to the people, in order to draw them off from listening

to their better guides, to seduce them from the faith they have

been baptized into, and to impose upon them such doctrines as

must endanger their everlasting salvation. The kind and charit

able endeavours of good men, whose province it is to prevent

such fatal mischiefs in the mildest and gentlest way, (such as

Christ himself has prescribed )—these are the inhuman and un

christian persecutions which those gentlemen complain of But

to be a little more particular, they must not take it amiss to be

told, in return to their odd complaint; 1. That they are guilty

of a most intolerable abuse of words and names, in speaking of

rack, torture, and persecution, where, even by their own account,

there is not so much as a semblance of them : for it amounts,

after all, only to the suspending our good opinion of them. 2. In

this way of giving new and wrong names to things, they may, if

they please, make the primitive churches also, and martyrs, yea,

and Christ and his Apostles, persecutors. The primitive discipline,

by their account, will be most of it persecution ; and so, instead

of ten heathen persecutions, (as they are commonly reckoned,)

they may increase the number of persecutions to five hundred

or more, and call them Christian persecutions, or rather unchris

tian ones, for that, it seems, is the name for them. 3. It is

wrong in these gentlemen to furnish the Papists with fresh topics

for real persecution. For since it will follow from this account,

that persecution is Scripture doctrine, it may be pleaded, that

Papal persecutions differ in kind only, or degree, from the other,
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but in the main are warranted by the New Testament itself,

and by the universal practice of the Church in the best and

purest ages. 4. This will likewise be furnishing infidels with

new arguments against Christianity, as it is a persecuting reli

gion: for it is certain, that the pretended persecution here com

plained of is such as Scripture itself prescribes, as I have before

proved. 5. But to come yet closer up to those complainants,

let it be considered, whether they are not themselves the real

persecutors, guilty of that very crime which they charge upon the

churches of God. To recile men for doing their bounden duty,

to load them with reproaches for righteousness' sake, to libel and

defame them for maintaining the faith of Christ in a Christian

way, to seduce their flocks from them, and to demand at the

same time to be caressed and honoured as fellow Christians;

these are grievous impositions and oppressions, and may amount

to persecution, properly so called. They that refuse to conform

to order, who submit not to sound words and wholesome doctrine,

who give unnecessary disturbance, and assume more than belongs

to them; they are the invaders of liberty, the oppressors and

persecutors of religious and righteous men.

It will be said, perhaps, that creed makers and creed imposers,

as such, assume more than belongs to them. But if that be a

fault, it is a fault common to all parties: for they who impugn

the doctrines of the Church are themselves as much creed makers,

and creed imposers, by their appeals to the people, and by their

imposing their own doctrines on the public in a clamorous way,

(and generally with satire and invective upon all that dislike

them,) as others are who impose their creeds in a more regular

and authoritative manner. Much has been said against creed

making, by many who have as long creeds as others, only not

the same creeds, and who are as confident in dictating, and as

dogmatical in defining, and as eager to impose their own senti

ments, as it is possible for men to be. The question, properly,

is not, whether there shall be creeds or mo; for all parties are

for them, under one shape or other, and always will be: but the

real matter in controversy is, who shall have the drawing of

them, or who shall impose them: and when men declaim against

imposing of creeds, the secret meaning of all seems to be, that

they like not that such a power or privilege should be lodged in

any hands but their own. However, the fault lies not in impos

ing creeds, (where there is a competent authority,) but in impos
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ing false doctrine for true : and therefore the complaint is wide,

while it runs only in generals, against all creed making, and

against impositions at large, especially as practised in the Pro

testant churches. We pretend not to impose articles of faith in

an arbitrary manner, or to require any implicit belief in the

Church: we require no man to receive them for true, because

they are ours, but because they carry their ecidences along with

them, and will bear examining.

But it will be said, that the Protestant churches, however, do

determine beforehand, that every person upon examination ought

to find these things true which they have formed into creeds or

articles. They do so as to the main things at least; and where

is the harm? It is no more than presuming that there are some

things so certain, that the reason of mankind ought to submit to

them, and that those things which they have defined are of that

kind. To illustrate this matter further, we may put a few cases:

let the propositions, suppose, of Euclid be given into any man's

hand to examine, there will be no presumption in telling him

beforehand that he will find them true: and if he afterwards

says the contrary, it will be no breach of charity or ill manners

to tell him, that either he has not duly examined them, or is

not sincere in his report, or labours under an incapacity. Thus

far will readily be allowed with respect to propositions of mathe

matical or metaphysical certainty: we may reasonably determine

beforehand, in such instances, that they will be found true, upon

a due examination, where capacity is not wanting. The like

may be said of an account, which has been carefully cast up, and

proved by the never-failing rules of art: if any man comes after,

and pretends to find an error in it, one may be assured before

hand that the error is his own, and that he has been guilty of

some neglect in the casting it up. Apply this reasoning to

cases of moral certainty: some of them are so plain, that a man

may have as well grounded an assurance there as any where.

Let the question be about the truth of Christianity in general:

a point so clear and so certain, that there is no uncharitableness

in judging that the person who brings in a verdict against it

has never fully and sincerely examined, or labours under some

unconquerable infirmity. The like may be affirmed with respect

to many particular doctrines contained in our Creeds or Articles.

There is such a degree of moral evidence to attest them, that the

reason of mankind ought to receive them. Now the imposing
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such doctrines, in those whose province it properly is, is not

assuming, but is discharging a weighty trust: and this is quite

another thing from the Popish way of imposing what they please,

forbidding men to examine, or so much as to doubt of what they

define; because their Church, they say, is infallible. Our way

supposes that men ought to examine, (if capable,) in order to

know that the doctrine proposed is true : and we judge, with

reason, that if they examine with care, and decide with impar

tiality, they cannot think otherwise of it. The foundations we

go upon are, that reason is reason with every man ; that human

faculties are true; and that there is such a thing as moral

certainty, and that it is ground sufficient for the governors of the

Church to rest their own faith upon, and to hold out their light

to others committed to their charge, and for whom they are so

far responsible. Indeed, if the Church-governors should happen

to administer poison, instead of wholesome food, there will then

be reason for complaint: but let not the complaint run against

creed making or creed imposing in the general, (which is foreign

and impertinent,) but let the particulars be specified, wherein

they have rigorously imposed something false, or at least doubt

ful; and if the charge can be made good against them, they

then ought with the same zeal to throw such article out, as

they keep the rest in. Upon the whole, there is neither perse

cution nor Popery merely in imposing creeds, &c. under pain of

Church censures, or exclusion from the ministerial function: but

there is good order and discipline in it, such as Christ and his

Apostles have commanded, and the Church in the best and

purest ages has observed, and such as is necessary to keep the

unity of the faith in the bond of peace.

VI. There is another objection near akin to the former,

namely, that for Church-governors to direct men what to believe,

and to exclude them from the Christian Church for impugning

such belief, is assuming a kind of dominion over the faith and con

sciences of other persons. To which I answer; men may call

those powers which Christ has left with his Church by what in

vidious names they please, but they cannot thereby alter the

nature of things. That Christ has appointed his ministers as

guardians of the faith, and has empowered them to excommuni

cate the impugners of it, is a very plain case: and this is all that

any Protestant churches plead for. Whether it should be called

assuming dominion over the faith and consciences of men, (since it
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is assuming no more than Christ has commanded,) let the ob

jectors consider. The objection is worded in ambiguous terms,

which carry no certain or determinate ideas: the very phrase

of having dominion over one's faith, though a Scripture phrase,

is of obscure meaning; and it is hard to know whether St.

Paul, who has used the phraseº, disclaimed all such dominion,

or only declined the use of it in some circumstances. If it

means, prescribing to others arbitrarily for one’s own pleasure

or advantage, not pursuant to Christ's directions, (as some

interprett,) then St. Paul disclaimed it absolutely: but if it

means only the exercise of the power of eacommunication, such

as St. Paul did exercise over Hymenaeus and Alexander, (for so

others interprete,) then St. Paul only declined the use of it in

some particular circumstances. Whatever the phrase means,

this is certain, that the Protestant churches claim no more than

a directive or instructive power over men's faith or consciences :

Church censure and discipline affect only the overt acts", the

speaking, writing, teaching perverse things, not the thinking or

conceiving them: for how can a man be censured for private

thoughts, which no one knows but himself? But if any persons

presume to teach false doctrine, and endeavour to draw disciples

after them, then indeed they are accountable to the Church, as

much as another kind of offenders are accountable to the State.

Christianity is a social religion, and the members of it are bound

to submit, in their external behaviour, to the rules of the society,

under pain of forfeiting the outward privileges of it. And with

what modesty, decency, or consistency, can any man claim a

right of percerting his fellow Christians as he pleases, and at the

same time deny others a right of doing what in them lies to

preserve their people from falling into the snares laid for them :

* 2 Cor. i. 24. “acts and dispositions of soul as

b See Grotius and Hammond. “ Christ has commanded. And these

* See Whitby and Wells.

* “The laws of the Church regard

“only the external conduct. They

“do not require the inward belief of
“the mind in articles of faith, or the

“secret grace of the heart in moral

“duties. These things the ministers

“of Christ teach and exhort, but do

“not command. But the actions

“ which they prescribe by their laws

“ are such eaternal performances as

“ are the visible signs, the natural and

“proper expressions of such inward

“laws they do not affirm to have any

“further obligation on the conscience,

“ than as the performance directed

“by them is a proper sign and ex

“pression of such an inward disposi

“tion of the heart as Christ requires,

“ and consequently is agreeable and

“subservient to his law. And when

“even the action is thus qualified,

“they do not pretend that the con

“science is obliged by their law, but

“by Christ’s.” Rogers, of the Visi

ble Church, p. 101.
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It is to very little purpose for seducers to plead, that their con

sciences are oppressed by Church censures, or their liberty re

strained: for would not the consciences of better men be more

oppressed, and their liberty restrained, if they were obliged

tamely to sit by and look on, while their flocks are torn from

them, not permitted to make use of those spiritual powers which

God has put into their hands : Either therefore let the adver

saries be content to keep their thoughts to themselves, and then

nobody can have dominion over their faith at all; or if they

resolve to usurp upon others, and to take all advantages for

spreading false doctrines, let them not be offended, if the guides

of souls, whose peculiar charge it is, use their best endeavours,

in a proper manner, to apply such preservatives as Scripture

directs in those cases. This is not taking cognizance of the

inner man, but of the outward behaviour only; and that so far

as such outward behaviour affects the prosperity or safety of the

whole community, and might be of dangerous consequence to

the peace of the Church, the purity of the Christian faith, the

honour of God and religion, and the everlasting interests of man

kind. Now, can the guarding, in a Christian manner, against

such fatal mischiefs, be properly or justly styled affecting domin

ion over others? Or is it not rather making use of a power

which God has given them, to hinder others from exercising a

lawless dominion over Christians, and over the Church of God?

Say that the Church is fallible, what then : Are her adversaries

infallible 2 Or are they less liable to abuse their liberty than the

Church is to misemploy her authority ? But enough of this.

VII. There is another objection, of more weight than the

former, namely, that the censuring of heretics may often provoke

them to return the like censures; and thus a kind of recipro

cation of censures may be carried on to the great disturbance of

the public peace, and the destruction of Christian charity. A

late writer expresses the thing in a very lively manner, but

somewhat overstrained, thus: “May not Arians, in their turn,

“think you guilty of as great sin, in opposing what they call

“ the truth? And may not Christians, on all sides, in so great

“ and indeed necessary difference of opinions, rant and bluster

“ against one another for the same reason, and bring their con

“stant accusations against those who cannot think and say as

“they do, for denying the faith; or against those who have the

“same notions with themselves for betraying it? But what then :
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“Would not Christian churches become cockpits, or fencing

“stages • ?” In reply to what is here urged, I will not so far

disguise my sentiments, as not to allow that it is a consideration

of some moment: but yet there are other considerations of still

greater moment, which must preponderate, and weigh down the

scale. It is very certain, that ungodly men, for a cloak, will

make use of the same pleas, and claim the same privileges, as

righteous men do: and an erroneous conscience may honestly (if

invincibly ignorant) usurp the same rights which a well-grounded

faith has a clear title to. But still there is a very wide difference

between true and false, between right and wrong: and it is no

argument against the use of proper methods in a righteous cause,

that others may abuse the same methods in a cause of a very

contrary nature and quality. But I shall debate this point more

distinctly, both from Scripture and reason, as it is a point of some

moment.

1. Let us consider what light we can have from Scripture.

It is fact, that the power of eccommunication began to be mis

employed, and to be turned against the Church itself, even in

the times of the Apostles: for Diotrephes, loving to have the

preeminence, cast some persons out of the Church f, very unwar

rantably, and even in defiance of St. John himself: yet that

wsurpation of power, or abuse of power, did not move St. John

to condemn the use of it in a proper way. So far from it, that

he threatened to repay Diotrephes in his kind, to excommuni

cate or depose him, for his so rashly censuring other persons.

“Wherefore, if I come, I will remember his deeds which he

“doth, prating against us with malicious words 8.” We may

observe likewise, from St. John's Second Epistleh, and from the

charges given to the churches of Pergamus and Thyatira', that

the use of excommunication was to be retained in the Church,

and was recommended from heaven by our Lord himself. And

if it be said, that the Nicolaitans were an abominable sect, that

alters not the case at all, so far as the present objection is con

cerned : for "the more wicked any sect was, the more likely to

retaliate upon the Church, and to make all possible disturbance

when provoked to it. Notwithstanding all which, that accidental

inconvenience, of a misapplication of power, was not judged con

e Reply to Mr. P.C.'s Letter, p. 44. Church Government, p. 38o.

f 3 John Io. h 2 John Io, I 1.

& 3 John Io. See Bishop Potter on * Revel. ii. 14, 15, 20.

WATERLAND, vol. iii. Ll
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siderable enough to counterbalance the great advantages and

important uses of the same power rightly employed. And as

we have the authority of an Apostle, who had the Spirit of God

to direct him in what he wrote, and in what he did; this alone

may be sufficient to determine the point in question. For what

ever we may be apt to imagine, (upon a superficial or limited

view of circumstances,) it is certain, that infinite wisdom cannot

err, and therefore by that direction we ought to abide. St. Paul

seems to have left us a general rule for all cases of this nature,

in these words: “Stand fast in one spirit, with one mind, striving

“together for the faith of the Gospel, and in nothing terrified by

“your adversaries", &c.”

2. As to the reason of the thing, it is a known rule, that

when there is a necessity on one hand, it is in vain to plead

inconveniences on the other. God has sent mankind a charter of

salvation : it is necessary, above all things, that this charter be

preserved inviolable; that it should not be falsified, perverted,

frustrated. There will always be some or other, set on by the

grand enemy of mankind, who will be labouring to corrupt and

adulterate it, either adding to it, or taking from it; and if such

practices are suffered to go on without rebuke, there is an end

of Christianity. Here lies the necessity of watching against all

such attempts, and strenuously resisting them; which cannot be

done effectually without condemning the authors, and in the last

result separating from them. Hence may arise mutual conten

tions and bickerings: let them bear the blame who give the

offence, and are aggressors in the contests. Truths of everlast

ing moment must be supported, whether with peace or without.

The Apostles were censured as men that turned the world upside

down": the fault was in the world, and not in them. Their errand

was important enough for the risking such a consequence. Our

blessed Lord himself predicted what the accidental effect would

be of the preaching of the Gospel; that it would “set a man

“at variance against his father, and the daughter against the

“motherm,” and so on; which perhaps, in ridicule, might be called

making cockpits, or fencing stages : but the Gospel was worth it,

and carried more than enough in it to make mankind amends.

As long as religion is held in any value or esteem, and meets with

opposers, it must occasion warm disputes: who would wish that

k Philipp. i. 27, 28. | Acts xvii. 6. m Matt. x. 35.
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it should not? What remedy is there for it, while men are men,

which is not infinitely worse than the disease ? A total contempt

of religion might end all disputes about it, nothing else will: and

even then men's quarrels would not be fewer, but more; only

they would be about matters of another kind, about every thing

they should value or esteem. Upon the whole, it is better, I sup

pose, that we should have some religion, though we often contend

about it, than to have none at all, and to quarrel ten times oftener

about trifles. It has been complained of, and has been thought

to be a shrewd remark, that ecclesiastical history is made up of

little else but religious contests and animosities of churchmen. But,

pray, what is the history of mankind, but a history of wars and

contentions about something or other, which they had a tender

concern for And it would be strange indeed, if a history of reli

gion, the greatest concern of all, should not contain many contests.

Who could believe that men had any religion, if during the state

of the Church militant, and while there is like to be great oppo

sition, there should be no warmth or vicacity shewn in defence

of it ! But this I have hinted more than once already. Now to

return to our point. Though the censuring of men that corrupt

the faith may provoke, may increase ill blood, &c. yet it must be

done : and to decline it, when necessary, is a culpable modera

tion, a blamable timidity. And it is further to be considered,

that though rejecting some persons from the communion of the

Church may inflame the quarrel between the Church and its

adversaries, yet it tends to preserve and promote the peace of

its members within : therefore St. Paul prescribes this very re

medy, for the securing the peace of the Church: “Mark them

“which cause divisions and offences, contrary to the doctrine

“which ye have learned, and avoid them ".” So that though

in some sense or respect, strict order and discipline may acci

dentally heighten differences, yet its true and natural tendency

is peace; which it serves and promotes in one view, much more

than it obstructs or disserves it in another. The objection there

fore is grounded upon a false presumption, that peace suffers

upon the whole by such conduct; which we deny: for, upon a

just balancing of the account, peace is very much befriended by

it 9, and true and proper Christian peace could not long subsist

without it.

* Rom. xvi. 17. * See Rogers's Review, p. 290, 291.

1, l 2
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However, I allow there is so much weight in the objection

which I have been answering, that the consideration of it ought

to make us exceeding cautious and deliberate as to the steps we

take, and the heights we proceed to, in all cases of that nature:

not to multiply necessaries without or beyond reason; not to

divide upon indifferent rites, customs, ceremonies, as Pope Victor

is known to have done; nor upon dubious points of discipline, as

Pope Stephen did; who had indeed right on his side, as to the

matter in dispute, but pushed it too rigorously; and St. Cyprian,

though mistaken, was yet the wiser, humbler, and better man.

Where the main cause is both clear and weighty, yet even there

many prudential cautions should be taken; not to suspect any

persons without sufficient evidence; not to be prying and inqui

sitive into their retired sentiments; (ministers only excepted, or

candidates for the ministry, whose faith should be strictly in

quired into P before they be allowed;) not to proceed to rigours

with any man, till all gentle measures have been first tried; nor

to break communion with any who do not openly espouse and

pertinaciously abet false and pernicious doctrines. These, I

apprehend, are the prudential cautions proper in such cases:

and there may be more of like kind, which every man's common

reason and discretion may supply. If truth and peace can be

maintained together, that is the most desirable conjunction

which a good man can wish for: but if human affairs will not

always admit of both, then the rule is, out of two evils to choose

the least, or of two advantages to prefer the greatest. Where

dicine truths and human customs or dictates clash, we must

“obey God rather than man:” in other cases, civility and ten

derness towards all men is true obedience towards God. It

requires good judgment to discern, under various circumstances,

the true and precise boundaries between sinful men-pleasing and

Christian charity: but this is certain, we are as much (yea, and

more) obliged to maintain the fundamentals of faith, as to keep

up peace. And it would be but an ill way to preserve peace, (if

it might be called peace,) by forfeiting our Christianity; or to

enlarge Christian communion, by receiving those who, in a strict

and proper sense, are not Christians q. “Unity is not to be pur

“chased at so dear a rate. It were a thing much to be desired,

P 1 Tim, iii. 9, Io. v. 22. p. 1540, 1541. Bingham, Antiq. b. i.

* Vid. Suicer, in voce Xptoruavos, c. iii. s. 4.
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“ that there were no divisions; yet difference of opinions touch

“ing things controverted is rather to be chosen than unanimous

“concord in damned errors: as it is better for men to go to

“heaven by divers ways, or rather by divers paths of the same

“ way, than in the same path to go on peaceably to hell. Amica

“ paw, magis amica ceritas".”

VIII. It has been sometimes pleaded, in bar to the principles

which we have before asserted, “that no one ought to be ex

“cluded from Christian communion, whatever his faith be, pro

“vided he acknowledges sacred Writ for his rule, and is ready

“ to admit any creeds or confessions drawn up entirely in

“Scripture terms.” To which I answer, that a man who never

declares his faith otherwise than in Scripture words is very safe

from censure, and can never be excluded from Christian com

munion for heresy. It is the maintaining doctrines contrary to

Scripture, in points fundamental, which makes a heretic; and

therefore if a man never interprets it at all, but barely repeats

the words, he is perfectly secure so far; and no one can con

demn him. If this then be all that the plea aims at, it is foreign

and impertinent to the cause in hand.

But if the meaning of the plea be this, that though a man

teaches any wild doctrines whatever, yet if he does but father

those doctrines upon sacred Writ, by any feigned and forced

construction, (acknowledging Scripture all the while as his rule

of faith,) he ought to be received as a fellow Christian ; I say, if

this be the plea, it is so manifestly absurd and ridiculous, at the

first hearing, that it can scarce deserve a serious answer. For

does the faith of Christ lie in words only, or in thingss 2 or is the

repeating of the bare letter of Scripture, after a man has spirited

away the sense, delivering dicine truths, or contradicting and

defeating them : To make the case plainer, I shall illustrate it

by a resembling instance. Franciscus a Sancta Clara, a known

Papist, (who published his book A. D. 1634.) contrived to make

our XXXIX Articles speak his own sentiments, reconciling

them with great dexterity, and most amazing subtilty, to the

Council of Trent. Now, put the question, whether upon his thus

r Chillingworth, p. 218.

s Nulla vox divina ita dissoluta est

et diffusa, ut verba tantum defendan

tur, et ratio verborum non constitua

tur. Tertullian. de Praescript. c.9.

Nec sibi blandiantur [hæretici] si

de Scripturarum capitulis videntur

sibi affirmare quod dicunt, quum et

diabolus de scripturis aliqua sit lo

quutus; et scripturae non in legendo

consistant, sed in intelligendo. Hie

ronym. Dial. adv. Lucifer. p. 386.

-
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professing his faith in Protestant terms, popishly interpreted, he

could justly claim every privilege of a Church of England man?

and whether we were bound to receive him as a fellow Pro

testant P A very little share of common sense, I presume, will be

sufficient to determine the question in the negative. The like I

say of any person who interprets our Christian charter to an

Anti-Christian sense: he has no more right to be admitted as a

fellow Christian, than the other had to be received as a fellow

Protestant. For though both admit the same words or forms

which we do, yet so long as they teach things directly contrary

to those very words or forms rightly understood, they are

chargeable with false doctrine, in our account; and their teach

ing such doctrine in a manner so insidious and fradulent is so

far from alleviating their guilt, that it greatly enhances it. It

may be said perhaps, in the way of reply, that the famous Abbot

of St. Clare knew that he perverted the true meaning and intent

of our Articles, while those that pervert the sense of Scripture

may believe that they justly interpret it. If that be the case,

it is true that it will make a difference: but I have no occasion

to consider that difference here, being foreign to the present

point. For supposing the perverters of Scripture to do it ever

so wickedly and fraudulently, yet they may make use of the

same plea, that they are ready to profess their faith in Scripture

words, and therefore ought not to be excluded from Christian

communion. A Valentinian, a Montanist, a Muggletonian, or

any other wild sectary, by this rule, might equally claim Chris

tian communion, provided he does not reject Scripture itself, and

turn infidel. Now a plea which thus manifestly overshoots the

mark ought to be rejected as an absurd plea, like as an argu

ment which proves too much ought to be thrown aside as worth

nothing. Those who undesignedly pervert Scripture should have

something better to plead than their retaining the words of

Scripture : otherwise their plea reaches no further than theirs

does who industriously do the same thing; for they also retain

the same words. Upon the whole therefore, a man's retaining

the bare letter of Scripture, while he corrupts the sense, is no

sufficient reason for receiving him to Christian communion. For

he is not only chargeable with denying the faith, as much as if

he had rejected the text itself, but with perverting the words,

* Tantum veritati obstrepit adulter sensus, quantum et corruptor stilus.

Tertull. de Prascript. c. 17.
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and defeating the sense, while he professes an outward veneration

for both. I cannot better express this whole matter than a

late excellent Divine of our Church has done, in the words here

following: “It is not barely repeating so many words, but the

“assenting to the proposition expressed by those words, which

“Christ requires.—The proposition affirmed or denied in Christ's

“words is the doctrine of Christ. He therefore who will not

“believe the proposition affirmed in Christ's words, ought to be

“looked upon by the Church as an heathen and a publican.—Let

“us take for instance these propositions; Jesus is the Christ;

“he was crucified; rose again from the dead: every word and

“sentence of Scripture, in which these articles are delivered, the

“most heretical among the Quakers will profess their assent to ;

“but then they mean only this, that Christ is an internal principle

“of light within them, that his crucificion and resurrection are

“nothing else but the mortification and regeneration of every

“believer.—Now are these the doctrines of Christ, or are they

“not ? If they are not, if they are contrary to the doctrines of

“Christ, then the persons understanding these Scriptures in

“such a sense may justly be looked upon as heathens and publi

“cans; and, notwithstanding their readiness to profess the words

“ of Scripture, unfit to be admitted or continued in the Church u.”

Thus far Dr. Rogers, whose words I take to be a just and full

answer to the objection I have been examining. The reader

will observe, that I have not been considering how far Scripture

words may or may not be proper in Creeds, Tests, Confessions,

and the like, and in what cases it may be prudent or neces

sary to express the Scripture sense in phrases suited to times,

places, and circumstances: questions of that kind fall not within

my present argument, but have been largely and thoroughly

treated of by others”. All I am concerned to shew is, that if

any persons are found to pervert the sense of Scripture in any

notorious manner, so as thereby to undermine the essentials of

faith, their pretending a high regard for the authority of sacred

Writ, or for the letter of it, is not reason sufficient for receiving

them as fellow Christians.

IX. There is one objection more, which might have been

brought in as an appendage to objection the second, had I sooner

" Rogers's Review, p. 399, 4oo. tional Inquiry, p. 19–56. Rogers's

* Preface to the Westminster Con- Review, p. 395—411.

fession, p. 105—142. Stebbing's Ra
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thought of it, but may conveniently enough have a distinct con

sideration here; namely, that the charging heresy as a crime of

the first magnitude, seems to give too much countenance to the

sanguinary proceedings of Papists against it. The objection

runs thus: “If these charges against them are just, and their

“fellow creatures have any authority to chastise them for such

“enormities, I cannot see why the Romish Church should be

“blamed for roasting such accursed villains (as the Arians)

“among other heretics. If we think a traitor against an earthly

“ potentate worthy of death, how much more one who vilifies

“the Lord of heaven and earth ! Is a murderer of an earthly

“father obnoxious to death, and shall such a viper as this

“escapey ! If civil power have authority to punish heretics,

“such a villain deserves far severer penalties to be inflicted on

“ him, than multitudes of others whose injuries to their neigh

“bours expose them, by our statute-laws, to the gallows’.”

The sum of this argument, so far as it may be called an argu

ment, amounts to thus much ; that it is wrong to charge heresy

in general, or Arianism in particular, with wickedness and impiety

to any high degree, since it is neither felony nor treason: or if

it be as bad, or worse than either, then the Papists are justified

in all their sanguinary proceedings, which among Protestants is

confessedly absurd. To which I answer, that the objection

proceeds upon several false suppositions or suggestions: as 1.

That those who plead only for spiritual reproofs or censures are

pleading at the same time for civil penalties. 2. That the mag

nitude of crimes is to be measured by what passes in civil courts.

3. That civil courts look strictly to the demerits of the criminal,

and not rather to the necessities of State. In opposition to these

and the like mistakes, I observe :

I. That Scripture itself warrants and commands spiritual

reproofs and censures; which is a point very foreign to that of

cicil penalties. St. Jude, St. Peter, St. John, St. Paul, and

Christ himself, are often very sharp and poignant in their re

proofs and censures, where they had no thought of exposing the

offenders to civil penalties, or of justifying any sanguinary pro

ceedings. St. Jude scruples not to call the heretics of his time

wngodly men, deniers of the only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus

Christ, filthy dreamers, despisers of dominion, followers of Cain,

y Vindication of Mr. Nation's Ser- Letter in answer, p. 23, 24.

mon, p. 12. Compare Mr. P. C.’s * Reply to Mr. P. C.’s Letter, p. 21.
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Balaam, and Core, raging wares of the sea, foaming out their own

shame, wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of dark

ness for ever; and yet, amidst all this severe but just reproof, or

satire, I presume he never would have advised the correcting

them by fire and fagot. St. Peter treats the same men with

the like sharpness of style in his Second Epistle: but it would

be injurious to conclude from thence that he was for sanguinary

measures. St. John, in his Epistles gives very hard names to

heretics, calling them antichrists, &c. yet this does not prove

that he was for using any violent methods with them. St. Paul

describes the heretics of his time in very black characters, such

as they deserved, yea, and pronounced them accursed; and yet

it does not appear that he would have approved the roasting of

them, had they been much greater cillains than they were.

Shaming them, humbling them, and bringing them to repentance,

that their “souls might be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus,”

was the utmost hurt he intended them. Our blessed Lord him

self rebuked many with great sharpness, calling them hypocrites,

blind guides, children of hell, fools, whited sepulchres, serpents,

vipers", and the like: and yet it does not appear that he would

have approved any violent and sanguinary proceedings with

those very persons. Therefore it is wrong to furnish the

Romanists with arguments for their cruelties; as if cicil penal

ties were just, wherever smart rebukes are proper; or as if it

were warrantable to punish according to the degree of wicked

ness, though the wickedness be of such a kind as falls not

properly under civil cognizance.

2. There may be crimes much greater than felony or treason;

such as apostasy, (which is “crucifying the Son of God afresh,

“ and putting him to an open shame,”) blasphemy against the

Holy Ghost, and some kinds of heresy. Certainly, it may be

lawful for Christian Divines to set forth those wickednesses in

their proper colours, and they ought to do it: though at the

same time they may desire that the offenders in such sort may

rather lice to repent, than suffer death, or any civil penalties.

And what if felons, or traitors against the State, be punished

with death 2 It does not from thence follow that they are the

greatest of sinners; but reasons of government require, that

crimes which more particularly affect the State should be

a See Matt. xxiii.
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punished by the State: the rest are left to the censures of the

Church, and the righteous judgment of God.

3. And I must further observe, that civil penalties look not

merely at the demerits of the criminal, but the necessities of the

civil community. Civil governors do not, cannot observe any

exact proportion: God only can do it in his final retributions.

Theft and murder are crimes of a different magnitude; yet they

are equally liable to capital penalties. As to heresies of such a

kind, they may be greater sins than either in God's sight: but

it is not so necessary for a State to take cognizance of them, un

less they break in upon ciril peace. Felonies hurt many innocent

men who have no possible way to escape: none can be hurt by

heresies (after proper warning given) but by their own consent.

And therefore if spiritual censures, reproofs, admonitions, and

other the like preservatives, be duly applied, those are ordinarily

sufficient in cases of this nature: for if any, after such warnings

given, will still listen to deceivers, and run in with them, they

perish with their eyes open, and may take the blame to them

selves. I mention this as one reason among many, why heresies,

though supposed to be crimes of the first magnitude, yet ought

to be treated in a milder way than crimes against the State.

And I shall subjoin another reason to enforce the former,

namely, that when we speak of heresies as heinous crimes, we

mean as materially considered, not determining whether the

men are formally so wicked as those expressions amount to:

which again makes a sensible difference between this case and

the other of felonies or treasons, where the offenders commonly

sin directly against conscience, and cannot plead so much as a

good meaning or design. However, that favourable presumption,

pleadable in excuse for heresies, ought to be no bar to spiritual

censures. For if the persons offend wilfully, then no censure

of that kind can be thought severe: and if they offend ignorantly,

such awakening admonitions may be of great use to them to

recover them from their stupid lethargy. And if the effect

answers, they are delivered from a doubtful state, which at most

could promise them pardon only, or rest them upon uncovenanted

mercy, to a state of well-grounded hope and joy, entitling them

to a reward: but this I hinted before. Upon the whole, there

appears no force in the objection, that heretics ought either to

be punished with death, or not censured as blasphemers and griev

ous sinners. Evtremes are always wrong, whether of mildness
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or severity: and there is a medium between taking violent

measures with them, and treating them as fellow Christians.

The sin of corrupting the faith, dividing the Church, and seducing

the people, cannot easily be too much aggravated, in order to

create a just abhorrence of it: and it is the more necessary, be

cause ordinarily men are not so apprehensive of the heinousness

of this sin, as they are of the iniquity of treason, or felony, or

gross immoralities.

I have now finished what I intended as to the argumentative

part: but it remains still to confirm the main thing by the judg

ment and practice of the ancients, who may be properly called in,

and will be found to be of considerable weight in the controversy:

if the Scripture be plain to us now, in all things necessary, the

same Scripture was undoubtedly plain to them, and to them

more especially: and therefore, their judgment or practice cannot

but be of use to us, if it be only to render plain things still plainer,

as there are degrees of plainness.

After I had finished this chapter, I had the pleasure of reading

Mr. Ball's little treatise of 33 octavo pages, in answer to most

of the same objections' which I have been considering. If I may

be allowed to give my judgment of it, it is written with great

strength and solidity, without colouring or disguises, and is

extremely well suited to common capacities. One shall not

easily find more good sense and close argument in so short a

compass. The Sober and Charitable Disquisition, as I appre

hend, was intended by way of reply to that pamphlet of Mr.

Ball's. But every discerning reader, who shall compare the two

performances together, will easily perceive the difference between

artificial logic and natural, between laboured subtilties and plain

naked truth.

CHAP. VI.

A summary View of the Judgment and Practice of the primitive

Churches, in Relation to the Necessity of beliering the Doctrine of

the Trinity.

THE very judicious and learned Bp. Bull has represented

this matter in the fullest and clearest light, in a set treatise,

b An Answer to some common Ob- Written with all plainness, for the use

jections made against those Ministers of private Christians, by John Ball.

in the West, who have appeared in Exon: printed by A. Brice, &c. A. D.

Defence of the Doctrine of the ever 1727.

blessed Trinity and its Importance.
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professedly written by way of reply to Episcopius, as I have

before hinted in the entrance. To him therefore I refer such

readers as will be at the pains to look thoroughly into the subject

of this chapter; while I content myself with giving a summary

view of the main things, interspersing here and there a few

slight observations, which may be, as it were, supplemental to

that great work. There are three ways of coming at the senti

ments of the primitive Church, as to the necessity or importance

of believing any doctrine: 1. By consulting the ancient Creeds,

conceived to take in the most important articles of faith, when

rightly understood. 2. By observing what doctrines were all

along condemned as impious and heretical. 3. By collecting the

testimonies of Fathers declaring their own sentiments, or the

Church's, or both, as to what doctrines are important, or what

opinions pernicious and dangerous.

I. I shall begin with Creeds. Here it is observable, that the

doctrine of the Trinity, implicit or express, always made an

article in the ancient Creeds: nay, several learned men have

conceived, that in the earliest times it made up the whole c.

Episcopius himself was of opinion that the ancient baptismal

Creed was no more than this: “I believe in God the Father,

“Son, and Holy Ghostd.” He designed, by the observation, to

serve his own hypothesis, viz. that the divine eternal generation

of the Son was not inserted in the Creeds from the beginning.

But he did not consider how much at the same time he disserved

his own cause another way, by making the doctrine of the Trinity

so important, as to have been the sole article, (if I may so speak,)

or entire matter of the first Creeds. Nothing can be stronger

for that doctrine than that the ancient Creeds should be com

prised in these few words: “I believe in God the Father, Son,

“ and IIoly Ghost;” since it is declaring the sacred Three to be

the one God", and recommending that faith as the prime thing,

• Bull. Judic. Eccl. Cathol. cap.

iii. s. 3. p. 308, cap. vi. s. 80. p. 331.

Wall, Hist. of Inf. Baptism, part ii.

cap. 9. sect. II. p. 491.

"Antiquissimum, quodgue in prima

baptismi administratione jam inde ab

ipsis apostolorum temporibus usita

batur, hoc erat: Credo in Deum Pa

trem, Filium, et Spiritum Sanctum :

nempe ad praescriptam ab ipso Jesu

formulam. Episcop. Institut. lib. iv.

C. 34. p. 34o.

* Perspicuum est in hac formula,

Credo in Deum, Patrem, Filium, et Spi

ritum Sanctum, vocem Deum diró kowoo

ad omnes tres, nempe Patrem, Filium

et Spiritum Sanctum referri. Quod

Graeci adhuc clarius exprimunt; IIl

orreóo eis rôv esov, röv IIarépa, rôv

Yiów, kal rô dytov IIvetºua. Ita sane

hanc brevem confessionem veteres in

tellexere. Hinc Tertullianus (adv.

Prax. cap. 13.) communem Christian

orum de Patre, Filio, et Spiritu Sancto
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or the one thing necessary, without which no man could be a

Christian. Bp. Bull very justly observes, that the short Creed

now mentioned expressed the doctrine of the Trinity in a clearer,

closer, and stronger manner than some of the more enlarged

Creeds afterwards did. For the inserting of additional articles,

time after time, carried the words Son and Holy Ghost so far off

from the word God, that it might look as if that high title, which

belonged indifferently to all three, was there applied to the Father

only: though the compilers of those larger Creeds really designed

the same common application of the name God, as beforeſ. From

hence therefore it appears, that allowing Episcopius the suppo

sition which he goes upon, in relation to the short concise form

of the first baptismal Creed, yet it is so far from favouring his

cause, that it makes against him; since that form so worded

carries in it a confession of the three divine Persons being the

one true God of Christians: and if the Creed in the first age

contained no more, then that very doctrine must have been

looked upon, from the beginning, as the sum and substance of

Christianity.

As to the question about the length of the apostolical Creeds,

or the number of articles they contained, learned men may offer

their conjectures, and have done its : but perhaps, after all, we

have not sufficient light to determine any thing with certainty.

What I at present apprehend of that matter, I shall express

distinctly, in the particulars here following. I. It appears to

me not improbable, that the earliest Creeds, as they took their

rise from the form of baptism, contained little or nothing beyond

it. There is a short Creed of that kind still extant in Cyrilh,

fidem exponens, ait: et Pater Deus,

et Filius Deus, et Spiritus Sanctus

Deus, et Deus unusquisque. Cyprianus

itidem, &c. Bull. Judic. cap. iv. sect.

3. Pº. - - - - - - -

Mihi sane videtur in his paucis

verbis: Credo in Deum Patrem, Fi

lium, et Spiritum Sanctum, magnam

illam veritatem, nempe Filium et Spi

ritum Sanctum, unum esse cum Patre

Deum, aliquatenus clarius exprimi

quam in fusioribus quibusdam sym

bolis quae subsecuta sunt. Nam per

additamenta illa post verba, Credo in

Deum Patrem, et adjectiones post men

tionem Filii, non repetita voce Deum

in articulis de Filio, et Spiritu Sancto,

videri potest, et nonnullis visum est,

Dei appellatio ad solum Patrem perti

nere; plane contra mentem ac senten

tiam eorum qui lationa illa symbola

condiderunt. Bull, ibid. p. 309.

g See Critical History of the Creed,

p. 33, &c. Grabe in Annotatis ad

Bulli Judic. cap. 4, 5, 6. Bingham,

Eccles. Antiq. lib. x. cap. 3. sect. 7.

Rogers's Review &c. p. 261–271.

Berriman's Historical Account &c.

p. 21, &c. Buddaei Isagoge, vol. i. p.

44.1, &c.

h IIworrešo eis rôv IIarépa, kai els

röv Yiów, kai eis rô dytov IIvetºua, kai

eis év 8ántigua uéravoias. Catech.

Mystag. i. n. 6.
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comprehending but one single article, besides the article of the

Trinity. And I may observe, that the shorter form of the

Roman Creed, (called the Apostles',) published by Usheri, seems

to carry some marks of its having been formerly shorter, by its

bringing in the article of the Holy Ghost in this abrupt manner,

“ and in the Holy Ghost:” words which came in very aptly in

the primitive form, when they immediately followed “and in the

“Son:” but which would appear abrupt, after several new in

sertions made between the two articles. Wherefore, to salve

that appearing abruptness, the Church afterwards striking out

and, inserted I beliere in that place, making the article run, as it

does at this day, “I believe in the Holy Ghost, &c.” This

observable circumstance relating to that Creed is a confirmation

of the opinion, that the first Creeds (in some places at least)

were of such a kind as Episcopius mentions. 2. It appears to

me further probable, that when the Creeds ran in that short

concise form, yet the interrogatories to and answers of the cate

chumens at baptism were fuller and more explicit. Tertullian

takes notice, that the responses in baptism were then somewhat

larger than the model laid down by Christk, meaning, than the

form of baptism : and he refers the enlargement of the responses

to immemorial custom or tradition. Firmilian of the third cen

tury speaks of the Symbol, or Creed of the Trinity, and of the

prescribed ecclesiastical interrogation, and seems to make them

distinct, supposing that the Symbol of the Trinity contained less

than the other. Dut if the whole ran under the name of the

Creed of the Trinity, even that shews what was looked upon as

the principal thing in the Creed, giving denomination to the

whole: and it affords a probable argument that, at first, the

whole was comprised in it. 3. It is not unlikely that some of

the additional articles might have been inserted into the Creeds,

in the very age of the Apostles, in opposition to the heresies then

breaking out. The hypothesis appears to me much more probable

than that such articles should be inserted in opposition to

Paganism or Judaism. It was needless to caution the new con

verts against Paganism or Judaism, which they had formally

renounced; but it might be necessary to guard them against

* Usher de Symbolis, p. 6, 9. Coron. c. iii. p. 102.

* Dehinc ter mergitamur, amplius Cui nec Symbolum Trinitatis, nec

aliquid respondentes quam Dominus interrogatio legitima et ecclesiastica

in Evangelio determinavit. Tertull. de defuit. Cyprian. Opp. Ep. lxxv. p. 223.
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false Christians, who pretended to follow the sane rule of faith,

and to admit the same Scriptures. This supposition much better"

accounts for the article of “Maker of heaven and earth,” being

so long omitted in the Roman Creed, (perhaps for six or seven

centuries,) though it was inserted in other Creeds, where heresies

gave occasion for it m. And this also best accounts for the

observable variety in the additional articles to the ancient Creeds:

because the several churches adopted those articles which suited

their then present circumstances, according as they found the

faith of Christ most endangered in this or that particular" by

the heresies then and there reigning, I pretend not to propose

this as certain fact, but as a probable, or the most probable

opinion". The sum of the whole matter seems to be well and

justly expressed by a celebrated writer, as follows: “Not long

“after the Apostles' days, and even in the apostolic age itself,

“several heresies sprung up in the Church, subversive of the funda

“mentals of Christianity: to prevent the malignant effects

“ whereof, and to hinder such heretics from an undiscernible

“mixing themselves with the orthodow Christians, as also to

“establish and strengthen the true believers in the necessary

“truths of the Christian religion, the Christian verities opposite

“to those heresies were inserted in the Creed; and, together with

“ those other articles which had without intermission been con

“stantly used from the time of the Apostles, were proposed to

“the assent and belief of all persons who came to be baptized P.”

Now, to return to the doctrine of the Trinity, it is very certain

that that always made either the whole or the principal part of

the first Creeds: and therefore in every view, and upon all hy

potheses, it must have been looked upon as a prime verity, a

fundamental doctrine of Christianity. But it may be pleaded

perhaps, (as indeed it has been pleaded of old time", as well as

since,) that the ancient Creeds are not explicit as to the doctrine

m See Critical History of the Apo

stles' Creed, p. 96–106.

* See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 190,

&c. Critical History of the Athanasian

Creed, vol. iii. p. 253.

o Proxime illi citra controversiam

ad verum accedunt, qui symbolum

hocce (Romanum) ex solenni baptismi

formula, qua baptizandi, se credere

º in Deum Patrem, Fi

ium, et Spiritum Sanctum, enatum

existimant; ita quidem, ut subinde

additamenta quaedam, hareticorum,

qui ecclesiam turbabant, erroribus op

|. adjicerentur, donec in eam, qua

odie conspicitur, formam exsurgeret.

Buddaei Isagog. vol. i. p. 443,

P Critical History of the Apostles’

Creed, p. 38.

a See Austin de Fide et Symbolo,

cap. i. p. 151. tom. vi. Bened. edit.

Fulgentius in Fragment. xxxvi. p. 652.

edit. Paris.
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of the Trinity, in the commonly received sense. To which the

answer, in short, is this: that though all the ancient Creeds are

not equally explicit in that doctrine, (and good reasons may be

assigned why they are not,) yet even those which are least

explicit do however contain the main doctrine briefly wrapped

up, provided they are but interpreted according to the real

meaning and intent of the compilers, as they ought to be.

1. I say, first, that all the ancient Creeds are not equally

explicit; for which good reasons may be assigned, as shall be

seen presently. Some of the early Creeds are very full and

explicit in the doctrine, considering the time when they were

made, long before the Trinitarian controversy was come to any

such height as it grew up to afterwards. The Creed of Jeru

salem preserved by Cyril, (the most ancient perhaps of any now

extant,) is very express for the Dicinity of God the Son, in these

words: “And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son

“ of God, true God, begotten of the Father before all ages; by

“whom all things were mades.” Expressions which seem directly

pointed at the Cerinthians, and others, who in the earliest times

opposed the Dicinity of Christt.

There is Creed, or fragment of a Creed, in Irenaeus, which

plainly enough intimates the real and proper Dicinity both of

the Son and Holy Ghost. I shall cite such parts of it as are

most to our purpose. “There is one God omnipotent, who

“made all things (out of nothing) by his Word—not by angels

“ or by powers separate from his own mind; for the God of all

“needs nothing, but by his own Word and Spirit makes, orders,

“ and governs all things, and gives being to allu.” Here the

reader will observe, that the Word and Spirit, the Son and the

Holy Ghost, are manifestly distinguished from all creatures, from

all the things made : and it is the known doctrine of Irenaeus,

that the Word and Spirit are the very self of the Fatherx in a

r Bull. Judic. Eccles. cap. vi. m. 5.

p. 325. Toutée in Cyrill. Hierosol.

p. 82.

* Kai eis évô Kūptov'Imoroúv Xptorröv,

rów viðv too €eoû novoyevn, röv čk row

tarpès yewmffévra eeóv dyněivöv Tpô

Trávrov rôv alóvov 8t' of Tā travra éyé

Cyril. Hierosol. p. 159. Conf.petro.

II+, 137, 49. . . -

t Vid. Bull. Judic. Eccl.c. vi. n. 16.

p. 330.

* Unus Deus omnipotens qui omnia

condidit per Verbum suum—non per

angelos, neque per virtutes abscissas

ab ejus sententia; nihil enim indiget

omnium Deus: sed per Verbum et

Spiritum suum omnia faciens, et dis

ponens, et gubermans, et omnibus esse

praestans. Iren. lib. i. cap. 22. p. 98.

Bened. edit.

* Fecit ea per semetipsum, hoc est,

per Verbum et Sapientiam suam : ad

est enim eisemper Verbum et Sapientia,

Filius et Spiritus, per quos, et in qui
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qualified sense, reckoned to him, included in him. But let the

reader, who desires fuller satisfaction, take along with him y Mr.

Alexander's excellent observations upon this and two or three

more the like places of Irenaeus, and he will find how strong an

attestation they amount to, to prove that the doctrine of the

Trinity, as now received, was then looked upon as the summary

and groundwork of all that Christians believed. There is another

Creed of Irenaeus, wherein the Divinity of Christ, the doctrine

of God incarnate, is expressed in strong terms. Christum Jesum

Dei Filium: qui propter eminentissimam erga figmentum suum

dilectionem, eam quae esset ew virgine generationem sustinuit, ipse

per se hominem adunans Deo, &c. Iren. lib. iii. c. 4.

There is a like Creed in Tertullian, fully expressing the Divinity

of God the Son, and obliquely intimating the Divinity of the

Holy Ghost; which however is known to be Tertullian's express

doctrine elsewhere, in more places than one’. His Creed runs

thus:

“We believe in one God, but under this dispensation, which

“we call the economy, that the one God hath a Son, which is his

“Word, who proceeded from him, by whom all things were

“made, and without whom nothing was made. He was sent

“from the Father to the Virgin, and was born of her, both God

“ and man, Son of man, and Son of God—who afterwards, ac

“cording to his promise, sent from the Father the Holy Ghost,

“ the Comforter, the Sanctifier of the faith of those who believe

“in the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost. This is the

“rule which has come down to us from the beginning of the

“Gospela.” *

In the next century we have the famous Creed of Gregory

Bishop of Neocaesarea, commonly called Thaumaturgus, on the

account of the many miracles which God wrought by him. The

Creed is as express and explicit as possible for the doctrine of

bus, omnia libereet sponte fecit, p. 253.

Fecit ea per semetipsum, hoc est per

Verbum et Sapientiam suam, p. 163.

y Alexander's Essay on Irenaeus,

ſi 19. Printed for J. Clark and R.

lett, 1727.

* Tertull. contr. Prax. cap. 9, 13, 30.

a Unicum quidem Deum credimus,

sub hac tamen dispensatione; quam

oikovoutav dicinus, ut unici Dei sit et

Filius, Sermo ipsius, qui ex ipso pro

cesserit, per quem omnia facta sunt, et

wATERLAND, vol. iii.

sine quo factum est nihil. Hunc missum

a Patre in Virginem, et ex ea natum

hominem et Deum, Filium hominis et

Filium Dei, et cognominatum Jesum

Christum.—Qui exinde miserit, se

cundum promissionem suam, a Patre

Spiritum Sanctum, Paracletum, Sanc

tificatorem fidei eorum qui credunt in

Patrem et Filium et Spiritum Sanctum.

Hanc regulam ab initio Evangelii de

cucurrisse, &c. Tertull. adv. Praw.

c. ii. p. 5, 6. Welchm. edit.

M in
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the Trinity, drawn up probably for the obviating all extremes of

that time, whether of Samosatenians or Sabellians. Some have

questioned the genuineness of it, but without sufficient cause *.

I shall here set it down at full length, as follows:

“There is one God, Father of the living Word, the substantial

“ Wisdom, and Porer, and eternal express image: perfect

“parent of one perfect, Father of the only begotten Son. There

“is one Lord, one of one, God of God, the express character

“and image of the Godhead, the effective Word, the Wisłoa

“that grasps the system of the universe, and the Power that

“made every creature, true Son of the true Father, invisible of

“invisible, incorruptible of incorruptible, immortal of immortal,

“ and eternal of eternal. And there is one Holy Ghost, having

“his subsistence from God, and shining forth by the Son. [viz.

“to mankind, J perfect image of the perfect Son, life causal of

“all living, the holy fountain, essential sanctity, author of all

“ sanctification: in whom God the Father is manifested, who is

“above all, and in all, and God the Son, who is through all. A

“perfect Trinity, undivided, unseparated in glory, eternity, and

“dominion. There is therefore nothing created or servile in this

“Trinity, nothing adventitious, that once was not, and came in

“after: for the Father was never without the Son, nor the Son

“without the Spirit, but this Trinity abides the same, un

“changeable and invariable for evere.” This is the so much

celebrated Creed, of which some stories have been told more

than we are bound to believe, by Gregory Nyssen: but misre

ports in circumstances do not invalidate the main thing. I have

diðtov.b The genuineness of the Creed is

maintained by Bishop Bull, Defen.

F. N. sect. ii. c. 12. p. 35 Fabri

cius B. Gr. vol. v. p. 249. Opp. Hip

ol. vol. ii. p. 224. Dr. Berriman’s

istorical Account, p. 138, &c. Mr.

Abr. Taylor, True Script. Doctrine,

p. 128, &c.

• Els Geós, marijp X6)ov Čovros, oro

qtastiquarróorms, kai Övvápleos, kal Xapa

krºpos diētov' réAetos, re)etovyevvārop,

Tarip viol govoyevows. eis kūptos, uévos

ex plovov, Beös éx eeoo" 3 xapakrºp kai

elkov rºs 6eórnros, A&yos évépyos, oro

qta rās róv ÖAov orvoráoreos replex

rux), kai 8tºwapus rºs 6\ms krioreos troum

ruk), viðs dAméués d'Amélyot, marpós,

déparos *::::. kai àq6apros d'p6áp

Kai év truedua ayuov, ex esot,

Tºv wrapčiv exov, kai bi' viot meq\mwós.

[87Xaôi) roſs dwépôtrots] eixòv rod viot,

rexelov re?\eta, Çor) (ovrov airia,

àyta, āytórms àytaguoi, xopmyós, evº

qavepooral eeds 6 marijp 6 mi mávrov

kai év maori, kai eeds 6 viðs 68ta mäv

rov. Totòs rexeia, 86&n kai diótármri

kai Baorºsia um Hepiſopévn plmöé draM

Aorptovuévn. otre očv kriorrów ri # 8o0

Aov čv rà rpióðt, oùre émetoraxrév ru, &s

Tpórepov pièvoix inrápxov, to repov 8é

émeworeA6óv. otre očv čveXtré more viðs

trarpi, oùre vić rvedua, d\\' àrperros

kai dvaMAoloros iſ air) rpiós dei. Greg.

Thaumaturgi Symbolum a Gregor.

Nyssen. in Vit. Gregor. . tom. ii.

- - w - r - ità

rov, kai d6ávaros d6avárov, kai diówos

p. 978, 979.
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inclosed a small part of it within brackets, looking upon it as a

marginal gloss, made by some ignorant sciolist, and afterwards

foisted into the text. I owe the observation to Le Quien,who has

confirmed it with substantial reasons d, in his edition of Damascen.

If it should now be asked, why other Creeds, elder than this,

should not be equally explicit, as to the doctrine of the Trinity,

or why the western formularies were not as minute and express

as some of the eastern; the answer is short and easy: there

was not the same occasion. Heresies were more or less pre

valent at different times, and in different places; and Creeds

varied accordingly. The east was more infested with them

than the west: and therefore the eastern Creeds were larger

and more explicit, generally, than the western. And when

some churches had formed their Creeds, and made it customary

for the catechumens to recite them publicly, they might not after

wards think it proper to alter the forms which the people had

long been used to, without the greatest necessity. Such is Ruf

finus's account of this mattere. And I may add, that there

was no absolute necessity of enlarging the baptismal Creeds as

often as heresies arose in the Church; because the defects of the

shorter Creeds might be competently supplied another way;

namely, by very particular instructions and cautions given to

the candidates for baptism, in the Catechetical Lectures con

trived for that purpose: of which I have treated sufficiently

elsewheref, and need not here repeat.

2. But I am further to observe, that even those shorter Creeds,

such particularly as the Roman, though not so explicit in the

article of the Trinity as the eastern Creeds, do yet contain the

sum and substance of the doctrine in full and strong terms;

provided only that they be interpreted according to the true

and certain meaning of the compilers, as they ought to be.

The Creeds of the Church ought most certainly to be interpreted

according to the mind of the Church, and not by any after

* Mich. Le Quien, in Dissertat.

Damascen, tom. i. p. 2.

* In diversis ecclesiis, aliqua in his

verbis inveniuntur adjecta: in ecclesia

tamen urbis Romae hoc non depre

henditur factum. Quod ego propterea

esse arbitror, quod neque haeresis ulla

illic sumsit exordium; et mos ibi

servatur antiquus, eos qui gratiam

baptismi, suscepturi sunt, publice, id

est, fidelium populo audienti symbo

lum reddere, et utique adjectionem

unius saltem sermonis, eorum qui

praecesserunt in fide non admittit

auditus. In caeteris autem locis,

quantum intelligi datur, propter non

nullos harreticos, addita quaedam vi

dentur, per quae novellae doctrinae

sensus crederetur excludi. Ruffin. in

Symbol. p. 17. edit. Ox. Conf. Bull.

Judic. Eccl.c. v. p. 312.

f Sermons, vol. ii. p. 189, &c.

M. In 2
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thoughts of heretics.g. For though the Scripture, properly, is

the rule for receiving any Creed, or any doctrine, yet it is not

the rule of interpretation; but words, phrases, and formularies,

must be interpreted according to their received use, and the

known sense of the compilers and imposers". The very judicious

author of the Critical History has expressed the same sentiments

very fully and clearly, as follows: “Although nothing contained

“therein must be believed any further than it agrees with the

“holy Scriptures, yet the intended sense of the greatest part

“thereof is not to be fetched from thence, but from the critings

“of the Fathers, and from those heresies against whom it (the

“Creed) was designed : which expression may, at the first hear

“ing, be perhaps esteemed by some too hasty and inconsiderate:

“but the nature of the thing, well reflected on, makes it evident,

“and beyond contradiction. And if the authority of others

“ before me will be more valued, and better received, it will be

“no difficult task to produce several who have affirmed the

“same thing. But at present I shall content myself with the

“testimony of Monsieur Jurieu, a French Divine now living,

“who writes in express terms, that for his part, he is persuaded,

“ that we must not seek the seNse of the articles of the Apostles'

“Creed in the ScripTUREs, but in the INTENTION of those that

“composed it.”

From what has been said, it ought to be admitted as a clear

case, or a ruled point, that the Creeds of the Church should be

interpreted according to the mind of the Church; and the mind

of the Church is to be learned chiefly from the writings of the

Fathers. And while we proceed by this rule, it is manifest that

the ancient Creeds, whether of the larger or shorter kind, do

express the doctrine of the Trinity, as commonly received at

this day. The Roman Creed for instance, even in its shorter

form, (as it stood in and before the fourth century,) fully ex

presses the true and proper Divinity of Christ; indirectly, in

calling the first Person Father, and directly, in calling the second

g Quid refert si quis hesternus hat

reticus verba aliter explicari posse

contendat? Symbola certe Ecclesiae

queretur. Symbola Ecclesiae non te

net quialiter quam Ecclesia intelligit.

Bull. Judic. Eccl. cap. v. p. 322.

ex ipso Ecclesiae sensu, non ex hare

ticorum cerebello exponenda sint.

Quod posterius si fieret, Deum im

mortalem! quam cito, ex omnibus

fidei nostrae articulis, ne unus quidem

nobis satis sanus atque integer relin

h See the Case of Arian Subscrip

tion Considered, yol. ii. p. 297, 298.

Remarks on Dr. Clarke's Exposition

of the Catechism, p. 25. edit. 3rd.

Critical History of the Apostles'

Creed, p. 42. edit. 4th.
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Person only Son. The very name of Father, applied in the

Creed to the first Person, intimates the relation he bears to a

Son, of the same nature with him, existing of him, and from

him, and with him. This is an observation frequently oecurring

in the Post-Nicene writers, who derived it from the more early

Fathers, as I shall make appear presently. Fulgentius argues,

that the Divinity of the Son is suffieiently intimated in the

Creed, by the first article's acknowledging God to be a Father;

inasmueh as Father and Son must be allowed to be of the same

nature, and equal in all essential perfectionsk. Ruffinus, before

him, argues in like manner, and so interprets the first article of

the Creedl. Hilary, before them both, expresses the same

thought more than once, and insists upon it as of great weight".

The Greek writers are full of the same notion, asserting God to

be a Father, and from that principle inferring the coequa/ity and

proper Divinity of Christ his Son. Gregory Nyssen, in his first

oration against Eunomius, expresses the thing thusu: “ He

“ says, there is one only God Almighty : if he means a Father

* Cum eniin quisque se dicit credere

in Deum Patrem omnipotentem, hoc

ipsum quod in Deum Patrem dicit,
sicut in eo veritatem naturalis divini

tatis, ita veritatem naturalis quoque

paternitatis, et ex hac veritatem etiam

naturalis generationis ostendit.

Totum igitur in se habet illa generatio

divina quicquid in se habet Dei Patris

aeterna substantia. Proinde suffici

ebat ut diceretur de Patre solo, quic

}}}*$* intelligendum esset de

ilio : Pater enim sic omnipotentem

Filium genuit, sicut est ipse Pater

omnipotens. Omnia igitur quæ

Deo Patri dantur in Symbolo, ipso

uno Filii nomine, naturaliter tribuun

tur et Filio. Fulgent. Fragment.

xxxvi. p. 652.

1 Patrem cum audis, Filii intellige

Patrem, qui Filius supradictæ sit

imago substantiæ. Hoc ergo ipso

nomine quo Deus ipse Pater appella

tur, cum Patre pariter subsistere etiam

Filius demonstratur. —— Est ergo

Deus Pater rerus tanquam veritatis

l'ater, non extrinsecus creans, sed ex

eo quod ipse est, Filium generans, &c.

Ruffin. in Symbol. p. 18. ed. Ox.

m Cum Patris nomen auditur,

nunquid natura Filii non continetur

in nomine?—Neque enim Filius est

cui alia ac dissimilis erit a Patre sub

stantia, Hilar. de Trin. p. 789.

Ecclesiæ Fides solum verum Deum

Patrem confessa, confitetur et Chris

tum.—Per id enim Christum con

fessa Deum verum est, quod solum

verum Deum confessa sit Patrem.

Non enim unigenito Deo naturæ

demutationem naturalis nativitas in

tulit: nec qui ex subsistente Deo

secundum divinæ generationis natu

ram Deus subsistit, ab eo qui solus

verus Deus est, separabilis est veritate

naturæ, p. ioo6. Conf. 86o, 938, 1 163.

ed. Benedict.

m Eis yáp έστι, Φnorì, xai μόνοs eeös

TavroxpdTop. ei μέν οῦν τὸν τatépa διὰ

rijs τοῦ πavroxpdropos ττροσηyopias év

8eixvvrav, jipuérepov λέγει τὸν λόyov, kai

oùx dλλότριον' ei δέ άλλον τινὰ πapà ròv

Tarépa voei travroxpdTopa, kaì Ti}v Tepu

τομὴν εἰ δοκ€ί κmpvoraréro, ό τὸν δογμά

των τὸν 'Iovöaixóv ττροστάτης. τόν yàp

Xpuorruavóv j Tiorvs Tpòs τὸν πat€pa

Bλέτ*ι. ττάvτa δέ έστιν ό ττariip' ύγι

orros, Tavroxpdrop, 8aora\eùs róv ßaoru

\evóvrov, xêptos tòv xvptevóvtov, xaì

πάvτa öora tijs ίγηλjs êxetav ormuaorias,

τοῦ τarpös éστιν ίδια- τά δέ τοῦ πarpòs

τοῦ vioù êo tu mtâvra' όσre τοῦτον δvros,

xdxeiva òexóμe6a, x. τ. λ. Gregor.

Nyssen. Orat. 1. p. 15.
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“under the name of Almighty, he says the same that we do,

“ and nothing different; but if he intends it of an Almighty

“who is not a Father, he may preach up circumcision if he

“pleases, along with his other Jewish tenets. The faith of

“ Christians looks to a Father. The Father indeed is all; he is

“Most High, Almighty, King of kings, and Lord of lords; what

“ever titles sound high or great, they belong to the Father;

“ and all things that are the Father's belong to the Son. Allow

“but this, and we admit the other.” To the same purpose

speaks Athanasius, that the professing our belief in God, as a

Father, is at the same time acknowledging the Divinity of the

Son*. And the like is observed by Cyril of Jerusalem, in his

Exposition of the first article of the CreedP.

The authors which I have cited, and to which more might be

added", are all Post-Nicenes; but they very well understood the

true and genuine principles of their Catholic predecessors, and

are so many presumptive evidences of the doctrine of the Ante

Nicene Church, when, though writing on different occasions and

in distant places, they fall in so unanimously with the same way

of thinking. Besides, testimonies may be cited from the Ante

Nicene writers themselves, expressing the same notion. Diony

sius of Alexandria, who flourished about the middle of the third

century, intimates the same thing thus: “The Father being eter

“nal, the Son must be eternal too, light of light.—The names by

“me mentioned are undivided and inseparable: when I named

“ the Father, before I mentioned the Son, I signified the Son in

“ the Father.—If any of my false accusers suspect, that, because

“I called God Creator and former of all things, I made him

“Creator of Christ, let him consider, that I before styled him

“Father, and so the Son was included in him ,” &c. Here we

may observe, how this early and excellent writer argues from the

• ‘O 8é rôveeów marépa Aéyov, eú60s

év airó kai rôv viðv ormuaivet, kai oëk

dyvoňores 3rt viot &vros, Ště rod viol, rà

ywópeva èkriorêm trăvra. Athanas. de

Decret. Synod. Nic. p. 236. Benedict.

P IIarépa röv esov čvouáoraptev, tva

dua rô voeſv trarépa, voño'ouev kai rôv

vićv' viot, yāp kai marpós oë8év čorri

perači rôv čvrov. Cyril. Hierosol.

Catech. vii. n. 3. cont. Catech. vii. n. 1.

vios 6 vićs éort, pós ék porós &v’

rów inſ' époi Aex8évrov čvouárov čka

arov dy&ptorróv čort kai d8waiperov rod

TAmoriov. Tarápa elnov, kai mply ima

yāya.rów viºr éorhuava kai roorov čv rº

tratpu. Eāv 8é ris rôv orvkoqavrów

émévôāv róvárávrov mounty row Geów

kai &mutovpyöv eitrov, oimrai us kai rod

Xploroú Méyew, drovo dro Plov ºpérepov

Tarépa qbjoravros airów, Év (; kai 6

viðs ſpoo yeyparrat. Dionys. Aler.

apud Athanas. de Sententia Dionysii,

q See others cited and referred to

in the Critical History of the Apo

stles' Creed, p. 77,78.
r * * - * - - * r

Ovros ovºv aioviou roi; trarpos, auw

P, 254, 257.
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very name and relation of Father, that Christ could not be a

creature, in like manner as the Post-Nicene writers (before

cited) argue from the same title applied to the first Person in

the Creed. So that if we interpret the Creed according to the

strict sense which the ancients had of the term Father, that

very title indirectly asserts the Divinity of Christ, since God is

thereby understood to be the Father of Christs, and not his

Creator, as of angels or men.

But the same thing will be more directly proved from the

title of Son, or only Son, applied to the second Person of the

Trinity, in the Creed: for all the Fathers, both Ante-Nicene

and Post-Nicene, constantly understood that title, as applied to

Christ, to be expressive of his real and proper Divinity, of

his partaking of the same nature and Godhead with the Father,

whose only Son he is. Bishop Bull, in reply to Episcopius, has

largely insisted upon this argument, proving that the title of

povoyevils, only begotten, or only Son, in the Creed, denotes the

real and eternal Divinity of Christ. He proves it, I. from such

places of Scripture where that title is applied to Christ. 2. From

the strict force and propriety of the expression itself. 3. From

the order and texture of the Creed. 4. From the universal and

constant interpretation of the ancientst. I may refer to Bishop

Bull, and others that have come after him, for proof that the

title of Son of God, or only begotten Son, in Scripture, cannot

reasonably be understood either of our Lord's miraculous concep

tion by the Holy Ghost, or of his Messiahship, or of his being

the first begotten from the dead, or of his receiving all power, and

his being appointed heir of all things: none of these circum

stances singly considered, nor all together, will be sufficient to

account for the title of only Son, or only begotten ; but there is a

necessity of looking higher up to the preexistent and divine na

ture of the Word, who was in the beginning with God, and was

himself cery God, before the creation, and from all eternity".

* Compare the Creed of Gregory vi et proprietate ipsius vocis. 3. Ex

Thaumaturgus, cited above, where the

term Father is interpreted in the same

high sense, and as implying the real

and essential Dirinity of the Son.

* In Symbolo Romano Christum

dici Dei Filium unicum, sive unigenitum

(röv Plovoyevn) respectu divinae suae

naturae, qua non modo ante Mariam,

sed etiam ante omnia secula ex et cum

Deo Patre extitit, probatu facile est:

1. Ex locis Scripturae ubi vox povo

yev’s reperitur Christo tributa. 2. Ex

ordine et contextu verborum in Sym

bolo ipso. 4. Denique ex constante ac

perpetuo Catholicae Ecclesiae sensu

atque interpretatione. Bull. Judic.

Eccl. cap. v. p. 313.

u See Bull. Judic. Eccl. cap. v. p.

313—320. Dr. Sherlock's Scripture

Proofs of our Saviour's livinity, p.

161–183. Remarks on Dr. Clarke's

Exposition of the Catechism, p. 44–

48.
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Angels and men have been called sons of God, in an improper

and metaphorical sense; but they have never been styled only

begotten, nor indeed sons in any such emphatical and distin

guishing manner as Christ is. They are sons by adoption, or

faint resemblance: he is truly, properly, and eminently Son of

God, and therefore God, as every son of man is therefore truly

mans. Novatian speaks the sense of all the Ante-Nicene

Fathers in that article: I forbear to produce their testimonies

here, having done it elsewherey: there is not a more noted

principle or maxim among the earliest writers of the Church

than this, that Christ is truly, properly, essentially God, because

he is properly Son of God. The sum then is, that the Apostles'

Creed, in styling Christ only Son, or only begotten, has expressed

his coeternal Divinity in such terms as were constantly and

universally understood by the ancient churches to carry that idea

with them. Therefore the very learned Bishop Stillingfleet had

good reason to say, “that although the Apostles' Creed does

“not in eaſoress words declare the Divinity of the three Persons

“in the Unity of the divine essence; yet taking the sense of

“ those articles as the Christian Church understood them from

“ the Apostles' times, then we have as full and clear evidence of

“ this doctrine, as we have that we received the Scriptures from

“ them”.” The result of what has been said under the present

article is, that whether we take the longer or the shorter Creeds

of the ancient churches, whether those that are most explicit or

those that are least so, all of them contained the doctrine of the

Trinity, either as their whole subject-matter, or as their principal

part: and therefore, so far as the Creeds of the ancient Church

can be of use to shew that any point of doctrine was judged im

portant or fundamental, we have full proof that the doctrine we

are speaking of was looked upon as an essential of Christianity in

the best and purest ages.

It must indeed be owned, that it never was the intention

of Creeds to furnish out any complete catalogue of fundamentals",

and so it would be very wrong to argue and infer negatively, that

such an article was not in this or in that Creed, and therefore

* Ut enim praescripsit ipsa natura

hominem credendum esse, qui ex ho

mine sit; ita eadem natura praescribit

et Deum credendum esse, qui ex Deo

sit: ne si non et Deus fuerit cum ex

Deo sit, jam nec homo sit licet ex ho

mine fuerit. Novat. cap. xi. p. 31.

edit. Welchm.

y Sermons, vol. ii. p.#

* Stillingfleet on the Trinity, chap.

ix. p. 229.

a See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 188

—190. Critical History of the Atha

nasian Creed, vol. iii. p. 252, &c.
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was not judged a fundamental by the conpilers, (for by that

rule, neither the article of God's being Maker of heaven and

earth, nor that of life everlasting, would be fundamental, having

both been omitted in the old Roman Creed,) but it may be right

enough to argue and infer positively, that such an article was

inserted in the Creeds, and was therefore judged to be a funda

mental, or of great importance; since none could be admitted to

Christian baptism, in such or such places, in the early times,

without an open and explicit profession of it. So much for the

head of Creeds.

II. Another way of knowing the sentiments of the ancient

Church, in relation to the necessity of believing the doctrine of

the Trinity, is to observe what censures were passed upon the

open impugners of it. For if it was accounted heresy, pernicious

and deadly heresy, to oppose that doctrine, in whole or in part,

then it is plain that the doctrine was judged important, was

looked upon as an essential of the Gospel faith. Among the im

pugners of that doctrine, in the article of Christ's Divinity, have

been commonly reckoned these seven : 1. Cerinthus, 2. Ebion,

3. Theodotus, 4. Artemon, 5. Beryllus, 6. Paul of Samosata,

7. Arius. Of whom I shall treat in their order, as briefly as

may be consistent with perspicuity.

A. D. 6o. CERINTHUs.

Cerinthus lived in the apostolic age, was an impugner of our

Lord's Dicinity, and was condemned for it, probably, by St. John

himself, and by the whole Church of that time and after: there

fore the article of Christ's Divinity was then looked upon as a

fundamental article. This is the sum of what I maintain under

this head: I now come to the distinct proof of the several

particulars.

1. That Cerinthus lived in the apostolic age is a fact so well

attested by great variety of ancient evidences, (some of which

will come up presently,) that it ought to pass for a certain and

manifest truth. Yet a late learned foreignerb, having a private

hypothesis to serve, has called the fact in question, as some few

others before him had also donec. His reasons have been con

sidered and answered by learned handsd; to whom I refer the

* Frederic. Adolph. Lampe, in p. 411.

Comment. in S. Johan. Proleg. lib. ii. d Taylor's True Scripture Doctrine,

cap. 3. p. 181, &c. p. 263. Buddaeus, Eccl. Apostol. p.
c &#. Buddaeus in Eccles. Apost. 412–419. pos
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reader, rather than enter into a needless dispute. Irenaeus is an

authority so early, and so express for Cerinthus's eflourishing in

St. John's time, that it is alone sufficient to remove all doubt of

the fact. Indeed Epiphaniusf and Philastrius's place Cerinthus

so high in the apostolic age, that they suppose him to have

given great disturbance to St. Peter and St. Paul, and to have

occasioned the calling of the first council at Jerusalem, A. D.

49, recorded in the Actsh. But there is reason to suspect the

truth of that reporti, and therefore I am content to place Cerin

thus some years lower, but early enough to have spread his

heresies before St. John wrote his Epistles, and even before

St. Paul wrote some of his.

2. Cerinthus held many errors: but the only one I am con

cerned to take notice of is, his denying the Divinity of Christ.

That he did so is plainly asserted by the ancient author of

the Appendix to Tertullian's book of Prescriptionk. But Ire

naeus, a more early and a more accurate writer, will give us the

truest and most distinct account of what Cerinthus held with

respect to the Divinity of our blessed Lord. The sum of this

heresy in that point was, that Jesus and Christ were two Per

sons: Jesus a mere man, conceived in the natural way, of Joseph

and Mary; and Christ a celestial spirit, which descended from

above, and resided in the man Jesus, not constantly, but occa

sionally, from his baptism to his crucifixion". Whatever view

we take this doctrine of Cerinthus in, it is denying the proper

Dicinity of our blessed Lord. The man Jesus, upon his princi

ples, could not be dicine at all, having no constant or personal

union with what descended from above: and as to that spiritual

substance, called Christ, which was supposed, some time, to

reside in him, even that was not properly dicine, according to

* Irenaeus, lib. iii. cap. 3. 11.

* Epiphan. Haeres. xxviii. n. 2. p. 111.

* Philastr. Haeres. xxxvi. p. 80.
edit. Fabric.

h Acts xv.

* Vid. Buddaeus, Eccles. Apostol.

p. I 13, 196.

* Cerinthus—Christum ex se

mine Joseph natum proponit, homi

nem illum tantummodo sine Divini

tate contendens. Tertull. de Praescript.

cap. lxviii. p. 221. Rigalt.

Cerinthus autem quidam in Asia

Jesum subjecit, non ex virgine

natum (impossibile enim hoc ei visum

est) fuisse autem eum Joseph et Ma

riae filium, similiter ut reliqui omnes

homines, et plus potuisse justitia et

prudentia et sapientia ab hominibus:

et post baptismum descendisse in eum,

ab ea principalitate quae est super

omnia, Christum figura columbae, et

tunc annuntiasse incognitum Patrem,

et virtutes perfecisse: in fine autem

revolasse iterum Christum de Jesu, et

Jesum passum esse et resurrexisse,

Christum autem impassibilem perse

verasse, existentem spiritalem. Iren.

lib. i. cap. 26. p. 105. Bened. Conf.

Epiphan. Haeres. xxviii. p. 11o.
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Cerinthus. The most that he said of it was, that it was spiritual,

and impassible because spiritual; he does not say because divine.

He separates him from the principality that is over all, that is to

say, from God supreme, and therefore could not look upon him

as properly divine. I may further observe, that his doctrine of

the Logos, or Word, was, that he was Son, not of God supreme,

but of the only begotten", one remove still further off from God

most high. And since he thus distinguished him from the

only begotten, who was alone supposed to know the Father imme

diately, it is plain he could not look upon the Word as strictly

dicine. Add to this, that Epiphanius, speaking of some of the

Ebionites, (who were near allied to the Cerinthians, and bor

rowed much of their doctrine from them,) says, that they sup

posed their Christ to have descended from heaven, being a spirit,

and first created of all, higher than the angels, and bearing rule

over all; which afterwards assumed a bodyn. This description

of Christ from above seems to answer pretty nearly to Cerinthus's

notion of a spiritual substance, called Christ, so descending and

residing in Jesus; and is a confirmation of what I am pleading

for, viz. that Cerinthus did not look upon Christ as divine, (in

any capacity,) but as a creature only. So then, whether we con

sider Cerinthus as making Jesus a mere man, or as supposing

the Christ (sometimes residing in Jesus) to be an inferior Æon,

produced in time, and the offspring of silence", or, in short, a

creature ; either way he plainly impugned the true and proper

Dicinity of Jesus Christ.

3. The next thing to be considered is, what kind of reception

such his doctrine met with in the Church of Christ. We have

good reason to believe that it was condemned as antichristian

doctrine, by the Bishops of Asia, and by St. John himself.

Indeed our proofs of this matter are of the conjectural kind:

but they are not without their weight, if they amount to rational

presumptions or strong probabilities. If it can be probably

argued from eaternal evidence, that St. John wrote his Gospel,

m Et initium quidem esse monoge

nem, Logon autem verum Filium uni

geniti. Iren. lib. iii. cap. 1 1. p. 188.

" "AAAot be €v atrols Aéyovoru dvo

6ev uév čvra, mpô Távrov 8é kriorðévra,

Tvetpia ovra, kai trip dyyáAous āvra,

Távrov re kvpuevövra, kai Xpworów Mé

earðat, röv ketore 8é alóva kekxmpôo 6am.

%. Haeres. xxx. cap. 3. p. 127.

Conf. Vitringa, Observat. Sacr. lib. v.

cap. 12. sect. 7. p. 146. edit. ult.

o See Bishop Bull. Def. F. N. sect.

iii. cap. 1. p. 16o, et Greg. Nazianz.

Orat. xxiii. p. 414.
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or Epistles, in direct opposition to the tenets of Cerinthus, and

if the internal characters of his writings themselves confirm the

report; then both these circumstances concurring in the same

thing will together amount to as fair a proof of what we pre

tend, as matters of this nature will generally admit of.

That St. John wrote his Gospel with a view to confute Cerin

thus, among other false teachers, is attested first by Irenaeus P,

who was a disciple of Polycarp, and who flourished within less

than a century of St. John's time. He is very particular in the

account, observing what special errors of the same Cerinthus

and others the Apostle had an eye to in the penning of his

Gospel.

Our next author to Irenaeus is Victorinus Petavionensis, who

flourished about A. D. 290. He reports that the Bishops of

Asia, being alarmed at the pernicious doctrines then disseminated

by Valentinus, Cerinthus, and Ebion, came in a body to St.

John, importuning him to bear his testimony against themq.

The author, probably, mistakes in bringing in Valentinus so

early: but that will not invalidate his report as to the other

two, or as to the main thing. Some doubts have been raised

about the genuineness of that treatise ascribed to Victorinus:

but Dr. Grabe seems to have well taken off the only material

exception to it': to him therefore I refer the reader.

Our next author is Jerome, who twice tells the same story,

with some particular circumstances, not so plainly intimated

P Hanc fidem annuncians Joannes dum nos, non a primo Deo factam,

Domini discipulus, volens per Evan

gelii annunciationem auferre eum qui

a Cerintho inseminatus erat hominibus

errorem, et multo prius ab his qui di

cuntur Nicolaitae, qui sunt vulsio ejus,

quae falso cognominatur scientia, ut

confunderet eos, et suaderet, quoniam

unus Deus qui omnia fecit per Verbum

suum ; et non, quemadmodum illi di

cunt, alterum quidem fabricatorem,

alium autem Patrem Domini; etalium

quidem fabricatoris Filium, alterum

vero de superioribus Christum, quem

et impassibilem perseverasse, descen

dentem in Jesum Filium fabricatoris,

et iterum revolasse in suum pleroma;

et initium quidem esse Monogenem,

Logon autem verum Filium uniyeniti:

et eam conditionem, quae est secun

sed a virtute aliqua valde deorsum

subjecta, et abscissa abeorum commu

nicatione, quae sunt invisibilia et inno

minabilia: omnia igitur talia circum

scribere volens discipulus Domini, et

regulam veritatis constituere in Ec

clesia, sic inchoavit in ea, quae est

secundum Evangelium, doctrina: In

incipio erat Verbum, &c. Iren. lib.

iii.º 11. p. 188.

q Cum essent Valentinus, et Cerin

thus, et Ebion, et cacteri scholas Sa

tanae diffusi per orbem, convenerunt

ad illum de finitimis provinciis omnes,

et compulerunt ut iPse testimonium

scriberet. Victorin. in Apocalyps.

Bibl. PP. tom. i. p. 576. alias tom. iii.

p. 418.

r Grabe, Spicileg. vol. ii. p. 45.
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elsewhere; once in his prologue to his Commentaries on St. Mat

thews, and again in his book of Ecclesiastical Writerst. He does

not say, in particular, from whence he had his accounts: but he

was a learned man, conversant in books, and he intimates that

he had his intelligence from ecclesiastical memoirs.

Epiphanius of the same time testifies more than once, that

St. John wrote against Cerinthus and Ebion, who had taught

that Christ was a mere man u. It is some confirmation of this,

what Irenaeus relates of St. John's meeting with Cerinthus at

the bath, (as I have before noted,) and running from him with

disdain. It shews, at least, that St. John and he were contem

poraries, and that the Apostle well understood his principles, and

detested them.

The main of the account may receive some further confirmation

from what Julian, the apostate Emperor, was pleased to observe,

(thirty years or more before St. Jerome,) that John perceiving

how that the persuasion of Christ's being God prevailed mightily

among the Christians dispersed through many cities of Greece

and Italy, did then take upon him to assert the same doctrine

in his Gospel, with a view to humour them, and to get himself

reputation *. Here then we have a plain confession from a

vehement adversary, which confession of his (ridicule and banter

* Johannes Apostolus et Evange

lista quum esset in Asia, et jam

tune haereticorum semina pullularent

Cerinthi, Ebionis, et casterorum qui

negant Christum in carnevenisse (quos

et ipse in epistola sua antichristos vo

cat, et Apostolus Paulus frequenter

percutit) coactus estab omnibus pene

tunc Asiae Episcopis, et multarum

Ecclesiarum legationibus, de divini

tate Salvatoris altius scribere, et ad

ipsum, ut ita dicam, Dei Verbum,

non tam audaci, quam felici temeri

tate prorumpere. Et ecclesiastica nar

rat historia, quum a fratribus cogere

tur ut scriberet, ita facturum se re

spondisse, si indicto jejunio in com

mune omnes Deum precarentur: quo

expleto, revelatione saturatus, in illud

prooemium coelo veniens eructavit: In

principio erat Verbum, &c. Hieronym.

Prolog. in Matt. p. 3. opp. tom. iv.

edit. Bened.

‘Joannes, novissimus omnium scrip

sit Evangelium, rogatus ab Asiae Epi

scopis, adversus Cerinthum aliosque

haereticos, et maxime tunc Ebionita

rum dogma consurgens; qui asserunt

Christum ante Mariam non fuisse:

unde et compulsus est divinam ejus
nativitatem edicere. Hieron. de Viris

illustrib. c. ix. p. 54, 55. Fabric.

* "Ev6a yöp rôv Xplorov čk trapa

Tpuðns WriMöv divěporov čkūpurrev 6

'E8tov kai & Khpudos, kai oi duºp' at

rows, qºmuł 8é év rà 'Aoria, Čket rô

Tvsöua rô dytov dvéréixe tº kóoup

raúrmv rºv dytav Sorávnv, etrovv 64

Pivov rºw dro8tóčagav rôv čqu, kal

Aógaoav Tiju roi, Ataş6\ov rvpavviða'

ékel yáp 6 áyios 'Iodvvms. K. r. A. Epi

phan. Haeres. li. 2. p. 423. Conf. p.424,

433,434. Haer. lxix. p. 747.

* 'O xpmorrós 'Idévvms, alo.66wevos

jön, troXi TXijóos éa\okös év troAAais

rów ‘EMAmviðav kai 'Iraxtortóov má

Asov intô raúrms tims vóorov' drońov 8é,

oluai, kai rā uvijuara IIárpov kai IIai

Aov, Adépa uév, droëov 8é duos atrú

6epairevöueva, mpáros érôpimorev eineiv

[rov'Ingooveedu]. Julian. apud Cyril.

lib. x. p. 327. edit. Lips.
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apart) amounts to this ; that the generality of Christians, as

early as the apostolic age, were exceedingly zealous for the doc

trine of Christ's Dicinity, and that St. John himself commended

them for it, encouraged them in it, and wrote his Gospel to con

firm it. Julian, very probably, had learned it from incontestable

monuments of antiquity; and since he could not disown the fact,

he endeavoured, in his ludicrous way, to turn the whole into

ridicule. He says nothing indeed of Cerinthus or Ebion, as he

had no occasion: but yet this story of his, as he has told it, falls

in with the other accounts in the main thing; for which reason

I have mentioned it. Such is the external evidence we have to

prove, that St. John, at the request of the bishops and churches

of that time, wrote his Gospel to establish the faith of Christians

in our Lord’s Divinity, against Cerinthus and Ebion, or other

false teachers who opposed it y.

The truth of the fact will be much confirmed from the internal

characters of St. John's writings: and this will fully appear by

comparing his expressions with Cerinthus's tenets, observing, all

the way, how aptly they answer in that respect, directly con

fronting and overturning the principles of that heresiarch and

his followers.

IN THE BEGINNING was THE WoRD. That is to say, at the crea

tion of all things (év ćpxfi, as in Genesis) the Word existed * :

therefore he was before any creature; not only before Joseph

and Mary, but even before any such created Æon as Cerinthus

had talked of, whether called the Word or Christ.

AND THE WoRD was witH God. Not a separate AEon, inferior

to God, and distant from God, (like to what Cerinthus supposed

of the Demiurgus, the Maker or Framer of the world a,) not

estranged from God, but united to him, and abiding with him b,

while personally distinct from him.

y The very learned Vitringa has

objected to this account, as to some

circumstances. Observ. Sacr. lib. v.

c. Io. sect. 7, 8. But he is well an

swered by Buddaeus, Eccl. Apostol.

p. 419, &c. ,
* Avvarai aev rolye rô ris dpx.js

8voua Aap.6áveoréau Kai émi riis rod

kóouov dpxis, Hav6avávrov huôv 8wä

rów Aeyouévov, 3ri mpeo Sörepos 6

Aóyos rêv dn' dpxis yewopévov fiv.

gen. Comment. in Joan. p. 5o.

Conf. Buddaeus, Eccl. Apostolica,

p. 430,438. Bull. Judic. Eccl. c. ii.

sect. 4. p. 294.

* Irenaeus, lib. i. c. 26. p. 105. lib.

iii. c. 11. p. 188. Pseudo-Tertullian.

de Praescript. Haeret. Append. p. 221.

Epiphan. Haeres. xxviii. n. 1. p. 1 Io.

b Kai 6 Aéyos ºv trpès rêves&v. oë

yàp yévero mpès rêveedv. kai ravròv

§nua, rö #v, row A&you karayopetrat,

3rt év dpx; ºv, kai 3rt mpès rêv esov

#v, oùre ris dpxis xopiſópevos, otre

row trarpès droMetrópºevos. Origen. in

Joan. p. 44.
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AND THE WoRD was God. Not a mere man, as Cerinthus

asserted of Jesus, nor a creature, as Cerinthus imagined of Christ,

or of the Word, but very God c.

THE SAME was IN THE BEGINNING with God. This is resuming

what had been said before, after a kind of break, to connect it

the more closely with the account of the creation, (which the

Apostle was just going to mention,) and to inculcate the more

strongly, against Cerinthus, that he by whom all things were

made was no distant, inferior AEon, estranged from God, and

unacquainted with him, but one that had been always with the

supreme Father.

ALL THINGs were MADE BY HIM. By the Word. Not by an in

ferior Demiurgus, not by any separate powers, not by angels, (as

the Cerinthians taught",) not by any creature-creator, but by the

Word himself, very God, and one with God e.

AND witHout HIM was Not ANY THING MADE THAT was MADE.

Not the lower world only, but the upper world also ; not the

material and visible world only, but the world of invisibles, the

celestial spirits, angels and archangels, they also were made by

the same Word; for there was nothing made without him f. “ By

“him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that are

“in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or do

“minions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created

“by him, and for him g.” So writes St. Paul, the best inter

c Addit, et Deus erat Verbum ;

illud, non minus quam ipsum Patrem,

verum summumque Deum esse sig

nificans. Atque istud quidem Cerin

thi commentis e diametro est opposi

tum, quippe qui per röv Aóyov, sive

Christum, equidem substantiam quan

dam Spiritalem eamque humana na

tura praestantiorem, neutiquam autem

inóorraoruv quandam dirinam quae et

ipsa Deus esset, intelligebat. Buddaei

Eccles. Apostolica, p. 438.

d Theodorit. Haeret. Fab. lib. ii. c.

3. lib. v. c. 9. Augustin. de Haeres. c.

viii. º: Haeres. 28. I. Philastr.

Haer. 36, p. 77. Pseudo-Tertullian.

Praescript. c. 68. Damascen. Haer.

28

e Omnia per illud (Verbum) facta

sunt. Commentis Cerinthianis est

oppositum : non enim a fabricatore

quodam mundi, a Deo primo diverso,

sed a Aáyº intoo rarukö, qui et ipse

verus summusque Deus sit, mundum

huncce et omnia quae in eo sunt, con

dita esse, verbis istis docet. Buddaei

Eccles. Apostol. p. 438. Conf. Vitring.

Observ. Sacr. lib. v. c. 13. s. 4. p.

5.

f In eodem commate, contra eosdem

haereticos addit, et absgue eo factum

est nihil. Quae verba, qui intentio

nem Apostoli non attenderit, nihil

aliud quam inanem ravroMoylav con

timere suspicetur. Sed nimirum hae

retici isti (ut recte Grotius) alium

volebant opificem eorum quae cerni

mus, sive mundi hujus aspectabilis:

alios rerum invisibilium, et quae super

hunc mundum sunt, in suo quemdue

leromate: nihil igitur eorum quae

acta sunt, ex operibus rot Aéyov ex

cipit Joannes. Bull. Judic. Eccles.

c. ii.& 2.94.

& Coloss. i. 19. See my Sermons,

vol. ii. p. 56—59.
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preter of what we have in St. John, as writing by the same

Spirit, and with the same views, and probably against the very

same men. Indeed, there is not in the whole New Testament

any thing of a more sublime and exalted strain, concerning the

personal dignity of our blessed Lord, than what we find in the

first chapter to the Colossians, from the fifteenth to the nine

teenth verse inclusive; and in the second, from verse the second

to the tenth. Those passages come the nearest of any to St.

John's divine proeme, and are only to be matched with it. It

would be too great a digression here, to shew how those so

emphatical expressions of St. Paul are all particularly fitted to

confront the tenets of Cerinthus, as if chosen for that very

purpose, and directly pointed at them: but the learned reader,

who is disposed to examine into the fact, may consult a very

judicious foreigner, who has drawn that matter out at length,

expounding what St. Paul has said in those two chapters, in a

very clear and excellent manner, by the opposition which it

carries in it all the way to the Cerinthian heresy h. I return to

St. John.

IN HIM was LIFE, AND THE LIFE was THE LIGHT OF MEN. The

same Word was life, the Adyos and (oil, both one i. There was

no occasion therefore for subtlely distinguishing the Word and

life into two AEons, as some did.

AND THE LIGHT SHINETH IN DARKNESS, AND THE DARKNESs comeTH

Not UPON IT. So I render the verse, conformable to the render

ing of the same Greek verb, karaNapſ3ávo, by our translators,

in another place of this same Gospel k. The Apostle, as I con

ceive, in this fifth verse of his first chapter, alludes to the pre

vailing error of the Gnostics, and of all that sort of men'; who

had adopted the ancient Magian notion of a good God and an

evil God, the first called Light, and the other Darkness : which

two they supposed to be under perpetual struggles, and ob

structed by each other. In opposition, probably, to those Magian

h Buddaeus, Eccles. Apostolica, p.

468–487.

i Hunc ipsum A6yov esse vitam ho

minis; otiosam innuens illorum sub

tilitatem, qui in systemate divinarum

emanationum, Końv vitam, a A6yº dis

tinguebant, eidemgue subordinabant.

Vitringa in Prolog. Evangel. Johan.

Observ. Sacr. lib. v. c. 13. p. 180.

* John xii. 35. Vid. Bos. Exercitat.

in Johan. p. 54, 55.

| Vid. Vitringa, Observat. Sacr. lib.

v. c. 13. p. 136. Epiphanius, speak

ing of the Gnosticism of those times,

derives it in part from the perplexity

which those men were under in the

uestion about the origin of evil.

ºpiphan. Hares. xxiv. 6.
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principles, St. John here asserts, that the Word, the true light,

was much superior to any such pretended rival power. In him

was no darkness at all m: no such opposite power could come

upon him, to obstruct his purposes, or defeat his good and great

designs.

HE was IN THE world, AND THE world HAD BEEN MADE BY HIM,

BUT THE world KNEw HIM Not. So I translate, for greater ac

curacy and perspicuity. HE CAME UNTo His own, AND HIs own

RECEIVED HIM NoT. These two verses manifestly confront several

. of the Gnostic principles, viz. that the world was made by an

inferior and evil God, an angel called Demiurgus; and that

Christ came into another person's work, or province, not into

his own, when he manifested himself to the world n; and that

he did not so manifest himself before his incarnation. Those

several errors seem to be directly pointed at, and confuted by

what the Evangelist has taught in those two verseso. But of

the true interpretation of those two verses, I have treated more

largely elsewhere P.

AND THE WoRD was MADE FLESH, became personally united

with the man Jesus; AND Dwelt AMONG Us, resided constantly in

the human nature so assumed. Very emphatical and pointed

expressions, searching to the root of every heresy almost of that

time, so far as concerned the person of Christ: for none of them

would admit the Word made flesh, or God made man q. Such

sentiments agreed not with their vain philosophy; they deemed

the thing to be incredibler. The Cerinthians admitted that a

celestial spirit descended occasionally upon Jesus; but they

m “God is light, and in him is no

“ darkness at all,” I John i. 5.

n Scilicet Cerinthi et aliorum om

nium ha-reticorum, qui mundi hujus

conditorem a summo Deo separabant,

haec fuit notissima sententia, Chris

tum servatorem nostrum a summa

omnium principalitate in hunc mun

dum venisse tanquam in alienum opus:

idgue ut homines a domino et servi

tute conditoris universi in nescio quam

libertatem (licentiam rectius dixeris)

vindicaret. Bull. Judic. Eccles. cap.

ii. sect. 4. p. 294. Conf. Iren, lib. iii.

c. 11. et lib. v. c. 18.

• Docet itaque semper illum in

mundo fuisse, et a primo rerum ortu,

et generis humani instauratione, se in

Ecclesia, quam in mundo habuit,

wATERLAND, vol. iii.

manifestasse, et ut lucem ceram suos

illuminasse; etiamsi a maxima mundi

parte, et ab ipsis Judaeis carnalibus

agnitus non sit explodens erroneam

illorum hypothesin qui Filium Dei

ante suam évavépômmoruv se in mundo

non manifestasse, neque illi cognitum

fuisse, asserebant. Wº. Observ.

Sacr. vol. iii. p. 180.

P Sermons, vol. ii. p. 51, 52, 53.

‘i Secundum autem nullam senten

tiam hacreticorum, Verbum Dei caro

factum est. Iren. lib. iii. c. 11. p. 189.

Conf. Bull. Judic. Eccl. c. ii. sect. 4.

. IQ4.

Pieredible praesumpserant Deum

carnem. Tertull. contr. Marcion. lib.

iii. c. 8. p. 401. Conf. Just. Mart.

Dial. p. 140, 204. edit. Jebb.

N n
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neither allowed that spirit to be personally united with Jesus,

nor to be properly dicine, as St. John teaches: so that in two

respects those words of the Apostle confute their principles".

AND we beheld His GLORY, THE GLORY As of THE ONLY BEGOTTEN

of THE FATHER, &c. Words diametrically opposite to Cerinthus's

hypothesist, which made the Logos not the only begotten of the

Father, but a remove further off, viz. the Son of the only be

gotten, as before observed.

AND of His FULNESS HAVE ALL WE RECEIVED, AND GRACE FOR

GRACE. The expression, of his fulness, [ék rot TAmpéparos airo5,J.

is very observable. The Gnostics in general, and the Cerin

thians in particular, were wont to talk much of the TAñpopa, or

fulness; by which they meant a fictitious plenitude of the Deity,

in which the whole race of Æons was supposed to subsist, and

into which spiritual men (such as they esteemed themselves)

should hereafter be received. It was the doctrine of the

Valentinians, (and probably of the elder Gnostics also,) that

they were themselves of the spiritual seed, had constant grace,

and could not fail of being admitted into the plenitude above";

while others were in their esteem carnal, had grace but sparingly,

or occasionally, and that not to bring them so high as the pleni

tude, but to an intermediate station only. But St. John here

assertsº, that all Christians equally and indifferently, all believers

at large, have received of the plenitude, or fulness of the divine

Logos; and that not sparingly, but in the largest measure, grace

wpon grace, accumulated gracey: or rather, grace following in

constant succession, grace for grace; that is, new succours coming

on as quick as the former should wear off or cease, or new supplies

* Dum dicit Verbum caro factum.

et habitavit inter nos : significatipsum

istum A&yov, qui Filius Dei, simulque

verus ac summus Deus, erat, quemdue

tam multis descripserat verbis, carnem

Jactum, hoc est, humanam naturam,

non ad certum tempus, sed perpetuo,

indissolubili, et inseparabili nexu ad

sumsisse. Budd. Eccl. Apost. p. 440.

t Indicat eundem istum A6)ov, qui

caro factus erat, etiam esse unigenitum

Patris : adeoque discrimen illud quod

Cerinthiani inter Hovoyevſ, sive uni

genitum, et A6)ov sive Verbum, con

stituebant, explodit. Buddaeus, ibid.

P. 449. . .

* Iren. lib. i. c. 6. p. 31.

* Docte denique ex hujus unigeniti

et primogeniti Dei Filii mºmpépart

(qua notione Gnostici uti consueve

runt) omnes accipere gratiam progra

tia, omnes omnis generis et ordinis in

Christum credentes, ejusdem in hac

vita participes esse gratiae, et ad ejus

dem gloride spem vocatos esse: neuti

quam vero ita se rem habere ut Gnos

tici jactitabant, solos suae sectae homi

nes, et suae imbutos philosophiae mys

teriis, ad summam illam felicitatem

primi pleromatis divinitatis adspirare

|. reliquorum credentium anima

us inferioris et medii generis beatitu

dinis statum destinatumesse. Vitringa,

Obs. Sacr. lib. v. c. 13. p. 155, 156.

y See Bull. Harmon. Apostol. Dis

sert. ii. c. II. p. 481.
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for the old ones past and gone”, without failure or intermission.

Our present rendering, grace for grace, is literal, and just; pro

vided only we understand it thus, that whenever one grace ceases

or expires, another comes in its place, and is given us for the

former, or in lieu of the former.

I have now run through the proeme of St. John's Gospel, en

deavouring all the way to shew how aptly the expressions suit

with the supposition which I here go upon, that it was penned

with a particular view to the heresies of Cerinthus and Ebion;

to say nothing of Simon Magus, or the Gnostics of those times:

for though I have chiefly, or in a manner solely, made Cerin

thus's heresy the subject of this article, yet I would be under

stood to include any other heretics of the same time, or before

him, so far as they fell in with the same common errors.

Let us now pass on to St. John's First Epistle, in order to

consider whether that likewise may not be naturally interpreted

the same way; so that one and the same key may serve for

both.

Irenaeus seems to say, that St. John pointed his Epistle”

against the same. Tertullian also intimates, that St. John

directed some parts of his Epistle against the Ebionitesb.

And St. Jerome insinuates, that he pointed his censure both

against Cerinthus and Ebion, marking them out as antichrists

in his Epistlee. If we come to examine the Epistle itself, we

shall easily perceive, that a great part of it was levelled, not

so much against Jews or Pagans, as against false Christians,

against the heretics of that time, Simonians, perhaps, or Cerin

thians, or Ebionites, or Nicolaitans, or all of them, according

as his expressions here or there are particularly pointed. The

two principal errors which he there censures were, the denial of

Christ’s being come in the flesh", and the disowning that Jesus

was Christe. The Docetae, (as they were afterwards called,) the

z Vid. Gataker. Adversar. Sacr. c.

xxvii. Anonymi Fortuita Sacra, p.

80, 81, &c. Suicer. Thesaur. in Xàpts,

P. I497. - - - -

a Igitur et omnes extra dispositio

nem sunt, qui, sub obtentu agnitionis,

alterum quidem Jesum intelligunt, al

terum autem Christum, et alterum

unigenitum, &c.—Quos Joannes in

praedicta Epistola fugere eos praecepit,

&c. ibid. p. 207.

b At in Epistola eos maxime anti

christos vocat, qui Christum negarent

in carne venisse, et qui non putarent

Jesum esse Filium Dei. Illud Mar

cion, hoc Hebion vindicavit. Tertull.

Praescript. c. 33. p. 214.

c See the whole passage cited above,

P. 54 I.

d 1 John iv. 3. compare 2 John 7.

• I John ii. 22.

N In 2
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followers of Simon Magus, denied Christ's real humanity, making

him a mere phantom, shadow or apparition, a walking ghost, as

I observed abovef. And the Cerinthians, making a distinction

between Jesus and Christ, did not allow that both were one per

son. Against those chiefly St. John wrote his Epistle. He

speaks of antichrists newly risen up 5; which could not be in

tended of Jews or Pagans, who had opposed the Gospel all

along; and he speaks of men that had been of the Church,

but had apostatized from it; “they went out from us, but

“they were not of ush.” Let us now proceed to the explica

tion of those passages in St. John's Epistle which relate to

our purpose.

The Apostle observes, that THE WoRD of LIFE (or the Word in

whom was life, John i. 4.) was FROM THE BEGINNINGi; conformable

to what he says in the entrance to his Gospel, and in opposition

both to Cerinthus and Ebion, who made Jesus a mere man, and

who either denied any preexisting substantial Logos, or, at most,

supposed him to stand foremost in the rank of creatures. The

Apostle further styles the same Logos ETERNAL LIFEk, to inti

mate his eternal existence, in opposition to the same heretics.

He adds, which was witH THE FATHER, parallel to what he says

in his Gospel, was with God, and which has been explained

abovel.

In the second chapter of the same Epistle, the Apostle de

scribes the antichristian heretics of that time as DENYING THAT

JESUs is CHRIST; which amounted to the same with DENYING THE

FATHER AND THE SoNºm; because whosoever DENIETH THE SON,

THE SAME HATH NOT THE FATHER". Cerinthus denied that Jesus

was Christ, dividing Christ from Jesus, as before explained: and

he of consequence denied the Son, because he allowed not that

Jesus was personally united with the Word, the eternal Son of

God, nor that that Logos which he speaks of was the only begot

* See above, p. 401, 482.

& 1 John ii. 18. 22. iv. 3. 2 John 7.

* 1 John ii. 19.

i 1 John i. 1.

* I John i. 2. compare 1 John v.

2O.

* See above, p. 542. Conf. Tertull.

contr. Prax. c. xv. Bull. Judic. Eccles.

c. 11. Sect. 5. p. 295.

m 1 John ii. 22.

* I John ii. 23. Apostoli verba

commune Cerinthi et Ebionis dogma

manifeste perstringunt, nam illiambo

Jesum esse verum Dei Filium ante

Mariam, adeoque anteres omnes crea

tas ex Deo Patre natum omnino nega

bant, ac proinde, Apostolo judice, ne

que Deum Patrem re vera confessi

sunt: siquidem a revelato Evangelio,

nemo potest Deum Patrem rite colere

aut credere, nisi qui Deum Filium

simul amplectatur. Bull. Judic. Eccl.

c. ii. sect. 5. p. 296.
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ten of the Father, being Son only of the only begotten, according

to his scheme: so that he totally disowned the divine Sonship

both of Jesus and Christ, and by such denial denied both the

Father and Son".

The Apostle goes on to say, Whosoever SHALL confess THAT

JESUs Is THE SON of GoD, GoD DwellETH IN HIM, AND HE IN God P.

Where again he manifestly strikes at the Cerinthian and Ebion

ite principles, which allowed not Jesus to be the Son of God, in

any true and proper sense, such as St. John lays down in several

places of his writings, but particularly in the entrance to his

Gospel", as explained above.

In the chapter next following, the Apostle repeats the same

thing as before, or uses words to the same effect: Whosoever

BELIEVETH THAT JESUs Is THE CHRIST Is BoRN of God": and soon

after adds, Who Is HE THAT overcomeTH THE world, BUT HE THAT

BELIEVETH THAT JESUs Is THE SoN of Gods? Here lay the main

stress, to believe that Jesus, who was truly and really man, was

as truly and really the eternal Son of Godt. The Apostle, in the

next verse, seems to point at the Docetae, as he had before done

in the same Epistle", being equally concerned to maintain that

Christ had real flesh, as that he had real Divinity; that so the

faith of the Gospel might stand upon this firm foundation, that

the eternal Son of God became Son of man for the salvation of

mankind. Hereupon therefore the Apostle, in defence of Christ's

real humanity, says, THIS IS HE THAT CAME By water AND BLooDx.

° Dum enim Cerinthiani negabant

Jesum esse Christum, per veram scili

cet perpetuamque unionem; Christum

insuper Filium Dei verum et unige

nitum inficiebantur; perinde hoc erat

ac si et Patrem et Filium negassent,

cum, ut recte Joannes dicit, Qui Fi

lium negat, nec Patrem habeat.—Eo

º enim, dum negabant Jesum esse

'hristum, nec ipsum quoque Christum

pro Dei Filio agnoscebant, non pote

rant non multo magis negare, Jesum

esse Filium Dei. Buddaei Eccles.

Apostol. p. 445.

P 1 John iv. 15. compare iii. 23.

a Non est dubitandum quin Apo

stolus his verbis confessionem exigat

illius Filii Dei quem ipse ex parte

supra in hac Epistola praedicaverat, et

plenius in Evangelio suo declarat:

nempe Filii Dei, qui sit Dei Patris

Aóyos, qui in principio erat, et apud

Deum erat, et Deus ipse erat, per quem

omnia facta sunt, &c.—Hujusmodi

vero Dei Filium Jesum nostrum esse,

non confessus est Cerinthus, neque

post ipsum Ebion. Bull. Judic. c. ii.

sect. O. D. 207.

r Pišić3.

* I John. v. 5.

t Quia prae aliis maxime tumc cres

ceret Cerinthi haeresis, ideo Apostolus

fidem illam qua creditur Jesum esse

Dei Filium, passim in hac Epistola

commendat, urget, inculcat. Bull.

ibid. p. 297.

* I John iv. 2, 3. compare 2 John

7. and see Bull. Judic. p. 296. Bud

daei Eccl., Apostol. p. 550, &c.

x 1 John v. 6.
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What he elsewhere expresses by his coming in the fleshy, here

he expresses more emphatically, by his coming in or by water

and blood; alluding to what Christ shed at his passion, as a

proof that he had then a real body, and was really man, not a

spectre, phantom, or apparition, as some heretics pretended.

It is to be noted, that the ancient cisionaries, (who were the

Simonians, Menandrians, Saturnilians, and Basilidians,) being

ashamed perhaps to confess Christ crucified?, contrived any

wild supposition imaginable to evade it. Basilides pretended

that Christ himself did not suffer, but that Simon of Cyrene was

crucified in his room”. The elder Docetae had not so happy a

talent at inventing, but were content to say, that Christ had no

real body, and suffered in appearance only, imposing upon the

eyes of the spectators. In opposition probably to that kind of

men, (of which there might be many in the apostolic age,) the

Apostle here emphatically observes, that Christ came by water

and blood: for his shedding both water and blood out of his side,

at his passion, was a demonstration that there was a real body

then hanging upon the cross, not a phantom, or a spiritual sub

stance. Which very argument is well urged by Irenaeus b and

Novatian", in proof of the same thing, against the Docetae. As

St. John is the only Evangelist who has related that circumstance

of the passion", so it is observable how particular a stress he

lays upon it; immediately subjoining, in confirmation of it, AND

HE THAT SAw IT (meaning himself perhaps, or else the soldier that

pierced our Lord") bare record, AND His REcoRD Is TRUE, &c.

And he confirms it further from two prophecies out of the Old

Testament. Wherefore it is the more probable that, in his

Epistle before, he alluded to that circumstance, and in proof of

2 John

I Pet. iii.

b Quomodo autem, cum caro nony 1 John i. 1, 2. iv. 2, 3.

esset, sedpareret (i.e. appareret) quasi7. compare 1 Tim. iii. 16.

18. iv. 1.

* Hence it is that Polycarp joins

both together in the same reproof:

was yúp, 6s fiv pil 6poMoyń' Ingotiv Xpt

orröv čv orapki éAm\v6éval, durixptorrós

éorri' kai Ös āv pui époxoyń rô uapréptov

Toi o Taupoo, ex row Ata&Mov čari.

Polycarp. Epist. c. 7.

* Irenaeus lib. i. c. 24. alias 22. p.

IoI., Epiphan. xxiv. 3. Philastr. c.

xxxii. p. 68. Augustin. de Haeres. n.

iv. Theodorit. Haeret. Fab. lib, i. c. 4.

homo, crucifixus est, et a latere ejus

º sanguis exiit et aqua P Iren.

ib. iv. c. 33. (alias 57.) p. 271.

° Sanguis idcirco de manibus ac

pedibus, atque ipso latere demanavit,

ut nostri consors corporis probaretur,

dum occasus nostri legibus moritur.

Novat. c. x. p. 31. edit. Welchm.

d John xix. 34.

e See Dodwell. Dissert. in Iren, i.

p. 39.
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Christ's humanity. But St. John strengthens the argument

further, by superadding the consideration of the testimony of

the Spirit. AND THERE IS THE SPIRIT ALso BEARING witness BE

CAUSE THE SPIRIT is TRUTH f itself, is essential truth. The Spirit

residing in the Church, and working in believers by supernatural

graces, bears testimony to the doctrine taught by the Apostles,

and believed by the Church; particularly to the doctrine here

spoken of, viz. that Christ the Son of God became Son of man

for the salvation of mankind.

The Apostle, having said that the Spirit is truth, or essential

truth, (which was giving him a title common to God the Father,

and to Christ,) in order to obviate any misapprehension or

offence, accounts for what he had said, and reconciles it, by

declaring presently, that the Father, and the Word, and the

Spirit are all one, are equally truth itself: For THERE ARE THREE

THAT BEAR REcoRD IN HEAven, THE FATHER, THE WoRD, AND

THE Holy SPIRIT ; AND THESE THREE ARE on E.g. Therefore it

was as right to say that the Spirit is truth, as it might be to say

it either of Father or Son, since they are all one. That point

being cleared, the Apostle then returnsh to speak of the Spirit,

the water, and the blood, as testifying the same thing to mankind

which is testified above to the angels in heaven. And the Spirit

is now particularly mentioned as bearing witness in earth, (rather

than the Father or the Son,) because, since the time of Christ's

ascension, the Church has been under the special economy of the

Holy Spirit, who was to guide the Apostles, and the churches

after them, into all truthi.

I know it has been objected, that this way of reckoning the

Spirit twice is reducing the six witnesses to fire. Now, indeed,

if the text had called them six witnesses, there would have been

some force in the objection: but as it is mere fancy and pre

sumption to make them siv, we may take the liberty to think,

that the fifth twice told will fully answer all that the text

mentions.

The Apostle having said thus much of the testimony of the

Spirit, who is one with the Father, comes next to make the

proper application of it, enforcing it still further, by directly

calling it the testimony of God: If we RECEIVE THE witness of

MEN, THE witness of God is GREATER; For This Is THE WITNESS of

f 1 John v. 6. g 1 John v. 7. h 1 John v. 8. 1 John xvi. 13.
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God, which HE HATH TESTIFIED of His SoNk—THAT GoD HATH GIVEN

To Us ETERNAL LIFE, AND THIS LIFE is IN HIs SoN). This is the

burden of the whole Epistle, the sum and substance of what the

Apostle aims at quite through m, that God had been pleased to

reconcile the world unto himself by the mediation of his own

dicine Son made man. This was what the water and the blood

testified in part, and what the Spirit of God, one with God,

more abundantly testifies in the whole n.

I was willing thus occasionally to explain that celebrated

passage, concerning the three Witnesses, which has been the sub

ject of long and warm debates, both as to the genuineness of the

text, and the connection of it with the rest, upon which hangs

the true interpretation. The exposition which I have given

appears to me just and natural, supposing the text to be

genuine: and I conceive that the genuineness thereof has been

sufficiently maintained by a great many able hands”; and par

ticularly by a late learned and accurate writer P, to whose useful

labours I refer the reader for satisfaction; and now I return.

The Apostle, in the close, remarkably sums up all in these

strong and chosen words: WE KNow THAT THE SON of God Is

COME, AND HATH GIVEN US AN UNDERSTANDING, THAT WE MAY KNow

HIM THAT IS TRUE, AND WE ARE IN HIM THAT IS TRUE, EVEN IN HIS

SoN JESUS CHRIST. THIS IS THE TRUE GoD, AND ETERNAL LIFEq.

I need not here stand to prove, that the title of true God, in this

text, is to be understood of Christ, because I have done it else

where": but I would observe further, how aptly every word is

chosen to obviate the erroneous tenets of Cerinthus, and of other

the like false teachers of those times. The Son of God: not the

* I John v. 9. 1 1 John v. 11. Si hominum testimonium admittimus,

m Haec est summa: omnem doc Dei testimonium majus est. Quodnam

torem qui confessus fuerit unum Jesum

Christum, verum Dei Filium, propter

hominum salutem were hominem fac

tum, ex Deo esse (nimirum ea parte,

qua id confitetur et docet, ut recte

Estius) contra pro Pseudo-Propheta

atque antichristo habendum esse, quis

uis hoc confessus non fuerit. Bull.

udic. Eccl. c. ii. s. 9. p. 297.

* Immo quae deinceps, ver. 6, 7,

8. de tribus Testibus, in coelo pariter

ac in terra, docet, huc praecipue com

parata esse videntur, utostendat Jesum

esse Filium Dei, quod Cerinthiani, ut

diximus, negabant. Hinc concludit:

est hoc Dei testimonium? Respondet:

Atque hoc est, quod Deus de Filio suo

testimonium dirit. Buddaeus, Eccl.

Apostol. p. 446.

o See most of them numbered up

in Taylor's True Scripture Doctrine

of the Trinity, p. 32.

P Mr. Twells, Critical Examination

of the New Text and Version of the

New Testament, partii. p. 123—154.

q 1 John v. 20.

* Sermons, vol. ii. p. 130, &c. Com

pare Taylor's TrueScripture Doctrine,

p. 282, &c., Dr. Bishop's Eight Ser

mons, p. 56, &c.

-
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Son of Joseph and Mary, nor the Son of the only begotten, but

the immediate Son of God; related to God as a son to a father,

not as a creature to his Lord and Maker. He is come, come in

the flesh, and not merely to reside for a time, or occasionally,

and to fly off again, but to abide and dwell with man, clothed

with humanity. We are in him that is true, in the true Father,

by his Son Jesus Christ: who is the true God; not an inferior

power or angel, (such as Cerinthus supposed the Demiurgus to

be,) not a created AEon, the offspring of the Monogenes, or of

Silence, as Cerinthus fondly imagined the Logos to be ; but true

God, one with the Father. And eternal life, the same that had

been with the Father from the beginning, before any thing was

created, consequently from all eternity.

I have now gone through both the Epistle and Gospel of St.

John, pointing out the most observable passages in both, which

concerned the present question. The sum of what I have

advanced under this article is, that St. John most apparently

levelled a great part of his First Epistle against the Cerinthian

doctrines; and that it may be strongly argued, from evidences

external and internal, that he wrote the proeme to his Gospel with

the same or the like views. It appears further, that in his Epi

stle particularly he has asserted the necessity of believing our

Lord's divine Sonship, his proper Divinity, under pain of being

excluded heaven and happiness: “Whosoever denieth the Son,

“ the same hath not the Father.” Whosoever denies Christ to

be Son of God, (in St. John's sense of Son, a Son that was

always with God, and is God,) is a liar and antichrist, denying

both the Father and the Sons. The conclusion therefore from all

is, that the denying our blessed Lord’s real Divinity is heresy

and antichristianism, much to be abhorred by every disciple of

Christ, according to the infallible decision of an inspired Apo

stlet. Many were the evasions and subterfuges of self-opinionated

men, who thought it a thing incredible that the dicine Word

* I John ii. 22, 23.

t Haec autem ideo fusius prosecutus

sum, quod hinc non modo ex anti

quissimorum Patrum monumentis, sed

etiam ex scriptis Apostolicis, omnibus

liqueat, fuisse in ipso Apostolorum

aevo, qui Christi Domini nostri Divi

mitatem negarunt, quique eo nomine

ro hatreticis, adeoque pro antichristis

tantum aberat ut fratres et vera Ec

clesiae membra censerentur) ab Aposto

lis habiti fuerint. Praeterea, hinc quo

que clare elucet, doctrinam de Filii

Dei évorapkócret, sive de Christo 6eav

6pómº, vero Deo et vero homine, ut a

nascente Evangelio varie a variis hat

reticis impugnata fuit, ita ab Ecclesiae

veris Pastoribus, modis omnibus omni

ue studio, tanquam fidei Christianae

§. et Fundamentum ipsum, religio

sissime semper conservatam et custo

ditam fuisse. Bull. Judic, Eccl. p. 298.
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should put on flesh, or God become man, and who chose rather

to pass censure upon the wisdom of Heaven, than suspect their

own : but sober and modest men resigned up their faith to dicine

revelation, as was their bounden duty to do; and among the

foremost of those was our blessed Apostle. So now, besides the

reason of things, taking in what the Scriptures have declared of

the truth of our doctrine, and besides the true and natural import

of the form of baptism, (urged above,) we have moreover the

determination of St. John himself, for the importance of the

doctrine of our Lord's Dicinity, and of consequence, for the

doctrine of a coequal and coeternal Trinity.

But supposing it might be reasonably doubted (though I see

not how it can) whether we have rightly interpreted St. John as

to the main thing, or whether Cerinthus and others of like

principles were directly struck at by him; yet still we may be

able to maintain our point another way, by shewing at least that

the ancient churches, next succeeding the Apostles, and the

churches after, did condemn Cerinthus and Ebion, and all others

who denied our Lord's real and proper Divinity. And I may

here observe, before I go further, that if what I have offered

about St. John's condemning the doctrine of Cerinthus be just,

it may be considered as looking forwards, and condemning the

principles of the Ebionites also, whom I am next to mention:

and so, on the other hand, what I shall have to say of the

Ebionites, and their being condemned by the Church, may be

understood to look backwards, equally affecting the Cerinthians

so far as they agreed in the same common sentiments. Indeed,

Bishop Bull had considered both together, and in a scriptural

view, as I have hitherto considered Cerinthus singly: but I

apprehended that if one were taken in a scriptural, and the

other in an ecclesiastical view, the two parts would reflect light

and strength one upon another, and the whole would be both

more destinct and more complete. I proceed then to consider the

Ebionites, as censured by the Church, in the second and third

centuries, for denying our Lord's Dicinity; though, if what I

have before advanced be true, they were fully condemned before

for the same, even within the apostolic age, as well as the Cerin

thians.

A. D. 7.2. EBION.

From Cerinthus the master I pass on to Ebion, his disciple
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and successor"; so called, I suppose, because of his being Ce

rinthus's admirer and follower in some things. They seem to

have been contemporaries, both of the apostolic age, though

Ebion, perhaps, the younger or later of the two. I follow Epi

phanius chiefly in placing Ebion as I dox, a little after the time

of the destruction of Jerusalem. But if he flourished ten or

twenty years later, or began to spread his heresy but a little

before St. John wrote his Gospel, (that is, before A. D. 97,) as

Jerome seems to have thought, that will make no difference with

respect to the main thing which I am upon.

Neither is it very material, whether there ever was such a

person as Ebion, founder of the sect, or whether the Ebionites

took their name from their mean condition, or from their poor

and abject notions, rather than from any leader called Ebion.

But as the ancients in general do assert there was such a many,

though some few of them may seem to contradict it, I cannot

but esteem their testimonies as much more weighty than the

conjectures of some learned moderns’, though specious, to the

contrary: besides that other as learned and judicious moderns”

have well defended the ancient persuasion, and have sufficiently

replied to the common exceptions made to it. Wherefore, there

remains very little room for doubt or scruple as to the truth of

the fact, that there was formerly such a person as Ebion, founder

of the sect of the Ebionites. -

The Ebionites, as all allow, denied any proper Divinity of

Christ. Some of them indeed admitted that he was born of a

n Hujus successor Hebion fuit, Ce

rintho non in omni parte consentiens.

Pseudo-Tertullian. Praescript. cap.

xlviii. p. 221.

Hebion discipulus Cerinthi, in mul

tis ei similiter errans, &c. Philastr.

Haeres. xxxvii. p. 81.

Cerinthum, et hujus successorem

Ebionem. Hieronym. Dial. contr.

Lucifer. p. 304.

* Epiphan. Haer. xxx. 2.

y Tertullian. Praescript. cap. x.

xxxiii. de Carn. Christi, c. xiv. xviii.

Virg. Veland. c. vi. Victorinus Peta

vion. in Apocalyps. Alexand. Alexandr.

Epist. Synod. apud Theodorit. E. H.

lib. i. cap. 4. p. 15. Hilarius, p. 779,

789, 799, 916, 919. edit. Bened.

Rufinº, Symbol. p. 27. Theodorit.

Haeret. Fabul. p. 188,218. Epiphan.

Haeres. xxx. 2. et passim. Philastr.

Haer. xxxvii. p. 81. Hieron. contr.

Lucifer, p. 304. et in Isai. i. 3. p. 10.

adv. Helvid. p. 141. et alibi. Augus

tin. Epist, ad Hieronym. lxxii. p. 195.

ed. Bened. -

* See the most of them numbered

up in Ittigius de Haeres. primi Secul.

p. 303. Buddaeus, Eccles. Apostol.

p. 492.

* Bull. Judic. Eccles. cap. ii. sect.

17. p. 303. Fabricius in not. ad Phi

lastr. p. 81, &c. Mosheim. Observ.

Sacr. lib. i. c. 5. Et in Vindic. cont.

Toland. c. 7. Buddaeus, Eccles. Apo

º p. 491, &c. Berriman, Serm. p.

48.
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cirgin b ; but most of them, the elder Ebionites especially, denied

even that c, and none of them confessed his true Godhead. I

shall not here stand to enumerate or clear their sentiments,

because they are well known; besides that they will appear dis

tinctly in the sequel, as I run through the Ante-Nicene writers in

order, who have condemned the Ebionites by name, or at least

have condemned their principles, as amounting to heresy.

A. D. Ioy. I shall begin with Ignatius, an eminent personage,

a disciple of St. John, and by him ordained Bishop of Antioch,

and who afterwards died a martyr, either in 116 or Ioy. Ac

counts differ as to the time: I choose, with the learned Mo

sheimd, to take the earlier date, according to the Acts of his

martyrdom, being as probable as the other. Ignatius does not

mention the Ebionites by name; but he plainly enough con

demns their principles, in more places than one.

In his Epistle to the Ephesians, he commends their unity

of faith and doctrine, inasmuch as they walked according to

truth, and no heresy dwelt with theme. Then he proceeds to

speak of heretics, as follows: “Some are wont to bear about them

“ the name [of Christ] in wicked craftiness, while they commit

“things unworthy of God: whom it behoves you to avoid as

“you would wild beasts. For they are a kind of fell dogs that

“will bite you unawares: you should be upon your guard

“against them, as they are next to incurable. There is one

“Physician fleshly and spiritual, made and not made, God incar

“nate, in mortality true life, both of Mary and of God, first

“passible, and then impassible, [Jesus Christ our Lord, let no

“one therefore deceive you ; as hitherto you are not deceived,

“but are wholly of Godſ.”

These words of Ignatius, in their general view, strike at all

b Vid. Origen. contr. Cels. lib. v.

p. 272. Theodorit. Haeret. Fab. lib.

ii. c.§ i.

c Vid. Irenaeus, lib. iii. c. 21. p.

215. lib. v. c. 1. p. 292. Tertullian.&
Carn. Christi, c. xiv. p. 319. Eusebius,

Eccl. H. lib. iii. c. 27. Epiphan. Haer.

xxx. p. 125. Theodorit. Haeret. Fab.

lib. ii. c. 1. p. 218. Philastr. Haeres.

xxxvii. p. 82.

d Mosheim. Vindicia Antiquae

contr. Toland. c. viii. p. 230.
e Ignat. Epist. ad Ephes. c. 6.

* Eió6aori yip rives 8óA® townpé rô

8voua Tepubépew, d\\á riva mpdor

aſovres dwišta €eoû. ot's Set juās &s

6mpia èkk\ivetv' eloiv yap käves Avo

oróvres, Aatºpoënkrai' ot's 8el tºpias pu

Aáorgeoča àvras 8vo.6epareírovs. els

tarpás forw, gapstºs. re kai Twevua;

tukos, yevntos kai ayevnros, ev orapki

yevópevos eeós, òv 6avárº (o) d\mbiv),

kai ék Mapias kai ék Geod, trpárov ma

6mrös kat rore draðſs.—u) obv ris

ipas &#araráro, öormep obôé ééama

rāorée, 6\ot Övres Geoč. Ignat. ad

Ephes. 7, 8.
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the heresies of that time, which any way tended to undermine

the doctrine of God incarnate, whether by impugning Christ's

humanity or Dicinity: and as the Ebionites and Cerinthians

were among those that impugned our Lord’s Divinity, the cen

sure here given must of course affect them. Some of the ex

pressions seem to be particularly pointed at them. Made and

not made : the words not made directly confront both those

heresies g. So also the words God incarnate, God coming in the

flesh. Then again, of Mary and of God: those heretics would

have said, of Mary and of Joseph ; none of them would then

have said, of God. Let the reader observe, that Ignatius here

plainly excludes all such heretics from salvation, since they had

rejected the only Physician that could heal them, Christ God

man, by denying the union of God and man in him h. The prin

ciples which this truly primitive and apostolical writer goes upon

are, 1. That the salutary doctrine of redemption is, that the

reconciliation of God and man is wrought by a Mediator who is

both God and man. 2. That denying and opposing that doc

trine is, in effect, renouncing all claim to the benefit of it, since

it is reasonable to think, that when God reveals his good and

gracious designs towards mankind, they who will not give credit

to them shall have no part in them. St. John himself seems to

go upon the same general principle, where he says, “Whoso

“ever denieth the Son, the same hath not the Fatheri.” He

that throws up the belief of the privileges granted, does inter

pretatively throw up the privileges themselves: this is a maxim

which appears to run through the writings of all the Fathers,

where they are treating of heresies; and we shall find more of it

as we pass along.

In the same Epistle, the same heavenly man, after expressing

his detestation of heresies in very strong words, which I have

quoted above k, proceeds to set down the faith of the Church

with respect to the Incarnation of the Son of God, in these

remarkable lines: “For Jesus Christ, our God, was conceived of

& See my Second Defence, vol. ii.

p. 572. Bull. Def. F. N. sect. ii. c. 2.

p. 39. Judic. Eccl. cap. i. n. 1. p. 286.

que plane deplorata estipsorum salus,
nisi scilicet abhaeresi sua tandem ferio

* Nulla est hominibus salus, nisi

per unicum animarum medicum, Chris

tum Deum et hominem, Deum inter

hominesque Mediatorem. At isti hu

jusmodi medicum et Mediatorem nul

lum agnoscunt, nullum volunt: ita

resipiscant, ac Deum Filium pro sua

salute incarnatum atque hominem fac

tum amplectantur, atque omni obse

quio venerentur. Bull. Judic. Eccles.

p.286.

1 John ii. 23.

* See above, p. 556.
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“Mary, according to the divine dispensation, being of the seed

“ of David, and of the Holy Spirit 1.” Against the impugners of

this doctrine, the good man, in the same place, threatens hell

and damnation m: so little was he acquainted with that neutrality

and indifference which has since too much prevailed. Yet he was

a person of admirable lenity in his temper, and of a most exalted

charity; which he proved by that very instance, since nothing

could have extorted those expressions from him but a most

ardent zeal for the salvation of souls n.

A. D. 155. Justin, the philosopher, afterwards martyr, is our

next considerable writer. His real and great concern for the

doctrine of our Lord's Dicinity appears all the way through his

famous Dialogue with Trypho the Jew; being the relation of a

conference he had held at Ephesus with that most celebrated

Rabbi”. He makes no express mention of the Ebionites, and

so does not condemn them by name; but he does it more than

once, by necessary inference and implication. I forbear to cite

the places, choosing rather, for brevity sake, to refer the reader

to Bishop Bull, who has produced them at length, and descanted

properly upon them P.

But there is one passage in Justin which requires a more

particular consideration, because the Socinians and Remonstrants

have frequently boasted of it, and do so to this day, as proving,

in their opinion, that those who disowned Christ's proper Dicin

ity, or even preexistence, were tolerated in the primitive Church,

were received as brethren and fellow Christians. This pretence

has been largely and solidly confuted by Bishop Bull; and as

there is scarce room for adding any thing, (the question being

" 'O yap ee's judov, "Imoroús Ó Xpt

otös, ékvoºpopſ)0m into Mapias, kar’ oi

kovopºtav Beoč, ćk arépparos pièv Aa

Biö, Irveſ paros 8é àytov. Ignat. ad

Ephes. c. 18.

m 'O rototros, Évirapós yewówevos,

els to trip to do Seo Tov xophorel, Öpioios

kai drońov attoo. cap. 16.

* In seductores, et seductos istos

intonat, et ignem ipsis inextinguibilem

minatur vir alioqui mitissimus, quod

primam religionis Christianae verita

tem, cujus praecipue ortúNos kai éðpat

opia esse debet, monente Apostolo,

omnis vera Christi Ecclesia nempe

magnum illud pietatis mysterium, Deum

in carne manifestatum fuisse convel

lere niterentur. Qui istam impietatem

moliti sunt, duo fuere, Ignatii aetate,

haereticorum genera, sibi invicem non

minus quam veritati repugnantium.

Alii divinam quandam servatori nos

tro naturam attribuentes, humanam

rorsus ipsi detraxerunt ua in

aeresi fuere Simoniani, Menandriani,

Saturniniani, aliique, quos propterea

omnes Aokmrås et Pavraortaorrás pos

terior aetas appellavit : alii contra,

humanam tantum in Domino Jesu

naturam agnoscebant, ut Cerinthiani,

et Ebionaºi. Utra haeresis pernicio

sior fuerit, haud facile dictu. Bull.

Judic. c. i. p. 287.

o Euseb. E. H. lib. iv. c. 18.

P Bull. Judic. Eccles. cap. vii. s. 11,

12, p. 349, &c.
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in a manner exhausted,) so neither is there much need of any

reinforcement. But it may be of some use to recapitulate what

that learned Prelate has said, as also to take some brief notice

of what the adversaries have since attempted, in order to de

preciate and disparage it, instead of making any just reply to it.

I shall first cite the whole passage of Justin, and then give a

summary account of Bishop Bull's reasonings upon it, that the

reader may then judge for himself as to the force of them.

Trypho the Jew, in the Dialogue, having a little before told

Justin, that his doctrine concerning Christ (that he was God

before the world, and afterwards became man, and of a virgin)

appeared to him a very great paradox, and contrary to common

sense, Justin replies as follows q: “I am very sensible that this

“account will look like a paradox, and more especially to those

“ of your nation, who are in no disposition either to apprehend

“ or follow the things of God, but the dictates only of your own

“Rabbins, as God himself proclaims". Nevertheless (said I to

“Trypho) my argument does not fall, as to his being the Messiah

“ of God, though I should not be able to prove that the Son of

“the Maker of the universe preewisted, being God, and was born

“a man of the Virgin: but after it has been once fully proved

“ that he is the Messiah of God, (whatever else he be,) though

“I should not further demonstrate his preewistence, and his con

“ descending to become man of like passions with us, taking

“ flesh upon him according to the Father's good pleasure, all

“ that you can justly say is, that I am so far in an error; but

“you should not hereupon deny that he is the Christ, appearing

“as a man born of human parents, and approving himself as the

q Olö’ &rt trapáðočos & Aſſyos 8okeſ

elva, Kai HàNtara rols diró roß yévows

ipºv, otrues rà rod Geoû oëre vomoral

oùre troumoral moré BegoñAmorée, d\\á rà

róv 8v8aakáNov tuæv, Ös airós 6 Geós

Boã. jön uévrot, & Tpúqov, eitov, oùk

diróAAvral rô rotoirov [rodrov] eival

Xptorrów rod Geoč, ćav diročeiša pº

8üvouai Ört kai Tpointmpxev viðs row

troumro0 rôv 0\ov, Geós &v, kai yeyév

vmrat āv6potros Suá ràs trap6évov, d\\ā

ék Tavròs droöeukvvuévov or obrás éo

ruv 6 Xptorrós 6 row Geoû, Öorris otros

fortal' éâv 8é un droöeukvěo Ött Tpow

trºpxe, kai yewvmóñval div6poſtos époto

tradis juiv, ordpka čxov, karū Tºv rod

Tarpos BovXijv intépielvey, iv. rotºrº tre

TXavnaðat pie pudvov Aéyew 8tratov, d\\d

pum devela 6at Ör, otrós early 6 Xptatiºs,

éâv qatvmraw ös àv6poros éé dwépôtrov

yevvmteis, Kai éx\oyſ) yewópevos e is rôv

Xplotöv elva, ditoöeukvántal. kai ydp

elori rives, & pixot, Aeyov, diró toº hue

répov [tuerépov] yévous ópoxoyotºvres

aúrðv Xptorov elvau, äv6potov 6é é;

dvěpátovyevduevov dropatvouévot ots

où avvríðepat, où6' àv TAeſorrow raúrá

plot 80&foravres eitrotev, metà oðk dv

6pottetous 6,84) uaori keke Nečgueóa int'

airot row Xptorrow Teiðeorðat, d\\a rols

8tà rôv Hakaptov Tpoºntów knpux6eſort,

kai 8t' attoo 616ax6eſort. Just. Dial.

p. 149. Jebb. 234. Thirlby.

* Isa. xxix. 13.
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“ chosen Messiah. For, said I, my good friends, some there

“are of our profession (of your nations) who, acknowledging him

“to be the Messiah, yet conceive of him as of a man born of hu

“man parents: whom however I assent not to, no, not though

“there were ever so many concurring to tell me so t; since we

“are commanded by Christ himself not to submit to the doc

“trines of men, but to what the holy Prophets have delivered,

“ and himself hath taught us.”

This is the famous passage, from whence (as I have said) the

Socinians and Remonstrants have endeavoured to draw an argu

ment for neutrality or indifference concerning the article of Christ's

Dicinity; imagining that the impugners of that doctrine were

received by Justin and the Church in his time as brethren and

fellow Christians. But there is nothing in this paragraph of

Justin to support such fancies. Let it be observed in the first

place, that the persons whom Justin here speaks of, as believing

in Jesus as the Messiah, but denying his birth of a virgin, and

his preewistence, were most certainly the Ebionites of his time.

Their hypothesis, and theirs only, exactly answers the description

here given; as Bishop Bull has demonstrated at large u. This

premised, we may now proceed to lay down the arguments urged

by Bishop Bull against the construction offered by the Remon

strants, and next subjoin a summary of the solutions he has given

in answer to their objections.

I. As the passage itself in Justin is very far from declaring in

express terms, or by any certain consequence, what some collect

from it, so it is very unlikely that Justin should be singular

in his sentiments on that head, directly thwarting the senti

ments of Ignatius before him, of Irenaeus and Tertullian of the

same century with him, and, in short, of all the ancients besides

* 'Atrö rod tuerépou yévows is un

doubtedly the true reading; warrant

ed by the propriety of the expres

sion, and Justin's usual phraseology,

and the whole turn and teature of

the sentence. See Bull. Judic. Eccl.

cap. vii. sect. 6. p. 346. Thirlby in

locum.

Nevertheless, one might perhaps,

in prudence, wave this just criticism,

since nothing depends upon it, as to

the main cause, (except it be to make

Justin write sense so far,) but the in

sisting upon it gives the adversaries

a handle for dropping the material

things, and making some show of an

opposition upon this bye point, as if

all depended upon it.

t I prefer the rendering here given

before the common one, taking the

hint from the ingenious Mr. Thirlby

in his notes upon the passage. The

common rendering is; neither would

it be admitted by the generality [of

Christians,] who are in my sentiments:

the sense is flat.

u Bull. Judic. Eccles. cap. vii. sect.

8. p.347.

º
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him, who have constantly condemned those Ebionite principles

as pernicious and heretical”.

2. The argument drawn from this passage by our adversaries,

if it proves any thing at all, proves too much ; which is a certain

sign that it is faulty: for it proves that even those who denied

our Lord’s birth of a virgin (a truth attested to by the Prophets

and Evangelists, and most religiously held by the ancient Church)

were received as fellow Christians; which is highly absurdy.

3. It is very observable, that the Ebionites rejected three of

the Gospels, receiving only St. Matthew’s, (or what they called

so,) and that curtailed. They rejected likewise all St. Paul’s

writings, reproaching him as an apostate *. How unlikely is it

that Justin should own such reprobates as those were for fellow

Christians ! Episcopius was himself sensible of this difficulty,

and could not but acknowledge it plainly absurd, that Justin,

and the Church of his time, should hold any communion with

such an ungodly race of men as the Ebionites were a. What

salvo therefore had he for it? None, but the denying that Justin

was there speaking of the Ebionites; though it is a plain case

that he was: therefore Episcopius was here caught in his own

snare, as Bishop Bull justly observes, retorting his own conces

sions upon him with irresistible forceb.

4. Add to this, that the Liturgies then used in the Church

were so full and express for the Divinity of Christ, that there is

no likelihood that the Ebionites should join in them; neither

could they do it without solemn mockery. See this argument

drawn out at large in Bishop Bulle.

5. If the Church would have communicated with the Ebionites,

* See Bull. Judic. cap. vii. sect. 5.

p. 345.

y Qui enim hic a Justino notantur

dogmatistae, Servatorem nostrum, non

modo hominem tantum, sed hominem

ea hominibus genitum, hoc est, ex viri

et foeminae concubitu, communi homi

num more, natum esse affirmarunt.

Hinc igitur, si recte ex hoc loco Re

monstrantes argumentantur, sequetur,

Justinum ecclesiamoue Justini tem

pore, cum is qui susque deque habita

sacrorum Evangelistarum autoritate,

spretaque Apostolicae et Catholicae

Ecclesiae constanti concordique tra

ditione Christum hominem ex Maria

Virgine natum esse negare ausi sunt,

wAtERLAND, vol. iii.

communionem coluisse: quod quis

quis serio sibi persuaserit, ad Anti

cyras plane relegandus est. Bull, ibid.

sect. iii. p. 343.

z Ebionari—solo eo quod est se

cundum Matthaeum Evangelio utun

tur, et Apostolum Paulum recusant,

apostatam eum legis dicentes. Iren.

#. i; c. 26. Conf. Epiphan. Haer.xxx.

13. Euseb. E. H.lib.iii. c.27. Origen.

contra Cels. lib. v. p. 274. Theodorit.

Haeret. Fab. lib. ii. cap. 1.

a Vid. Respons. ad Specim. Ca

lumn. p. 296.

b Vid. Bull. Append. ad cap. vii.

*::: p. 357;

• Bull, ibid. p. 353.

O O
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the Ebionites would not with them; and therefore Justin could

never have intended to call them brethren. See this also ex

plained at large in Bishop Bulld. These are the reasons which

that incomparable Prelate has urged against the Socinian or

Episcopian construction of the passage in Justin. But as it is

not always sufficient to demonstrate a truth, and leave it to shift

for itself, without reconciling it, and clearing it from objections;

we may next go on to specify the solutions given to the difficul

ties pleaded on the other side.

1. It is pleaded, that, according to Justin, a person might

reasonably be supposed the Messiah, though no more than a

man. But to this it is answered, that Justin no where asserts

that such a thing could be supposed consistently with Scripture

or good sense. No ; his constant doctrine is, and which he every

where labours and contends for, that the Messiah is and must

be Gode. But since the Jews, with whom he was disputing,

had taken up low notions of their expected Messiah, Justin

urged it against Trypho, as an argument to him, and such as

upon his principles he could not gainsay, that he might receive

Jesus (as his Ebionite countrymen had done) for the Messiah,

though he disowned his Godhead. So there was no necessity

for his continuing in Judaism, though he would not admit the

Divinity of Jesus.

2. It is pleaded, that those impugners of Christ's Divinity are

styled men of our profession, that is, Christians; and therefore

he admitted them as fellow Christians. To say nothing here of

the truer reading, (men of your nation,) there is no consequence

in the argument. The Ebionites were Christians in a large

sense, men of Christian profession, nominal Christians; as Justin

allowed the worst of heretics to bef: and this is all he could

mean by allowing the Ebionites to be Christiansg.

3. It is pleaded, that Justin signified his dissent from them

very faintly and coldly, (whom I assent not to,) expressing no

detestation or abhorrence of the men, or of their principles. To

which it may be answered, I. That he expresses himself as

strongly here as he does in another cause of great moment,

* Bull, ibid. p. 349. Conf. p. 346. Jebb. alias 208, 311, 312. Apolog. i.

* See this explained at large in Bull, p. 43. edit. Thirlby.

c. vii. p. 344, 345. & Vid. Bull. Judic. cap. vii. sect. 6.

* Vid. Dialog. p. Ioo, 244, 245. p. 346.
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against those who denied that the world was createdh. 2. As

Justin here expressed no abhorrence, so neither did he express

any approbation of them; as his way was when he dissented from

i persons of the Church, with whom he held communion: so we

may fairly set one negative argument against another. 3. There

might be special reasons why, in that particular case, he did not

launch out into satire and invective against the Ebionites. He

was endeavouring to persuade Trypho to come so far at least as

the Ebionites had done, rather than continue an hardened and

desperate Jew: it would have been highly improper, in the con

ducting an argument of that kindk, to have fallen severely upon

the Ebionites, whose tenets he was making so good use of".

4. Yet even in that very passage he gave oblique intimations of

his heartily disapproving the Ebionite principles. He rebukes

Trypho and his associates with some tartness, as shutting their

eyes against the truth, and being slow to perceive the things of

God, for their not admitting the Divinity of Jesus Christ, so

fully proved from the Old Testament: what then could he think

of the Ebionites, who had both Old Testament and New before

them, and yet rejected their Lord's Divinity m? Then again, in

the close of the same passage, Justin plainly enough intimates,

that those who denied Christ's Divinity or birth of a virgin

rejected the doctrine of the Church, and of the Prophets, and of

Christ himself, to follow human inventions, or doctrines of menn,

So if Justin did not condemn the Ebionites with hard words, he

did it with hard arguments, which were altogether as forcible,

and served his purpose better. Upon the whole therefore,

nothing can be inferred from this passage of Justin, to counte

nance the receiving of the Ebionites, or their successors, to

Christian communion: the contrary is evident as the light.

And indeed it would be hard to say for what purpose Justin

wrote that very Dialogue, (the main substance whereof is taken

up in proving the Divinity of Christ,) if after all he thought it

**H kai Tôv kóguov at dyevntov

Aéyets; elaiv oi \éyovres, où pºvrot ye

atrols ovykararióepal éyò. Just. Dial.

p. 2d. alias 148.

i Vid. Justin. Dial. p. 243. alias

3II.

* See Thirlby upon the passage, p.

3.

! See a like argument urged by

Novatian from the doctrine of the

Docetae; which he heartily detested,

but yet contented himself, in that in

stance, while making use of it, with

saying, Quod tamen nos non probamus,

(c. 23.) which was sufficient : more

would have been there and then im

proper.

m Compare Bull, cap. vii. sect. 4.

p. 344.

* Ibid. p. 347.

O O 2
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an article of slight moment, and such as was not of weight suffi

cient to be made a term of Christian communion. But enough

of this.

Bishop Bull's answer to Episcopius has met with the esteem

of the learned world", and nothing like a just reply has been

attempted since: only Le Clerc, above twenty years after, writ

ing an Ecclesiastical History", was pleased, in passing, to make

some brief strictures upon it, and to bring up again some of the

former pretences, which had long been exploded. He deals

more in hints and insinuations than in arguments, or direct as

sertions, like one who had an inclination to put some fallacy

upon his readers, but at the same time to provide for a retreat.

He hints, q that the persons whom Justin there speaks of might

be Nazaraeans. He was very sensible where the difficulty pressed,

if they were supposed to be Ebionites; as Bishop Bull had fully

proved them to have been. But whether they are to be called

Ebionites or Nazaraeans, they were undoubtedly men that denied

Christ's Dicinity and his birth of a virgin, (as before shewn,)

and were therefore heretics in ecclesiastical account. As to

Nazaraeans, about whom so much has been boasted of later, it

will be soon enough to consider how far Justin had a view to

them, when it can be proved, that their principles, with respect

to Christ, were the same with those which Justin there con

demns: a hard thing to make outs.

Le Clerc would appear to doubt whether the persons pointed

to in Justin really denied Christ's divine nature or no. It is as

plain as possible that they did. But however, if they did not,

then there is an end of all the Remonstrant pretences at once:

and there is not so much as colour left for saying, that Justin

held communion with the impugners of Christ's Divinity.

He goes on to observe how mildly and softly Justin treated

them", above common heretics, whom he allowed not to be

• See Nelson's Life of Bull, p. 383,

C.

P Published A. D. 1716.
‘l Non constare an ii, seu Nazaraei,

seu quicumque alii fuerint, negarent,

Praeter hominem ea hominibus natum,

º in Jesu fuisse; hoc est,

ivinam ejus naturam rejicerent, ne

que enim perspicue hic loguitur Jus

tinus. Cleric. Eccles. Histor. p. 635.

r By Zuicker, Sandius, Toland,

Artemonius, and others.

* Vid. Mosheim, Vindic. Antiq.

Discipl. advers. Toland. cap. 5, 6.

Buddaeus, Eccles. Apostol. p. 545–

550. Mosheim, Histor. Eccles. Saec.

i. part. 2. sect. i. c. 4. p. 99. Conf.

Buddaeus, Eccles. Apostol. p. 547.

Bull. Judic. Eccl. cap. ii. sect. 13—

16. Primit. Trad. cap. i. sect. 6—1o.

Huetius in not. ad Origen. Comment.

p. 74. Le Quien, Dissert. Damascen.

vii. p. 94, &c.

t Eum mimime in eos invectum, ut
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Christians. This is the old Episcopian plea", which had been

abundantly answered by Bishop Bull, as Le Clerc well knew ;

though he took no notice. Neither does it appear that Justin

believed the Ebionites (of whom he speaks) to have been Chris

tians in any other sense than as other heretics were, that is,

nominal Christians, as I have observed above.

He proceeds to say, that it cannot be determined, for want of

ancient evidences, how far those Nazaraeans (for so he chooses to

call them) were tolerated”. Directly false, or sophistical. In

deed, as to Nazaraeans, since it is disputable who or what they

were, or how far orthodoxy, (accounts being different, and some

times repugnant,) it may be disputable how they were received

by other Christians: but as to such persons as Justin speaks

of, (whatever name we assign them,) men that denied Christ's

Divinity and miraculous conception, it is a very clear case, and

fully attested by many and undoubted evidences, that they never

were received by the Church of Christ, but constantly rejected

as antichrists and heretics. And this is all that we need contend

for: the rest is only playing with words and names, and is mere

amusement, wide of the point in hand.

He goes on to infer, that since Justin was so moderate in that

case, there is no reason now for condemning the Socinians or

others that impugn Christ's Divinity: that is plainly his drift

and meaning, only a little covertly expressed”. So, though he

had neither answered nor considered the reasons offered by

Bishop Bull against any such inference from Justin's words, nor

in Basilidianos, Saturnilianos, Valen- So that to obtrude the Nazaraeans

tinianos, et Marcionitas, quos Chris

tianos fuisse negat. Ibid. p. 635.

* Respons. ad Specim. &º. P.

290.

* Sed quatenus eos ferrent alii

Christiani, aut qui ipsi se erga alios

gererent, ob veterum monumentorum

penuriam, nobis non constat. p. 636.

y Though I say disputable,º

very learned men have been much di

vided about the Nazaraeans, yet I make

no question myself, but the Naza

raeans were the remains of the first

Christians of Jerusalem, were entirely

orthodox in the article of Christ's

Divinity, and directly opposite to the

Ebionites. So far, at least, Bishop

Bull and Le Quien have, in my judg

ment, clearly and satisfactorily proved.

upon us here, instead of Ebionites, is

only raising a mist, to confound weak

readers.

* Interim cum Justinus de ejusmodi

hominibus, non exiguo errore labo

rantibus, tanta verborum moderatione

loquatur, invidia non est iis facienda,

qui Jesum non tantum Messiam, sed

etiam a Spiritu Sancto, praeter naturae

ordinem, conceptum credentes, to

tumdue Novum Testamentum admit

tentes, et ad ejus normam mores com

ponentes, aetermis suppliciis addicere

non audent; eo tantum quod in arduo

capite, de divina Christi natura, a ce

teris dissentiant, quia eam in Novi

Testamenti libris doceri non putant.

Clerici Eccles. Hist. p. 636.
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the solutions given to the objections before made, nor indeed had

advanced any thing beyond mere surmises and shuffles; yet he

draws the same conclusion which the Remonstrants had before

done, as if he had proved his point to satisfaction.

But lest he should seem entirely to have passed over Bishop

Bull's performance, he singles out a bye-point a (not material in

respect of the main thing) to contest with him. It is the emen

dation of a word which Bishop Bull had offered, and justified,

like a judicious writer and a true critic, to make his author speak

sense, rather than to support the main cause, which did not

need it: I say, Le Clerc singles out that to dispute upon, and

that is all. And even there he is entirely wrong, as has been

abundantly shewn by a learned handb; for which reason I shall

say no more of it. But allowing those gentlemen their absurd

reading, the cause stands just where it did; and they are as far

off as ever from being able to prove from that passage in Justin

Martyr, that the Socinians should be received as fellow Chris

tians.

I had almost forgot to take notice of two insinuations dropped

by Le Clerc in their favour, viz. that they receive the whole

Canon, (which the Ebionites did not,) and they lead good moral

lives. As to the first, it is only maintaining their heresy with

greater art and more exquisite subtilty, and in a way which may

do the more mischief, because the poison is concealed: the

ancient heretics were plainer men. Besides, any one who has

seen the Five Letters of Inspiration, and knows also what

freedom that author has taken with the sacred writers, in his

comments and elsewhere, will conceive no high opinion of his

veneration for the Scriptures: it is keeping them indeed, for the

saving of appearances, but in order to eanose them the more

insidiously.

As to a good moral life, that is, a partial obedience, it avails

nothing, while maintaining of heresies is itself immoral practice,

both against God and man: besides that the natural consequence

of Socinianism is Deism, which leads to all immorality. And

this distant, and almost insensible way of introducing Deism is

the most dangerous of any: for thousands perhaps may be thus

led by slow and almost imperceptible degrees into it, who could

not have been brought to it by the shorter, coarser methods.

But I pass on.

* Clerici Eccles. Histor. p. 636. "Thirlby, in Notis ad Just. Mart. p. 234,
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There is another gentleman, who, after Le Clerc, has appeared

on the same side. He calls himself Artemonius in his last

piece", as in another, long before, Lucas Mellierus, and is known

to be Samuel Crellius, descended from the famous John Crellius.

He hath here acted a more ungenerous part than Le Clerc

himself had done. He pretends, first, that Le Clerc (who had

scarce touched the main things, as I have shewn) had confuted

IBishop Bull; and next insinuates, that the Bishop had laid

violent hands upon the text of Justin, only to serve his hypo

thesis: which is untrue in both its parts. For the Bishop's

correction is undoubtedly right: or if it were not, yet nothing

depends upon it, the main cause being perfectly secure without

it. In the last place, he takes notice of Mr. Thirlby’s Reply to

Le Clerc, and contents himself with a kind of faint promise to

make some rejoinder". I shall only remark, that when a person

so well disposed for any impracticable undertaking (as appears

by his strange attempte upon John i. 1.) declines venturing,

and promises only, and that faintly too, where he has a strong

inclination, it is a certain sign that he apprehends more difficulty

than ordinary; and that while he cerbally triumphed over

Bishop Bull, he was wiser than to engage in close dispute.

The reader, I hope, will pardon me for dwelling so long upon

this passage in Justin. I thought it worth the considering with

some care: and I have endeavoured to be as short as the nature

of the question would permit me to be. I am sensible, after all,

that I have not taken compass enough to do full justice to it;

and therefore I entreat the reader, who would have entire satis

faction about it, to consult Bishop Bull himself, in whom he will

find it.

c Initium Evangelii S. Joannis re

stitutum per L. M. Artemonium, A.

D. 1726.

d Post Apostolorum tempora, pro

Christianis in Ecclesia tolerandis

[Ebionai) habebantur; ut exillo ce

lebri apud Justinum Martyrem, in

Dial. cum Tryphone, loco p. 267. est

manifestum. Quem Georg. Bullus

magno conatu frustra convellere niti

tur, et violentam ei infert manum, vo

cem juerépov, quia suae hypothesiest

contraria, in tuerépov mutans, confu

tatus etiam a celeberr. Clerico Hist.

Eccl. ad Ann. cxl. Cui quidem vir

clariss. Styanus Thirlby pro Bullo re

spondit: Verum sint quae Thirlbyo

reponi, et praeterea plura in hanc rem

afterri possent: quod fortasse ali

quando fiet, &c. Artemonius, p. 516.

• It is an attempt to make an emen

dation (Geoû #v 6 Aóyos, instead of

eeds jv 6 Aóyos) against all the manu

scripts of the New Testament, against

all the versions, against all the quota

tions from antiquity, in a very critical

passage, (where, if any where, some

remains of such a reading would have

been preserved among Ebionites, Sa

mosatenians, Arians, or others, had it

ever been known,) by mere dint of

wit, and force of fancy, without any

foundation of reason or authority.
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A. D. 176. About this timeſ, very probably, the famous

Irenaeus wrote his treatise against heresies: and he is the first

that condemns the Ebionites by name; and that not merely for

being immoral men, nor merely for rejecting a great part of the

sacred Canon, neither yet for denying Christ's birth of a cirgin,

but for impugning Christ's Dicinity. He excludes them from

Church-Communion, and from a state of grace and salvation,

chiefly, or solely, upon that score. He writes thus: “The

“spiritual man will pass judgment also upon the Ebionites.

“How can they be saved, unless it was God (6 Oeos) that

“ wrought their salvation on earth? or how shall man come to

“God, if God had not come to mans?” Irenaeus here lays the

charge upon the fundamental error of the Ebionites, their reject

ing Christ's Dicinity ; an error which they had imbibed from

their countrymen the Jews, and brought with them into Chris

tianity. And this was the principal ground and reason of their

rejecting some of the Gospels, particularly St. John's: for they

had not yet learned the art of reconciling the doctrine of the

New Testament with their principles. Irenaeus excludes the

men from salvation for their disbelief, abstracting from the

consideration of invincible ignorance or sincerity; which would

be impertinently brought in with respect to this or that particular

case, since it is common to all, and makes no difference as to the

abstract nature of things, or our judgment thereupon: for we

are to judge by what we know, leaving things secret to God.

The Ebionites are here censured as rejecting salvation, because

they rejected the belief of the divine methods appointed for it;

agreeable to a maxim before laid down by Ignatius, and before

him by St. John, as I have observed aboveh.

Before I proceed further with Irenaeus, I would here take

notice by the way, how considerable a person he was. He is

said to have been near the Apostles' timesi; for indeed he was

born in or near that age", and was advanced in years when he

f Vid. Oudin. de Scriptor. Eccles.

vol. i. p. 207. Dodwell. Dissert. iv.

360. Fabric. Bibl. Gr. lib. v. c. 1. p.

66.

& 'Avakpurel & Kai rows ‘HBuôvous'

mós Sūvavrai oroënval, ei puj) 6 Geós jv

6 rºw orotmptav airów ini yºis ºpyaord

prevos : h trós àv6poros xophorel sis

Geov, el um & Geós exopff.6m eis div6po

trov; Iren: lib. iv. c. 33, alias 53.

* See above, p. 557.

" 'O yyi's róv'Amoo róAov yewóuevos.

Basil. de Sp. S. c. 29. "O raw 'Amo

orróAov Štáðoxos. Theodorit. Harret.

Fab. lib. ii. cap. 2. Epiphan. Haer. H.

xxiv. 8. Vir Apostolicorum temporum.

Hieron. Epist. liii. ad Theodorum, p.

581.

k See Dodwell. Dissert. in Iren.

Diss. iii. p. 229.

| Dodwell. Dissert. iv. p. 291.

Oudin. vol. i. p. 207.
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wrote his book against heresies. The charismata, the miraculous

gifts, were common in his days, and he himself a witness of them

in many instances. The gifts of healing (as restoring sight to the

blind, and hearing to the deaf, and limbs to the cripple, yea, and

life to the dead) continued in the Church to his time; besides

the gift of tongues, and of prophecy, and of casting out devils, and

the likem. He speaks twice of raising the dead, and in one

place very emphatically thus: “And now, as I before said, the

“dead have risen, and have continued with us many yearsn:”

those very gifts are what Irenaeus more than once appeals to,

as proofs of the true faith resting in the Church, in opposition to

heretics who had not the extraordinary graces, but were detected

in their imposture whenever they pretended to themo. He lays

it down as a rule and a maxim, that truth then went along with

the Church, because the Spirit of truth rested upon it P; which

is the argument St. Paul himself uses to the like purposed: and

it was a very good one at that time, and as circumstances then

stood". But I return.

Irenaeus, in another place, smartly reproves the Ebionites for

denying Christ's Dicinity, and his birth of a virgins. “God

“therefore became man, and the Lord himself saved us, giving

“the sign of the Virgin: and not as some now say, who presume

“to interpret the Scripture, Behold a young woman shall be with

“child, and shall bear a son; as Theodotion the Ephesian, and

“Aquila of Pontus, both of them Jewish proselytes, interpret.

“Whom the Ebionites following, pretend he was begotten of

fidem, sic contra Ecclesiae orthodozam,m Vid. Iren. lib. ii. c. 31. p. 164.

alias c. 56. p. 188. lib. ii. c. 32, alias

57. lib. v. c. 6.

* "Hôm 8*, kaðs papev, kal vekpoi

hyépômorav, kai trapéuelvav av juiv

is avois reort. lib. ii. cap. 32. p. 166.

Conf. Dodwell. Dissert. ii. p. 165, &c.

° Iren. lib. ii. cap. 31, 32.

P Ubi enim Ecclesia, ibi et Spiritus

Dei, et ubi Spiritus Dei illic Ecclesia,

et omnis gratia: Spiritus autem veri

tas. Iren. lib. iii. cap. 24, alias 4o.

‘l Gal. iii. 2.

* Nihil ergo prorsus video quod in

hoc Irenaei nostri testimonio deside

rare possint adversarii. Ut enim Ec

clesiis omnibus sic solis datas fuisse

gratias testatur Irenaeus, nullis nimi

rum hareticorum aliorumve quorum

cunque infidelium conventiculis. Inde

sequitur, ut falsam fuisse haereticorum

divino constitisse testimonio. Quae

utinam cogitarent Sociniani, aliique

hodierni omnes a primaevorum Chris

tianorum doctrina in fide novatores.

Dodwell. Diss. ii. p. 168.

* ‘O eeds oëv čvápotos éyévero. kal

aúrós Kūpuos éo worev juas, Šots rô ris

trap6évov amuelov. dAN', oix dos éviot

qaori Tôv viv uéðepunveiew toxpovrov

Tºv ypaq ºv' ióow # veavis év yao ſpi

*śet, rai réeral viðv, &s esoëortov

fipplivevorev 6 'Eq,éotos, kai 'AköAas 6

IIovrtkös, dubórepot 'Iověaiot trpoorff

Avrot. ois karaxoMov6%ravres of 'E3to

valot, €k rod 'Ioa jºb airów yeyevnaðat

qdorkovort, tantam dispositionem Dei

dissolventes, quantum ad ipsos est,

frustrantes prophetarum testimonium

quod operatus est Deus. Iren. lib. iii.

cap. 21, alias 24.
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“Joseph, thereby dissolving, so far as in them lies, that so im—

“ portant dispensation of God, and frustrating the prediction of

“the Prophets which God has brought about.” Here it is

observable how strong the expression is, God (6 Oeos) became

man, and the Lord himself saved us. So far in opposition to

the Ebionites, with respect to their denial of Christ's Dicinity:

the rest relates to their denial of his miraculous conception.

Could any one judge from his smart reproof of them in the close,

that those men were received as Christian brethren in that age :

Absurd and incredible.

I would only take notice further, that some over censorious

critics have suspected that Irenaeus was here out in his chro

nology, and inconsistent with himself, in making the Ebionites

to be followers of Aquila and Theodotion. But Irenaeus is to be

understood of the Ebionites of his own time only t. The sect

had subsisted long before, but now received fresh countenance

and encouragement from the versions of Aquila and Theodotion,

which they greedily closed in with, as favouring their heresy.

There is a third passage in Irenaeus, where he again falls upon

the Ebionites, for their opposing Christ's Divinity, and birth of

a virgin u. “Wain also are the Ebionites, in not receiving the

“ union of God and man, by faith, into their souls, but persisting

“still in the old leaven of [common] generation: for they will

“not understand, that the Holy Spirit came upon Mary, and

“ the power of the Highest overshadowed her, and therefore that

“which was born of her is holy, and is the Son of the Highest,

‘ of God the Father of all, who wrought his incarnation, and
&

“manifested a new generation; that as by the first generation

t Vid. Mosheim. Vindic. Antiq.

cap. vii. p. 179, 18o.

u Wani autem et Ebionari, unitionem

Dei et hominis, per fidem non reci

pientes in suam animam, sed in veteri

generationis perseverantes fermento;

neque intelligere volentes, quoniam

Spiritus Sanctus advenit in'.
et virtus Altissimi obumbravit eam :

uapropter et quod generatum est,

!. est, et Filius Altissimi, Dei

Patris omnium, qui operatus est in

carnationem ejus, et novam ostendit

generationem; uti quemadmodum per

priorem generationem mortem haere

ditavimus, sic per generationem hanc

haereditaremus vitam. Reprobant ita

que hicommixtionem vini caelestis, et

solam aquam sarcularem volunt esse,

non recipientes Deum ad commix

tionem suam; perseverantes autem in

eo qui victus est, Adam, et projectus

est de Paradiso: non contemplantes,

quoniam quemadmodum ab initio

plasmationis nostrae in Adam, ea quae

fuit a Deo adspiratio vitae, unita plas

mati, animavit hominem, et animal

rationale ostendit; sic in fine, Verbum

Patris et Spiritus Dei adunitus anti

quae substantiae plasmationis Adae,

viventem et perfectum effecit homi

nem, capientem perfectum Patrem:

ut quemadmodum in animali omnes

mortui sumus, sic in spiritali omnes

vivificemur. Iren, lib. v. cap. 1. p. 239,

alias p. 394.
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“we had inherited death, so by this other generation we might

“inherit life. They then reject the mixture of heavenly wine,

“content to be no more than earthly water, not taking God into

“ their mixture, but abiding only in Adam, who was vanquished

“ and expelled Paradise. They consider not, that, as at the

“beginning of our formation in Adam, the breath of life from

“God, united with the frame, enlivened the man, and rendered

“ him a rational creature; so at the end, the Word of the

“Father and Spirit of God, united with the old substance of

“Adam's formation, has made a living and perfect man compre

“hending the perfect Father; that as in the natural man we are

“all dead, so in the spiritual man we may all be made alive.”

Here we are to observe, that Irenaeus judged the Ebionites

to be in a dangerous or desperate state, on the account of their

not admitting the union of God and man in the Person of Christ,

on account of their not taking the dicine nature in, to supply the

imperfections of the human, the Word of the Father, the Spirit

of God, to enliven and exalt the human nature, the old Adam.

I may remark by the way, that Irenaeus here seems to under

stand Spirit of God, and Holy Spirit before, of the second Per

son, of the Logos himself coming down upon the Virgin. So the

earliest Fathers commonly do”, interpreting Luke i. 35. to that

sense: which I the rather note, because so their asserting

Christ’s birth of a virgin, and his preexisting as Spirit of God,

* Hoc ergo corpus, in quod induc

tus est Spiritus Sanctus, &c. Herm.

lib. iii. Simil. v. cap. 6.

id ergo nasci habebat quod erat con

ceptum et pariendum; id est Spiritus,

cujus et vocabitur nomen Emmanuel,

“ov pew to trpátov tweipia, yāvero

orápé. Clem. Ep. ii. cap. 9.

To trve dua oºv, kal riv 8twapuv rºv

trapá roi, Geot, où8év ſix\o vonora, 6&pus,

à têv Adyov. Just. Mart. Apol. i. p. 54,

alias 75.

IIpoeX6öv 8é 6 Aóyos, 8mutovpytas

atrios, inevra kai éavröv yewvä, örav 6

Aóyos orêp$)évmrat. Clem. Alew. Strom.

lib. v. p. 654.

Qua autem Spiritus Dei et virtus

Altissimi, non potest infra angelos

haberi. Tertull. de Carn. Christi, cap.

xlv.

Ecce, inquiunt, ab angelo praedi

catum est, propterea quod nascetur

Sanctum, vocabitur Filius Dei : caro

itaque nata est, caro utique erit Filius

Dei. Immo, de Spiritu Dei dictum

est. Certe enim de Spiritu SanctoVirgo

concepit; et quod concepit, id peperit:

§. estinterpretatum nobiscum Deus.

aro autem Deus non est, ut de illa

dictum sit quod nascetur Sanctum,

vocabitur Filius Dei, sed ille qui in ea

natus est, Deus— Quis Deus in eo

natus 2 Sermo et Spiritus. Tertull.

contr. Praw. cap. xxvii.

Verbum Dei incarnatum per Spiri

tum illum de quo angelus refert, Spi

ritus veniet in te, &c.—ut princi

palitas nominis istius, Filius Dei, in

Spiritu sit Domini qui descendit et

venit. Norat. cap. xx.

Hic in Virgine labitur, carne Spi

ritus Sanctus induitur. Cyprian. de

Idolor. Vanit. sic cod. German. et

4. MSS. Pamel.

Descendens itaque de coelo Sanctus

ille Spiritus, sanctam Virginem, cujus

utero se insinuaret, elegit. Lactant.

lib. iv, cap. 12.
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and God, amounted to the same thing. For the reason given

by St. Luke, (or rather by the angel in St. Luke,) why Mary

should conceive, though she knew not a man, is, that the Holy

Spirit should come upon her, that the power of the Highest [ätſwaputs

inplatov] should overshadow her: so that, after this, to deny the

birth of a cirgin amounted, in construction, to the same with

denying any such coming of an Holy Spirit upon Mary, any

divine preexistence of Christ. And hence, I conceive, it is, that

we so often find in the ancient Fathers those two doctrines so

linked together, or so intermingled with each other, that they

appear, in a manner, but as the same thing twice told, or the

same doctrine diversely expressed. The Ebionites denied the

descent of the Logos upon Mary: they rejected the divine part

in Christ, admitting only the human. This is what Irenaeus

calls rejecting the heavenly wine, (alluding to their celebrating

the Eucharist in water only, without winex,) not receiving God

into their mixture, but contenting themselves with the earthly

Adam, who was cast out of Paradise; intimating that the

Ebionites should as certainly be excluded heaven. The thought

which Irenaeus goes upon may be illustrated from a passage in

Hippolytus, which, speaking of Christ, runs thus: “As it was

“ prophesied beforehand, so he manifested himself of the Virgin

“and Holy Spirit; made a new man, (a second Adam,) having

“an heavenly nature of the Father, as he is the Logos, and

“having an earthly one, as of the old Adam, incarnate of a

“virgin. He came into the world, and manifested himself as

“God’.” But to return to Irenaeus, it is very plain that he

looked upon the reconciliation of God and man as depending

entirely upon the Mediator's being both in onea ; and in how

strict a sense he understood Christ to be God is well known

to as many as know any thing of Irenaeus. But if the English

reader desires further satisfaction on that head, he may have

it abundantly from Mr. Alexander's Essay on Irenaeusb, a

very judicious and faithful performance, a finished piece in its

kind. I heartily wish that that learned gentleman had leisure,

y Epiphan. Haer. xxx. 16.

* Ka8 6v oëv rpótov čkmpéx6m, kara

robrov kai trapöv čqavépoorev Šavrov čk

Tap6évov kai äytov rvečuaros, kawós

fiv6poros yeuéuevos' ré učv otpávtov

*xov rô warpiðov &s A&yos, rö 86 &nt

yetov, &s éx traXavoo'A8áu 8tà map6&vov

orapkočuevos. oºros m.poeMéðvels réo

plov Geós éqavepā6m. K. r. A. Hippolyt.

contrº Noët, cap. xvii. p. 18, 19. Conf.

Tertull. de Carn. Christi, cap. xvii.

* Vid. Iren, lib. iii. cap. 18, alias 20.

b Printed for John Clarke and Ri

chard Hett, A. D. 1727.
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as he has abilities, to draw out more of the Fathers in the same

way.

A. D. 206. Tertullian reckons the Ebionites among the anti

christs, for denying Jesus to be Son of Gode, that is, for impugn

ing the Divinity of Christ: for that Tertullian understood the

phrase of Son of God, as applied to Christ, to mean the same as

God of Godd, is plain from all his writings. And what he must

think of the dangerous state the Ebionites were in, by their

heresy in that article, may appear sufficiently from a maxim he

lays down, that none have life who believe not in the Son, and

none believe in the Son, who admit not that he is a Sone in such

a sense as he had mentioned.

He again censures the Ebionites, as making Christ a mere

man, and denying that he is the Son of Godf. Where it is ob

servable, he passes over in silence their denying his birth of a

virgin, or condemns both their positions in one, as resolving into

the same error. However, the stress of his censure lies upon their

impugning Christ's divine Sonship, that is, his real and proper

Dicinity; for such was Tertullian's sense of Son of God, as I

before intimated.

In another place, he speaks of the Ebionites as denying

Christ's birth of a virgin, but makes that amount to denying

his being Son of Gods, in his high sense of that phrase. And

the reason why the denial of the one implied the denial of the

other (in his way of arguing, common to other Fathers) seems

• At in Epistola eos maxime anti

christos vocat qui Christum negarent

in carne venisse, et qui non putarent

Jesum esse Filium Dei; illud Marcion,

hoc Hebion vindicavit. Tertull. Pra:

script. cod. xxxiii.

* Hunc ex Deo prolatum dicinus,

et prolatione generatum, et idcirco

Filium Dei et Deum dictum, ex unitate

substantiae. Ita de Spiritu Spiritus,

et de Deo Deus, ut lumen de lumine

accensuin. Quod de Deo profec

tum est, Deus est, et Dei Filius, et

unus ambo. Ita de Spiritu Spiritus,

et de Deo Deus, &c. Tertull. Apol.

cap. xxi.

e Qui Filium non habet, nec vitam

habet: non habet autem Filium, qui

eum alium quam Filium credit. Cont.

Praw. cap. xxx.

* Qua autem Spiritus Dei, et virtus

Altiss'mi, non potest infra angelos

haberi, Deus scilicet et Dei Filius.

Quanto ergo dum hominem gestat

minor angelis factus est tanto non,

dum angelum gestat. Poterit hac

opinio Hebioni convenire, qui nudum

hominem et tantum ex semine David,

id est non et Dei Filium constituit

Jesum. Tertullian. de Carn. Christi,

cap. xiv.

g Non competebat ex semine hu

mano Dei Filium nasci, ne si totus

esset Filius hominis, non esset et Dei

Filius, nihilque haberet amplius Solo

mone, et amplius Jona, et de Hebi

onis opinione credendus erat. Ergo

jam Dei Filius ex Patris Dei semine,

id est Spiritu; vacabat enim viri se

men apud habentem Dei semen. Ter

tull. de Carn. Christi, cap. xviii.
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to have been this; that it would have been utterly unworthyh of

the Son of God to have taken man upon him, except it were by

a virgin: therefore the denial of the mother's virginity amounted

to a denial of God's being born of her; it was making it absurd.

From whence we see a further reason of what I before hinted,

that the two false positions of the Ebionites were considered as

near allied, and were condemned in one, as hanging both to

gether, and perhaps one invented for the sake of the other'.

The denying the miraculous conception was, by inference and

implication, denying Christ's Divinity, as the affirming of the

one was conceived to amount to affirming the other. But the

later Ebionites, (as we shall see,) having a mind to reform their

scheme, contrived at length to admit the miraculous conception,

and still rejected our Lord’s Divinity: which was retaining the

main substance of their heresy, but under a better appearance

than before. We shall observe presently what the Church of

Christ thought of them after that new reform.

A.D. 249. Origen is the first that takes notice of the Ebion

ites as divided into two sortsk, one denying, as before, Christ's

birth of a virgin, the other admitting it. But still he reckons

both among the pretended Christians", and introduces them among

other heretics m. But whether or no he charged them with heresy

on account of their denying our Lord’s Divinity, would not

certainly appear, if he had not expressed himself more fully in

some other of his writings. In his Comment upon St. Matthew

he takes the like notice of the two sorts of Ebionites, charging

both as rejecting Christ's Divinity", and as poor in faith" to

wards Christ Jesus; alluding to their name, which signifies the

same as poor. But Pamphilus, in his Apology for Origen, pro

* Ante omnia autem commendanda

erit ratio quae praefuit, ut Dei Filius

de Virgine nasceretur. Nove nasci

debebat novaenativitatis dedicator.

Concepit igitur Virgo et peperit Ema

nuelem, nobiscum Deum. Haec est

nativitas nova dum homo nascitur in

Deo, in quo homine Deus natus est;

carne antiqui seminis suscepta sine

semine antiquo, utillam novo semine,

id est spiritaliter [fort. spiritali] re

formaret, exclusis antiquitatis sordi

bus, expiatam. Tertull. de Carn.

Christi, cap. xvii.

i See wº the learned Vitringa says

of Cerinthus's denying the miraculous

conception, Observat. Sacr. lib. v.

cap. 12. sect. 6. p. 145, 146. edit. ult.

Oüro 8: elorivoi Surroi 'E3tovaiot,

froi ex Tap6évov ćuoMoyoſºvres épioios

juiv Tów "Imoroúv, iſ owy owroo yeyévvm

orðat, dAN' às roës Aoimois dvépôtrovs.

Orig. contr. Cels. p. 272. Conf. Com

ment. in Matth. p. 427.

* Orig. ibid. p. 272.

m Ibid. 271, 272,274.

* Où pºv kai ue rà rijs neph airod

6eoMoylas. Comm. in Matth. p. 427.

° Tº 'Eguovatº Troxetovrt trepi riv

els 'Imoody triaru. Ibid. 428.
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duces some passages of his, out of his Comments on the Epistle

to Titus, where he condemns the Ebionites more expressly as

heretics, for their denying Christ's Dicinity P. As to any doubt

which may be made about Pamphilus's Apology, (appearing

only in Rufinus's version,) and the credit due to it, I refer the

reader to Bishop Bull, who has largely discussed that question,

and has sufficiently maintained the authority of that version".

As to Origen's own orthodoxy in the article of Christ's Divinity,

it has been abundantly vindicated, and cleared from all reason

able exception".

A. D. 290. I shall add but one writer more, Victorinus Peta

vionensis, before referred to as saying, that St. John wrote his

Gospel against Ebion, among others who were of the school of

Satans. It is very plain, by his manner of expression, that he

looked upon Ebion as a very ill man and an heretic, being of

Satan's school, and condemned by the Apostle himself. And

considering how particular St. John is in setting forth the

Divinity of Christ, we cannot doubt but Victorinus's censure of

Ebion respects that article.

I might add many testimonies of Post-Nicene Fathers, to

confirm what I have been proving, namely, that the Ebionites

were constantly looked upon as heretics for denying our Lord's

Divinity. But I choose to go no lower than the Ante-Nicene

writers, because they are sufficient, and they are the less to be

excepted to ; and I am willing also to consult the ease of my

readers, as well as to spare myself needless trouble. I am aware

of a passage in St. Jerome, which seems to say, that the Ebion

ites and Cerinthians were condemned as heretics upon another

account, not relating to our Lord's Divinityt: and I observe,

P Quid vero sit haereticus homo, pro

viribus nostris, secundum quod sen

tire possumus, describamus. Omnis

viarum Dei,º aliquid fieret

ante saecula fundatam, atque ante

omnes colles generatam, sed hominem

qui se Christo credere profitetur et

tamen alium Deum Legis et Prophe

tarum, alium Evangeliorum Deum

dicit, &c.—hujusmodi homines hat

reticos designamus—unumidemque

credendum est de eo qui de Domino

nostro Jesu Christo falsi aliquid sen

serit: sive secundum eos qui dicunt

eum ex Joseph et Maria natum, sicut

sunt Hebionitae et Valentiniani; sive

secundum eos qui primogenitum eum

negant et totius creaturae Deum, et

Verbum, et Sapientiam quae est initium

solum eum credentes. Pamphil. Apo

log. p. 226. edit. Bened. Conf. Com

ment. in Joann. p. 397.

a Bull. Def. F. N. sect. ii. cap. 9.

p. 114, &c.

r Bishop Bull, sect. ii. cap. 9.

Compare my Second Defence, vol. ii.

Qu. xii. p. 638, &c.

s See above, p. 540.

t Si hoc verum est, in Cerinthi et

Ebionis hapresim delabimur, qui cre

dentes in Christo propter hoc solum

a patribus anathematizati sunt, quod

=º
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that the learned Le Clerc has endeavoured to make use of it u

for the supporting a favourite hypothesis, which he appears too

fond of. But it is very certain, that Jerome's words in that

place, if interpreted with utmost rigour, are a perfect contradic

tion to all antiquity, and to what himself has asserted in other

places of his works”. Some therefore have greatly blamed St.

Jeromey for prevaricating in the contradictory account he here

gives; while others, more kindly, and, I think, more justly, have

endeavoured to bring him off by a candid construction”. Which

ever way we take, there is nothing concerned in it, except it be

St. Jerome's character: for as to the cause we are upon, it is

too firmly established by the ecclesiastical writers in general,

and even Jerome in particular, (as I before hinted,) to be at all

weakened by this single passage to the contrary, if it were

contrary.

Having shewn above, as I humbly conceive, that the Cerin

thians (with whom I would be understood to include the Ebion

ites) were condemned by St. John himself for impugning our

Lord's Divinity, and having proved further, that the Ebionites

(with whom I would be understood to include the Cerinthians)

were condemned all along in the Church for the first three cen

turies; the conclusion I now draw is, that both Cerinthians and

Ebionites stand condemned from the days of the Apostles, and

downwards, for the opposition they made to that important

doctrine. After this, it will be less needful to prove that others

also were condemned in like manner for the like opposition to

the same doctrine. But since the doing it may tend in some

measure to confirm what has been said, I shall go on to mention

other impugners of our Lord's Divinity within the three first

centuries, and a little further: only, I shall endeavour to be as

brief as possible in the account, not to weary the reader.

legis cerimonias Christi Evangelio Christiani, nec Judaei sunt nec Chris

miscuerunt, et sic nova confessi sunt,

ut vetera non amitterent. Quid dicam

de Ebionitis qui Christianos esse se

simulant * Usque hodie per totas

orientis synagogas inter Judaeos hae

resis est quae dicitur Minaeorum, et a

Pharisaeis nunc usque damnatur;

quos vulgo Nazaraeos nuncupant, qui

credunt in Christum Filium Dei, na

tum de Virgine Maria, et eum dicunt

esse qui sub Pontio Pilato passus est

et resurrexit, in quem et nos credimus.

Sed dum volunt et Judaei esse et

tiani. Hieronym. ad August. Ep. lxxiv.

Opp. tom. iv. 623. Bened.

* Clerici Eccles. Histor. p. 477.

* See two passages, quoted above,

p. 540, 54.1 : and compare Hieronym.

contr. Helvid. tom. iv. p. 140.

y Mosheim. Windic. Antiq. contr.

Toland. p. 164.

* Bull. Judic. Eccl. cap.ii. sect. 13.

p. 300. Remarks on Christianity as

Old &c. with respect to Ecclesiastical

Antiquity: first part continued, p. 78,

79.
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A.D. 195. THEODoTUs.

Theodotus, a citizen of Byzantium, by trade a currier, but a

man of parts, and competently furnished with secular learning,

having denied his Saviour in time of persecution, and being

afterwards upbraided for it, as one that had denied his God;

to extenuate the offence, he pretended that he had not denied

God, but man *, for that Christ was no more. A miserable

salvo for a guilty practice; which, instead of lessening his crime,

enhanced it yet more, and was so far from removing the just

obloquy he before lay under, that it served only to edge and en

force it. However, he hereupon became the reviver of an old

heresy, or the ringleader of a new one, (new in dress and cir

cumstances,) and soon after called by the new name of the God

denying apostasy b. The first account we have of this matter is

from a nameless author in Eusebius, reasonably supposed, upon

comparing other testimonies “, to have been Caius, the Roman

Presbyter, who flourished about A. D. 214. Learned men have

inquired how Caius could say that Theodotus was founder of

the heresy", and the first that made Christ a mere man, when

it is certain and manifest, that both Cerinthians and Ebionites

had done it before him. Some say plainly that Caius was guilty

of a blundere: which indeed is cutting the dispute short, and

may be a good way, if there be not a better. Others say that

Theodotus was really the first that made Jesus a mere man, for

that the Cerinthians and Ebionites, before, admitted of a superior

nature, a spirit assistant from above, residing at times in Jesus,

which made him more than a common man f. But it will be

difficult to prove, either that Ebion was in the same scheme with

Cerinthus, as to the doctrine of Æons, and as to the dividing of

Jesus from Christ, or that he was not exactly in the same prin

ciples which Theodotus espoused, as to making Christ a mere

man. Eusebius's account of the Ebionites, and their tenets 5,

a Epiphan. Haer. liv. i. Augustin. * Töv dpxmyöv kai Tarápa raúrms

Haer. 33. Philastr. Haer. cap. 1. Da- tºs 'Apumatteow diroo raortas Tpa)

mascen. Haer. 54. Synodic. Pappi. Tov elitóvra Wrixov div6potov Tóv Xpt

cap. iii. Pseudo-Tertullian. Praescript. orróv. Töv Tijs aipégeos raúrms et

cap. liii. Theodorit. Haeret. Fab. lib. ii. perfiv. Euseb. ibid.

cap. 5. e Ittigius de Haeresiarchis, sect. ii.

• 'Apumorideos dirograorta. Euseb. cap. 15. p. 261.

H. E. lib. v. cap. 28. f Vitringa, Observat. Sacr. lib. v.

• Vid. Pearson, Vindic. Ignat. part. cap. 10. p. 128 edit; ult.

ii. p. 23. Opp. Posth. p. 147, &c. Cave, g Euseb. E. H. lib. iii, cap. 27.

Histor. Literar. vol. i. p. 65.

WATERLAND, VOL. III. P p
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seems to represent their scheme as being exactly the same in

that respect; and Theodorit is very express for its being so h :

only Theodotus's was a little more refined than that of the an

cienter Ebionites, because he allowed the miraculous conception

or birth of a cirgin, which they denied. However, both they

and he supposed Christ a mere man: and therefore he was not

the first that taught it. Some therefore think that Theodotus

is said to be first, because he was the first among the Gentile

Christians i; for Cerinthus and Ebion were of Jewish extract :

which account appears fair and plausible. But I conceive, after

all, that Caius was not considering in that place, who in the

Church had first taught that Christ was a mere man, but who

had been the founder of such a particular sect, called Theo

dotians, or Artemonians, and who had first taught them to deny

Christ, under the pretence of his being a mere man. Theodotus,

plainly, was their founder and leader: he was at the head of

that recolt, the first man that undertook to conduct it, and to

support it upon that principle. The other accounts of Theodotus

lead to this sense, and in the main say the same thing that

Caius does. Epiphanius takes notice, that all the other Christ

ians who were apprehended and brought to the question along

with Theodotus, honestly confessed Christ, and suffered “: he

was the only man of the company that presumed to deny him,

afterwards inventing an odd salvo for it, being more of an artist

in his way', than others were. No one else, at that time, and

upon that occasion, durst venture to deny his God: he was the

first that then broke the ice, and led the way m, instructing

others to say after him, that it was not denying God, but man.

I know not whether, in one particular, he may not be thought

to have exceeded the irreverence and impiety of Ebion, namely,

in his calling Christ a mere man, considered even in his state of

h ‘O 8: Khpuffos rôv učv’Ingoºv č

'Ioa ºp kai Maptas ºf more, yewvnáñval

karū kowow Tów dw8póſtov vöuov, divodev

8è Töv Xptorröv kate)mºv6óra étri Tôv

'Imoroſv. 'E3tovalou &e kai esoãorriavoi,

kai "Apreptoviavoi, kai Potuwwavoi WriMºv

ãv6potrov eipijkaarev čk Tris Tap6évov Tów

Xptorröv yeyevvmoréat. Theodorit. Hae

ret. Fab. lib. v. cap. 1 1. p. 278.

i Bull. Judic. cap. iii. sect. 1. p. 304.

k Epiphan. Haer. liv. p. 1.

| Ottos év Tatēeta "EXXmvikſ, Čkpos

yevópewos, ipta Sé àA\ots Tāv čv juépats

rod târe 8voyuod Hovos ékreorov, Hap

Tupmo divrov čketvav Ště €eóv. Damas

cen. Haeres. 54.

m Theodotus quidam, Byzantinus

genere, denegator Christi Dei nostri

in persecutione extitit Salvatoris; qui

capit dicere, docens ita: communis

homo erat, ut omnes homines, Chris

tus. Philastr. Haer. 50.

Doctrinam introdurit, qua Christum

hominem tantummodo diceret, Deum

autem illum negaret. Pseudo-Tertul

lian. cap, liii.
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eraltation, when he abjured him. Ebion would have called him

God, so considered, as having been then deified, according to his

way of thinking". But Caius probably had no view to any such

nicety of distinction, but intended only to say, that Theodotus

was the founder of a new sect, called afterwards by his name,

and teacher also of a new doctrine; new as to the circumstances

and application, though, as to the main substance of it, borrowed

from the Ebionites before him, or more particularly from the

Alogi, a branch of the Ebionites".

IIaving seen that Theodotus was an impugner of our Lord's

Dicinity, we are next to observe, that he was condemned imme

diately by the Church for it. He was excommunicated by Victor

then Bishop of Rome, as an heresiarch : so the same Caius re

lates P. A sentence approved by the churches of Christ: other

wise Victor himself would have been condemned for it, as he

was greatly blamed for misapplying the ecclesiastical censure

in a case of another nature, relating to the time for keeping

Easter. The churches and bishops of those times were exceed

ing watchful and jealous of any abuses of power in particular

churches or men. They were as checks one upon another, that

nothing of moment should be done by any, which had not the

consent of the rest. This conduct obliged every one to observe

the strictest caution in any affair of general concern, and it

tended to keep up the exactest harmony and unanimity in the

several churches. ISut I return.

Hippolytus of the third century takes notice, in passing, of

this Theodotus, as a person that falsified the truth, and perverted

Scripture, in order to countenance his erroneous doctrine about

Christ's being a mere man". He compares the heretic Noëtus

with Theodotus, to make Noëtus the more odious for following

such a leader in his manner of writing: so that it is plain enough

what Hippolytus thought of Theodotus.

n See Hilary de Trin. lib. ii. n. 4.

p. 789. Epiphan. Haer. xxx... n. 18.

p. 142. -

o Geobords rus, dróortaorua (népyov

€k Tijs Tpoetprimevns 'AAdyov aipéorews.

Epiphan. Har. liv.

P Bikrop row or kuréa Oeſſóorov, rôv

dpxmyöv kai Taréparatºrms Tris dpºmori

6éov diroorraortas direktipuše Tijs Kouvo

vías dré 3a).e. 06660rov Tów Tris al

péorews raúrms ºperſiv. Euseb. lib. v.

cap. 28. Conf. Theodor. Haeret. Fab.

lib. ii. cap. 5.

q Kai raira BoćNovrat oºra öunyeſ

orðat kai atrols plovákoxa xpópevot, ov

Toſnov eed80tos div6poſtov ovvurrāv

WºwWow BovXénevos. d\\'oùre exeivot re

veyoffraoruv d'Amfles, où0' otrol, kaðs

airai at Ypapai éAéyxovaruv airów Tºv

duadav, uaprupotoral tº d\móeta. Hip

pol. contr. Noet, cap. iii. p. 7. Conf.

Epiphan. Haer. lvii. 2.

P p 2
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The same Theodotus is numbered also in the list of heretics r

by the writer of the Appendix to Tertullian's book of Prescrip

tion. That Appendix is supposed by some s to be little else but

an extract from our Hippolytus's Treatise against Heresies.

However that be, the piece is ancient, and of good value t. The

odotus is there charged as a blasphemer against Christ, for de

nying him to be God, though he allowed his birth of a virgin. It

was the God-denying heresy: and therein lay its essential malig

nity. Had he said that Christ was an angel, or an archangel, or

the highest of all creatures, it would have been treating our Lord

with something more of respect; but still it would have come

infinitely short of his real dignity, and of the faith of the Church

concerning him, from the beginning. This I observe, lest any

favourer of Arianism should falsely surmise, that the censures

passed upon Theodotus and such other impugners of Christ’s

Divinity, do not affect those who make Christ a glorious crea

ture, but those only who suppose him a mere man: whereas, in

truth, Theodotus and the rest were condemned for the impugn

ing Christ's proper and essential Divinity; a fault common to

them and the Arians, so that both are concluded under the

Sanne Censure.

I may further add, that the conduct of the Church, with respect

to the Praxeans, Noëtians, and Sabellians, is a demonstration

of the truth of what I say. Those men charged the Church as

teaching three Gods u. Then would have been the time, and

must have been, for the Church to declare, (had they ever meant

it,) that the Father only is God, and the Son and Holy Ghost

creatures. But they studiously and conscientiously avoided it,

as one sees in Hippolytus and Tertullian, and others. And if

any man uncautiously, in debate, happened but to let fall any

expressions which seemed to lean that way, (as appeared in the

famous case of Dionysius of Alexandria,) the Church of that

time would not bear it, but rejected every thing of that kind

with abhorrence. They distinguished themselves off from Sabel

* Accedit his Theodotus Byzantius,

qui postea quam pro Christi nomine

comprehensus negavit, in Christum

blasphemare non destitit, doctrinam

enim introducit qua Christum homi

nem tantummodo diceret, Deum autem

illum negaret : ex Spiritu quidem

Sancto, natum ex Virgine, sed homi

nem solitarium atque nudum, nulla

alia prae caeteris, nisi sola justitiae

auctoritate. Pseudo-Tertullian. cap.

liii.

s Allix, Fathers vindicated touching

the Trinity, p. 99.

t Vid. Dodwell. Dissert. de Success.

Pontif. p. 216.

u Tertullian. contr. Prax. cap. iii.

Epiphan. Haer. lvii. 62.
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lianism, but so as to avoid the other extreme, afterwards called

Arianism: a plain sign and proofs that the proper Divinity of

Christ was what they aimed to support. I may observe also by

the way, that the Sabellian objection all along supposed and

implied, that the Godhead of the Holy Ghost, as well as of the

Son, was the then received doctrine. But I return.

There was another Theodotus, surnamed Trapezita, (the

Banker,) who was a disciple of the former, and who endeavoured

to refine upon his scheme, by the addition of some odd conceits

concerning Melchizedec. I shall only observe further, that as

from the elder Theodotus some were named Theodotians, so

from the junior Theodotus others were called Melchizedeciansy.

A. D. 205. ARTEMON.

Artemon, otherwise called Artemas, was a disciple of Theo

dotus, a reviver or promoter of the same heresy. He appears

to have been a very warm man, and of vast assurance; or his

followers, at least, were such. For they confidently gave it out,

that their doctrine was as old as the Apostles", and that the doc

trine of Christ's Divinity began with Pope Zephyrin, that is,

about A. D. 198. Such ignorance, if it was mere ignorance,

was pitiable: but there is too much reason to suspect that they

knew better. The nameless author in Eusebius (supposed to

be Caius) well urges”, that besides the holy Scriptures, older than

all, there were the works of Justin and Miltiades, of Tatian and

Clemens, of Irenaeus and Melito, and a great many more, de

fenders of Christ's Divinity, directly confronting their wild

report, and plainly proving to the world, that it was mere fiction

and romance, too improbable to be offered even to the lowest of

the populace. And as to their pleading that Pope Victor, the

immediate predecessor of Zephyrin, was on their side of the

question, he confutes them at once, by observing, that Victor

was the very person who had excommunicated Theodotus, their

founder and leader, for that very doctrine which they espoused b.

All I have further to observe of these confident men, is, that

they were censured by the Church of their time, and not admitted

* See this argument excellently Haeret. Fab. lib. ii. cap. 4.

drawn out by Mr. Thirlby, Def. of a Euseb. E. H. lib. v. cap. 28.

the Answ. p. 36, &c. b’Horav 8é oirot duqa, Geo86rov rod

y Vid. Euseb. lib. v. cap. 28. Le orkvréos uaëntai, too trpátov Čiri rairm

Quien, Not: ad Damascen: Haer. lxiv. rā ‘ppovijaei, uáA\ov 8é dqpoorºvn, d'po

Theodorit. Haeret. Fab, lib, ii. cap. 6. ptačávros rijs Kouvovias into Bikropos,

* Euseb. lib. v. cap. 28. Theodorit. Ös éqmv, roß rére émigkótov,
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to communion among faithful Christians. That may reasonably

be inferred from what Caius says, as before mentioned. But it

appears further from what passed some years after, in the

case of Paul of Samosata, when the Antiochian Fathers censured

him for heresy, and sent him to seek communion, if he pleased,

with the Artemonianse, whose sentiments he had taken into,

and whose evecrable heresy (so they call it'd) he had revived. To

which agrees what Athanasius says, speaking of the Arian

heresy: This heresy, says he, was looked upon as detestable,

before the Council of Nice, when Artemas advanced it “.

A. D. 242. BERYLLUs.

Beryllus, Bishop of Bostra in Arabia, has been reputed one of

those that once denied the Dicinity of Christ; and therefore

Bishop Bull takes him in among the restſ. But yet strictly

speaking, the charge against him was not that he denied the

Dicinity of Christ, but his proper Dicinityg: by which I under

stand his personal Divinity, or dicine personality. For Beryllus's

notion was, that the man Christ Jesus was the whole person, a

mere human person, which had indeed a dicine Person residing

in him, viz. the person of the Father. So Beryllus's doctrine

was a kind of Sabellianism; which however, in strictness, amounts

to a denial of Christ's Dicinity. For while it allows him no dis

tinct dicine personality, all that remains is, the man Christ with

the Father indwelling; which at length resolves into the same

doctrine, in the main, with what Cerinthus, Ebion, Theodotus,

and Artemon taught as to the proper person of Jesus. It is

denying his divine Sonship, and divine personality, which, in

effect, is denying his proper Dicinity. I the rather note this,

because from hence it may appear, that the Church's condemning

Praxeas, Noëtus, and Sabellius, as guilty of heresy, proceeded

from the same pious zeal for the Dicinity of Christ, as their con

demnation of Cerinthus, Ebion, &c. before: for both were in

tended to preserve that important article, and to secure the

baptismal faith in a real and dicine Trinity. Tertullian was

sharp enough to see, that the Praxean doctrine, under colour of

* Tó 8é "Aprepā ośros étuate). Aéro Bôe) vkr), Öre raúrmy "Aprepas karsgåA

kai oi Tà "Aprepa ºppovoivres, totrº Aero. Athanas. de Synod. p. 733,

kowovetraorav. Euseb. H. E. lib. vii. edit. Bened.

“j”, • * * ~ x - Bull, Judic. º. ii. p. 325, .
Tū, Huapā aipéo et tº "Apreptă. & Mºe uév 6éârmra iólav Kew.

Euseb. ibid. Euseb. E. H. lib. vi. c. 33.

* [Ipó rijs Nukatas, m aipeats fiv
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magnifying Christ, by advancing him into the same personality

with the Father, in reality left no distinct Son at all, more than

the man Jesus, and so fell in with Valentinus's notion, (he might

have said, Cerinthus's also,) which separated Jesus from Christ,

dividing them into two personsh. All the difference is, that

Cerinthus or Valentinus supposed the Christ from above to be

some Æon, or inferior power, residing occasionally with the man

Jesus ; while the Praxeans substituted God the Father instead of

that supposed Æon, making him the Christ from above, con

ceived to inhabit at times the same man Jesus. Which as it

comes very near the old Ebionite notion, so is it exactly the

same with what several of the foreign Socinians, and most of our

English ones, have maintained in late times. Indeed, the Prax

eans were charged as Patripassians, which is a charge that

does not affect the modern Socinians: but I apprehend, from

the passage of Tertullian just cited, that the Praxeans, to get off

from Patripassianism, learned at length to divide the Persons of

Father and Son, and then the Father could be considered only

as inhabiting Jesus, a mere man, and a distinct person from him.

Sabellianism, and Photinianism, and Socinianism, do in reality

come at length into one; all resolving into Judaism : for the

fundamental error of them all is, the denying the dicine Sonship

and personal Divinity of Christ; rejecting the eternal substantial

Logos, who was with the Father before the world was, and is

God from everlasting to everlasting. I say then, that the zeal

shewn by the ancient Church against the Sabellians of all de

nominations, (as well as their zeal against the more direct im

pugners of Christ's Dicinity,) is a very strong argument of their

judging the doctrine of a coeternal Trinity to be an essential of

the Gospel. They intended much the same thing by animad

verting upon those or these; for they saw plainly, that the Diri

nity of Christ, considered as a real Person, was as much under

mined by Sabellianism, as it was attacked by the other. Many

and various have been the ways of evading and eluding these two

h Undique enim obducti distinc

tione Patris et Filii—aliter eam ad

suam nihilominus sententiam inter

pretari conantur: ut acque in una Per

soma utrumque distinguant Patrem et

Filium ; dicentes Filium carnem esse,

id est hominem, id est Jesum : Patrem

autem Spiritum, id est Deum, id est

Christum. Et qui unum eundemgue

contendunt Patrem et Filium, jam in

cipiunt dividere illos potius quam

unare. Sienim alius est Jesus, alius

Christus, alius erit Filius, alius Pater;

º Filius Jesus, et Pater Christus.

Talem monarchiam apud Valentinum

fortasse didicerunt, duos facere Jesuin

et Christum. Tertull. adv. Praw.

c. 27.
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prime verities, viz. that three real Persons are one God, and that

God and man is one Christ: but watchful and honest Christians

still kept their eyes fixed upon those sacred truths, and would

never admit any doctrine as true, which was contrary to them,

or as sufficient, that was short of them. If any one denied Christ's

humanity, (as the Docetae, or Phantasiasta,) that was manifestly

false doctrine, to be rejected at once : but if another admitted

his humanity, and stopped there, that was short and insufficient.

If it was added, (as by Cerinthus,) that a celestial substance or

spirit rested sometimes upon Jesus, that was true, but still short

of the whole truth in more respects than one. If it were said,

constantly residing, that was better, but still very insufficient. If

to that were added, personally united, that came nearer up to the

full truth, but still was evasive and short. Say, divine substance

personally united with the human: that comes nearer to the

point than any of the former; but still there is room for evasion,

because it might mean the Father; and then it amounts to Sa

bellianism only, and Patripassianism. Add, therefore, that such

dicine substance is personally distinct from the Father and the

Holy Spirit, and then it is confessing three real and divine Per

sons in one Godhead, which is the whole truth. The several

kinds of heresies which have affected this Scripture truth, are

but the various wanderings of human imagination. Truth is

simple and uniform, while error is almost infinite. But I return

to Beryllus.

The error which Beryllus unhappily split upon, was the deny

ing a real distinction of divine Persons, as I before observed;

which in direct consequence made Christ Jesus a mere man, in

whom the Father dwelt. The bishops of the neighbouring sees

were alarmed at the doctrine, and met in Synod to condemn the

heresy, and the teacher of it. But the great Origen being

called in to debate and clear the point in question, Beryllus was

made sensible of his error, and being a person of a pious and an

humble mind, he honestly retracted iti: and it is further to be

observed, that he loved his instructor Origen ever after, and was

sincerely thankful to himk for affording him so much new light

(new to him) in a question of the greatest importance. A rare ex

ample of godly sincerity, and true Christian humility. His mistake

had shewn some weakness of judgment; but his recovery mani

Euseb. E. H. lib. vi. c. 33. * Hieronym. Eccles. Script. lxx. p. 138.

edit. Fabric.

- ---------
------ --- -
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fested great strength of mind, and a good command over him

self and his own passions.

A.D. 265. PAUL of Samosata.

Paul of Samosata, Bishop of Antioch, was of a temper and

character very different from what we have mentioned in the

last article: he gave the churches fresh occasion for exerting

their pious zeal in behalf of our Lord's Divinity. He was im

peached for heresy in a council of Antioch, A. D. 265, and dis

tinguished himself off at that time, and escaped without censure;

but in another council, A.D. 270, he was again accused, and

convicted, and thereupon deposed. He is charged by the

council which condemned him, with reviving the heresy of

Artemon, with denying his Lord and God, with disowning any

Son of God from heaven, preaching up a detestable heresy, a

damnable doctrine, and the likel. The sum of his heresy, upon

comparing the best accounts, appears to be this: that there is

but one real Person in the Godhead, viz. the Fatherm ; that the

Logos is a mere attribute, quality, power, or operation, nothing

real and substantial"; and that Christ, as it follows of conse

quence, is a mere mano. His scheme appears to have been, in

substance, little different from the Sabellian P: but the stress of

the charge against him rested upon this, that he had denied his

Lord's Dicinity; and therefore his heresy was called, like

Theodotus's and Artemon's before, the God-denying wicked

72éSSºl.

A. D. 317. ARIUs.

I cannot well conclude this view of Antiquity, with respect to

the heresies against Christ's Dicinity, without throwing in a

word or two about the famous Arius, and his condemnation for

proclaiming God the Son a creature, therein denying his Lord's

real and proper Divinity, as much as any before him. Alexander,

then Bishop of Alexandria, in his Epistle to the other Alexander

of Byzantium or Constantinople, (about A. D. 321,) charges

the Arians with denying their Saviour's Dicinity", and with

! Euseb. E. H. lib. vii. c. 30.

m Vid. Athanas. contr. Apollinar.

p. 942. Epiphan. Haer. lxv. 1. 3.

n Epiphan. Haer. lxv. 1. Philastr.

lxiv. p. 126.

o Euseb. E. H. lib. vii. c. 27. Theo

dorit. Haeret. Fab. lib. ii. p. 223.Augus

tin. Haer. 44. Damascen. Haeres. lxv.

P See my First Defence, vol. i.

Query xxiii. p. 479. Second Defence,

vol. ii. p. 718. Dr. Berriman's His

torical Account, p. 144, &c.

* "Apung (deos kakia. Euseb. lib. vii.

C. 20.

*Theodoſit. Eccles. Hist. cap. iv.

p. 9. edit. Wales.
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reviving the heresy of Ebion, Artemon, and Paul of Samosatas.

Not that the Arian scheme was exactly the same with any of

those three, (for there are degrees of variation from truth, and

many wrong ways to one right,) but it fell in with them all in

the main thing, and in which the principal malignity of their

heresies consisted, namely, in the rejecting the true Godhead of

Christ. I shall say nothing of the synodical censures passed

upon Arius and his adherents, at the first opening of the heresy.

In the year 325 he was condemned, in more solemn form, by the

famous Council of Nice, by three hundred and eighteen bishops

called from all parts of the Christian world, seventeen only of the

number scrupling it for a time, and at last two only or three

dissenting. They condemned his sentiments, as amounting to

impiety, madness, blasphemy, such as they almost trembled to

heart; which appears by the Council's letter after his con

demnation. Their sentence in that cause carried the greater

weight in it, as the Council was general, called together out of

Europe, Asia, and Africa, from all parts of the empire"; as it

was upon the matter free, and under no secular awe or influ

ences; and lastly, as it was made up of the wisest, worthiest, and

every way excellent prelates x which the Christian world could

then furnish. The determination of so venerable a council gave

a considerable check to Arianism, and always carried great

force with it; though it did not so quash the controversy as

finally to put an end to it, any more than the Council of the

Apostles at Jerusalemy (A. D. 49.) put an end to the dispute

about the necessity of imposing circumcision 2. But as that first

council had its use in the Church, and very great use, notwith

standing the repeated oppositions made to it, so had this other

also, and has to this day. Divine wisdom has appointed no

certain effectice remedies for the percerseness of man, but has pro

vided sufficient means for the instruction and direction of the

humble and modest, and well designing.

Some persons have suggested, that the Council of Ariminum

(held in 359,) consisting of four hundred bishops or more", may

s Theodorit. ibid. p. 14. * Ibid. lib. iii. c. 9.

* "Attavra dvadeudrug evil #yta gºvo- y Acts xv.

80s, où6é àorov droiorat Tijs doré8oſs * See Buddaeus, Eccl. Apost. p.

868ms, # drovoias, kai Tôv B\agºpijuav 1 14, 294, &c.

Émudrov dvao Xopévm. Apud Socr. lib. a Athanas. de Synod. 720, 749.

1. c. 9. Sulpic. Sever. p. 267. Socr. E. H.

... " Euseb. de Vit. Constantin. lib. lib. iv. c. 17.

ill. c. 7.
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properly be mentioned on the other side, as a counterbalance to

the Council of Nice: but there is no comparison betwixt them,

when the circumstances are duly considered. For, 1. the

Council of Rimini, or Ariminum, was not general, being of the

west only. 2. It was not free, being greatly menaced, distressed,

and overawed by the Emperor Constantius". 3. Out of the

number of four hundred, there were but eighty Arians", at the

utmost : the other three hundred and twenty, or more, were

really orthodox men, induced by artifices to subscribe a creed

which they understood in a good sensed, but which, being worded

in general terms, was capable of being perverted to a bad one.

The deep dissimulation, at that time used by the Arian managers,

procured them the advantage only of a short-lived triumph.

For no sooner did the orthodox side perceive how they had been

imposed upon, and what use was to be made of it, but they

declared to the world their own good meaning, and the per

fidiousness of the opposite party. But of this I have treated

more largely elsewheree. It was of that time that St. Jerome

speaks, when he pleasantly says, that the “whole Christian world

“groaned,” (viz. under the slander thrown upon them by their

adversaries,) “and wondered to see itself become all over

“Arianf:” that is to say, they wondered at the assurance of

the Arians, in so imposing upon the Catholics, and in repre

senting them to be the very reverse of what they were g. The

learned Mr. Bingham understood these matters well, and has

expressed them justly and fully in these few linesh. “The

“Arians put an equivocal and poisonous sense upon them, (the

“words of the Council,) giving out, after the Council was ended,

“that they had not only abolished the word consubstantial, but

“with it condemned the Nicene faith also : which was strange

b Athanas. ad Afros, 892, 893. So

crat. E. H. lib. ii. c. 37. Sozom. lib.

iv. c. 19. Hilar. Pictav. 1242. ed.

Bened.

• Ariani non amplius quam octo

ginta: reliqui nostrarum partium

erant. Sulpic. Serer. lib. ii. c. 56.

d Sonabant verba pietatem, et inter

tanta mella praeconii, nemo venenum

insertum putabat. Hieron. contr. Lu

cifer.

e See my Defence, vol. i. Query

xxix. p. 547, 548. Answer to Whitby,

vol. ii. p. 212. Compare Berriman's

Histor. Account, p. 228, &c.

f Ingemuit totus orbis, et Arianum

se esse miratus est. Hieronym. contr.

Lucifer. p. 3oo.

& Concurrebant Episcopi, qui Ari

minensibus dolis irretiti, sine consci

entia haereticiferebantur, contestantes

corpus Domini, et quicquid in Ecclesia

Sanctum est, se º inali in sua fide

suspicatos. Hieron, ibid. 3ol.

h Bingham's Antiquities, b. vi. ch.

3. s. Io. Compare Dr. Berriman,

Hist. Acc. p. 228, &c.
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“surprising news to the bishops that had been at Ariminum.

“Then says St. Jerome, Ingenuit totus orbis, et Arianum se esse

“miratus est: The whole world groaned, and tras amazed to think

“she should be reputed Arian. That is, the Catholic bishops of

“ the whole world (for there were three hundredi of them

“present at the Council) were amazed to find themselves so

“abused, and represented as Arian, when they never intended

“in the least to confirm the Arian doctrine.” But as to the

extent of the Nicene faith, both at that time and after, I have

spoken more particularly of it in another placek, and need not

here repeat. Only the reader may permit me to sum up the

whole in the same words, or nearly as before. “There never

“was a council on the Arian side so free, so large, so in every

“respect unexceptionable, as the Council of Nice was: but what

“ever opposition was made to it, was carried on with such

“wiles and subtleties and refined artifices, (to say nothing of

“cruelties,) as every honest man would be ashamed of: and not

“withstanding all that the Arians could do, they were not able

“long to maintain their ground; but the men who sustained

“ the shock, and kept up the credit of the Nicene faith, were not

“only the most numerous, but appear to have been as wise, and

“as judicious, and as pious men as ever the Church was adorned

“with since the times of the Apostles'.”

From what hath been said under the present article, it is

manifest, that the impugners of our Lord's Divinity have been

all along condemned as guilty of heresy for the first three centuries

and more; so that as far as the constant judgment and practice

of the Church in their decrees and censures, during that time,

can be conceived to bear weight, the doctrine of our Lord's true

and proper Dicinity, and of consequence, the doctrine of a real

whole world was Anti-arian : for by

totus orbis he manifestly there means

the orthodor, who had been slandered

as Arian, and were really Anti-arian.

i He might have said, three hun

dred and twenty. But I believe Je

rome meant more than that three hun

dred and twenty by the totus orbis :

he meant all the orthodow; for all of

them suffered in the slander raised

against their brethren, most of them

as orthodox as themselves: so it af

fected them all, and all were amazed

at the injurious aspersion. This place

therefore of Jerome, rightly under

stood, is so far from saying, that the

whole world was then Arian, that it is

saying the contrary; namely, that the

They were the whole world in his ac

count, the Arians being but few in

comparison.

k Defence, vol. i. Query xxix. p.

547-550; . -

I See this Council defended more

at large by Dr. Berriman, in his Re

marks on Mr. Chandler, p. 19–42.

and in his Review of the Remarks,

p.28–41.
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and coeternal Trinity, must be looked upon as a fundamental of

the Christian faith.

III. Besides what has been pleaded upon the first topic re

lating to creeds, and upon the second relating to heretics; there

is yet a third head to go upon, namely, the sentiments of Ante

Nicene Fathers, such as they have occasionally delivered in their

writings, distinct from what they have reported either of creeds

or heresies. And these are what I am next going to produce,

according to order of time, to shew what they thought of the

necessity or importance of faith in the ever blessed Trinity.

Perhaps I may have anticipated some things under the last

head, which might properly have come in here; or I may

chance to take some things in here, which might properly

have come in there : but it is of no great moment which head

they are brought under, so long as both centre in the same

conclusion, and the two parts may be considered as supple

mental to each other.

Ioy. IGNATIUs.

I begin with Ignatius, who writes thus: “Be not led aside

“by strange doctrines, nor by antiquated tales, which are un

“profitable: for if we yet live according to Judaism, it is as

“much as declaring that we have not accepted gracem; for the

“most holy Prophets lived according to Christ Jesus. And for

“that cause were they persecuted, being inspired by his grace,

“ that the unbelievers might be convinced that there is one God

“who hath manifested himself by Jesus Christ his Son, who is

“his eternal Word, not proceeding from silence n, who in all

“things pleased him that sent him.” The Judaizing heretics

(whether Cerinthians, or Ebionites, or Gnostics at large) are

the persons here pointed at without dispute"; and the Judaism

here principally charged was, their denial of Christ's real and

eternal Divinity. The Jews would not own a proper Son of

God P, an eternal subsisting Logos, but pertinaciously disputed

m El yáp uéxpt viv karā [vápov]

'Iověatopov ºpew, ÖpoMoyotuel xúpiv

pui) sixmpéval. Ignat. ad Magnes. s. 8.

n Too viot airod 6s éotiv airod

Aóyos dióios, otº drö atyńs TpoeX6óv.

Ibid.

o Haec est secunda hujus Epistolae

pars, quae eos maxime praemunit con

tra haereticos, eos praecipue qui Juda

isinum introducere conabantur; con

tra quos clare et expresse disputat.

Erant autem ii ea tempestate, qui

dicinam Christi naturam negabant,

ut Ebionitae, Cerinthiani, Nazaraei, et

Helxaitae. Pearson not. in loc. p. 43.

Conf. Vindic. p. 55.

P 'Iověatos éé oëk &v ćploxoyńoral,

àrº Tpopffrns ris elitew jšew eeoû vićv.

Origen. contr. cels. lib. i. p. 38.

Oi Távu ri 'Iověaſot Aéyova, esov
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that point with the Christians; as may appear sufficiently,

besides other evidences, from Justin's celebrated Dialogue with

Trypho. So here we may observe, how emphatically Ignatius

expresses the Christian faith in opposition to those Judaizers,

by asserting Christ to be God's Son, and his eternal Word, not

proceeding from silence, as those Judaizers taught. I forbear

to enter into the dispute about otyi), which has been already

exhausted by Bishop Pearson, Bishop Bull, and other learned

men. What I am most concerned to observe is, that Judaism

was the common and just reproach thrown upon all the im

pugners or underminers of Christ's Divinity: for that was part

of the distinguishing character of the Christian faith, as opposed

to the Jewish, in those days". As to Cerinthus and Ebion, the

early impugners of Christ's Dicinity, it is well known that they

were Judaizers, and brought their heresy along with them, trans

planting it from the Synagogue to the Church. Those that followed

them in their heresy were judged so far to desert the Christian

cause, and to side with the Jews. Tertullian, though directly

pointing to Praxeas, yet makes the charge general against all

that deny a real and dicine Trinity". Novatian passes the like

censure upon as many as denied Christ's Dicinitys. Theodotus,

though a Gentile Christian, is charged with Jewish blindness

upon the same scoret. Paul of Samosata is observed to have

given up Christ's Divinity in complaisance to Jewsu. And the

Arians afterwards, on the same account, are frequently censured

by orthodox Christians, as revivers of Judaism”.

I now return to Ignatius, who, after charging those impugners

of Christ's Divinity with Judaism, intimates their thereby for

&vra röv Xpworrèv karaśńoreoréat : eeod

vióv. Ibid. lib. iv. p. 162.

‘Eyð 6é kai troAAois 'Iověatous kai

oropois ye mayyeX\opévois eival ovu

BaA&v, où8évôs dxiſkoa €talwodros rô,

Aóyov elva röv viðv too eeod, os 6

KéAcros eipnke. Ibid. c. 2. p. º,

q I say, in those days. For that

the ancienter Jews were generally in

like sentiments, is not probable, but

the contrary. Of which see Allix's

Judgment of the Jewish Church;

and Considerations on Mr. Whiston's

Historical Preface, p. 75, &c. and

Primitive Christianity vindicated, p.

17, &c. and Stillingfleet on the Trinity,

c. ix. p. 203, &c.

* Judaica fidei est res, sic unum

Deum credere, ut Filium adnumerare

ei nolis, et post Filium Spiritum—

Pater et Filius et Spiritus unum Deum

sistunt. Tertull, adv. Prair. c. 31.

* Ignariet imperiti Judaei haeredes

sibi haºreticos istos reddiderunt. No

rat. c. 15. ed. Welchm. alias c. 23.

t Caecitatis Judaicae consors. Phi

lastr. Har. 1. Conf. Epiphan. Haer.

liv. lv.

u Theodorit. Haeret. Fab. lib. ii. c.

8. Athanas. vol. i. p. 386. Epiphan.

Haer. lxv. 2,7. Philastr. Haer. lxiv.

* Athanas. de Decret. Synod. N.

. 209, 233. Orat. ii. 484. Basil.

omil. xxiv. tom. ii. p. 189. edit.

Bened. Greg. Nyssen. contr. Eunom.

Orat. i. p. 15.
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feiting the grace of the Gospel. Then he proceeds to lay down

the true Christian doctrine of a Son of God, an eternal Word, not

produced in time, or from silencey. And since he asserts that

the denial of that doctrine is Judaizing, and is renouncing the

grace of the Gospel, it amounts to declaring that the article of

Christ's Divinity is an essential of Christianity.

A. D. 155. JUSTIN MARTYR.

Justin Martyr, in a Fragment produced by Dr. Grabe, lays a

very particular stress upon the article of Christ's Dicinity, as the

reconciliation of God and man is nearly concerned in it. The

passage runs thus: “When man’s nature had contracted cor

“ruption, it was necessary that he who would save it, should do

“away the principle of corruption. But this could not be done

“without uniting life by nature [or essential life] with the nature

“so corrupted, to do away the corruption and to immortalize

“ the corrupt nature ever after. Wherefore it was meet that

“ the Word should become incarnate to deliver us from the

“death of natural corruption”.”

Here Justin asserts, that it was necessary for essential life (or

life by nature) to be united with human nature, in order to save

it: which is the same as to say, that it was necessary for God to

become incarnate, in order to save lost man. So important did

he take that article to be, conceiving that the redemption of

mankind depended upon it. The phrase of life by nature, un

doubtedly imports necessary evistence and proper Divinity, as I

have observed and proved upon another occasion", and need not

here do again. Bishop Bull brings some other passages from

Justin of like import with this: but for brevity sake I choose to

pass them over, and am content only to referb.

y Simplicissima et optima sententia

videtur, quod Ignatius, contra ornnes

veteres haereticos Filii aetermitatem

negantes, asseruerit Christum non

esse instar humani Verbi quod post

silentium prodit, sed Verhum Patri

coasternum. Ittigius, Histor. Eccl.

Satc. ii. p. 1 18.

* Púget &e rijs q6opas trpooryevo

pévms, dvaykalov jv or orogat BovX6

ſtevos jri)w 'pěopoiſotovolo tav d'pavioras'

Toºro 6é oëk #v érépos yewédéal, el

Piññep iſ karū jūriv (o) iſ pooreſtååkm

tº Tºv q6opäv Šećapiévº, dºpavišovora

puév Tiju péopâv, d6avarov 8é row Nourroo

rô bećdpuevov 8tarmpotora. Suá rooro rôv

Aóyov čöémorev čv orépart yewéo 6au, tva

toū 6avárov Tijs karū ‘púoruviuas q6opas

é\ev6epòorm. Grab. Spicileg. vol. ii.

p. 172. Et in notis ad Bull. Judic. c.

vii. s. 5. p. 344.

a Second Defence, vol. ii. p. #.
Compare Third Defence, p. 81. of this

volume.

* Bull. Judic. c. vii. s. 5. p. 344,

345.
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A. D. 176. IRENAEUs.

Irenaeus has said much the same thing with Justin, in fuller

and stronger words. After observing that the Son of God and

Word of the Father became man, that he might give sałcation to

his own creature, or workmanship", he proceeds as follows:

“Therefore, as I said before, he united man to God - for if it

“were not man that should overcome the adversary of man, the

“enemy would not have been rightly vanquished; and again, if

“it were not God to give the salvation, we could not be firmly

“ possessed of it: besides, if man had not been united to God, he

“could never have been partaker of incorruption. So it was meet

“ that a Mediator between God and man should bring both toge

“ther into amity and concord by his own proximity to both; that

“so he might present man to God, and notify God to mend.” What

we have here to observe is, that if Irenaeus believed it necessary

for God to become man, in order to work man's salvation, he

must of consequence judge the article of Christ's Divinity (in his

high sense of Dicinity) an essential of Christian faith, necessary

to be believed by all to whom it should be revealed, under pain

of forfeiting the benefit of it. Irenaeus's constant way of rea

soning in other places shews that he always carried that conclu

sion in his mind: and indeed he goes but one page further on,

before he formally draws it, in these strong and emphatical

wordse: “They who make [Jesus] a mere man begotten of

“Joseph, remaining under the bondage of the first disobedience,

“are in a dead state, inasmuch as they are not yet conjoined

• Bonus vere Filius Dei et patiens,

Verbum Dei Patris, Filius hominis

factus.--Salutem donavit plasmati suo,

destruens peccatum: est enim pissi

mus et misericors Dominus, et amans

humanum genus. Iren. lib. iii. c. 18,

alias 20.

* "Hvoorev oſſu, kaðs ºrpoépaptev,

Töv čvápotrov tº €e.g. el yáp pum div

6poſtos évíkmorev Tów durina)\ov too

div6póſtov, oùk àv Šukatos évukň0m 6

ex0p6s' TóNuv re, ei pº 6 €eós éðopff

oraro Tºv orormplav, oùk àv Be3aios

forxouev airijv. kai ei ºil avvmv66m 6

div6poſtos rô Đeº, oùk àv #8vvijón

peraorxeiv d'hôaportas' ºet yap Töv

uégirmv Geoû re kai dvépôtrov, Šua Tris

ióias trpès ékarépous, oikeiôrntos, eis

ºptAtav kai épévouav roës dupotépovs

ovvayayeſv, kai eeó uév trapao r^a at

Töv ćivěporov, dvépôTots 8é yuanpional

Töv Geóv. Irenatus, ibid.

e Qui nude tantum hominem eum

dicunt ex Joseph generatum, perseve

rantes in servitute pristinae inobedi

entiae, moriuntur; nondum commixti

Verbo Dei Patris, neque per Filium

recipientes libertatem, quemadmodum

ipse ait: Si Filius vos manumiserit,

were liberi eritis. Ignorantes autem

eum qui ex Virgine est Emmanuel,

privantur munere ejus, quod est vita

atterna: non recipientes autem Verbum

incorruptionis, perseverant in carne

mortali; et sunt debitores mortis, an

tidotum vitae non accipientes. Iren.

lib. iii. c. 19, alias c. 21.
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“with the Word of God the Father, nor have received freedom

“by the Son: according to what himself says: If the Son shall

“make you free, you shall be free indeedſ. While they acknow

“ledge not him who of the Virgin is Emmanuel, [God with us,

“they forfeit the benefit of it, which is life eternal. While they

“admit not the Word of incorruption, they continue in mortal

“flesh, and are bound over to death, for want of receiving the

“antidote of life.” This excellent writer has a great deal more

to the same purpose in the same chapter: but what I have cited

may suffice for a summary view of his sentiments on this head.

It is observable, that, according to him, the not receiving the

Emmanuel, as Emmanuel, that is, as God incarnate, is in effect

throwing up the privileges of it, (viz. life eternal.) and is remain

ing under the dominion of death and hell. Nothing can be

stronger for the importance of the article of Christ's Dicinity;

especially if this passage be compared with the author's high and

just sense of the name Emmanuel, importing that Christ is sub

stantially, or essentially, God in one nature, as he is man in an

others. I know not whether I again need to take notice (having

twice before done ith) how Irenaeus here mixes the two questions

about the birth of a virgin, and about the Lord's Dicinity, as

amounting to one, upon the foot of the then present controver

sies. For the point then in question was, whether Christ was

conceived in the common way of human generation, or whether

the divine Logos coming upon the Virgin superseded and ex

cluded human means? The question being so stated, the assert

ing a dicine Logos in Christ was of course asserting the birth of

a virgin; as the denying the birth of a cirgin was of course

denying any personal union of the Logos with man. Thus the

two questions at that time resolved, in a manner, into one :

which is the reason, as I hinted before, of their being inter

mingled together.

A. D. 177. ATHENAGoRAs.

Athenagoras, in his Apology for the Christian Religion, written

f John viii. 36.

g Diligenter igitur significavit Spi

ritus Sanctus per ea quae dicta sunt,

generationem ejus quae est ex Virgine,

et substantiam quoniam Deus (Em

manuel enim nomen hoc significat) et

manifestat quoniam homo, in eo quod

dicit, &c. }. lib. iii. c. 21, alias 26.

wat ERLAND, vol. III.

Otrov čkrºs tap6évov'Eupavov))\ km

púrrowres, rivevægwrot Aéyov toueedo

Tpós rôt)\água attoºedj}\ovv quoniam

Verbum caro erit, et Filius Dei Filius

hominis—et hoc factus quod et nos,

Deus fortis est, et inenarrabile habet

genus. Iren. lib. iv. c. 33, alias 66.

b See above, p. 572, 573.

Q q
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at this timei, has more passages than onek which plainly prove

his belief of the truth of the doctrine of the Trinity: but as to

the necessity, or the importance of such faith, he had the less

occasion to speak particularly, or to press it with any earnestness,

since his immediate concern was not with heretics, or with Jews,

but with Pagans only. Nevertheless, he occasionally drops some

expressions which intimate his high veneration for that sublime

and tremendous doctrine, and shew how much it concerned

Christians to make it the subject of their most serious thoughts

and most devout meditations. Speaking of Christians, he de

scribes them! “as men that made small account of the present

“life, but were intent only upon contemplating God", and

“knowing his Word who is from him; what union the Son has

“with the Father, what communion the Father has with the Son;

“what the Spirit is, and what the union and distinction are of

“such so united, the Spirit, the Son, and the Father.” From hence

we may infer how important a doctrine that of the Trinity, as under

stood by Athenagoras, (the same as we understand at this day.)

was conceived to be, that the then Christians made it one prin

cipal concern of their lives to contemplate and adore the three

divine Persons. I say, adore: for though that is not expressed

in this passage, it is undoubtedly implied, and is the eagress doc

trine of the author in other placesh. Thus much we may un

doubtedly collect from the present passage, that mysteries of faith

were not then thought barren speculations, or matters of slight

concernment. The reflection of a learned foreigner hereupon is

very just and proper, and I shall give it the reader in the

margin", as an useful comment upon this paragraph of Athena

goras. I proceed to other ecclesiastical writers in their order.

i See Mosheim, Observ. Sacr. c. iv.

k Vid. Bull. Defens. F. N. sect. ii.

c. 4. p. 67, alias 71. Dr. Bishop's Ser

mons, p. 186, &c. Nourrii Apparat.

lib. xi. p. 46. edit. Oxon.

m Nofforaoréal, for Öv toros, is an

emendation of a learned foreigner,

Godfr. Olearius, in his Dissertat.

ad Bibl. Max. vol. i. p. 487, &c. My

Sermons, vol. ii. p. 178. Second De

fence, vol. ii. p. 439–443, 58o, &c.

| "Avôporo Sé, röv Lévèvrai6a 3Xt

yovkai utkpot Tuvos détovſłiovXeXoytopič

vot, Útě Advov Šć trapatteum duevo rotº

Tov, Öv toos [forte vojoagdal] eeóv kai

Töv trap' attoº A&yov elöéval, ris iſ too

Tatóðs ſpès rêv Tarépa €vörms, ris ;

toū Tarpès trpès rêv viðv kowovia, ri

Tô Tve Cua, tis iſ rôv too oërov čvadoris

Kai 6taipeg tº Évoupévov, too muctuaros,

toū Tatóðs, toº tarpás. Athenay. Legat.

Theolog. de Spiritus Sanct. cum Patre

et Filio Adoratione, contr. Gul. Whis

ton, A.D. 1711. p. 2. The emendation

has been taken notice of before by Dr.

Bishop, Sermons, p. 188.

* Athenag. c. x. p. 40. xxvi. p. 122.

° Quamguam in primis Christi

anismi temporibus id cum primis

gloriae sibi duxerint fidei nostrae sanc

tissimae professores, quod non media

tione verborum, sed demonstratione

et institutione operum Christianam

rem absolvi profiterentur; non tamen
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A. D. 209. TERTULLIAN.

Tertullian has some very remarkable expressions relating to

the faith of the Church in Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, one God,

as being the sum and substance of the Gospel, the very life and

spirit of the Christian religion. I have cited part of the passage

before, but shall now give it entire. “It is mere Judaism, to

“believe one God in such a sense as not to reckon the Son to

“him, and after the Son, the Spirit: for wherein is the great

“difference between them and us, except it be in this article?

“What is it that the Gospel has done, what is the substance of

“the New Testament, extending the Law and the Prophets as

“far as John, if from thence forwards Father, Son, and Holy

“Ghost, three Persons, are not believed to make one God P2’”

I have taken a little liberty in translating, just enough to keep

the English up, and not to alter the sense. Three Persons is

barely a literal rendering of tres, in that place, which cannot be

otherwise so well expressed in English: besides, the word Persona,

for the same thing, is common in Tertullianº. As to what con

cerns the importance of the doctrine of the Trinity, it is impos

sible to invent any thing fuller or stronger, in so few words,

than this passage. I am sensible it will be pleaded in bar to his

evidence, that he was a Montanist. The fact is true, but there is

no argument at all in it, as has been often shewn by learned men;

but more particularly by the learned and judicious Mr. Welch

man", in his late very correct edition of the treatise against

Praxeas. Tertullian was no Montanist in 198: but it has been

sufficiently proved, both by Mr. Welchman and Mosheim, that

ista prairis sacra ita fuit a theoria

doctrinae Christianae separata, ut non

mysteria etiam fidei, a quorum recta

cognitione divini Numinis cultus, tum

vitae de reliquo recte instituendae ratio

penderent, non temere quidem, sed

neque tamen perfunctorie scrutaren

tur Etenim qui in primis Christi

anismi initiis, inque ipso adeo qo

two u% suo, accepissent fidem in Pa

trem, Filium, et Spiritum Sanctum,

eague nomina perpetuo in ore habe

rent, eos sane oportebateo contendere,

ut crescerent in omni plenitudine

scientiae de mysterio tam augusto

tamgue venerando. Godfr. Olear. in

Dissertat. p. 1, 2.

P Cacterum Judaicae fidei est res,

sic unum Deum credere ut Filium ad

numerare ei nolis, et post Filium,

Spiritum. Quid enim inter nos et

illos, nisi differentiaista? Quod opus

Evangelii: Quae est substantia Novi

Testamenti statuens Legem et Pro

phetas usque ad Johannem, si non

exinde Pater, et Filius, et Spiritus

Sanctus, tres crediti, unum Deum sis

tunt : Tertull. adv. Prair. c. xxxi. p.

Io2. edit. Welchm.

a Tertull. contr. Prax. c. xi. p. 32,

4. X11. 35, 37.

3 r Wà. Praefat. ad Tertull.

contr. Prax. p. 5–13. Conf. Mosheim,

Disquis. Chronologico-Crit. de vera

aetate Apologetici a Tertulliano con

scripti.

Q q 2
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his Apology (which contains the same doctrine) was as early as

that year.

A. D. 256. CYPRLAN.

St. Cyprian has a remarkable passage which speaks full and

close to our purpose. Arguing for the invalidity of heretical

baptisms, he asks, how any person baptized by heretics, and

thereby partaking in their heresy, (so he must mean,) can be

presumed to obtain remission of sins, and to become the temple

of God? “If he be thereby made the temple of God, I would

“ask, of what God [or divine Person] it is : Is it of [God] the

“Creator 2 he could not be so, if he believed not in him. Is it

“of Christ 2 neither can he be his temple, while he denies

“Christ to be God. Is it then of the Holy Ghost 2 But since

“ the three are one, how can the Holy Ghost have friendship

“with him that is at enmity with either Father or Sons 2" Here

it is observable, 1. That St. Cyprian gives the name or title of

God to each of the divine Persons. 2. That to deny Christ to be

God is interpretatively excluding one’s self from Christ, and

declaring enmity towards all the three, who are one. 3. That

therefore the acknowledging Christ to be God is necessary to

salvation, and the impugning that doctrine is destructive of it:

consequently, one is a fundamental article of faith, and the other

a fundamental error. So far is plain. And now, if there remains

any room for dispute, it can only be about the true and full

meaning of the word God in this place. But Cyprian's declaring

that salvation depends upon the article, is a strong presumption

that he understood the word in its just and proper sense: his

applying it indifferently to all the three Persons, without any

mark of distinction, is a further presumption of the same thing :

his saying that the three are one, [unum, one substance, one

thing, makes it still plainer: and lastly, his applying the title of

God to the Son, in the strictest and highest sense, in other parts

of his works, sets it beyond disputet. I may observe, by the

aut Patris, aut Filii inimicus est?

Cyprian. Ep. 73. ad Jubaian. p. 203.

edit. Oxon.

* Si peccatorum remissionem con

secutus est et sanctificatus est, et tem

plum Dei factus est, quaero, cujus Dei?

Si Creatoris, non potuit qui in eum

non credidit: si Christi, nec hujus

fieri potest templum, qui negat Deum

Christum : si Spiritus Sancti, cum

tres unum sint, quomodo Spiritus

Sanctus placatus esse ei potest, qui

t The passages are collected in Bi

shop Bull, Def. F. N. sect. ii. c. 10.

p. 119, &c. and in my First Defence,

vol. i. Qu. ii. p. 291, &c. Second De

fence, vol. ii. Qu. ii. p. 490.
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way, of Cyprian, as I have before hinted of other Fathers, that

he went upon this maxim, that whosoever shall disbelieve the

doctrines of salcation revealed to mankind shall have no part in

the salvation so tendered to them, ordinarily at least.

A. D. 257. Novati AN.

Novatian expresses the same thought in very clear and

strong terms. “If God the Father saves none but through God,

“ then no one can be saved by God the Father, who does not

“confess that Christ is God; in whom, and by whom, the Father

“promises to give saleation: wherefore, very justly, whosoever

“acknowledges him to be God, is in the way to be saced by

“Christ, who is God; and whosoever doth not acknowledge

“ him to be God forfeits salvation, because he cannot otherwise

“have it but in Christ as God".” Words too plain to need any

comment. Only I may observe that Novatian, as well as

Cyprian, understood the word God, as applied to Christ, to

import proper and substantial Divinity; as I have abundantly

proved elsewhere”. Besides which, it is certain that the

Novatians, his followers, were always orthodox in the article of

Christ's Divinity, as also in the doctrine of the whole Trinityy.

A. D. 259. Dionysius of Rome.

Dionysius, Bishop of Rome, in a valuable Fragment, preserved

by Athanasius, styles the doctrine of the Trinity, “the most

“venerable doctrine of the Church of God”;” understanding

the doctrine as we do at this day: it was not then looked upon

as a speculative opinion, or as a matter of slight importance.

But this is not all I have to observe from the same excellent

writer: he goes on to speak of some who had the presumption

to call the Son of God a creature, led to it by their indiscreet

opposition to Sabellianism, as it was natural enough for weak

u Si non salvat nisi in Deo Pater

Deus, salvari non poterit a Deo Patre

quisquam nisi confessus fuerit Chris

tum Deum, in quo, et per quem se re

promittit Pater salutem daturum: ut

merito, quisquis illum agnoscit esse

Deum, salutem inveniat in Deo

Christo; quisquis non recognoscit

esse Deum, salutem perdiderit, quo

niam alibi nisi in Christo Deo eam in

venire non poterit. Novat. c. xii. p. 36.

* First Defence, vol. i. p. 282, &c.

354, &c. Second Defence, vol.ii. p.427,

c. 476, &c. 492, 743, 746. Conf.

Bull. Def. F. N. sect. ii. c. 10. p. 121,

I22.

y The testimonies may be seen

collected in a late pamphlet, entitled,

An Answer to Dr. Clarke and Mr.

Whiston, &c. by H. E. in the preface,

p. 2, 3.

* Tö orépuérarov khpuyua Tijs éx

k\maias row eeoo. Apud Athanas. vol.

i. p. 231.
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men to run from one extreme to another. He rejects the notion

with the utmost abhorrence, as every wise and good man would:

and after censuring Marcion's Tritheistic doctrine as diabolical,

he proceeds to speak of the other, as follows: “Nor are they

“less to blame who think the Son creature, and who suppose

“the Lord to have come into being, as if he were one of the

“things that were really made : the sacred oracles assign him a

“generation, suitable and proper, not a formation and creation.

“Wherefore it must be blasphemy of no ordinary size, but of

“the first magnitude, to say that the Lord was a kind of

“handy-work. For if he began to be, he once was not: but

“he existed eternally, if so be that he is in the Father, as himself

“testifies, and if Christ be the Word, and Wisdom, and Powera.”

There is more to the same purpose in what follows: what I

have cited may suffice to shew, that the doctrine of our Lord’s

coeternal Dicinity was then looked upon as an article of the

highest importance, and that to deny it was to blaspheme in a

most grievous manner, according to the sentiments of the Church

at that time. For Dionysius speaks not his own sense only,

but the sense of the Roman Synod, and of good Christians in

general; as he himself intimates by his saying to those whom he

addresses himself to, that he had no need to dwell upon that

matter before persons so enlightened by the Spirit of God, and

so well apprised, as they were, of the great absurdity of making

the Son a creature b.

A. D. 259. DIONYSIUs of Alexandria.

The case of Dionysius of Alexandria is a famous case. He

had written some things against the Sabellians, wherein express

ing himself unwarily, he was suspected by some to lean too far

towards the opposite extreme, as if he had not just notions of

the Divinity of Christ. A jealousy being raised, the matter

was thought considerable enough to be brought before the other

Dionysius, Bishop of Rome: which probably occasioned his
- a

* Oi Helov 8' div ris karapéuqouro

Kai Tovs troimua rôv viðvelva, Šošićov

Tas, *gi yeyovéval, Töv Kūptov, &amep

év ri 6vros yewopuévov vout'ſovras, raw

6etov Moylovyevvmaw airó rºv puðr

rougav kai Tpirovoay, dAA'oùxī trädow
º

Tuva kal Toumoruv, ºrpoopaprupovvrov.

BAdapmuor oöv ot rô TvKöv, pºgrow

Pººvoºv, xelporoinrov ſpómov rivá Aéyew

röv Köplov. el yūp yéyovey viðs, ºv'Gre

očk #v', del 8. §v, et ye du rô marpt

éotiv, or airós pmat, kai el A&yos, kal

oropia kai 6tuapus 6 Xptorrós. Apud

Athanas. vol. i. p. 231,232.

* Kai ri àv čni mºčov trepi roºrov

Tpös i Has 8ta\eyoiumv, trpès àvöpas

Twevuatopópous, kal oraq as émigrapé

vows tas dromias rās ék rod motmua

Aéyew row viðvávakvirroègas; Ibid. p.

232.
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writing what I have just now cited from him c. The Bishop of

Rome took cognizance of the cause, and the Bishop of Alexan

dria, though not inferior to him, nor under his jurisdiction, sub

mitted so far as to put in his answer or apology: which alone

shews that it was looked upon by all parties as a cause of great

moment; for in smaller matters, bishops were not obliged to

give account to their colleagues. St. Cyprian well expresses

both the cases, viz. where and when independent bishops were

accountable to other bishops d, and where they were note. The

sum is, that in the ritual part of religion such bishops were

independent and unaccountable; but in the substantial part, in

matters of necessary faith, they were liable to be censured by

their brethren. Seeing therefore that Dionysius of Alexandria

was accused in a cause of heresy, the Bishop of Rome could not

decline hearing it, nor the other refuse to submit to have it

heard and judged. The whole process of that affair shews that

the Divinity of Christ (about which the question was) was looked

upon by all parties as a cause of the utmost concernment to

religion. The whole Christian world, in a manner, was in an

alarm about it: complaint was brought from Egypt as far as

to Italy: the Bishop of Rome, with his clergy in Synod, were

in the greatest concern upon it, and sent their judgment of the

matter in question to the Bishop of Alexandria, requiring him

to give an account of his faith: and that aged venerable Primate

did so soon after, declaring in the face of the world, that he

never intended the least injury to the Dicinity of Christ, or to

his consubstantiality, but himself believed it as sincerely and

fully as any man else could. This affair is recorded by Atha

nasius f. from whom I have collected what I have said: and it is

c See Athanas. de Sententia Dio

nysii Alex. p. 252. de Synod. 757.

4 Copiosum corpus est sacerdotum,

concordiae mutua glutino atque uni

tatis vinculo copulatum, ut si quis ex

collegio nostro haresin facere, et gre

gem Christi lacerare et vastare tenta

verit, subveniant casteri, et quasi pas

tores utiles et misericordes, oves do

minicas in gregem colligant. Cyprian.

ad Steph. Ep. lxviii. p. 178.

• Superest ut de hac ipsare, singuli

quid sentiamus, proferamus ; nemi

nem judicantes, aut a jure communi

onis aliquem, si diversum senserit,

amoventes. Neque enim quisquam

nostrum episcopum se episcoporum

constituit, aut tyrannico terrore ad

obsequendi necessitatem collegas suos

adigit: quando habeat omnis episco

pus pro licentia libertatis et potesta

tis suae arbitrium proprium; tamgue

judicari ab alio non potest, quam nec

ipse potest judicare: sed expectemus

universi judicium Domini nostri Jesu

Christi, qui unus et solus habet potes

tatem et praeponendi nos in Ecclesiae

sua gubernatione, et de actu nostro

judicandi. Concil. Carthagin. apud

Cup, . 229, 230.
Athanas. de Sententia Dionys. p.

252. de Synod. 757, 758.
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a standing monument of the high regard paid to the doctrine of

our Lord’s Dicinity 5, as a most important and fundamental

article of Christianity in those days, sixty years and more before

the Council of Nice.

A.D. 319. ALEXANDER of Alexandria.

I shall close this account with the sentiments of Alexander

and his clergy, among which were near a hundred more bishops

of the province, upon the present question, at the first breaking

out of the Arian heresy. In their synodical letter, after sentence

of excommunication passed upon Arius and his adherents, they

represent the Arians, or Eusebians, as fallen into an apostasy,

and as forerunners of antichrist h : they compare them with

Hymenaeus and Philetus, and the traitor Judas; and they

stigmatize them as enemies to God, and subverters of souls.

Such was their sense of the high importance of the doctrine

of Christ's Divinity, which Arius had impugned. About two

years after, the same Alexander, in his circular letter to the

other Alexander of Byzantium, after declaring his faith in

Christ, as truly and essentially God, of that and other articles

of his Creed, he says: “These we teach, and these we declare :

“ these are the Apostolical doctrines of the Church, for which

“we should be content to die, making small account of them

“who would compel us to deny them : for though they should

“even torture us to comply, yet would we not cast off our hope

“in those [doctrines :] for the opposing of which Arius and

“Achillas, with their accomplices, being enemies to the truth,

“are ejected out of the Church, as deserters of our holy faith,

“[godly doctrine;] pursuant to St. Paul’s rule: If any one

“preach any other Gospel unto you than what you have received,

“let him be accursed, though he should pretend to be an angel

“from heaven i.” Such were the sentiments of this good and

great man, relating to the importance of the doctrine he taught;

& See the whole thing more par

ticularly drawn out, .# vindicated

from exceptions, in Bull. Def. F. N.

sect. ii. c. 11. Thirlby's Answers to

Whiston's Suspicions, p.3.1, &c. Ber

riman, Hist. Account, p. 127, &c.

* "Avôpes trapávopol kai xploropä

xot 316dorkovres droarraortav, v elkó

tos du ris Tpóðpopov rod divrixptorov

intovoñorelev kai ka)\éo etev. Ap. Atha

mas. p. 397. et ap. Socrat. lib. i. c. 6.

* Tatra övődorkouev, raûra knpūr

rollev' raúra tºs éxx\marias rà 'Amro
* tº r r x v - r

orroMukå Söyuara, in ép &v kai droëvii

orkopiev, röv čánvvoróat airã Staſoué

vov firrov treqpovrukóres, el. Kai Suá

Baorévov dwaykáčovat, Tºv čv atrols
> f w • w -

éAtriða Hui) droorpeq6plewoº. &v évav

Tio K. r. A. Apud Theodorit. E. H.

lib. i. c. 4.
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the same which was afterward confirmed by the general Council

of Nice, summoned from out of all Christendom to decide so

momentous a question.

The sum of what I have advanced in this chapter is, that by

three several topics it is proved to be certain fact, that the

doctrine of our Lord's Divinity, and so of the whole Trinity, was

looked upon by the ancient churches of Christ as one of the

prime verities, one of the essentials of Christianity. This, I say,

is proved from Creeds, and from censures upon heresies, (public

acts of the Church,) and from particular testimonies of Fathers,

declaring their own private sentiments of the weight and import

ance of the doctrines we have been considering. Now I proceed

to inquire of what use and value this view of the ancients may be

to us.

CHAP. VII.

Shewing the Use and value of Ecclesiastical Antiquity with Respect

to Controversies of Faith.

I INTEND not here to consider the use of the Fathers in its

largest extent, but only so far as concerns articles of faith. I

shall endeavour to set this matter in as clear a light as I can,

for the impartial and discerning reader to judge of, avoiding all

extremes. A certain writer, whom I should not perhaps have

taken the least notice of, had it not thus fallen in my way, has

been pleased to tell the world, that “Dr.Waterland and some

“others, who have appeared on the same side of the question,

“ have only considered the Scripture in that light which a sober

“Turk or an Indian might discover in it. But Scripture has a

“much greater force in the hands of St. Athanasius and of

“ St. Basil, (who viewed it in its true, that is, in its original and

“traditionary sense, and under the lights of faith,) than it has in

“Dr. Waterland's; who ascends no higher than the bare letter,

“ and that sense of which all men, who are sincere, may equally

“judge, whether they believe it or not. But when St. Athana

“sius and St. Basil argue from Scripture, they have a regard to

“faith, and those ideas which Catholics have always had con

“cerning the Son and the Holy Spiritk.” The report which

* An Answer to Dr. Clarke and of the three first Ages. By H. E.

Mr.Whiston, concerning the Divinity Printed by Roberts, 1729. See pref.

of the Son and Holy Spirit, with a p. 4, 5.

summary Account of the chief Writers
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this gentleman has here made may be true in part: and, so far,

what he intended as an article of blame may appear much other

wise to more equal judges. I doubt not to say, that the Scrip

ture is plain enough in this cause for any honest Turk or Indian

to judge of, who is but able to discern the difference between

wresting a text, and giving it an easy and natural interpretation.

Nor do I see why a man may not be as certain of the construc

tion of Scripture in this article, from the words themselves,

comparing Scriptures with Scriptures, as he may be of the sense

of Homer or Aristotle, of Cicero or Caesar, in plain and clear

passages. Nevertheless, if, over and above this, any further

light or strength may arise from comparing Scripture and anti

quity together, it is an additional advantage to our cause, such

as we are thankful for, and constantly make us of All kinds

of evidences are useful; and there is so much weakness generally

in mankind, that we have no reason to throw aside any assist

ances given us for relief or remedy. Antiquity therefore, super

added to Scripture, is what we sincerely value, and pay a great

regard to ; perhaps much greater than that gentleman himself

really does; for, if I be not very much mistaken in the drift and

tendency of his censure, it is such as plainly discovers (notwith

standing his artful disguises) a much more affectionate concern

for a modern corrupt Church, than for the pure and ancient faith.

St. Athanasius and St. Basil pleaded the same cause, and exactly

in the same way, as we of the Church of England do. They

appealed to Scripture first, speaking for itself, and proving its

own sense to the common reason of mankind, according to the

just rules of grammar and criticism: after that, they referred

also to the well known faith of all the ancient churches, as super

abundantly confirming the same rational and natural construc

tion. Athanasius and Basil were wise and honest men, and

would never have admitted what this writer meanly insinuates",

(while he pretends to be an advocate on the same side,) that

Arianism would not be heresy upon the foot of Scripture, singly

considered. Such unworthy suggestions are as contrary to the

general sense of antiquity as they are to truth and godliness, and

tend only to betray the best of causes, for the sake of serving

and supporting one of the worst. Athanasius's sentiments may

appear from one single passage, which is all I need refer to at

! An Answer to Dr. Clarke and Mr.Whiston, &c. pref. p. 6, 7.
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length in proof of a thing so well known. He observes, that the

Arians, finding nothing in Scripture to countenance their heresy,

were forced to have recourse to confident presumptions and col

lusive sophistry; and when they had done with those, their next

attempt was, to abuse the Fathers alsom, who favoured them as

little as the Scripture did. Athanasius appealed to Scripture in

the first place, and laid the main stress there: which indeed is

his constant way in his dispute with the Arians. No man speaks

more highly of the perfection and sufficiency of Scripture than he

does: namely, that it affords the fullest and strongest evidences

for establishing the faith against the Arians"; and that it is in

itself sufficient for every thing". The like might be shewn of

Basil, were it needful. Therefore let not that gentleman hope

to find shelter for his insidious conduct under those great and

venerable names.

He proceeds to observe, that “Catholics (Roman Catholics I

“suppose be means) are so accustomed to join faith and reading

“ the holy Scripture together, that they account this to be the

“natural signification of the wordsp.” Which is artfully insinu

ating, that the sense which Trinitarians affix to Scripture is not

natural, but made to appear so, through the prejudice of educa

tion, or through the lights of an infallible chair. And so he

pleads, under cover, for imposing a sense upon Scripture, instead

of taking one from the natural force of the words. This never was

the advice of the ancients q, neither ought it to be the practice of

moderns. We insist upon it, that our interpretation of Scripture

is just and natural, and that one great use of antiquity is, to

guard that natural construction against unnatural distortions.

To do violence to Scripture, in order to bring it to speak what

we have a mind to, or what we have preconceived, is making

Scripture insignificant, and setting up a new rule of faith: and

indeed this gentleman afterwards gives very broad intimations

that Scripture is not the whole rule of faith". So now the secret

m Töv 8 'Apeiopiavirów rºv dxoytav

kai vov ćitéyvov., où8év yåp oër’ ºxo

yov, oùre trpès dróðelºw éx tims 8etas

ypaqis ºnröv exotorms ris aipégeos at

róv, del Hév Tpopāorets dwatoryūvrovs

enopišovro ral oroptoruara Tru6avá vöv

8è kai ÖuagáA\ew rot's trarépas reroN

pinkaori. Athanas. de Sent. Dionys.

"#"id. Ath
101. anas. p. 274, 720, 237.edit. Bened. p. 274, 7 37

* Athanas. p. 1.

P Answer to Dr. Clarke, &c. p. 7.

‘i Optimus enim lector est, qui dic

torum intelligentiam exspectet ex dic

tis potius quam imponat, et retulerit

magis quam attulerit; neque cogatid

videri |. contineri, quod ante lec

tionem praesumserit intelligendum.

Hilar. de Trin. lib. i. col. 777.

r Answer to Dr. Clarke, pref. p.

17. book 22, 23.
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is out: and I suppose, by this time, it is manifest what cause he

is serving; and that he has something else more at heart than

the doctrine of the Trinity. However, to do him justice, though

he has made too many concessions, and has not sufficiently con

sidered his subjects, he has yet given us a neat methodical sum

mary of the doctrine of the ancients upon that head. Only it

would grieve a man to observe, how disadvantageous circum

stances he chooses to place those venerable saints in, as over

ruling the natural sense of words, and making that heresy which

Scripture has not made so, having no authority for doing it but

what they are forced to borrow from a particular Churcht, which

gives the same to every article of the Trent Creed. But leaving

this gentleman to take his own way, let us now proceed to the

business in hand. -

There is no occasion for magnifying antiquity at the expense

of Scripture; neither is that the way to do real honour to either,

but to expose both; as it is sacrificing their reputation to serve

the ends of novelty and error. Antiquity ought to attend as an

handmaid to Scripture, to wait upon her as her mistress, and to

observe her; to keep off intruders from making too bold with

her, and to discourage strangers from misrepresenting her. Anti

quity, in this ministerial view, is of very great use; which I shall

endeavour to shew as distinctly as may be.

But first let me premise a few things, in order to give the

reader a clearer idea of the true state of the whole case. It is

to be considered, that Scripture consists of words, and that

words are but signs, and that common usage and acceptation is

what must settle their meaning. And when any thing comes

* This appears from his lame and

confused account of the word person,

p. 5–1 I, 38.

“the first three centuries as tardy in

“ the same point. Blessed God!

“ that men should be so fond of human

t The very pious Mr. Nelson, in a

Letter to a Popish Priest, has some

reflections worth the inserting in this

place.

“I am not ignorant that two of

“your great champions, Cardinal

“Perron and Petavius, to raise the

“authority of general councils, and to

“make the rule of their faith appear

“more plausible, have aspersed not

“ only the holy Scriptures, as unca

“pable, by reason of their obscurity,

“to prove the great and necessary

“ point of our Saviour’s Divinity, but

“ have impeached also the Fathers of

“inventions, as to sacrifice to them

“those pillars of our faith which are

“alone proper and able to support it;

“I mean Scripture and primitive an

“ tiquity. But to do justice to the

“memory of so learned a man as Pe

“tavius, the Bishop of Meaux told

“me, discoursing with him once on

“this subject, that in the last edition

“he made of his works he retracted

“this opinion: which I am willing

“to believe upon the authority of that

“great man, &c.” Dr. Hickes's Let

ters, &c. p. 334. Compare Chilling

worth, pref. sect. 16, 17, 18.
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down to us in a dead language, as Scripture now does, the

customary use of words in that language, at the time when they

were spoken or written, must be the rule and measure of inter

pretation u ; only, taking in with it the drift and intention of

the speaker, or writer, so far as it may be certainly known, or

probably presumed from evidences or circumstances.

It is next to be considered, that there is something of equivo

calness and ambiguity, for the most part, in words or phrases,

though ever so well and wisely chosen; and that many through

ignorance, or inattention, or prepossession, may mistake or pervert

their true meaning. Subtle wits may at any time take advantage

of this natural imperfection of all languages, and may wrest the

plainest eayressions from their true and certain meaning to a false

and foreign one. The nature of language, I say, is such that it

may be done, and the depravity or weakness of mankind is such

that it often will be done: and then disputes will arise about

the jarring and dissonant interpretations, all perhaps appearing

severally possible, and all plausibly recommended, though amongst

them all there is but one which is truly reasonable.

It may further be considered, that all languages abound with

metaphors, tropes, figures, or schemes of speech; and it is

allowable to interpret figuratively, allegorically, emblematically,

as often as there is a necessity for it, or good reason to apprehend

that the thing was written in the way of figure, allegory, or

emblem. This allowable liberty may easily be extended too far,

through want of judgment, or want of care, or want of honesty

and sincerity. Indeed most of the abuses with regard to inter

preting of Scripture, when traced up to their fountain head, will

appear to have been owing to this, that some will fancy the

plain and obvious sense unreasonable or absurd, when it really is

not; and will thereupon obtrude their own surmises, conjectures,

prejudices upon the word of God. For having taken their own

conceits for certain truths, and having determined beforehand

that the letter of Scripture shall give way to them, they will of

course rack and torture Scripture, as far as wit, learning, or in

vention can assist them, in order to contrive some construction

or other, which may but seem to favour their preconceived

opinions; unless they choose rather to reject or adulterate the

texts which make against them, or to devise new Scriptures to

serve the purpose.

u See Rogers's Review, p. 41—51.

* | *
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Add to this, that the art of torturing plain words has been

advanced to great perfection in these latter ages, since the re

vival of learning and sciences; and especially since the Soci

nians” and Romanists have taken almost incredible pains to

make themselves complete masters in that way. There is nothing

now almost, but what some or other will attempt (if there be

occasion) to drag over into the service of any cause, and to wrest

to what sense they please, though ever so contrary to the words

themselves, or to the known intention of the authors or compilers.

The ancient misbelievers most of them were young practitioners

in comparison: for they commonly rejected or adulterated the

Scriptures which they did not likey, not understanding, or how

ever not trusting to qualifying interpretations, which might steal

away the sense, without injuring the letter.

Lastly, it should be considered, that God has provided no

other general remedies against these and the like abuses, or

against men's being imposed upon by them, than what he has

provided against any other wiles of Satan, or any other tempta

tions; namely, prayer and watchfulness, care and endeavour, and

the use of proper means. We are no more secure against heresy

than we are against any other sins : but there are as strong

temptations to it, (founded in natural pride, vanity, curiosity,

emulation, ambition, or sometimes credulity, supineness, secular

x The Socinian management is thus

elegantly described by Abr. Calovius.

Dicinon potest quam nefario ausu,

quam profana impietate, quam hor

rendo sacrilegio versentur illi Scrip

turarum corruptores in sacris literis,

ut suae aut favere videantur, aut sal

tem non adversari sententiae : modo

enim scripta 6eón vevorra, partim Novi

partimetimprimis Veteris Testamenti,

de sublimi auctoritatis divinae fastigio

deturbant; modo sententias et perio

dos quasdam Scripturae sacrae in du

bium revocant : modo distinctiones

parenthesium et cola intervertunt, ac

trajectionum novo eipſiuart Spiritus

S. sensum invertunt; modo per apo

strophas, vel exclamationes mentem

Scripturae corrumpunt ; modo per

constructiones recens eacogitatas, mo

do per vocum significationes inusita

tas, nullisque lexicographis cognitas;

modo per dwdNvorw violentam, modo

per ééffyma w prorsus insolentem, in

terdum et kara övdpuerpov oppositam et

contrariam, sacras literas detorquent:

quadrata rotundis, supera inferis, cae

lum terris miscent, horrendaque arpe

BA&rmri, oracula sanctissima perver

tunt, detestanda Herapopºbdoore, trans

formant: quicquid denique apertum

et clarum in sacris literis, id velutise

piae rationis suae obscurant atramento.

Ipsam autem Scripturam perplexitatis,

dviorropmorias, drauðevorias, dvaxoMov

6etas, ambiguitatis, obscuritatis, in

certitudinis, erroris, falsitatis, impie

postulant et accusant; scilicet juxta

illud Hieronymi veriverbium, haeretici

convicti de perfidia, conferunt se ad

maledicta. Vid. Wucherer. Vindic.

adv. Whiston. p. 21. A. D. 1732.

y The heretics, so charged, are Ce

rinthus, Ebion, Saturninus, Carpo

crates, Cerdon, Marcion, Lucian,

Appelles, Tatian, Ptolomaeus, Theo

dotus, Artemon, Manichaeus ; the

Ophitae, Caimites, Sethoites, Alogi,

Pepuzians, Severians, and perhaps

some others.
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interest, or recenge,) as there are to other vices of a coarser

kind.

These things considered, it will be highly expedient to take in

all the helps we can procure, for the ascertaining the true and

full meaning of sacred Writ, and for preserving, so far as in us

lies, the doctrines of Christ. No proper means are to be neg

lected or set aside, lest we fall into error for want of the use

of such means, or be found guilty of despising the gifts of God.

Now we may come to the main question, whether antiquity may

not be justly reputed one of the proper means, or how far it is

so : In which inquiry I shall proceed by several steps or degrees,

for the clearer and more distinct conception of what belongs to

it, under its several views.

I. The ancients who lived nearest to the apostolical times

are of some use to us, considered merely as contemporary writers,

for their diction or phraseology. Any other coetaneous writers,

Jewish or Pagan, are of use in that view: but home writers,

Christian authors, will be so more especially, as conversant in

the same subjects, and breathing the same spirit with the sacred

writers themselves”. This, however, is the least, and the lowest

use of the ancient Fathers; besides that we have but few, and

those very short tracts, which bear so early a date.

II. A further use of the ancient Fathers is seen, in their let

ting us into the knowledge of antiquated rites and customs, upon

which some Scripture allusions may be formed, and upon the

knowledge of which the true interpretation of some Scripture

phrases or idioms may in some measure dependa. But this

general use is such as may also be answered, in a lower degree,

by any as early writings, Jewish or Pagan; as likewise by

Lexicons, or books of antiquities.

III. The ancient Fathers are further useful, as giving us

insight into the history of the age in which the sacred books (of

the New Testament, I mean) were written. For there is nothing

which is apt to give so much light to any writing, as the well

understanding and considering the historical occasion of it: a

much surer and safer rule to go by, generally speaking, than

mere criticising upon words; as is manifest in the case of charters,

statutes, records, and other ancient monuments.

z Vid. Dodwell. Dissert. in Iren. in praefat, sect. 15. et Dissert. I.

a Dodwell. Dissert. in Iren. i. c. 44.
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IV. I come, fourthly, to mention some more peculiar and

eminent views, in which the ancientest Fathers may be exceeding

wseful, for fixing the sense of Scripture in controverted texts.

Those that lived in or near the apostolical times might retain in

memory what the Apostles themselves, or their immediate suc

cessors, thought and said upon such and such points. And

though there is no trusting, in such case, to oral tradition dis

tinct from Scripture, nor to written, disagreeing with Scripture;

yet written accounts, consonant to Scripture, are of use to con–

firm and strengthen Scripture, and to ascertain its true meaning.

Ignatius, for instance, had been intimately conversant with the

Apostlesh, and was a disciple of St. Johne: and therefore he

may reasonably be presumed to have justly represented the

mind of the Apostles in the doctrine he has left behind him,

extant at this day. This the learned Mosheim has admitted,

and even contended ford, though otherwise no zealous admirer

of the ancient Fathers.

The like may be said of Polycarp, who had been taught im

mediately by the Apostles, and had conversed with many who

had seen our Lorde. He was also particularly acquainted with

St. John', was one of his disciples, and ordained Bishop of

Smyrna by his hands5. His doctrine, so far as it reaches, and

may be certainly depended upon as his, (whether we have it at

first or at second hand,) will be of great use for confirming the

sense of Scripture, being a secondary attestation of the same

doctrine : which Mosheim, before mentioned, does also allow

and plead forh. Our most reverend metropolitan, speaking of

the authority of the very early Fathers, sums it up in these

several particulars. “I. That they were contemporary with the

“Apostles, and instructed by them. 2. That they were men of

“an eminent character in the Church, and therefore such as

b Chrysostom. Hom. in Ignat. tom.

i. p. 499. Socrat. Eccl. H. l. vi. c. 8.

• Act. Ignat. p. 9. edit. Grab. in

Spicileg.

d Si doctrinam quam, hic publice

roposuit, intelligimus, id simul quod

*etrus, Joannes, caeterique Servatoris

amici senserint et Antiochenis tradi

derint, exploratum habemus. Mo

sheim. Vindic. contr. Toland. sect. i.

cap. 8. Compare Abp. Wake, c. x.

p. I I I, I 14. 2nd edit.

• Iren. lib. iii. c. 3. Euseb. E. H.

lib. iv. c. 14.

f Iren. Ep. ad Florin. inter Frag

ment. p. 340. Euseb. E. H. v. 20.

& Hieronym. Catal. Scriptor. Eccl.

17. Tertullian. Praescript. c. 32.

h Indubitatae itaque fidei testem

rursus habemus, non modo doctrinae,

quam ipse coetui suo tradidit, sed et

ejus quam optimus magister discedens

suis reliquit. Mosheim. ibid. p. 237.

Abp. Wake's Apostolical Fathers, c. x.

p. III.
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“could not be ignorant of what was taught in it. 3. They were

“careful to preserve the doctrine of Christ in its purity, and to

“oppose such as went about to corrupt it. 4. They were men

“not only of a perfect piety, but of great courage and constancy,

“and therefore such as cannot be suspected to have had any de

“sign to prevaricate in this matter. 5. They were endued with

“a large portion of the Holy Spirit, and, as such, could hardly

“err in what they delivered as the Gospel of Christ. 6. Their

“writings were approved by the Church in those days, which

“could not be mistaken in its approbation of them i.”

Mr. Bayle allows that, “in the days of the Apostles, or their

“first disciples, it had been easy to discover those who gave the

“Scriptures a wrong interpretation, because the infallibility of

“the Apostles, (who might have been consulted by word or by

“letter,) and the fresh remembrance of the verbal instructions

“they had given their disciples and pastors, whom themselves had

“consecrated, was a ready means for clearing any doubt or dis

“puted point k.” It appears then to be on all hands agreed,

that those most early Fathers are competent witnesses of the

doctrine of the Church in their days; nay, and of the doctrine

also of Christ and his Apostles, to whom they immediately suc

ceeded : and therefore their general sense is of signal use (so

far as it reaches) to ascertain the interpretation of Scripture,

and more especially as being consonant to the easy and natural

import of the words themselves.

The like may be said in proportion, and in a lower degree,

of the writings of Justin Martyr, Athenagoras, Irenaeus, and

Clemens Alexandrinus'; eminent personages, who flourished

within fifty or sixty, or at most ninety years of the apostolical

age. Their nearness to the time, their known fidelity, and their

admirable endowments, ordinary and extraordinary, add great

weight to their testimony or doctrine, and make it a probable

rule of interpretation in the prime things: but there is another

consideration, to follow in its place, which will give it still greater

strength of probability than what I have here suggested. As

| Abp. Wake's Apostolical Fathers,

tº Pº
Bayle's Supplement to Philoso

phical Commentary, p. 692.

| Clemens of Alexandria, the latest

of the four, yet testifies of himself,

that he had received his doctrine from

WATER LAND, voi... III.

several disciples of the very chief Apo

stles, who had truly preserved the

tradition of the blessed doctrine as

coming directly from the holy Apo

stles, Peter, James, and Paul. Strom.

lib. i. p. 322. Conf. Grabe, Instances

of Omissions and Defects, &c. p. 9.

R l’
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to later Fathers, the argument, in this view, loses its force more

and more, the lower we descend. Yet it deserves our notice,

that the Fathers of the third and fourth centuries had the ad

vantage of many written accounts of the doctrine of the former

ages, which have since been lost; and therefore their testimonies

also are of considerable weight, and are a mark of direction to

us, not to be slighted in the main things. Neither indeed is

this saying anything very highly of them, but may be thought

rather to be setting them too low, and sinking them beneath

their real value: for the testimonies of Jews, heretics, or Pagans,

so far as we can depend upon them, must be allowed to carry in

them the same use, where they testify any thing of the general

doctrine or practice of the Christian Church in their times.

Pliny, Lucian, Celsus, and Julian (to name no more) are all

useful to us in this view, as they give some light into the doc

trine of the first and purest ages. They confirm the fact, that

such doctrines were then generally taught, and they corroborate

other evidences. Socinus seems to have allowed more to one

testimony of Lucian, than to many Christian evidences m. No

doubt, but it was some advantage to it in his esteem, that it

came from a Pagan : though still it had not weight enough to

conquer his prejudices; for he never wanted evasions. But

I pass on to what I intend further. All kinds of evidences are

of use, which can bring us any light as to what the doctrine

of the Church was in the best and purest ages: and when we

are once advanced so far as to come to any certainty about that

fact, than we have ground whereon to stand, and can build our

argument upon it.

V. The next consideration therefore is this, that a very par

ticular regard is due to the public acts of the ancient Church,

appearing in creeds made use of in baptism, and in the censures

passed upon heretics: and the observable harmony and una

nimity of the several churches", in such acts, is a circumstance

m Nec vero nobis quidquam hacte- in toto mundo manifestatam in omni

nus legere contigit, quod trini istius

1)ei, a Christianis jam tum recepti et

culti, fidem facere videatur magis,

quam quae ex dialogo, qui Philopatris

inscribitur, et inter Luciani opera

numeratur, ad id probandum affert

Genebrardus, lib. i. et ii. de Trinitate.

Socin. adr. Eutrop. c. xv. p. 698. Opp.

n Traditionem itaque Apostolorum

Ecclesia adest respicere omnibus qui

vera volunt videre: et habemus annu

merare eos, qui ab Apostolis instituti

sunt episcopi in Ecclesiis, et succes

sores eorum usque ad nos, qui nihil

tale docuerunt, neque cognoverunt

quale ab his deliratur. Iren. lib. iii.

C. 3.

Itaque tot ac tantae Ecclesiae una
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which adds irresistible force to them. It is not at all likely,

that any whole church of those early times should vary from

apostolical doctrine in things of moment: but it is, morally

speaking, absurd to imagine, that all the churches should combine

in the same error, and conspire together to corrupt the doctrine

of Christ". This is the argument which Irenaeus and Tertullian

insist much upon, and triumph in, over the heretics of their

times: and it is obliquely glanced upon by Hegesippus and Cle

mens Alexandrinus of the same second century, and by Origen

also of the third. The argument was undoubtedly true and just,

as it then stood, while there were no breaks in the succession of

doctrine, but a perfect unanimity of the churches all along, in

the prime articles: though, afterwards, the force of this argu

ment came to be obscured, and almost lost, by taking in things

foreign to it, and blending it with what happened in later times.

The force of it could last no longer than such unanimity lasted.

I say, while the churches were all unanimous in the main things,

(as they were in Irenaeus's time, and Tertullian's, and for more

than a century after,) that very unanimity was a presumptive

argument that their faith was right, derived down to them from

the Apostles themselves. For it was highly unreasonable to sup

pose, that those several churches, very distant from each other

in place, and of different languages, and under no common visible

head, should all unite in the same errors, and deviate uniformly

from their rule at once. But that they should all agree in the

same common faith, might easily be accounted for, as arising

from the same common cause, which could be no other but the

common delicery of the same uniform faith and doctrine to all

the churches by the Apostles themselves P. Such unanimity could

never come by chance, but must be derived from one common

source: and therefore the harmony of their doctrine was in it

self a pregnant argument of the truth of it". As to the fact,

illa ab Apostolis prima, ex qua omnes.

Sic omnes primae, et apostolicae, dum

una omnes probant unitatem; dum

est illis communicatio pacis, et appel

latio fraternitatis, et contesseratio hos

pitalitatis : quae jura non alia ratio

regit, quam ejusdem sacrament, una

traditio. Tertull. Praescript. c. 20.

o Ecquid verisimile est, ut tot ac

tantae in unam fidem erraverint? Nul

lus inter multos eventus unus est.

Exitus variasse debuerat error doc

trinae ecclesiarum. Ceterum, quod

apud multos unum invenitur, non est

erratum, sed traditum. Tertull. ibid.

c. 28.

P See this argument very well ex

plained and enforced by Dr. Sherlock,

in his Present State of the Socinian

Controversy, cap. ii. sect. 2. p. 6o, &c.

q Vero simile fit complures Eccle

sias originis apostolicae, regionibus lin

guaque dissitas, eam doctrinae concor

diam ab unofonte hausisse, utpote quae

a casu non introducta videtur. Sam.

Basnag. Annal. tom. i. p. 742.

R p 2
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that the churches were thus unanimous in all the prime things,

in those days, Irenaeus, who was a very knowing person, and

who had come far east to settle in the west, bears ample testi

mony to it". Tertullian, in the two passages last cited from him,

testifies the same thing, as to the unanimity of the churches of

those times in the fundamentals of Christian doctrine. Hege

sippus, contemporary with Irenaeus, gives much the same account

of the succession of true doctrine, down to his own time, in the

several churchess. Clemens of Alexandria means the same

thing, where he recommends the faith of the unicersal Church

as one, and as more ancient than heresiest. And Origen of the

third century testifies the same of the Church in his time, and

argues in the same manner from it". Irenaeus and Tertullian

were both of them so strongly persuaded of the certainty, first,

of the fact, and next of the inference from it, that they scrupled

not to urge it as a very full and convincing proof of the apostoli

cal faith, singly considered", and abstracting from Scripture proof.

An argument which there is no need to be jealous of, if it be

but rightly understood, and limited to such circumstances as it

was grounded upon. For the meaning was not, that apostolical

churches could never err, nor that tradition would be always a

safe rule to go by : but such tradition as that was, which might

easily be traced up to the Apostles, by the help of writings then

extant, (as easily as we may now trace up the doctrine of our

Church to the reign of Charles, or of James the First,) such a

tradition might be depended upon. Besides that the unanimity of

the churches all the world over (which could not be rationally ac

* Iren. lib. i. c. 10, alias 3. lib. iii. sint, non oportet adhuc quaerere apud

C. 3, 4.

s’Ev čkáorm 8é 8taôoxi, kai évékáorrm

TóNew 0&ros exel, Ös 6 vöpios Kmpúrret,

kai oi Tpodjrat, kai 6 Kiptos. Hege

sipp. ap. Euseb. lib. iv. c. 22.

t Clem. Alex. Strom. vii. p. 898,899.

Conf. Strom. i. p. 322.

u Cum multi sint qui se putant

scire quae Christi sunt, et nonnulli

eorum diversa prioribus sentiant, ser

vetur vero ecclesiastica prædicatio per

successionis ordinem ab Apostolis tra

dita, et usque ad praesens in Ecclesiis

permanens, illa sola credenda est veri

tas quae in nullo ab ecclesiastica tra

ditione discordat. Origen. in Apolog.

Pamph. inter Opp. Ilieron. tom. v.

P. 22.3.

x Tantae igitur ostensiones cum

alios veritatem, quam facile estab

Ecclesia sumere, &c. Quid enim,

et side aliqua modica quaestione dis

ceptatio esset, nonne oporteret in an

tiquissimas recurrere Ecclesias, in qui

bus Apostoli conversati sunt, et ab eis

de praesenti quaestione sumere quod

certum et reliquidum est? Quid autem

si, neque Apostoli quidem Scripturas

reliquissent nobis, nonne oportebat

ordinem sequi traditionis quam tradi

derunt iis quibus committebant Eccle

sias Cui ordinationi assentiunt mul

tie gentes barbarorum eorum qui in

Christum credunt, sine charta et atra

mento scriptam habentes per Spiritum

in cordibus suis salutem, et veterem

traditionem diligenter custodientes,

&c. Iren, l. iii. cap. 4.
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counted for on any other supposition but that they had been so

taught from the beginning) confirmed the same thing. The

argument in this light, and in those circumstances, was a very

good one. But when those circumstances came to be altered,

and there had been several breaks in the succession of doctrine,

and that too even in the apostolical churches, then there could be

no arguing in the same precise way as before: only thus far they

might argue, in after times, (upon a supposition that their faith

could be proved to be the same as in the former ages,) that

since their doctrine was still that very doctrine which the churches

held while they were unanimous and had admitted no breaks,

therefore it is such as was from the beginning in the Church of

Christ. In this manner we can reason even at this day, and can

thereby make Irenaeus’s or Tertullian’s argument our owny ;

provided we have first proved that the faith we contend for is

the very same that obtained in the churches of that age.

But before I leave this head, I would observe something more

particularly of Tertullian's manner of expressing himself in this

case: he did not only conceive that an argument might be

drawn from tradition alone, abstracting from Scripture, but

he preferred that way of arguing, in disputes with heretics, as a

shorter, easier, nay, and surer method of confuting them, than

engaging with them upon the foot of Scripture”. This may ap

pear to us now an odd way of talking: but if it be taken as he

meant it, and with a view only to the then present circumstances,

y Ad hanc itaque formam proba

buntur abillis Ecclesiis quae, licet nul

lum ex Apostolis, vel apostolicis, auc

torem suum proferant, ut multo pos

teriores, quae denique quotidie insti

tuuntur, tamen in eadem fide conspi

rantes, non minus apostolicae depu

tantur pro consanguinitate doctrinae.

Tertull. Prascript. c. 32.

* Quid promovebis exercitatissime

Scripturarum, cum siquid defenderis,

negatur; ex diverso, si quid negaveris

defendatur: et tu quidem nihil perdes,

nisi vocem in contentione; nihil con

sequeris nisibilem de blasphematione.

Ille vero, si quis est, cujus causa in

congressum descendis Scripturarum,

ut eum dubitantem confirmes, ad veri

tatem, an magis ad hareses deverget 2

Hoc ipso motus, quod te videat nihil

promovisse, aequo gradu negandi et

defendendi adversa parte, statu certe

pari, altercatione incertior discedet,

nesciens quam haresin judicet : haec

utique etipsi habent in nos retorquere.

Necesse est enim et illos dicere, a

nobis potius adulteria Scripturarum,

et expositionum mendacia inferri, qui

proinde sibi defendant veritatem. Ergo

non ad Scripturas provocandum, nec

in his constituendum certamen, in

quibus aut nulla, aut incerta victoria

est, aut par incertae. Ordo rerum

desiderabat illud prius proponi, quod

nunc solum disputandum est, quibus

competat fides ipsa, cujus sunt Scrip

turae; a quo, et per quos, et quando, et

{. sit tradita disciplina qua fiunt

Shristiani. Ubi enim apparuerit esse

veritatem et disciplinae et fidei Chris

tianae, illic erit veritas Scripturarum,

et earpositionum, et omnium traditio

num Christianarum. Tertull. Prae

script. c. 17, 18.
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I believe, it will be found to turn out right. He could not

mean that the tradition of the sense of Scripture was more

certain than the tradition of the words or books of Scripture :

neither could he design to intimate that Scripture terts did not

themselves afford as certain, or more certain proofs of a doctrine

than tradition could do, among persons qualified to judge in a

critical way: neither could he imagine, that Scripture should not

be made use of, or should not be looked upon as the principal

thing, in written debates against heretics; for no man makes

more or better use of Scripture in that way than himself does.

All he seems to have meant was, that in cerbal conferences with

heretics, in the presence of weak and infirm Christians, the wisest

way would be, not to engage the adversaries on the foot of

Scripture, (to bring on a debate about the Canon of Scripture,

and the strict meaning of words or phrases, and so to discuss the

whole in a logical and critical way, tiresome to ordinary Chris

tians, and commonly fruitless",) but to put the issue of the cause

upon a few plain and short questions, such as common Chris

tians could better judge of. It was easy to discern, what party

of men had been successors to the Apostles, and had in constant

succession made up the body of the Church, preserving the same

faith with great unanimity. This argument from tradition was

an argument drawn from sensible fact, and was much more

affecting, obvious, and popular, than dry altercations about the

authenticity of the books of Scripture, or the precise meaning of

words ; and it was certain enough, at that time, to be depended

upon: and therefore Tertullian recommended that method of

debate, in such verbal conferences, rather than any other.

Wherein to me he seems to have judged very well upon the pru

dential case, and like a wise and a sagacious manb. Neverthe

less, as often as he employed his pen in controversy with heretics,

and drew up polemical tracts, though he would not omit to

mention the additional advantage he hade in point of prescription

a Scripturas obtendunt, et hac sua

audacia statim quosdam movent: in

ipso vero congressu firmos quidem

fatigant, infirmos capiunt, medios cum

scrupulo dimittunt. Hunc igitur po

tissimum gradum obstruimus, non ad

mittendos eos adullam de Scripturis

disputationem. Si hae sint illae vires

eorum uti eas habere possint, dispici

debet cui competat possessio Scriptu

rarum, ne is admittatur ad eam cui

nullo modo competit. Ibid. cap. 15.

Conf. cap. 37.

b See Stillingfleet's Answer to seve

ral Treatises, Works, vol. v. p. 79,80.

Dodwell. Dissertat. in Iren. iii. sect.

30. p. 282, 283.

c Vid. Tertullian. contr. Marc. lib.

i. cap. 1. 20. lib. iii. cap. 1. contr. Prax.

cap. ii.
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or tradition, yet he chose to pass it off in short hints, and not to

dwell upon it, but rather to rest the issue of the main cause upon

Scripture and reason.

A learned foreign divine has indeed blamed Tertullian for his

conduct in this affair, as derogating from the authority of Scrip

ture, by laying such stress upon tradition: which appears not to

be a just censure; but that learned writer runs into the other

extreme, while he avers, that it is by Scripture only that the cerity

or antiquity of a doctrine may be proved". There are two ways

of proving the antiquity, and consequently the cerity of a doc

trine; namely, Scripture and Church history; and these two differ

only in the manner of proof, or in the degree of moral certainty.

Can we prove, for instance, what were the tenets of the ancient

heretics, by the help of Church history and records; and cannot

we as well prove what were the tenets of ancient Christians in the

same way? It is true, we might more certainly prove what those

heretics held, from their own books, if we had them ; and so we

may more certainly prove what was the faith of the first Chris

tians, from Scripture, than from any Church records: but still

the same thing is proced both ways, and by two kinds of evi

dences, differing only, as I said, in degree of probability, or moral

certainty. And therefore the learned Mosheim, as I before took

noticee, scruples not to assert in broad terms, that the antiquity

of the Christian faith is proved from the writings of Ignatius and

Polycarpf: and he allows the same thing with respect to

Clemens Romanus, and Hegesippuss, and Caiush, and Irenaeusi,

and, by parity of reason, to all other Church-writers whose

accounts may be depended uponk. The admitting such a

secondary proof, in this case, is not derogating from Scripture

authority, but is confirming and strengthening it in more views

than one : as it is accepting the same kind of proof here, which

d Huc illa referenda sunt effata,

quibus Scripturae sacrae derogare auc

toritati videtur, cum tamen ea sola sit,

ex qua et veritas et antiquitas dogma

tis cujusdam probari queat. Buddaei

Isagog. vol. i. p. 997.

e See above, p. 608.

f Mosheim, Vindic. adv. Toland.

cap. viii. p. 221, 222, 223.

5 Ibid. p. 218.

h Ibid. p. 224.

i Ibid. p. 238.

* It is observable of Polycarp, in

particular, that he convinced and con

verted great numbers to the true faith,

by the strength of tradition, being a

sensible argument, and more affecting

at that time, than any dispute from

the bare letter of Scripture could be.

º Irenaeus, lib. iii. cap. 3. p. 177.]

t was under Anicetus, about the year

145. See Pearson, Opp. Posth. cap.

xiv. &c. Dodwell, cap. xiii.
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we accept, in another case, with respect to the Canon of Scrip

ture; and as it is corroborating the Scripture account of the

Christian faith with collateral evidences, both to illustrate and

enforce it. Not that one would, at this time of day, presume to

rest an article of faith upon Church records alone, or upon any

thing besides Scripture: but while the superior proof from sacred

Writ is the ground of our faith", the subordinate proof from an

tiquity may be a good mark of direction for the interpretation of

Scripture in the prime doctrinesm. If we can prove from ancient

records what that faith was which obtained so universally in the

second century, and later, we can then argue from it in like

manner as Irenaeus, Hegesippus, Tertullian, yea and Clemens

also, and Origen did, and can make the like use of it against

those that percert Scripture. Only, indeed, there will be this

difference, that the argument, as now urged, is become one of

the learned kind, and therefore not so well adapted to common

capacities as it formerly was: and it is somewhat weaker to us,

in another respect, as we have not so many evidences now extant,

as those writers then had, whereby to prove such constant suc

cession of doctrine so long, and such unanimity of the churches

in professing it. But notwithstanding, we have evidences suffi

cient to persuade rational men; and the argument is still a good

one", though with some abatements.

| Scripture is the ground of our

faith, considered as the infallible word

of God: but then that it is really the

word of God, and that such is the

sense of this or that text, ordinarily

stands only upon moral proof: so

that our faith at length resolves into

moral evidence, as it is a known rule,

that the conclusion follows the weaker

of the premises, and can be no stronger

than that is. But then again, it is to

be considered, that the strength of

moral evidence, in the general, resolves

at last into divine veracity and faith

fulness; since God has so made us as

to lay us under an inevitable necessity

of submitting commonly to such evi

dence, and he cannot be supposed

(without manifest absurdity or blas

phemy) to have thus exposed the

wisest, and most pious, and most

considerate men to fatal and endless

delusions. So then, in the last result,

Jaith again resolves into, or rests

upon, the truth and goodness of God.

m Quoties descripti sensu quaeritur,

magnam vim habere solet, tum usus

sequens, tum prudentum auctoritas :

º etiam in divinis Scriptis sequen

um est. Neque enim probabile est,

Ecclesias quae ab Apostolis constitutaº

sunt, aut subito, automnes defecisse

ab is quae Apostolibreviter praescripta,

ore liberalius explicaverant. Grotius

de Jur. B. et P. lib. i. cap. 2. sect. 9.

p. 6o.

n “This is an unanswerable argu

“ment, as long as we can suppose the

“tradition of the Catholic faith, and

“ the communion of the Church was

“preserved entire; which it visibly

“was, at least till the first Nicene

“Council. And had we no other

“ways to know it, we might learn the

“faith of the Catholic Church, by its

“opposition to those heresies which

“it condemned.” Sherlock's Prescnt

State of Socin. Controv. p. 64.
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VI. There is one consideration more, tending still to strengthen

the former, and which must by no means be omitted : namely,

that the charismata, the extraordinary gifts, were then frequent,

visibly rested in and upon the Church, and there only. I have

occasionally hinted something of this matter before", so far as

concerned Irenaeus, and shall now throw in some additional

evidences to make good the same thing. Justin Martyr is a

witness of the frequency of the miraculous operations in his

time: and he makes use of it, in his dispute with Tryphop, as

an unanswerable argument in behalf of Christianity against the

Jews; which St. Paul himself had done before himq. Irenaeus,

as observed above, made the like use of it against heretics: and

so does Tertullian, though in remote hints, and somewhat more

obscurely. Those extraordinary gifts continued in a good mea

sure, though decreasing gradually, for the three first centuries at

leasts. So then, besides oral tradition for the faith of the ancient

churches, which was least to be depended upon, or lasted but a

little time; besides written accounts, which might more securely

be confided in ; besides the unanimity of doctrine in all the

churches, which was itself an argument that it had been from

the beginning ; I say, besides all these, the testimony of the

Spirit visibly residing in the Church, and discovering itself in

supernatural operations, that was a further evidence of the truth

of the doctrine then generally held. For it is by no means pro

bable, that those primitive churches, so highly favoured from

above, so plentifully enlightened and comforted by the Holy

Spirit of God, should be permitted to fall into any dangerous

errors, or should not preserve, at least in points of importance,

the true and ancient faith derived from Christ and his Apostles.

But that this argument may appear to greater advantage, I shall

take leave to borrow the excellent words of an abler handt,

which has set it forth in a very true and strong light.

“It is, I think, impossible, in a moral sense, that those good

“men should successively concur to impose upon the Church a

* See above, p. 569. sert. in Irenaeum, ii. Dissert. Cypri

P Justin. Martyr. Dial. p. 308, 315. anic. iv. Remarks on Christianity,

edit. Par. alias 315, 329. &c. part i. continued, p. 51, &c.

‘l Gal. iii. 2. t Dr. Knight's preface to his Eight

* Tertullian. Praescript. cap. xxviii. Sermons, p. 4, 5, 6. Compare Dr.

xxix. Berriman's Historical Account, p.

* Vid. Spencer in Notis ad Origen. 2, 3, &c.

contr. Cels. p. 5, &c. Dodwell. Dis
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“false interpretation of notorious passages of the sacred writings.

“for the following reasons:

“ 1. That the Spirit of God was given to the Church, to guide

“ and instruct it in necessary truth.

“2. That, according to the records of those early ages, the

“extraordinary gifts of the Spirit of God, continued in the

“Church, were undoubted evidences of his presence with it.

“3. That it cannot be supposed, while the Spirit of God was

“ present with the Church in so remarkable a manner, and the

“Church itself so little removed from the times of the Apostles,

“ that the letter of Scripture, especially in matters of greatest

“concern, should be generally understood in another sense than

“what was agreeable to the Spirit of God, and to that which

“the Apostles had taught and delivered.

“4. That the Doctors of the Church, through the difficulty of

“ the times, and the dangers they were exposed to on account of

“religion, were more concerned to prepare for the blessings of

“another world, by recommending truth to the consciences of

“men, than to provide for the flesh, and the enjoyments of the

“present, by diciding the Church, and seducing the simple with

“pernicious doctrines.

“5. That their writings suppose, or expressly affirm, that

“Scripture was received in an uniform sense, in the churches

“ of Christ.

“6. The consequence of which is, that whensoever it appears,

“that the doctrines of the Church successively agree, from the very

“beginning, in an uniformu interpretation of certain passages of

“the sacred writings, relating to the chief and fundamental arti

“cles of revealed truths; such interpretation ought to be received

“as the mind of the Spirit in the aforesaid passages: and con

“clusions drawn from such expositions are not founded on the

“ doctrines of men, but the mind of the Spirit contained and con

“veyed in the letter of Scripture.”

This reasoning I apprehend to be just and solid, and to carry

much greater weight with it, than any the most ingenious con

ceits and surprising subtilties of the Polonian brethren, whereby

they have laboured to give something of a gloss or colour to their

novel constructions of the sacred oracles. But to be a little

more distinct and particular, I proceed to build upon the

* Iren, lib. iv, cap. 35, alias 69.
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foundations here laid, for the more fully demonstrating the use

of antiquity.

VII. The least that we can infer from what hath been already

said is, that the sense of the ancients once known is an useful

check upon any new interpretations of Scripture affecting the

main doctrines. It has a negative voice, if I may so call it, in

such a case: and it is reason sufficient for throwing off any such

novel expositions, that they cross upon the undoubted faith of all

the ancient churches, or contain some doctrine, as of moment to

be received, which the ancients universally rejected, or never

admitted". This negative way of arguing is, I think, generally

allowed, and can hardly bear any controversy. Bishop Stilling

fleet observes to this purpose, “that it is sufficient prescription

“against any thing which can be alleged out of Scripture,

“ that if it appear contrary to the sense of the Catholic Church

“from the beginning, it ought not to be looked upon as the true

“meaning of Scripture. All this security is built upon this

“strong presumption, that nothing contrary to the necessary

“articles of faith should be held by the Catholic Church, whose

“very being depends upon the belief of those articles which are

“necessary to salvationy.”

The famous Daillé, whom no man can suspect of partiality

towards the ancients, acknowledges as much as I have here men

tioned, where he says, “What probability is there that those

“holy Doctors of former ages, from whose hands Christianity

“hath been derived down unto us, should be ignorant of any of

“those things, which had been revealed and recommended by

“our Saviour as important and necessary to salvation ?—That

“ they should all of them have been ignorant of any article that

“is necessarily requisite to salvation, is altogether impossible:

“for, after this account, they should all have been deprived of

“ salvation, which, I suppose, every honest mind would tremble

“at the thought of z.”

* Sicut in legibus humanis valet humano more per verba, et verborum

º ad sensum indagandum, ver signa literas, expressis, eadem inter

orum ac locutionum cognitio, ante

cedentium et consequentium series, con

sideratio ejus quae quoque libro trac

tatur materia, sed ha-c omnia ita sunt

dirigenda, ne impingant in id quod ab

initio publicatae legis de re quaque

receptum et judiciis approbatum fuit;

ita in legibus divinis quidem, sed

pretationi circumdanda sunt repagula.

Grotius, Rivet. Apologet. Discuss. p.

685. Conf. 724.

y Stillingfleet's Rational Account,

cap. ii. p. 59.

z Daillé, Use of the Fathers, cap.

vi. p. 188. Engl. edit.
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Dr. Whitby, who was not prejudiced on the side of the Fathers,

seems to carry the point rather further, in these words:

“In such doctrines as were rejected by the universal Church

“ as heresies, Austin saith truly, that it was sufficient cause to

“ reject them, because the Church held the contrary, they being

“ such as did oppose her rule of faith, or symbol, universally

“received; and that it was sufficient to persuade any man, he

“ought not to embrace any of the doctrines of heretics, as articles

“ of faith, because the Church, who could not be deficient in any

“ point of necessary faith, did not receive them. This way of

“arguing negatively, we therefore, with St. Austin, do allow :

“ the universal Church knows no such doctrine; ergo, it is no

“article I am obliged to receive as any part of Christian faith.”.”

Thus far he at that time: and in another treatise which he pub

lished in Latin, twenty-five years after, when it is certain he had no

very friendly disposition towards the Fathers, yet still he thought

himself obliged to admit such a negatire argument" as he had

before admitted. A negatire argument therefore being allowed,

(as indeed there is plain reason for it,) it must be allowed also,

that the Fathers are of use to us, so far as such an argument can

be of use: and that the ancients may be of great use in the

Church, in this view, is very apparent, being that they serve as

an outwork (which Daillé takes notice of) for the repelling the

presumption of those who would forge a new faith".

For example, they are of use, in this view, against the

Romanists, with respect to the novel and supernumerary articles

of the Trent Creed, or Creed of Pope Pius IV. imposed upon

the consciences of men as necessary to salvation.

The ancients are likewise of use to us, under the same view,

against the Socinians, who innovate in doctrines of the highest

importance, teaching things contrary to the faith of all the primi

tive churches; things wherein Christian worship, as well as faith

and hope, are very nearly and deeply concerned. It is sufficient

a Whitby's Treatise of Tradition,

A. D. 1689, part ii. cap. 12. p. 131.

h Distinguendum est inter tradi

tiones de rebus creditu factuque neces

sariis, et non necessariis. Traditioni

bus ad fidem moresque necessariis

fides adhibenda est, utpote sine quibus

nec fides nec vita Christiana esse pot

est: adeo ut argumentum negativum

in his omnibus certissimum est; hoc

vel illud inter fidei morumve dogmata

necessaria prius locum non obtinuit,

ergo nec hac aetate creditu, factuve

necessarium dici possit; quoniam

Ecclesia in necessariis nunquam defi

cit. Whitby, Dissertat. de Scriptur.

Interpretatione, Praef. p. 94.

• Daillé, Use of the Fathers, p. 190.
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reason for rejecting such novelties, and the interpretations which

they are founded upon, that the Christian world, in the best and

purest times, either knew nothing of them, or rejected them.

The like may be said with respect to the Arian doctrines, if

any man should presume to obtrude them upon us as articles of

faith. It is a sufficient reason for not receiving either them, or

the interpretations brought to support them, that the ancients, in

the best and purest times, either knew nothing of them, or, if

they did, condemned them". It has indeed been pretended, that

the ancients, in general, supposed God the Father to be naturally

Governor over the Son and Holy Ghost: but no proof has ever

been made of it, nor ever can be. On the contrary, it will appear

upon a careful inquiry, as I have particularly observed in another

placee, that the ancients never did, never consistently could intend

any such thing; but that Arius and his confederates innovated

in maintaining that doctrine, and were condemned for it imme

diately, upon their first introducing it. But it is needless to

urge here (had not the course of my argument led to it) that

Arianism was no matter of necessary faith, in the esteem of the

ancients, having proved in these papers that the contrary to it

was. Only, I was here to observe the use which might be made

of the negative argument, supposing we could go no further, or

had nothing more to plead from antiquity.

VIII. I would next advance a step further than the mere

negatire argument can directly carry us: for, I conceive, that a

just inference may be drawn from that concession, which will ex

tend our views somewhat beyond what I have just now men

tioned. If the ancients could not be universally ignorant of any

necessary doctrine, since it is morally absurd that they should be

deficient in necessaries; by parity of reason it must be allowed,

d “ In the doctrine of the Deity of

“ Christ, or of the Trinity, though the

“subtilty of such modern heretics as

“oppose either of those, may so far

“prevail on persons, either not of

“sufficient judgment, or not suffici

“ently persed in the Scriptures, as at

“present to make them acknowledge

“ the places are not so clear as they

“imagined them to be ; yet their

“being always otherwise interpreted

“by the Catholic Church, or the

“Christian societies of all ages, lays

“this potent prejudice against all such

“ attempts, as not to believe such in

“terpretations true, till they give a

“just account why, if the belief of

“these doctrines were not necessary,

“the Christians of all ages since the

“Apostles' times, did so unanimously

“agree to them, that when any began

“first to oppose them, they were de

“clared and condemned for heretics

“for their pains.” Stillingfleet, Ra

tional Account, cap. ii. p. 58.

e Third Defence, or Further Vin

dication, chap. 5. p. 80, &c. of this

volume.
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that they could not generally fall into fundamental errors, because

that also would be failing in necessaries, inasmuch as nothing can

be more necessary in our religious concernments than to stand

clear of all pernicious or dangerous mistakes. From whence it

follows, that whatever the ancient churches universally admitted

as a necessary article of faith, must, at the lowest, be safe doc

trinef. And because it is hard to conceive how such a doctrine

as we are now upon could be safe, if it were not true, we may

reasonably infer that it is true, as well as safe. Thus far I have

been pursuing the consequences which appear to follow from the

concession made by Daillé and others.

But I apprehend withal, that the same conclusion will more

directly and closely follow from the principles before laid down;

namely, that morally speaking, it is absurd to suppose that the

primitive churches should so universally maintain one and the

same doctrine, if they had not received it from the beginning;

especially considering the important nature of the doctrine, and

how near they lived to the apostolical age, and how remarkably

they were blessed, all the time, with plentiful effusions of God’s

Holy Spirit. These considerations taken together do afford, as

I conceive, a positive argument to prove that what the ancients

so held as true and important, (Scripture also, in its easy and

most natural sense, countenancing the same,) ought to be re

ceived by us as Scripture doctrineg, and valued accordingly.

Any other pretended sense of Scripture, as implying a kind of

moral absurdity, ought to be rejected; unless it can be proved

to carry with it such a degree of moral certainty as is more than

sufficient to countervail such prescription or prejudice against it.

f Hic vero ex concessis Dallaeanis

recte concluditur, et nullum articulum

necessarium eos ignorasse; et e for

tiore, nulla execrabili haeresi implici

tos, nobis errandi duces extitisse.

Minime est probabile (judice ipso

Dallaeo) vel unicum fidei membrum

eos latuisse, et multo incredibilius, pro

lapsos fuisse in errorem perniciosum,

seu ha-resim sanae fidei contrariam.

Scrivenar. contr. Dal. p. 222, 223.

& Cum majorem omnibus quam sin

gulis Christianis, et universal quam

particularibus quibuscunque Eccle

siis fidem habendam esse nemo dubi

tet; cum plurima etiam sint in quae

wniversalis Ecclesia per multa post

Apostolos secula consensit; cum hac

denique universalis Ecclesiae consensio

certissima sit, in is quibus habeatur

capitibus, sacrae Scripturae interpre

tatio : hinc clarissime constat, quali

quantoque usui sint antiqui patres,

alique omnium Ecclesiae seculorum

Scriptores, quamgue necessario ab iis

consulendi sint, quibus Ecclesiasticas

agitantibus controversias vel sua salus,

vel pax Ecclesiae cordi est. —Quic

quid de aliis dicendum est, ea saltem

in quae omnes ubique Ecclesiae consen

serunt, non possunt non certissima

esse, et necessario ab omnibus etiam

num retinenda. Berereg. Cod. Can.

vindicat. in Prow.m. sect. iii.
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But now as to the Arian or Socinian interpretations, in this case,

they carry no moral certainty at all, to counterpoise the moral ab

surdity which stands against them: therefore the judgment of

the universal Church (were there nothing else) ought to overrule

their interpretations. For it was morally impossible that the

primitive churches should err, in doctrines of that high import

ance, so soon, or so universallyh: but it is not morally impossible,

nor at all unlikely, that those later gentlemen should mistake in

commenting upon sacred Writ.

The sum then of the whole case, in few words, is this: 1. We

assert, that the received doctrine of the Trinity is proved directly

to be true, and consequentially to be important, from Scripture

itself, according to the known rules of grammar and criticism:

and such proof cannot be evaded, or eluded, without doing the

greatest violence imaginable to the texts. 2. In the next place, we

maintain that the ancient churches taught the same doctrine as an

essential, and condemned the contrary opinions as pernicious and

dangerous: which consideration makes it now doubly absurd to in

terpret Scripture in contradiction to that doctrinei. 3. The result

of the two foregoing considerations is, that since we have thus

proved the truth of our doctrine, and the importance of it, both

ways, (directly from Scripture, and indirectly from the ancients,)

I say, the result is, that this is the faith which we ought to con

tend for: we are morally certain every way, that it is true, and

if true, important of course. And since we have such moral cer

tainty as things of this nature can be conceived to admit of, and

such as God has obliged us to submit to and follow in other like

cases, it is therefore infallibly certain (that I may once more

* Constat proinde omnem doctri

nam quae cum illis Ecclesiis apostoli

cis, matricibus et originalibus fidei

conspiret, veritati deputandam, sine

dubio tenentem quod Ecclesiae ab

Apostolis, Apostolia Christo, Christus

a Deo accepit. Tertull. Praescript.

car). 2 I.

“The unanimous consent of so

“many distinct visible churches, as

“exhibited in their several Confes

“sions, Catechisms, or Testimonies

“ of their own or forefathers’ faith

“unto the Council of Nice, was an

“argument of the same force and

“efficacy against Arius and his par

“takers, as the general consent and

“ practice of all nations, in worship

“ping a divine power in all ages, is

“ against Atheists. Nothing but the

“ingrafted notion of a Deity could

“have induced so many several na

“tions, so much different in natural

“ dispositions, in civil discipline and

“education, to affect or practise the

“duty of adoration: and nothing but

“ the ingrafted word (as St. James

“calls the Gospel) delivered by Christ

“ and his Apostles in the holy Scrip

“tures, could have hept so many

“ several churches as communicated

“ their Confessions unto that Coun

“cil, in the unity of the same faith.”

Bishop Patrick, Discourse about Tra

dition, p. 21. printed A.D. 1683.
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copy after the great Chillingworth) that, in true wisdom and

prudence, we ought to accept this doctrine as revealed by God,

and to maintain it with a conscientious care and zeal; and

consequently to decline communion with all such as openly

impugn it.

Here I thought to have concluded this chapter, having offered

what appeared sufficient for supporting or illustrating the use

and value of ecclesiastical antiquity: but I considered, that

some perhaps might think it an omission, if I should take no

notice of sundry objections, which have been frequently urged

against the use of antiquity, particularly in controversies of faith.

Now, though I apprehend that a clear and just stating of the

case (which is what I have been labouring) is the best way of

removing objections, as it is leaving then no foundation to stand

upon, or none considerable; yet rather than be thought wanting

in any respect to a very important subject, I shall endeavour to

return particular answers to the most noted objections which

have fallen within my observation. The doing it may help to

illustrate the subject; as it is considering it under various

views, turned and tried every way: and sometimes just answers

to objections have the force almost of new proofs, for confirming

the positions before asserted. I incline the more to it, because

great pains have been taken by many to depreciate the value of

antiquity, and to throw contempt upon the primitive Fathers:

which is a very unjustifiable practice, and is wounding Christ

ianity itself through their sides; though some that have done it

might be far from intending it. But I proceed to particulars.

I. It has been sometimes pleaded, that the Scriptures are in

themselves a perfect rule of faith: what need therefore can there

be of Fathers, with respect to the fundamental articlesk? To

which we answer, that we produce not Fathers to superadd new

doctrines to Scripture, but only to secure the old; not to com

plete the rule, but more strongly to assert and maintain both its

true sense and whole sense. The more perfect the rule is, the

more care and circumspection it demands, that we may preserve

it entire, both as to words and meaning. For if either of them

happens to be stolen away, or wrested from us, Scripture so

maimed or castrated is no longer that perfect rule which Christ

has ordained. It is much to be suspected, that many pretend a

* Whitby, Dissertat. de Scriptur. Interpret. in praefat. p. 8, 9.
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zeal for Scripture, who mean nothing by it, but to have its

fences taken down, that they may deal the more freely or rudely

with it. They would exclude the ancients, to make room for

themselves, and throw a kind of slight upon the received interpre

tations, only to advance their own. Such commonly has been

the way, and therefore there is the less regard to be paid to

magnificent words. They complain sometimes, that interpreting

Scripture by the ancients is debasing its majesty, and throwing

Christ out of his thronel. But we think that Christ never sits

more secure or easy in his throne than when he has his most

faithful guards about him; and that none are so likely to strike

at his authority, or to aim at dethroning him, as they that would

displace his old servants, only to make way for new ones; who

may either obtrude themselves without call, or may be unfur

mished for the employ, or not well affected to his person and

government. But to speak out of figure, and to come closer to

the business, the perfection of Scripture is a point allowed, and

is no part of the question between us: the main question is, how

we may be most secure of reaping the full benefits of that perfec

tion, whether with the light of antiquity before us, or without it?

We know how Faustus Socinus, under colour of extolling the

perfection of Scripture, studied nothing so much as to blazon

the perfection of his own parts and abilities, deserting the ancients,

and trusting only to himself and his uncle Laelius". He pre

sumed to set up his own fond conceits as the measure of all

truth: which, in effect, was advancing a new rule of faith, and

forcing Scripture to a compliance with it; preferring the rovings

of his own imagination before the wisdom of Heaven. It might

be shewn, on the other hand, that those who have least indulged

their own fancies, but have adhered strictly to antiquity in the

prime things, have done most honour to the perfection of Scrip

ture, and have kept the rule of faith entire: this therefore is the

way, rather than the other.

I may add, that when we say that Scripture is perfect, we

1 Whitby, ibid. p. 9.

m Neminem enim ego in is rebus

de quibus in responsione illa mea dis

seritur, ex is qui hodie vivunt, ulla ex

parte magistrum agnosco; sed Deum

tantummodo praeceptorem habui sa

crasque literas. Quinetiam in uni

versa ipsa divinarum rerum scientia,

WATERLAND, VOL. III.

quaecunque tandem illa in me sit,

praeter unum Laelium, patruum meum,

qui jam diu mortuus est, vel potius

praeter quaedam paucula ab ipso con

scripta, et multa annotata, nullum

prorsus magistrum me habere contigit.

Socin. Ep. ad Squarcialupum. App.

tom. i. p. 362.

S S
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mean generally, as to the matter of it, which is full and complete to

be a rule of life and manners, without taking in any additional rule.

to join with it. But if we speak of Scripture being perfect in re

gard to words or style, we can mean only that it is as perfect as

words can be, and words (to us now) of a dead language. What

ever imperfection necessarily goes along with all languages must

of course go along with Scripture language; which, though

dictated from heaven, or conducted by the Spirit of God, is yet

adapted to the manner of men, and must take its construction

from the common rules of interpretation agreed upon among men.

Now if the Fathers, as living nearer the fountain, had some op

portunities which we want, and might know some things much

better than we at this distance can pretend to do, why should

we neglect or despise any light or help which they can give for

our direction, in settling the sense of Scripture? In human laws,

as I have hinted above, it has been always thought a good rule

of interpretation (not excluding any other good rule) to observe,

upon what occasion the laws were made, what was their general

scope or view, and how they were understood at their first

framing, or immediately after, and to recollect how the practice

ran : hence it is that reports, and precedents, and adjudged cases

are so highly useful in interpreting human laws. The case is not

much different in dicine laws, being that they also are written in

human language, and their sense is to be investigated and cleared

up by the like human means. If the Fathers were fallible, so

also are we : and if they, with all their advantages, might mis

construe Scripture, so may we much more. Therefore there is

no prudence in throwing off their assistance as useless or super

fluous. Even fallible men may be useful instructors to others as

fallible : and in a multitude of counsellors, especially such coun

sellors, there is safetyn.

II. But it is further pleaded, that Scripture is plain in all

necessaries, and therefore needs no illustration from the ancients".

We allow, that Scripture is plain in necessaries ; yea, it is what

we urge and contend for: and there is nothing which offends us

more than that many persons will endeavour notwithstanding,

by violent contortions, far-fetched subtleties, and studied evasions,

to elude and frustrate these plain things. Such conduct on the

n Prov. xi. 14. o Whitby, Dissertat. in praef, p. 10, 19.
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adverse side makes it the more necessary to have recourse to anti

quity, for the greater security against all such attempts. For while

Scripture is plain, antiquity is plain also, and two plain things are

better than one. God himself hath taught us, by adding his oath

to his promise, not to think any confirmation superfluous which he

is pleased to afford us. His word alone might be safely depended

upon, being certain and infallible : but two immutable things

afford the stronger consolationP; and God considers the infirmities

of mankind. In like manner, though Scripture be very plain to

reasonable men, so far as concerns necessaries, yet by taking in

antiquity to it, the evidence, upon the whole, becomes both

plainer" and stronger. There is so much weakness commonly in

human nature, and so much reluctance shewn to the reception

of divine truths, that we have need of all the plain things we

can any where procure : and had we twenty more as plain as

these, we could make use of them all, and indeed should be

obliged to do so, lest otherwise we should be found guilty of

despising the blessings of Heaven. It is certain that there is

something very particular in the concerns of religion, that plain

things there have not the same force or weight as they have any

where else. It is the only subject in the world wherein a man

may dispute the most certain facts, and most indubitable proofs.

and yet be allowed to be in his senses: for if any one, in the

p Hebr. vi. 17, 18.

q N. B. It should be observed that

the word plain is an equivocal word,

and of indeterminate meaning, till it

be carefully distinguished. It is a re

lative, and means plain to some or

other. To God all things are plain:

to angels more things than to man.

Doctrines plain to some men are not

so to others, on account of ignorance,

inattention, prejudice, or any infirmity,

natural or contracted. Things also

may be plain by the help of means,

which are not so without the use of

such means. Moreover, there are de

grees of plainness, for it consists not

in a point, but admits of a latitude.

Besides, the plainest things in the

world, taken in a right point of view,

may cease to be plain, when put into

a wrong one : when industriously ob

scured, embroiled, and entangled, by

snares and fallacies, by involving many

things in one, (which should be kept

separate,) or by expressing them in

ambiguous equivocal terms, or by per

plexing them with captious and so

phistical questions. There are degrees

also of attention, upon which the de

grees of plainness do very much de

pend : and attention depends upon

the will, and the will is variously in

fluenced by motives, external or inter

nal.

But though plainness be really a re

lative, and often varies according to

the person, and his degree of attention,

capacity, inclination, &c. yet we have

formed some kind of idea of an abso

lute plainness, abstracted from par

ticular persons; and we mean by it,

as to the point now in hand, such a

plainness in the thing itself, or in the

words expressing it, as any one of to

lerable capacity, with a reasonable at

tention, and by the use of the ordinary

helps, or means, may competently un

derstand: in this sense, or by this

standard, fundamentals are commonly

said to be plain.

S S 2
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common affairs of life, were to make it a rule to believe nothing

but what he sees, or were to reject the faith of all history, he

would undoubtedly be despised or pitied by everybody, as not

well in his wits. Seeing then that the case of religion is so

widely different from all others, and that the plainest evidences

there often lose their effect, we can never be too solicitous in

accumulating evidence upon evidence, and testimony upon testi

mony, to do the most we can towards relieving the weakness or

conquering the reluctance of men slow to believe. And when

we have done the best we can, and have pursued every reason

able method we can think of, we are yet to look upon it as

sufficient, only because we can do no more. Wherefore, no

plainness of Scripture can ever be justly thought to supersede the

use of antiquity; unless it could be supposed that no additional

light nor strength can be borrowed from it: which is too extra

vagant a supposition to need any confutation; besides that

I have already obviated every suggestion of that kind in the

former part of this chapter.

If it be said, that common Christians, at least, can reap no

benefit from antiquity, nor make any use of it; that will not be

reason sufficient for throwing it aside, so long as the learned may.

But even common Christians do enjoy the benefit of it, if not at

first hand, yet at the second, third, or fourth ; and that suffices

here, as well as in other cases of as weighty concernment. How

do they know, for instance, that Scripture is the word of God?

They know it immediately or provimately from their proper guides,

or other instructors; who in the last resort learn it from the

ancients. So then ordinary Christians may thus remotely have

the use of antiquity (not to mention other nearer ways") with

respect to the sense of Scripture, as well as with regard to its

authenticity ; and their faith may be both strengthened and

brightened by this additional reinforcement. “The people are

“to understand the grounds of their faith, and to judge, by the

“best helps they can, what doctrine is agreeable to Scripture:

“but among those helps we take in, not barely the assistance of

“ their own guide, but the evidence he brings as to the sense of

“the teaching Church in the best and purest agess.” But to

return.

* See this matter considered more '• Stillingfleet's Answer to J. S.’s

at large in Bishop Hare's Scripture Catholic Letters, p. 58.

Vindicated, p. 111, &c.
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We admit, as I before said, that Scripture is very plain in

necessaries: as, for instance, nothing can be plainer from Scrip

ture than that Christ is God, and over all God blessed for ever,

true God, great God, Jehovah, and the like; and that dicine attri

butes are ascribed to him, and divine worship also, to make

every thing clear, and to cut off all reasonable handle for dispute.

But notwithstanding that all these things are so plain, yet con

sidering that we are not the first men that ever looked into

Scripture, but that others, who had as good eyes as we, and as

upright hearts, and a competent measure of common sense, (be

sides some peculiar advantages beyond what we can pretend to,)

have perused the same Scripture before us; I say, considering

these things, it would be something of a mortification to us, or

would appear somewhat strange, if such persons should not have

found the same doctrines then which we have the pleasure to

find now. For whatever is really plain to moderns, and neces

sary, must, one would think, by parity of reason, or for a

stronger reason, have been plain to the ancients also, and neces

sary to them as well as to us. Accordingly, upon examining,

we find that the same doctrine was plain to them, even so far as

to be looked upon as an essential: a consideration which adds

the more strength to what we had before proved from Scripture,

as the want of such concurring suffrage would have been a per

plexing difficulty; I mean, while we have such ancient monu

ments to look into, and to compare. Indeed, if they were all

lost, burnt, or otherwise extinguished, our Scripture proof (sup

posing Scripture itself to want no proof) would stand firm with

out them : but when we have the ancients to compare with

Scripture, and know that, in the very nature of the thing, they

ought to tally with each other; the ancients now, of consequence,

must be either a very strong confirmation as to any doctrines

held for articles of faith, or as strong an objection. They are

considerable disadvantages where they run counter, and as con

siderable advantages where they favour.

III. It is sometimes pleaded, that Scripture is its own best

interpreter, by comparing texts with texts, and therefore there

is no need of Fathers in the case; for in the best we have allt.

In reply to which, we are very ready to allow, that comparing

Scripture with Scripture is a very good method of interpretation,

t Whitby, Dissertat. praef. p. 12.
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yea, and the best and most satisfactory of any, to every rational

mind: but still we do not see reason why it should be thought

to supersede any other that is good. For, after we have thereby

obtained all the home light we can get, where will be the harm

of admitting still further light, if we can procure it, from abroad:

The more we have of both kinds, the better: every additional in

crease or improvement, though it were but small in comparison,

yet has its use, either for confirming the weak and wavering, or

for comforting them who are strong in faith, or for confuting

and confounding novelists; but most of all for reclaiming those

who are over apt to be led by authority and great names, perhaps of

mere moderns. For certainly, if authority, or great names, or even

numbers, are of any weight; ancients are preferable to moderns,

considered as such, Fathers and Councils to private dogmatizers,

and the Christian world to a few gainsayers. Such being the

manifest and constant use of the argument drawn from antiquity,

superadded to Scripture, there is great reason for taking it in

after Scripture, that we may have the benefit of both.

The excellent Buddeus, otherwise a very judicious writer,

appears not so clear, or not so accurate in his account of this

matter, as might be wished. He gives his judgment, “that

“neither natural reason nor tradition should be the rule of inter

“preting, but Scripture itself, and the analogy of faith".” Had

he said, neither one nor other, but all together, I think he had

said right: but as he has taken in only two of the things, exclud

ing the rest, as it seems, from bearing a part in the interpreta

tion of Scripture, he appears to me to have judged wrong upon

the case, or at least to have fallen short of his wonted accuracy.

For certainly he ought to have allowed something to natural

reason, and something also to antiquity, though not every thing.

There is a great deal of difference between admitting either of

them to govern absolutely, and throwing them quite out: and

there is a just medium between giving each of them a negative,

and making either of them sole umpire. There are many con

siderations to be taken in, for the proceeding rightly in the

* A Socinianis, non minus quam

Romanensibus discedimus, dum nec

rationem, nec traditiones, (aut Eccle

siae auctoritatem,) pro regula et norma

interpretandi scripturam agnoscimus,

sed Scripturam ex Scriptura secun

dum analogiam fidei explicandam con

tendimus: quam quidem viam et rec

tissimam et tutissimam esse, res ipsa

ostendit, et facile perspiciat quicuncta

rite secum ponderaverit. Buddaei

Isagog. vol. ii. p. 1795. Conf. ejus

dem Praefat. ad Salom. Glassii Opera,

edit. Lips. A. D. 1725.
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interpretation of Scripture; and all of them respectively must

have their share, as they have their weight. To exemplify what

I mean ; true interpretation of Scripture cannot, in any case

whatever, run counter to any plain certain principle of natural

reason, (inasmuch as truth can never be contrary to truth,) nor,

in any case whatever, to Scripture itself rightly interpreted; nor,

in any case whatever, to the analogy of faith, before proved,

(which amounts nearly to the same with the preceding ;) nor,

without the utmost necessity, to the natural, usual, unforced

sense of the words; nor, so far as concerns fundamentals, to the

universal judgment of the first and purest ages of the Church.

These, as I conceive, are the butts and boundaries within which

every true interpretation is confined : and whenever any pre

tended interpretation is found to break through them, or through

any of them, there needs no more to pronounce it false. To

express the same thing affirmaticely which before I have nega

tively, when any interpretation of Scripture has all those five

characters, (viz. natural reason, parallel places of Scripture, ana

logy of faith, propriety of language, and countenance of antiquity,)

to vouch directly for it, then it is as strongly supported as it is

possible for an interpretation to be. If it has only some of those

positive characters, or one only, the rest not interfering, it may

be a good interpretation ; but the more it has, so much the

surerx. For example: the doctrine I am here defending has

* Dr. Rogers, in one of his Ser

mons, (Posth. Serm. iv. p. 95, &c.)

explains this whole matter somewhat

differently, but agreeing in the main

with what I have here offered. His

thoughts upon the point are compris

ed in the particulars here following,

which I shall produce in his own

words, as nearly as an abridgment

will permit:

“1. Many places of sacred Writ

“are so plain, that no man, who reads

“ or hears them, in a language he is

“acquainted with, can doubt of their

“meaning.

“2. The sense of other places we

“collect from rational deductions,

“comparing one Scripture with

** another.

“3. Other places there are which

“require the knowledge of history, of

“ancient facts and customs, of early

“tradition, and primitive acceptation,

“to determine their sense.

“4. The inspiration of the Scrip

“tures supposed, we cannot, consist

“ently with such supposition, either

“from the construction of the words,

“ or from deductions of reason, or

“from authority, admit any proposi

“tion, as the intended sense of Scrip

“ture, which contradicts any mani

“fest truth.

“5. Neither can we admit contra

“ dictory expositions of the same or

“different places of Scripture.

“In the two last cases, we conclude

“negatirely with the clearest assur

“ance: but when we go on to ascer

“tain the meaning positirely, the

“sense of Scripture which we receive

“in the first way, by an immediate

“view, appears to us with greatest

“evidence: and the sense we collect

“in the second way, by rational de

“ductions, is more evident than what
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four of the said characters positively for it, (viz. tenour of Scrip

ture, analogy of faith, propriety of language, and antiquizz.) and

the fifth, which is natural reason, is not against it: therefore it

is a very just and reasonable interpretation. So many plain

legible characters of truth ought, in all equity, to overrule any

seeming or conjectural repugnancies as to the nature of the thing

confessedly mysterious, so long as there is no plain contrariety to

any known truth.

Hitherto I have been answering those objections which aim

at setting the Fathers aside as needless, being superseded (as

is thought) by the perfection, or plainness, or fulness of sacred

Writ. The remaining objections which I am to take notice of

are of another kind, striking more directly at the reputation of

the Fathers, in order to insinuate that they are by no means

qualified to serve the purposes they are brought for, being more

likely to perplex than to instruct a reader, more apt to mislead

and draw us aside than to set us right.

IV. The obscurity of the Fathers makes up one half of the

learned Daillé's Treatise upon that subject. I need not be very

particular in examining into that plea here, because it will come

up again, in part, under another article lower down, where I

shall consider it more distinctly. For the present it may suffice

to observe: 1. That Mr. Daillé, in some instances, rhetoricates

upon the subject, and has frequently overstrained. 2. Many

things have been cleared up since he wrote that piece, (since the

year 1631 ;) some by himself, more by others after him: so that

what might appear to be of some force then can have little or

none now. 3. Particular answers have been returned to the

several articles on the head of obscurity, by those who have pro

fessedly undertaken it y, besides what has been done occasionally

“we receive in the third way, from

“ the affirmations of authority.”

So this excellent writer resolves the

positive characters of true and just

interpretation into immediate view,

rational deductions, and authority, all

having their proper weight of evidence

respectively, but in different degrees.

The two negative characters are checks

upon all the positive ones, to ascertain

their application, and to prevent the

pushing any of them too far. This

account, in substance, differs so little

from what I have offered, that it

appears to contain much the same

thoughts placed in another light, or

differently ranged. It may be of use

to a reader to take the same thing

in two views, and so to form his own

judgment, as he sees best, out of

both and therefore I have here pre

sented him with both.

y Scrivener. adv. Dallaeum, par, i.

per tot. Reeves's Preface to the Apo

logists, p. 37, &c. Natalis Alexander,

Hist. Eccl. Saec. ii. diss. xvi. c. 22.

p. 537, &c. Beveridge's, Cod. Can.

Windicat. Prooem, sect. viii.
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in new editions of Fathers, or in bibliothèques, or in critical dis

sertations. 4. Whatever truth there may be in the objection,

as to sundry controverted points of inferior moment, yet it

affects not the cause now before us: for Daillé himself allows

that the Fathers are generally clear enough in points funda

mental, whereof this is one, in his judgment at least. He writes

thus: “You shall there meet with very strong and solid proofs

“of those fundamental principles of our religion, touching which

“we are all agreed; and also many excellent things laid open,

“tending to the right understanding of these mysteries, and also

“of the Scriptures wherein they are contained. In this particu

“lar their authority may be of good use to you, and may serve

“as a probable argument of the truth’.” So then, whatever ob

scurity may otherwise be found in the Fathers, (like as in Scrip

ture itself.) the cause which we have now in hand appears to

be but little concerned in it, according to the judgment of that

learned man, who made the most of the objection, as to other

matters. For though he sometimes points out some obscure

passages, as he conceived them to be, relating to thingsfunda

mental, yet, upon the whole, he apprehended that those doc

trines might be plainly enough traced up to the very days of the

Apostles, and that the Fathers might be exceeding useful to us

in that view, and for that purpose.

V. It has been frequently objected, that many of the Fathers

have erred, and sometimes grossly: and large collections of their

real or supposed mistakes have been drawn out, and presented

to public view.a. Now, indeed, if any man should presume to

say that the Fathers were inspired, or infallible in what they

wrote, such a collection of errors might be of use for the confut

ing the false presumption: but how it affects their credit or

character as witnesses of the Church's prime doctrines in their

times, appears not. It is not uncommon for those very Fathers,

where they give a wrong and false opinion, to make a true dis

covery of the Church's sentiments, in that very instance, contrary

to their own. Therefore a reader should know how to distinguish

z Daillé of the Right Use of the feliciter debellavit, ad labefactandam

Fathers, part ii. p. 184. et subvertendam Nicaenam fidem ab

Si in vivis jain esset [Dallaeus] uterentur. Care, Ep. Apologet, p. 19.

quam acgre ferret vir pientissimus, si * Daillé, part ii. c. 4. p. 6o, &c.

aliqui reperirentur qui argumentis, Whitby, Dissertat. in Praefat. sect. iv.

quibus ipse causam Pontifician adeo p. 15, &c.
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between delivering an opinion, and reporting a fact; as also be

tween appealing to the Fathers as unerring judges, and appealing

to them as faithful witnesses.

But to speak more directly to the charge of errors, it may be

justly pleaded in abatement, that upon a careful review, many of

them have been found to be purely imaginary, mere mistakes or

misrepresentations of the too precipitate correctors: and of those

that are real, most will be seen in things only of a problematical

kind, and of a slight natureb. Or if they be of a more grierows

sort, they were the mistakes of some few, and were either not

universale, or not ancient, and never insisted upon as articles of

faith and terms of communion. So that, whatever errors are dis

covered in any Father or Fathers, they do not invalidate the

argument drawn from the universal agreement of the ancient

churches in the prime things. However, there have not been

wanting, upon occasion, learned hands" to draw up apologies for

the Fathers, either in separate discourses, or in prefaces to new

editions, or by way of note, or the like; by which means most

of those unworthy aspersions have been happily removed, and the

black catalogues much reduced. A learned foreignere, not long

ago, being justly sensible of the mischievous tendency of that unna

tural practice of some Christians, in throwing contempt upon the

brightest ornaments of the Christian Church, took the pains to

consider the particular articles of doctrine upon which the Fa

thers have been wrongfully suspected or charged, and to do them

justice against their indiscreet or over censorious accusers.

Since that time, I do not know a warmer or keener adversary

that the Fathers have had than Mons. Barbeyrac, Professor of

Civil Law at Groningen, and known to the learned world by his

b Monebo tantum, in patrum scrip- d Thorndicius de Rat. et Jur. Fin.p p

tis dogmata philosophica a fidei arti

culis probe esse distinguenda. In his,

sacris literis et Catholicae traditioni

strictius se alligant, et in rei summa

omnes conveniunt: in illis, majori

utuntur libertate, et opiniones sapius

adhibent quae in philosophorum scho

lis ventilari solebant; quin et in ex

plicandis fidei mysteriis quandoque

voces e schola philosophica petitas

admovent, sed ad Christianum sen

sum accommodatas. Cave, Epist. Apo

loget. p. 48.

c See Grotius de Jur. B. et P. lib. i.

c. 2. s. 9. p. 6o.

Controv. c. 25. Scrivener, adv. Dall.

par. ii. c. iv. p. 185. Cavii Epistola

Apologetica. kº, Preface, p. 67,

&c. Remarks on Christianity as old

&c. with regard to Primitive Anti

uity, part i. continued, printed for

rownfield, 1733.

e Zornius Hamburgensis. Windicia.

Patrum per omnes fidei Christianae

articulos, oppositae Joanni Dallaeo:

una cum selectis observationibus con

tra recentiores Patrum censores, An

glos, Belgas, Gallos. Inter Opuscul.

Sac. tom. i. A.D. 1789. Giessa Has

sorum. p. 659. edit. Nup. A. D. 1731.
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French translations of Puffendorf and Grotius, and his learned

notes upon both. He attacks the Fathers principally upon the

head of morality, (as his subject led him to do,) and seems to

exert his utmost endeavours to sink their reputation for sense

and conduct, and even for conscience too, in some measure, in

order to strike them out of all credit or authority f. His work

has twice appeared in English, (as well as in French,) and may

therefore deserve some notice in this place, as much as I may

have room for, not to make too long an excursion.

That satire upon the Fathers (for it deserves no better name)

had not long been abroad, before Mr. Ceillier, a learned Roman

Catholic, drew up a formal answer to it, of which I have seen

little more than the titles, and a few extracts. Afterwards, the

learned Buddeus animadverted pretty largely upon him, detect

ing some of his mistakes, but with great tenderness; moderating,

as it were, between Mr. Ceillier and him, in respect of several

particulars. h Buddeus was himself not the most zealous admirer

of the Fathers; and therefore what he says in their favour may

be justly thought not to exceed in any respect, but to fall within

compass. Some officious gentleman amongst us, having met with

Mons. Barbeyrac's French treatise, published it separately in

our language, prefixing a kind of boyish titlei to it, and recom

mending it with some airs of insult, such as are frequently inci

dent to little minds. Not long after, an ingenious gentleman

printed a reply j, to rebuke the translator for his rudeness, and

at the same time to defend the Fathers against the injurious

accusations of the author himself: which he has effectually per

formed, with good learning and solid judgment.

Now, seeing that so much has been done already, I may con

tent myself with a few strictures, or brief reflections. In justice

to the Fathers, and to primitive Christianity struck at through

their sides, it ought to be told, that the learned civilian has not

dealt fairly with the public in that article. He has not been

careful about the facts upon which he grounds his censure, but

f Prefatory Discourse to his French Paris, 1718.

Version of Puffendorf; since rendered h Buddaeus, Isagog. vol. i. p. 62o

into English, and prefixed to the –642.

English edition of 1729, sect. ix. x. ' The Spirit of Ecclesiastics of all

p. 18, &c. Sects and Ages, &c. 1723.

g Apologie de la Morale der Pères The Spirit of Infidelity detected.

de l'Eglise contre les injustes Ac- By a Believer, 1723.

cusations du Sieur Jean Barbeyrac.
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has often taken them upon trust from others, transcribing their

oversights, or partial accounts. Indeed he makes a kind of

apology for his taking so much at second hand: for he says, he

“ designedly pitched upon examples which had been already re

“marked and produced by others, and are extant in books most

“common and easy to be hadk.” But then he should have in

quired whether those examples had not been already replied to,

and competently cleared up, and whether, at least, they were not

capable of it. And he should have considered further, whether

the authors whom he copies from were all persons to be entirely

relied upon in what they say, as men of known learning, judg

ment, candour, and modesty; not prejudiced against the Fathers,

nor otherwise apt to be censorious, and over severe in discover

ing imaginary faults, or exposing real ones. Before one deter

mines any thing as to the character of the Fathers from second

hand reports, it would be proper to inquire whether their ac

cusers were themselves men of clear and unexceptionable cha

racters. It is no excuse to a person of learning and abilities,

that he suffered himself to be imposed upon by others, in a

matter which required care and faithfulness.

Besides his too often deceiving himself or others with false

facts, even those that are true, in part, or in the main, are yet

seldom placed in a true light. Every real or seeming fault of

the ancients is rhetorically aggravated, the hardest construction

commonly put upon it, and no favourable allowances are brought

in to qualify: but after saying the unkindest things which he

had any colour for, and a great deal of art used to contrive such

colour, he forgets to afford them their due praises in any thing,

to counterbalance the obloquy. So that, were a reader to form

his idea of the Fathers only by what he finds in that representa

tion, he would go near to make it the very reverse of their true

and just character. I cannot here take upon me to criticise the

whole work; that has been done already by abler hands: but I

shall mention a few particulars, to give the readers a taste of his

way and manner, whereby they may competently judge of the

rest.

The author falls first upon Athenagoras, and charges him

with “seeming to establish the worship of angels'.” But this

is a false report. Athenagoras neither says it, nor seems to say

* Prefatory Discourse, sect. x. p. 33. ! Ibid. sect. ix. p. 18.
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it. Indeed Dupin, whether to favour the Romish cause, or

whether by mere forgetfulness or oversight, had said the same

thing: but Mons. Barbeyrac understands the nature of evidence

too well to apprehend that the retailing a misreport can amount

to a proof. He has another complaint against the same Athe

nagoras for disallowing second marriages. The fact is true in

some sense or other; but what second marriages, is the question.

Might not Athenagoras mean, marrying again after wrongful

divorce P A very learned man m has pleaded much, and well, for

that construction: and it is favoured by Athenagoras's" ground

ing his doctrine upon our Lord's own words o relating to such

second marriages.

And though he speaks against the marriage as not good after

the death of the wife, yet he may be understood only of such

wife wrongfully divorced before. For he thought that the

adultery before incurred, by marrying in her lifetime, did not

cease by her death. The marriage contracted in adultery, like

an error in the first concoction, could never be fully corrected,

but would still retain its primitive impurity, as having been null,

and wrong from the first. If his words may admit that sense,

it is sufficient: for an accuser is bound to make good his allega

tion, and the old rule is, in dubiis benigniora semper praferenda.

I may add, that Athenagoras has been always reputed a man of

the Church ; and yet it is certain that the doctrine here charged

upon him was condemned by the Church in the Montanists and

Novatians. Which is a further presumption in his favour, and

seems to justify the mild and candid construction of the words

in question.

The next man Mr. B. falls upon is Clemens of Alexandria,

whom he uses more unkindly than he had before used Athe

nagoras. He charges him with three special faults P. I. With

teaching stoical paradores for Christian doctrine. 2. With main

taining that “Christ and his Apostles had not any passions at

“all.” 3. With “justifying the idolatry of the Pagans.” The

first article appears captious and frivolous. For what if Cle

mens, whether the better to reconcile the Stoics to Christianity,

or whether to turn their own artillery upon them, made use of

their language and phraseology to recommend true and sound

m Suicer. Thesaur. in voce 8tyanos, o Mark x. 11. Matt. xix. 9. Luke

p. 895. xvi. 18.

"Athenag. Legat. p. 130. P Prefatory Discourse, p. 19.
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Christian principles by a ; where was the harm : Or what was

there in it which might not well become so wise and so good a

man : Let Mr. B. put himself in Clemens's place, and then con–

sider, whether he could do anything better or more commendable

in those circumstances.

The second article is founded in nothing but misconstruction,

and was cleared up long ago by the learned Dr. Caver, and

by others s after him : not to mention what the Benedictines

have said more largely in defence of Hilary against the same

accusation t.

The third article is entirely without grounds; a conclusion

drawn without premises to support it", a false inference charged

upon very innocent words, in contradiction to the whole tenour

of Clemens's writings. Is this dealing fairly with the ancients or

with the public?

Besides these particular charges upon Clemens, he has some

others, more general, which are either injurious or frivolous. He

blames him for want of method and coherence, for being full of

declamation and mystical allusion, and the like x. Which kind

of discourse is itself declamatory and detracting, not becoming

a person of candour or gravity, who would make allowances for

circumstances and times, and weigh things in an equal balance.

Why must every author walk in trammels, and be confined to

rules of art : Immethodical collections are useful in their kind,

and ought to have their proper commendation. But it is further

said, as from Le Clerc, that “Clemens's Pedagogue abounds

“with maxims excessively rigid, and far remote from any thing

“now in practice.” We might except to Le Clerc, as to a

person of uncommon delicacy, known to lean generally to the

severer side, and none of the best natured or most happy in his

censuresy, but prejudiced, by his principles, against the primitive

Fathers; jealous of a reputation which, he saw, stood in his

way, and much afraid of their superiority. Perhaps, after all, he

* See Spirit of Infidelity detected, * Prefatory Discourse, p. 19.

p. 31. y Vid. Perizonius in Egypt. Ori

* Cave, Epist. Apolog. p. 5o, &c. gin. Praefat. p. 8. Curtius Vindicat.

* Natal. Alexand. E. H. sect. ii. dis- p. 10–23, 185—191. Jenkins, Def.

sert. 8., p. 395. Nourrii Apparat. ad Augustin. adv. Phereponum. Praef.

Biblioth. Max. vol. i. p. 968. p. 9. Reflections on Learning, p. 235,

* Praefat. General. sect. iii. p. 30, &c. Continuation of the Answer of

&c. the Hist. of Oracles, Pref. p. 47, &c.

* Vid. Buddaei Isagog. pag. 623. Cave, Epist. Apologet. p. 9, 10, 11,

Spirit of Infidelity detected, p. 33. 12. Cum multis aliis.
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mistakes Clemens's meaning: or if he does not, his censure may

be more an argument of the present degeneracy, than of Clemens's

excessive rigour or austerity. I shall only add, that before we

blame the ancients for too strict a morality, (an error, if it be

one, on the right hand,) we ought to be well apprised of the cir

cumstances of those times: for diversity of circumstances requires

a diversity in the application of the same general rules, and pre

scribes as different a conduct.

I shall not go on to the other Fathers whom this worthy

gentleman has animadverted upon: I have given enough for a

sample in the two first. But I shall proceed to observe some

thing with respect to his general manner of carrying on the im

peachment. After he has done with the particulars charged

upon the Fathers man by man, he pretends to have demonstrated

clearly, that the most celebrated doctors of the six first centuries

were but bad masters, and very poor guides in matters of morality.

Here we see what it was that he aimed at ; though he has de

monstrated nothing but a strong inclination to detract from true

and great worth. There is an artificial confusedness in his throw

ing six centuries together: three or a little more will be enough

for us to insist upon, so far as our argument from antiquity is

concerned. Everybody knows that corruptions came in gra

dually, more and more every day, after the world, as it were, crept

into the Church 4: we make a distinction between the elder and

the later times. It will not be easy to persuade us, that in those

best and purest ages, when Christian practice was in the height of

perfection, that the theory of it was so very lame and defective

as he is pleased to intimate; or that the guides and masters were

so exceeding low or bad, when the scholars or disciples were, for

the most part, eminently good. If any one doubts of the fact,

he may satisfy himself by looking into the accounts given both by

Christians and Pagans"; such as make it evident that the morals

of that time were the admiration and envy of the heathen world

* Scribere disposui ab adventu Sal

vatoris usque ad nostram aetatem, id

est ab Apostolis usque ad nostram

temporis facem, quomodo et per quos

Christi Ecclesia nata sit, et adulta,

persecutionibus creverit, et martyriis

coronata sit: et postguam ad Chris

tianos principes venerit potentia qui

dem et diritiis major, sed virtutibus

minor facta sit. Hieronym. Vit. Malch.

Opp. vol. iv. p. 91.

a The testimonies are collected into

one view by Cave, in his Primitive

Christianity; Bingham, in his Christ

ian Antiquities, b. vi. c. 1. Fabricius,

Salutaris Lux Evangelii, c. x. p. 194,

&c. Baltus's Answer to Fontenelle's

Hist. of Oracles, vol. ii. p. 97.
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then, as they are an excellent patternb for the Christian world

since. The author may conceive as highly as he pleases of

modern morality, but impartial judges will think it no commen

dation of it to have it set at variance with primitive Christianity:

to differ from that standard, in any thing material, is to come

short of it, supposing circumstances to be the same. Neither is

want of artificial method any more an objection against the an

cients than against Scripture itself, the best ethics of any.

But to proceed with our author, he runs off for a while into

declamatory invective against those who are “jealous of the

“honour of the Fathers:” he “pities them with all his heart,”

thinking it “inhuman to insult theme;” but doing it all the

time. Then he gravely tells his reader a formal untruth, that

they tacitly suppose the Fathers to have been infallible d, as if

he had intended only to guard against a false notion of the in

fallibility of the Fatherse. But there is a very wide distance

between supposing them infallible, and representing them as bad

masters, very poor guides, &c. This learned gentleman, I presume,

does not pretend to be infallible; and yet he might think himself

ill used if represented as a bad master, or a cery poor guide: there

is a medium between the extremes.

He brings up again, soon after, the charge of gross errors, most

profound ignorance of what they ought to have known; adding,

that most of them, more or less, were led by passion, and that

their conduct frequently was neither regular nor justifiableſ. Well

then, surely this is something more than barely saying they

were fallible men; and one may presume to contradict such a

misreport of them, without maintaining that they were infallible.

How will this learned gentleman be able to prove that the cha

racter he has here given is their true general character, such as

will suit the three first centuries : Church history is flatly con

b Dr.Wotton, in a treatise where he

intended to extol the moderns, and to

adjudge them the preference as often

as he could, yet took care to give this

testimony to ancient Christianity:

“It is certain, that many of the

“ablest of the ancient Fathers were

“excellent casuists; as indeed every

“man who has a right judgment, an

“honest mind, and a thorough ac

“quaintance with the design of our

“blessed Saviour revealed in the

“Gospel, must of necessity be. And

“if at this distance many of their de

“cisions seem over severe, there is as

“great at least (if not greater) reason

“to suspect, that the complaints now

“a-days raised against them may arise

“from our degeneracy, as from their

“unwarrantable strictness.” Wotton’s

Reflections on Ancient and Modern

Learning, p. 369.

* Prefatory Discourse, p. 25.

d Ibid.

e Ibid. p. 26.

f Ibid. p. 26.
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trary, and the Christian world hitherto has been used to honour

them with the title of the best and purest ages. He refers us

twiceg to some tart reflections of Gregory Nazianzen upon some

of the clergy in his time, about A. D. 381. Perhaps Nazianzen

himself might be led by resentment to aggravate in some mea

sure; for he was a man of spirit, had some warmth, and might

drop too severe a censure, under a sense of the ill usage he had

met with. But supposing his censure to be strictly just, what

argument is there in it? The clergy about 381. were guilty of

many and great faults, therefore the whole order were as guilty

all along, for two hundred and eighty years together; reckoning

from the apostolic age. I see not by what rules of reasoning

such consequence can be drawn". Everybody knows how misera

bly the Church had been rent asunder by parties and factions

from the time that Arianism broke out; that is, for sixty years

backwards, or thereabout: by means whereof men's passions

were inflamed, and their tempers soured. But how does this

affect the elder times, when all the bishops of the Christian

Church were in the main unanimous, and held amicably together

against Jews, Pagans, and heretics 2 Allow that heats and ani

mosities prevailed much among Churchmen towards the end of

the fourth century, and that the state of the Church at that

time was become very corrupt, according to the accounts given

by Nazianzen: but then allow also, that such corruptions were

of recent date, and that the like had not been seen in elder

times, before the rise of Arius, as Nazianzen himself testifiesi.

And he had a vast esteem of one council, at least, the Council of

Nice, older than what he speaks of. So then, if Nazianzen is a

competent evidence to found the objection upon, let him be so also

on our side, to supply us with a proper answer, as far as our

cause can be concerned in the question.

The author proceeds to contest the right which the Fathers

have been thought to have to the very modest title of propaga

tors of the Christian religion: he thinks it should be given to the

Apostles onlyk. But certainly the Fathers succeeded to the

& Ibid. p. 18, 34. lamve synodum inique se gessisse, et

h Exemplum profert [Clericus] Con- nullam veritatis, nullam innocentiae

cilii C. P. I. quo Gregorius Nazianze- rationem habuisse: an mox omnes

nus factiosis quorundam artibus vex- sunt damnandae rejiciendae, extermi

atus, sede sua cessit potius quam ex- nandae Cave, Epist. Apologet. p. 25.

pulsus est; unde ferridioris ingenii i Nazianz. Orat. xxi. p. 38o.

vir troAvēpēA\mrov illud de synodis * Prefatory Discourse, p. 26, 27.

judicium protulit. Sed fac hanc il

wATER LAND, vol. iii. T t
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Apostles in the great work of propagating Christianity, ar:

therefore were as properly (though not altogether so eminent's

propagators of it as the Apostles themselves. Yea, they alsº

were eminently such during the time that miracles lasted, that is

to say, for three centuries at least. But he is pleased to ask, a

little lower in the same page, “Why must the Fathers of the

“three or six first centuries have been men of true piety and

“knowledge, rather than those of the tenth or eleventh f" But

why does he insert, or sir, except it be to blend and confound

what should be kept distinct, and to put a fallacy upon th:

reader? Let the question be asked about the three first centu

ries, and we can assign many and good reasons why they must

have been, in the general, better men than those of the tenth or

elecenth : or if the reasons should not satisfy, we appeal to testi

mony, to certain fact, which supersedes all reasons. As to the

fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries, they might decline in propor

tion, and did so, though there were some excellent men in all:

which however I have no need to consider.

A little after, he falls again to softening, and now he asks,

“Must the Fathers have been liable to no failings, no-passions,

“no errors, no ignorance at allk?” But was that the question:

Why all this shifting and shuffling, if a man were not conscious of

a bad cause, and of his acting an unhandsome part : The Fathers

of the three first centuries, (that golden age of Christianity, tried

and purified in the fire of persecution,) though not exempt from

failings, nor infallible, were yet men of a higher character than

those of the tenth or elecenth ; and were not bad masters, nor

cery poor guides, but the contrary: that is what we say, and

what we abide by. He goes on to tell us, that he does “not

“pretend to say,” that they were all “a pack of profligate

“wretches].” No: God forbid. I know not whether Celsus,

Porphyry, or Julian would have said such a thing, in the great

est extremity of their rage: they had some regard to truth,

and to public report, and to their own characters". But though

he does not say that, what will he at length say? “There

“tity.” So says F. Baltus in answer

to Fontenelle. Continuation, &c. p.

97. And he instances in Porphyry,

* Prefatory Disc. p. 28.

| Id. ibid.

m “The heathens themselves, even

“such as were the greatest enemies

“ to the Christian religion, could not

“forbear often to do iustice to their

“great knowledge and eminent sanc

and the heathen philosophers of his

time; he mentions Libanius also, and

Longinianus, and Maximus Madau

renSls.
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“ were some among them who were, in some measure, men of

“ piety and knowledge".” How hard to extort the slightest

compliment upon those great and good men | Though he can

be lavish enough elsewhere towards Confucius, a Pagan", and

towards Hobbesp, a reputed Atheist. He proceeds again to

pass a decretory sentence upon the Fathers, in the same detract

*ng way; that “their virtues were, for the generality, far from

“ being any way considerable, and their knowledge commonly false

“ and confused q:” and he appears to be much offended with

those who would bring him back to the primitive food of husks

and acorns". Yet the illustrious Grotius was plentifully fed with

those husks, or else he had never been Grotius. And he had a

very great esteem and value for them: which, as it appears in

all his works, so more particularly in that admirable treatise of

his, his System of Morality. He understood the valuable use

of them to that very science, has intimated it over and over in

express words", and exemplified it quite through that excellent

performance. I am aware that Mons. Barbeyrac, in his edition

of Grotius, and in his French version, has notes of correction upon

those passages of his author, and condemns even his master

Grotius now, as well as the Fathers before. But Grotius was a

wise man, and knew what he said; besides that the thing speaks

itself. I may add, that this gentleman himself, who has profited

so much by Grotius and Puffendorf, (who profited by the Fathers.)

has been in some measure obliged to the Fathers, though it were

only at second or third hand. But the first hand is undoubtedly

the best': and if any man would expect ever to come up to

Grotius, it must be, not merely by reading Grotius, but by

reading as he read, and doing as he did".

n Ibid. p. 28. “not drawing from those springs from

* Pref. Disc. sect. xv. p. 44. “whence those excellent moderns

P Ibid. sect. xxix. p. 80. “drew, whom they only propose to

* Pref. Disc. p. 33.

* Ibid. p. 35.

* Grotius de Jur. B. et P. Proleg.

n. li. p. 32, 33. ed. 1720. Conf. lib. i.

c. 2. s. 9. p. 6o.

t “Constant reading of the most

“perfect modern books, which does

“not go jointly on with the ancients

“in their turns, will, by bringing the

“ancients into disuse, cause the learn

“ing of the men of the next genera

“tion to sink; by reason that they,

“follow, nor taking those measures

“which these men took, must for

“want of that foundation which their

“modern guides first carefully laid,

“fail in no long compass of time.”

Wotton's Reflections, &c. pref., p.3.

u The learned Buddeus, a judi

cious and moderate man, and not pre

judiced on the side of the Fathers,

does justice to them and to Grotius,

both at once, in these remarkable

words: “Saepius igitur antiquis

T t2
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The conclusion which the author makes is suitable to the rest,

and runs thus: “Notwithstanding that great inaccuracy of the

“Fathers, which has often caused them to commit considerable

“ errors; notwithstanding that fancy they had for rain subtleties,

“which made them neglect things of greater importance ; not

“withstanding all this, I say, the fundamental doctrines of reli

“gion and morality have still been preserved amongst Christians,

“even in the most dismal ages of darkness and vices.” Now,

though here he is pleased to attribute no more (in respect of

fundamentals) to the best and purest times, than to the “most

“ dismal ages of darkness and vice,” (as before he had been

pleased to compare the tenth and eleventh with the three first,) yet

one might have expected to find that he had agreed however

with those first ages in all those fundamentals, and had acknow

ledged his obligations to them for their care and zeal in handing

them down to us. But he refers us, for explication of funda

mentals, to a famous treatise of Le Clerc's, at the end of Grotius

de Veritate Religionis Christianae, A. D. 17c.9. A treatise so

indefinite and loose, that one scarce knows what it aims at; except

it be, that nothing should pass for a fundamental which has been

ever disputed by men calling themselves Christians, and profess

ing Scripture, however interpreted, to be their ruley. Which

is judging of important truths, not by the Word of God, soberly

understood, nor by Catholic tradition, nor by the reason of things,

but by the floating humours and fancies of men; as if all Chris

tian doctrines were to be expunged out of the list of necessaries,

which have had the misfortune to be disputed amongst us, and a

short creed were to be made out of the remainder. But what if

others, with Baron Herbert of Cherbury, or with the author of

the Fundamental Constitutions of Carolina, building upon the

“simis etiam Ecclesiae doctoribus, de

“juris naturalis capitibus, haud per

“functoriesermoinstituitur. Basilium

“Magnum, Gregorium Nazianzenum,

“ipsumque Chrysostomum, non tan

“tum Graeca, sed universae quacun

“que patet Ecclesiae summum decus

“evolvat, legat, scrutetur, cui dubium

“forte ambiguumque id quod asse

“ ritur, videtur. os ingenio acri,

“judicio singulari, juris hujus quae

“stiones, quoties eas attingerent (atti

“gerunt autem saepius) expedivisse

“constat: ut ipse Hugo Grotius, re

“staurator hujus philosophiae felicis

“simus, tum demum et pondus et

“robur, et lucem insignem, se asser

“tis suis conciliare posse, si praesulum

“horum auctoritate sententiam suam

“muniret, fuerit opinatus.” Budd.

Histor. Juris. Naturalis, p. 16.

* Prefatory Discourse, p. 34.

y See that treatise of Le Clerc's

briefly examined by Buddeus, in his

Miscellanea Sacra, par. i. p. 320.

Compare Turretin. de Articul. Fun

dament. p. 13.
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º

:

same principles of latitude, and willing to compound all differences,

should advise us to admit nothing for a fundamental, but what

all mankind have hitherto agreed in, and for the future shall

agree in, Atheists only excepted ; where will then at length

these presumptuous schemes end ? or when will weak men leave

off dictating to an all-knowing God, preferring their own fond

devices to the wisdom of Heaven?

To be short, that treatise of Le Clerc's, while wholly intent

upon discharging unnecessaries, (as he supposed them,) takes no

due care for preserving the citals of Christianity; but is much

such another cure for our religious ferments, as bleeding a man

to death would be for a fever. I presume, one principal view

was, to throw out the doctrine of the Trinity; (though it

might lead a great deal further;) and it was that consideration

chiefly which induced him, and many others, to vilify the ancient

Fathers of the Christian Church 2. But I proceed.

Mr. B., besides his ill-will towards the Fathers, appears to dis

cover something of an unfriendly disposition towards ecclesiastics

at large, in more instances than one. But he is particularly

offended with the public sermons, as seeming to him not very in

structice on the head of moralitya. His translator here, sensible

of the indecency of the reflection, endeavours to excuse and

soften it by a note; suggesting that he might intend it only

against sermons and books in French, not against the compositions

of the English or Dutch. It was kindly offered: but I find not

that the author himself has any where made the exception, or

insinuated that he intended any. However, admitting that he

had a view to the French only, yet the reflection can hardly be

acquitted of some degree of immodesty: for surely the French

Protestant Divines have deserved a better treatment. He quotes

Placette and Ostervald to give some colour to his invectives: but

neither of them will bear him out in any such general aspersions

* Serio haec mecum pensitanti, vix

ulla commodior occurrit ratio, quam

quod sancti patres Catholica fidei,

Nicaenorumque dogmatum testes sint

inconcussi, vindices acerrimi: qui

fidem ab Apostolis traditam, a ma

joribus acceptam, ad nos usque pro

pagarunt, acceptam, vita, voce, etiam

et sanguine suo confirmarunt, invic

tisque argumentis contra omnia haere

ticorum molimina sartam tectam con

servarunt ; quique nullis sophismati

bus flecti queant, ut in unitariorum

causam testimonium dicant. Hinc

illae lachrymae! Haec fundi calamitas.

Adeo ut de antiquitate ecclesiastica

dici potest quod de ratione alicubi

habet Malmsburiensis philosophus :

ubicunque ratio homini repugnat,

hominem ipsi rationi repugnaturum.

Cave, Epist. Apologet. p. 17. Conf.

. 23.

* Prefatory Disc. sect. xi. p. 35.
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upon their whole body. And what if Divines ordinarily (as

Cicilians also) fall short of Grotius and Puffendorf; or what if

they do not follow the same laboured method, (any more than the

Sermon on the Mount did,) yet their discourses may be cery in

structice, and the more so for their artless simplicity, being better

adapted to the capacities of common hearers. There are many

instructive ways of inculcating moral precepts; and it is by no

means serving morality, to disparage all others for the sake of

one which a man chooses to be fond of, perhaps as thinking it his

own. It is natural enough for any person to applaud his own

taste, and to prefer his own way: but still it must be acknow

ledged that there is more of human infirmity than there is of

equity or justice in it. Ancients ought to have their due praises

as well as moderns; and Divines as well as Cicilians : and it

is not fair dealing to monopolize esteem, or to affect to draw all

into one channel, where a man has placed himself to receive it,

disregarding his neighbours.

It is very true, what this gentleman says, that it “was not

“any of the ecclesiastics, or professors of Divinity”,” who drew

up that cast system of morality which Grotius is so justly famed

for. It was a work proper for so large a genius, and so accom

plished a Civilian and Statesman. Ecclesiastics, I am confident,

are so far from envying him the great honour which he thereby

acquired, without seeking it, that they would be heartily glad if

every other writer of his profession were like him, and equal to

him, in learning, candour, capacity, gravity, sincerity. This

gentleman does not make a just report, when he says, that “the

“ecclesiastics, instead of returning thanks to Grotius for his ex

“ cellent work, every where declared against him, and that many

“even Protestant Divines laboured to cry it downe.” He should

have been content to say, that the Romanists condemned it d,

while the Protestants in general, Divines and others, justly

esteemed it, and the reformed Uhiversities paid suitable regards

to it”. It was not a Divine, but a Civilian', who first appeared

* Prefatory Discourse, p. 36.

c Ibid.

* Nec quisquam quam diu vixit

Grotius, contra eos (Grotii libros)

quicquam movere ausus est, nisi quod

tertio ab eo tempore quo prodierunt

anno 1627. die quarto Februarii, ab

Inquisitionis quod Romae est officio,

nota haereseos inureretur. Buddaei

Histor. Jur. Naturalis, p. 31, 32.

Conf. Bayle, Dict. in Grotius, note o.

e Crescere tum in dies existimatio

de utilitatibus librorum Grotii; ut in

academiis viri docti eosdem praelegere

et interpretari consultum ducerent.

Buddarus, ibid. p. 39. Conf. Bayle in

note O.

f Johannes a Felden, A.D. 1653.
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against it: and why may I not add, that Dicines at this day, pro

bably, have a greater esteem of the work, and a truer value for

it, than the last Civilian who translated it, and who has animad

verted sometimes too freely upon it. Who is it that has told

the world that the incomparable Grotius was “not throughly

“acquainted with the art of thinking justly "Is it not this very

gentlemang detracting from Grotius, to compliment the author

of the Parrhasiana, who had said the same thing beforeh. It

was Grotius's misfortune, it seems, to fall half a century short

in the art of just thinking. But what pains will not some men

take to draw reputation to their own apartments: first, dis

paraging ancients in comparison of moderns, to bring it so much

nearer towards themselves; next, excluding Dicines at large, to

fix it among critics or civilians; then, highly extolling two or

three very eminent personages, to beat off ricals, and, as it were,

to devolve all repute upon them for a season; lastly, giving

broad intimations that there are yet greater men than those, as

to true reasoning, (a prime excellency,) and the perfection of just

thinking ; and who should these at length be, but the same that

sit as judges upon them, as upon all the rest : Various are the

windings and turnings of self-love, and its illusions many: but I

forbear. These reflections, if not capable of the strictest proof,

yet have most undoubtedly greater appearances of truthi than

most of those unworthy aspersions cast upon the primitive

Fathers.

After all, we take not upon us to acquit the Fathers of all

kinds of mistakes, or of human frailties ; for we very well know

that they were men, though excellent men. All we desire is,

that no errors may be imputed more than belong to them, nor

that those which they really gave into be aggravated beyond

reason; nor that that wherein any of them singly offended be

collectively thrown upon them all. In short, we desire no fucour

in their behalf, but truth, justice, equity, candour, and humanity,

which are due to all men, living or dead ; and much more to

persons of such exemplary virtues, and so exalted a character in

& Prefatory Discourse, p. 79.

* Le Clerc's Parrhasiana, p. 247,

248. Engl. edit.

| Qui ita omnia reprehendunt, et

inveteratae existimationis auctores tam

lubenter explodunt, plerumque id

aguntut soli habeantur laude digni:

vel certe ad suum judicium, quasi ab

erroribus humanis immune, omnia

aliena volunt conformata; quod arro

gantiae est haud vulgaris. Perizonius,

Q. Curt. Vindicat. p. 192.
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the churches of Christk. I shall only add, that had the Fathers,

several of them, really fallen into as many errors of doctrine as

some would make us believe they did, yet our two main positions

would stand firm as before : viz. I. That from the writings of

the Fathers, taken with other collateral evidences, we may com

petently learn, as to matter of fact", what was the general sense of

the three first centuries in the important articles of faith".

2. That the historical knowledge of the fact so testified may be

of very great use to us for the interpreting of Scripture, so far

as concerns those articles, and for guarding the word of God

against any novel and dangerous misconstructions.

VI. It has been sometimes objected, that the Fathers were

but very indifferent critics upon Scripture, and that they fre

quently misinterpreted particular texts. A learned writer has

been at the pains to draw up a moderate octavo, full of supposed

examples of that kind, beginning with Genesis, and descending

regularly through the Scripture, almost as far as the Revela

tions n. He had a wide field to range in, four or five whole cen–

turies, and more. And if any thing amiss, by way of comment,

happened to drop from any Father in all that time, perhaps in

some very hasty composition, some eatempore homily, or the like,

that must be brought in to swell the account: and whatsoever

any one singly has offended in a single place, (somewhere else

perhaps making us amends for it,) he is to bear the odium of it;

and not only he, but all his predecessors and successors for so

many centuries, all that pass under the name of Fathers: for the

design is to shew that the Fathers in general were very weak

* Recte igitur nostri docent, aequi

tatis legem postulare, ut quos propter

multa praeclare dicta non aequamus

Scriptura, eosdem propter naevos et

errores nonnullos protinus non rejici

amus. Circumtulerunt et ipsi carnem

et sanguinem; fassi sunt, se humanae

infirmitati obnoxios: perhumane igi

tur tractandi sunt, non proterve sugil

landi. Rivet. Tractat. de Patr. Auto

ritat. cap. x. p. 65.

1 A proper distinction should be

made (as I before hinted) between the

reasonings of the Fathers, and their

testimonies as to fact. Of which see

Dodwell. Dissert. in Iren. i. sect. xliii.

p. 77, &c. Bishop Smalbroke's Vindi

cat. of Miracles, &c. vol. i. p. 123.

m Nihil dubii esse possit, quin per

duo saltem aut tria ab Apostolis secula,

Ecclesia in primitivo suo vigore, atque,

ut ita loquar, virginitate permanserit:

eodem nimirum statu quo ab ipsis

Apostolis relicta fuit; nisi quod novae

subinde hareses istis etiam diebus

erumperent, quibus Ecclesia exerci

tata fuit, minime corrupta haud

magis, scilicet quam Ecclesia Aposto

lica ab istis haresibus depravata fuit

quae Apostolis adhuc superstitibus

emergebant; vix citius enim exortae

sunt quam ab Ecclesia rejectae.

Beverey. Cod. Can. Vindic, in Proam.

S. Vll.

* Whitby, Dissert. de Script. In

terpret.
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men. It would be tedious to enter into a detail of the texts

said to be misinterpreted. Therefore I shall only observe, as

follows, upon the examination I have made. 1. That some of

the interpretations found fault with are true and just interpreta

tions, blamed without reason, and brought in for show, or to

make bulk. 2. Several others are doubtful, and may claim can

did allowances. 3. Some are misreported, or represented other

wise than the good Fathers intended. 4. Most of the blamable

ones are of the allegorical kind; and they very often are not so

properly interpretations, (for the Fathers generally admitted a

literal interpretation besides of the same texts,) as a kind of

moral or spiritual uses or improvements raised upon the texts, for

the practical edification of the people. The design seems to

have been much the same (only employed upon a nobler subject)

with what sº veral pious persons have attempted, in endeavouring

to turn every common incident of life, every thing they hear,

read, or see, to some spiritual improvement, by apposite reflec

tions or meditations. The reader may find a specimen of such

spiritual exercises as I speak of in the very pious and ingenious

Mr. Boyle, in his treatise entitled, Occasional Reflections upon

several Subjects. Such a kind of evercise I take many of those

allegorical comments (those especially of the tropological kind) to

have been. They were well meant, and had their use, though

often carried too far; but, in strictness, they were not interpre

tations of Scripture, but rather pious meditations upon Scripture.

I am sensible that some of them were intended as interpretations:

but in the general, and for the most part, I conceive, they were

rather what I have said. 5. But supposing that the Fathers

sometimes, or often, mistook in their interpretations of Scripture,

(in such texts more especially upon which no fundamental doc

trine of the Church depended, nor perhaps was concerned in,)

what can be supposed to follow from such a concession : Nothing,

so far as I can yet apprehend, that will at all affect our present

question. It may be allowed, and cannot indeed justly be denied,

that modern Critics and Divines of the first rank, having the

light of the Fathers before them, and greater skill in the lan

guages, and many additional helps which the Fathers wanted,

are better textuaries, upon the whole", than the ablest of the

o Eruditionem patribus, aut sagaci- eorundem temporum scriptoribus:

tatem in sequelis colligendis, potiorem sed nec potiorem illis antiquis in uni

nullam asserimus quam coacvis aliis versum, quam junioribus nostris. Quin
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ancients were, or than all the Fathers together, beeause they eon

tain them, in a manner, or the best things in them, with ad

ditional improvements. But admitting all this, it concludes

nothing against the use or value of the ancients, but supposes

it all the time. Besides, the stress is not laid upon any crífícaJ

acumen of the Fathers in interpreting every partieular text, but

upon their faithfulness in relating what was the doctrine of the

Church as to the prime things, in their times, or before, and

upon their interpretation of some remarkable and leading texts

(such for instance as John i. 1.) upon which ehiefly the funda

mental doctrines were conceived to rest. From whence it is

manifest, that the learned collector of erroneous eomments (sup

posing his representations just, which they often are not) has

shot wide of the mark : and indeed he was sensible of it P ; how

ever, notwithstanding, he thought fit to publish his collection.

He acknowledges our meaning to be no more than this; that

Seripture be interpreted by the general doctrine of the ancient

Church in the prime thingsq. But then he runs on to eall it

imposing a sense upon Seripture, instead of taking one from it :

making the Fathers speak for Christ, instead of permitting Christ

to speak for himself, and the like. Now indeed, if every man

bonas literas studiosius excultas a

nuperis nostris Ecclesiæ Reformato

ribus libenter agnoscimus: nec in

philosophia modo, sed in antiquitate,

in ipsis etiam linguis illorum tempo

rum vernaculis : sed et pressiorem

nostris et solidiorem argumentandi

methodum agnoscimus quam sit alia

illa laxior, et sophistica, et declama

toria, quæ non apud patres duntaxat,

sed et alios eorundem temporum

scriptores erat receptissima. Itaque,

exceptis illis quæ ad fidem pertinent,

aut quæ ad propriorum temporum

historiam; in aliis facile ferimus dis

sentientes, judicantesque de eorum

ratiociniis juniores. I Sed vero in

coævis scriptoribus intelligunt coævi

etiam idiotæ, quæ lateant remotio

rum seculorum etiam eruditissimos.

Dodwell. Dissert. in Iren. in præfat.

sect. 15.

p Nec hoc in animum induxisse

hos patrum antistites existimo (quod

eorum verba præ se ferunt) nempe

sacras Scripturas interpretandas esse

juxta sensum quem patres de iis speci

atim, verbisque conceptis erhibuerunt,

quemque nos in hoc opere protuli

mus ; sed tantum eas interpretandas

esse juxta doctrinam quam eristimant

apud primævos patres obtinuisse. Quod

quidem non est sensum Scripturæ ex

verbis Scripturæ accipere, sed sensum

patrum Scripturis adferre, &c. Whit

by, Dissert. præf. p. 19.

q This matter is very clearly and

accurately expressed by Mr. Thorn

dike.

Est enim magnopere advertendum,

cum definiendam ex traditione Eccle

siæ Scripturæ sententiam dico, non

hoc me velle quasi teneri possit sen

sus Scripturæ traditione (quis enim

putet Scripturarum scientiam, omni

literarum genere constantem, tradi

tione teneri posse ?) sed quod recu

sandum sit, tamquam a vero Scripturæ

sensu alienum, quicquid in traditionem

incurrit: quod est dicere, intra fines

traditionis continendam esse interpre

tationem Scripturæ. Thorndike de

Ration. Fin. Contr. p. 147. Compare

Sherlock, Socin. Contr. p. 78.
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that should undertake to interpret Scripture out of his own head

were infallibly certain to make Christ speak for himself, and were

in no manner of danger of imposing a sense upon him, there

would be some weight in such reasoning: but did Socinus, did

Arius, did Sabellius, did Valentinus, or an hundred more, suc

ceed so well in that way, that that should be recommended as

the only safe way of delivering the mind of Christ? It is granted

on all hands, that Scripture should speak its own sense, and that

no foreign sense ought to be imposed upon it: but then one

of the best rules we can think of to secure to it its own sense,

and to exclude all foreign senses, is to keep to the old sense

(while the words will bear it, much more if they require it)

which obtained from the beginning, among the churches favoured

in a very particular manner by the illustrious presence of the

Spirit of God".

VII. It has been sometimes objected, that there have been

Fathers against Fathers, Councils against Councils, and warm

contests amongst the ancient Doctors themselves; particularly

about the time for observing Easter, and about heretical bap

tisms. All which we allow, but further plead, that the more

they differed in rituals, or matters of discipline, (things of slighter

concern,) the more regard is to be paid to them in the greater

matters wherein they all agreed. For if they would not suffer

any innocation, or the appearance of any, even in the smaller

matters, but were exceeding jealous of every thing that looked

new, and were prepared to oppose any person or persons, how

considerable soever in station, age, or dignity, rather than admit

a novelty; how can we imagine that they should all so unani

mously agree in the doctrine of our Lord's Dicinity, if it were

not old doctrine, the faith which was once delivered unto the

saints? Their differences in inferior matters serve to strengthen

* The very judicious and learned

Ger. Vossius speaks excellently well

on this head.

Ante omnia quidem scrutandum,

quid Deus dicat in verbo suo: sed ne

perperam illud interpretemur, quando

omnes ad errorem sumus proclives,

attendere etiam debemus, non modo

quid unus et alter, sed omnino quid

constanter docuerit Ecclesia Dei.

Quantopere enim repugnat perspicui

tati Scripturae, si ita exaratae credan

tur, ut ab Apostolorum excessu, ne in

praecipuis quidem fidei capitibus, ipsi

eas Ecclesiarum doctissimi ceperint

antistites | Quantum item adversetur

bonitati Dei et amori erga nos, si per

tot secula, ad Scripturarum intelli

entiam defuisse statuamus Spiritum

ei, viris licet pietate et sanctimo

nia praecellentibus, ecclesiaeque sem

per commendatissimis, atque eo me

lioribus quo apostolicis propiores

erant temporibus. Voss. in Epist. ad

Forbes. prafir. Histor. Instruct. A. D.

1645.
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the plea drawn from their unanimity in this, and so are an argu

ment on our side, rather than any objection against us".

VIII. It has been objectedt, that our sixth Article condemns

the method of interpreting Scripture by antiquity, or, at least,

supersedes it; because it says, Holy Scripture containETH ALL

THINGs NECEssa RY TO SALVATION ; SO THAT WHATSOEVER IS NOT

READ THEREIN, Nor MAY BE PRoved THEREBY, is NOT TO BE RE

QUIRED of ANY MAN, THAT It should BE BELIEVED AS AN ARTICLE

of FAITH, or NEcEssary to salvation. The Article says nothing

but what is perfectly right, and perfectly consistent with all we

have been pleading for. We allow no doctrine as necessary, which

stands only on Fathers, or on tradition, oral or written: we admit

none for such, but what is contained in Scripture, and proced by

Scripture, rightly interpreted. And we know of no way more safe

in necessaries, to preserve the right interpretation, than to take

the ancients along with usu. We think it a good method to se

cure our rule of faith against impostures of all kinds; whether

of enthusiasm, or false criticism, or conceited reason, or oral tradi

tion, or the assuming dictates of an infallible chair. If we thus

preserve the true sense of Scripture, and upon that sense build

our faith, we then build upon Scripture only; for the sense of

Scripture is Scripture". Suppose a man were to prove his legal

* Daillé himself argues in like man

ner as we here do.

“As for those differences in opinion

“which are sometimes found amongst

“ them, touching some certain points

“ of religion, some whereof we have

“formerly set down; these things

“ are so far from taking off anything

“from the weight of their testimonies,

“ as that, on the contrary, they add

“rather very much to the same. For

“this must acquit their consenting of

“all suspicion that some persons

“might have, that it proceeded from

“ some combination, or some corre

“ spondence and mutual intelligence.”

Daillé, Use of the Fathers, part ii. c. 6.

. 186. Conf. Bevereg. Cod. Can.

'indicat. in Prooem. s. 5.

t Whitby, Dissert. p. 4.

u So the great Casaubon, speaking

both for himself and for the Church

of England; and at the same time for

Melancthon, and Calvin also.

Opto cum Melancthone et Ecclesia

Anglicana, per canalem antiquitatis

deduci ad nos dogmata fidei, e fonte

sacrae Scriptura derivata. Alioquin

uis futurus est novandi finis?

tsi omnis mea voluptas est et sola,

versari in lectione sacrae Scripturae,

nullam tamen inde me hausisse pro

priam sententiam, nullam habere,

neque unquam, gives? sinsiv, esse

habiturum. Magni Calvini haec olim

fuit mens, cum scriberet praefationem

suam in Commentarium Epistolae ad

Romanos; non debere nos év rols

Kupwardrous, a consensu Ecclesiae rece

dere. A. D. 1611. Casaub. Epist. 744,

Dan. Heinsio, p. 434. edit. 3. Rotero

dami.

v “We reverently receive the unani

“mous tradition or doctrine of the

“Church in all ages, which determines

“the meaning of the holy Scripture,

“ and makes it more clear and un

“questionable in any point of faith,

“wherein we can find it hath declared

“ its sense. For we look upon this
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title to an estate ; he appeals to the laws: the true sense and

meaning of the laws must be proved by the best rules of inter

pretation; but, after all, it is the law that gives the title, and

that only. In like manner, after using all proper means to come

at the sense of Scripture, (which is Scripture,) it is that, and

that only, which we ground our faith upon, and prove our faith

by. We allege not Fathers as grounds, or principles, or founda

tions of our faith, but as witnesses, and as interpreters, and

faithful conveyers.

That the Church of England has a very particular regard to

antiquity, may sufficiently appear from a Canon set forth in the

same year when our Articles were first perfected and authorized

by act of parliament, namely, in the year 1571. By that Canon

it is provided, “that preachers shall not presume to deliver any

“thing from the pulpit, as of moment, to be religiously observed

“ and believed by the people, but that which is agreeable to the

“ doctrine of the Old or New Testament, and collected out of the

“same doctrine by the Catholic Fathers and the Bishops of the

“ancient Church x.” A wise regulation, formed with exquisite

judgment, and worded with the exactest caution. The Canon

does not order that they shall teach whatever had been taught by

Fathers; no, that would have been setting up a new rule of

faith: neither does it say that they shall teach whatsoever the

Fathers had collected from Scripture; no, that would have been

making them infallible interpreters, or infallible reasoners : the

doctrine must be found first in Scripture; only, to be the more

secure that we have found it there, the Fathers are to be called

in, to be, as it were, constant checks upon the presumption or

wantonness of private interpretation. But then again, as to

private interpretation, there is liberty enough allowed to it.

Preachers are not forbidden to interpret this or that text, or

hundreds of texts, differently from what the Fathers have done ;

provided still they keep within the analogy of faith, and presume

“tradition as nothing else but the onatores] ne quid unquam doceant

“Scripture unfolded: not a new thing

“which is not in the Scripture, but

“the Scripture explained and made

“more evident.” Dr. (afterward

Bishop) Patrick's Discourse about

Tradition, p. 18. Printed A. D. 1683.

* Imprimis vero videbunt [Conci

pro concione, quod a populo religiose

teneri et credi velint, nisi quod con

sentaneum sit doctrinae Veteris aut

Novi Testamenti, quodgue exilla ipsa

doctrina Catholici patres et veteres

episcopi collegerint. Sparrow Col

lect. p. 238.
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not to raise any new doctrine: neither are they altogether re

strained from teaching any thing new, provided it be offered as

opinion only, or an inferior truth, and not pressed as necessary

upon the people. For it was thought, that there could be no

necessary article of faith or doctrine now drawn from Scripture,

but what the ancients had drawn out before from the same

Scripture : to say otherwise would imply that the ancients had

failed universally in necessaries, which is morally absurd.

From this account it may appear, that the Church of England

is exactly in the same sentiments which I have been pleading

for. And indeed, if there be any church now in the world

which truly reverences antiquity, and pays a proper regard to it,

it is this Churchy. The Romanists talk of antiquity, while we

observe and follow it. For, with them, both Scripture and Fa

thers are, as to the sense, under the correction and control of the

present Church”: with us, the present Church says nothing, but

under the direction of Scripture and antiquity taken together,

one as the rule, and the other as the pattern or interpreter.

Among them, the present Church speaks by Scripture and Fa

thers : with us, Scripture and Fathers speak by the Church. I

have before thrown in some testimonies of the high regard which

our Church pays to antiquity: and if the reader desires more of

y Ecclesia Anglicana hoc se uni

verso orbi charactere dignoscendum,

hoc aequae posteritati a stimandum

proponit, quod in controversiis fidei

aut praxeos decernendis, illud firmum

ratumque semper habuerit (et huic

basi reformationem Britannicam niti

voluerit) ut Scripturis prima, dein

primorum saeculorum episcopis, mar

tyribus, scriptoribus ecclesiasticis se

cundae deferrentur. Hammond. contr.

Blondell. in praelim. cap. xiv. sect. 13.

Rex cum Ecclesia Anglicana pro

nuntiat, eam demum se doctrinam pro

vera simul et necessaria ad salutem

agnoscere, quae e fonte Sacrae Scrip

turae manans, per consensum veteris

Ecclesia, ceu per canalem, ad haec

tempora fuerit derivata. Casaubon.

Epist. ad Perron. 838. p. 493. A. D.

i () I.2.

Quod si me conjectura non fallit,

totius reformationis pars integerrima

estin Anglia, ubi cum studio veritatis,

viget studium antiquitatis. Idem ad

Salmas. Epist.837. p. 489. A.D. 1612.

z Vid. Rivet. Tractat. de Patr. Au

thoritate, cap. vii. p. 4o, &c. Patrick

on Tradition, p. 41. Stillingfleet's Ra

tional Account, part i. c. 5. p. 8o. &c.

N. B. In the fourteenth article of

the Creed of Pope Pius IV. the words

run thus: “I do receive the holy

“Scriptures in the same sense that

“holy Mother Church doth, and al

“ways hath neither will I receive

“ and interpret them otherwise than

“according to the unanimous consent

“ of the Fathers.” Here are two con

tradictory things blended together,

the sense of their present Church, and

the unanimous consent of Fathers:

which ar eno more to be reconciled

than light and darkness; except it be

by making antiquity as much a Les

bian rule as they make the Scripture.

I follow the copy of that Creed given

in Latin and English at the end of

Dr. Hickes's Letters, published A.D.

I 7o5.
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like kind, he may please to consult such as have collected them,

some of which I refer to at the bottom of the page".

IX. It may still be objected, that the appealing to antiquity

may be both fruitless and endless, and can never decide differ

ences or silence disputes, because all parties almost have or may

put in their claim to it; and as it will be hard to decide among

the several claimants, so the whole will terminate in confusion b:

therefore the shortest and best method is, to throw off antiquity,

and to abide by Scripture alone. This objection does, in some

measure, fall in with others before mentioned : but because it

contains, in a manner, the sum and substance of several, I shall

return a distinct answer to it, in so many particulars.

1. I would observe, that since all parties almost have put

in their claim to antiquity, it is a certain sign that they have a

value and esteem for it, and think it of some force. They appeal

to Scripture also, because it is of weight: one has a plea from it,

and another a pretence. Whatever is worth the having, where

it is to be had, will be also thought worth the counterfeiting,

where it is not : therefore, we may expect, in such cases, coun

terfeit Scripture and counterfeit antiquity, to give colour to

false claims, as well as genuine Scripture and genuine antiquity,

to support true ones. All this shews that it is generally thought

a great advantage to have antiquity on one's side, and as great

a disadvantage to any cause to want it. Men would never con

tend about it, were it worthless or insignificant: they would not

take pains to adulterate the coin, if the coin itself were not

valuable. Therefore let us not too hastily part with any thing

which all parties either openly speak well of, or secretly covet

and admire".

a Scrivener adv. Dallaeum, par. i.

cap. 9. p. 57, &c. Dr. Puller's Mo

deration of the Church of England,

p. 8o, &c. Bull. Apolog. pro Har

mon. sect. i. p. 634. Grabe, Spicileg.

vol. i. in praefatione. Saywell, Praefat.

* praefix. Launoii Epist. A.D.

1689.

“It is a calumny, to affirm that the

“Church of England rejects all tra

“dition ; and I hope none of her

“children are so ignorant, as, when

“ they hear that word, to imagine

“they must rise up and oppose it.

“No, the Scripture itself is a tradi

“tion ; and we admit all other tradi

“tions which are subordinate and

“agreeable to that; together with all

“ those things which can be proved

“to be apostolical by the general

“testimony of the Church in all

“ages.” Patrick on Tradition, p. 48.

b Whitby, Dissert. praef. p. 28, 75,

8o.

e It is remarkable of Socinus, who

contemned tradition and all the an

cients, undertaking to coin a new reli

gion from Scripture alone ; I say, it

is remarkable of him, that when he

found that his disciples would not

submit to worship Christ, after all he

could bring from Scripture to persuade
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2. As to deciding differences, or silencing disputes, it is granted

that antiquity will not always be effectual, neither will Scripture ;

neither indeed will any thing but what would be effectual to

make all men humble and modest, wise and good. That so many

several sects and parties differ so widely from each other, and

from the truth, is not generally owing to this, that their different

interpretations of Scripture have led them into different opinions

in religion, but their different opinions have led them into different

interpretations. All must of necessity pretend colour, at least,

from Scripture, (if they would not be taken for madmen or

infidels,) and if true interpretation will not answer the purpose,

false must come up of course. So it is in vain to cast about for any

rules of interpretation, as certain remedies for the healing differ

ences, or ending all disputes: the disease lies deeper, and is too

stubborn for human means. There is no infallible preservative,

no irresistible expedient against heresy, any more than against

any other rices: neither ought there to be any; for then a right

belief would be no matter of choice, nor faith any longer a cirtue,

as God designed it should be. We pretend not therefore to

infallible cures by any means whatever. But though we cannot

expect to work miracles by the help of antiquity and Scripture

together, (for heresies there will be notwithstanding, and Scrip

ture itself intimates there must bed,) yet they are both of them

of very great use, and may have their effect, in a human way,

among reasonable men; which is sufficient. We are very sensi

ble that they who study to pervert Scripture will pervert

tradition too, and will often turn those weapons against

the truth which were intended only for defence of it. That is

an inconvenience common to a thousand other cases besides

this: we must be content to bear with it, and to conduct as

prudently as we can, under direction from the word of God.

And when we have so done all that is proper or required, and

without effect, the appeal must lie to the common reason of man

kind; and there it must rest till the cause comes to be heard

before a higher tribunal.

them to it, he reminded them of the

ancient and universal practice of saints

and martyrs, as an argument to prove

that such was the sense of Scripture.

Quia nimis aperte in sanctis literis ea

illi tribui animadvertunt &c. . [Ad

Matt. Radec. Epist. iii. p. 391.] An

argument which, if he had uniformly

attended to it, ought to have given

some check to his most exorbitant

wantonness and self-sufficiency in

other matters.

d 1 Cor. xi. 19.
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3. But though Scripture and antiquity may both of them be

resisted, or both perverted, and are not certainly effectual, nor

intended to be so, yet both together are of greater force than

Scripture singly can be ; and that is reason sufficient for super

adding antiquity. Two witnesses are better than one, though

one be superior; and two proofs of the same thing (though one

be as primary, and the other secondary) amount to more than

either of them singly can do. Every additional light contributes

some lustre, and every accessional weight helps to turn the

scale. A man may be able to evade Scripture alone, who may

not be able to evade both Scripture and antiquity; or if he can

evade both, yet perhaps not so easily: therefore, if the taking

in antiquity is of service, as it reinforces truth, and bears the

harder upon errore, it is worth the urging, for the same reason

as all kinds of arguments or dissuasives against sin and wicked

mess are to be urged in due place.

4. Lastly, I must observe, that there is no such great diffi

culty as some persons may fancy, in distinguishing false claims

from true, or in pointing out, among the several claimants, where

the right lies. Men of ready wit and invention may draw up a

catalogue of innumerable difficulties, taking in all such as might

possibly happen in any case, and throwing them together, so as

to make up one large and floating idea of difficulty, for the

reader to apply to every case: but if one looks a little closer

into any particular instance, he will be surprised to find how

easy it is, after all, to form a judgment of it, and that not a hun

dredth part perhaps of that general confuse idea of difficulty

does really belong to it. If a man were inclined to hear what

fine harangues might be made upon the uncertainty of the re

ports of sense, how often, and how many several ways his eyes or

ears, or other senses might deceive him, (which may be illus

trated with great variety of instances from history, embellished

with all the ornaments of wit and fancy,) he might be apt, for

some time, almost to mistrust his senses, and to take life itself for

a dream. But notwithstanding all, when he comes to consider

use and eagerience, he will soon find that his senses may, for the

* Quis vero non fateatur, praescrip- sanctis patribus: qui praecipue quidem

tione ejusmodi multum firmari animos se tuentur Scriptura auctoritate, nec

nostros in genuina Scripturae inter- tamen praetereunt priorum temporum

pretatione, validius quoque munitius- consensum. Gerard. Voss. Epist. ad

que haereses refelli Quare hoc armo- Forbes.

rum genere semper pugnatum fuit a

wateri.AND, vol. iii. U u
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most part, be securely trusted to, without danger of deception,

and that it is scarce once in a thousand trials that they lead him

into error. The like may be said, with regard to the studied

harangues drawn up by some writers, about the uncertainty of

all tradition, and the obscurity of the Fathers, and the danger of

deception: they amount only to loose, general discourse, which

may seem, at first, to have something in it f, but is soon confuted

by use and eaſperience, the safest criterion to judge by. The

truth of what I say may best appear by an induction of particu

lars; and therefore I shall next briefly run over the most ob

servable pretences to tradition, ancient and modern, (such as at

present occur to me,) that we may judge from the particular

instances how that case stands.

Basilides, of the first or second century, and his partizans,

pleaded antiquity, and put in their claim to tradition, deriving it,

by one Glaucias, from St. Peter himselfs. But the vanity and

folly of the plea was apparent at first sight: and no sensible

man could ever think it at all reasonable to give credit to a wan

dering tale, or to that obscure Glaucias, rather than to certain

fact, (appearing in Scripture, and in the churches founded by St.

Peter,) that St. Peter's doctrine was quite another thing from

what Basilides had fathered upon him.

Valentinus, of the second century, and his disciples, pleaded

antiquity also, as well as Scripture, and fetched their doctrine by

one Theodades, as they said, from the Apostle Paul". A likely

matter that Theodades, whoever he was, should know more of

St. Paul's mind than all the churches founded by that blessed

Apostle. The silliness of such a plea betrayed itself at once ;

and but to name it was to eapose it.

The Marcionites, along with the Basilidians and Valentinians,

pretended also to derive their common doctrines down by tradition

from the Apostle Matthiasi. But their plea was mere artifice

and pretence, and was effectually confuted by the standing doc

trine of all the apostolical churches. By their common doctrines,

I mean such as they all agreed in, as about the origin of evil,

and the denial of Christ's real humanity, or the like.

f Legi libros de abusu patrum, et & Clemens Alexandrin. Strom. vii.

º saepius: sed, nescio quomodo, p. 898. ed. Oxon.

um lego, assentior; cum posui li- h Clemens Alexandrin. ibid.

bros, et mecum ipse de nervis argu- i Clem. Alex. Strom. vii. p. 9oo.

entorum coepi cogitare, assensio Conf. Dodwell. Dissert. in Iren. i.

nnis illa elabatur. Zornius, p. 665. p. 48.
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The Artemonians, of the third century, pretended tradition

for their heresy, from the Apostles themselves, and by the apo

stolical churchesk. Which was saying something, had they been

able to make out the fact: but the falsity of the report was pal

pable, and a child might see it. For they had contrived their

story so oddly, and brought it down so low, that besides ancient

records in great numbers, there might be thousands of living

witnesses who could contradict it, and expose it as a shameful

imposture.

The Arians after them, in the fourth century, claimed tradi

tion, equally with the Catholics, but not with equal reason. They

pretended to derive their doctrine down by the Fathers that

lived before them; particularly by Origen, and Theognostus, and

Dionysius Alexandrinus : but Athanasius easily detected the

iniquity of their claim, and effectually confuted it!.

The Macedonians also, in their turn, pleaded tradition for

their rejecting the Divinity of the Holy Ghost. But the great

St. Basil laid open the falsity of their pretences that way, and

demonstrated that tradition was on the contrary sidem. After

wards, (A. D. 383,) when both they and the Arians were so

lemnly called upon, and asked if they would admit the common

suffrage of the ancients, and be concluded by it; they shrunk,

and would not stand the test, choosing rather to rest the issue

of the cause upon logical disputation", their usual refuge, and

which they thought their safest retreat. It seldom happens,

but that those who make false pretences to antiquity do, by

their own conduct, (by their evading, or shifting when pressed,

or some other as significant marks,) betray their own cause;

insomuch that a stander by, of ordinary sagacity, may often,

without entering into the heart of the dispute, give a shrewd

conjecture how the case stands. Having considered some of the

most noted instances of unjustifiable claims among the ancients,

let us next descend to moderns, for further illustration of what

we are upon.

The Romanists are great pretenders to Catholic tradition, or

primitive antiquity; and yet the fact is so full and plain against

* Euseb. Eccl. Hist. lib. v. cap. m Basil. de Spiritu Sancto.

- * Socrat. Eccles. Histor. lib. v. cap.

| Athanas. De Decret. Synod. Nic. 10. Sozom. E. Hist. lib. vii. cap. 12.

& 23o, &c. de sententia Dionysii, 243, See my Second Defence, Preface,

C. vol. ii.

28

U ul 2
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them, that we can point out to them in every age, when, and

where, and how every corruption almost commenced, and every

innovation crept in”: or can prove, at least, that it was not from

the beginning. And it gives ground for suspicion that they are

themselves conscious of the nullity of their claim, when they

decline fair disputation. They screen themselves under modern

infallibility, and take sanctuary commonly in their own authority,

as sole judges of every thing, rather than rest the issue of the

cause upon a strict and fair inquiry into ancient fact. I may

further add, that it can scarce be thought a very difficult matter,

to discern how antiquity stands as to that controversy, when a

single writer of our own (our excellent Bishop Jewel) was not

afraid, though a very modest man, to challenge them publicly

upon a great many articles, twenty-seven in number, and to give

them six whole centuries to look out in, only to produce any one

sufficient sentence out of any old Catholic Doctor or Father, or ge

neral Council, that should be found to declare clearly and plain/y

on their side, in any of the said articles. He made the chal

lenge, and upon trial was sufficient to stand his groundp. The

like challenges, with respect to the first three or four centuries,

have been offered by others", and may be easily maintained by

any man of competent learning or judgment'; so little difficulty

is there in tracing tradition, or in distinguishing pretence from

reality. Wherefore one can scarce forbear lamenting, that so

able a writer as Daillé should take the pains he did to depre

ciate the use and value of the Fathers, only for fear the Roman

ists should take advantage of thems. He wanted at that time

either the spirit or the penetration of Jewel: otherwise he might

have considered, that the Protestant cause could not desire any

fairer or greater advantage than to join issue upon the point of

* See more particularly Bishop

Bull's Answer to the Bishop of

Meaux; and Bishop Stillingfleet's

Council of Trent examined and dis

proved by Catholic Tradition, A. D.

1688, and Dr. Whitby's Treatise of

Tradition.

p Fidem fecerint vel solius Magnac

Britanniae vestrae, vel etiam nostrae,

tot theologi summi: ante omnes ket

puff Movillud hominis, Joannes Juellus,

antistes Sarisburiensis. Quis enim

e Conciliis vel Doctoribus, quotguot

primis fuere annis sexcentis, non ani

mosius modo, sed doctius quoque,

vel felicius impugnavit adversarios ?

Non defuere quidem quibus hoc dis

putandi genus minus probaretur, sed

praestantissimi etiam Whitakeri judi

cio, timidiores hi fuere quam necesse

erat. Ger. Voss. ad Forbes.

q See Dr. Hickes's Letters to a

Popish Priest, p. 188, 189.

r See his Epistle Dedicatory pre

fixed to his Right Use of the Fathers;

as also his Preface to the same.

s Vid. Scrivener in Praefat.
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genuine antiquity, and to be concluded by it. Indeed, it

seems that he did perceive it afterwards, and made very good

use of it, when years and experience had more enlarged his

views.

The modern Socinians, though their way has been, for the

most part, to reject antiquity, or to undervalue it, (finding it

run against them,) have yet many of them, and of late more

especially, thought it policy to set up a claim to tradition, de

ducing it from the Apostles, by the Ebionites and Nazaraeans,

(whom they ignorantly or artfully confound,) down as far as to

the days of Justin Martyr, where they are pleased to imagine

a break in the descent, making him the first innovator. The

story is better laid than that of their predecessors the Ar

temonians, before mentioned: for they confine us within fifty

years from the apostolical age; and they know that we have

but few records, within that compass, to confute their tale

by. However, by laying all our evidences together, and making

the best of them, means have been found to demonstrate t,

so far as a matter of fact can be demonstrated, the falsity

and nullity of their pretended tradition. And indeed it must

look very odd, at first sight, to every considering man, that a

tradition from the Apostles should be brought down by Ebion

ites, men condemned by all the apostolical churches; nay, and

by the Apostles themselves, as may appear from what I have

offered above.

There remain now only the modern Arians to be spoken to.

Some of whom do with great assurance lay claim to ancient tra

dition; while others fluctuate and hesitate upon it, as upon a

point which they neither know how to abide by, nor how to give

up. As to those who put on the greatest assurance, it is a strong

presumption of their consciousness of something wrong, that

they are unwilling to acquiesce in the Canonical Scriptures,

without superadding another Gospel to them, a new book of

Constitutions, spurious and interpolated pieces of the third,

fourth, and fifth centuries"; which, whatever else they be, are

undoubtedly no part of the oracles of God. Another circum

stance which looks suspicious is, that this pretended tradition

* Bull. Primitiva et Apostolica Tra- p. 15, &c.

ditio, per tot. Mosheim Vindic. An- * See Mr. Turner on the Aposto

tiq. contr. Joan. Toland. Stillingfleet's lical Constitutions. Printed A. D.

Windication of the Trinity, cap. iii. 1715.
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is confined within two centuries. The reason is, because the evi

dences afterwards come in too full and strong to be eluded:

besides that Clemens of Alexandria, and Tertullian, who are

both within the compass, but happen to speak too broad and

clear, are excluded from giving their testimony”. And yet,

after all, even those which are taken in, as Justin, Irenaeus,

Athenagoras, &c. furnish out evidence enough to confute the ill

contrived claim, and to prove it a figment.

As to other more prudent and cautious abettors of the same

cause, though they decline not testimonies from the ancients,

when any can be made to look favourable to that side, yet they

endeavour, more ways than one, to sink the value of antiquity,

and to lessen the just esteem which we ought to have for it.

The testimonies of the ancients are depreciated under the low

name of bare illustrationsy, because they are not proofs in the

highest sense, as the Scriptures themselves are. But there is a

medium between proofs in that strongest sense, and mere illustra

tions; for subordinate proofs of the Church's doctrine from the

beginning drawn from Church writers are proofs of something,

(though not foundations of our faith,) proofs in the moral kind,

second only to Scripture”, and such as ought at least to have a

negative, so far as concerns fundamentals, in the interpretation of

Scripture.

Another instance of the low esteem which those gentlemen

have of the Fathers is seen in this, that while they quote passages

from them, such as they can most easily warp to their own

hypothesis, yet they undertake not, so far as I have observed, to

reconcile the other numerous passages, or to make the Fathers,

upon the whole, consistent evidences on their side, as we do on

ours: this, I say, is another presumptive argument that they

are themselves, in some measure, conscious how precarious and

unsupported their claims to antiquity are.

I may add, that some amongst them have taken all possible

pains to expose the Fathers to the utmosta, on purpose to render

their suffrage, in this cause, useless and insignificant : a plain sign

x Whiston, Primitive Christianity 538. Second Defence, vol. ii. p. 736,

Revived, vol. iv. p. 2. Compare &c. See also above, p. 615.

Grabe's Instances of Defects, &c. a Dr. Whitby's Dissertation, [de

p. 8, &c. Scripturar. Interpret.] is entirely on

y Clarke's Script. Doctr. Introduct. this subject, and written with that
p. 24. third edit. view.

* See my First Defence, vol. i. p.
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that they take them not for friends, since they do not use them

like friends. From this single mark, a man of ordinary discern

ment may competently judge (without looking further) whom the

Fathers belong to, as Solomon, by a like direction, knew whose

was the child.

Enough hath been said to shew, that it is no such very difficult

matter, as some would represent, to judge between the claimants,

or to distinguish the rightful possessor from the false challenger.

I believe it is, at least, as easy (generally speaking) as it is to

judge in a critical way upon texts: for that is what the plainest

texts imaginable must at length be brought tob, if one has a

subtle adversary to deal with, who has learned to play the whole

game. Much learning commonly will be spent on both sides,

before the plainest cause can be brought to a full hearing, and

argued quite through. I need but instance in the rounds which

Artemonius has led us upon John i. 1. mentioned above.

X. There is one objection more, which, though sufficiently

obviated already, may yet perhaps deserve to have something

more distinctly said to it in this place. It is pleaded, that men

ought to judge for themselves, to make use of their own under

standings, and to admit no human authorities. I allow the plea:

but, I presume, it is not hereby meant that we should receive

no human explications of texts; for then we must receive none

at all. If I interpret Scripture for myself, my explication is

human to me: or else, how it should become human to others

who may take it of me, I do not see. No doubt but Socinus's,

or Crellius's, or Enjedine's explications were human, as it is cer

tain that many of them were false : and therefore they that talk

in the general against all human explications seem not to con

sider what they say, or they forget themselves to be men.

As to authority, in a strict and proper sense, I do not know

that the Fathers have any over us: they are all dead men.

Therefore we urge not their authority, but their testimony, their

suffrage, their judgment, as carrying great force of reason with it;

and reason we should all submit toe. Taking them in here, as

* Le Clerc very well observes, that, “it.” Le Clerc, Causes of Incre

“to men governed by their passions, dulity, p. 172.

“and conceited of their prejudices, c “Fº is that faculty whereby

“the most evident things in the world “a man must judge of. thing:

“are obscure ; and that there is no “nor can a man believe anything ex

“law so clear, but a wrangler may “cept he have some reason for it;

“raise a thousand difficulties about “whether that reason be a deduction
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lights or helps, is doing what is reasonable, and using our own un

derstanding in the best manner, and to the best purposes: it is

judging rightly for ourselves. If it were not so, what prudent

man would advise it, or endeavour to persuade others to it?

But, says an objector, do not you follow the Fathers 2 Yes, as

far as reason requires, and no further; therefore this is following

our own reason: and he that deserts the Fathers, in this instance,

deserts himself and his own reason. Their sentiments, so ancient,

so unicersal, carry the force of an argument" along with them,

and a very strong argument too, all things considered". There

fore the being conducted by those sentiments, along with Scrip

ture, is the same thing with being convinced or persuaded by

argument; which is hearkening to right reason, which is submit

ting to God, (who gave us reason for our guide,) and not to

human authority. It is following the safest and best light which

divine Providence has graciously afforded us: for, as a great and

good Prelate has observed, “the general tradition of the Church,

“next to Scripture, is the best and surest confirmation of this

“great point now in question between us; and that which gives

“from the light of nature, or a branch

“of divine revelation in the oracles of

“holy Scripture, or the general inter

“pretation of genuine antiquity, or

“the proposal of our own Church

“consentaneous thereto, or lastly, the

“result of some or all of these; for

“he that will rightly make use of his

“reason, must take all that is reason

“ able into consideration. And it is

“admirable to consider how the same

“conclusions do naturally flow from

“all these several principles: and

“what, in the faithful use of the fa

“culties that God hath given, men

“ have believed for true, doth excel

“lently agree with that revelation that

“God hath exhibited in the Scrip

“ture; and the doctrine of the ancient

“Church with them both.” New Sect

of Latitude-men, in the Phoenix, vol.

ii. P. 706. written A. D. 1662.

“It is a good argument for us to

“follow such an opinion, because it

“is made sacred by the authority of

“councils and ecclesiastical tradition:

“ and sometimes it is the best reason

“we have in a question; and then it

“is to be strictly followed. But there

“may be also at other times a reason

“greater than it, that speaks against

“ it; and then the authority must not

“carry it. But then the difference is

“ not between reason and authority,

“but between this reason and that,

“which is greater: for authority is a

“very good reason, and is to prevail,

“unless a stronger comes and dis

“arms it, and then it must give place.

“So that in this question, by reason

“I do not mean a distinct topic, but

“a transcendent that runs through

“all topics.” Taylor's Liberty of

Prophesying, sect. x. p. 220.

e “Since we know what the Catho

“lic faith was, and how the Catholic

“Fathers expounded Scripture, if the

“words of Scripture will naturally

“ and easily admit that sense, (much

“more if they will not admit any

“other sense, without great force and

“violence,) let any man judge which

“ is most safe and reasonable, to ex

“ pound Scripture as the Catholic

“faith and Catholic Fathers expound

“ it, and as Scripture most easily and

“naturally expounds itself, or to

“force new senses and old heresies

“upon Scripture, which the Catholic

“Church has always rejected and

“condemned.” Sherlock's Present

State of Soc. Controv. p. 80.
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“us the greatest and truest light for the right understanding

“ of the true sense and meaning of Scripture, not only in this,

“but in most other important doctrines of the Christian re

“ligion f.”

What I have said appears sufficient to shew, that the taking

the ancients in for the assisting or informing our judgments in

this question, is judging for ourselves in the most rational way

that can be thought on. Nevertheless, I take the liberty to

observe, that those who talk most of men's using their own

understandings often mean little by it, but to get the direction

of their faith and consciences to themselves, or to make them

change a reasonable veneration of the ancients for a blind admi

ration of some modern preceptors. They very well know that

the generality of mankind (such as read little, and think less)

will scarce judge for themselves at all, except it be as to the

choice of some leader or leaders, whom they may suppose it

safest to confide in. And it is among such as these, commonly,

that new teachers seek proselytes; obtruding themselves as

guides, and at the same time assuring them that they need no

guides: which, in effect, is leading them about what way soever

they please, artfully telling them that they go by themselves,

when, in truth, they only change their leaders. To say all at

once, the true and the whole meaning of the incredible pains

which some persons have taken to set the Fathers aside, has

been generally neither more nor less than this; to remove as

much of the evidence which stands against them as they can

with any decency attempt to remove. They cannot, they dare

not pretend to throw off Scripture itself, unless they were re

solved to throw up Christianity with it, and to declare openly

for infidelity: but there may be colours invented for throwing off

the Fathers; and therefore thus far they can proceed, in opposing

the ancient faith, and at the same time save appearances. There

lies the whole of this matter, as I conceive, generally speaking :

otherwise, it is manifestly against all sense and reason to make

the least question either of the use or the value of ecclesiastical

antiquity.

The sum of what I have been endeavouring through this

whole chapter is, that Scripture and antiquity (under the con

duct of right reason) are what we ought to abide by for the

settling points of doctrine. I have not put the case of Scripture

* Archbishop Tillotson, vol. i. Serm. xliv, p. 456, fol. edit.
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and antiquity interfering or clashing with each other: because

it is a case which never will appear in points of importance, such

as that is which we are now upon. However, as to the general

case, we may say, that those two ought always to go together,

and to coincide with each other, and when they do so, they

stand the firmer in their united strength: but if ever they clash,

or appear to clash, then undoubtedly there is an error some.

where, like as when two accountants vary in casting up the

same sum. In such a case, a wise man will not rest satisfied

(if the thing be of moment,) till he finds out, if possible, the

reason of the difference, and discovers where the error lies. For

either it must lie on the Scripture side, (when a man takes that

for Scripture which is not Scripture, or that for true interpre

tation which is not true interpretation,) or it must lie on the

tradition side, through some misreport made of the ancients, or

some mistake of the ancients themselves. Then the question

will be, which of the two suppositions is most likely to be

true in that instance: and the resolution at length must turn

upon a due weighing and considering all circumstances, with the

reasons offered here and there, and then balancing the whole

account.

CHAP. VIII.

Shewing that what has been lately offered in favour of the Arian

Interpretation of John i. 1, 2. and of Hebr. i. is of no Force or

Validity.

THE author of Sober and Charitable Disquisition had been

pleased to say, that “an honest mind, inquisitive after truth, and

“willing to weigh the matter impartially, and to examine the

“evidence on both sides thoroughly, might be long in suspense

“before he could determine to his full satisfaction: and that

“several men of equal sense, learning, capacity, probity, and

“piety, may after such examination make different determina

“tions upon the matters.” He refers to his appendix for proof,

which appendix contains two opposite views of John i. 1. and of

Hebr. i. I would here previously remark something of his man

ner of wording the thing, and then proceed. Might it not as

well have been said, that there is as much reason on one side of

the question as there is on the other ? Why should an invidious

* Sober and Charitable &c. p. 42, 43.
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turn be given to what we are doing, that if we maintain our

point, and insist upon it as true and just, it shall be interpreted

to be as much as saying, that our adversaries have not equal

sense, learning, &c. with ourselves? We design not, we desire

not to make any such comparisons: we leave persons out of the

question, and desire only to come to the truth of things. It is

natural for many to admire the founders of their sect, or the

leading advocates of their partyh: and it might look like rude

ness to say a word reflecting on their sense, learning, capacity,

or probity. Neither indeed is there any occasion for detracting

from their general character, since it is certain that men of as

great sense, learning, and piety, to all outward appearance, as

any in their times, have sometimes fallen into heresy, (as they

might into any other great sin,) and have perverted the Gospel

of Christ : “Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest

“he fall.” It is a wrong way to judge of faith by the men i,

rather than of the men by their faith and conduct. There is

no sense however in going against truth, no learning in contra

dicting the wisdom of Heaven, no piety nor probity in departing

from God. Persons must be tried by the rule, and not the rule

by their character, be it otherwise ever so high or commendablej.

Men may behave unworthy of themselves; and God permits even

wise men and good men (as Solomon and David) sometimes to

fall, when they grow secure or assuming, for a punishment to

them, and for a trial to othersk, and for a warning to all, that

h Magnus profecto nescio quis sig martyr lapsus a regula fuerit, ideo

nificatur magister, et tantae scientiae haereses veritatem videbuntur obti

qui sectatoribus propriis non solum

quae humana sunt nosse, verum etiam

quae supra hominem sunt praenoscere

posse videatur; quales fere discipuli

suijactitant fuisse Valentinum, Dona

tum, Photinum, Apollinarem, caeteros

que ejusmodi. Vincent. Lirinens. c. xv.

i Solent quidem isti infirmiores

etiam de quibusdam personis abhaeresi

captis aedificari in ruinam : quare ille

vel ille fidelissimi et usitatissimi in

Ecclesia, in illam partem transierunt?

Quis, hoc dicens, non ipse sibi re

. neque prudentes, neque f

les, neque usitatos aestimandos, quos

haereses potuerint demutare. Tertull.

Praescript. c. iii.

* Quid ergo si episcopus, si diaconus,

si vidua, si virgo, si doctor, si etiam

mere Ex personis probamus fidem,

an ex fide personas Nemo sapiens

est nisi fidelis, nemo major nisi Chris

tianus; nemo autem Christianus, nisi

!. ad finem perseveraverit. Tertull.

rascript. c. iii.

* Luce clarius aperta causa est, cur

interdum divina Providentia quosdam

Ecclesiarum magistros nova quaedam

dogmata praedicare patiatur: ut tentet

tºos, inquit, Dominus Deus vester.

Deut. xiii. 3. Et profecto magna ten

tatio est, cum illum quem tu Prophe

tam, quem Prophetarum discipulum,

quem Doctorem, et adsertorem verita

tis putes, quem summa veneratione et

amore complexus sis, is subito latentes

noxios subinducat errores; quos nec

cito deprehendere valeas, dum antiqui
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they may learn to be humble and watchful, and not to trust so

much to their own worth or parts, as to their care and circum

spection, and God's blessing upon it.

Thus much being premised for the taking off all undue admi

ration of any man's person, and for the preventing any invidious

comparisons, (foreign and useless to the point in hand,) as well

as for the putting the cause upon a right issue; I now proceed

to examine the merits of the debate between the Arians and the

Athanasians, so far as concerns John i. 1. and Hebr. i. Io.

I. The author of Sober and Charitable Disquisition under

took to represent the Athanasian and Arian constructions of

John i. 1. fairly and impartially, as indeed common equity and

justice required. He begins with the Athanasian: but how

soon does he discover marks of partiality and unequal dealing.

He smooths over the Arian construction with all affectionate

tenderness, covering even its real and greatest faults, as we shall

see presently: but does he shew any favour at all to the other ?

When he is interpreting for us, the Word was God, he presently

throws in, the self-same Being with the Father k. He must have

known how ambiguous and equivocall that expression of self

same Being is, and that, in one sense of it, it is not our doctrine,

but the Sabellian heresy. Might it not therefore have sufficed

to have said, the same God with the Father, or one God with the

Father £ That is a doctrine which we inviolably maintain and

adhere to, because Scripture forbids us to admit two adorable

Gods. As to the question about calling them the self-same Being,

it is a question about a name, or a phrase, and a scholastic ques

tion, invented several ages after our doctrine had stood secure

and independent of it. And when the Schoolmen undertook to

consider this verbal affair, (for it is no more,) they either re

jected or admitted the eagression with proper distinctions; not

scrupling to say tres res, or tria entia relatica, always meaning

that the union was too close to admit of the name of Beings in

the plural m, without a softening epithet: and therefore Being

of being, or Substance of substance, (not beings or substances,) has

been the Catholic language. Let but those who object sameness

magisterii duceris praejudicio, nec fa- tion, p. 51.

cile damnare fas ducis, dum magistri 1 See my First Defence, vol. i. p.

veteris impediris affectu. Vincent. 371, 465.

Lirin. c. xv. m See my Second Defence, vol. ii.

* Sober and Charitable. Disquisi- Query xxiii. p. 712–718.
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of being define the terms, and tell us what constitutes sameness,

and then it will be very easy to tell them how far we suppose

the three Persons to be the same Being. All the difficulties about

sameness, or individual, or numerical, &c. resolve only into this,

that we know not precisely, in all cases, what to call same,

individual, numerical, and the like. The general notion of the

Trinity is clear, but the meaning of those terms is loose, confuse,

and undeterminate: so that the perplexity (if there be any) lies

not in the thing, but in some dark names, which many use with

out any certain meaning. Say but what those words or names

precisely signify, and it will be very easy to determine how far

they are applicable to the true notion of the Trinity. But to

proceed :

I have observed how unfairly the gentleman has dealt with our

doctrine: let us next take notice, how tenderly he deals with

the Arian construction of the same words. The Word was God,

viz. a divine Person, a most God-like Being". He should have

said, another God, a creature of the great God", which is their

plain and certain meaning ; though they are very reserved and

bashful in the wording of that article, as they have always been,

dreading to speak it out in broad terms. However, if God

the Son be God, as the text plainly says, he must be either

another God, or one God with the Father: so that if our doctrine

of one God be rejected, two Gods is the consequence directly.

Besides, since they must own, and do own, that he was God

before the world was made, they should tell us, whether he was

God by nature, or by office. He had no office so early, that I

know of: it seems then he was God by nature. So there are

two Gods by nature upon the Arian principles. Therefore let

any sober Christian judge which is the true interpretation of the

text, theirs or ours, thus far. Now let us proceed.

The Word was IN THE BEGINNING with God. That is, say we,

before any thing was made. And we say it for these two plain

reasons: because the order of the sentence requires it, since the

account of the creation follows after; and because all things

were made by the Word: therefore he was before all creatures.

The Arian construction, as this gentleman represents itp, is, “IN

“THE BEGINNING, when God created the heavens and the earth.”

n Sober and Charitable Disquisi- fence, vol. i. and ii. Query v. -

tion, p. 54. P Sober and Charitable Disquisi

* See my First and Second De- tion, p. 54, 55.
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Now if heaven and earth are words which signify all creatures, we

admit the exposition: but if they mean any thing less, they are

short of St. John’s exposition of his own phrase, which he

interprets to mean all things that ever were made, that is, all

creature8.

ALL THINGs were MADE BY HIM, AND witHouT HIM was NoT ANY

THING MADE THAT was MADEq. Now we interpret and say, that if

all things were made by him, then he himself must be unmade:

and since made by him amounts to declaring him Maker of all

creatures, (as we shall see upon Heb. i. Io.) we again con

clude he is no creature; because a creature creator, if at all

reconcilable with reason", is however utterly irreconcilable with

Scripture, which every where makes creative power the dis

tinguishing character of God most highs. The Arian construc

tion is, “All [other] things were made by him, and without him

“was not anything made that was [then] made.” So by inserting

other there, and then here, that is, by altering St. John's most

express, most emphatical propositions, a new sense is made for

him which he had doubly excluded, as far as words could do it.

For our construction we have, 1. Express text. 2. The order and

coherence of the sentence. 3. The tenor of Scripture, appropri

q One may observe the force of this ſº p.281. Fabr. Bibl. Graec.

text even upon those that came very lib. v. c. 23. Basil. §§ tom. i. p.

aunwillingly (and upon the whole not sil. contr.

sincerely) into the doctrine it con

tained, since it obliged Eunomius

himself, one of the grosser kind of

Arians, but the shrewdest man of the

sect, to admit thus much, that Christ

must be as much superior to his crea

tures, as the Maker must be to the

things he has made; and that he was

really invested with creative powers

by the Father. A remarkable con

cession, and such as ought to have

made a modest man renounce all his

metaphysics; which alone hindered

him from coming entirely into Church

F. The place I speak of is in

is Apologetic, (which was answered

by St. Basil,) and runs as here follows:

Tooraúrmy airò véuouev intepoxºv,

8ormv čxeuv dvaykatov ráv i8tov troumud

rov rôv mountºv. návra yap 8' airod

weyevviſoróat karū rôv Hakáptov'Iodvvmy

ÖpioMoyouplev, ovvaroyevvmóstormsäva,6ev

airº ris &nuoupyukňs 8vváneos, dos

elva esov uovoyevſ, mavrov rôv uer'

airów, kai 8t'airod yewopuévov. Eunom.

623. edit. Bened. Conf.

Eunom. lib. ii. p. 255. edit. Bened.

* A late ingenious writer argues

the point, in a very rational manner,

thus: “Creation, or the bringing a

“thing into being which before fai

“none, or was once nothing, is un

“doubtedly the proper act of an al

“mighty or infinite power: and, as

“must be granted, infinite power is

“an incommunicable attribute or

“perfection. Besides, if a power of

“creating could be communicated,

“then the being on which it is con

“ferred, having the same power,

“might endue a creature of its own

“with such a power; and this crea

“ture might make another such crea

-- ...; so on in infinitum; which is

“so shockinganabsurdity, that no one

“can bear the thought or imagination

“ of it.” Essay concerning Rational

Notions, p. 159. printed for W. Innys,

I733. --

* See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 72,

&c.
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ating creative powers to God supreme. 4. The reason of the

thing: for it is not reasonable to suppose that one creature should

create another. 5. The universal judgment of the first and

purest ages of the Christian Church. What is there now, on

the other hand, to counterbalance these reasons, or to oblige us

to run cross to so many evident marks of a true interpretation?

The author of Sober and Charitable &c. pleads on the other

side, that the Apostle, if he had intended to teach that the

Logos was God, Creator of all things, might have said it more

plainly, and with less circumlocution'. But we think St. John

has done it in chosen and expressive words, and could not have

made use of better to express what he intended, all things con

sideredu. He might have said, adds this gentleman, that “ in

“God are three personal distinctions, the Father, the Word,

“ and the Spirit.” But St. John was wiser than to teach Sa

bellianism, as it has been since called ; the blessed Three are not

personal distinctions, but distinct persons; as is proved from

St. John in this very place, because the Word was with God.

It is asked, could either Jew or heathen guess that he did not

mean a distinct being” P I answer, neither Jew nor heathen, who

knew that St. John believed the Old Testament, could be so weak

as to imagine that he meant to teach another God, or two Gods.

However, the Christian Church are the properest interpreters of

St. John's meaning: why must Jews or heathens, as such, be

appealed toy, rather than Christ's disciples, for the understanding

Christian doctrine : The objector here twice” confounds personal

characters (as he had before done personal distinctions) with

persons; which is not fair towards our side, nor so prudent for

the other side, because it is tacitly confessing that our notion

wants to be misrepresented, in order to afford some colour for

disputing against it.

He asks, “Why is it doubled over, The same was IN THE

“BEGINNING !” To be the more emphatical against heretics, or

the better to connect the sentence, and to introduce what

follows.

“And why so minute, as to inform us, not one is to be ex

* Sober and Charitable Disquisi- * Sober and Charitable &c. p. 56.

tion, p. 55. * See my Sermons, vol. ii. p. 46,

* See the whole explained above. 47.

Compare Tillotson, Sermon xliii. vol. * Sober and Charitable &c. p. 56,

i. fol. edit. 57.
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“cepted af" Perhaps to foreclose, condemn, and put to shame

all those who, notwithstanding such his minuteness, would yet be

bold enough to foist in other there, and then here, to elude and

frustrate his meaning : experience shews that all his guards are

wseful, none superfluous. But if the reader desires a fuller ac

count, he may please to look back to what I have said above”.

I have answered all the questions : and now let the reader judge,

whether they have weight enough to bear down the Christian

interpretation founded upon the reasons before recited. Yet

the author is pleased to recommend the other in very high

terms: “Not a word is lost, in that way, every thing has a plain,

“proper, and obvious sensee.” Is it possible : Has the word

God, for instance, its plain, proper, and obvious sensed, when it is

made to signify a Godlike creature ? And is there not a word

lost, when the very strongest expressions which the Apostle

could use, to exempt the Logos from being one of the things

made, are defeated and frustrated, by forcing the words other

and then upon him, which he never wrote, and by obtruding

a sense, which, it is likely, he abhorred : Have the words, all

things, and was not any thing, their plain and obvious sense

assigned them, when they are violently wrested from their abso

lute meaning to a limited one; and are arbitrarily clogged with

reserves and restrictions, though, according to the plain letter,

and other plain circumstances, they form universal propositions,

affirmative and negative : If such liberties as these are to be

taken with plain texts, and without any apparent necessity, it is

in vain to prescribe any sober rules of interpretation, or to

attempt to prove any thing from dead writings. But if words

can be of any weight or significancy, these texts of St. John are

plainly definitive on our side of the question: which I have

shewn more at large elsewhere". Or if the reader pleases to

peruse Professor Frank's Treatise, lately translated from the

German into English’, he will there find the Divinity of our

blessed Lord solidly demonstrated by siw several arguments

drawn from this single chapter, but compared with other texts.

I may over and above advance one more argument, fairly de

* Sober and Charitable &c. p. 57. e Sermons the first, second, and

* See above, p. 543. third, atº Lecture.

* Sober and Charitable &c. p. 55. f Frank’s Nucleus, or Christ the

* As to the strict sense of the word Sum and Substance of Scripture, p.

God, in that place, see my Sermons, 93—173.

vol. ii. p. 44, 45.
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ducible from the distress which the impugners of Christ's Dici

zzity have all along been in, with relation to this proeme of St.

John, and the difficulties they have lain under in contriving to

evade its force. The Alogis, (who appear to have been a branch

of the Ebionites,) as also Theodotush, took the short and plain

way, which was to reject the whole Gospel, as not being of

St. John's inditing.

The Arians were so distressed with the same passages, that

they knew not how to evade them but by a new invention of a

twofold Logosi, one considered as an attribute, quality, or opera

tion of God, (after the Sabellian way,) the other considered as

a creature, made by the former. And here they were under a

dilemma which they could never get clear of: for either all things

were made by the Logos in the former sense, and then how was

the Logos MADE FLESH ! Or all things were made by the Logos in

the latter sense, created by a creature, who must also, if the

word all be strictly taken, have created himself; which is pal

pably absurd. It seems that they inclined most to the former;

and if we may trust to Anastasius Sinaita, that was the very

construction which Arius himself espousedk.

Next let us inquire, whether the modern impugners of Christ's

Divinity have succeeded any better, or whether they also have

not betrayed the like confusion and distress. I need not say

any thing of Socinus's wild and extravagant interpretation,

which has long been exploded by his own disciples, and which

stands now only as a monument of the wonderful virtue of

strong prejudices and self-admiration. Zwicker came after,

and he took the surer way, which was to deny the authenticity

of the proeme, and to strike it out of the Canon of the New

Testament. Artemonius (alias Sam. Crellius) is a later in

stance, and which comes as fully up to my purpose: he has

been moving heaven and earth (as I have before intimated)

to persuade us into a different reading of one of the critical

words in St. John, on which much depends. He has ransacked

* Epiphan. Haer. l. i. 3. Philastr.

Haer. lx. IXamascen. Haer. li.

* Epiphan. Haer. liv.1.
i V. Athanasii Opp. 26o, 282,

308, 409, 413, 503, 505, 62o. edit.

Bened.

* Arius's interpretation of the place,

according to Anastasius in his Hode

wATER LAND, vol. III.

gus, runs thus:

KaN&s elitev 6'Iwſivvms, ºv doxº; #v 6

Aóyos, rotr Čorri rô Đmaa row eeoo. oë

yåp elm ev, ºv dpx; }v 6 Yiós, d\\' 6

Adyos 6 mpoqopukös row Geoû. Anastas.

Hodeg. p. 330.

! See above, p. 567.

x x
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all antiquitym for authorities to justify an alteration ; and be

cause he could find none, he has made as many as he pleased.

by mere dint of wit and fancy. Certainly St. John had some

direction extraordinary, or was otherwise a very sagacious person,

that, after the utmost improvements made in the art of chi

canery, and wire-drawing of words, yet nothing can effectually

do the business, even at this day, but altering the text ; though,

after all, there is no manner of countenance from any copies for

doing it. One thing however I may observe of Artemonius,

which, as it shews his acuteness, betrays at the same time a

consciousness, or a tacit acknowledgment, that we are in the

right to interpret the word God in the strict sense, as we do.

He argues, that it was by no means proper that the Word

should be called God, lest that appellation, taken with so many

other plausible circumstances, should lead men into a snare,

and make them believe Christ to be God most highn. Now

what is this but confessing, that such an inference is natural

and obvious, upon the supposition that Christ is called God in

Scripture : He saw the force of it, and the inevitable necessity

we are under of so interpreting: and that consideration made

him take such immense, but fruitless pains, to defeat all those

texts where Christ is expressly called God. But if that single

consideration struck this gentleman in so sensible a manner,

what can we think of all the other texts, which over and above

ascribe to Christ dirine perfections, and dicine worship also:

It is plain, that Artemonius could not have been against us, had

he not set out at first upon a false principle, that human imagi

nation is the measure of dicine truths.

II. From John i., I now pass on to Hebr. i., in order to ex

amine whether what we find there be not altogether as definitive

as the former. Here the author of Sober and Charitable &c.

undertakes to give a fair and impartial account of both parties.

Notwithstanding which, in his very first setting out, he repre

sents us as direct and manifest Sabellians, against all reason and

justice, and common equity. He puts these words upon us, as

expressing our sense: “God may be said to make all things by

“his Son, as a man to understand by his reason".” This is

m Initium Evangelii S. Joannis ex n Artemonius, par. ii. p. 295.

Antiquitate Ecclesiastica restitutum. . " Sober and Charitable Disquisi

Per L. M. Artemonium, A. D. 1726. tion, p. 59.
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not our way of speaking or thinking on the subject, (it was

Sabellius's, it was Arius's,) and therefore ought not to be re

ported as ours. For what if we do not call Father and Son two

substances, (the union being too close to admit of such expres

sions,) yet we scruple not to say, Substance of substance, like as

God of God. We contrive our expressions so as to suit the

Scripture idea of a real distinction without dicision, and of an

union also without confusion. We maintain, that there may be

a real diversity consistent with real unity, and that what is mul

tiple in one respect may be one in another. And thus we stand

clear, as of Sabellianism on one hand, so likewise of Tritheism on

the otherp. The author proceeds to set forthq a summary of

our reasonings upon Hebr. i. And he has indeed brought toge

ther a great deal more than can ever be fairly answered. But

without replying to what was offered on our side, and without so

much as endeavouring to shew how the force of those many

strong expressions can be evaded, or the words accounted for,

he contents himself barely with representing the pleadings on

the other side, producing our antagonists not as respondents, but

opponents only. But supposing that the adversaries had ever so

much to urge in that way, yet, unless they could reconcile it with

the words of the texts, and give a clear account of the whole, it

is doing the work by halves, and can, at most, be esteemed but

as a lame defence. However, by this means all our arguments

from Hebr. i. are left standing in full force, and it remains only

that we remove objections, to clear the whole thing. Two con

siderations are suggested by this author; first, that the chapter

here under inquiry makes the Son another being from God;

secondly, it makes him also an inferior being". Let us now

examine how these pretences are supported.

1. As to the first suggestion, it is to be observed, that it

amounts only to a metaphysical subtlety about being and person,

as if the words werec onvertible terms; which, though it has

been tried a thousand times over, could never yet be made out.

But here we may perceive, who they are that run into metaphy

sical and logical niceties to evade plain words of Scriptures, in

P See my First Defence, vol. i. tion, p. 59–65.

Query xxii. p. 465, &c. Second De- Ibid. p. 68.
fence, vol. ii. p. 716, &c. Further Vin- s How common and constant the

dication, vol. iii. p. 43–46. practice is, I have often observed else

a Sober and Charitable Disquisi- where. First Defence, vol. i. Query

x x 2.
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stead of keeping close to sacred Writ, and what it teaches in full

and express terms. But I would further remark, though I have

occasionally hinted it before, that all this discourse about being

and person is foreign, and not pertinent; because, if both these

terms were thrown out, our doctrine would stand just as before,

independent of them, and very intelligible without them. So it

stood for above one hundred and fifty years, before person was

heard of in it: and it was later before being was mentioned.

Therefore, if all the objection be against those, however innocent,

expressions, let the objectors drop the names, and accept the

thing. They may express the doctrine thus, if they please; that

the Father is God, the Son God, the Holy Ghost God, and all

one God; and yet the Father is not the Son, nor Holy Ghost, nor

either of them the Father: this is plainly the doctrine of Scrip

ture, let them express it in what terms they please. Each is

Jehovah, and yet they are not three Jehovahs: this is truth, (if

Scripture can prove a truth,) and we need no more. But if any

one has a mind to express this doctrine in such words as Justin

Martyr, and Athenagoras, and Irenaeus, and Theophilus, and

Clemens Alexandrinus expressed it in, (before person or being

was heard oft.) he is at liberty as to words, while he admits the

sense: for we are not bound down to names, but to things. These

considerations premised, I now proceed with our author.

He objects, that the “Son is distinguished from Godu.” From

God the Father, he means: and so he should be, because God the

Son is not God the Father. He adds, if “God means God the

“Father, he only must be God, for he says of himself, he is God

“ALONE.” Here I might run out into a particular explication

of what concerns exclusive terms : but because I have often done

it before, I choose to referx. But in the mean while, if the ea:

clusive terms are so strict, how come the Arians off with their

doctrine of two Gods 2 We can give a good reason why the

exclusive terms should yet tacitly suppose and include what so

intimately belongs to God: but certainly all creatures are for

ever excluded.

The author goes on to observe, that Father and Son must be

xxii. p. 463,464, 555. Second De- " Sober and Charitable &c. p. 66.

fence, vol.ii. p. 432,468, 496, 550,629, * Vol. ii. Sermon iv. per tot. Se

696, 703, 737, 757, 758, 762. cond Defence, vol. ii. p. 405, 423,424,

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. 444, 455,527,665. Third Defence, or

p. 709. Further Windication, p. 28 of this vol.
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two thingsy. One would hope he does not mean two Gods, equal

or unequal: as to any thing else, we are unconcerned; we allow

that the Father is not the Son, and so vice versa. He says fur

ther, the Son is “not the self-same individual substance *.”

Here again the reader may observe what kind of arguments

we are attacked with: no regard to the proper, obvious, natural

sense of the texts, but all the dispute is made to turn upon

logical niceties, or metaphysical subtleties about the nature of

things confessedly mysterious, or rather upon the meaning of

technical terms and names, such as individuala, &c. It is suffi

cient again to say, that the Son is not the Father, and yet each

is Jehovah, and Jehovah is one. Either deny this to be Scripture,

or say that no Scripture can prove the point: and then what

signifies arguing from John i. or from Hebr. i. ? it is all but

empty amusement.

It is asked, can a person begotten be the express image of a

person unbegotten, when the properties are so unlike" : That

our Scripture has so taughte, is as plain as the sun; therefore

the question should have been put, whether the texts shall be

allowed, or shall be struck out of the Canon : As to begotten and

wnbegotten, they are relations only; and (to compare small things

with great) Adam unbegotten and Seth begotten were exceedingly

alike, and one the eayress image of the other, notwithstanding:

so there must be something more than the circumstance before

mentioned, to prove a dissimilitude, or inequality d. But this

way of prying into what is unsearchable, in order to evade plain

Scripture texts, is not treating the Scripture reverently: neither

is there any argument in it, any more than in a blind man's rea

soning about the nature of colours. A very acute and judicious

writer well says, “It is certain we cannot speak of God with too

“great moderation. It is better to rest satisfied with an im

“perfect knowledge of him, by being content with general ideas,

“ than to run the hazard of thinking unworthily of that great

“Being, by our rashness in proceeding to determinate idease.”

That is to say, by attempting to determine the modus, about

which we have properly no ideas; or by turning ideas of pure

y Sober and Charitable &c. p. 67. • Col. i. 15. Hebr. i. 3.

z Ibid. p. 68. * See my Answer to Whitby, vol.

* See my Second Defence, vol. ii. ii. p. 555,556.

Qu. ix. p. 62o. Qu. xxiii. p. 709. * Crousaz, New Art of Thinking,

* Sober and Charitable &c. p. 68, vol. ii. p. 80. English edition.
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intellect into ideas of imagination, which is equally absurd. Hi

therto we have been considering, whether the Son be another

being (by which the author means another God) different from

God the Father: which the objector has not proved.

2. We are next to consider, whether the Son be inferior, in

nature or perfections, or can be proved to be so from Hebr. i.

It is pleaded, that God “appointed him heir of all thingsf.”

Therefore (for that must be the consequence, or none) he is an

inferior God. Why then is it not said that they are two Gods 2

However, to answer more directly, but withal very briefly; the

Son's coluntary condescension neither supposes him inferior, nor

makes him so.

It is further objected, that since God made the worlds by him,

the Father only is efficient, and the Son the instrument g. It

must be owned that the Arians, formerly has well as since, have

suggested as much : but it is all fiction and fancy, without sup

port from Scripture, confuted in this very chapter, as we shall

see presently. There is no foundation in the text for any such

unworthy thought of God the Son. The preposition by proves

nothing of it; for it is frequently made use of in Scripture, when

the Father himself is the person to whom it is appliedi. But

what room is there for further dispute here upon that head,

when the text itself expresses the proper efficiency of God the

Son, as fully and clearly as it is possible to be expressed : THou,

LoRD, IN THE BEGINNING HAST LAID THE FoundATION OF THE EARTH ;

AND THE HEAVENS ARE THE works of THINE HANDsk. This is said

of God the Son', who is also Jehovah in the Psalm from whence

these words are taken: could there be any words thought on,

either plainer or stronger to express a proper efficiency than

those are: and if those are not sufficient to ground our doctrine

upon, what can we think of sacred Writ, (with reverence be it

spoken,) but as of a book overspread with traps and snares, to

deceive the Christian world? It is true, there are tropes, figures,

and metaphors in holy Scripture, as when Christ is called a door,

f Sober and Charitable &c. p. 69. Franck's Nucleus, p. 118.

g Id. Ibid. * Hebrews i. Io. Compare Psalm

* Vid. Athanas. Orat. i. p. 430. cii. 25.

Orat. ii. p. 498. ! See my Defence, vol. i. p. 327.

1 Basil. de Spir. Sancto, Opp. tom. Sermons, vol. ii. p. 37. Compare

iii., c. 5. p. 6, &c. edit. Bened. Tay- Bull. Judic. Eccl. c. v. s. 8. p. 319.

lor's True Scripture Doctrine, p. 347. Dr. Knight's Sermons, p. 51, &c.

Alexander's Essay on Irenaeus, p. 148.
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a cine, a iray, and the like; or when God is said to have eyes,

hands, mouth, heart, &c. And, in such cases, every sensible man

knows that a literal construction would be absurd : but in the

instance now before us, here is no mark at all of any trope, figure,

or metaphor, nor any reasonable objection against interpreting

up to the letter. So far from it, that the whole tenour of Scripture

confirms us in it, that Christ is Jehovah, and properly Creator:

and the worship ascribed to him is another concurring circum

stance to complete the demonstration. In short then, those

Arian salvos come too late: the text itself has, in eayress words,

precluded them.

The author goes on to object: “Upholding all things, but by

“ the word of God’s power.” Dr. Clarke interprets it Father's

power: which is a possible, not a certain construction. The text

may as probably, or more probably, be understood of the Son's

own power. However, be it Father's or Son's, it is all one power,

and he and his Father are one. The authorm adds, “Seating

“ himself not in God's throne, but at his right hand n.” And

what then : Is he not a second Person : But, it seems, that if he

had been seated in the same throne, the author would then allow

the equality. Turn we therefore to the book of Revelations, and

there we find them both in one throne. It is THE THRONE (not

thrones) of GoD AND of the LAMBo: and Christ himself declares

that he was in his Father's throne P.

It is asked, why should angels be called upon to worship him,

if he were God equal to the Father: “Can they be supposed ig

“norant, if that were the case' :"To which I reply, that though

angels were fully apprised of his high perfection and dignity, yet

as to the particular times, places, and circumstances, when, and

where, and in what manner, they should pay their homage or

devotions, they might wait for special orders. The Father's

manifesting his Son to the world was a new and extraordinary

occasion: and how should the angels know in what manner they

were to behave upon it, without particular direction ? They were

ordered thereupon to repeat or renew their solemn exercises of

devotion towards the Son, now become man, and clothed in flesh:

m Sober and Charitable &c. p. 69. o Revel. xxii. I.

n What the phrase of sitting at p Revel. iii. 21. Compare Zechar.

God's right hand imports, is very judi- vi. 12, 13. and Vitringa, ibid. c. 5. p.

ciously and carefully discussed by Wi- 310.

tringa, Observ. Sacr. lib. ii. c. 4, 5. a Sober and Charitable&c. p. 70,71.
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as they had also special directions for celebrating his nativity or

incarnation in devout doxologies".

It is further pleaded, that the words, God, Even THY God,

argue some inferiority of God the Son. Yes, of the Son con

sidered as mans and in his state of humiliation, in which God the

Father anointed him with the oil of gladness, with the unction of

the Spirit, above his fellows; his partners in the same naturet,

partakers of the same flesh and blood; on which account “he is

“not ashamed to call them brethrenu.”

The author asks, why should not the Apostle roundly assert

that Christ was Jehovah, if it were his purpose to set him forth as

such ºf Had he done it ever so roundly, a contentious adversary

might still have found fault, and might have required somewhat

further. The Apostle has said what is sufficient for the convic

tion of any reasonable man, by applying what is directed to

Jehovah in the Psalm, to God the Son in this chapter. This is

saying the thing roundly enough: and we are not obliged to

give reasons why he has said no more, if he has said what may

suffice with men of ordinary discernment. But I may hint fur

ther, that a very probable reason may be assigned why he did

not take that precise method which the objector fancies he

should have done. It was the Apostle's direct design, as it

seems, to prove that the Son was above the angels, in opposition,

very probably, to the Simonians or Cerinthians of that time, who

attributed the creation of the world to angels, and who looked

upon Jesus as a mere man, and as such inferior to angelsy.

Therefore the Apostle chiefly labours these two points, namely,

to prove that Christ was really Creator", and that he is vastly

superior to angels. What he further insinuates of his being

Jehovah comes in by the bye: and it would not have been di

rectly to his purpose to have insisted more particularly upon it:

because even that would not have proved him (in the opinion of

r Luke ii. 13, 14. Compare Rev.

xii. 11, 12.

* “H 6eórms of xpteral, d\\ , dv

6porórms. eira mapá rot's Heróxous orov

qmori. Tives 8é slow of uéroxo, dAN' fi

oi ävěpatrol; roëreatu rô Tvetpia oix

experpov čAašev 6 Xplorós. Chrysost.

in loc. And so other Greek Fathers,

Basil, Theodoret, Theophylact, QEcu

menius.

* See Dr. Bennet on the Trinity,

who explains the text at large, and

very justly; excepting that he dislikes

the ancient notion of the unction of

the Spirit, which yet seems to be the

true one, p. 31–35.

u Hebr. ii. II.

* Sober and Charitable &c. p. 73.

y Vid. Bull. Judic. Eccl. c. v. s. 8.

p. 32O.

* Hebr. i. 2, 1o.
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the heretics then prevailing) superior to angels, since they looked

upon Jehovah, the God of the Old Testament, as no more than

angela. However, though I assign a reason which appears not

improbable for the Apostle's saying no more, yet we have a

right to insist upon it, that there is no need of assigning any

reason at all for his not saying more than was sufficient for every

purpose. There is no end of cavils when men are disposed to

indulge them. The Jews sought after a sign, but had none more

given them, after they had had enough. They demanded that

Christ should come down from the cross for their satisfaction:

but infinite wisdom would not condescend to satisfy them in their

way, when they would not submit to other very sufficient and

better evidences. The question therefore is not, whether the

Apostle in this place has said all that could have been said, but

whether he has said as much as was needful. We conceive that

he has ; and let those who think otherwise consider how they

can fairly evade the force of what they here find, before they re

quire more. Let them think how it is possible to elude what

St. Paul has here said to prove that Christ is Jehovah, though

he has proved it only by the bye, and has not largely or directly

insisted upon it.

I shall only add, that if the point is to be decided by the

asking of questions in this way, let leave be given to the orthodox

also to ask a few questions in their turn. If Christ be a crea

ture, why is it not roundly asserted either in Old or New Testa

ment : And if he and the Father be two Gods, supreme and

inferior, why is not that also roundly asserted, in some part of

Scripture at least? We have the more reason to expect it should,

because otherwise the contrary doctrine hath so many and so

plausible appearances of truth, that the most serious and conscien

tious persons are under inevitable danger of deception by them.

And therefore, if we may be allowed to reason and argue with

the tremendous Deity upon the subject of his revelations, or dis

pensations towards mankind, none, we imagine, can with more

justice, or with better grace, ask, why has not Scripture some

* Post hunc Cerinthus hareticus tendens; ipsam quoque legem ab

erupit, similia docens: nam et ipse angelis datam perhibens; Judaiorum

mundum institutum esse abillis [an- Deum, non Dominum, sed angelum

gelis] dicit: Christum ex semine promens. Pseudo-Tertull. Praescript.

Joseph natum proponit, hominem il- c. xlviii. Conf. Epiphan. Haer.

lum tantummodo sine divinitate con- xxviii. 1.
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where or other dropped a hint or two about Christ's being a

creature, or about his being an inferior God, admitting two Gods,

two adorable Deities, to prevent our falling into an otherwise

unavoidable delusion ? I doubt not, if that were the truth, but

that our Lord himself, (whose humility is so justly celebrated.)

and his Disciples after him, would have openly proclaimed it;

and that we should have as plainly found it in the New Testa

ment throughout, as now we find the reverse. Can we imagine

that a truth of that moment (if it were a truth) should be left in

obscurity, to be drawn out, at length, after more than 3oo years,

by Arius, Aetius, and Eunomius"; and that by the help chiefly

of logical conceits and metaphysical speculations, far above the

reach of common capacities? Certainly, Divine Wisdom could

not be so much wanting to the bulk of mankind, but would have

provided better for them in a scriptural way, and by plain

words, that so they might be more beholden to Christ and his

Apostles for their faith, than to the Dialectics of Aristotle, or

Chrysippus's subtletiese. But I forbear to press this further:

and having briefly run through all that the author of Sober and

Charitable Disquisition had to urge in favour of the Arian

interpretation, both of John i. and Hebr. i., I must now leave it

to the impartial readers to judge, whether any thing has been

offered on that side, which can be thought sufficient to counter

balance our plain and direct evidences brought from express

words, fixed to a certain meaning by all the approved rules of

grammar and criticism, and confirmed by the universal suffrage

of the first and purest ages. Thus far I was obliged to enter

into a small part of the other controversy, which affects the

truth of the doctrine, rather than the importance; because, as I

hinted in the entrance, the author I am concerned with had

b Clarissimis Scripturae testimoniis

argumentationes metaphysicae argu

tiae opponere, Eunomii est, qui ab

Aetio magistro edoctus, essentiam di

vinam penitus ac perfecte scilicet cog

nitam sibi habere persuadebat. Tam

perspicue Deum qualis sit novi, ac tan

tam illius motitiam sum consecutus, ut

me me ipsum quidam melius quam illum

noverim. Aetius apud Epiphanium

lxxvi. p. 916, 989. Eunomius ipse,

majore etiam insolentia apud Socra

tem, iv. 7. De sui ipsius essentia, Deus

nihil amplius scit quam nos: nec illa

ipsi quidem notior, nobis autem obscu

rior. Fabric. Bibl. Graec. lib. v. c. 23.

p. 272. Conf. Basil. contr. Eunom.

lib. i. p. 224. Theodorit. Haeret. Fab.

lib. iv. c. 3. Cyrill. Alex. Thesaur.

p. 260. Chrysost. Hom. xxvii. tom. i.

p. 307. Philostorg. lib. i. p. 468,470.

ed. Vales. Gregor. Nazianz. Orat.

xxxiv. p. 539.

c Vid. £il. contr. Eunom. lib. i.

p. 214, 22 I.
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º

mingled them in some sort together. But they who desire

fuller satisfaction in that other question may please to consult

those treatises which are professedly written upon it. What

comes in here amounts only to slight touches, and so far only as

related to the texts mentioned: which, though justly reckoned

definitice on our side, are yet but a very slender part of what

the whole Scripture affords us in that cause.
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Additional Illustrations referring to the respectice Pages above.

Page 406. IDEAS of intellect, &c. The distinction between

ideas of intellect and ideas of imagination is much insisted on by

Des Cartes in his Metaphysics", and is explained more clearly

and to better advantage in a late judicious treatise written by

Mr. Crousaz in French, and now rendered into Englishb.

P. 441. The same with denying his eternal existence. I should

have omitted the word denying, or else have said, the same with

denying the necessity of believing his eternal existence. All I

meant to say was, that Episcopius (which is true also of Lim

borch) did not distinguish in that instance between the eternal

generation of the Logos and the eternal existence; as some of the

ancients did c.

P. 460. Such effects might last beyond the apostolic age. I might

have expressed myself with greater assurance, and said, that they

actually did last as far down as to the Cyprianic aged; nay, and

if we may believe Paulinuse, who reports it as an eyewitness,

they continued down to the latter end of the fourth century.

From whence may fairly be accounted for the long continuance

of the phrase of delivering over to Satan in excommunicationsf.

* Cartesii Meditat. vi. p. 36. Object. tanti flagitii, ait: Oportet illum tradi

v. p. 45. Respons. v. p. 78.

b Crousaz, K.º of the Art

of Thinking, vol. i. p. 16, &c.

• See my Defence, vol. i. Qu. viii.

p. 368, 369. Second Defence, vol. ii.

Qu. viii. p. 618.

d See Dodwell, Dissertat. in Iren.

11. 54. p. 19 I-I94.

* Quem cum interrogasset [Am

brosius] et deprehendisset autorem

Satanae in interitum carnis, ne talia

in posterum audeat admittere: quem

eodem momento, cum adhuc sermo

esset in ore sacerdotis, spiritus im

mundus arreptum discerpere coepit.

Quo viso, non minimo timore repleti

sumus et admiratione. Paulin. in Vit.

Ambros. p. 9.

f See Bishop Hare, Scripture Vin

dicated, p. 69,70.
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Indeed, the use of the form remained afterwards, when such

miraculous effects had entirely ceased: because the form had

been customary from the beginning ; and because it might still

be understood in a sense not altogether foreign to its first inten

tion, such as I have expressed above.

P. 468. He may be in some measure hurt in his reputation by it,

and that is all. I would be understood here of the general case

only 5, abstracting from particular cases and circumstances; as

of ministers, suppose, whose maintenance also may be accidentally

affected by it. An inconvenience common to ecclesiastical offices

or civil, as often as men disable themselves from serving, either

by refusing to give the legal securities, or by opposing the public

Ineasures.

P. 469. Or to pay them so much as common cicilities. That is

to say, when such civilities were likely to be interpreted as an

approbation of the men and of their principles. But see this

rule of the Apostle considered more at large, under its proper

restrictions and limitations, by an able handh.

P. 485. A wicked life the worst heresy, which is scarce sense, &c.

At the best, it is a strong figure, or a turn of wit, and the thought

not just upon the whole. But something of it may be traced up

as high as to St. Bernard of the twelfth century, who argued

that vicious persons were seducers by their bad example, and

therefore were a kind of heretics in practice, corrupting more by

their ill lices than heretics, properly so called, could do by their

bad doctrines': and he applies it particularly to vicious clergy

men; not to extenuate the guilt of heresy, but to enhance the

guilt of such bad example. The thought was not much amiss, if

he had not carried it too far. He should not have suggested

that bad example is worse than heresy, properly so called. It is

true, that bad example commonly will do more harm than sound

preaching will do good; because such example runs in with cor

g Denique bono aut aequo non con

traria est excommunicationis poena,

ua nulla mansuetior. Non admovet

}. corporibus, non aptat rincula,

non denuntiat mortem, non eripit bona,

non abdicat dignitates; indignis ab

nuit sacramenta quibus in pernicien

suam abuterentur. Itaque tota et ad

Dei gloriam et ad peccantis salutem

est comparata. Sam. Basnag. Annal.

tom. ii. p. 481.

h Dr. Berriman's Sermon, in the

Appendix to his Boyle's Lectures,

vol. ii. p. 339.

* Multi sunt Catholici pradicando,

qui haeretici sunt operando. Quod

haeretici faciunt per prara dogmata,

hoc faciunt plures hodie per mala ear

empla: seducunt scilicet populum et

inducunt in errorem: et tanto gravi

ores sunt harreticis quanto praevalent

opera verbis. Bernard. Serm. ad

Pastores, p. 1732.
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rupt nature, and the other is contrary: but if the doctrine be on

the same side, it will do infinitely more mischief; and one Zoose

casuist will debauch more than a hundred others shall do who

are only loose in their lices. Bad example, under the check and

discountenance of sound doctrine taught by the same person.

carries its antidote along with it. But bad doctrine is a very

dangerous snare: it is not merely breaking a law, but loosening

the authority of allk. Therefore Bernard strained the thought

too far: and so did Dean Colet after him!; who is the first man

I have met with that ventured formally to say (for Bernard had

not expressed the figure so boldly) that a bad life was a heresy,

and the worst heresy. However, neither of them intended to

extenuate the guilt of heresy at all, but to magnify another kind

of guilt, as still greater according to their way of reasoning, or

rather rhetoricating.

Archbishop Tillotson glances upon the same thoughtm, but

gives a very different turn to it; and cannot, I think, be reason

ably understood of heresy strictly and properly such, but of what

some have wrongfully called so. Bishop Taylor, a very moderate

k “Who will maintain that a prince

“would do better in changing the laws

“according to his present passions,

“ than to let them subsist, and break

“ them every hour? Nobody. For if

“he observes not the laws as he

“should, he leaves them their autho

“rity however, with respect to his

“subjects and such other princes as

“are willing to observe them; which

“is absolutely necessary to society.—

“If it be asked then, which carriage

“ is most dangerous and blamable,

“ that of such as violate the laws of

“the Gospel which they believe to be

“ divine, or that of the incredulous

“who reject the Divinity of those

“laws, because they have no mind to

“obey them ; it is plain that the latter

“ is much worse than the former, sup

“ posing the laws of the Gospel to be

“beneficial to society, which cannot

“ be doubted.” Le Clerc, Causes of

Incredulity, p. 88,89.

The case which Le Clerc here puts

is not precisely the same with the

other, but the reason is the same for

both.

! “He sheweth plainly, that there

“be two kinds of heresies, one arising

“from perverse teaching, and the

“other from a naughty life: of which

“two this latter is far worse and more

“ perilous, reigning now in priests.”

Colet's Sermon before the Convocation,

A. D. 1511. Reprinted in the Phoenix,

vol. i. p. 7.

m Tillotson's Sermons, vol. i. p.402.

fol. edit. His reflection upon those

who were too censorious in charging

heresy upon others, and at the same

time too indulgent to their own rices,

runs thus:

“Deluded people! that do not con

“sider, that the greatest heresy in the

“world is a wicked life, because it is

“so directly opposite to the whole

“ design of the Christian faith and

“religion; and that do not consider,

“ that God will sooner forgive a man

“a hundred defects of É. under

“standing, than one fault of his will.”

N. B. Heresy, justly so called, is

not a mere defect of understanding,

but a fault of the will; and it is more

directly opposite to religion than com

mon offences ; as overturning the

authority of a law is worse than trans

gressing it, or as mutiny, sedition, and

rebellion are worse than common

felonies.
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man, in a treatise written on the side of liberty, may be a very

proper arbitrator to clear and determine the whole dispute.

“Men think they have more reason to be zealous against

“ heresy than against a cice in manners, because it is infectious

and dangerous, and the principle of much evil. Indeed, if by

heresy we mean that which is against an article of the Creed,

and breaks part of the covenant between God and man by the

mediation of Jesus Christ, I grant it to be a grievous crime, a

calling God's veracity in question, and a destruction also of a

good life; because upon the articles of the Creed obedience is

‘‘ built, and it lives or dies as the effect does by its proper cause:

“ for faith is the moral cause of obedience. But then heresy, that

“ is, such as this, is also a vice, and the person criminal, and so

“ the sin is to be esteemed in its degrees of malignity. And let

“men be as zealous against it as they can, and employ the whole

“ arsenal of the spiritual armour against it. Such as this is

“ worse than adultery or murder; inasmuch as the soul is more

“noble than the body, and a false doctrine is of greater dissemi

“ nation and extent than a single act of violence or impurity.

“Adultery or murder is a duel, but heresy (truly and indeed

“ such) is an unlawful war, it slays thousands. The losing of

“faith is digging down a foundation: all the superstructure of

“hope and patience and charity fall with it.—But then concern

“ing those things which men nowadays call heresy, they cannot

“be so formidable as they are represented. And if we consider

“that drunkenness is certainly a damnable sin, and that there

“are more drunkards than heretics, and that drunkenness is the

“parent of a thousand vices, it may be better said of this vice than

“of most of those opinions which we call heresies, it is infectious

“and dangerous, and the principle of much evil, and therefore as

“fit an object of our pious zeal to contest against”,” &c. Thus

far Bishop Taylor.

In the sum of the matter I entirely agree with him. The

result, I think, is, that nominal heresy, or an error in slight mat

ters, not affecting the foundation, not hurting the citals of Christ

ianity, is not so bad as real immorality: and it is equally true,

on the other hand, that nominal immorality is not so bad as real

error in religion, though in the slighter doctrines. But suppos

ing the error and the maintaining of it to amount to real heresy,

n Taylor's Liberty of Prophesying, Dedicat. p. 42, 43.
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it is then a vice, and the greatest of vices: so the whole will turn

upon the nature, quality, and tendency of what is charged as an

heresy. Incincible ignorance will equally excuse any other vice;

and so is wide of the purpose.

P. 508. All parties are for creeds under one shape or other. It

may be asked perhaps, what creed the Sceptics are for, who

profess to doubt of every thing : I answer, that their pretended

scepticism is mostly affectation, and they generally are as credulous

as other men; frequently more so. If they believe less of

religion, as some of them perhaps may, yet they are easy of

belief as to any thing else. They have their systems, their marims,

their probabilitics, (as they are pleased to call them,) which make

up as long and large creeds as our certainties do; only there is

this difference, that they commonly prefer a creed of paradores,

and sometimes glaring absurdities, before a rational faith. And

while we believe as much as we can proce, and no more, (which

is believing like wise men,) they believe what they have a mind

to, procing nothing, by their own confession; which is resolving

all into fond persuasion and credulity.

The most considerable writer I know of that ever appeared

in behalf of general scepticism (matters of faith only excepted)

is the celebrated Huetius, in a posthumous treatise", written, I

suppose, for an exercise of wit, to divert himself and friends;

unless he had some further latent view to serve the Romish

cause. I may remark, that one article of his sceptical creed is,

that the certainty of faith is superior to that of sense: a second

is, that it is superior even to that of the first principles and

avioms of GeometryP. One cannot desire any two plainer in

stances of the credulity of a sceptic. I mention not how often

he forgets the part he was to act, talking in the style of a dog

matist: Sure it is, or It is certain'. Sometimes, he is fully per

suaded", or fully convinceds, or certainly knows": at other times

he speaks of evident proof", and irrefragable argument", and de

monstration y, just an any dogmatist would do. So hard a thing

is it for the finest wit even to personate a sceptic with any toler

able grace, or without perpetual inconsistency: for which reason

° A Philosophical Treatise con- * Page 28, 30, 34, 68, 75, 98, 150.

cerning the Weakness of human Un- r P. 7. s P. 33.

derstanding. Printed in English, t P. 14. u P. 4o.

London, 1725. x P. 52.

P Huet. Philosoph. Treatise, &c. y P. 99, comp. Ioo, 104.

p. I5. -
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I before hinted that I look upon scepticism, so called, to be little

else but affectation. Or if there really be any such kind of men

who believe that they believe nothing, that very instance is an un

deniable argument of their more than common credulity. Indeed,

for a man to fall to arguing and proving that there is no such

thing as proof or argument, is much the same as if one should

make an eloquent harangue, lamenting that mortal men have

not the faculty of speech, loudly complaining that all mankind

are mºutes.

P. 51 o. Our way supposes that men ought to examine (if capable,

and as far as capable) in order to know that the doctrine proposed

is true. If it should be asked, what need of examination after

so many wise and good men, and all morally certain; I would

ask again, what need is there of studying the demonstrations of

Euclid, which all the world agree in, as containing certain truth?

A man might safely enough take them for granted, and by so

doing might as soon become a sound Geometrician, as by the like

method, in the other case, he might commence a sound Divine,

or a confirmed Christian. At best, it would be resting faith

upon mere human authority, which would be resting it on a

wrong bottom; and, besides, would be neglecting the due im

provement of the heart and cultivation of the mind.

But may there not be danger in examining, danger of being

led to dissent from what is right, and to embrace some error 2

Undoubtedly there may. And what conveniency is there with

out some inconveniency Such danger must be risked, rather

than found our faith upon a wrong principle, to render it worth

less or contemptible : and it is better to hazard the chance of

falling into some error in faith, than to be certain of committing

a greater error in conduct. However, if men come with humility,

modesty, and circumspection to the examination, and have patience

to stay till they are clear, before they formally dissent, or before

they declare it openly; there will be no great danger in examin

ing every thing with the utmost severity.

P. 51 1. The phrase of having dominion over one's faith, is of

obscure meaning, &c. I did not then call to mind how well the

meaning of that phrase had been lately cleared up by a very

learned hand”.

P. 544. The darkness cometh not upon it. I referred to a very

judicious critic, Lambert Bos, for the justifying my rendering of

* Bishop Hare, Scripture Vindicated, p. 60–63.

wATERLAND, vol. iii. y y
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this text. I find since, that the learned Wolfius disapproves of

what Bos had offered": but I abide by Bos notwithstanding.

who plainly has reason on his side. He did not insist merely

upon the force of the word kataAaBeiv, but upon the phrase, upon

the verb as joined with a kóros, or oxotia. The examples which

he gives from sacred and profane writers, of the use of the phrase,

are all clear and full to his purpose. And if there be need of

additional examples from ecclesiastical writers, there are several;

as Origenb, Cyril of Alexandria", and Theophylactd. Clemens

of Alexandria, in his comment, (if it be his,) seems to take in both

the senses of that verb into his construction of the texte. As

to the allusion to the Gnostic principles (I use the word Gnostic

in the larger sense) which I suppose in the words of St. John,

neither Bos nor Wolfius take notice, nor seem to have been aware

of it. But if the observation be just, as it appears very probable,

(and I shall say more of it presently,) that also is a confirmation

of such sense of the phrase as Bos pleads for ; and the two

considerations taken together answer very aptly to each other,

which is an argument that both are right.

544. The ancient Magian notion of a good God and an ecil

God, the first called light, and the other darkness, &c. A brief

account of that ancient notion may be seen in Dean Prideaux",

and a large history both of its rise and progress among the

Pagans, in Wolfius.g. And how the same notion was revived,

or augmented with new fooleries, among the heretics of the

apostolical times, may be understood from a noted fragment of

Basilides, preserved by Archelaus, of the third century, in his

account of his Disputation with Manesh. Now, considering that

a Ingeniosior quam verior hic est

Lamb. Bos interpretatio— quod na

tura A&you sanctissima et purissima

sit, nec minimam cum impuritate ha

bet communionem. Quae notio quam

vis in N.T. et apud ipsum Joannem

nostrum, cap. xii. 35, occurrat, ab hoc

tamen loco aliena merito censetur, in

quo non tam quid tenebra in Christum

molitas sint, aut moliri potuerint,

quam quid Christus in tenebras moli

tus sit, exponitur. Conf. v. Io, 11.

Itaque rectius notio illa vocis KaraXa

Beiv hic tenetur, quae receptionem aut

agnitionem infert. Hanc enim N. T.

Scriptoribus imprimis familiarem esse

patet ex Actor. v. 13. Rom. ix. 30.

Wolfii Curae Philolog. et Crit. in loc.

vol. i. p. 784.

* Origen. Comment.in Johan. edit.

Huet. p. 73, 74.

• Cyril. Alex. Comment. in Johan.

. 22.
p *theophylact in loc. p. 561.

e Clemens Alex. Excerpt. Theo

doti. p. 969. edit. Ox.
f#. Connection, vol. i. p.

179. 8vo. edit.

& Wolfii Manichaeismus ante Ma

nichaeum, sect. ii. p. 48–174.

h The fragment of Basilides is as

follows:

“Desine ab imani et curiosa varie

“tate; requiramus autem magis quae
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Cerinthus was among those who had adopted the old notion of a

good God and an evil God, (as Epiphanius has informed usi,)

and so of course must have fallen in with the old Magian princi

ples; Basilides may reasonably be allowed of as a good inter

preter of Cerinthus in those articles: and since St. John very

manifestly struck at several other tenets of Cerinthus, in his

divine proeme, it is more than probable that what he says in

verse the fifth about light and darkness alludes to the Gnostic

notion then prevailing, and is a confutation of itk. They pre

tended that the evil God Darkness pursued the Light, and came

up to it: he asserts, that the Darkness came not upon it, never

laid hold of it, never approached to obstruct or obscure it, but

was irradiated and illuminated by it. It may further be con

sidered, that Basilides probably flourished in the first century,

and might be contemporary with St. John, as both Jerome' and

Epiphanius" seem to assert: and though learned men have

disputed it, yet "Massuet appears to have well cleared up the

point against the most material objections. Now, if Basilides

himself was so early, it is so much the more likely that St. John,

writing at that time, might have an eye to the pernicious doc

trine then propagated by him, and by the whole set of Gnostics.

By Gnostics I understand all that sort of men who derived their

principles from Simon Magus, and lived in the apostolic age :

“de bonis et malis etiam barbari in dispute with Manes) confutes that hy

“quisierunt, et in quas opiniones de pothesis from this very text; which is

“his omnibus pervenerunt. Quidam

“enim horum dixerunt, Initia omnium

“ duo esse, quibus bona et mala asso

“ciaverunt, ipsa dicentes initia esse

“et ingenita: id est, in principiis,

“lucem fuisse ac tenebras, quae ex

“semetipsis erant, non quae esse di

“cebantur. Haec cum apud semet

“ipsa essent, proprium unum quod

“que eorum vitam agebat quam vel

“let, et qualis sibi competeret: on

“ nibus enim amicum est quod est

“proprium, et nihil sibi ipsi malum

“videtur. Postguam autem ad alter

“utrúm agnitionem uterque pervenit,

“et tenebrae contemplatae sunt lucem,

“ tanquam melioris rei sumpta con

“cupiscentia, insectabantur ea com

“ misceri.” Archel. et Manet. Dis

put. p. 194. Fabric. Conf. Wolf. Ma

nich. p. 177. Grab. Spicileg. vol. ii.

o
. 30.

* Epiphan. Haeres. xxviii. 2. p. 111.

* Accordingly, Archelaus (in his

a great confirmation, not only of the

construction of the phrase before given,

but likewise ofº application of the

text as I have been pleading for. His

words are:

“Quomodo et ipse [malus Deus]

“ cum sit omnino totus tenebrae, luci

“supervenit et comprehendit, Evan

“gelista testimonium ferente, quia

“ lucet in tenebris, et tenebrae eam non

“ comprehenderunt 2"

“How could it be that the evil God,

“being that he is all darkness, should

“ come upon the light, and compass it,

“when the Evangelist declares, that

“ the light shined through the dark

“ness, and the darkness compassed it

“ not.”

Hieronym. contr. Lucifer. p. 304.

Opp. tom. iv. Bened. ed.

in Epiphan. Haeres. xxxi. 2.

n Massuet. Dissertat. Praev. in Ire

naeum, p. Go.

Y y 2
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though I am aware that, in a stricter and more special sense",

the Gnostics may be said to have risen up in the second century.

P. 568. Irenaeus born in or near the Apostles' times, and was

advanced in years when he wrote. I here follow Dodwell in a

matter which requires not, and indeed admits not, of a scrupulous

or critical exactness. However, since Dodwell has been blamed

by more than one for his chronology in that article, I may just

mention how the different accounts stand in relation to the

year when Irenaeus was born. According to Dodwell, A. D. 97:

Grabe chooses the year 108; Tillemont, the year 120; others,

135: Massuet sets it the latest of all, A. D. 140. According

to which different computations, Irenaeus must be supposed

either older or younger when he wrote, if he wrote in 176, or

thereabouts, as most agree that he did : though some differ

also as to that, setting the date of his writings ten or fifteen

years lower.

P. 649. In strictness they were not interpretations of Scripture,

but rather pious meditations upon Scripture: I am sensible that

some of them were intended as strict interpretations: but in the

general, &c.

To confirm and illustrate what I have here said, it may be

observed, that St. Austin took into the allegorical way of inter

preting when he was yet but a new concert, because he thought it

much easier than the literal way, which he was not then so well

prepared for. He had not at that time (so he tells us himselfp)

sufficient leisure or abilities to undertake so hard a province as

the unfolding the literal sense, and therefore contented himself

with giving only the mystical or allegorical. Could a sensible man

so speak, and at the same time imagine that the mystical construc

tion he pretended to give was the true mind of the Holy Ghost?

Or could he conceive that he had any certain foundation for the

mystical sense (so considered) before he had found out the literal

one to ground it upon : No, surely. But thinking himself at

o See Wolfius, Manichaeismus, &c.

p. 206. Buddaeus, Eccles. Apostol. p.

344, 345, 57.1, &c.

P Et quia non mihi tunc occurre

bant omnia quemadmodum proprie

possint accipi, magisque non posse

accipi videbantur, aut vix posse, aut

difficile; ne retardarer, quid figurate

significarent ea qua ad literam non

potui invenire, quanta valui brevitate

et perspicuitate explicavi, nevel multa

lectione vel disputationis obscuritate

deterriti, in manus ea sumere non

curarent. Augustin. de Gen. ad Liter.

lib. viii. c. 2. p. 227. tom. iii. Bened.

Note, that St. Austin in the year

389, then a new convert, ventured no

further than the allegorical exposition

of Genesis: but in the year 401 he

undertook the literal explication also,

in twelve books, [de Genesi ad Lite

ram, which he finished about 415.
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liberty to raise any true and instructive moral from the text, he

gave it as a good lesson to ruminate upon rather than as a strict

interpretation of the words before him. He, and other allego

rizers like him, might apprehend that dry history, or a mere

narrative of facts, would be unentertaining or unedifying to

common readers or hearers, and therefore they had a mind to

furnish them with proper meditations, moral and religious, to

graft upon such parts of sacred Writ; that so, whenever they

should hear or read any Scripture history, such reflections also

might occur to their minds, for improving the same to spiritual

uses". And whether such spiritual uses were really intended

in such place by the sacred penman or no; yet if the words might

be but aptly accommodated thereto, and were but pertinently and

soberly applied, and the analogy of faith preserved, a good end

was answered thereby, and true doctrine at least kept, if not

true interpretation".

Nevertheless it must be owned that the allegorizing Fathers

did sometimes intend such comments as strict and proper inter

pretations; particularly where they thought that the obvious

literal meaning carried some absurdity in it, or else was too low

and tricial to be the whole design of the sacred writer, or Spirit

of God. They had St. Paul’s example to go upon : “Doth God,”

says he, “take care for oxens?” Intimating that such literal in

terpretation, singly considered, was too low and jejune a sense to

fix upon the law in Deuteronomy t, and that therefore there was

a necessity of supposing some higher meaning, and good reason

for looking out for one. The like might be the case with other

passages of the Old Testament, and very probably is : and

so the Fathers endeavoured, wherever they apprehended any

q Eo minus vero mirandum, quod

veteris Ecclesiae doctoribus haec ipsa

(allegorica) scripturarum explicandi

ratio placuerit, quod et illi crederent,

in Scripturae lectione unice hoc agen

dum, ut quae fidem alere ac fovere,

vitamque instruere possunt, inde hau

riamus, reliqua non magnopere ad nos

pertinere. Praevaluit fere mystica

illa et allegorica interpretandi ratio;

pluribusque, ob insignem quem in

vitae fideique praxi habere videbatur

usum, se commendabat. Buddaei Isa

gog. vol. ii. p. 1786.

r Cum divinos libros legimus, in

tanta multitudine verorum intellec

tuum qui de paucis verbis eruuntur,

et sanitate Catholicæ fidei muniuntur,

id potissimum deligamus quod certum

apparuerit eum sensisse quem legimus.

Siautem hoc latet, id certe quod cir

cumstantia Scriptura non impedit, et

cum sana fide concordat. Si autem et

Scripturae circumstantia pertractariac

discutinon potest, saltemid solum quod

fides sana praescribit. Aliud est enim

uid potissimum scriptor senserit non

ignoscere, aliud a regula pietatiser

rare. Si voluntas scriptoris incerta

sit, sana fidei congruam non inutile est

eruisse sententiam. Augustin de Gen.

ad Literam, lib. i. cap. 41. p. 132.

* I Cor. ix. 9.

t Deuteron. xxv. 4.
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necessity of rising above the letter, to search out the mystical

intendment; and in their searches of that kind they sometimes

indulged their fancies too far, giving their own conjectures (but

modestly, and within the analogy of faith) for the sense of Scrip

ture. And what commentator is there that may not sometimes,

or often, mistake in interpreting the obscure places of sacred Writ!

A good sense, that is to say, a sense consistent with sound doc

trine, every wise man will be sure to make choice of: but as to

the true sense of the place, in such instances, it is what the

wisest cannot often be sure of, or take upon them to warrant.

I shall only add, that in order to form a more distinct idea of

the ancient ways of interpreting, it may be proper to bear in

mind that threefold method of commenting which St. Jerome lays

downu : namely, the historical, tropological, and theorical: or, in

more familiar terms, the literal, moral, and sublime. The first

of the three looked only to the grammatical meaning of the words,

for the information of the hearers: the other two aimed at in

proving their morals and elevating their affections: which ends

might be, in a good measure, answered by apposite meditations

upon the text, though they should not happen to be true inter

pretations. And it was that consideration chiefly, as I conceive,

which made the Fathers take the more freedom in moralizing

and spiritualizing (if I may so speak) the letter of sacred writ.

See the last passage which I quoted from St. Austin, intimating

as much.

P. 667. Men of as great sense, learning, and piety, to all out

ward appearance, as any in their times, have sometimes fallen into

heresy. I might mention Tertullian, Apollinaris, and several

more". But it has been suggested by some persons, that

according to the Scripture account of heresy, none were charge

able with it but men who knowingly espoused false doctrine, who

were directly self-condemned as teaching what they knew to be

wrong, men of cile and dishonest principles, and of a flagitious

character; in short, monsters of lewdness or impiety. And all

" Triplex in corde nostro descriptio

et regula Scripturarum est. Prima, ut

intelligamus eas juxta historiam : se

cunda, juxta tropologiam : tertia, juxta

intº spiritualem.

1. In historia, eorum quae scripta

sunt ordo servatur:

2. In tropologia, de litera ad ma

jora consurgimus: et quidquid in pri

ori populo carnaliter factum est, juxta

moralem interpretamur locum, et ad

animae nostrae emolumenta converti

inus.

3. In spirituali 6eopia, ad sublimiora

transimus, terrena dimittimus, de fu

turorum beatitudine et caelestibus dis

putamus, ut praesentis vitae meditatio

umbra futurae beatitudinis sit. Hiero

nym. ad Hedib. tom. iv. p. 186. edit.

Bened.

* Vid. Vincent. Lirinens. cap. xv.

xvi. xxiii. xxiv.
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this is grounded upon the scattered descriptions given of several

kinds of heretics in several parts of the New Testament. I

have not here room to consider this whole matter at large;

nor is it necessary I should, since I have obviated the main

of it in the preceding sheets: but to prevent any person's

being imposed upon by such suggestions, I may here throw in

a few brief and, I hope, pertinent considerations.

1. All heresies mentioned in Scripture were not of equal

malignity. It is not right to apply to all what was true of some

only; or to draw together all the ill features of several sects, or

men, into one picture of deformity, and to make it serve for the

picture of every individual.

2. The Apostles do not charge all the false teachers with

flagitious, or openly scandalous lives and lewd doctrines, but the

Nicolaitans chiefly, if not solely.

3. Some others are charged with secularity and selfish views,

but not all. The Apostles, having the gift of discerning spirits,

and writing by the Spirit of God, might justly so charge them :

otherwise many of them might have passed, and would have

passed, as persons of a fair character, full of godly zealy, and

ministers of righteousness”. It was to prevent their passing for

such that the Apostles took the advantage they extraordinarily

had to expose the secret views of the men, lest they should de

ceive whole churches by a fair outward deportment.

4. As to those whom the Apostles so charged with sinister

views, or corrupt motices, it cannot be proved that they taught

what they knew to be false, or believed to be wrong: but their

inclinations governed their faith, and they easily believed what

their passions, pride, canity, or popularity suggested to them;

which is a very common case”. So that it does not appear that

those false Apostles were formally self-condemned, or any other

wise than as all false teachers and evil-doers are self-condemned,

when they might know and do better; though many of them

enjoy great self-satisfaction.

5. Whatever the motives of such men were, the Apostles did

not anathematize them for their corrupt motives, but for their

corrupt doctrines; which would have deserved the same anathema,

though taught with the best intention and most upright views,

y Gal. iv. 17. - “ demonstrations.” See Le Clerc's

* 2 Cor. xi. 13, 14, 15. whole chapter on this head, in his

a “Men are apt to beliere what they Parrhasiana, chap. vii. p. 226. Com

“ desire; and the weakest reasons pare Causes of Incredulity, part i.

“which persuade them appear like c. 1, 2, 3.
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either by the Apostles themselves, or by an angel from heaven".

St. John, in particular, does not say, whosoever upon ill motices

abideth not in Christ's doctrine, or bringeth not this doctrine,

“receive him not;” but simply, “whosoever transgresseth, and

“abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, or bringeth not this doc

“trine c :” there lay all the stress.

6. Ill motives would corrupt even the best works: so the

throwing all the malignity of heresy upon the ill motices, is

making no fault of the heresy at all, nor specifying any difference,

in moral account, between preaching the truth of the Gospel,

and subcerting it: for to do either upon wicked motives is un

doubtedly a wicked thing.

7. The design of the Apostles in exposing the corrupt cieurs of

heretics was not to justify their anathema, or censure, (which was

just without, because of the corrupt doctrine,) but to prevent the

deception of the simple, who were in danger of being beguiled by

flattering professions of lore and tenderness towards men, and of

zeal and conscience towards God: as is plain in the case of the

Judaizing heretics, who were believing Pharisees, and who

plausibly pleaded the law of Godd. To obviate such plausible

and ensnaring pretences, it was very proper to acquaint the un

wary, that those false teachers were really men of selfish views

and secular aimse, and were not to be implicitly trusted upon

ever so many smooth speeches or artful professions, whether of

friendliness or godliness.

8. Lastly, let it be noted, that open declared libertines are

not the most dangerous of heretics; neither are the wildest

heresies, though worst in quality, the most destructive in their

consequences. Some things are too gross to deceive many, and

too shocking to prevail much, or long. There is vastly greater

danger of the Christian world’s running into an half religion,

than there is of their taking up with none, or with one that is

plainly scandalous ; and infinitely more, in all likelihood, will at

length perish for not being good enough, than for being monsters

of lewdness or impiety.

b Gal. i. 8. • 2 John 9, 1o. d Acts xv. 5. e Rom. xvi. 17, 18.

END OF VOL. III.
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